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MEMOIR No. 51.

The Secular Variation of the Motion of the Moon's Perigee.

(Astronomical Journal, Vol. X, pp. 73-74, 1890.)

In Nos. 220 and 221 of this Journal appears an article by Mr. Stockwell,

in which, in opposition to all previous investigators, an acceleration is found

for the motion of this element of the lunar orbit. The introductory history

of this matter given by the author is incomplete, as he passes over without

notice the most recent, and perhaps the only correct, determination of the

coeiEcient, viz. : that by Delaunay {Comptes Rendus, Tome LXXIV.pp. 152,

153). Delaunay finds that, assuming— 1270"i"as the value o{ nf(e"— ^^)dt,

the coeflBcients of i"^ in the motions of the perigee and node are severally

— 39".986 and + 6".778.

Before astronomers accept the new values advanced by Mr. Stockwell,

in order to judge intelligently about the matter, they doubtless would like

to know how it happens that the author differs so greatly from his prede-

cessors. No information in the article itself is given on this point ; it is

strange that the author should deem this a matter of no importance. The

explanation is not far to seek ; the quantities e and o, which appear in the

author's equation (1), are treated as though they suffered no periodic pertur-

bations. Yet the equation is not true unless these two symbols denote

severally the eccentricity and longitude of the perigee in the instantaneous

orbit which the moon is, at the moment, describing. All the previous

investigators, while they do not employ equation (l), have employed methods

in which this principle is tacitly admitted. It should be pointed out that

Vol. IV. -1.
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equation (1) is not in the shape astronomers generally give it. It appears

that the lunar elements have been partially eliminated from it by the intro-

duction of the differential coefficients

dv „„ J dr

But the method followed by the author requires that the elimination

should be complete ; no instantaneous element of the moon should appear

in the equation. Very simple equations exist suitable for this purpose

;

such, for instance, as

. , _xdi^
fie COB (V — w) = r ,,,— fi

. , A ,drdv

The equation would then take the form

, dv' "1 ldR\ dr r , dv' ^ T ldR\
'dt^-'\\dr)-dtV^w^''\\-av]

di
~ TJ^ T ^ .dr'dv'

,dv
dt

>^-T-^ df dt'

in which the right member is expressed purely as a function of the four

quantities

r « *!! and ^'^' ^' dt
^""^

dt

It may be thought the equation in this shape is too cumbrous for use
;

and so it is. For this reason it has not been employed by astronomers. The

method followed by Delaunay, for instance, involves far less labor. This

method furnishes the equations

dg__dR dh_ _dR
dt dG' dt JH

But it is more convenient to express R in terms of a, e and y, than in

terms oi L, G and H; hence we write

dm_ _(da da \dE _(de de \dR_( dy ,
dy \dR

SF \lG^dH)^a [W^ dHJ'de \dG JB) dy

This equation holds true through all the transformations Delaunay

makes for the purpose of removing from R the various periodic terms it

contains by reason of the action of the sun. In these transformations, how-

ever, c' the solar eccentricity is treated as a constant. It is, however,
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variable, and it is permitted to conceive it as developed in ascending powers

of t. Hence, wherever, in the old development of jB, we wrote e', we ought

now to write e'^ -{-/t, Cj and /being regarded as constants. The new portion

of R is then

for, limiting the determination of the secular variation to the term propor-

tional to t*, it is not necessary to go beyond the first power of t. And, in

this new portion of R, we ought to make all the transformations of variables

which have as object the removal of the periodic terms of the earlier portion

of R. Again, it is plain that the e', which appears in the still-remaining

non-periodic term of the earlier portion of R, should be regarded as constant;

that is, e'o should be substituted for it. Also, the making the transforma-

tions in

is the same thing as substituting in it, for the three coordinates of the moon
their values as affected by solar action. This being done, and the resulting

function limited to its non-periodic term, it is plain the term we are in search

of will be given by the integration of the equation

dm__[ldada\ rf^R
, /^ ,

rf«. \^^ 4- I ^r 4. ir\ '^^ \ ff

dt~ I \^ Th) dade' ^ \dO^ JSjdede' '^
[dlG '^ dH ) dyde' J

•'

In this care must be taken to have a, e and y of the same signification

in all the factors. When we neglect the inclination of the lunar orbit the

last term may be neglected.

The advantage of the employment of such a formula as this over the

one employed by Mr. Stockwell consists in the circumstance that since the

first factors are non-periodic, the second may be limited to their non-periodic

terms. The expression is correct, however far we may wish to push the

approximation in reference to powers of the solar disturbing force.

It would be impossible to give here a redetermination of the coeflScient in

dispute to the degree of approximation adopted by Delaunay, on account of

its length. Nevertheless, some approximate statements may be of interest.

In another place I have found {Astronomical Papers of the American Ephemeris,

Vol. Ill, p. 388),
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When we neglect the inclination of the lunar orbit and the solar paral-

lax, with Delaunay's notation, we have

B=in"^r'+in"yir'coB2Ch + y— h'-y')

Thence we derive

dR __ gj^d.logr' _ dRM
d^ 3? dv "33

Here it will be sufficiently accurate to put

_3li^fJl' = -fe' + 3cosZ, |^ = 2sinr

Then, if we suppose the disturbing function and its derivative contains

severally the terms

R = o'w' (^o + A^e' cos V), ^ = 5o'nV sin V

where A^, A^ and B are functions of a and e only, we shall have

g = av{f(A-^.)-^}<''

From Pontecoulant's TMorie Analytique du Systeme du Monde, Tome IV,

pp. 100, 106, 185, 253 and 256, we get

dR
Thus the function -=-j would contain the terms

\ \rn?—^m' + (f m' + ^»i' + 'Wn'^ ^"*) e'fa'wV

Pontecoulant's and Delaunay's e are not quite identical ; but neglecting

the difference, substituting this expression in our formula, and adopting

— 1270"i2 as the value of nf{^^—d^)dt, we get as the coefficient — 33"

instead of Delaunay's — 40". The difference is caused, in the main, by our

neglect of the terms of higher orders.

In conclusion, it should be stated that it is not true that when we have
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derived a formula such as

a, = a,. + (4 + Be"") t

on the supposition that the solar eccentricity is constant, we shall have, as

the proper correction to this when the eccentricity is variable, the formula

Delaunay has given the value of B [Comptes Eendus, Tome LXXIV,
pp. 15-17), and a diflference will be observed between the coeflBcients.
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MEMOIR No. 52.

Additional Terms in the Great Inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn.

(Astronomical Jonrnal, Vol. XI, pp. 49-51, 1891.)

The discussion of the observations of Jupiter and Saturn, now in progress

in the office of the Amei-ican Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac, has reached

such a stage that we can exhibit the results in reference to the correction of

the mean longitude of Jupiter as it is given in my new theory of Jupiter and

Saturn, {Astronomical Papers of the American Ephemeris, Vol. IV, p. 558).

Dividing the material into eleven groups roughly corresponding to as many
revolutions of the planet, values of 6L were obtained, which are shown in

the following table

:

Interval. Mean Year. iL Weigh

1750-1765 1758 — 0';50-|-0.137/x 4.2

1766-1777 1772 — 0.71— 0.037,x 1.4

1778-1789 1783 — 0.53— 0.063(a 0.9

1790-1801 1796 — 1.28— 0.111^ 2.8

1802-1813 1808 — 1.33 + 0.133m 5.5

1814-1825 1820 — 1.30 + 0. 040|u 6.1

1836-1837 1832 + 0.01— 0.097/x 11.7

1838-1849. 1844 — 0.04— 0.098/i 16.7

1850-1861 1856 + 0.02— 0.068|t 16.6

1862-1873 1868 + 0.28 + 0.179/X 16.5

1874-1887 1881 + 0.16 + 0.139/i 19.0

In the values of 6L the modifications caused by a change in the mass of

Saturn are shown by the terms involving (i, an indeterminate so chosen that

ft
=. 1" corresponds to an augmentation of Bessel's mass sjir.v by a thous-

andth part. The column of weights is added that some idea of the degree

of precision of the several values of 5Z may be obtained.

These values can be very well represented by a linear function of the

time, with the exception of the three belonging to the interval 1790-1825,

which have abnormally large negative values. And the latter cannot be

brought into harmony with the rest by assigning to (i any possible value; in

fact, the solution of the equations gives for (i an insignificant quantity.
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The disagreement might be attributed to personal equations in the

observers; but this seems not likely, as the three values of 1796, 1808

and 1820 are closely coincident, and yet are founded on material coming,

in the first from Greenwich and Palermo, in the second from Greenwich,

Palermo and Paris, and in the third from Greenwich, Paris and Konigsberg.

Again we may suppose that there is some inequality of long period in

the mean longitude of Jupiter not taken into consideration in the theory. If

this arises from the mutual action of Jupiter and Saturn, the observations of

the latter should more clearly exhibit the effects of this perturbation. How-
ever, there does not seem to be any indication of an inequality in Saturn

two and a half times as great as that which would seem to have place in

Jupiter.

In order that nothing might be wanting to the clearing up of this diflB-

culty, I determined to compute the terms in the great inequalities which

depend on three times the principal argument, that is to say, on the argu-

ment 15g'— 6g. These terms have hitherto been neglected, and from

induction one would suppose their coefficients were at the limit of smallness,

permitting their being passed over, at least if regard is had only to the

representation of the observations. The period of these terms is about 310

years, and their coeflBcients are seemingly in the neighborhood of 0".l.

As we have here to deal with very small quantities, we may confine

our attention to what are presumably the largest components of these coeflB-

cients. Thus we assume that these terms arise solely from the variations

n8z and n'Sz^ of the mean longitudes of the planets, and that all consideration

of the variables v and t' may be omitted.

The developments given in the New Theory {Astr. Papers, Vol. IV,

p. 50) do not reach as far as the argument 15g'— 6^, but they may be easily

extended to this point by the mode of induction explained at pp. 45-46.

By considering the terms involving the six arguments from 15^^'— Se to

a'
Ibgf— 13e, we conclude that the function -^ contains the terms,

+ 0.0000000038 C08 {Ibg' - Be) + 0.0000000132 sin {Ibg' - 60
-(- 0.0000000734 cos (IS^r' — Is) - 0.0000000374 sin (15^' - 7e)

and, in consequence, the terms

— 0.0000000114 cos (15/— e^r) + 0.0000000136 sinClS^r' - 65^).

By means of this expression, we can complete the terms of T and T'

dependent on bg[— 2g and its multiples given at pp. 75-91, so that, writing
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F for 5g'— 2g they stand as follows

:

2'=— 0".07676841sin F- 0".18132165 cos F
+ 0".0007626 sin 2 F— 0".0007509 cos 2F
+ 0".0000066 sin 3 F+ 0".0000079 cos 3 F,

r = + l".l 766033 sin F + 2". 7790743 cos F
- 0".01 16886 sin 2F+ 0".0115086 cos 2F
— 0".000101 sin 3 F— 0".000120 cos 3 V.

It is evident that, as far as these terms are concerned, with suflBcient

approximation, we have the equation

T + 0.06524557 r = 0.

Hence, after the inequalities of Saturn have been obtained, it will be

only necessary to multiply them by the factor — 0.4024 to have those of

Jupiter. Dealing therefore with Saturn alone, we have to consider that V
in the expression for 7" receives the increment 3F= 5n'8z'— 2nSz, and thus

becomes

From the expressions of n^z and n'^z' {Astr. Papers, Vol. IV, pp. 403, 449)

we get

8V=5n'Sz' - 2nSz = — 6595" sin F— 15593" cos F— 107".5 sin 2F+ 113".2 cos 2F,

as also

} (d ry = + 242".0 cos 2 F+ 249".2 sin 2 F.

Substituting these values and confining our attention to the terms involving

3 V, we find that T' becomes

T = — 0".002377 sin 3 F— 0".000925 cos 3 F.

Integrating this twice we get

n'Sz' = + 0".286 sin (3 F + 21».3).

And, multiplying this by the factor — 0.4024,

ndz = + 0".115 sin (3 F + 201°.3)

.

It has been assumed here that V will be more correctly denoted by

5^'— 2g — 82"< than by 5g' — 2g, consequently the integrating factor has

been taken at 10.58.

The evections associated with these long-period inequalities are not

much beneath them in magnitude, and we propose to compute them in the

same approximate way.
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By induction from the terms involving the six arguments from 7g'— 6g

d£l' d£i'
to 12gr'— Qg in the functions a' -^-j and aV -^ (Astr. Papers, Vol. IV, p. 71)

it is found that the latter contain severally the terms

a'^z= + 0".000140 sin (lig' - 6g) + 0".000176 cos (Uff' - %g)

,

a'r'^ = + 0".000112 cos (14^' — 6^)— 0".000071 sin (14/ - 6^)

.

By means of these additional terms we complete the expression of T'

,

p. 83, so that the terms which involve Fnow become

I" = + 2".50567 sin (— / + F) — 20".38139 cos (- y' + V)

+ 0".10783 sin (— / + 2 F)— 0".02865 cos (- r' + 2 F)

+ 0".00039 sin (— / + 3 F) + 0".00042 cos (— / + 3 F)

Exactly as before, we must now suppose that in T, V receives the

increment 5F, and thus that T' becomes

Making the substitution and preserving only the terms involving 3 V, we get

7" = + 0".01055 sin (- / + 3 F) + 0".01576 cos (- / + 3 F) .

Integrating this once, making y' = g', and then integrating again, the effect

on the coeflBcients is the same as multiplying them by 11.11, and we obtain

n'ii! = + 0".212 sin (14/ - 6^ + 55°.6)

.

Proceeding in like manner for Jupiter we obtain

o ^ = + 0".000012 Bin (15/ - tg)— 0".000012 cos (15/ — 7^)

,

ar^S. = + o".O0OOll cos (16^'— Ig^) + O".OO0029 sin (15/ - 7g) .

By means of these expressions, we are enabled to add to T terms involving

3 V, so that it now becomes

r=— 2".02853 sin (- r + F) + 0".15263 cos (— r + F)
— 0".00484 sin (- r + 2 F) — 0".00979 cos (- r + 2 F)

+ 0",00003 sin (— 7- + 3 F) — C".00005 cos (- r + 3 F).

Supposing, in this expression, that F receives the increment hV, it is found

that T contains the terms

T= + 0".00103 sin (- r + 3 F; - 0".00131 cos (- r + 3 F)

.
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We then obtain nBz by multiplying the coeflBcients by 25.88 and substituting

g for y. Thus

nit = + 0".043 sin (15g' -1!g + SOB")

.

From induction it is supposed that these two evections will be obtained

with greater precision if, in place of I4g' — 6g and 15^' — 7g, we put

I4gi— 6g — iS0"t and Ib^ — Ig— 120"<.

Gathering together our results, the mean longitude of Jupiter ought to

be increased by the terms S

nSt= + 0".115 sin (15/ - 6*/ - 246'7 + %OV.Z)

+ 0",043 sin (15/ -tg— 120"< + 308°)

,

and the mean longitude of Saturn by the terms

n'8t^ = + 0".286 sin (15/ - &g— 2'^&'t + 21°.3)

+ 0".212 sin (14/— 6^ — 180'7 + 55.6)

.

It will be seen that the long-period inequality for Jupiter is not of

a magnitude sufficient to remove the difficulty stated at the beginning of

this article. However, it appears worth while to have computed these

inequalities, if the only result is that the doubt is removed.
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MEMOIR No. 53.

On the Connection of Precession and Nutation with the Figure
of the Earth.

(Astronomical Journal, Vol. XIII, pp. 1-6, 1893.)

Some diflSculties have been encountered in reconciling the various

values derived for the compression of the earth. On reading the discussions

which have been published on this subject, it is suggested that they might

possibly be removed if the formulas, on which the derivation depends, were

made more nearly rigorous. In the present article I propose to supply some

omissions in the theory of precession and nutation, one of the sources

whence has been derived a value for the compression. The expressions

hitherto given for the constant of precession and the coefficient of the

principal term of nutation have been obtained by the substitution of elliptical

values for the lunar coordinates. The only deviation from this mode of

proceeding I have been able to find is in Prof. Harkness's The Solar Parallax

and its Related Constants, where, in the first of his equations (158) for

Serret's - he substitutes — '"
, x! standing for

a a

in Delaunay's notation. But the part of the constant of precession pro-

duced by lunar action and the coefficient of the principal term of nutation

are augmented by about a 340th part through the solar perturbations of the

lunar coordinates. Prof Harkness's innovation brings us much nearer the

truth, but is not quite rigorous. When the object is simply to show how
these phenomena result from the forces in action, and an appeal is finally

to be made to observation for the values of the constants involved, no great

objection can be made to the old method. But when we wish to derive

from these observed values the mass of the moon and the ratio of the

moments of inertia of the earth it is important that the factors involved

should be determined with some approach to rigor.

The differential equations for precession and nutation, first stated by

Poisson, are
dio _ 1 dV d<p _ 1 dV
dt On sin u>d4>

'
dt Cn sin <« dm '
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Here a denotes the obliquity of the equator to a fixed ecliptic, i^ the

amount of retrograde motion of its node on this plane, C is the moment of

inertia of the earth about its axis of rotation, A half the sum of the

moments of inertia about the two principal axes lying in the plane of the

equator, m and m' are the masses severally of the moon and sun, r and r'

the distances of their centers from the center of the earth, and 5 and 6'

their declinations.

When we treat precession alone, it suffices to substitute for the terms

^ sin* S + -j5 sin* S' their non-periodic portions. In the case of the second

of these, neglecting all periodic perturbations, we can assume that the sun

moves about the earth in an ellipse whose elements are slowly changing.

From the theory of elliptic motion we know that -^ cos 2/ and -j sin 2/

have no non-periodic terms ; also the addition of a function independent of

(J and i^ to F does not impair its use for our purposes. Thus it is plain we

may substitute for sin* h'

— J cos' io' = — \ [cos i cos lo — sin i sin lo cos (^ + tf)]',

where o' denotes the obliquity of the actual equator to the actual ecliptic,

and i the inclination, and the longitude of the node of the latter on the

fixed ecliptic. And, for -^ , may be substituted its non-periodic term

(1 — e")~', d denoting the eccentricity of the earth's orbit.

If, with Delaunay, we denote the longitude and latitude of the moon

by Fand JJ, we have

sin S = cos at' sin U + sin w' cos Uain {V+ </>)

m „-„s , _ wi „„ . . , „. , TT , »»^ sin' 3 = -^ cos' m' sin' Z7 + -^ sin w' cos a.' sin 2 J7 sin ( F + V)

+ ~ sin' w' cos' U—h^ sin' a>' cos' ?? cos 2 ( F + ^fr)

.

As it is evident that the two terms of the latter equation, which

involve F, are wholly periodic, they may be rejected ; and from the expres-

sion we may subtract -g-sin*?7, which does not contain u or ^. Thus, for

precession, we may substitute for -g sin*^,

}:p-[l_3 8in' Cr]8in'<«'.
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Let us denote the non-periodic term of -§ [l — 3 sin^ZJ] by N. The

value of this, corresponding to elliptic expressions for the lunar coordinates,

is easily found. For the non-periodic term of -j is (1 — e^)~*, and sin Z7is

equal to the sine of the inclination multiplied by the sine of the true

argument of latitude. Thus the elliptic value of N, in Delaunay's symbols, is

(1— e')-l(l-6r'+6r*)

To obtain the part of N which arises from solar perturbation, we con-

aider first the function -= . Let 5r denote the perturbation of -
, so that

In this formula it is suflBcient to put

3?^ = 3 + f e' -f- f e* + [6e + f e'] cos ? -|- J^e' cos 21,

3 - = 3 + [3e - i e'l COS « + 3e' cos 21.
r,

'

We propose to compute iVto terms of the seventh order inclusive, and

shall make use of Delaunay's expressions for the lunar coordinates. How-

ever, in the case of -
, the expression goes only to terms of the fifth order,

T

and we need the non-periodic term of this coordinate to terms of the

seventh order. Fortunately Adams has published the expression for this

term to this degree of approximation (Monthly Notices, Yol.X^XXY III, p. 472).

We also need the coeflBcient of cos I in the same coordinate to terms of the

sixth order. To get this we resort to Pontecoulant's expression. His e and

y, however, differ from Delaunay's quantities denoted by the same symbols,

and a comparison of their coeflBcients of sin I and sin F, severally in the

expressions for the moon's longitude and latitude, shows that, in order to

obtain Delaunay's form for the coefficients, we ought to substitute for

Pontecoulant's e the expression

and, for his y , the expression

[2 - f|m» - fiim* -I- fMM"''] r- [1 - M»»' + M"'']/-if- m^'e'r
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Pont^coulant's expression for the coeflBcient of cos Z in - is {Thkorie

Anahjtique, Tom. IV, pp. 138, 276, 332),

- (¥»«' + Wb^*"') «" - (T¥ir"i'- "mm') r"] e.

However, it must be noted that in the final result at p. 568 he has 315

instead of the 1707 at the end of this formula. I adopt the earlier stated

number. Substituting for Pontecoulant's e and y their values just given,

we get as the coeflBcient of cos I in terms of Delaunay's constants,

Delaunay's value, as far as it goes, agrees with this, except that he has

the terms |y*e— ^y^^i overlooked by Pont^coulant.

By squaring and cubing 5r as given by Delaunay, and preserving only

the terms which are useful to us, we get

+ C- Ww*' - ^W^«'] «V + [-4W''*' + ^|ff^»«']6V' + p/ - ^m]ey

+ [jgSjn' + A^wi* + 4|fpm* + (-W»«' + ^4F'»') «' + •'^wiV'—^mV] ecos Z

By the substitution of these values in the preceding equation we

ascertain the non-periodic term of -j ; to which we annex the few periodic

terras which are necessary for the complete determination of N:

-C = (1 — e')-J+ J 7n'— -^m* + ^m'^ + ^^m' + i||i m'

+ [im' + i^m' + ^^m'] e" + l^^m' + ^U^ w»] e*

— CW"*' + H^^m'-\e'f + [—3m' + ^m'] r* + HmV
+ [W 'n' + -^

W^ '«'] «'«" - ¥ «V + [^F— -iF »»] eV •

+ [W*"' + ^m^m-J 1^, + [H-W »»] «" |i

+ 3e cos Z + f e' cos 21 + [6ot* - 9m'— ^'^e'] f cos 3i^ + [- -^ +WOA cos (ZF- I)

+ -41 mfe cos.{2F + I) + [3?n' + i^ni' + ifi-m*

+ (£|iTO + ^^m') e'— i/mV' - 6my] cos 2D
+ [¥»» + W"«'] « cos (2D -I) + \*^ni*e cos (2/) + I) + ^ mV cos (2D — l')

— f fn'e' cos (2D f I') - 9my cos (2D - 2F)
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For computing the periodic development of sin^ U, it is sufficient to take

And let us suppose that U= U^ ->r Ui, U„ denoting the elliptic portion,

and Ui the perturbational portion. Then, employing the symbol 5 to denote

the perturbational part.

8 (sia' V) = {2U„-^ U,' + ^ U,') Cr, + (1 - 3 U,') U,' -\U, U>

= sin %U^- U, + cos 2Z7,- JT",'— | U^U,'

But, on making Uq = 2y8in^ and U^ = %ymsm{2D — F), it is per-

ceived that the last term of the second member contains no constant part

;

hence we neglect it ; and for cos 2^70 it suffices to substitute its constant term

1 — 4y'. Thus

^(sin* U) = sin 2U^- ?7, + (1 - if) U'

For sin 2C7J, it is sufficient to write the expression

sin 2f7,= [4r— *>-«'— Sr"] sin F+ 4^6 sin (F + Z) — ^r* sin (i?'— ?) — ir«' sin (F—21)

We obtain the needed expression for Uj from Delaunay by subtracting

his value of C^o (vol. I, p. 58), from his value of Z7(vol. II, p. 862). It is

necessary to take all the inequalities of the second and third orders with

one of the fourth, but their coefficients must be carried to terms severally

of the fifth and fourth orders inclusive. Thus,

i7, = [im + ^»j'] re' sin (F— I')— [I m - ||ot»] re' sin (F + V)

— [Jtw' - ^ffi'] re sin {F + I)

+ [W»»' + W"*'— Ww** + H^mf] re sin {F— I)

+ [— f + W»»] r^ sin {F- 21)

+ [¥»»' + H^' + W"**' - * ^f'i r sin (2D + F)

+ Vfm + W«'] re sin (2D + F- I)

+ [J m + ^m' + ^,Wm' + Wi¥^*
+ (H"* + W-w*') e'— (¥'» + W'"') «"

+ (.\m- i^ffi') r"] r sin (2D - F)

+ [Jwi + ^wi'] re' sin (2D - F— V)

— [}m + W»'] re' sin (2D— i?" + Z')

+ [fwi + f|m']resin (2D— i?'+

+ [3ot + J^7?j'] ye sin (2D - F—l)

For the elliptic value of sin^ TJ^ it suffices to take

sin' D, = 2f — 2f — 2r' cos 2F + 4r*e cos (_F— I) — 4r'e cos (F +
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By performing the multiplications we get

sin %U,-U, = — [W'' + W*"'] «V + CA + M'w] d^f—^m^f
+ [ij^jn* + i^m" + (f— H^m) e* + i^mf]fe cos 2

+ [_ I + Y/»i] fe* cos 2i

+ [_ I OT - 4 »n' + f^ m' + 3me' + -i^OTe"] r" cos 2D
— ^ OTr'e' cos {W - r) + fmj-V cos (2D + ?)

— Zm/e cos (2D + + [3m + f^/n'] r'e cos (2D -
+ f»wr'cos(2D-2i?')

+ [M-Kf'w]6V
+ [M"'* +W '"'] >''* cos z

The sum of the three parts, of which it is composed, gives

Bin' U= [2 + ^ m' + ^n*' + Ml'»* + ^i^^'l f

+ [M'»' + iff'"'] e'V - [2 + ifV'«' + W"*'] r'

+ [iO£m' + a|J.m' + (| — -Lpm) e' + J^m^']A cos I

+ [— f + W-"*] r**' cos 21 - %f cos 2^
+ Vc cos (2i?'— — ^r'fi cos (2^?" +

+ [- f wi— fwi' + |J|ot' + 3me' + J^ »2«"] r' cos 2D
— fm^V cos (2D— ;') + fmj-V cos (2D + V)

+ [37« + ^m'] ?-'e cos (2D— - 3»Ve cos (2D +
+ fwj/sin (2D — 2F)

By multiplying the series given for —3 by that for 1 — 3 sin* U, and

retaining only the non-periodic terms, we obtain the following expression

for N (we prefer to write the portion which arises from elliptic values of the

coordinates in its finite form),

+ [i m' + W«* + H¥'m'-\ e" + [|iwi' - ff m' - Wl'"*- Wt^'"'] r'

+ mV-m' + HU-m'-\ e* + CW«' + ^iF'«'3 «V + [— W»»' +W"*'] r*

+ Ifm'e'* + [4ii-ni' + '

ViV ^w'] e'e" + [^7»' + fUm'] e'V

- [W + ¥/»»] «V + [^ - ^^fF »0 «V

The expression, given for this quantity in Astronomical Papers,

Vol. IV, p. 516, and intended to be exact to terms of the sixth order, is

rendered erroneous by a misprint and some omissions in Pontecoulant.

4

!
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The principal term of nutation arises from the term

m
-J- sin ui' cos to' sin 2 C/^ sin ( F + tji)

m
o{—g sin 8, and, using always Delaunay's notation, has the argument i]/ + h.

a'
Hence we must find the coefficient of cos (>// + A) in —3 sin 2^7 sin (F + 4').

which we will denote by N'. The means of deriving this coefficient I have

given {Astronomical Papers, Vol. Ill, p. 233). We have only to sum the

parts of the term (39), and double and reverse the sign of the whole to have

the value of N'. But the approximation is carried only to terms of the

fifth order inclusive. It seems desirable to go one order further, and there-

fore I propose to complete the nine sources of terms worked out pp. 216-229

by the addition of terms which are of the sixth order. It is necessary then

to add to the development of R at p. 216 the terms in three dimensions of

^r, 6 V and S U. However, it is discovered that two only of these contribute

anything to the desired coefficient, viz.

:

We now repeat the nine divisions of pp. 217-229 with the necessary

extensions, so far as they are needed for the computation of this term :

I. For the two factors it suffices to put

^ = [_3r + ^f — \r^] cos {tp + K) — Bre cos (</- + A±

+ 3r cos (0 + A + 2F)— 3re cos (4> + h + ZF—l)
dT = {i + \e") m' — mm* - Hot" — (-^wi' + ^w') e cos /

+ (_ 5e' + i^^m + 2Tn' — 3m'') f cos 2F
+ (— 1 + W'")A cos (2F—1)

The coefficient of cos (ij/ + h) in the product is

- ^A' + ^/em + (- j^ 4. J^^ + f r«' - ire")*"' + (- f r* + WrO^'

II. For the two factors it suffices to put

^« = —Y sin (^f- + A + 2^) + ire sin (^J- + A + 2F-^ V)

iV= i—^fe + ^rVm + v-r'»»' - Wr*"*'] sin 2F
+ [- 5r'e + i|^;-Vm] sin {%F- T)

The coefficient of cos (i^ + K) in the product is

Vol. IV. -8.
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III. For the two factors it suflBces to put

J^= -fo Bin {vfr + A + ^+ — i« sin i<p + h + i?-— Z) — ie* sin {<;> + h + F—2r)

»U = [-ir«n'-¥r«n'] sin iF + l) + [- bA + !/-«' + (^Fr"*- Wr«')'" +W rem'

+ i^rem'} sin (-P - + [- ire' + ^r^m] sin (^- 20

The coeflBcient of cos (4- + A) in the product is

IV. For the two factors it suffices to put

|^ = —3r cos (<?' + *)— !>•« cos (<« + A±0

»r« = Hie'm* + ^^e'm* + ifm* + -yf-wi' + ^m' cos I

The coeflScient of cos (-^ + h) in the product is

V. For the two factors it suflBces to put

1^0 = ^^ COS (v'' + h) + ire cos (4' + hztl) - Jr cos (V' + h + 2F)

+ i^em' cos ; + Mr'wi' cos "^^

The coefficient of cos (»// + A) in the product is

(W re* + ire") m' + (W^ye'-m f) m' + Hirw' +M r»''

VI. For the two factors it suflBces to put

i^« = - 2^ cos {<l' + n + 2F) + 2r cos {<}> + A)

aj7-« = ^fm' + Hr**"' + Ifr'wi' cos %F

The coeflBcient of cos (i^ + A) in the product is

VII. For the two factors it suflBces to put

^^ =— 3r sin i4> + h\- 2F) + 3^6 sin (<fr + A ±

ari F = - -j% em' sin I — %fm' sin 2^

The coeflBcient of cos (i|/ + h) in the product is
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VIII. For the factors it suffices to put

1^ =1 [- 3 + nf + f e»] sin {4' + h + F) —Qesm (^iP + h + F + T)

—^f sin (jpJrh—F)

St = \}^<?m + (1 -V + J^e*— f e'O w' + ¥»' + W»i*] cos %D
— ^e'ln' cos V + ^e'ln' cos (2D - I')

+ ie'm' cos (3D + V) + [V-m + W«^'] cos (2D—
+ ffem' cos (2D + I) - Sfni' cos (2D— 2^)

and the necessary terms of 5 ?7 may be selected from the expression for J7'

previously given. The product of the two latter factors is

8TdU=^ [- Hre'm' + (- fr-f r' + Wre" - rO m'-i\rm* - HUrm'^ sin i?-

— i^yem' sin (F + I)

And the coefficient of cos (i^ + ^) in the product of the three factors is

mre''>n' + (Ar-Mr* - jhre' + ire") m' + Wrw** + mirm'

IX. For the factors it suffices to put

^^^ = [-1 + V— Je']co8(<^ + A + i?0— fecos(0 + h + F + I)

— i«cos (<^ + A + ^—0— Ir'cos (V + h— F)

a F= [(- f r* + He") '« + (V— Hr' + Hf^e' - ff e")w»'

+ 4|m' + 4^wi*] sin 2D

— 3e'm sin r + H«'"»' sin (2D - ^') - We'm? sin (2D + V)

+ [-i^ww + ^m'] sin (2D - T) + iferri' sin (2D + I)

+ [fr'w - -y-r'wi'] sin (2D—2F)

and as before the necessary terms of 8U may be taken from Ui given

previously. The product of the two latter factors is

dVdU= li^r' + ^m-re' + Ire") m' + (fir -mf + H¥'re' + Wre")m'

+ Mlrni* + VaVsV rwi'] cos F + f|r«»n' COS (i?' +
+ [Urem' + ^-rem^'\ cos (^-0

And the coefficient of cos {-^ + h) in the product of the three factors is

X. For the factors it suffices to put

\.^^=—Zsin{il, + h + F), ii'dU=—\rm'BiQF

The coefficient of cos {>)/ + h) in the product is Ay"*'
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XI. For the factors it suflSces to put

J£y^J^=—^ooBi<p + h^F), MVdU= ^pn' COS F

The coeflBcient of cos (•4' + A) in the product is — sWym^
By adding the terms arising from these eleven sources, and multiplying

the sum by — 2, and joining the result to the part of N' arising from the

substitution of elliptic values for the coordinates, we obtain the following

expression.

N' = 2(i- e')-*r (1 - 2r')(i - r')* + [»'' - M*"' - Hi »»* + WW^"*'] r

+ [-4W'"' + m¥-^'] «V + [—im' + W»'] «'V

+ [-W«' + W«»'] r' + [^-W»] ^r' + C- A + Hl»»] «V

For deriving the numerical values ofN and 2^ we put

m = 0.07480133 , e = 0.0548993 , r = 0.04488663

,

e' = 0.01677106 , % = 0.002576
a

all from Delaunay, except the last, which is modified to correspond to the

value 8".81 for the solar parallax. Then we have

M= 0.99241874 + 279762' + 7045* + 4949' + 2420" + 842' + 308 = 0.995372

N' = 0.08972677 + 25115' — 1145' + 648» + 914« + 491 = 0.089987

The first terms of these expressions are the values which result from

the employment of elliptic values for the moon's coordinates ; the following

terms are the aggregates of the terms of each order, the figure above

denoting the order ; and the last terms, obtained by induction, are added to

complete the series. In Peters's Numerus Constans Nuiationis, p. 27,

0.99212 and 0.08967 are given as the values of these two quantities.

In seeking readily applicable expressions for p the constant of luni-

solar precession and the coefficient of the principal term of the lunar

nutation of the obliquity N , we call to mind that the first is usually given

for a tropical year, as finding a more general use in the theory of the stars.

Moreover, for the constants —, and -j,, putting Jf for the mass of the earth,

we substitute their equivalents in terms of the times of revolution of the

moon and sun about the earth. Let us suppose then that T, 7", 7'^^ T"'

and T^^ denote severally the times of the rotation of the earth on its axis,

of revolution of the earth about the sun, of the moon about the earth, the
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tropical revolution of the moon's nodes and the tropical year. Then we
shall have the following expressions for P and N :

P = 1944000 ^^j__^|^-g^_,(l_e') i + ^^_^^JiN^Jco8<«

.
, , m TTi^i — At^.^^ ,

The first factor of P is simply 3n in sexagesimal seconds of arc. All

the quantities entering into the right members of these equations are known
/TT A

with precision, except the two ratios —
^^
— and ^-^— • ^®* "^ deduce

numerical expressions for P and N for the epoch 1850. We assume

T_ _ _J^ riv _ 365.2422 T^i _ 07480133
ri ~ 366.25636

' W ~ 365.25636 ' T^ ~ "•"'*»"^''^

yi" _ 6798.353 m! _ 327214 , _ 900 n^^i » „.
TIT - 27.321661 MTlii' ~ 3272l5

' •" - ^^ ^7 ^1 -b^

For convenience, writing the common logarithms of the numerical

factors in brackets, we have

P = [3.6876097] ^-^ + [5.9375945]y^ ^-^

N = [5.3654318] TT-^^ ^-^^

These expressions give the quantities immediately in seconds of arc.

When it is desired to get

—

^ and ^^--— from given values of P and° G M-\- m
N, the following formulas serve :

^~-^ = [6.3123903] P - [6.8845530] N

m _ [8.3221779 ] N
W+m ~ F-^0.05721627rN

As an illustration let us take Struve's value of the luni-solar precession

and Peter's value of the nutation constant. Reduced to the epoch 1850,

they may be set down at 50". 38 227 and 9". 22355. Then,

^ = 0.003272995, ^^-^^
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MEMOIR No. 54.

On Intermediate Orbits.

(Annalt of Mathematics, Vol. VIII, pp. 1-30, 1893.)

The assumptiou of the Keplerian ellipse as the first approximation to

the motion of a planet leads to some inconveniences, the worst of which,

perhaps, is that the mean longitude at the epoch suflfers a perturbation

proportional to the time, and thus the mean motion in longitude is not the

same in the perturbed and unperturbed orbits. In the case of Saturn this

perturbation amounts to 110" per year. This inconvenience would be

avoided if, developing the perturbative function in a series proceeding

according to the cosines of multiples of the angle fi^ contained at the sun

by the radii of the planets thus

B = ^Ir, /) + y-iCr, r') cos H + ^.(r , /) cos 2ir + . . .

,

we should suppose ^o(^> **') annexed to the potential of the attraction exerted

by the sun and the resulting differential equations integrated and the expres-

sions of the coordinates thus deduced regarded as the first approximation.

Then the following approximations could be obtained by the method of

variation of the elements or otherwise by attributing to R the value

B = 9.,(r, /) cos H + ¥>,(r, /) cos 2fl + . . .

In this way of approaching the question, the first approximation to the

motion of a system of planets revolving about their central body would
involve a potential function containing the radii of the planets alone, with-

out their longitudes or latitudes; thus the force acting on each planet would

be directed along its radius, but would be a function of all the radii. The
orbits are then all plane curves whose planes pass through the central body,

and thus we know precisely what functions the latitudes and the reduced

longitudes are of the orbit longitudes. Also there is equable description of

areas by the radii, and when the latter are known functions of the time the

determination of the orbit longitudes is reduced to quadratures. Thus the

question is narrowed to the finding of the radii as functions of the time.
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Let r,r' ,. . . .v,v' , denote the radii and orbit longitudes of a system

of planets, wi, tti', . . . .their masses and M the mass of the central body;

II = M-\- m, fi' = M+ m',. . . .; R, R' the perturbative functions for

w, m' Then the differential equations for determining the radii are

^ _ dt^ fi _ dR
dt' dV '^

r'
~ dr'

d'r' ,, dv"
.

ix' _dR'
dt' ^ dt' ^r"~W'

But, h,h' ,.. . .being constants, we have

dv _h dv' _ h'

li~ r" ~St~r^

The functions R, R', . . are to be reduced to

E = m'<p{r,r')+ 7n"<f(r,r") + . . .

,

i? = TO?" (/, r) + tw'X/.r") + • . .

,

where we have the relation ^{x,y) ^ ^{y,x). To evaluate the function ^,

let the symbol Tt denote the operation of taking the arithmetico-georaetrical

mean, then

'^(^'^>-Wir' + r,r' -r) 2R(r', V" — r')

'

where it is supposed that r'>-r. The two quantities under the symbol SK

may be brought still nearer to equality by continuing the operation, and

writing Vr' = a, Vt^ — r^ = /?, we have

/ ,.x
_

1 1

And if r and r' are not too near each other a sufficiently approximate value is

If we write

« ~ + -p- + . . . — i -p- — 4 -pf - — • • •

+ Tnm'<f (r, /) + wiw'V (r, r") + m'm"<p{y, r") + . . .

,

the differential equations determining r,r',. become
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From which we derive the integral equation

G being the arbitrary constant. The left member of this cannot be a

negative quantity. Consequently, if we construct in a space of n dimensions,

n being the number of planets, the surface whose equation is

a + c = o,

the representative point P, whose coordinates are the values of the variables

r, / , must lie on the positive side of this surface. In such a system of

planets as our solar system composed of the eight major planets, at least

one fold of this surface is closed ; and it is within this that the representative

point P always falls. Thus, in this case, we are able to set definite inferior

and superior limits to r, /, . . . ., which, however, in general are not the

minima-minimorum or maxima-maximorum values of the variables, since the

point P only attains the surface when all the planets are together on the

lines of their apsides.

A particular solution of the foregoing system of differential equations

can be obtained in the following way : Put

and solve these equations, regarding r, / as the unknowns. Let

r = a, /=«',...

be a system of values satisfying them. Then the last equations evidently

satisfy the differential equations. When this process is applied to the solar

system the values found for the a do not greatly differ from the mean dis-

tances of the several planets from the sun. The excessive smallness of the

m relatively to M brings it about that there is but one real solution ; and

quite approximately, by neglecting in ft all the terms dependent on the

functions d>, we get

a = *^ a' = *"
. . .

By substituting these values in the terms arising from these functions we can

arrive at more exact values for the a ; and this process can be repeated as

often as is deemed necessary. Evidently all this comes to the adjustment of

the planets at such distances from the sun that for the given values of the

m and the h the centripetal force may be equal to the centrifugal force in

each case, thus rendering it possible that all the orbits may be circles.
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Desiring now to find inferior and superior limits to the particular

variable r^*\ in the surface fl + C= we suppose this variable to be a

function "of all the rest, and thus that when it arrives at a maximum or

minimum value we have

dr ' W '
•'

except that >c-jj, = 1. In order to find limits for the values of r^** we take
or'

the group of equations

PiCi
and in it replace the equation

~_J^^^
= o by the equation fl + C= 0. Solving

these equations, regarding r,r',. . as the unknowns, we shall always, in

cases like our solar system, be able to find two sets of corresponding real

values for these quantities such that the two values of r*'' shall contain

between them the observed value of this radius from which the value of G
was derived. And no other roots can be found which satisfy this condition.

In ordinary cases these roots are non-multiple and there is but one solution

to the problem.

For the sake of illustration, limiting ourselves to two planets, we may
take a hypothetical case, suggested by Jupiter and Saturn. Assume as the

values of the planetary masses

"' ~ 1047.355 '
"* "^ 35016

"

For Leverrier's Tables for the time 1875, Jan. 1.0, we get

log r= 0.7367630, log / = 0.9953504;

and, with the Julian year as the unit of time,

log ^ = 8.0841634w , log^ = 8.8776073

.

From the same source the values of the osculating elements necessary for

the computations are

log fl = 0.7162505 , log fl = 8.6865018, log a' =0.9794334, log «' = 8.7291462.

Accommodated to the units of length and time we employ,

log M = 1.6967563, log / = 1.6964658, log m= 8.5762479, log m' = 8.0520753.

log h' = 2.3119809 , log h" = 2.5746499.
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When these numerical values are substituted in the equation fl + C= 0, t

is found that G= — 0.166513246. Employing brackets to denote numbers

corresponding to common logarithms, the equation fl + C7= becomes in

this case

[0.1730042] r-' - [0.5871988] r"' + [9.6485411] /-'— [0.325695a] /-'

+ [6.6283232] r-^' ( -p )
= 0.166513246 .

And the equations -^ = 0, -^ = become

2 [0.5871988] T^ - [0.1730042] + [6.6283232]^ <'-'

(^,

)

= ,

2 [0.3256952]/-'— [9.6485411] - [6.6283232] f^i-^I,) + -^^'(-j)~| = 0,

where »// denotes the same function as Laplace's 6^"' is of a.

The solution of the first and third of these equations gives inferior and

superior limits for r, the solution of the first and second the same for /. Em-
ploying the tentative process we obtain as the corresponding values of the

logarithms of the radii in the four solutions

log r = 0.6926819 , 0.7390339, 0.7152497, 0.7152334;

log/ =0.9776575, 0.9776183, 0.9238410, 1.0390527.

The solution of the second and third equations gives the values of the

radii for which the planets could describe uniformly circles. These are

log a = 0.7152396 , log a' — 0.9776403

.

If we assume that the maximum eccentricities of Jupiter and Saturn are

respectively 0.0594902 and 0.0845677, the minimum and maximum values

of log r and log r' are severally

log r = 0.6895907, log r = 0.7413343, log / = 0.9411223 , log / = 1.0147527

.

The differences between the former values and these are, of course, due

to the neglect of the terms of iB involving the angle B..

For the purpose of graphically exhibiting the numerical results just

obtained we may suppose a system of rectangular axes to be drawn with r

and / as coordinates. The four sets of corresponding values of these varia-

bles give four points on the oval which constitutes one of the branches of

the curve having fl -f C= as its equation. These suffice to roughly indi-

cate the course of the oval within which the representative point P, exhib-

iting the simultaneous values of the radii, always keeps. The position for

which both radii are constant is well towards the centre of the oval. If we
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draw the right line bisecting the right angle at the origin formed by the

axes of coordinates, the intersection of this line or its nonintersection with

the oval will show whether there is intrusion or not of the spheres of the

planets on each other. In the case here treated there is no intrusion; each

planet maintains its character as exterior or interior; consequently the dis-

tance between them can never vanish, and stability of motion is assured.

The given example shows that there must exist a large domain in

which it is possible to expand the function fl in a series of powers and pro-

ducts of the deviations of the radii from their mean values. Here we will

limit the exposition to the case of two planets, as the formulae given can be

readily extended when there are more. Let us put

X x'

where the second terms are small relatively to the first. The differential

equations then become

tPx_dQ d'x'_dQ

In developing £1 in a series of ascending powers and products of x and a/

we will stop with terms of three dimensions. The constant term can be

omitted as its retention would only serve to modify the value of the arbi-

trary constant G. As a and a! are corresponding roots of the equations

^5—= 0,:=-; :=0, the terms of one dimension vanish. Also the term xid
or or
can be supposed absent, for, if present, it could be remove i by a linear and

orthogonal transformation of variables. We write therefore

fl = — iaV - ia'V \-ic3? + h^3! + J'axc" + i c'a;"

,

where a, a', h, b', c, c', are constants.*

Adopting two constants n and n' at present left indeterminate, but to

be determined hereafter so as to fulfil certain conditions, the differential

equations can be written

-^ + n'x = (n' — a')x + 03^ + 2bxx' + b'x"

,

^ + n'V = (n" — a'-') a! + <faf' + Wx^! + h^

.

*Tbe reader is asked not to confoand these a and a' with the quantities previonsly donated by the

same letters.
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Before integrating these it will be well to ascertain superior and

inferior limits for x and a/. Those for x are determined by the equations

C — JoV - Ja'V* + 4 car* + Is^'^ + *'a»" + i </«" = ,

— a'V + (/a;" + 2i'a:a:' + te" = 0.

If we put »7 = i: -— , this will be a small quantity of the same order as x

and the limiting values of x can be developed in an infinite series of powers

of»7. Thus

where we take n positively for the superior limit and negatively for the

inferior. The corresponding value of a:* can be derived from the equation

The limits for jr', by putting >? = ± —— , can be obtained from those of x

by removing the accent from the symbols which there have it and applying

it to those which are destitute of it.

By neglecting the right-hand members of the differential equations as

last written their integrals are simply

a; = e cos <f , x' =.e' cos tp'
,

e and e' being arbitrary constants and ^ and ^' are arguments increasing pro-

portionably to t so that ^ = "• ^ ="'• % substituting these expressions

for X and x'

,

ca^ + 2bxx' + bW= 1 (ce' + i'e") + Ice* cob Zy- + 6ee' cos (<p + <p')

+ hee' cos (<p — <f') + hb'e" cos 2y>'

,

dai^ + ^xx' + Sx' = i (c'e" + W) + 1 cfe'* cos 2?-' + b'ee' cos (jc + ?>')

+ 5'ee' cos (v' — y') + J Je' cos 2<o

.

Whence it follows that x contains the additional terms of the second order

with respect to e and d

a, = ^.(«' + yO - ^.^•«' cos 2^ + ^^,-^1^.008 (^ + /)

+ i?zrf;:^. COS (.-.') + j^^cos2/,

and x' terms which are obtained from those of x by simply interchanging

the accents.
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Pushing the approximation to terms of the third order, of is found to

contain the following terms of this order :

a^ = [4ce' + 5V] -1, cos y + j-?^, cos <p' —\^ cos %<p

+ ^

—

^^—,^008 a<p + <f') + -i—5^^^^^—rv,C08 (2?.— /)
n'— (n + m')'

^ w*— (m — n7

The similar terms of a'^ are obtained from those of a^ by interchanging the

accents. The terms of the third order of xx' are

The coefficients n*— a* and n'*— a" are of the second order, hence limiting

ourselves to terms of the third order

(n'— a*) a; = («• — «') « cos ,r , («"— a") 3! = (n"— a") e' cos ?' •

The constants e and e' being arbitrary, the coefficients of cos ^ in x and of

cos ^' in a/ need receive no corrections in the following approximations.

Hence the coefficient of cos ^ in the right member of the first differential

equation should vanish, as also that of cob ^' in the second. This gives us

the two equations

|_ Jt* « ' 4w'— n ' 4m • — n'

J

of which the second is obtained from the first by interchange of accents.

To the degree of approximation to which they are pushed they serve to

determine the values of 7* and n' as functions of the constants u , a', h, h', c, c', e, e'.

As the next terms which would appear in these equations through the fol-

lowing approximations are of the fourth order with reference to e and d.
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the errors of n and n', as determined from these equations, are of the same

order.

The remaining terms of the third order in the right member of the first

differential equation are

w
I i A.«'

hVhe X—

4

—
2nn' — n" * «' "^ ^njT- n' ^ 4«' — n"

*4n"— M' ^ *n^« ^ 2nn' + »" ^ 2nn' + »'

*4n"-w' ^*n^ 2nn' — n" 2nn' - n^

eVco8(2^ — y')

e(.'*C08(v> + 2/)

ee" cos (?>— 2f')

.

The similar terms of the right member of the second differential equation

are obtained by interchange of accents in the preceding expression. The

terms of the third order of x are then

r c' SJ* 1 e* „„„ q ^ 1 ri'c' ^ Ub' -| e" _„ , ,

be

Inn' + n"
"*"

^n'
*"

2ran' + n'
"*"

*4w' - n"

Jc bV

bV

IV
2nn' - n" *w'

"*"

2mm' - w' ^4w'^:^«^'

COB (2^5 + f')
3m' + 4mm' + m"

7,008(2?'— ?>')

+ J" y^

74m"— n' *»r' 2mm' + n'' 2nn' + n'

", b'c
,

1 SC _ y _ b"
'

*4»"-m''^*w" 2mm' — m" 2mm' - M'

3m' — 4mm' + m"

;j

—f^' „ C08(y + 2y>')
4nM + 4m ' ^

^

ee"

inn' — 4m'
75 COB (f — 255')

.

The similar terms in x' are obtained from these by interchange of accents.

On many occasions it will be interesting to know the equivalent of C,

the arbitrary constant attached to the integral equation, in terms of a, a',

b, b', c, &, e,€/. To obtain this we compute the non-periodic terms of

SB*, -ja, a?, sc**'. The non-periodic terms of x'*, -^ , x", x"z can be derived

from these by interchange of accents. Limiting ourselves to these terms

we have

M* Lm ' (4m'— M ')' M* J L (4m ' — m')' 4m'J

t* - 3M'M"^-h M" ,, . ,. , M"
m" (4m'— m")'

"^ ' (4m" - «')'

g^'

;»'«' -i ,8n'-3M" . r i _c' 1 , „
• n" (4m' - m") ^ + L4m'- M" +

4^'J
" * "
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Substituting these values in the integral equation and eliminating n^ and n'^ by
means of the two equations which determine them, we find

G - i raV + a'V:) - r96«'-68aV'4-9a'^ p 37 c'"!

r8a'-18qV' + 5a'* ,, 8g"— 18aV'+ 5a* , „ a *'c _ , b^-\ ,.,

I 2a" {W— a")' "^
2a'(4a"— a»)» " * a' a"J

_ r96g" - 68a'a" + 9fl* ,,. 37^ c""] „

L 16a' (4a''— a')'
'^144?''J *

It is necessary to notice the effect of the vanishing of the divisors intro-

duced by the integration. In the terms of the second order if n =: 2n' the

coeflBcient of cos 2^' in x and the coefficient of cos (^ — ^') in x' apparently

become infinite. Also, if n' = 2n,the coefficient of cos (4) — ^') in x and the

coefficient of cos 2<p in xf are in like case. This evidently is the analytical

warning that in these cases the arguments 2^, 2^', p— ^' cannot be distin-

guished from <^ and ^'. Thus the coefficients of their cosines should have

some indetermination. But let us see what conditions the quantities a, a',

b, b', c, d , e, e' must satisfy that either of these relations may have place.

We shall not allow that any of the quantities a, a', n, n' can be inflnite.

Then, from the equations determining n and n', it is plain that, in the first

case, either J' =: 0, or 2e* — e!^ = Q, and in the second case, either 5 = 0,

or c*— 2e'* = 0. Thus all the mentioned coefficients in x and xl, instead of

becoming infinite in these cases, really take the form ^.

The particular supposition of e = 0, c' = makes the first approxima-

tion vanish, and it is plain from the differential equations that x = 0, x' =
form a particular solution of them in which n and n' are quite indeterminate.

This case therefore does not demand further consideration. But suppose

that, in the first case, 5' = or, in the second, i = 0. Then, in fl, the

term 6'a;a/^ or the term Jar^a;' disappears, and the terms in x and a/ having

indeterminate coefficients should also disappear. However, the relation

n =: 2n' or n' = 2n, without being exactly fulfilled, may be so very nearly.

Let us take the first. If, in the equations determining n and n' we make
n^ = An'- and n'^= a'* except in the first terms and those which involve the

divisor 4n'^— n^ we shall have quadratic equations for the determination

of n^ and n'". Thus, putting

a" = a" - (f c" + H")^ -(^Wc + bd + ^b') !„

/9= ifl'-a" +ac" + ib"-^b'c-ib</-^l>')t,,
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the solution of these quadratic equations will give

n* = 4a" ± 4 >j^— b"{2^— ^')

,

4n" - n» = — 2^ :f 2 V /S*— 5" (26*— «") •

The ambiguity of the sign before the radical is determined from the followr

ing considerations. When ^ is a somewhat large positive quantity it is

evident that we ought to take the upper sign, as always approximately
«'* = a'*, and then n* = 4a'^ + 4(3, thus n^ is larger than 4tt". Hence, if we
begin with n^ larger than 4n'^ and keep diminishing ^, continuity demands
that the upper sign be maintained. And we may persist in diminish-

ing ^ until, if 26* — c^ is a positive quantity, (3 = + i/b"'{2^ — e'^ when

n'~ = a'* — J v'6'^(2e^ — e'*)and n^= 4a'*; thus n^ is still larger than 4n".

But if /? is a somewhat large negative quantity it is evident that the lower

sign must be attributed to the radical ; and then approximately n'^ ^ a'^,

n^ = 4a'^ + 4/3 ; that is, here n^ is less than 4n'^. Then ^ may be numeric-

ally diminished until /? = — V'5'^2? — e**), when n«= a'^+ i Vb'^^^^
and n^ = 40'"; and n* is still less than An". On the other hand if 2e*— e'* is

a negative quantity, (3 in both cases can be numerically diminished until it

vanishes, and then, in the first case, we have n'^ = a'^ + 5 Vb'^{e"'— 2e^),

n^= 4a«+ 4 s/b'^eT-— 2e^), and, in the second case, n'^= a'^— ^ Vb'^{^^—2^),

n2= 4a'2 — 4V b'^{e'^^^^2^).

From all this it is apparent that we cannot have 4n'*— n^ — unless

two conditions are satisfied. The first is/3=:0,and the second either

i' = or 2«* — e" = 0. If the second condition is not fulfilled the limits

towards which tend the coefficients I -= --r, and -= 7 ira , severally
^ rr— 4n'* n'^ —{n— n'f

''

belonging to cos 24*' in x and cos (4) — ^') in a;', can be written so as to cover

all the cases

e" 'J
± \ I . .0 . .^ and ±

^ ± (26* - «") =^ V± (Se* — «")

The ambiguous sign within the radical must be taken so as to render the

quantity following positive; that without the radical depends at once on

the sign of 6' and on whether ^ has been supposed to approach the limit

from positive or negative values. These limits are independent of b', and

it will be perceived that instead of being of the second order with respect

to e and d they are of the same order as the first terms of x and v^. The

second supposition of the second condition viz. 2«*— e'^ = renders these
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limits infinite ; but it is probable that this conclusion would be modified if

terms of the fourth order were included in the equations determining n and n'.

There is no need of giving the similar investigation for the assumption

n' = In. All the results of the latter are obtained from those of the former

assumption by simply interchanging the accents. Thus the limits of the

coeflBcient of cos 1^ in a/ and the coeflBcient of cos (^— <|)') in x are severally

In all this we have assumed that the quantity under the radical sign in

the expressions for n^ and n'^ must not be negative. This is simply to insure

stability of motion. If the constants of the problem are such as to make it

negative, or if either n^ and n'^ come out negative, the problem has still a

real solution but the motion is unstable.

The question of periodic solutions is intimately connected with the

vanishing of integrating divisors. If we suppose that in + i'n' = 0, where i

and i' are integers prime to each other, by adopting an argument 4^ such that

^ = i'^ and -^ =— i^, the series for x and x' reduce to the form
at at at atai ai

xoTof — a^ + aicoa (^ + /9, Bin <P + a^ COS 24' + /Jj sin 30 +

The variables then return to the same values after il/ has gone through a

circumference as also do their differential coeflScients. If we conceive a

system of rectangular coordinates for graphically exhibiting the values of

X and a/, the representative point P, in its motion, will describe a certain

curve which, if the variables are confined within limits, will lie within a

limited portion of the plane. This curve may have multiple points ; let us

see what is the condition necessary and sufficient that this may have place.

The motion of x and x' being a constant oscillation between minimum and

maximum values, the curve must be either a spiral having no multiple

points, in which case there would be a progressive diminution or augmenta-

tion of the minimum and maximum values of x and a/, or there must be an

infinite number of multiple points. The periodic solution is the case which

lies between these two classes of solutions. We may conceive the angle of

intersection at the multiple point to constantly diminish through variation

of the arbitrary constants of the problem until it vanishes, when the periodic

solution is reached.

Let us suppose that the solution of the system of differential equations

^ _dQ d'x' _dQ
,dt' dx ' df d^

'

Vol. I v.- 3.
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admitting the integral

has been discovered and that it may be written

Let if denote another value of the independent variable t ; then, if the

equations

t and <' being regarded as the unknowns, are satisfied by real values of

t and t', the curve under discussion will have multiple points ; but, if the

roots of these equations are all imaginary, the curve will be a spiral. It

appears that when x and x' are contained within finite limits the roots t and if

are all real and infinite in number ; and thus that, in general, there are an

infinite number of multiple points.

Let us now suppose that the arbitrary constants are adjusted so that,

in addition to the equations fj (0 = fi(0> ^zlO =^2(0 being satisfied by

certain values of t and if, the equation

is satisfied by the same values. (Accents have been used to denote differen-

tiation of the form of f.) Then it is evident that the last equation is the

condition of the presence of a periodic solution ; and if we put t' — t=-P,

the equations

f,(< + P) = f.(0, U{t + P) = U(Jt),

are satisfied for all values of t.

A periodic solution must have at least one arbitrary constant less than

in the general case. But, for the differential equations we are treating,

there is usually a periodic solution in which there are only two arbitrary

constants. This happens when both variables arrive simultaneously at their

maximum or minimum values. Integrating the differential equations by

the application of Maclaurin's Theorem, we should have, in general,

^' = «' + *'^ + |f^---'

where a, a', b, V, are the arbitrary constants, and in the derivatives of £l it

is understood that « and a' are to be replaced severally by a and a'. In the
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case where both variables arrive simultaneously at a maximum or minimum
value, and we count t from this epoch, not only 6 = 0, 6' := 0, but also all

the coefficients of the odd powers of ^ in a; and x', as is easy to see from the

successive differentiation of the derivatives of CI with respect to the time.

We may therefore put

x = a + cht' + a,t* + a,f + = fi (0 .

z' = a' + a\t* + a'jf- + a'/ + = f, (0-

In the previous equations for determining the times of the representative

point P passing through multiple points, we may suppose t' = — t, and the

equations f, (— <) =: fj (<), fj (— t)= fg (i) are fulfilled for all values of t. Also

the equation showing the presence of a periodic solution is, in this case, an

identity. This is explained by the circumstance that the point P having

attained the limiting curve whose equation is fl + C = returns on its

previous path. Hence the condition necessary for the existence of a periodic

solution in this case is that when the path is sufficiently prolonged backward

it should again meet the limiting curve for real velocities. The motion of

P will then be a swinging back and forth on this arc. This is tantamount

to saying that the values of a and a' must be so adjusted that a value t^ for t

can be found which will make x and a/ have such values that they satisfy

the equation £l-\- (7=0.
It may be of interest to know the earlier terms of the expansions of

X and a;' in powers of f'. For the sake of brevity we put

Then
"'m^mi

"-'^ '' 9^172"'" aSl. 3. 3.

6!

.'=a' + UA +
^"

2 ' 32/1.2.3.4

^ t La? 07"' ^ ai a^a^J La^'a^ ^ dxd^/ a^j / ei ^ •
•

where in the partial derivatives it is supposed that x and a/ are replaced

severally by a and a'.

Evidently, for these series proceeding according to ascending powers of

f, we may substitute others proceeding according to cosines of multiples of

an angle proportional to t, or x and x' may have the form

X or x' :=a, + a, COS 7lt + a, COS 2nt + . . . .
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But here we are not entitled to assume that the coeflBcients rapidly diminish.

To bring about such a relation as n = n' it may be necessary for the arbi-

trary constants we have denoted by e and e' to be of the zero order of

magnitude.

If in the expansion of £l according to powers and products of x and a;'

we omit all the terms involving both variables the integration of the differ-

ential equations is reduced to quadratures. Let us write in a more general

way this expansion of £l

Q = a^ + a^xxnf + a,y

+ au^ + a^xV + Ottx'af* + a^xx'^ + a^af''

+

It must be noticed that the coeflBcients of the terms involving both x and a/

are of the order of the planetary masses while those which multiply the

simple powers of x or a' are of the order of the central mass. If we put

fl„ = a^a;' + a^^ + a<oa;* + . .

.

4- a„x'* + ag,x" + a^x'\ + . .

.

the differential equations resulting from this expression of the potential

function are

g=: 2a«^ + 3a^' + 4a„a? + . . .,

= 2a,,x' + 3a^cif' + 4a„^z" +

From these are immediately derived the integrals

^^= G + a^ + a^ + a^' + .

.

and thence the final integrals

dx

/dx'
The polynomials under the radical sign, on being equated to 0, will have

each two real roots, which, on account of the smallness of x and a/, will be,

severally, in the neighborhood of the values

«=V=1> —^^' -=V^- ^-^/^,
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The exact values of these can readily be found by trial ; let them be denoted

severally, by a, b, a', b'. Then we can write

t+c- r ^'^

J V[(a-a;)(a:— b)(^, + A,x + A,x^ + . . .)]

'

J ^ [.{&'— 7f)ix' - b')U'„ + ^V + ^'.x" ...)]

The limiting values of x are a and b, and those of x', a' and b'. Within

these limits the last factors under the radical sign are always positive and

do not vary much, and thus x and a/ are periodic functions of t, the periods

being given by the formulae

dx
b)(^. + A,x + A,z' +...)]

m Of ^^
2^)(_3f — h')(A', + A\x' + A\x" + ...)]

b'

By adopting, in place of » and x', variables '>j/ and i^' such that

2a; = (a + b)-(a — b)cos0, 2a/ = (a' + b') — (a' — b') cos <*'

,

the integrations are considerably simplified. The motion of 4' and 4^' is

unlimited like that of t. Let

lA, + A^x + A^ + . . .]-* = — [1 + ^1 cos ^ + 2jB, cos 2^ + . . .]

,

7*

{A', + A\7; + ^V' + • • •]-* = -^[1 + B\ COS >!>' + 2^. cos %4'' +...].

Then
n (^ + c) = ^^' + ^, sin <& + ^, sin 2^ + . . .

,

n' (^ + c') = / + 5', sin il>' + ^', sin 2^' +

The values of -^i and ^ can be derived from these transcendental equations

and have the forms

^ = w (< + c) + ^1 cos w (^ + c) + JE', cos 2 (w< + c) + . .
.

,

if>' = m' (^ + c/) + E\ cos n' (<+(/) + E\ cos 2 w7 + c') +

From these we can pass to the values of cos 4' aD<i cos '^', and thence to

those of x and a:', which have the form

a;= i ff, + ff, cos f + <?, Cos 2*' + . . .

,

a/ = i G", + C/', COS y' + G\ cos 2?' + . . .

,

^ and <^' being put for nt-\-c and n'< + c'.
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The reversion of the periodic series can be avoided by the use of definite

integrals, and we can pass directly to the values of the (?j and (rV For we

have

0,= — I a; cos ipdf',

with a similar formula for G'f. By adopting 4' as the independent variable

this becomes S

w

0,= — ^[(a + b) — (a — b) cos <}''] cob [t> + iB, sin 4' + iB^ sin 2^ + ...

]

[1 + 5, cos <l> + 2B^coi%4> + •'\dil>.

In the particular case of i = 0, this reduces to

G. = a + b— }(a — b)5,.

Proposing now to take into account the omitted terms of H, which we

will denote as fli, let the values of x and a/, just determined, be denoted as

Xo and a:'o, their corrections as hx and hd, the differential equations for the

latter will be

^ = [3a„ + 3a„(a; + x,) + 4a„(a^ + icx, + a;.') + . . .]3a; + ^',

^ = [2a„ + 3fl„ (a/ + a/„) + 4a,, (x" + a:'a:'. + a:.") + . . .] 5a/ + |^.

These can be integrated by successive approximations, introducing into the

right members the values of x and x' from the previous approximation,

beginning with x = Xo, x' = x'q. In order to prevent t from getting outside

of the functional sign cos, we adopt the following device : Let n and n' be

two indeterminate constants, whose values come out only at the end of the

approximation, but which are equivalent to the rigorous rates of motion of

the arguments <p and ^'. We add n^^x to each member of the first equation

and n'^6id to each member of the second. Then, putting

g= [«' + 2a„ + 3a^{x + x,) + 4a^(a;» + a;a:„ + a;.') + . . .] ^a: + ?^',

and Q' for the similar quantity in the second equation, we have
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In any stage of the approximation we shall have

Q = SKu> cos {if + i'<f'), Q' = i:K\„(iOi (i<p + i'<p'),

from which
dx = S. [v? — (in + i'n'yy^ K^, cos (i> + i'<p')

,

8x' = 2.[n" — (in + i'n'yy K',,,.cob (i<p + i'<p')

.

Then the equations for determining n and n' are

The terms of H in a;V and xa/^ can be removed from it by a linear

transformation, but at the expense of reintroducing a term in ara;', as also a

term involving the product of the velocities into the expression for the living

force. For substituting

if I and ? are so determined that

ZaJ +a„ (1 + 3Zi') + aJ (2 + U'^ + %aj^ = 0,

ZaJ' + aJ (2 + W) + a„ (1 + 211') + ZaJ = ,

the terms in fl involving ^3/ and yy'^ vanish. And if we put

B^ = a,o + aJ + «<»'"

.

^„ = 2a,oZ + a„ (1 + ZZ') + 2aJ

,

B^ = aJ' +aj + a„,

-6>o = «so + ««^' + «u^" + aJ"

,

we have

fl = B^f + 5„yy' + B^y'^ + 5,^' + 5„,iy" + . .
.

,

and the expression of the living force becomes

7'=i(i + nf + a + otf+i(i + ^')¥,

and the differential equations of the problem are

(1 + roj + (} + ^')^ = "^B^ + 3^»oy' + ^..y''

(1 + ^) S' + (^ + ^')S = =^^0^' + ^-^-"y" + ^"^ •

The elimination of I or Z' between the equations which determine them

gives rise to an equation of the fifth degree, which consequently, always has
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a real root. As 021 and a^ are of the order of the masses of the planets,

approximate values for I and V are Z= — —^, I'= — ^-^.

In integrating the preceding equations one may follow either of two

courses ; first, we may neglect the terms in if and 1/^, which will afterwards

be regarded as perturbative, and then we shall have linear equations with

constant coefficients easily integrable; or second, we may regard the last

terms of both members of each equation as perturbative, and the equations

restricted to the remaining terms are integrable by quadratures, as has

been shown.
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MEMOIR No. 55.

Literal Expression for the Motion of the Moon's Perigee.

(Annals of Mathematics, Vol. IX, pp. 31-41, 1894.)

The earlier investigators of the Lunar Theory contented themselves

with giving numerical values for this quantity. The results of Clairaut,

D'Alembert, Euler, Laplace and Damoiseau are of this nature. Beyond the

rudest approximation, Plana was the first to give the value in a literal form.

This was nearly reproduced by Pontecoulant. The salient portion, which

is a function of the ratio of the month to the year, is given by these two

authors to the order of the seventh power of this ratio. Delaunay, in his

treatment of the subject, [Comptes Eendus, t. LXXIV, p. 19) has added the

two following terms, viz., those which involve the eighth and ninth powers

of the mentioned ratio. The correctness of these has, however, been called

in question by M. Andoyer {Annales de la Faculte des Sciences de Toulotise,

t. VI) who has also given other values for them. They may be seen in

Tisserand's Mecanique Celeste, t. Ill, p. 412. I have not been able to consult

M. Andoyer's memoir, and do not know what method he used in obtaining

his results. The comparison I made at the end of my memoir "On the part

of the motion of the Lunar Perigee, etc." (Acta Math., Vol. VIII) of

Delaunay 's series with my numerical value, indicated with some proba-

bility, that the newly added terms were, one or both, too large ; which

corresponds with what M. Andoyer has found. In this state of matters I

have thought it would not be without interest to test the validity of

M. Andoyer's corrections ; and I have determined to add two more terms

to the series, viz. those factored by m'" and m".

For this purpose, I shall employ the method of my above-mentioned

memoir. There the computation was carried out in the numerical fashion,

here it is proposed to give algebraic developments. It is there shown that

the determination of the lunar inequalities of the type of the evection and

the motion of the perigee depend on, at least as far as a first approximation

is concerned, the integration of the linear differential equation of the second

order
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where w is the unknown, © a periodic function of double the mean angular

distance of the Moon from the Sun, involving only cosines, and D is an

operator such that Z)(a^'')^x'aiJ''', ^ being the trigonometrical exponential

corresponding to the mentioned mean angular distance. The motion of the

perigee depends solely on the coefficients of ©, and these can be found when
we know the coefficients of the inequalities of the type of the variation. I

have given the latter in a literal form to the 9th order inclusive (Amer.

Jour. Math., Vol. I, pp. 142-143).

We adopt a moving system of rectangular coordinates, the origin being

at the centre of the Earth, the axis of x constantly passing through the

centre of the Sun, and, in place of x and y, we use the imaginary coordinates

u — x + yKj— 1, s = X — y nj — 1.

Then

where, in the summation, i receives all integral values from — qo to + oo

,

zero included, and the a< are constants, being each equivalent to the same
constant multiplied by a function of the ratio of the month to the year,

which is of the
|
2i|th order with respect to this parameter. For simplicity

in writing, then, we assume that the value of ao is unity ; consequently, as

written, a( always denotes —

.

ao

In pushing the development of to the degree of approximation we
desire, the values of the a, given (Amer. Jour. Math., Vol. I, pp. 142-143)

generally suffice ; but it will be perceived from the approximate expression

for © (Motion of Lunar Perigee, p. 13) that it will be necessary for the

determination of c, the ratio of the anomalistic to the synodic month, to the

11th order inclusive, that we should know the term factored by m'^in aj + a_x;

it is not necessary, however, that ai and a_j separately should be known to

this degree of approximation. Hence, we now proceed to obtain this term

Prom the equations given (Am. Jour. Math., Vol. I, p. 137) by neglecting

all terms whose order exceeds the 10th we derive

By substituting in the right member of this the values of the a, in powers of

m it is found that the term in m'* in a, + a_i is

1605921808447;^„
2". 3'. 5'
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We have

- »=-[p + m'] +3[Z)log^^ + mJ_[Z)log V"15^^'

- ly [log tij~DuDs] .

The first term of this can be developed from the formula

where we have jB_, = i?,. The equations which determine the values of the

Ri, Bq with an error of the 12th order, iJj with one of the 11th order, i?2 with

one of the 9th order, and B^ with one of the 7th order, are

R„+ {a^ + a_x) i?, + (a, + a_0 R, = fm'a_,

,

a_,i?(, + (1 + a_,) Ri + (ai + a_,) R, + &,R, = - 4ma_, + fm%
a^ji?, + (a_, + a_j) R^+ Rt + a^R, = 8 (1 - m) a_s + f m'a,

,

a-iR, + Rt= 24a_3 + f m'a,.

Solving these by successive approximations in using the known literal values

of the a,, we get

1260881 ^,0_ 291394307 ^„
^ 2'.3».5 2'. 3*. 5' '

p 3 .^ 19 .
,
20 . ^ 43 .^ 18709 .^ 759413 ,

6675059 9 _ 41991161 ^. _ 4528083484913 „

^Z\3'.5' 2'.3«.5» 2". 3'. 5* '

p 33 .
,
2937 .

,
23051 . ,

97051 „, , 334413271 «

^^-'W'^ + 2^5°'+2^3T5-'"" +2SF°^ + 2'°.3\5- °^'

D 1393 ,

We next attend to the coeflBcients of ^y= 2 . f7"< ^*. The formulas given

for these (Motion of Lunar Perigee, p. 12) in general suffice; it is necessary,

however, to push the development of Ui and U_i farther, so that terms of

the 10th order may be included. Thus their equivalents read

Ui=:2 [h,— h_.h, + h,'h_. + 2h,''h_,' — h,'h_. - 3h,h_i'h, + 2h,h,h_, + h.^'h, - h.^h,]

,

^_, = - 2 [h_, - hih_, + h_j'h, + 2h_x'h,» - h_,'h,— 31i_.hx'li_,

+ 2h_ih_,h, + h.'h_,— h,h_.]

.

By substituting in these equations the values of the a^ in powers of m, and

making the assumption that the coefficient of m'" in aj is 0, which cannot

lead us into error within the limits we set to the approximation, and putting
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we get

A 5 ™. 1 m'o. 5 „. ,
43 „. 318575 . 2297593 ,

9225887 ^s _ 3471983789 ^, _ 12903700736069 _.,~ 2' . 3' . 5' 2* . 3' . 5' 2" . 3« . 5« '

» 7 . ,
19 „, , 53 .

,
155 . 12941 . 904921 .

^• = F'° +273°^ +2:3'™+2^F'"-2'^F™-2^3^5'"
35308207 ,_2190838913, 29589760583167 ,o

2'. 3'. 5' 2'°. 3'. 5' "^^ 2".3».5* '

J 265 „. ^ 1067 . . 38261 .
,

755591 .
,
405840581 „,

7?- 3 . 403 . 3773 . 246139 , 1077852389 ,

^ --1677 .

2431,
2"-°» sir™

The coeflBcients of the function © have the following equivalents

:

#. = 1 + 2m— Jm' + 4(^,' + A*) + 2(5,' + A') - R„
#, = 4(1 + m) A,— 2B, + 4(J,^, + ^,J,) + 2(5,^. + B.B,) - R,,

e.= 4(l + m) ^, - 45, + 2U>' + 2^,^,) — £,' + 25i5, - ^„
e, = 4J,— 6J53 + 4:A,A, - 2^15,— R,

.

When the expressions in powers of m for the quantities A, B, and R are

substituted in the preceding equations, the results are

^.= 1 + 2m- Jm' +f m' + 19m' -f f m" + |!|,m' + "^^^^

a 15 „. 57 . ii„, 23 . 68803 . 1792417 ,#,= -^m-^m'-llm*-^-3m-^3,-m--^j,P^m
7172183 ^8 596404499 ^, 2641291011773 ^,0
2'. 3*.

5

2'.3\5' 2".3«.5» '

a _111 , 1397 . , 8807 .
,

319003 , 252382507
^.--grm +-2S-" +2rx:5°' ^2r3rT'°' + 2'». 3».6'"'

We employ now the system of equations given (Motion of the Lunar

Perigee, p. 14) and for brevity of notation put [i] for(c4-t)*— ©,. The
equations, written to the requisite degree of approximation, are

[-3]b_, -e,b_. -e,b_, -ex =0,
-»ib-, +[-2]b_, -e,b_, -9,\ -»,b, =0,
-#,b_, _»,b_, + [— i]b_, -e,\ -e,\ -e,b, = 0,

— »,b_, — #,b_, -^'jb-, + [0]b„ -<*,b, — ftA=0,
— e,b_, — e,b_, -«,b„ + [l]b, -«,b, = 0,

— e,b_, — ««b, - y,b, + [2] b, = 0.
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That the relative degree of importance of the terms of these equations may
be perceived, it may be pointed out that the diagonal line of coeflQcients

[— 3], [— 2], ... , [1], [2] are all of the zero order of magnitude except

[— 1] and [0] , the first of which is of the first order, and the second of the

third order; but the latter we need not concern ourselves about; and 0^ is

of the 2tth order. From this it follows that, if we write the quantities b in

the order b_i, bj, b_3, bg, b_3, leaving out bo, which is an arbitrary quantity,

the first is of the first order, and every succeeding one an order higher, so

that b_, is of the fifth order. In order to have the equation determining c,

it is necessary to eliminate the 5 mentioned b's from the group of equations.

The readiest method of accomplishing this is to proceed by successive

approximations using formulas of recursion. To attain the desired degree

of accuracy, three approximations are necessary, each of which will give

three terms in powers of m in the value of each b involved. When the

values of the five b's have been obtained and substituted in the middle

equation, after the rejection of the useless factor bo, we have the following

equation serving for the determination of c:

~ LR23 "^
P]J

^''~ RT]'L[-l][-2]' ^ [-3r[-3]J
^''

L[- l]'C-2]' [-lJ'[l][-2] [- 1][1]'[2]

^ [-ir[-2][-3] + [-l][-2]'[-3]J
^'**'

2 2 2 1
+ [-!][!][- 2]

^ [-1][1][2] + [-!][_ 2] [-3]J
^''^''

- 2 [[-!][- 2] [-3] ^ [-!][!][- 2]
+ [-1J[1][2]J

^''^'

" ^ [fW] " [-1K-3]]
*'^'^» = ^'

From this all terms unnecessary to the desired degree of approximation

have been rejected.

It appears desirable to give some details as to the treatment of the

foregoing equation. First we form the various products of the involved

;
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each is limited to the terms needed for the degree of approximation wished.

<».• = '^m' +f m' + «f-^ m' + 371m' 4-^V' +^^ m.

,
235899233 „,„ ^ 1733519201 ., ,

19979134939549 _„
+ 2"

. y *" "*
~2'T3^'5' "

"^
2'»

.
3»

.
5' ™ '

A . _ 50625 „, , 192375 , 2787075 ,„ 6370695 „

,
353456169 „„ ^ 649258747 ,,+ 2i«

"•
g'^ '

„ , 11390625 ., ,
129853125 „,. , 2868159375 „

'

~
2*

"^

2* 2* '

« .« _ 24975 .
,
693945 , 1188267 ^,„ ,

21446525 „ .,

"i "»—2«~ "^—2'— "^

a'— —2^^°

—

^ 4710472379 „„
+ ^2^^375"°^ '

^ . _ 12321 ^8 ^ 155067 ^, _^ 20185533 ^,o ,
85123117 ^„

». 2«"™ +~2*~ +^Fr:5~ •" 2».3.5' '

« ,« 5619375 „„ ,
241552125 ^ „ ,„ , 2772225 ,, ,

55958985 „
"i ''a =—Si— "^ "I

2^° ' > "i "« 25"— "^ 2^^— '

^,^ 39382875 ,, ^ ^ ^ _ 19428885 ^u

In the next place, by neglecting quantities of the 7th order, the equa-

tion may be written

and, if we put

it can be given the form

[0]'-i-2(e.-i)[0] + ev = 0,

whence is derived

By substituting the previously given developments of ©o and ©j we get

c' = l + 2m-l.'-fm»-?^5m-l^m'-i|^9m«.

These equations are correct to the last power of m set down.

This value of c may be substituted in all the terms but the two first of

the equation which determines it ; and the latter is thereby reduced to a
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manageable form. The values of the reciprocals of the quantities denoted

by the symbols [— 1], [1], [— 2], [2], [— 3], developed to the needed

degree of approximation, are

1 1 ^-1 3 213 „ 2259 . 70973^3 3501259 .

[-1] 2' 2* 2" 2'° 2" 2'\3

1 1 1 ™_l5 .^563 .^6119 ,

1 _1 , 1 ^ ,
1 „» 643„, 10807 „4 532047^5= 9S + o-.°i + i»™'—-9i<rm'— -si5-m* sw- m'

[-2] 2' 2' 2'

J^__l 1 „ ,
13 ^, ,

8557 ^,
[2]"" 2". 3 FTF "*'2'.3» ^2'».3* '

^ ^ +^m.[-3]~2',3 ' 2*. 3

The substitution being made in the eight terms of the left-hand member of

the equation, the result follows, in which, for facility of verification, we
write each fraction separately and in the order in which it arises from each

of the eight terms.

_ 50625 .
, r_ 1022625 24975-| ,

2" ™ "^[ 2" "* 2' J

r_ 90037575 49095 _ 4107-] ,

+
|_

2"' "*" 2' 2' J

, r_ 1462100355 ^ 54632079 _ 57165 11390625 -] .

+
|_

2" "^
2'* 2'° "^ 2'» J

"

165044625741 722443913_ 8198151 705459375 _ 13111875_ 924075 ~|
,„

2" 2" 2". 5 2" 2" 2" J
"^

287970294069 8761 9247043_ 137941 17581 92222296875
2" 2". 5 2".3\5» "* 2"

_ 702232875_ 34533765 65638125 6476295"1 „
219 giT < gis r giT

J
ni .

By summing the fractions the equation may be written

rm r 1
, 1 "1 « « - 50625 .

,
822825 „ ,, ,

65426631

+

m
514143669 , 579596224169 ,„ 182494574380633 „

+ 2"
^ W7B "^

2". 3'. 5' ™

It will be more suitable for solution if both members are multiplied by

-i[-l][l] = 4n.-n,'-fn,»-^-fn,^-l?0|LV'-ipf™«.

The right member then becomes

50625 _, ,
1595025 , 112880037 „, ,

1422559539 ^,„
55 *" + nil ni -t- gjj m -t- yj m

137176160137 „ 47733147493393 ,,

2''.5 2".3».5'
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Calling this K, we have

From the preceding expressions for c and ©q ,

whence

1/.1 ti\ 225 . 3645 - 159429^. 1646333 ..

i/„i flv- 11390625 o 553584375 .„ 60085546875 ^„
f (^c — f,; gn— m gn m ^n '"

1228257320625 _„

The substitutions being made in the foregoing value of c' and the square

root extracted, we get

« i_l™ 3^, 201 , 2367 . 111749 . 4095991 .

332532037 ^, 15106211789 ^g _ 5975332916861 ^,
2". 3'

g'^TS^' 2". 3*

1547804933375567^,0_ 818293211836767367 ^i,
2". 3'.

5

2".3«.5'

By means of the equation

\ dui _ ^
c

'n'di ~ 1 + m'

we derive from the last result the ratio of the motion of the perigee to the

mean motion in longitude, viz.:

Ida, 3 .,177 .,1659^, ,85205^., 3073531 .

258767293 , 12001004273 .
,
4823236506653 ,

on 3» "I + 018 39 "1 + nw 3*

1258410742976387 ^,„ ,
667283922679600927 „

2". 3'.

5

*
2**. 3'. 5'

*

In this we make the substitution m :=
, in which m is the param-

1 — m.

eter usually employed, and prolong the resulting series only to the 9th

power of m. We obtain

1 <^'" 3 ^, ,
225 . , 4071

, ,
265493 . ^ 12822631 .

. 1273925965 ,
, 66702631253 .

,
29726828924189 ,

2'«
.
3' W^T3'

—
g^VTS^'

•
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The two terms ending this series are identical with M. Andoyer's and there

can be no doubt as to their correctness. I do not push this series to the

terms involving wi^^and wi^.as I think the former in terms of the parameter

m is to be preferred.

The series which has just been obtained is unsatisfactory on account of

its slow convergence. It would be of great utility to transform it in such a

manner that the convergence should be sensibly augmented. Here it seems

no course is open but to experiment. Confining our attention to parameters

of the form- , we may seek the value of a which brings about the

greatest improvement in convergence. It is plain that the adoption of a

small value for this quantity would not sensibly change the series in this

respect, but as a is augmented we shall reach a value where one of the

numerical coeflBcients vanishes ; if the latter belong to a high power of m,

the adjacent coefficients will be small. This is true on the assumption that

the series tends to become a geometrical progression. In the present case

it appears that the coefficient of m* is the first to vanish with augmenting a.

Desiring therefore that all the coefficients may still be positive after the

transformation, I adopt a value of a which is less than the value which

makes the mentioned coefficient vanish. The new parameter adopted is

^ _ m _ ^
1 -im — l— ^ni'

By making the denominator of a, 4, we secure the advantage that the

denominators of the coefficients of the series are not augmented. With this

parameter then, we have the following series:

Ida, 3 ,^141 ,^57 ,^41213 , ,
243353 ,, 84226279 _,

n~di^2'"^
"•" "2^"^ '"2^'^ "•" ~W^^ "^ TTT"'" "^ 2". 3' *"

1317113479 8
,
1125417061277 , 115179069708721 ,„

2" .
3' "^ 2'^.3* "^ 2".3\5

,
106545423308527477 „

2''. 3". 5' "^
•

The coefficients here diminish more rapidly than in the series proceeding

according to powers of m.

Correspondent to the values of n and n' employed in my previous

memoirs on the lunar theory we have m = 0.0860678013. Substituting

this in the series just given, we obtain the following result, exhibited term

Vol. IV.-4.
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by term ; it has been assumed that the series to start from the term involv-

ing m" may be regarded as a geometrical progression having the ratio ^,

i f(^ = 0.0055557498 + 0.0028092554 + 0.0000977435 + 0.0000950403

+ 0.0000080501 + 0.0000049959 + 0.0000011207 + 0.0000004292
[remainder]

+ 0.0000001260 + 0.0000000418 + 0.0000000209

= 0.0085725736

.

The value deduced, without resorting to any expansion in powers of a

parameter, is 0.0085725730. The difference of 6 units may be attributed

to the uncertainty in the estimation of the remainder or to accumulated

error in forming the sum of the terms of the series.

Got. 18, 1894.
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MEMOIR No. 56.

Discussion of the Observations of Jupiter with Resulting Values for

the Elements of the Orbit and the Mass of Saturn.

(Astronomical Papers of the American Ephemerls, Vol. VII, pp. 5-23, 1895.)

The material employed in this discussion was derived from the pub-

lished work of the following eleven observatories— the intervals of time

covered by it, together with the number of observations employed in right

ascension and declination, are added :

R. A. Dec.

Greenwich, 1750-1888 2172 2131

Palermo, 1791-1809 96 92

Paris, 1801-1883 1064 1039

Konigsberg, 1814-1848 204 175

Cambridge, 1828-1865 386 233

Capetown, 1834-1860 47 75

Edinburgh, 1834-1844 240 166

Beriin, 1838-1845 49 49

Oxford, 1840-1876 131 133

Washington,
,
1845-1884 404 360

Brussels, 1855-1865 67 34

Whole number of observations. .4860 4487

Only those observations were included for which the planet culminated

between le*" and 8*^ of local time. An exception, however, was made in the

case of the Greenwich observations in the time of Bradley.

The right ascensions were reduced to the standard of Prof. Newcomb's

Right Ascensions of the Equatorial Fundamental Stars, and the declinations

to Prof Boss's standard.

Provisional Tables having been constructed from the theory in Astronom-

ical Papers, Vol. IV, the observations of the interval 1750-1829 were com-

pared directly with isolated places or an ephemeris computed from these

tables. For the interval 1830-1888, however, it has been preferred to com-

pare the single observations with the ephemeris contained in the Berliner

Jahrbuch (1830-1833) or the Nautical Almanac (1834-1888), and thus com-
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bine the material into normals. The provisional theory was then compared

with these normals.

The equations of condition, formed one for each opposition, except in

the time of Bradley, when sometimes additional ones were formed for quad-

ratures, contain seven unknown quantities, the notation of which is explained

as follows

:

«, = the correction of the mean longitude for 1850.0,

X, = the correction of the mean motion for a century,

Xj = the correction of the eccentricity expressed in seconds of arc,

X, = the correction of the longitude of the perihelion multiplied by the eccentricity,

X5 = the correction of the inclination,

a;, = the correction of the longitude of the ascending node multiplied by the sine

of the inclination,

1 + :r^^ = the factor by which the mass of Saturn „ must be multiplied.

lu order to avoid a near approach to indetermination in the solution

of the equations of condition the coeflBcients of a:.j have been derived from

the perturbations of Jupiter by the action of Saturn, as they are given, not

by excesses over coordinates from the mean elements, but by excesses over

coordinates from elements osculating at about the middle of the period of

observation. It has been found the readiest method of obtaining these

coefficients to compute elliptic positions of Jupiter for the times of the equa-

tions of condition from such a set of osculating elements, and to subtract

the coordinates thus obtained from the actual coordinates of the planet

diminished by the small corrections arising from the action of Uranus and

Neptune.

The system of osculating elements employed is the following :

Epoch = 1850, Jan. 0.0, Greenwich M. T.,

L = 160° 14' 20';91

,

x=: 12 7 33.39 + 0':i46<,

Q = 98 54 7.20— 19'.'858<— inirS
log sin i = 8.3598404— 114 . 12< + 182'='

,

Ioga = 0.7162419,

6 = 0.0485753,

n = 109254^93824

.

In these elements the terms involving t express the secular action of

Uranus and Neptune as well as the efiect of the motion of the ecliptic.

The formula for passing from the correction SLq of an osculating ele-

ment Z(, to the corresponding correction ^Z„ of the mean element L„ is very
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simple. If 1 + iM denotes the multiplier by which the mass of Saturn ought

to be multiplied, the formula is

The equations which have been formed, together with the dates to

which they correspond, are given below. It is to be noted that to the left

members of each of the equations which are derived from the declinations

must be added a term which denotes the correction to Prof. Boss's standard

declinations. For convenience this term will be supposed constant through

a period equivalent to about a revolution of Jupiter, and the value obtained

by the solution of the equations will be attributed to the middle of the

period. These corrections then will be thus denoted :

1750-1765 —a; 8, 1826-1837 —x^^,
1766-1777 — Xo, 1838-1849 —x.,^,

1778-1789 — a^io, 1850-1861 —x^^,
1790-1801 — a^n, 1862-1873 — a;„,

1802-1813 — a;i2, 1874-1888 —x^^.
1814-1825 — a;i3,

The absolute terms of the equations which are derived from the right

ascensions are Aa cos h, and the absolute terms of those which come from

the declinations are A5. For brevity the sign of equality and the zero

which constitutes the right member of the equation are omitted. The num-

ber of observations on which each equation depends, together with the

weight allowed to the latter in the discussion, will be given with the state-

ment of the final residuals.

Equations from the Right Ascensions.

^v Zj. ^v X,. =»6- x^. X,.

1750 Nov. 19 1.234 —1.223 -f-0.759 —2.265 +0.404 +0.196 —0.402 +0:'56

1751 Aug. 17 0.984 0.981 1.523 1.242 0.111 0.129 0.233 —2.33

Nov. 20 1.297 1.273 2.054 1.475 0.120 0.194 0.289 —0.46

1752 Feb. 7 1.082 1.059 1.738 1.226 +0.099 +0.209 0.239 +0.17
Sept. 22 0.963 0.937 1.928 0.168 —0.007 —0.073 0.115 —0.77

1753 Jan. 2 1.237 1.200 2.470 0.089 +0.003 0.070 0.135 +1.52
Mar. 29 0.994 0.962 1.993 —0.013 0.005 0.030 0.103 +1.74
Oct. 19 0.868 0.835 1.582 +0.808 0.118 0.237 0.028 —0.06

1754 Jan. 31 1.126 1.080 1.978 1.165 0.121 0.270 —0.027 +3.85
Dec. 5 0.841 0.800 0.870 1.515 0.329 0.199 +0.005 —2.11

1755 April 17 0.976 0.924 0.966 1.774 0.395 0.152 +0.002 +0.38

Dec. 17 0.789 0.742 +0.014 1.643 0.368 —0.016 —0.020 +0.25
1756 April 20 1.009 0.946 —0.098 2.094 0.471 +0.057 0.033 —1.81

1757 Jan. 2 1.013 0.942 1.008 1.839 0.330 0.164 0.076 —0.74

May 13 1.074 0.994 1.236 1.839 0.311 0.229 0.122 —1.01

June 15 0.984 0.910 1.126 1.696 0.297 0.240 0.112 +1.02
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Equations from the Right ABcensions.

'r »=r 'r 'i- 'f '» *7-

1758 Mar. 27 1.017 —0.933 —1.880 +0.870 +0.055 +0.100 —0.201 —2.93

June 14 1.173 1.074 2.175 0.980 0.067 0.161 0.236 —1.77
July 28 1.088 0.995 2.080 +0.729 0.062 +0.179 0.231 +0.03

1759 July 14 1.255 1.136 2.471 —0.382 0.022 —0.128 0.329 —0.61

Sept. 20 1.072 0.968 2.116 0.369 0.022 0.078 0.276 +1.18
1760 Aug. 16 1.273 1.137 1.812 1.700 0.272 0.277 0.306 +2.16

Nov. 25 0.986 0.879 1.312 1.416 0.243 0.179 0.227 +2.88
1761 July 13 1.079 0.955 0.438 2.045 0.414 0.116 0.158 +1.20

Sept. 12 1.262 1.116 0.476 2.393 0.486 0.086 0.180 +1.24
Dec. 6 1.051 0.925 —0.371 2.004 0.414 —0.017 0.145 +1.58

1762 Oct. 30 1.284 1.119 +1.011 2.272 0.377 +0.198 —0.033 +1.49
1763 Dec. 2 1.289 1.110 2.169 —1.307 0.086 +0.171 +0.046 +1.27
1765 Feb. 1 1.187 1.008 2.377 +0.081 0.013 —0.080 —0.003 +3.33
1766 Feb. 3 1.112 0.933 1.873 0.929 0.221 0.273 0.077 +2.12
1767 Mar. 8 1.035 0.857 +0.858 1.961 0.442 —0.162 0.172 +0.89
1768 April 6 1.029 0.841 —0.275 2.116 0.464 +0.079 0.232 —0.03
1769 May 9 1.091 0.880 1.396 1.762 0.275 0.231 0.237 +1.51
1770 June 10 1.192 0.949 2.277 +0.810 0.040 +0.118 —0.152 +0.62
1771 July 14 1.262 0.991 2.435 —0.587 0.044 —0.173 +0.026 —0.03
1772 Aug. 28 1.268 0.981 1.657 1.833 0.314 0.263 0.224 —0.88
1773 Sept. 28 1.269 0.968 —0.283 2.432 0.494 —0.034 0.359 +0.73
1774 Nov. 3 1.288 0.968 +1.206 2.187 0.337 +0.217 0.384 +0.35
1775 Dec. 9 1.286 0.952 2.256 —1.150 0.056 +0.140 0.281 +1.49
1777 Jan. 9 1.207 0.881 2.409 +0.297 0.032 —0.153 +0.096 +1.27
1778 Feb. 7 1.096 0.788 1.737 1.423 0.262 0.276 —0.073 +1.06
1779 Mar. 12 1.029 0.728 +0.708 2.011 0.459 —0.131 0.163 —1.87
1780 April 17 1.032 0.719 —0.422 2.098 0.448 +0.116 —0.164 +0.03
1782 June 16 1.205 0.814 2.352 +0.636 0.021 +0.081 +0.168 +1.08
1783 July 17 1.266 0.841 2.378 —0.788 0.072 —0.210 0.410 +0.50
1784 Aug. 24 1.271 0.831 1.534 1.940 0.348 —0.249 0.512 —0.72
1785 Oct. 1 1.271 0.816 —0.072 2.451 0.493 +0.009 0.432 +2.20
1786 Not. 7 1.292 0.816 +1.392 2.085 0.295 0.228 +0.222 —1.11
1787 Dec. 12 1.279 0.794 2.347 —0.936 0.031 +0.101 —0.034 +3.13
1789 Jan. 14 1.192 0.726 2.354 +0.475 0.055 —0.186 0.210 +1.06
1790 Feb. 15 1.083 0.649 1.610 1.531 0.297 0.267 0.258 +2.16
1791 Mar. 15 1.025 0.603 +0.553 2.051 0.472 —0.099 0.194 +1.40
1792 April 28 1.035 0.597 —0.577 2.067 0.429 +0.149 —0.061 +0.91
1793 May 22 1.117 0.632 1.679 1.561 0.201 0.231 +0.127 +2.70
1794 June 18 1.218 0.676 2.412 +0.451 0.006 +0.037 0.328 +1.91
1795 July 26 1.269 0.691 2.307 —0.975 0.105 —0.236 0.450 +0.03
1796 Sept. 7 1.266 0.675 —1.317 2.074 0.392 —0.225 0.423 +0.28
1797 Oct. 6 1.273 0.665 +0.141 2.452 0.484 +0.052 0.274 +2.38
1798 Nov. 12 1.294 0.661 1.509 1.967 0.252 0.233 +0.081 +2.18
1799 Dec. 19 1.270 0.635 2.404 —0.740 0.013 +0.062 —0.066 +0.29
1801 Jan. 31 1.171 0.573 2.280 +0.643 0.082 —0.203 0.091 +1.20
1802 Feb. 28 1.071 0.512 1.479 1.630 0.331 0.250 —0.017 +2.66
1803 Mar. 28 1.023 0.478 +0.404 2.081 0.480 —0.060 +0.071 +2.84
1804 April 26 1.045 0.477 —0.745 2.031 0.403 +0.169 0.081 +1.20
1805 May 25 1.132 0.493 1.815 1.442 +0.164 +0.218 +0.022 —0.04
1806 June 23 1.229 0.535 2.455 +0.257 —0.001 —0.006 —0.138 —0.34
1807 Aug. 1 1.271 0.539 2.215 —1.160 +0.142 0.257 0.332 +1.57
1808 Sept. 14 1.265 —0.522 —1.134 —2.173 +0.424 —0.194 —0.436 +0.73
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Equations from the Right Ascensions.

«i- 'r '^^ 'f 'y "'s-
X,.

1809 Oct.^ 17 1.274 —0.512 +0.345 —2.436 +0.468 +0.097 —0.436 +0.93
1810 Nov. 23 1.294 0.506 1.731 1.837 0.209 0.234 0.311 +2.80
1811 Dec. 25 1.264 0.481 2.447 —0.540 0.002 +0.019 —0.100 +1.73
1813 Feb. 20 1.131 0.417 2.154 +0.782 0.109 —0.209 +0.092 +2.03
1814 Feb. 23 1.060 0.380 1.334 1.729 0.364 0.241 0.203 —0.03
1815 Mar. 30 1.022 0.355 +0.245 2.106 0.483 —0.026 0.215 +0.96
1816 April 24 1.057 0.337 —0.907 1.989 0.375 +0.187 0.145 +0.49
1817 May 30 1.147 0.374 1.944 1.312 0.129 +0.202 +0.015 +3.45
1818 June 1 1.238 0.390 2.480 +0.065 0.000 —0.046 —0.174 —1.20
1819 Aug. 27 1.227 0.372 2.104 —1.267 0.170 0.238 0.278 +0.52
1820 Sept. 26 1.265 0.370 —0.950 2.258 0.463 —0.158 0.286 +1.25
1821 Nov. 5 1.258 0.354 +0.533 2.372 0.441 +0.145 —0.152 +1.03
1822 Dec. 9 1.278 0.346 1.851 1.677 0.167 +0.231 +0.003 +3.18
1824 Jan. 14 1.236 0.321 2.436 —0.350 0.000 —0.008 0.089 +1.65
1825 Feb. 3 1.144 0.285 2.109 +0.975 0.148 0.253 0.079 +1.97
1826 Mar. 16 1.043 0.248 1.199 1.785 0.389 —0.206 +0.013 +1.31
1827 April 4 1.021 0.232 +0.089 2.118 0.482 +0.010 —0.059 +0.78
1828 May 17 1.051 0.227 —1.034 1.9^14 0.345 0.217 0.109 +0.09
1829 June 10 1.149 0.236 2.033 +1.165 0.097 +0.186 0.114 —0.13
1830 July 24 1.230 0.239 2.458 —0.118 0.007 —0.069 —0.046 —0.51
1831 Aug. 26 1.261 0.231 1.976 1.485 0.223 0.265 +0.085 —1.48
1832 Oct. 3 1.252 0.216 —0.744 2.305 0.469 —0.114 0.221 —0.71
1833 Nov. 2 1.276 0.206 +0.754 2.347 0.414 +0.172 0.312 —0.61
1834 Dec. 11 1.283 0.193 1.997 1.521 0.127 +0.210 0.317 +0.28
1836 Jan. 20 1.221 0.170 2.434 —0.153 0.003 —0.050 0.227 +0.43
1837 Feb. 14 1.124 0.145 2.000 +1.112 0.183 0.258 +0.113 +1.14
1838 Mar. 24 1.030 0.121 +1.096 1.852 0.413 —0.179 —0.007 +0.57
1839 April 19 1.016 0.109 —0.060 2.107 0.473 +0.051 0.054 +0.50
1840 May 17 1.069 0.099 1.192 1.856 0.311 0.228 —0.025 +0.80
1841 June 10 1.175 0.101 2.160 +1.020 0.067 +0.154 +0.098 —0.04
1842 July 20 1.250 0.093 2.470 —0.327 0.021 —0.122 0.279 —0.97
1843 Aug. 28 1.264 0.080 1.843 1.646 0.267 0.270 0.399 —0.65
1844 Sept. 25 1.267 0.067 —0.540 2.387 0.487 —0.083 0.383 —1.06
1845 Oct. 23 1.286 0.054 +0.973 2.291 0.378 +0.187 0.248 —0.11
1846 Dec. 18 1.277 0.039 2.110 —1.350 0.091 +0.186 +0.057 +0.58
1848 Jan. 16 1.221 0.024 2.444 +0.048 0.013 —0.102 —0.103 +1.13
1849 Feb. 19 1.108 —0.010 1.887 1.248 0.219 0.264 0.136 +1.41
1850 Mar. 22 1.030 +0.002 +0.903 1.930 0.437 —0.157 0.130 +0.71
1851 April 28 1.012 0.013 —0.213 2.090 0.461 +0.087 —0.023 +1.40
1852 May 11 1.090 0.026 1.363 1.785 0.276 0.228 +0.104 +0.69
1853 June 13 1.189 0.041 2.256 +0.854 0.041 +0.119 0.255 +0.57
1854 Aug. 9 1.230 0.057 2.395 —0.507 0.040 —0.144 0.344 —0.20
1855 Sept. 7 1.255 0.071 1.686 1.777 0.308 0.257 0.329 —0.47
1856 Oct. 5 1.264 0.085 —0.358 2.417 0.493 —0.028 0.135 —1.03
1857 Nov. 8 1.286 0.101 +1.154 2.208 0.341 +0.216 +0.048 —0.86
1858 Dec. 24 1.271 0.014 2.210 —1.171 0.060 +0.156 —0.080 +0.05
1860 Jan. 31 1.192 0.120 2.383 +0.227 0.029 —0.128 0.130 +0.04
1861 Mar. 3 1.085 0.121 1.756 1.357 0.254 0.256 —0.020 +0.84
1862 April 12 0.998 0.123 +0.742 1.930 0.445 —0.113 +0.097 —0.12
1863 April 30 1.020 0.136 —0.372 2.083 0.446 +0.117 0.175 —0.25
1864 May 29 1.089 0.157 1.482 1.682 0.240 0.240 +0.093 —0.48
1866 July 1 1.188 +0.184 —2.308 +0.685 +0.024 +0.097 —0.027 —0.61
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Equations from the Right Ascenglonf.

«i- «!• 'r ««• »»• »r «T-

1866 July 29 1.260 +0.209 —2.390 —0.724 +0.068 —0.196 —0.295 —1.73

1867 Sept. 8 1.260 0.223 1.512 1.929 0.352 —0.248 0.534 —2.04

1868 Oct. 10 1.266 0.238 —0.130 2.439 0.492 +0.009 0.639 —0.67

1869 Nov. 17 1.285 0.256 +1.333 2.106 0.300 0.233 0.580 —0.30

1870 Dec. 14 1.282 0.269 2.331 —0.984 0.033 +0.103 0.368 —0.15

1872 Feb. 12 1.161 0.257 2.306 +0.402 0.050 —0.154 —0.082 +0.04

1873 Mar. 18 1.051 0.244 1.602 1.441 0.284 0.240 +0.124 +0.15
1874 April 6 1.012 0.246 +0.600 2.010 0.465 —0.089 0.224 +0.08
1875 May 8 1.020 0.259 —0.525 2.050 0.425 +0.148 0.209 —0.52

1876 May 28 1.110 0.293 1.637 1.587 0.204 0.233 +0.088 —0.55
1877 June 26 1.213 0.333 2.394 +0.502 0.008 +0.047 —0.146 —1.41
1878 Aug. 9 1.256 0.359 2.312 —O.908 0.100 —0.219 0.392 —2.12
1879 Sept. 16 1.255 0.373 —1.356 2.026 0.385 —0.221 0.530 —1.53
1880 Oct. 22 1.258 0.388 +0.074 2.427 0.482 +0.058 0.493 —0.89
1881 Nov. 26 1.281 0.409 1.502 1.987 0.257 0.241 0.332 —0.90
1882 Dec. 23 1.273 0.420 2.391 —0.792 0.015 +0.067 0.155 —0.72
1884 Feb. 15 1.150 0.392 2.250 +0.578 0.077 -^).186 0.071 +0.06
1885 Mar. 5 1.067 0.375 1.506 1.593 0.326 0.248 0.041 +1.14
1886 April 11 1.008 0.366 +0.447 2.041 0.473 —0.054 0.083 +0.61
1887 April 19 1.044 0.390 —0.701 2.045 0.405 +0.167 0.152 +0.11
1888 May 25 1.134 +0.435 —1.813 +1.450 +0.158 +0.207 —0.221 —0.38

Equations from the Declinations.

X,. x,. X,. X,.
's- *6- a;,.

1750 Nov. 19 +0.486 —0.481 +0.296 —0.892 —1.028 —0.476 —0.162 +i;'05

1751 Aug. 17 0.178 0.176 0.270 0.225 0.623 0.725 0.040 —2.18
Nov. 20 0.238 0.234 0.376 0.276 0.651 1.032 0.048 —4.33

1752 Feb. 7 +0.241 —0.236 +0.389 —0.270 0.446 0.941 —0.046 +0.72
Sept. 22 —0.072 +0.070 —0.144 +0.009 —0.097 0.968 +0.018 —3.58

1753 Jan. 2 0.071 0.068 0.141 0.006 +0.061 1.231 0.023 —2.07
Mar. 29 0.029 0.028 0.058 +0.005 0.175 0.996 0.017 +0.21
Oct. 19 0.248 0.239 0.452 —0.235 0.412 0.825 0.021 +0.13

1754 Jan. 31 0.313 0.300 0.552 0.321 0.675 0.970 0.026 —0.91
Dec. 5 0.348 0.331 0.359 0.628 0.795 0.481 0.011 —0.48

1755 April 17 0.384 0.364 0.385 0.696 1.000 0.385 0.012 —0.39
Dec. 17 0.332 0.312 —0.006 0.691 0.880 —0.039 0.015 —0.47

1756 April 20 0.430 0.403 +0.034 0.892 1.105 +0.134 0.019 +0.48
1757 Jan. 2 0.335 0.311 0.336 0.606 0.998 0.495 0.024 +1.58

May 13 0.356 0.330 0.406 0.612 0.937 0.690 0.036 +0.50
June 15 0.349 0.323 0.399 0.603 0.840 0.676 0.036 +1.01

1768 Mar. 27 0.109 0.100 0.199 0.098 0.519 0.942 0.014 —1.71
June 14 0.167 0.153 0.308 0.141 0.468 1.128 0.024 —0.13
July 28 —0.184 +0.168 +0.352 0.120 +0.366 1.063 +0.032 +0.20

1759 July 14 +0.131 —0.119 —0.259 0.039 —0.212 1.219 —0.045 —0.28
Sept. 20 0.079 0.071 0.158 0.022 0.290 1.034 0.031 —0.55

1760 Aug. 16 0.415 0.371 0.595 0.551 0.834 0.849 0.114 —0.29
Nov. 25 0.319 0.284 0.428 0.455 0.748 0.554 0.084 +0.46

1761 July 13 0.465 0.411 0.190 0.881 0.962 0.269 0.078 +0.42
Sept. 12 0.544 0.480 0.214 1.028 1.130 0.201 0.089 +0.29
Dec. 6 0.447 0.394 —0.160 0.853 0.971 +0.039 0.070 +0.63

1762 Oct. 30 +0.466 —0.406 +0.360 —0.827 —1.040 —0.546 —0.012 0.00
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Equations from the Declinations.

z,.
'^r =^3- X,. =^6- ^6- I,.

1763 Dte. 2 +0.201 —0.173 +0.337 —0.207 —0.551 —1.095 +0.017 —1.46

1765 Feb. 1 —0.080 +0.068 —0.160 0.001 +0.198 1.179 0.014 —1.16
1766 Feb. 3 0.332 0.279 0.559 0.386 0.740 0.912 0.036 0.00

1767 Mar. 8 0.431 0.357 —0.363 0.814 1.060 —0.390 0.081 —2.27
1768 April 6 0.428 0.349 +0.109 0.881 1.115 +0.191 0.102 —1.16
1769 May 9 0.332 0.268 0.421 0.540 0.901 0.757 0.072 —2.16
1770 Juae 10 —0.121 +0.096 +0.230 0.084 +0.396 1.166 +0.008 —1.78
1771 July 14 +0.183 —0.143 —0.353 0.084 —0.303 1.196 —0.012 —2.29
1772 Aug. 28 0.439 0.340 0.584 0.627 0.905 0.756 +0.058 —0.67
1773 Sept. 28 0.546 0.417 —0.130 1.047 1.148 +0.079 0.145 —1.56
1774 Nov. 3 0.437 0.328 +0.403 0.745 0.995 —0.639 0.137 +4.52
1775 Dec. 9 +0.158 -0.117 +0.276 0.143 —0.453 1.144 0.051 +2.95
1777 Jan. 9 —0.155 +0.113 —0.308 0.037 +0.251 1.195 0.004 —0.12
1778 Feb. 7 0.358 0.257 0.570 0.461 0.801 0.846 0.035 —1.58
1779 Mar. 12 0.436 0.308 —0.305 0.850 1.083 —0.309 0.077 —1.96
1780 April 17 0.422 0.294 +0.166 0.858 1.098 +0.283 +0.071 —0.50
1782 June 16 —0.082 +0.055 +0.159 0.044 +0.302 1.199 —0.025 —0.09
1783 July 17 +0.229 —0.152 —0.431 0.140 —0.397 1.162 +0.052 —0.44
1784 Aug. 24 0.462 0.302 0.547 0.714 0.957 +0.686 0.168 —7.22
1785 Oct. 1 0.544 0.349 —0.039 1.048 1.152 —0.021 0.182 —2.00
1786 Nov. 7 0.405 0.256 +0.431 0.657 0.941 0.728 0.079 —0.79
1787 Dec. 12 +0.110 —O.068 +0.200 0.082 —0.360 1.180 0.007 +0.38
1789 Jan. 14 —0.190 +0.116 —0.376 0.074 +0.345 1.165 0.041 +1.32
1790 Feb. 15 0.374 0.224 0.559 0.525 0.861 0.774 0.095 —2.77
1791 Mar. 15 0.439 0.258 —0.243 0.877 1.101 —0.231 0.089 —1.90
1792 Apr. 28 0.413 0.238 +0.225 0.826 1.074 +0.372 +0.025 —0.73
1793 May 22 0.286 0.162 0.428 0.403 0.783 0.900 —0.041 +1.92
1794 June 18 —0.037 +0.020 +0.073 0.015 +0.206 1.222 —0.028 +0.83
1795 July 26 +0.268 —0.146 —0.488 0.203 —0.497 1.116 +0.073 +0.13
1796 Sept. 7 0.490 0.261 -0.517 0.800 1.011 +0.579 0.150 —0.64
1797 Oct. 6 0.536 0.280 +0.051 1.034 1.147 —0.124 0.115 +0.13
1798 Nov. 12 0.370 0.189 0.444 0.566 0.880 0.813 0.031 —0.72
1799 Dec. 19 +0.066 —0.033 +0.124 0.039 —0.256 1.207 0.006 +0.73
1801 Jan. 31 —0.213 +0.104 —0.415 0.211 +0.449 1.117 0.026 +0.84
1802 Feb. 28 0.38G 0.184 0.538 0.582 0.917 0.693 +0.016 —1.56
1803 Mar. 28 0.440 0.206 —0.170 0.896 1.115 —0.139 —0.025 —0.69
1804 April 26 0.399 0.182 +0.278 0.778 1.054 +0.443 0.031 +2.76
1805 May 25 —0.257 +0.115 +0.410 0.330 0.722 0.961 0.009 +0.30
1806 June 23 +0.006 —O.003 —0.012 0.000 +0.115 1.236 0.004 +0.39
1807 Aug. 1 0.307 0.130 0.537 0.277 —0.586 1.064 0.079 +0.31
1808 Sept. 14 0.508 0.210 —0.463 0.870 1.054 +0.484 0.176 +1.02
1809 Oct. 17 0.526 0.212 +0.134 1.007 1.132 —0.236 0.185 —0.15
1810 Not. 23 0.337 0.132 0.447 0.482 0.804 0.899 —0.085 +1.07
1811 Dec. 25 +0.019 —0.007 +0.037 0.009 —0.155 1.227 +0.002 —0.86
1813 Feb. 20 —0.227 +0.084 —0.433 0.153 +0.544 1.040 +0.005 —2.15
1814 Feb. 23 0.405 0.145 0.514 0.657 0.954 0.632 —0.067 —1.65
1815 Mar. 30 0.440 0.153 —0.112 0.906 1.123 —0.060 0.088 —1.94
1816 April 24 0.384 0.129 +0.324 0.725 1.032 +0.515 0.055 —0.53
1817 May 30 —0.227 +0.074 +0.383 —0.263 0.650 1.020 0.007 +1.69
1818 July 1 +0.046 —0.014 —0.092 +0.002 +0.009 1.242 0.009 +1.28
1819 Aug. 27 0.301 0.112 0.514 —0.315 —0.695 0.970 0.070 —0.18
1820 Sept. 26 +0.534 —0.156 —0.409 —0.950 —1.095 +0.375 —0.125 —0.10
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Eqaktions from the Declinations.

«!• *r «r 'i- 'y 'f 'r
1821 Nov. 5 +0.509 —0.143 +0.209 —0.961 —1.088 —0.357 —0.066 +0.14
1822 Dec. 9 +0.304 —0.082 +0.438 —0.400 0.702 0.972 +0.001 +0.07
1824 Jan. 14 —0.008 +0.002 —0.015 +0.004 —0.025 1.221 +0.003 —0.97
1825 Feb. 3 0.282 0.070 0.521 —0.237 +0.602 1.028 —0.015 —0.49
1826 Mar. 16 0.405 0.096 0.471 0.691 0.999 —0.530 —0.003 —0.46
1827 April 4 0.437 0.099 —0.044 0.907 1.124 +0.023 +0.027 —0.92
1828 May 17 0.373 0.081 +0.363 0.681 0.970 0.611 0.041 +0.56
1829 June 10 —0.199 +0.041 +0.351 0.205 +0.558 1.069 +0.021 0.00

1830 July 24 +0.069 —0.013 —0.139 0.004 —0.123 1.221 —0.004 +0.31
1831 Aug. 26 0.366 0.067 0.578 0.427 0.766 0.912 +0.020 +0.28
1832 Oct. 3 0.528 0.091 —0.325 0.968 1.110 +0.269 0.088 —0.28
1833 Not. 2 0.492 0.079 +0.284 0.908 1.073 —0.446 0.122 —0.40
1834 Dec. 11 +0.259 —0.039 +0.402 —0.310 —0.626 1.036 +0.071 —0.43
1836 Jan. 20 —0.050 +0.007 —0.100 +0.008 +0.076 1.214 —0.003 —0.37
1837 Feb. 14 0.302 0.039 0.539 —0.295 0.681 0.962 —0.026 —0.17
1838 Mar. 24 0.412 0.048 —0.425 0.739 1.030 —0.446 +0.005 —0.22
1839 April 19 0.432 0.046 +0.019 0.896 1.113 +0.120 0.025 +0.02
1840 May 17 0.356 0.033 0.393 0.621 0.938 0.684 +0.009 +0.14
1841 June 10 —0.161 +0.014 +0.295 0.143 +0.488 1.123 —0.015 +0.24
1842 July 20 +0.126 —0.009 —0.248 0.031 —0.208 1.217 +0.021 —0.04
1843 Aug. 28 0.404 0.026 0.594 0.522 0.834 0.842 0.120 —0.13
1844 Sept. 25 0.544 0.029 —0.239 1.023 1.135 +0.193 0.164 —0.38
1845 Oct. 23 0.461 0.019 +0.342 0.826 1.053 —0.521 0.093 —1.41
1846 Dec. 18 +0.216 —0.007 +0.359 0.232 —0.533 1.090 0.012 —0.67
1848 Jan. 16 —0.102 +0.002 —0.205 0.003 +0.159 1.213 0.007 —0.94
1849 Feb. 19 0.325 +0.003 0.556 0.290 0.731 0.900 0.038 —0.21
1850 Mar. 22 0.425 —0.001 —0.378 0.794 1.059 —0.379 0.053 +0.10
1851 April 28 0.425 0.006 +0.084 0.878 1.096 +0.208 +0.010 —0.12
1852 May 11 0.332 0.008 0.410 0.546 0.907 0.750 —0.033 +0.25
1853 June 13 —0.122 —0.004 +0.231 0.090 +0.404 1.163 —0.032 +0.94
1854 Aug. 9 +0.151 +0.007 —0.296 0.059 —0.328 1.165 +0.035 +0.32
1855 Sept. 7 0.429 0.024 0.581 0.602 0.900 0.751 0.108 —0.16
1856 Oct. 5 0.544 0.037 —0.162 1.039 1.144 +0.081 0.059 —1.22
1857 Nov. 8 0.441 0.035 +0.389 0.760 0.996 —0.632 +0.019 —0.57
1858 Dec. 24 +0.174 +0.016 +0.302 0.162 —0.438 1.135 —0.012 —0.22
1860 Jan. 31 —0.130 —0.013 —0.260 0.022 +0.270 1.175 +0.009 —0.94
1861 Mar. 3 0.339 0.038 0.552 0.420 0.811 0.820 +0.006 —0.30
1862 April 12 0.417 0.051 —0.315 0.804 1.064 —0.269 —0.039 +0.67
1863 April 30 0.419 0.056 +0.147 0.857 1.086 +0.286 0.071 +0.21
1864 May 29 0.315 0.045 0.426 0.489 0.830 0.830 —0.025 +0.85
1865 July 1 —0.097 —0.015 +0.188 0.056 +0.288 1.190 +0.008 +1.01
1866 July 29 +0.213 +0.035 —0.406 0.120 —0.402 1.157 —0.038 —0.05
1867 Sept. 8 0.464 0.082 0.569 0.702 0.954 +0.672 0.184 —0.71
1868 Oct. 10 0.542 0.102 —0.068 1.045 1.147 —0.021 0.274 —0.15
1869 Nov. 17 0.413 0.082 +0.423 0.680 0.935 0.726 0.200 —0.68
1870 Dec. 14 +0.113 +0.024 +0.204 0.089 —0.372 1.176 —0.046 —0.54
1872 Feb. 12 —0.169 —0.035 —0.315 0.052 +0.368 1.128 +0.005 —0.13
1873 Mar. 18 0.346 0.080 0.531 0.471 0.861 0.727 —0.042 +0.57
1874 April 6 0.431 0.105 —0.261 0.854 1.092 —0.208 0.095 +0.32
1875 May 8 0.409 0.104 +0.206 0.823 1.060 +0.370 0.084 +1.20
1876 May 28 0.289 0.076 0.423 0.416 0.781 0.894 -0.021 +1.24
1877 June 26 —0.046 —0.013 +0^91 —0.021 +0.211 +1.219 +0.014 +0.34
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Equations from the Declinations.

«i- 'r X,. X,. H- =^6- I,.

1878 Aug. 9 +0.248 +0.071 —0.459 —0.176 —0.503 +1.105 —0.062 +0.01
1879 Sept. 16 0.480 0.143 —0.525 0.772 1.005 +0.577 0.193 —0.52
1880 Oct. 22 0.534 0.164 +0.024 1.030 1.134 —0.136 0.213 —0.33
1881 Nov. 26 0.380 0.121 0.442 0.593 0.864 0.812 0.111 —1.12
1882 Dec. 23 +0.070 +0.023 +0.132 0.045 —0.264 1.206 —0.022 —0.32
1884 Feb. 15 —0.196 —0.067 —0.384 0.095 +0.452 1.093 0.000 +0.02
1885 Mar. 5 0.382 0.134 0.543 0.566 0.912 0.693 +0.005 —0.13
1886 April 11 0.432 0.157 —0.198 0.875 1.102 —0.126 0.031 +0.28
1887 April 29 0.400 0.149 +0.263 0.786 1.057 +0.436 0.061 +0.97
1888 May 25 —0.244 —0.094 +0.383 —0.322 +0.732 +0.957 +0.058 +0.73

After the elimination of the eleven unknowns a, .... ajg, the normal

equations stand as follows :

*i- 'r *3- *4- *s- ^i- ^v

94.69 —2.31 — 0.14 — 9.82 + 0.27 0.00 —2.286— 5r59 =0,
— 2.32 +8.31 + 1.13 + 0.84 — 0.09 + 0.04 —1.194—11.01 =0,
— 0.14 +1.13 +188.10 — 3.09 — 0.10 — 0.20 —1.790+47.64 =0,
— 9.82 +0.84 — 3.09 +174.84 + 1.84 + 0.30 +4.750+41.02 =0,
+0.27 —0.09 — 0.10 + 1.84 +46.56 + 0.15 +0.159+13.48 =0,

0.00 +0.04 — 0.20 + 0.30 + 0.15 +45.30 +0.173+16.89 =0.
— 2.286—1.194— 1.790+ 4.750+0.159+0.173+4.184+3.346= 0,

After the values of the unknowns in these equations have been

obtained, the values of the rest are given by the equations

X ,= +0:'54— . 04 x.+0 . 03 a;,— . 02 a;,+0 . 41 a;,+0 . 10 a!,+0 . 01 a;.+0 . 02 x,

,

X.= +0.60+0. 05 —0.06 +0.12 +0.43 —0.18 +0.03 —0.05
x„= +0.21+0.06 —0.05 +0.16 +0.30 —0.11 +0.30 —0.04

Xu= +0.30+0.01 —0.02 +0.13 +0.42 —0.09 —0.12 —0.06
x„= +0.03—0.02 0.00 +0.13 +0.47 —0.02 —0.03 +0.06
x„= +0.27—0.08 +0.02 +0.07 +0.54 +0.12 +0.07 +0.05
x,.= +0.19—0.03 0.00 +0.07 +0.47 +0.03 +0.25 —0.03

Xu=+0.33 0.00 0.00 +0.08 +0.48 —0.06 0.00 —0.04
x„=+0.17 0.00 0.00 +0.07 +0.49 —0.07 0.00 —0.02
x„=—0.10 0.00 0.00 +0.08 +0.49 —0.06 —0.01 +0.08
x„=—0.13+0.04 +0.02 +0.04 +0.52 —0.17 —0.11 +0.07

The values of the unknowns which result from the solution of these

equations are

Xi = + 0?065 a;, = — 07172 a;i3 = + 0707

a;, = + 1.376 a:g= + 0.46 a;„ =— 0.03

ar,=— 0.268 a;, = + 0.43 a;„ = + 0.21

a;i = — 0.234 a;,„ = — 0.04 a;,, = + 0.06

a;, = — 0.276 a;i, = + 0.23 a;i7 = — 0.23

a;, =— 0.371 a:ij = — 0.11 a;,s = -0.17
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The sum of the squares of the residuals by this solution is reduced

from [nn] = 101".42 to [nn. 18] =49".57, and the probable error of a

normal of the weight unity is db 0".293.

The mass of Saturn which results from this investigation is, with its

probable error,

]

3502.20 ± 0.53'

But, as the value of this mass deduced from the measures of the satel-

lites is somewhat larger, we will adhere to the value given by Bessel, and

thus assume that x^ = 0. The values of the corrections of the elements,

which accord with this assumption, are

SL = + 0r07

,

8n = + 01'01402
,

8e =— 0r266

,

eSir = — 0^239
,

8i = — 0':277

,

sin iBQ,= — 0':372

.

By applying these corrections to the elements of the provisional theory,

given in Astronomical Papers, Vol. IV, p. 558, we obtain the following

Epoch 1850, Jan. 0.0, Greenwich M. T.

L = 159° 56' 25^05

ir= 11 54 26.72

Q= 98 56 3.54 + .35. 98*

i= 1 18 41.82+ 0.0878«

6 = 0.04825382

n = 109256':63954

>_ 1

3501.6

If we denote the correction to be applied to the declinations of equa-

torial stars in Prof. Boss's system by

. t— 1850
x + y 100

the preceding values of Kg • • • ajje furnish the following equations for deter-

mining X and y, to which we join their weights,

Weight. Weight.

a:— 0.92y + 0V46 = 0.25 a:— 0.18«/— 0r03 0.7

a;— 0.78?/ + 0.43 = 0.06 a;— 0.06y + 0.21 1.0

a;— 0.67?/— 0.04 = 0.04 a; + 0.06y + 0.06 1.0

X— 0.542^ + 0.23 = 0.12 a;+ 0.18^— 0.23 1.0

z— 0.42^—0.11 = 0.2 x + 0.32y— 0.n 1.0

a:— 0.30!/ + 0.07 = 0.2
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The discussion of the observations of Saturn adds to these the equations

x— 0.89y + 0':57=z0

a;— 0.65^ + 1.23 =
X— 0.36J/ 4- 0-05 =
a;— 0.07!/— 0.08 =
a;+0.23y— 0.02 =

Weight.

0.10

0.04

0.2

1.0

1.0

The normal equations derived from these are

7.915a; — 0.167y + 0".025 = ,

— 0.167a; + 0.700y— 0.312 = .

The formula for the correction in question is then

+ 0".01 + 0".0045 (<— 1850).

The residuals left by the foregoing solution in the case of each normal,

together with the number of observations the latter is founded upon, and

the weight it has received in the discussion, are given below

:

Obs.-Cal. No. of Obs. Weight.

Date. M COB 6. Arf. 0. d. a. <!.

1750 Nov. 19 +0:'83 —ir48 4 4 0.05 0.05

1751 Aug. 17 +3.78 +1.53 9 9 0.1 0.1

Nov. 20 +2.37 +3.66 7 7 0.1 0.1

1752 Feb. 7 +1.46 —1.29 5 4 0.05 0.05

Sept. 22 +2.43 +2.62 13 13 0.15 0.15

1753 Jan. 2 +0.64 +1.07 3 3 0.05 0.05

Mar. 29 +0.02 —1.02 4 3 0.05 0.05

Oct. 19 +1.70 —1.22 8 8 0.1 0.1

1754 Jan. 31 —1.71 —0.30 2 2 0.025 0.025

Dec. 5 +3.76 —0.66 2 2 0.025 0.025

1755 April 17 +1.56 —0.63 6 5 0.1 0.1

Dec. 17 +1.19 —0.28 4 4 0.05 0.05

1756 April 20 +3.65 —1.26 5 5 0.05 0.05

1757 Jan. 2 +2.27 —1.97 3 2 0.05 0.025

May 13 +2.56 —0.84 14 13 0.15 0.15

June 15 +0.43 —1.38 9 9 0.1 0.1

1758 Mar. 27 +3.88 +1.70 3 3 0.05 0.05

June 14 +2.86 +0.13 12 12 0.15 0.15

July 28 +0.92 —0.26 7 6 0.1 0.1

1759 July 14 +1.24 +0.33 11 10 0.15 0.15

Sept. 20 —0.65 +0.49 11 11 0.15 0.15

1760 Aug. 16 —1.65 +0.16 3 3 0.05 0.05

Nov. 25 —2.45 —0.73 3 1 0.05 0.025

1761 July 13 —0.52 —0.70 9 6 0.1 0.1

Sept. 12 —0.40 —0.62 17 13 0.15 0.15

Dec. 6 —0.86 —1.02 19 18 0.15 0.15
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Ob«.-Cal. No. of ObB. WelRht.

Date. Aa cot 6. Ad. a. d. a. d.

1762 Oct. 30 —0.13 —0.43 10 10 0.1 0.1

1763 Dec. 2 +0.54 +0.78 12 11 0.15 0.15

1765 Feb. 1 —1.40 +0.28 6 5 0.1 0.1

1766 Feb. 3 —0.23 —1.10 7 7 0.1 0.1

1767 Mar. 8 +0.94 +1.32 3 3 0.05 0.05

1768 April1 6 +1.67 +0.57 4 4 0.05 0.05

1769 May 9 —0.22 +1.98 5 4 0.1 0.05

1770 June 10 +0.21 +1.89 5 5 0.1 0.1

1771 July 14 +0.47 +2.40 4 4 0.05 0.06

1772 Aug. 28 +1.41 +0.50 4 3 0.05 0.06

1773 Sept. 28 +0.06 +1.21 4 4 0.1 0.05

1774 Nov. 3 +0.95 —4.98 4 4 0.05 0.05

1775 Dec. 9 +0.20 —3.60 3 2 0.05 0.026

1777 Jan. 9 +0.56 —0.82 5 5 0.1 0.1

1778 Feb. 7 +0.71 +0.59 4 4 0.1 0.05

1779 Mar. 12 +3.49 +1.17 2 2 0.025 0.025

1780 April 17 +1.40 +0.09 2 2 0.025 0.025

1782 June 16 —0.45 +0.29 4 4 0.05 0.05

1783 July 17 —0.23 +0.53 3 3 0.05 0.05

1784 Aug. 24 +1.02 +7.04 3 3 0.05 0.00

1785 Oct. 1 —1.54 +1.60 2 2 0.025 0.026

1786 Nov. 7 +2.24 +0.29 2 2 0.025 0.025

1787 Dec. 12 —1.67 —1.08 3 3 0.05 0.05

1789 Jan. 14 +0.51 —2.17 6 5 0.1 0.1

1790 Feb. 15 —0.61 +1.92 9 9 0.15 0.15

1791 Mar. 15 +0.04 +1.29 6 6 0.1 0.1

1792 April 28 +0.33 +0.49 24 24 0.25 0.2

1793 May 22 —1.81 —1.80 7 7 0.1 0.1

1794 June 18 —1.53 —0.57 12 12 0.15 0.15

1795 July 26 +0.01 —0.08 11 11 0.15 0.15

1796 Sept. 7 —0.16 +0.38 22 22 0.25 0.2

1797 Oct. 6 —1.88 —0.58 5 5 0.1 0.1

1798 Nov. 12 —1.22 +0.20 7 7 0.1 0.1

1799 Dec. 19 +0.98 —1.40 3 3 0.025 0.05

1801 Jan. 31 +0.20 —1.64 12 11 0.15 0.15

1802 Feb. 28 —1.24 +0.84 15 15 0.15 0.15

1803 Mar. 28 —1.53 +0.24 22 19 0.25 0.2

1804 April 26 —0.15 —2.84 12 12 0.15 0.15

1805 May 25 +0.62 —0.04 19 19 0.2 0.2

1806 June 23 +0.38 —0.12 22 22 0.2 0.2

1807 Aug. 1 —1.88 —0.32 26 25 0.25 0.25

1808 Sept. 14 —0.92 —1.40 25 24 0.25 0.25

1809 Oct. 17 —0.68 —0.40 22 22 0.2 0.2

1810 Nov. 23 —2.05 —1.63 8 8 0.15 0.15

1811 Dec. 25 —0.63 +0.22 12 12 0.2 0.2

1813 Feb. 20 —0.80 +1.48 25 25 0.25 0.25

1814 Feb. 23 +1.28 +1.06 17 16 0.2 0.2

1815 Mar. 30 +0.18 +1.64 18 18 0.2 0.2

1816 April 24 +0.32 +0.61 22 11 0.2 0.15
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Obs. Cal. No. of Obs. Weight

Date. Ao cos d. A<5. a. rf. a. i.

1M8
May 30 —3.11 —1.32 17 9 0.2 0.15

June 1 +0.96 —0.95 15 8 0.15 0.15

1819 Aug. 27 —1.04 +0.13 31 31 0.25 0.25

1820 Sept. 26 —1.58 —0.35 44 43 0.3 0.3

1821 Nov. 5 —0.89 —0.69 37 40 0.3 0.3

1822 Dec. 9 —2.53 —0.61 39 38 0.3 0.3

1824 Jan. 14 —0.70 +0.40 22 22 0.2 0.2

1825 Feb. 3 —0.89 —0.08 14 14 0.15 0.15

1826 Mar. 16 —0.27 +0.05 36 36 0.6 0.6

1827 April 4 +0.11 +0.81 17 19 0.4 0.4

1828 May 17 +0.47 —0.29 49 31 0.6 0.6

1829 June 10 +0.19 +0.46 38 9 0.6 0.3

1830 July 24 +0.03 +0.01 47 23 0.7 0.6

1831 Aug. 26 +0.81 —0.41 52 30 0.7 0.6

1832 Oct. 3 +0.32 —0.20 55 23 0.7 0.5

1833 Nov. 2 +0.68 —0.16 60 60 0.7 1.0

1834 Dec. 11 +0.26 —0.11 87 105

1836 Jan. 20 +0.35 —0.15 53 35

1837 Feb. 14 —0.24 —0.29 81 84

1838 Mar. 24 +0.29 —0.03 114 103

1839 April 19 +0.19 +0.06 116 103

1840 May 17 -0.44 +0.26 134 113

1841 June 10 —0.14 +0.33 79 70

1842 July 20 +0.30 +0.32 139 138

1843 Aug. 28 —0.16 —O.06 135 127

1844 Sept. 25 +0.55 —0.15 87 74

1845 Oct. 23 +0.03 +0.84 115 88

1846 Dec. 18 —0.26 +0.16 53 53

1848 Jan. 16 —0.58 +0.49 38 37

1849 Feb. 19 —0.73 —0.11 47 50

1850 Mar. 22 —0.05 —0.18 69 52

1851 April 28 —0.90 +0.36 40 38

1852 May 11 —0.55 +0.30 47 54

1853 June 13 —1.03 —0.33 51 51

1854 Aug. 9 —0.70 —0.05 66 65

1855 Sept. 7 —0.53 —0.12 102 75

1856 Oct. 5 +0.31 +0.62 77 84

1857 Nov. 8 +0.61 —0.06 59 58

1858 Dec. 24 +0.10 —0.26 58 50

1860 Jan. 31 +0.34 +0.58 83 70

1861 Mar. 3 —0.32 +0.10 62 58

1862 April 12 +0.64 —0.61 91 87

1863 April 30 +0.57 +0.21 131 143

1864 May 29 +0.37 —0.15 92 87

1865 July 1 —0.13 —0.34 77 63

1866 July 29 +0.46 +0.24 72 74

1867 Sept. 8 +0.72 +0.31 92 93

1868 Oct. 10 —0.31 —0.58 100 98

1869 Nov. 17 —0.19 +0.03 50 47

\
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ObB. -Cal. No. of Obs. Weight

Date. Aa COS i. M. a. rf. a. <J.

1870 Dec. 14 +0.08 +0.08 19 25

1872 Feb. 12 +0.18 —0.12 59 52

1873 Mar. 18 +0.22 —0.62 37 36

1874 April 6 +0.28 —0.10 68 70

1875 May 8 +0.65 —0.62 85 88

1876 May 28 +0.18 —0.43 96 98

1877 June 26 +0.34 +0.34 63 62

1878 Aug. 9 +0.60 +0.11 58 59

1879 Sept. 16 +0.03 +0.02 71 74

1880 Oct. 22 —0.20 —0.41 74 75

1881 Nov. 26 +0.30 +0.50 77 76

1882 Dec. 23 +0.52 -0.05 35 36 0.8 0.8

1884 Feb. 15 +0.01 —0.16 49 31 0.8 0.8

1885 Mar. 5 —0.97 +0.22 35 34 0.8 0.8

1886 April 11 —0.48 +0.15 28 31 0.5 0.5

1887 April 29 —0.29 —0.21 25 26 0.5 0.5

1888 May 25 —0.36 +0.20 28 28 0.5 0.5
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MEMOIR No. 67.

Discussion of the Observations of Saturn with Resulting Values for the

Elements of the Orbit and the Masses of Jupiter and Uranus.

(Aitronomical Papers of the American Ephemeris, Vol. VII, pp. 147-167, 1895.)

The material employed in this discussion is derived from the published

work of the following eleven observatories ; the intervals of time covered

by it, together with the number of observations in right ascension and

declination, are added

:

R. A. Dec.

Greenwich, 1751-1888 1915 1953

Palermo, 1791-1813 58 48

Paris, 1801-1883 1035 1015

Konigsberg, 1814-1847 198 185

Cambridge, 1829-1847 410 307

Capetown, 1834-1860 78 82

Edinburgh, 1835-1844 200 187

Berlin, 1838-1854 94 94

Oxford, 1840-1876 126 124

Washington, 1845-1884 438 350

Brussels, 1855-1863 33 26

Whole number of observations .... 4585 4261

Only those observations were included for which the planet culminated

between 16'' and S*" of local time. An exception, however, was made in the

case of the Greenwich observations in the time of Bradley, when all were

included.

The right ascensions were reduced to the standard of Prof. Newcomb's

Right Ascensions of the Equatorial Fundamental Stars
(
Washington Observa-

tions, 1870, Appendix III), and the declinations to Prof. Boss's standard.

In order to the combination of this material, at least an approximate

estimate of the relative degree of precision of the several portions of it must

be formed. The following determinations of the probable error of a single

observation of Jupiter were made in the case of four observatories at the

epochs of the stated intervals

:

Vol. IV.-5.
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Oreenwlcb.
R. A. Dec.

1750-1761, Oct. 16, ±ono4 ± iroo

1761, Oct. 26-1765, ±0.159 ±1.40
1766-1811, ±0.084 ±1.06
1812-1825, ±0.101 ±0.90
1826-1835, ±0.085 ±0.59
1836, ±0.076 ±0.92
1878-1887, ±0.052

PALERMO.

±0.76

1792-1809, ± 0!103

PARIS.

± iri5

1801-1827, ± 0?095

KONIOSBEBG.

± IV 17

1814-1825, ± 0?104 ± o:'96

These probable errors are larger than those which correspond to a fixed

star. They show that one observation of right ascension now made at

Greenwich is worth as much as four made in the time of Bradley. The

advance in precision of the declinations seems not to have been as great.

We note that the declinations are considerably more precise than the right

ascensions. Although these determinations have been made for Jupiter, it

may be assumed that the probable errors for Saturn bear the eame ratio to

each other.

Provisional tables having been constructed from the theory in Astronom-

ical Papers, Vol. IV, the observations of the interval 1751-1829 were com-

pared directly with isolated places or an ephemeris computed from these

tables. For the interval 1830-1888, however, it has been preferred to

compare the single observations with the ephemeris contained in the Berliner

Jahrbuch (1830-1833) or the Nautical Almanac (1834-1888), and thus com-

bine the material into normals, three being formed about each opposition,

the absolute terra of which is taken to be the average of the three residuals.

These equations involve eight unknown quantities, the notation of

which is explained as follows :

Xi = the correction of the mean longitude for 1850.0,

a;, = the correction of the mean motion for a century,

Xz = the correction of the eccentricity expressed in seconds of arc,

x^ = the correction of the longitude of perihelion multiplied by the eccentricity,

Xj= the correction of the inclination,

x, = the correction of the longitude of the ascending node multiplied by the sine

of the inclination,

1 + .-q' /, = the factor by which the mass of Jupiter must be multiplied,

X 1
1 + . '// = the factor by which the mass of Uranus must be multiplied.
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The equations which have been formed, together with the dates to

which they correspond, are given below. It is to be noted that the absolute

terms of those which come from the right ascensions are Aa cos S, and the

absolute terms of those which come from the declinations are AS. For
brevity the sign of equality and the zero which constitutes the right mem-
ber of the equation are omitted. The number of observations on which
each equation depends, together with the weight allowed to the latter in

the discussion, will be given with the statement of the final residuals.

EqaatioDS from the Right Ascensions..

I,. X,. »^3- I.. ajj. !,. z,. x^.

1751 May 28 0.988 —0.974 +0.658 +1.912 +0.128 +0.146 —2.182 —2.223 —2'.'57

1752 Mar. 10 0.886 0.867 0.210 1.815 0.040 0.062 1.957 2.285 —2.22
1752 June 29 0.989 0.964 0.262 2.026 0.106 0.105 2.167 2.526 —0.89

Aug. 18 0.926 0.901 +0.253 1.900 +0.060 +0.114 2.021 2.363 —1.48
1753 Apr. 9 0.926 0.896 —0.177 1.912 —0.001 —0.003 2.049 2.519 —4.13

July 3 0.994 0.959 0.169 2.060 +0.008 +0.026 2.184 2.690 +0.24
Aug. 26 0.930 0.896 0.148 1.927 +0.012 +0.040 2.036 2.509 +1.85

1754 July 27 0.975 0.931 0.513 1.969 —0.007 —0.056 2.154 2.611 —0.41
Oct. 2 0.900 0.857 0.534 1.816 —0.003 0.041 1.976 2.406 +0.88

1755 July 20 0.998 0.942 0.996 1.844 +0.011 0.156 2.235 2.442 +0.19
1756 Aug. 4 0.973 0.930 1.334 1.617 0.064 0.226 2.251 2.042 —0.68

Oct. 8 0.929 0.866 1.238 1.518 0.062 0.193 2.076 1.910 —1.06
1757 Aug. 9 0.997 0.921 1.627 1.309 0.140 0.273 2.285 1.474 +1.95

Nov. 5 0.909 0.838 1.495 1.190 0.125 0.218 2.055 1.196 +3.06
1758 Sept. 1 1.000 0.913 1.846 0.962 0.227 0.277 2.321 0.786 +0.22

Nov. 6 0.921 0.839 1.702 0.756 0.213 0.240 2.202 —0.728 +0.88
1759 Aug. 15 1.001 0.904 1.982 0.542 0.310 0.255 2.396 +0.032 +1.06

Nov. 29 0.911 0.820 1.806 0.514 0.287 0.208 2.114 0.007 —1.01
1760 Sept. 5 1.024 0.914 2.062 0.121 0.379 0.191 2.503 0.858 +0.07

Dec. 17 0.914 0.814 1.847 +0.121 0.346 0.148 2.174 0.754 —0.14
1761 Aug. 15 1.013 0.895 1.971 —0.332 0.400 0.108 2.589 1.660 +1.68

Oct. 2 1.050 0.926 2.051 0.311 0.418 0.100 2.634 1.675 +2.64
Dec. 7 0.972 0.856 1.909 0.269 0.393 0.078 2.387 1.515 +0.25

1762 Oct. 17 1.082 0.943 1.942 0.775 0.417 —0.002 2.808 2.453 —3.40
1763 Nov. 3 1.122 0.967 1.725 1.244 0.372 +0.087 3.010 3.160 +0.13
1764 Dec. 12 1.135 0.965 1.400 1.609 0.294 0.155 3.067 3.541 —1.31
1765 Nov. 21 1.208 1.016 0.993 2.029 0.189 0.162 3.372 4.001 +0.75
1766 Dec. 8 1.239 1.029 —0.483 2.271 0.088 0.125 3.520 4.075 +0.67
1767 Dec. 20 1.254 1.029 +0.083 2.364 +0.014 +0.037 3.635 3.887 +0.62
1769 Jan. 3 1.248 1.010 0.643 2.287 —0.009 —0.075 3.696 3.410 —0.23

1770 Jan. 19 1.222 0.977 1.144 2.061 +0.023 0.180 3.701 2.742 —1.82
1771 Feb. 2 1.182 0.933 1.549 1.700 0.099 0.256 3.676 1.930 —0.12

1772 Feb. 14 1.137 0.885 1.836 1.267 0.196 0.284 3.626 1.075 —3.65
1773 Feb. 27 1.092 0.839 2.005 0.804 0.291 0.265 3.570 +0.210 +0.03
1774 Mar. 14 1.054 0.799 2.072 —0.388 0.369 0.204 3.510 —0.586 +2.17
1775 Mar. 30 1.024 0.765 2.045 +0.123 0.413 0.119 3.446 1.320 —0.08
1776 Apr. 5 1.002 0.739 1.937 0.559 0.349 —0.023 3.388 1.972 —0.99

1777 Apr. 18 0.988 0.718 1.757 0.958 0.391 +0.057 3.326 2.507 —1.71

1778 May 2 0.982 0.704 1.512 1.319 0.332 0.123 3.259 2.911 —2.55

1779 May 10 0.981 —0.693 +1.204 +1.627 +0.252 +0.156 —3.200 —3.170 +5.69
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Equations from the Right Asceniioni.

»!• *i- 'r >=«• 'i- '»• ^ '»

1780 May 25 0.984 —0.685 +0.849 +1.868 +0.166 +0.157 -3.144 —3.250 +0.09
1782 June 18 0.992 0.670 +0.041 2.099 +0.026 +0.059 3.070 2.871 +1.90
1783 July 28 0.982 0.652 —0.369 2.050 —0.003 —0.014 2.984 2.394 +2.71
1784 July 13 0.996 0.652 0.801 1.955 —0.002 0.120 3.016 1.834 +6.09
1785 July 24 0.997 0.642 1.174 1.739 +0.036 0.201 2.982 1.167 +0.89
1786 Aug. 6 0.997 0.632 1.495 1.452 0.104 0.258 2.956 —0.449 +4.45
1787 Aug. 18 1.000 0.624 1.752 1.102 0.188 0.283 2.950 +0.204 +6.38

1788 Aug. 30 1.007 0.618 1.936 0.703 0.276 0.269 2.974 0.954 +1.54
1789 Sept. 11 1.021 0.616 2.045 +0.270 0.353 0.221 3.025 1.565 +0.30
1790 Sept. 22 1.042 0.618 2.069 —0.191 0.405 0.143 3.106 2.102 +0.08
1791 Oct. 8 1.072 0.624 2.007 0.656 0.423 —0.048 3.216 2.540 —0.28
1792 Oct. 24 1.108 0.634 1.848 1.114 0.398 +0.049 3.342 2.861 +0.48
1793 Nov. 7 1.150 0.646 1.584 1.553 0.333 0.125 3.481 3.066 +0.88
1794 Nov. 14 1.194 0.658 1.205 1.945 0.236 0.160 3.626 3.128 +1.17
1795 Dec. 1 1.234 0.667 0.649 2.262 0.108 0.121 3.778 3.014 —5.35
1796 Dec. 24 1.249 0.662 —0.196 2.381 +0.044 —0.086 3.779 2.755 —0.97
1797 Dec. 30 1.255 0.652 +0.381 2.365 —0.006 —0.024 3.789 2.357 +0.74
1799 Jan. 13 1.235 0.629 0.920 2.173 +0.002 0.138 3.722 1.904 —3.49
1800 Jan. 26 1.199 0.599 1.373 1.850 0.061 0.230 3.616 1.313 +2.55
1801 Feb. 28 1.150 0.562 1.697 1.439 0.151 0.269 3.467 0.815 —1.83
1802 Feb. 27 1.109 0.531 1.938 0.979 0.252 0.277 3.400 +0.352 +1.23
1803 Mar. 19 1.068 0.499 2.050 0.517 0.339 0.231 3.301 —0.019 —3.32
1804 Mar. 26 1.035 0.474 2.068 —0.064 0.398 0.157 3.201 0.309 —2.23
1805 Apr. 6 1.010 0.452 1.998 +0.368 0.393 —0.062 3.068 0.529 —2.91
1806 Apr. 24 0.991 0.433 1.845 0.764 0.408 +0.024 2.924 0.700 —1.59
1807 May 1 0.986 0.421 1.634 1.129 0.360 0.098 2.785 0.874 +0.90
1808 May 12 0.985 0.410 1.356 1.440 0.288 0.147 2.645 1.072 —2.11
1809 May 20 0.987 0.401 1.018 1.705 0.202 0.161 2.520 1.318 —1.78
1810 June 5 0.991 0.392 0.829 1.888 0.118 0.141 2.421 1.613 —0.19
1811 June 14 0.995 0.384 +0.225 2.007 0.046 0.085 2.315 1.961 —2.22
1812 June 29 0.999 0.375 —0.198 2.023 +0.003 +0.008 2.229 2.333 —2.96
1813 July 9 0.999 0.364 0.563 1.960 —0.009 —0.084 2.152 2.701 —4.62
1814 July 21 0.999 0.354 1.010 1.797 +0.016 0.170 2.089 3.027 —0.39
1815 Aug. 2 0.998 0.343 1.356 1.560 0.073 0.239 2.034 3.293 +0.73
1816 Aug. 16 0.998 0.333 1.641 1.255 0.152 0.276 2.001 3.472 —3.85
1817 Aug. 27 1.002 0.324 1.861 0.908 0.240 0.280 1.996 3.546 —1.71
1818 Sept. 6 1.012 0.317 2.004 0.505 0.323 0.246 2.027 3.518 —0.86
1819 Sept. 20 1.028 0.311 2.068 +0.086 0.387 0.179 2.041 3.371 —2.42
1820 Oct. 3 1.053 0.308 2.047 —0.357 0.420 —0.089 2.219 3.124 —2.69
1821 Oct. 18 1.086 0.306 1.932 0.814 0.413 +0.009 2.412 2.759 —2.91
1822 Nov. 7 1.123 0.305 1.717 1.254 0.365 0.097 2.612 2.276 —0.99
1823 Nov. 13 1.169 0.305 1.392 1.-81 0.280 0.150 2.871 1.669 +0.13
1824 Nov. 28 1.209 0.303 0.965 2.027 0.176 0.160 3.092 0.967 +0.24
1825 Dec. 11 1.240 0.298 —0.460 2.252 0.076 0.114 3.292 —0.190 +0.82
1827 Jan. 13 1.242 0.285 +0.100 2.316 +0.012 +0.034 3.412 +0.616 0.00
1828 Feb. 3 1.227 0.269 0.648 2.222 —0.006 —0.074 3.499 1.375 —0.12
1829 Feb. 17 1.201 0.251 1.127 1.991 +0.030 0.177 3.559 2.046 +0.41
1830 Mar. 5 1.160 0.230 1.530 1.639 0.108 0.246 3.574 2.577 —0.26
1831 Mar. 4 1.128 0.212 1.835 1.225 0.207 0.278 3.617 2.993 +0.83
1832 Mar. 22 1.082 0.192 1.993 0.773 0.301 0.251 3.577 3.178 +0.23
1833 Apr. 12 1.038 0.174 2.043 —0.309 0.372 0.186 3.520 3.221 —0.26
1834 Apr. 15 1.017 —0.160 +2.031 +0.139 +0.415 —0.105 —3.510 +3.163 +1.61
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Equations from the Bight Ascensions.

«i- '2- »=.• 'i- 'y % z,.
^s-

1835 May 1 0.994 —0.146 +1.919 +0.563 +0.417 —0.012 —3.444 +2.933 +0.65
1836 May 11 0.982 0.134 1.741 0.960 0.385 +0.070 3.383 2.586 —1.13
1837 May 17 0.980 0.124 1.498 1.315 0.324 0.131 3.329 2.122 —0.29
1838 May 21 0.981 0.114 1.188 1.625 0.242 0.160 3.222 1.549 —0.29
1839 June 12 0.982 0.104 0.836 1.851 0.157 0.159 3.098 0.932 +0.46
1840 June 21 0.987 0.094 0.400 2.013 0.078 0.118 2.990 +0.204 —0.16
1841 June 23 0.994 0.085 +0.008 2.086 +0.018 +0.044 2.903 —0.499 —0.31
1842 July 20 0.992 0.074 —0.405 2.043 —0.006 —0.034 2.775 1.116 —0.59
1843 Aug. 9 0.987 0.063 0.794 1.910 +0.002 0.120 2.657 1.621 —0.87
1844 Aug. 10 0.993 0.054 1.185 1.703 0.044 0.205 2.582 2.003 —1.43
1845 Aug. 21 0.994 0.043 1.502 1.414 0.114 0.259 2.511 2.194 —0.36
1846 Sept. 5 0.996 0.033 1.753 1.065 0.199 0.278 2.460 2.191 —0.13
1847 Sept. 15 1.005 0.023 1.936 0.665 0.286 0.262 2.456 1.987 —0.35
1848 Sept. 23 1.021 0.013 2.044 +0.230 0.362 0.210 2.497 1.606 —0.74
1849 Oct. 16 1.037 —0.002 2.055 —0.215 0.408 0.126 2.557 1.059 —0.66
1850 Oct. 14 1.074 +0.008 2.000 0.684 0.421 —0.035 2.701 —0.334 —1.02
1851 Nov. 5 1.106 0.020 1.827 1.139 0.391 +0.061 2.834 +0.471 —0.09
1852 Nov. 17 1.150 0.033 1.562 1.570 0.322 0.133 3.020 1.384 —0.32
1853 Nov. 9 1.197 0.046 1.169 1.967 0.218 0.156 3.225 2.326 —0.04
1854 Nov. 30 1.233 0.061 0.695 2.236 0.115 0.137 3.391 3.228 +0.62
1856 Jan. 3 1.245 0.075 —0.163 2.355 +0.035 +0.075 3.471 3.803 +0.44
1857 Jan. 29 1.232 0.087 +0.391 2.307 —0.005 —0.024 3.475 4.240 +0.06
1858 Jan. 30 1.227 0.099 0.937 2.136 +0.008 0.144 3.514 4.561 +0.87
1859 Feb. 22 1.184 0.108 1.369 1.804 0.070 0.226 3.419 4.529 +0.61
1860 Mar. 4 1.142 0.116 1.708 1.389 0.163 0.272 3.347 4.347 +0.35
1861 Mar. 27 1.088 0.122 1.909 0.930 0.260 0.262 3.233 3.960 —0.14
1862 Apr. 16 1.040 0.128 2.003 0.475 0.341 0.212 3.137 3.494 —0.15
1863 Apr. 15 1.023 0.136 2.046 —0.030 0.400 0.142 3.120 3.034 —0.42
1864 Apr. 28 0.999 0.143 1.973 +0.393 0.419 —0.051 3.009 2.487 +0.07
1865 May 6 0.987 0.152 1.832 0.803 0.403 +0.036 2.887 1.940 +0.34
1866 May 15 0.982 0.161 1.619 1.139 0.353 0.108 2.735 1.388 +0.26
1867 May 20 0.985 0.171 1.340 1.450 0.278 0.151 2.574 0.860 —0.07
1868 June 13 0.980 0.181 1.003 1.688 0.194 0.166 2.371 +0.450 —0.01
1869 June 23 0.986 0.192 0.623 1.839 0.110 0.140 2.201 —0.016 —0.36
1870 July 1 0.994 0.204 +0.210 1.973 0.041 0.081 2.036 0.321 +0.15
1871 July 27 0.986 0.213 —0.206 1.968 +0.002 +0.007 1.850 0.513 +0.33
1872 July 22 0.999 0.225 0.636 1.912 —0.007 —0.092 1.728 0.588 +0.43
1873 Aug. 1 0.999 0.235 1.027 1.742 +0.022 0.178 1.574 0.538 +0.29
1874 Aug. 25 0.991 0.244 1.356 1.499 0.082 0.237 1.440 0.373 +0.41
1875 Sept. 7 0.991 0.255 1.638 1.198 0.157 0.274 1.339 —0.018 —0.57
1876 Sept. 10 1.000 0.267 1.854 0.842 0.251 0.274 1.299 +0.234 +0.27
1877 Oct. 1 1.004 0.279 1.991 0.452 0.331 0.231 1.271 0.620 —0.51
1878 Oct. 3 1.028 0.296 2.057 +0.024 0.393 0.165 1.323 1.074 —1.08
1879 Oct. 22 1.049 0.313 2.032 —0.390 0.420 —0.072 1.405 1.546 —0.85
1880 Nov. 6 1.080 0.333 1.954 0.839 0.408 +0.025 1.558 2.007 —0.50
1881 Nov. 20 1.119 0.357 1.689 1.272 0.35E 0.109 1.770 2.489 —1.31
1882 Nov. 26 1.168 0.384 1.366 1.683 0.267 0.157 2.034 2.983 —1.29
1883 Dec. 4 1.212 0.411 0.929 2.029 0.161 0.156 2.301 3.400 —1.28
1884 Dec. 19 1.240 0.434 —0.432 2.242 0.065 0.105 2.529 3.738 —1.51
1886 Jan. 1 1.251 0.450 +0.158 2.302 +0.003 +0.009 2.722 3.949 —1.26
1887 Jan. 31 1.229 0.456 0.694 2.187 —0.005 —0.094 2.827 3.965 —1.32
1888 Feb. 3 1.209 +0.460 +1.196 —1.949 +0.039 —0.202 --2.962 +3.952 —1.03
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EqnatioDS from the Declinations.

'y «i '^y z^.
'^i- *6- ='7- »^8-

1761 Majr 28 —0.175 +0.172 —0.119 —0.338 +0.723 +0.822 +0.437 +0.622 —1708

1752 Mar. 10 0.066 0.064 0.020 0.134 0.538 0.837 0.196 0.279 —2.03

June 29 0.108 0.106 0.030 0.222 0.542 0.961 0.296 0.401 —1.98

Aug. 18 —0.115 +0.112 0.029 —0.236 0.485 0.916 0.307 0.412 —0.83

1753 Apr. 9 +0.002 —0.002 —0.003 +0.004 0.370 0.969 0.053 0.107 —1.96

July 3 —0.024 +0.023 +0.004 —0.050 0.349 1.053 0.116 0.184 —0.11

Aug. 26 —0.037 +0.036 +0.009 —0.077 0.302 0.996 +0.142 +0.211 —1.27

1764 July 27 +0.051 —0.048 —0.025 +0.103 0.126 1.079 —0.048 —0.032 —1.86

Oct 2 0.036 0.034 0.017 0.074 +0.082 1.004 0.018 0.003 +1.88

1755 July 20 0.141 0.134 0.131 0.267 —0.077 1.098 0.247 0.256 —2.69

1756 Aug. 4 0.215 0.201 0.286 0.351 0.295 1.046 0.420 0.363 —2.44

1756 Oct. 8 +0.184 —0.172 —0.242 0.304 —0.310 0.970 0.449 0.311 —2.04

1757 Aug. 9 0.286 0.264 0.465 0.378 0.489 0.952 0.591 0.363 —1.42

Nov. 5 0.232 0.214 0.377 0.311 0.489 0.848 0.466 0.267 —0.36

1758 Sept. 1 0.340 0.310 0.626 0.331 0.669 0.814 0.730 0.231 —0.60

Nov. 6 0.302 0.275 0.556 0.301 0.647 0.731 0.636 —0.212 —1.31

1759 Aug. 15 0.389 0.352 0.771 0.213 0.797 0.655 0.881 +0.030 —0.79

Nov. 29 0.342 0.308 0.678 0.196 0.764 0.554 0.749 0.011 +0.09
1760 Sept. 5 0.421 0.376 0.849 0.058 0.921 0.463 0.986 0.336 —0.33

Dec. 17 0.371 0.330 0.750 +0.052 0.861 0.366 0.850 0.294 —1.40

1761 Aug. 15 0.421 0.372 0.819 —0.135 0.963 0.260 1.047 0.663 —0.04

Oct. 2 0.437 0.386 0.856 0.123 1.004 0.240 1.066 0.662 —0.05
Dec. 7 0.405 0.357 0.796 0.109 0.943 0.187 0.971 0.600 +0.08

1762 Oct. 17 0.434 0.379 0.783 0.305 1.038 +0.006 1.112 0.930 —0.20
1763 Nov. 3 0.406 0.350 0.633 0.440 1.025 —0.239 1.084 1.068 —4.00
1764 Dec. 12 0.360 0.306 0.447 0.509 0.925 0.489 0.992 1.053 —3.89
1765 Nov. 21 0.275 0.231 0.231 0.459 0.832 0.711 0.797 0.833 —1.07
1766 Dec. 8 0.170 0.141 —0.070 0.311 0.642 0.908 0.526 0.482 —0.79

1767 Dec. 20 +0.044 —0.036 +0.001 —0.083 0.405 1.046 —0.179 +0.064 —3.37
1769 Jan. 3 —0.084 +0.068 —0.044 +0.154 —0.136 1.111 +0.192 —0.295 +1.71
1770 Jan. 19 0.201 0.161 0.187 0.339 +0.138 1.098 0.550 0.510 —0.56

1771 Feb. 2 0.298 0.235 0.389 0.430 0.391 1.014 0.870 0.536 +0.88
1772 Feb. 14 0.369 0.287 0.593 0.414 0.606 0.876 1.123 0.388 —0.99

1773 Feb. 27 0.411 0.316 0.753 0.307 0.774 0.705 1.299 —0.106 —1.83
1774 Mar. 14 0.429 0.325 0.843 +0.143 0.907 0.500 1.396 +0.226 —0.59
1775 Mar. 30 0.427 0.319 0.854 —0.046 0.990 0.285 1.417 0.554 +1.11
1776 Apr. 6 0.339 0.250 0.657 0.185 1.031 —0.068 1.139 0.687 —3.47
1777 Apr. 18 0.375 0.272 0.669 0.358 1.031 +0.151 1.261 0.983 +1.35
1778 May 2 0.329 0.236 0.510 0.438 0.990 0.366 1.103 1.022 +1.62
1779 May 10 0.271 0.192 0.336 0.447 0.911 0.565 0.904 0.932 +0.13
1780 May 25 0.207 0.144 0.196 0.391 0.790 0.749 0.684 0.744 —4.72
1782 June 18 —0.058 +0.039 0.004 —0.122 0.449 1.015 0.219 0.237 +1.79
1783 July 28 +0.013 —O.008 0.004 +0.027 0.223 1.075 +0.008 +0.037 —6.26
1784 July 13 0.108 0.071 0.087 0.212 +0.022 1.106 —0.277 —0.131 —3.20
1785 July 24 0.186 0.120 0.219 0.325 —0.195 1.077 0.507 0.155 —1.46
1786 Aug. 6 0.257 0.163 0.384 0.376 0.402 1.001 0.713 —0.060 —5.12
1787 Aug. 18 0.320 0.199 0.559 0.356 0.588 0.884 0.898 +0.105 —1.35
1788 Aug. 30 0.371 0.228 0.712 0.263 0.749 0.731 1.067 0.386 —0.80
1789 Sept. 11 0.410 0.247 0.821 +0.114 0.879 0.649 1.186 0.650 —1.37
1790 Sept. 22 0.434 0.267 0.863 —0.074 0.972 0.344 1.277 0.882 —3.80
1791 Oct. 8 0.440 0.256 0.826 0.263 1.029 +0.116 1.315 1.033 —0.95
1792 Oct. 24 +0.425 0.243 —0.712 —0.422 —1.038 —0.127 —1.288 +1.072 —0.83
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Equations from the Decimations.

X,. X,. "=> x^. =»5- H- X,. x^.

1793 Nov. 7 +0.385 —0.216 —0.536 —0.516 —0.995 —0.373 —1.182 +0.988 —0.99
1794 Nov. 14 0.313 0.173 0.321 0.508 0.897 0.609 0.977 0.771 —1.86
1795 Dec. 1 0.181 0.098 0.109 0.327 0.739 0.829 0.582 0.383 —2.20
1796 Dec. 24 +0.108 —0.057 0.019 —0.205 0.509 0.993 —0.363 +0.168 —7.40
1797 Dec. 30 —0.028 +0.014 0.010 +0.052 —0.257 1.092 +0.043 —0.125 —0.35
1799 Jan. 13 0.153 0.078 0.114 0.269 +0.018 1.113 0.418 0.309 +0.70
1800 Jan. 26 0.260 0.130 0.297 0.402 0.281 1.059 0.742 0.361 +0.73
1801 Feb. 28 0.331 0.162 0.486 0.418 0.525 0.933 0.956 0.310 +0.07
1802 Feb. 27 0.394 0.189 0.686 0.352 0.710 0.780 1.170 0.196 +0.18
1803 Mar. 19 0.422 0.197 0.807 0.210 0.859 0.584 1.270 —0.056 +2.36
1804 Mar. 26 0.430 0.197 0.858 +0.032 0.960 0.379 1.304 +0.075 +3.39
1805 Apr. 6 0.391 0.175 0.773 —0.136 1.018 —0.162 1.169 0.160 +1.63
1806 Apr. 24 0.392 0.171 0.732 0.296 1.032 +0.062 1.150 0.242 +2.07
1807 May 1 0.351 0.150 0.585 0.397 1.012 0.276 0.994 0.283 +1.39
1808 May 12 0.299 0.125 0.415 0.434 0.949 0.485 0.814 0.302 +2.09
1809 May 20 0.235 0.096 0.246 0.404 0.847 0.674 0.619 0.293 +0.35
1810 June 5 0.166 0.066 0.142 0.315 0.704 0.841 0.430 0.252 —0.34
1811 June 14 0.087 0.034 0.022 0.175 0.532 0.972 0.230 0.155 —0.27
1812 June 29 —0.008 +0.003 0.000 —0.016 0.329 1.062 +0.046 +0.003 +0.13
1813 July 9 +0.076 —0.028 0.043 +0.148 +0.116 1.103 —0.133 —0.218 +0.02
1814 July 21 0.155 0.055 0.156 0.279 —0.104 1.095 0.293 0.479 —1.47
1815 Aug. 2 0.230 0.079 0.311 0.360 0.316 1.038 0.438 0.764 —1.18
1816 Aug. 16 0.294 0.098 0.472 0.376 0.514 0.937 0.561 1.025 +0.32
1817 Aug. 27 0.351 0.113 0.650 0.321 0.685 0.799 0.671 1.240 —2.19
1818 Sept. 6 0.395 0.124 0.782 0.202 0.827 0.630 0.765 1.368 —2.68
1819 Sept. 20 0.424 0.128 0.854 +0.041 0.937 0.433 0.819 1.382 —1.01
1820 Oct. 3 0.437 0.128 0.852 —0.142 1.010 +0.214 0.906 1.287 —1.40
1821 Oct. 18 0.431 0.122 0.770 0.318 1.040 —0.022 0.944 1.080 —1.58
1822 Nov. 7 0.403 0.109 0.620 0.446 1.018 0.270 0.932 0.801 —1.67
1823 Nov. 13 0.345 0.090 0.416 0.493 0.947 0.509 0.846 0.478 —1.93
1824 Nov. 28 0.262 0.066 0.214 0.439 0.811 0.737 0.676 —0.196 —1.26
1825 Dec. 11 0.152 0.037 —0.047 0.278 0.617 0.927 0.425 +0.010 —0.98
1827 Jan. 13 +0.040 —0.009 +0.003 —0.075 0.358 1.054 —0.129 +0.031 —0.75
1828 Feb. 3 —0.083 +0.018 —0.042 +0.150 —0.085 1.101 +0.214 —0.085 +1.11
1829 Feb. 17 0.198 0.041 0.183 0.330 +0.184 1.075 0.563 0.334 +0.09
1830 Mar. 5 0.292 0.058 0.381 0.415 0.429 0.980 0.876 0.652 +0.19
1831 Mar. 4 0.370 0.070 0.599 0.405 0.633 0.850 1.165 0.983 +0.62
1832 Mar. 22 0.408 0.073 0.750 0.297 0.798 0.665 1.333 1.220 +1.24
1833 Apr. 12 0.422 0.071 0.830 +0.132 0.914 0.457 1.419 1.340 +1.79
1834 Apr. 15 0.424 0.067 0.847 —0.052 0.994 0.251 1.455 1.356 +1.12
1835 May 1 0.404 0.059 0.782 0.222 1.025 —0.031 1.394 1.235 +0.87
1836 May 11 0.371 0.051 0.660 0.358 1.020 +0.186 1.274 1.019 +1.0V

1837 May 17 0.325 0.041 0.500 0.432 0.977 0.395 1.097 0.745 +0.77
1838 May 21 0.265 0.031 0.325 0.437 0.895 0.590 0.873 0.456 +0.73
1839 June 12 0.202 0.021 0.174 0.380 0.765 0.771 0.641 0.221 +0.04

1840 June 21 0.127 0.012 0.054 0.259 0.607 0.918 0.392 —0.049 —0.04

1841 June 23 —0.043 +0.004 0.002 —0.089 0.424 1.027 +0.133 +0.008 —0.17

1842 July 20 +0.031 —0.002 0.013 +0.065 +0.205 1.087 —0.077 —0.037 —0.38

1843 Aug. 9 0.108 0.007 0.085 0.210 —0.018 1.095 0.279 0.166 —0.08

1844 Aug. 10 0.191 0.010 0.226 0.328 0.229 1.065 0.482 0.363 —0.58

1845 Aug. 21 0.262 0.011 0.394 0.375 0.432 0.983 0.647 0.546 —0.34

1846 Sept. 5 +0.322 —0.011 —0.565 +0.348 —0.615 +0.858 —0.782 —0.666 —0.42
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1847 Sept. 15 +0.374 —0.009 —0.719 +0.252 —O.770 +0.703 —0.902 —0.689 —0.47
1848 Sept. 23 0.412 0.005 0.826 +0.099 0.894 0.619 1.001 0.592 —0.99

1849 Oct 16 0.431 —0.001 0.857 —0.084 0.979 0.302 1.060 0.376 —1.62
1860 Oct 14 0.438 +0.003 0.818 0.273 1.032 +0.085 1.101 —0.071 —1.35
1851 Nov. 5 0.420 0.008 0.697 0.427 1.029 —0.161 1.076 +0.248 —0.95
1852 Nov. 17 0.377 0.011 0.516 0.511 0.982 0.406 0.995 0.626 —0.62
1853 Nov. 9 0.295 0.011 0.294 0.482 0.884 0.631 0.800 0.641 —0.63
1854 Nov. 30 0.199 0.010 0.117 0.360 0.715 0.846 0.652 0.584 —0.97
1856 Jan. 3 +0.092 +0.006 0.017 —0.174 0.476 1.007 —0.260 +0.334 —0.28
1857 Jan. 29 —0.027 —0.002 0.008 +0.051 —0.203 1.086 +0.071 —0.046 +0.21
1858 Jan. 30 0.159 0.013 0.120 0.278 +0.059 1.106 0.451 0.559 +0.61
1859 Feb. 22 0.258 0.024 0.296 0.396 0.323 1.034 0.738 0.970 +0.88
1860 Mar. 4 0.340 0.035 0.505 0.417 0.548 0.913 0.987 1.297 +0.10
1861 Mar. 27 0.387 0.043 0.676 0.336 0.730 0.736 1.139 1.434 +0.91
1862 Apr. 16 0.411 0.050 0.790 0.193 0.863 0.536 1.229 1.426 +0.90
1863 Apr. 15 0.425 0.057 0.850 +0.018 0.963 0.341 1.286 1.326 +0.87
1864 Apr. 28 0.413 0.059 0.817 —0.157 1.014 —0.123 1.234 1.107 +1.19
1865 May 6 0.387 0.059 0.720 0.310 1.028 +0.093 1.121 0.845 +1.01
1866 May 16 0.346 0.057 0.573 0.397 1.001 0.307 0.968 0.580 +0.64
1867 May 20 0.292 0.051 0.401 0.427 0.936 0.510 0.766 0.345 +0.72
1868 June 13 0.232 0.043 0.240 0.399 0.817 0.699 0.666 0.190 +1.13
1869 June 23 0.161 0.031 0.104 0.304 0.673 0.860 0.364 0.072 —0.04
1870 July 1 0.082 0.017 —0.019 0.162 0.499 0.986 0.162 0.035 +0.53
1871 July 27 —0.007 —0.001 +0.002 —0.013 0.286 1.060 +0.006 0.040 +0.60
1872 July 22 +0.083 +0.019 —0.055 +0.159 +0.081 1.103 —0.151 0.081 +0.03
1873 Aug. 1 0.164 0.039 0.167 0.286 —0.137 1.089 0.266 0.103 +0.13
1874 Aug. 25 0.231 0.057 0.314 0.351 0.353 1.016 0.343 —0.084 —0.64
1875 Sept 7 0.295 0.076 0.484 0.360 0.527 0.918 0.405 +0.017 —1.10
1876 Sept. 10 0.354 0.094 0.659 0.303 0.708 0.771 0.463 0.126 —1.03
1877 Oct 1 0.393 0.109 0.779 0.182 0.845 0.590 0.496 0.301 —1.09
1878 Oct. 3 0.425 0.122 0.852 +0.016 0.950 0.398 0.641 0.521 —1.61
1879 Oct. 22 0.435 0.130 0.845 —0.156 1.013 +0.173 0.672 0.729 —1.45
1880 Nov. 6 0.427 0.132 0.775 0.326 1.032 —0.064 0.600 0.889 —1.82
1881 Nov. 20 0.396 0.126 0.601 0.446 1.002 0.307 0.608 0.979 —0.85
1882 Nov. 26 0.337 0.111 0.398 0.482 0.926 0.545 0.666 0.955 —0.75
1883 Dec. 4 0.247 0.084 0.194 0.412 0.788 0.765 0.447 0.781 —1.10
1884 Dec. 19 0.137 0.048 0.051 0.247 0.584 0.949 0.268 0.484 —0.17
1886 Jan. 1 +0.010 +0.004 0.001 —0.019 0.338 1.069 —0.001 +0.082 +0.36
1887 Jan. 31 —0.105 —0.039 0.058 +0.187 —0.054 1.106 +0.268 —0.311 +0.96
1888 Feb. 3 —0.226 —0.086 —0.223 +0.366 +0.206 —1.080 +0.672 —0.748 +0.87

The normal equations which result from these equations of condition

follow

:

x^. ij. a:,. x^. Xy i,. a;,. x^

77.80+ 0.29— 7.30— 1.43+ 0.11— 0.16—196.19+ 88.23—34:'26= 0,

+ 0.29+5.91— 2.19— 3.44+0.01+0.03+ 5.21+11.81—1.09= 0,
— 7.30— 2.19+160.45+ 0.91+ 0.08+ 0.01— 30.23+107.75+26.50= 0,
— 1.43— 3.44+ 0.91+144.45+ 0.05+ 0.08+ 9.07—131.00+ 0.18= 0,

+ 0.11+ 0.01+ 0.08+ 0.06+40.16+ 0.09— 0.46— 2.02+34.84= 0,
— 0.16+0.03+ 0.01+ 0.08+0.09+37.29+ 0.68— 0.21—8.82= 0,
—196.19+ 6.21— 30.23+ 9.07— 0.46+ 0.68+522.99—252.71+74.80= 0,

+ 88.23+11.81+107.75—131.00— 2.02— 0.21—252.71+392.54— 5.82= 0,
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Their solation gives

^ Xi = + 17955 x, =— orSSl^
ar2= + 0.110 Xg = + 0.238

3:3 = + 0.190 a;, = 4-0.479 + 07116

0:4 =— 0.244 a;8 =— 0.258 ±0.0384

By this solution the sum of the squares of the absolute terms is

reduced from [nn] = 124.67 to [nn.8] = 67.12. From which it results that

the probable error of a normal of the weight unity is ± 0".33. The corre-

sponding probable errors of the corrections of the masses of Jupiter and

Uranus are given above. The values of these masses, given by this discus-

sion, are then

Mass of Jupiter=
^p^y 3^3 j^ 0.121

'

Mass of Uranus =
23239± 89

As the values of these masses are also derivable from other sources, it

is desirable to have the corrections expressed in terms of the two indeter-

minates a;, and Xg ; they are as follow:

a;i = + 07428 + 3 . SSla;^— 1 . 183a;8

,

a;j = -I- . 115— . 933a;j— 1 . 718a;8

,

a;. =— . 144 + . 2920;^— . 7543:8

,

a;^ = + . 007— . 0620;^ + . 859a;8

,

a;, =— . 869 + . 004x7 -i- . 054x8

,

X, = -f 0.240— 0.005X, -j- O.OOlXg

.

The elements on which the provisional tables were founded are the

following

:

Epoch 1850, Jan. 0.0, Greenwich M. T.

L= 14° 49' 38713

,r= 90 6 41.50

^ = 112 20 49.05

i= 2 29 40.19

e = 0.05606038

n = 43996720594

The constant of the mean obliquity of the ecliptic for 1850 used in the

discussion was adopted from Leverrier and is 23°27'31".83. If we suppose

this ought to receive the correction Se, the inclination and the longitude of
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the ascending node of Saturn will receive proportionate corrections. The

corrected elements then become

L= 14°49'38r558 + 2.551a;j— l.lSSxg,

K= 90 6 41.63 —1.11 a;, + 15.32 a;,,

53 = 112 20 54.56 — 0.11a;, + 0.02 a;, + 21.238*

,

t= 2 29 39.321 + 0.004a;j+ 0.054a;g -f 0.3808*

,

c = . 05605968 + 1423;,— 366a;g

,

n = 43996':20709— . 00933a:,— . 01718a;8

.

In the case of e the coeflScients of the indeterminates are in units of the

8 th decimal.

In order to see what the material we have used was capable of giving,

the masses of Jupiter and Uranus were derived from the equations of con-

ditions belonging to the last century ; the results were

Mass of Jupiter = io46.117± 0.919 '
^"^^ °^ ^'"^"^^ = 20927 ±943

-

The values of Bouvard —-—— and , which were obtained from the
1070.5 17918'

observations down to 1814 inclusive, can then only have resulted from the

too rude reduction and the too imperfect theory.

The residuals left by the above solution in the case of each normal,

together with the number of observations the latter is founded upon and

the weight it has received in the discussion, are as follows:

Date. Obs. -Cal. No. of Obs. Weight.

Aa cos S. Arf. a. d. a. <5.

1751 May 28 +i:'62 +1725 8 8 0.1 0.1

1752 Mar. 10 +1.34 +1.94 3 3 0.05 0.05

June 29 —0.05 +1.91 5 5 0.05 0.05

Aug. 18 +0.54 +0.74 2 2 0.03 0.03

1753 April 9 +3.24 +1.64 2 2 0.03 0.03

July 3 —1.19 —0.25 6 6 0.1 0.1

Aug. 26 —2.74 +0.92 3 2 0.04 0.03

1754 July 27 —0.48 +1.23 4 4 0.05 0.05

Oct. 2 —1.68 —2.52 3 3 0.04 0.04

1755 July 20 —0.93 +1.83 3 3 0.04 0.04

1756 Aug. 4 +0.11 +1.36 2 2 0.03 0.03

Oct. 8 +0.54 +1.05 3 3 0.04 0.04

1767 Aug. 9 —2.30 +0.18 14 13 0.2 0.2

Nov. 5 —3.37 —0.80 9 9 0.15 0.15

1758 Sept. 1 —0.34 —0.71 5 5 0.06 0.06

Nov. 6 —1.04 +0.04 6 6 0.1 0.1

1759 Aug. 15 —0.96 —0.57 7 7 0.1 0.1

Nov. 29 +1.07 —1.37 4 4 0.06 0.06

1760 Sept. 5 +0.22 —1.02 5 5 0.06 0.06

Dec. 17 +0.38 +0.11 7 4 0.1 COS
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7

17

3

8

20

3

Date.

1761 Aug. 15

^ Oct. 2

Dec.

1762 Oct.

1763 Nov.

1764 Dec. 12

1765 Nov. 21

1766 Dec.

1767 Dec.

1769 Jan.

1770 Jan. 19

1771 Feb. 2

1772 Feb. 14

1773 Feb. 27

1774 Mar. 14

1775 Mar. 30

1776 April 5

1777 April 18

1778 May 2

1779 May 10

1780 May 25

1782 June 18

1783 July 28

1784 July 13

1785 July 24

1786 Aug. 6

1787 Aug. 18

1788 Aug. 30

1789 Sept. 11

1790 Sept. 22

1791 Oct. 8

1792 Oct.

1793 Nov.

1794 Nov. 14

1795 Dec. 1

1796 Dec. 24

1797 Dec.

1799 Jan.

1800 Jan. 26

24

7

30

13

1801 Feb.

1802 Feb.

28

27

1803 Mar. 19

1804 Mar. 26

1805 April 6

1806 April 24

1807 May 1

1808 May 12

1809 May 20

1810 June 5

1811 June 14

1812 June 29

1813 July 9

ISU July 21

Obs.-Cal.

Aa cos (5. AS.
—1.26 —1.25
—2.22 —1.29

+0.10 —1.35
+3.89 —1.06
+0.32 +2.82
+1.64 +2.85
—0.57 +0.16
—0.68 +0.08
—0.83 +2.90
—0.14 —1.89
+1.34 +0.68
—0.39 —0.46
+3.11 +1.65
—0.57 +2.66
—2.71 +1.55
—0.51 —0.09
+0.30 +4.42
+1.04 —0.43
+1.82 —0.82
—6.47 +0.48
—0.88 +5.14
—2.52 —1.90
—3.19 +5.90
—6.36 +2.63
—0.95 +0.72
—4.29 +4.25
—6.01 +0.39
—0.98 —0.21

+0.39 +0.34
+0.69 +2.77
+1.02 —0.09
+0.13 —0.18
—0.45 —0.06
—0.98 +1.00
+5.23 +1.50
+0.57 +6.93
—1.36 +0.18
+2.75 —0.54
—3.35 —0.24
+1.04 +0.67
—1.94 +0.76
+2.71 —1.29
+1.69 —2.27
+2.38 —0.56
+1.12 —1.06
—1.44 —0.47
+1.52 —1.32
+1.10 +0.25
—0.58 +0.71
+1.37 +0.39
+2.04 —0.25
+3.62 —0.44
—0.60 +0.78

No.
a.

10

of Obs.
i.

9

Weight.
a. S.

0.15 0.15

12 10 0.15 0.15

17 15 0.2 0.2

13 11 0.1 0.1

24 23 0.2 0.2

5 4 0.06 0.06

5 5 0.06 0.06

1 1 0.02 0.02

3 3 0.04 0.04

3 3 0.04 0.04

2 2 0.03 0.03

1 1 0.02 0.02

3 3 0.04 0.04

2 2 0.03 0.03

1 1 0.02 0.02

1 1 0.02 0.02

1 1 0.02 0.02

2 2 0.03 0.03

1 1 0.02 0.02

1 1 0.02 0.02

2 2 0.03 0.03

1 1 0.02 0.02

1 1 0.02 0.02

1 1 0.02 0.02

2 1 0.03 0.02

1 1 0.02 0.02

1 1 0.02 0.02

4 4 0.05 0.05

5 5 0.06 0.06

3 3 0.04 0.04

7 8 0.1 0.1

12 12 0.15 0.15

2 2 0.03 0.03

6 5 0.06 0.06

2 2 0.03 0.03

1 1 0.02 0.02

3 2 0.04 0.03

1 1 0.02 0.02

3 3 0.04 0.04

7 7 0.1 0.1

14 14 0.15 0.2

13 7 0.15 0.1

20 18 0.2 0.2

21 21 0.2 0.2

12 10 0.15 0.15

15 15 0.2 0.2

1.9 19 0.2 0.2

19 17 0.2 0.2

15 15 0.2 0.2

23 23 0.25 0.25

20 18 0.25 0.2

8 8 0.1 0.1

24 25 0.3 0.3
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Date. Obs. -Cal. No. of Obs. Weight
Aa COB i. Ad. a. d. a. <5.

1816 Aug. 2 —1.76 +0.22 18 7 0.2 0.1

1816 Aug. 16 +2.82 —1.48 18 10 0.26 0.16

1817 Aug. 27 +0.70 +0.80 12 10 0.16 0.16

1818 Sept. 6 —0.14 +1.13 14 8 0.2 0.16

1819 Sept 20 +1.36 —0.62 14 14 0.2 0.2

1820 Oct. 3 +1.67 —0.25 14 13 0.2 0.2

1821 Oct 18 +1.82 —0.03 12 12 0.2 0.2

1822 Nov. 7 —0.16 +0.22 27 30 0.4 0.5

1823 Nov. 13 —1.34 +0.69 12 13 0.2 0.2

1824 Nov. 28 —1.50 +0.34 8 9 0.15 0.15

1825 Dec. 11 —2.09 +0.41 8 8 0.15 0.15

1827 Jan. 13 —1.17 +0.57 10 7 0.2 0.16

1828 Feb. 3 —0.86 —0.95 9 8 0.2 0.2

1829 Feb. 17 —1.12 +0.40 23 16 0.5 0.4

1830 Mar. 5 —0.14 +0.47 46 20 0.6 0.5

1831 Mar. 4 —0.93 +0.17 63 39 0.7 0.6

1832 Mar. 22 —0.06 —0.38 95 55

1833 April 12 +0.65 -0.98 64 66

1834 April 15 —1.10 —0.33 121 78

1835 May 1 —0.06 —0.13 72 62

1836 May 11 +1.08 —0.37 102 92

1837 May 17 +0.77 —0.16 95 99 1

1838 May 21 +0.62 —0.16 119 104

1839 June 12 —0.28 +0.37 114 104

1840 June 21 +0.14 +0.33 98 84

1841 June 23 +0.14 +0.26 60 58

1842 July 20 +0.25 +0.25 134 130

1843 Aug. 9 +0.44 —0.27 101 96

1844 Aug. 10 +0.92 +0.01 78 76

1845 Aug. 21 —0.14 —0.46 101 83

1846 Sept. 5 —0.38 —0.57 84 81

1847 Sept. 15 —0.09 —0.64 108 115

1848 Sept 23 +0.33 —0.20 72 65

1849 Oct. 16 +0.32 +0.33 33 29

1850 Oct 14 +0.74 +0.18 52 61

1851 Nov. 5 —0.21 —0.10 27 24

1852 Nov. 17 +0.05 —0.27 38 41

1853 Nov. 9 —0.26 —0.06 38 39

1854 Nov. 30 —0.93 +0.53 36 48

1856 Jan. 3 —0.80 +0.13 38 34

1857 Jan. 29 —0.37 —0.05 66 61

1858 Jan. 30 —1.10 —0.10 63 71

1859 Feb. 22 —0.72 —0.23 74 70

1860 Mar. 4 —0.34 +0.72 74 68

1861 Mar. 27 +0.25 +0.04 56 69

1862 April 16 +0.35 +0.09 77 74

1863 April 15 +0.64 +0.18 105 108

1864 April 28 +0.13 —0.16 68 66

1865 May 6 —0.24 +0.03 67 62

1866 May 15 —0.32 +0.45 75 77

1867 May 20 —0.14 +0.16 64 62

1868 June 13 —0.34 —0.40 70 63

1869 June 23 —0.14 +0.59 63 65
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Date. ObB. -Cal. No. of Obs. Weight.
Aa COB d. A<5. a. d. a. d.

UIO July 1 —0.77 —0.20 96 90

1871 July 27 —1.02 —0.48 42 41

1872 July 22 —1.14 —0.16 60 59

1873 Aug. 1 —0.97 —0.50 73 79

1874 Aug. 25 —1.01 —0.05 74 73

1875 Sept. 7 +0.06 +0.32 86 91

1876 Sept. 10 —0.68 +0.11 72 75

1877 Oct. 1 +0.13 +0.08 57 58

1878 Oct. 3 +0.72 +0.53 57 53

1879 Oct. 22 +0.52 +0.37 72 73

1880 Nov. 6 +0.15 +0.81 66 65

1881 Nov. 20 +0.87 —0.04 72 72

1882 Nov. 26 +0.76 +0.03 35 36 0.8 0.8

1883 Dec. 4 +0.63 +0.60 44 37 0.8 0.8

1884 Dec. 19 +0.79 —0.02 30 26 0.8 0.8

1886 Jan. 1 +0.51 —0.23 17 17 0.5 0.5

1887 Jan. 31 +0.60 —0.51 23 23 0.5 0.5

1888 Feb. 3 +0.44 —0.12 12 12 0.5 0.5

From the consideration of the declinations of both Jupiter and Saturn

it has been concluded that Prof. Boss's system of declinations, in the region

neighboring the equator, needs, in the average, a correction which, for dif-

ferent epochs, is given by the formula

+ 0".01 + O".O045 (<— 1850).

Accordingly the residuals in declination, just given, have been thus corrected.

It will be noticed that the declinations are much better represented by

the theory than the right ascensions, as the sum of the squares of the resi-

duals is about 20 for the former against 47 for the latter. The residuals of

the right ascensions frequently show a systematic character, especially in

the latter half of the period. However, all the efforts I have made to detect

periodicity in them have led to no result. They may be attributed to one

of three causes. Either some error has been committed in the theory, or

some force acts on Saturn of which we know nothing, or the observations

are affected with systematic errors which their combination has not com-

pletely eliminated. The last seems to have the greatest degree of probabil-

ity in its favor.

The mass of Jupiter given by the foregoing discussion is in fair agree-

ment with the values which have been obtained from other sources, but the

mass obtained for Uranus is to a considerable degree smaller than the

values given by observations of the satellites. It seems to me possible that

its determination from the observation of Saturn is unfavorably influenced

by the presence of systematic errors in the latter.
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MEMOIR No. 58.

The Periodic Solution as a First Approximation in the Lunar Theory.

(Astronomical Joornal, Vol. XV, pp. 137-U8, 1895.)

The lunar theory may be developed in either of two ways. In the

first, the coefficients of the periodic terms in the expressions for the coordi-

nates are exhibited as functions of the elements on which they depend, the

latter being left indeterminate. This may be called a literal lunar theory.

In the second certain numerical values are attributed to these elements at

the beginning even of the investigation, and all the following computations

are performed on numerical quantities so that the final results present the

mentioned coefficients in the form of numbers. This may be called a nu-

merical lunar theory. Both these methods of treatment are to be desired

;

the former having the greater attraction for the mathematician; while the

latter recommends itself to the practical astronomer who wishes merely to

have the power of predicting the position of the moon. The latter is also

preferable on account of the far less labor required for its elaboration. A
literal theory probably demands from four to six times as much labor as

suffices for a numerical theory. The latter indeed has the disadvantage of

depending on values of the elements which afterwards may be discovered to

need correction; however, this objection is of very slight weight since the

literal theories we already possess are amply sufficient for assigning the

corresponding corrections of the coefficients.

Nearly all the lunar theories in existence have been elaborated by

successive steps of approximation in which the elliptic theory has been

taken as the starting point. It may be asked whether some labor may not

be saved by adopting as the first approximation the best values attainable

for the coordinates.

It is well known that the problem of three bodies admits a periodic

solution in which the motions of the two planets about the body, considered

as central, take place in the same plane, and where the eccentricities peculiar

to each planet vanish. It is the object of the present article to elaborate

this solution in the case of the moon, employing the numerical method. It

is very desirable that the approximation in this solution should be pushed
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to a high degree of precision, much more than at first sight would seem at

all necessary, because, in the further elaboration of the lunar theory by this

method, the motions of the perigee and node depend on the values here

assigned to the coefficients of the periodic terms.

In the particular solution just mentioned there are only four independent

arbitrary constants introduced by integration. Two of these simply define

the phases of the planets at the origin of time, while the remaining two
may be taken to be the average rates of increase of their longitudes. These

four constants may be denoted in their order as s, s', n, n' . It is expedient

to eliminate the masses of the bodies from the equations by introducing two

constants to take their places; these we denote by the symbols a, a' . The

masses of the sun, earth and moon being severally denoted by mj, wig andmg,

the mentioned constants are connected by the equations

nil +m, + m,= M = a'^n'', wi, + m^ = a'w'

For convenience we adopt the notations

_ m, , __ m, + m,

mt + m,' m, + JM, + wis

For properly exhibiting the effect of the moon's mass on its motion

relative to the earth, the system of coordinates, where the moon is referred

to the earth, but the sun to the center of gravity of the earth and moon, is

well adapted. Denoting such rectangular coordinates together with the

radii as x, y, r for the moon, and x', y', r' for the sun, it is well known that

the differential equations of motion are

where H, the potential function, is equal to the sum of the products of every

two masses into the reciprocal of their distance, or

Q ^ m^m, m^m, w,rra,
"^

A., A, J \i

The distances are given in terms of the coordinates by the equations

Jl, = (7^ + i^xy + (y' + ^yy
J' , = [a^_ (1 - f,)xT + [y' - (1 - (i)yy

The ratio f^j is so small that it is advisable to develop fl in a series
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of its powers. Thus is obtained as a suitable potential for the determination

of the moon's coordinates

1 Q^rrH±JIh + m, { [(1 -;.)- + /*-]
J,

+ [(1-;.)' + ;x»]^(V5*-J^/Sf+ f)

-
}

S being determined by the equation

rr'S= xx^ + yy'

To get the similar function for the relative motion of the sun about the

center of gravity of the earth and moon it is only necessary to multiply the

preceding expression by

OTiju nil
'

Here, neglecting the first term as independent of solar coordinates, it

will suflBce to take the two next following and write

J_,fl = ^+jf.(i-.)rl(t5.-i)

For our purpose it is sufficiently accurate to suppose that the motion of

the sun about the center of gravity of the earth and moon is circular and

uniform. The various inequalities have coefficients less than 0''.0002, and

it is easy to see that the effect of neglecting them on the position of the

moon is much less than this quantity. Therefore, in the last expression,

we can substitute for -^ {^S"— i) its non-periodic term. Here a rude approx-

imation suffices, and, turning to Pont6coulant, T/ieorie Analytique du Sys-

tfime du Monde, Tom. IV, p. 100, we find that this non-periodic term is

J [i -W '«'-Urn'- ^^m*-i^m'- ^^^^m']

m denoting the ratio of the month to the year. Thus, putting

ir=/.(i-/.)^[i-W»''-H'»'---.]
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we may take for the motion of the sun

Employing 2.' to denote the longitude, the solar differential equations

of motion are

dt

As JTis an excessively small quantity its square may be neglected, and
the differential equations are satisfied by the values

r'=a'(l + ir), k'^e'+n't

Certain modifications can now be made in the differential equations for

the coordinates of the moon. Denoting the longitude by /I, let ^ = /I— /L',

and let t denote the mean value of the same, so that r= e — e -\- {n~ n')t.

Making t the independent variable instead of t, and putting

and adopting r and ^ as the variables for expressing the position of the

moon, the differential equations become

a? [dr ^ j dr

rL*^(rf^ + "vj-a<^

As R now contains no variables but r and ^, r' being constant, if we
multiply these equations severally by dr and d^, and add the resulting

equations we have an exact differential, which, being integrated, gives

C being the arbitrary constant. This equation can be substituted for the

second of the former, and, if we put

a'F=2^+mV + 2C

the two equations of the problem can take the form

dr" + r'dtf}' _ y
d'dz* ~

By making <^ the independent variable we shall obtain the advantage

of having but one equation to integrate. We adopt r^ as the unknown to

Vol. IV. -6.
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be determined, and, as -g differs from unity by a small quantity, we put
CL

-, = !+«. Also, for the same reason, we put ^- = 1 H-v . Then our equa-

tions may be written

In order to have small quantities to deal with we put

V=^\ + N, 2F+r|r=: CT—4m

N and U are then of the same order of smallness as m" . Then the

equations which solve the problem are

(1 + .y = 4(i + M)rf»»

r =
(f) + f'jd<\,

It is plain that the arbitrary constant C, which enters into the expres-

sion for Fand thus into those for iV^ and Z7, is not independent of those

which have already been noted, viz.: a, a', n, n'; but, in the numerical

method, we do not need to know its expression in terms of the latter, we
simply assign to it such a numerical value as will make the non-periodic

term of v vanish in the periodic development of the latter as a function of ^.

2C
As —2" is nearly equivalent to — 1, the expressions for N and TJ will be

simplified if we replace it by

1 — m' — 2 (1 + m)' + C

where the new (7 is a quantity of the order of m^.

With these modifications, if we adopt the following notation for certain

constants,

a,=_(i-/)(i-2;u)mi«?;;

» „n
a, = (l-/)(l-3/. + 3/.')m'^?,,

a, = (1 - /)(1 - 4;. + W - V) m'^'"^,
it T
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the expressions of the functions N and U, in terras of u and p, are

iV^ = C' + 2(1 + my [(1 + M)-i - 1] + m'w

+ 0,(1 + M)[f CO8 20 + }]

+ a, (1 + m) i [| COS 3(^ + 1 COS 0]

+ a,(l + uy [fl COS 4<^ + I COS 20 + ^]
+ a^ (1 + m)S [ff COS 5(^ + 11 COS 3<^ + ^ COS 0]

+
Z7=2C+ 2(1 + m)'[(l + M)-l— 1] +4m"M

+ 4a, (1 + M)[f COS 20 + i]

+ 5a, (1 + M)« [f COS 30 + f COS 0]

+ 6«, (1 + uy [|| COS 40 + 1 COS 20 + ^]
+ Ta, (1 + m)5 [ff COS 50 + If COS 30 + ^ COS 0]

+

From these expressions it will be seen that if the numerical value of

-^Thas been obtained through the first, that of U immediately results by

summing the several terms of ^multiplied by simple integers.

The coefficients in the periodic solution here treated are functions of

three independent constants, which may be taken to be m, —, and (i. The

values we assign to them are

a'

m = 0.0808489338, -, = 0.002573603, tJ- = nh
Q O/v.O

The first is so approximate that it will scarcely need correction. The

second corresponds to the value 8". 8 of the constant of the solar parallax

which is adopted simply because it is a round number. The third, which

results from the principal constants of nutation and precession, is about as

close a value as at present can be assigned to this constant and at the same

time be expressed in few figures. The connected constants, which are func-

tions of these, have the values:

''' =
3-28k3'

^=0.0000000188

oi = 0.00653 65298 16

o, = 0.00001 64146 16

os = 0.00000 00417 39

o^ = 0.00000 00001 06

The approximate value of «, to be substituted in the differential equations,

and afterwards corrected, will be obtained from the results given by

Mr. Ernest W. Brown and myself {Amer. Jour. Math., Vols. I and XIV).
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After correcting the numbers to make them correspond to the adopted

moon's mass and the constant of solar parallax, we have

^ cos
(<t>
— -)

^=0.9990930780
a

1 + 0.00028 81665 cos t

— 0.00718 00404 cos 2t

— 0.00000 75187 cos 3t

+ 0.00000 60337 cos 4t

— 0.00000 00034 cos 5t

+ 0.00000 00326 cos 6t

0.00000 00000 cos 7t

+ 0.00000 00002 cos 8t

sin (<^ — •!) =

— 0.00061

+ 0.01021

+ 0.00000

+ 0.00000

+ 0.00000

+ 0.00000

0.00000

+ 0.00000

02619 sin t

15492 sin 2t

72231 sin 3t

67245 sin 4t

00058 sin 5t

00275 sin 6t

00000 sin 7t

00002 sin 8t

By computing the special values of these functions and thence those of

-g and ^ — T for the thirteen values of t evenly distributed from 0° to 180°,

and then applying the formulas for deriving periodic series from special

values to the latter, we get

0.00173 50214

+ 0.00056 71290 cos t

— 0.01433 41815 cos 2t

— 0.00001 08564 cos 3t

— 0.00001 42655 cos 4t

— 0.00000 00213 cos 5t

— 0.00000 00366 cos 6t

— 0.00000 00004 cos 7t

0.00000 00000 cos 8t

— 125.72648 sin t

+ 2106.27394 sin 2t

• a*

4,-r =
+ 0.73663 sin 3t

+ 8.74177 sin 4t

+ 0.00765 sin 5t

+ 0.04898 sin 6r

+ 0.00008 sin 7t

+ 0.00031 sin 8t
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The second of these equations must now be reversed so as to exhibit r

as a function of <^, and the right member of the first changed into a function

of the same variable. This is accomplished through the method of special

values, or by an application of Lagrange's Theorem. For convenience,

exhibiting the first in terms of the radian, we get

4- 0.00061

— 0.01021

— 0.00001

-f 0.00006

+ 0.00000

— 0.00000

— 0.00000

+ 0.00000

= <^ +

26173 sin «^'

12121 sin 2<^

29397 sin 3<^

18797 sin 4<A

01885 sin 5(^

05353 sin 6</,

00028 sin H
00055 sin 8</.

« =

r— 0.00188

+ 0.00057

— 0.01433

— 0.00002

+ 0.00013

-f 0.00000

— 0.00000

— 0.00000

+ 0.00000

15691

84401

26460

26099

20733

04284

13789

00070

00156

cos 4'

cos 2<^

COS 3<^

COSH
COS 54>

COS 60

COS 7<^

COS 8<t>

From the latter equation we derive the following special values of u

and its differential, the first to 11 decimals, the second to 10.

0° — 1552 72535

du

15 — 1368 51204 8 +1377 95258

30 — 86119787 7 + 2414 49781

45 — 158 892814 + 2829 74425

60 + 552 93712 + 2478 32319

75 + 1076 30147 8 + 1419 13080

90 + 1258 45447 — 64 84608

105 + 1043 07758 — 1540 57776

120 + 490 52899 — 2578 13247

135 — 243 83254 6 — 290165947

150 — 96131365 3 — 2458 99497

165 — 1477 083110 — 1398 70662

180 — 1663 97567

In order to make v have for its non-periodic term, we discover that

the proper value for our second C is— 0.00691 797355. With this value
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we determine the values of iV^ with 11 decimals and of v with 10, as follow:

0° +2423 62364 7 —1960 34362

15 + 2077 04404 1 — 1699 81270

30 +1126 28190 9 — 980 20757

45 — 18126557 4 + 2124791

60 —1497 24415 9 +1042 98441

75 —246113925 6 +1799 70812

90 — 2801 88479 9 + 2067 32850

105 —2420 67794 5 +1762 32100

120 —1422 31459 5 + 973 86650

135 — 8141117 5 — 70 74302

150 + 1241 28206 1 — 1086 15603

165 +2199 48222 6 —1812 72120

180 + 2548 20012 6 — 2075 28823

The values of U with 11 decimals are:

4, U
0° +5575 266771

15 +4848 34346 5

30 + 2851 89637 7

45 + 100 41000 3

60 —2676 95407 9

75 —472017206 3

90 — 5454 62497 2

105 —4670 63959 3

120 —259136210 6

135 + 202 39483 6

150 +2954 06634 9

165 +4944 15126 9

180 +5667 66586 5

When these values are substituted in the differential equation

^r 1 ^"|_4m(«-v)-(l + v)f7=o

the left member, instead of becoming 0, takes the value, in the periodic form,

438 + 171.0 cos + 1270 cos 2</>— 214 cos 3(/) + 100 cos 4<^— 23 cos 5<^ — 44 cos 6<^

_3 cos 7(/) — 62 cos 8<^,

where the coeflBcients are noted in units of the lO'*" decimal.
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A second trial has been made with this differential equation by sub-

stituting in it the value

— 0.00188 16351

+ 0.00057 82699 cos
<t>

— 0.01433 26793 cos 2^
— 0.00002 26123 cos 3<^

+ 0.00013 20725 cos 4</.

u= -{ + 0.00000 04277 cos 5</.

— 0.00000 13727 cos 6<^

— 0.00000 00070 cos 7<^

+ 0.00000 00153 cos 8</.

+ 0.00000 00001 cos 9<l>

[— 0.00000 00002 cos 10<^

Precisely as in the first trial it is found that (7= — 0.00691811469,
and that v, in units of the 11*'' decimal, has the special values

0° — 1960 36519 9

15 — 1699 83366 4

30 — 980 225781

45 + 21 23523 8

60 + 1042 97800 8

75 + 1799 70665 7

90 + 2067 33150

105 + 1762 32890 1

120 + 973 87813 5

135 — 70 73027 3

150 — 1086 14268 3

165 — 1812 70686 1

180 — 2075 27315 3

The value of the left member of the differential equation, instead of becoming

0, is, in the developed periodic form (the coeflBcients in units of the 11*''

decimal)

+ 27426 + 37 cos
<f,
+ 21763 cos 2<p + 1818 cos 30 + 2707 cos 40 + 1501 cos 50

— 21995 COS 60— 27 cos 70 + 969 cos 80 + 63 cos 90 + 182 cos 100

In order to discover the correction ofthe substituted value, it is necessary

to form the equations to variation of the two differential equations of the

problem. Here we must attribute a variation 8G to the constant Cas well
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as the variation Su to u. Diflferentiating the expressions for iVand U with

respect to u we get as the special values

dN dU
* du M
0° —1.17634 —1.11732

15 1.17433 1.11928

30 1.16878 1.12460

45 1.16126 1.13188

60 1.15375 1.13914

75 1.14836 1.14449

90 1.14654 1.14654

105 1.14888 1.14487

120 1.15478 1.13999

135 1.16273 1.13329

150 1.17063 1.12656

165 1.17636 1.12163

180 —1.17848 —1.11984

put

From these are readily determined the special values of 8v, and, if we

dy = FdC + Gdu + H^-J^

^ F G H
0° —0.47860 +1.06092

15 0.48150 1.06374 +0.00348

30 0.48959 1.07154 0.00608

45 0.50101 1.08251 0.00710

60 0.51290 1.09403 0.00619

75 0.52184 1.10281 +0.00353

90 0.52505 1.10599 —0.00016

105 0.52144 1.10257 0.00384

120 0.51216 1.09367 0.00644

135 0.50006 1.08209 0.00728

150 0.48851 1.07108 0.00620

165 0.48038 1.06334 —0.00354

180 0.47746 +1.06057

By writing the variation of the differential equation thus

drl dSu_ Idu^l^^^^fj j^^^
pd.Su

d(/) L 1 + " dip (1 + v)' rf0 J d^
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we get

<l>
L M P

0° +2.0884 —1.05596

^ 15 2.0984 1.06930 —0.00096

30 2.1248 1.10615 0.00179

45 2.1620 1.15771 0.00229

60 2.2005 1.21071 0.00217

75 2.2294 1.25039 —0.00131

90 2.2398 1.26483 +0.00006

105 2.2282 1.24971 0.00142

120 2.1984 1.20971 0.00225

135 2.1593 1.15685 0.00234

150 2.1218 1.10567 0.00182

165 2.0953 1.06921 +0.00097

180 +2.0858 —1.05608

By substituting the periodic developments which correspond to the

special values, this equation may be reduced to the form

[1.00010 - 62 C08 + 2043 cos 2(/) + 3 cos 30+6 cos 4</,] -p^

+ [121 sin <^— 6957 sin 2<j> - 12 sin 3cf>— 20 sin 4^] ^^
+ [1.15885 + 93 cos <p — 16644 cos 2<^ — 45 cos 3</) + 266 cos 4<^] Su

= [2.16208 + 137 cos <j)
- 10493 cos 2</) - 35 cos 3<^ + 268 cos 4,^] dC

+ residual,

in which the numerical coefficients are all to five places of decimals. In

this we substitute the periodic series with indeterminate coefficients

du = a„ + flj cos (/) + rt, cos
2<f, + a, cos 3(/) + . . .

and equate to zero each coefficient of the cosine of the multiple of ^, and

thus obtain a group of equations determining the a. As the non-periodic

term of ^i' should vanish, this furnishes the equation determining 8C,

— 0.5010450 + 1.08284«„ + 20fl!, - 1849a,— 6a, + 47a< =

where again the coefficients have all five decimals.

After the elimination of 5C'the group of equations determining the a in

the first trial are

— 3.514a„ + 0.02529a, +438 =0
- 0.002(T, + 0.10010a, + 0.00038a, - 0.069a, + 171.0 =
+ 0.056a„ - 2.844 a,— 0.108 a. +1270 =0

— 0.1268a, + 0.003a, — 7.84a3— 214 =
- 0,003 a„ — 0.194rt, — 14.84a. + 100 =

— 0.28 a, - 23.84a5 - 23 =
-34.84a,— 44 =
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The fiaal terms of these equations are in units of the tenth decimal.

Their solution leads to the values

o. = + 128, a, = — 1707, a,= + 449, a, = 0, a. = + 1

a, = — l,a, = — l,a,= 0,a^ = —l,dC= + 258.5

The equations determining the a for the second trial dififer only from

those for the first trial in having different absolute terms, and their solution

gives the values

a,= + 786.1, a, = —8.0, a, = + 780.3, «, = + 23.4

fl, = + 8.7, a,= + 6.0, a, = — 63.2, a, = - 0.1

fl, = + 1.5, a,= + 0.1, a,„ = + 0.2, SC = i- 1670.2

When these corrections are applied severally to the coeflBcients of the

approximate values of u employed in the two trials, the results are two

values of u which differ only in their three first coefiBcients by 2 and 3

units in the tenth decimal, the following coinciding exactly. We give then

only the result of the second trial, which as it has been made with more

care, is to be preferred.

M =

— 0.00188

+ 0.00057

— 0.01433

— 0.00002

+ 0.00013

+ 0.00000

— 0.00000

— 0.00000

+ 0.00000

f 0.00000

— 0.00000

15565

82691 cos

26013 cos

26099 cos

20734 cos

04283 cos

13790 cos

00070 cos

00155 cos

00001 cos

24,

3<l>

4<^

54

14

84

94

00002 cos 10<^

The values of Cfrom the two trials also agree well, they are

C=— 0.00691 749770, =— 0.00691 749767.

To derive from the just given expression the coordinates of the moon
as functions of the time it is necessary to have the correct value of v. This

is obtained by computing the correction Sv to be added to the values of v

in the second trial. We employ the equation

dy = FiC + GSu + ifi^
0,4,
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The principal results obtained are, in units of the tenth decimal.

d.su

<t>
Su

d<t)
Sv

0° + 1535.0 + 829.3

15 1475.5 — 523 763.7

30 1220.5 1448 + 481.4

45 752.8 1960 — 35.6

60 305.0 1301 530.8

75 99.8 — 308 762.5

90 80.0 + 37 788.3

105 128.2 406 731.0

120 350.0 1367 — 481.3

135 805.1 1916 + 22.1

150 1246.5 1288 511.3

165 1454.5 + 371 743.1

180 + 1493.0 + 786.1

When the corrections in the last column are applied to the mentioned

set of values of v and the periodic development of this quantity derived,

we get

+ 0.00061 24345 1 cos <^'

— 0.02042 24560 4 cos 2</.

— 0.00003 88175 1 cos 3<^

+ 0.00024 75192 1 cos 4:<j>

+ 0.00000 09433 5 cos S<f>— 0.00000 32169 3 cos 6.^

— 0.00000 00186 3 cos 7<^

+ 0.00000 00433 7 cos 8<^

+ 0.00000 00002 3 cos 9<^

— 0.00000 00006 2 cos 10^

The integration of this expression gives

r =
<f,
+

+ 126.32369 sin 4
—2106.21697 sin 24,

— 2.66890 sin 3<^

+ 12.76362 sin 4^

+ 0.03892 sin 5<^

— 0.11059 sin
6(t>— 0.00055 sin 74,

+ 0.00112 sin 8<t>

+ 0.00001 sin 94,

— 0.00001 sin 104,
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From this formula are derived the following corresponding values of

T and ^:
T

15 15 17 8.75640

30 30 29 29.55616

45 45 33 37.86824

60 60 28 27.66264

75 75 15 23.69115

90 89 57 53.58146

105 104 40 32.45790

120 119 27 54.62453

135 134 23 25.41221

150 149 28 26.23660

165 164 41 47.23948

From these special values we derive the periodic development of ^ in

terms of r:

i>
= T +

— 125.68900 sin T

+2106.27704 sm2T

+ 0.73711 sinSr

+ 8.74182 sin4T

+ 0.00763 sin5T

+ 0.04902 sm6T

+ 0.00006 sin7T

.+ 0.00032 sin8T

A comparison of this formula with the corresponding one employed at

the outset shows that the coefficient of the parallactic inequality in the latter

needs the correction + 0".0375.*

a
Astronomers have been accustomed to employ the function - of the

moon's radius. In order to obtain this we substitute the just given special

values of 4) in the expression for -^ in terms of 4>; then, by extracting the

* It should be explained tbat this rather large correction is due to no Imperfection in Prof. E. W.

Brown's coefficient, bnt arises from a mistake committed in transforming his series.
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square root and taking the reciprocal, we have the following special values:

T

O

a

r

1.00785 52819

15 1.00687 82756

30 1.00422 86149

45 1.00065 67204

GO 0.99714 55263

75 0.99463 05661

90 0.99376 63268

105 0.99478 25258

120 0.99743 74708

135 1.00106 63735

150 1.00472 62613

165 1.00742 99059

180 1.00842 50531

Thence we have the following periodic development

:

1.00090 73946

— 0.00028 72775 COS t

+ 0.00718 65934 cos 2t

+ 0.00000 23529 cos 3t

+ 0.00004 58501 cos 4t

+ 0.00000 00385 cos 5t

+ 0.00000 03269 cos 6t

+ 0.00000 00004 cos It

+ 0.00000 00025 cos 8t

a

r

a
The coefficients of the expressions for ^ and - may be trusted as cor-

rectly corresponding to the assumed values of the three elements, m, — and

ju, to within a very few units of the last decimal noted.
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MEMOIR No. 59.

On the Convergence of the Series TTsed in the Subject of Fertnrbations.

(Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society. Vol. II, pp. 93-97, 1896.)

The perturbations of the planets and the coordinates of the moon have

been developed by astronomers in infinite series of terms involving sines or

cosines of linear functions of two or more arguments with positive or nega-

tive integral multipliers. These arguments vary proportionally with the

time, and their periods, in accordance with notions derived from the theory

of probabilities, are supposed to be incommensurable with each other.

Recently M. Poincar6 has much insisted that, under the latter condition,

these series, in the rigorous mathematical sense, are divergent [Les Methodes

Nouvelles de la Mecanique Celeste, Vol. II, pp. 277-280). However, the

reasons brought forward to sustain this opinion are scarcely convincing, and

I think there has been some scepticism among astronomers in reference to

the matter. Without attempting to find any flaw in M. Poincare's logic, I

simply wish to point out a class of cases where the convergency of the series

can be shown in spite of the incommensurability of the component argu-

ments.

In many problems of dynamics, where the integral of conservation of

areas has place, we shall often have the longitude X of the moving point

given by a quadrature. We choose as our example the equation

^%= S S ai + H'lcos(t7 + i7'), (1)

in which l^ nt -\- c and V = n't + c', and a is a positive constant less than

unity. Here X corresponds to M. Poincare's log x (p. 279 of the above-

quoted volume). Under the condition named, the series of (1) is convergent.

n'Now let both members of the equation be integrated
;
putting ^ for ~ , we

have

>l = c + n/ + ? 2'-^-^ a<+l*'l sin (il + i'l'), (2)

s being the added arbitrary constant, and the sign of summation 2 having

the same extension as that of the double sign in (1), except that the com-
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bination i = i' = is omitted. When /x is an irrational quantity, the

summation of this equation constitutes a divergent series according to

M. Poincarfe.

We prefer to write (2) in the more expanded form

X = ei-nt + -is^a< Tsin il + - sin il'l
n i I \_ IX J

+ 22'2' , V„ ,
a< + '' sin il cos i'l'

i'— t'V

— 2ai2'2'jj-X^, «••+ i' cos il sin i'l' \

,

(3)

where the extent of the summation, in all cases, is from 1 to + oo . This

will be the signification of the sign 2 hereafter.

Before we proceed to consider the question of convergence in reference

to (3), it may be of interest to point out that the series of (1) admits of

summation. For, by arranging it according to cosines of multiples of Z',

we have

-^ = [1 + iCOal + a' COS 21 + a' COS 3i + . . .]n ar

+ [1 + 2a cos I + 2a.' COS 21 + 2a' COS 3? + . . .] a COS I'

+ [1 + 2a COS I + 2a' COS 21 + 2a» COS 31+ .. .]a' COS 21'

+
= [1 + a COS ? + a' COS 21 + . . ,]

+ [1 + 2a COS I + 2a' COS 21 + . . .][a COS I' + a' COS 21' + . . .]

_ 1 + a* — g (1 + a')(C0a I + COS I') + 2«' COS I COS I'

(1 — 2a COS i + a')(l — 2a COS I' + a') "

Then Z can be expressed by the following quadrature

:

X = e + nt +

2 Jo L[l - 2a COS int + C) + a'3[l - 2a COS in't + C) + a']
~ ^

J
^^- ^*^

Our supply of functions in the integral calculus is inadequate to the expres-

sion of this quadrature in finite terms; but there is no bar to our finding the

amount of motion of Jl between any two given times ^o and ti by the process

of mechanical quadratures.

Quadratures may also be invoked to aid in the expression of (3). For,

by putting

X< = ,
^

, ,
a COS I + .

^.,
,
a' COS 21 + . ^

., ,
a' COS 3Z + . . . , (5)

1— t'/t' 4— 1>' 9 — tV

as well as -P* =—^'
> Q< = *^o
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(3) takes the form

k = e + x\t + - iiha' fsin t7 + - Bin t7~j

+ 2 (P,a COS r + P^a' COS 2^' + P,a' COB 31' + . . .)

— 2fi (Q^a sin I' + Q^a' sin 21' + Q,a' sin 3Z' + ...)} • (6)

But it will be perceived that, putting

J-
a COS I— a*

r^2aCOs7+a"

Xi satisfies the linear differential equation of the second order

-^^' + ,VX, + L = 0. (7)

By the integration of this, we have

X, = COS (i>Z) / L sin (t>/) dl — sin (t>Z) / L cos (i>0 dl. (8)

The first summation of (6) may be obtained through the use of the well-

known equation

zi a' sin il= -il + arc tan ["^^ ^'^^ |1 * (^^

We come now to the consideration of the question of convergence of

the two double summations in (3). In these we may put

sin il = COS t7 = sin i'l' = cos t'Z' = 1;

.

the matter at issue is not thereby changed. Hence it suflBces to determine

the convergence or divergence of the two series

It is necessary now to specify the precise nature of the quantity [/.

As an example, we assume that (i = VA, h being a non-square integer.

The divisor in the two series is then i^ — hi'^. From the theory of indeter-

minate equations of the second degree, we learn that the least absolute value

of this expression is unity ; that is, we may write

\t^-hi"\>l.

Unity may therefore be substituted for this divisor in the summations just

given without thereby modifying the question of their convergence, which

is thus narrowed to the convergence or divergence of the single expression

IZia^+i'.
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But this series is convergent, being equivalent to the product

. [2'la'][2'a*] = [a + 2a'' + 3a' + . . .][a + a' + a' + . . .;\.

If we agree to take y terms of each factor of this as an approximation, the

error committed will be

(I _„)»—* '

which may be made as small as we please by taking J sufficiently large.

This expression is also a superior limit to the error committed in either of

the double summations of (3) when the series is pushed to the same extent

in reference to the varying integers i and i'.

As a more general example, including the former, we will take

'-f-S'

where p, q, p', and q' are integers, and -^ is not an exact square. Ifwe sub-

stitute this value of (/ in the expression i?— i'^ft', and rationalize and render

integral this denominator, multiplying it by the proper factor, we find that

it becomes
q'{qh''—pH"y—pyi\

Now this expression, which, is integral, cannot vanish, for this would make

V?̂ rational: consequently, its absolute value is at least unity. We may

then substitute unity for it in the summations we consider without affecting

the question of their convergence. Thus, the latter is seen to depend on

the convergence of

Jf^tV+i' and m'i'a'+*'.

As these summations are quite plainly convergent, there is nothing further

to be said.

As a still greater generalization, let us suppose that ^ is an irrational

root of an algebraic equation with rational coeflBcients. Then, in a similar

way as before, v — i'^n^ may be rationalized and rendered integral by mul-

tiplying by the proper factor. The absolute value of the thus modified

denominator is at least unity. On consulting the form of the numerator, it

is gathered that the convergence of our series depends on that of various

summations whose general type is

Vol. IV. -7.
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where v and v* are finite positive integers. The convergence is therefore

established.

"When fi is rational, we would simply transfer the terms which, in the

integration, become proportional to t to the term n^ of (3). Then the

remainder would constitute a periodic and convergent series. Thus, in all

cases where fi is a root of an algebraic equation with rational coeflQcients,

(3) may be aflBrmed to be a convergent series.

Our method of treatment cannot be applied in the case where /w is a

root of a transcendental equation. But it may be remarked that the higher

the degree of the equation which has [x for a root, the larger become the

exponents v and v'. Thus, one is led to think that, when fi is a root of a

transcendental equation, these exponents become infinite. Should this be

correct, the summations, whose general type has just been given, become

divergent. But we would not be warranted in concluding thence the diver-

gence of (3). The whole question turns on the properties of the integral

J |_[1 - 2a COS (nt + C) + a^][l - 2a COS {n't + C') + a'] ^j"'"'

n'
It is possible that the ratio — may have values which would make this

expression tend towards infinity as the limits of integration were removed

farther from each other. But I am not aware that this has been proved.

n'
But it is something gained to have established that, when — is an irrational

root of an algebraic equation with rational coeflBcients, the expression is

always contained between finite limits, whatever may be the limits of inte-

gration.

Our conclusions still hold when in (1) we substitute the general coeffi-

cient C<y for a* + '''', provided we have the condition

\Gi,v\-ai + \i'\,

a being positive and less than unity. Also, we might assume a different

rate of decrement in the coefficients with augmenting multiples of I' from

that which belongs to I. Calling this a', for a* + '*'' we should have aV'', and

the course of reasoning would be scarcely changed by this modification. In

case there are more than two elementary arguments, the mode of proceeding

n' n" n'"
is quite similar. The ratios —, —, —, etc., being irrational roots of alge-

/i Tt /t

braical equations, the divisors introduced by integration must be rationalized

and rendered integral by multiplying both terms of the fraction by the

proper factor. The convergence of the series is made out as before.
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MEMOIR No. 60.

Semarks on the Progress of Celestial Mechanics Since the

Middle of the Century.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY,
DECEMBER 37, 1895.

(Bnlletin of the American Mathematical Society, Second Series, Vol. II, pp. 135-136, 1896.)

The application of mathematics to the solution of the problems presented

by the motion of the heavenly bodies has had a larger degree of success

than the same application in the case of the other departments of physics.

This is probably due to two causes. The principal objects to be treated in

the former case are visible every clear night, consequently the questions

connected with them received earlier attention ; while, in the latter case,

the phenomena to be discussed must ofttimes be produced by artificial means

in the laboratory; and the discovery of certain classes of them, as, for

instance, the property of magnetism, may justly be attributed to accident.

A second cause is undoubtedly to be found in the fact that the application

of quantitative reasoning to what is usually denominated as physics

generally leads to a more difficult department of mathematics than in the

case of the motion of the heavenly bodies. In the latter we have but one

independent variable, the time ; while in the former generally several are

present, which makes the difference of having to integrate ordinary differ-

ential equations or those which are partial. Thus it happens that, while

the science of astro-mechanics is started by Newton, that of thermal con-

ductivity receives its first treatment, at the hands of Fourier, more than a

century later. In addition to these two causes, ever since the discovery of

the telescope the application of optical means to the discovery of whatever

might be found in the heavens has always had a fascination for mankind.

And, as the ability to co-ordinate and correlate the facts observed much
enhances the enjoyment of scientific occupation, it has resulted that many
who began as observers ended as mathematical astronomers. Thus our

science has had relatively a large number of cultivators.

A thoroughly satisfactory history of our subject is yet to be written.

We have only either slight sketches of the whole, or elaborate treatments

of special divisions of the science, and none of them coming down to recent
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times. Among the former may be mentioned Gautier's Essai Mstorique sur

le problhne des trois corps, which appeared in 1817. Also Laplace's historical

chapters in the last volume of the Mecanique Celeste. Todhunter's History

of the theories of attraction and the figure of the earth is an example of the

latter class. Such books as Todhunter's—of which Delambre has given an

earlier example in his Histoire de I 'Astronomie—can hardly be regarded as

history; they resemble rather extensive tables of contents of the literature

examined, accompanied by short comments. However, in many cases, they

are more useful to the student than formal histories would be, as, when
judiciously compiled, they may, as epitomes in our libraries, take the place

of a large mass of scientific literature. The History of Physical Astronomy

by Robert Grant, is a book that comes down to 1850, and professedly covers

the whole of our subject. But only one-third of this book is devoted to

astro-mechanics, the rest dealing with what is really observational and de-

scriptive astronomy. Moreover, the author indulges so much in diffusive

veins of writing, that but a small fraction of the 200 pages is really given

to purely historic statement. As far as the Lunar Theory is concerned, the

third volume of M. Tisserand's Trait6 de Mecanique Celeste constitutes a fair

history. But it must be borne in mind that the author's plan is to notice

only the disquisitions having a first-class importance; hence his history is

incomplete in this respect.

In America we are not well situated for investigations of this char-

acter, on account of the meagreness of our libraries. Of no inconsiderable

number of memoirs and even books, having at least some importance in our

subject, there exist no copies in the United States. Hence, should an

American be inclined to undertake the task of writing the history of our

subject, he must at least perform some of the work abroad.

In the present discourse it is proposed to touch very lightly the more

important steps made since the middle of the century, the time at our

disposal not admitting fuller treatment.

And first we will take up Delaunay's method, proposed for employment

in the lunar theory, but quite readily extended to all classes of problems in

dynamics. The first sketch of this method, given of course by the author

himself, appeared in the Comptes Rendus of the Paris Academy of Sciences,

in 1846. It professes to be merely an extract from a memoir offered for

publication in the collections of the Academy, which must, however, have

been afterwards withdrawn to make place for the two volumes of the

Thk>rie du Mouvement de la Lune. When this extract is compared with the

earlier chapters of the latter work, it is perceived that Delaunay has, to some
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extent, modified and improved his method in the interim between 1846 and

1860. In this lonw period nothing appeared from the author on this sub-

ject. He must have been profoundly enga-ged in applying his method to

the motion of the moon. Tisserand's exposition of this method is some-

what more brief than the author's own. But when the necessary modifica-

tions are introduced into Delaunay's procedures, to make them applicable to

the more general case of the motion of a system of bodies, the establish-

ment of the formulas can be rendered still more brief.

There is one point in reference to Delaunay's method which, as far as I

am aware, has escaped notice. This method consists in a series of operations

or transformations, in each of which the position of the moon in space is

defined by six variables, the number three being doubled in order that the

velocities, as well as the co-ordinates, may be expressed without differentials.

The aim of the transformations is to make one-half of these, which

Poincar6 has called the linear variables, continually approach constancy,

while the other half, named the angular variables, continually approach a

linear function of the time. But at any stage of the process the position of

the moon, as well as its velocity, is definitely fixed by the six variables pro-

duced by the last transformation, provided that the proper degree of

variability is attributed to them, just as, before any transformation was

made, the six elements of elliptic motion, usually denominated osculating,

defined them; the point of difference to be noticed being that the more the

transformations are multiplied, the more complex becomes the character of

the expression of the former quantities in terms of the latter. But, how-

ever great may be the number of transformations, the series evolved have

always one consistent trait, viz., that the angular variables are involved in

them only through cosines or sines of linear functions of these variables,

the linear functions being formed with integral coeflBcients. Now, as in all

this work we are obliged to employ infinite series, the question of their

convergence is an extremely important one. The inquiry in this respect

may be divided into two parts, mainly independent of each other. These

are, convergence as respects the angular variables, and convergence as

respects the linear variables. The first part is much the more simple.

Regarding each of the coefficients of the series we employ as a whole, that

is, representing it by a definite integral, it is quite easily perceived that the

said series are both legitimate and convergent when, giving the angular

variables the utmost range of values, still no two of the bodies can occupy

the same point of space. In the contrary case the series are evidently

divergent. This condition affords certain limiting conditions for the values
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of the linear variables. Could we trace these limiting conditions through

all the transformations, and obtain by comparison the formulas to which

these tend when the number of transformations is made infinite, we should

be in possession of the conditions of stability of motion of the system of

bodies. The second part of the inquiry relates to the expression of the

mentioned coefficients by infinite series proceeding according to powers and

products of certain parameters which are functions of the linear variables.

It is well known that, in the case of elliptic elements, Laplace and Cauchy

almost simultaneously showed that the series are convergent when the

eccentricity does not exceed a fraction which is about two-thirds. The

determination of the conditions of convergence, after certain transforma-

tions have been made in the signification of the elements, is undoubtedly a

more complex problem; nevertheless, it seems to be within the competency

of analysis as it exists at present.

The discovery of the criterion for the convergence of series proceeding

according to powers and products of parameters is due to Cauchy, and is a

most remarkable contribution to the science of mathematics. Supposing

that the parameters begin from zero values, this criterion amounts to saying

that the moment the function, which the series is to represent, ceases to be

holomorphic, or becomes infinite, that moment the series ceases to be

convergent. Consequently, if a space, having as many dimensions as there

are parameters in the case, be conceived, and a surface be constructed in it

formed by the consensus of all the points where the considered function

ceases to be holomorphic, then, provided the values of the parameters define

a point within this surface, that is, on the same side where lies the origin,

the series will be convergent. Generally this surface will be closed, and,

within it, the function will not take infinity as its value.

Without any mathematical reasoning the propriety of the principle just

enunciated may be perceived. Since it is possible for the series in powers

and products to give only one value for the function, the moment the latter

may have any one of several values, the series fails to give them all ; and,

as there is no reason why any particular value should be selected, the con-

clusion must be that it does not represent any of them. Also, it is easy to

see that, when the function takes infinity as its value, the series fails to

represent it.

In applying this principle to the series involved in the treatment of

the problem of many bodies by Delaunay's method, it appears, at first sight,

as if we must have some finite representation of the coefficients in question

in order to discover the particular points at which they cease to be holomorphic.
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such, for instance, as is given by an algebraic or transcendental equation.

But this is not imperative, as it is often possible to make this discovery from

certain recognized properties of the function considered, without being in

possession of its form explicitly or implicitly. It appears probable that, in

the class of cases considered, the mentioned coefficients can be represented

by multiple definite integrals, all taken between the limits and n, the in-

dependent variables being those which have been denominated angular.

Such functions are always holomorphic, provided that the expressions under

the signs of integration are themselves holomorphic between the mentioned

limits. If the statement just made be admitted, although it may be impos-

sible to write explicitly the mentioned expressions, we may, nevertheless,

be certain that they remain holomorphic, provided that the linear variables,

which may be the same as the parameters considered, are so restricted in

their range of values that no matter what values the angular variables

receive, no distance between any two bodies of the system can vanish. Or>

in other words, that the R of Delaunay must never become infinite. Thus

it seems probable that the conditions of convergence for Delaunay's series

are precisely identical with those for the stability of motion of the system.

The series arising in Delaunay's method, as applied to the moon, con-

tain five parameters; the number would be six were the moon's mass not

neglected. We should also have six in the application of the method to two

planets moving about the sun ; however, should we employ the well-known

functions J/' of Laplace, the number would be reduced to five. It ought to

be possible, therefore, after the performance of a limited number of opera-

tions, to assign limiting values to these parameters, below which the series

would certainly be convergent. This also involves the possibility of finding

limits to the errors committed by truncating the series at a certain order of

terms. Again, provided the time is limited to a certain interval, the

capacity of these truncated series for representing the co-ordinates of the

planets could be shown by giving superior limits to the errors necessarily

involved.

One more remark may be made before we leave Delaunay's method.

In every operation or transformation half the integrals are obtained with-

out the intervention of the time, and from these solely are obtained the

ranges of values for all the linear variables. As no integrating divisors

appear in their expressions, it follows that the question of stability is not

affected in any way by the vanishing of these. Moreover, the presence of

a libration in the angle of operation does not necessitate any change in the

procedure. The integrating divisors which appear in the expressions for
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the angular variables, obtained through quadratures, may cause difficulty,

but this can generally be removed by a modification of the parameters

employed in the development of the coefficients in series. Beyond this it

does not seem necessary to attend particularly to the terms which Professor

Gylden has designated as critical.

To give a succinct idea of the scope of this method, it may be said that

it is applicable whenever, in the system, the planets maintain their order of

succession from the sun. In systems where that undergoes change, as is the

case with the group of minor planets, supposing their action on each other

is sensible, it is not applicable.

Delaunay's method has not yet received all the developments and

applications it is susceptible of.

The treatise of Hansen on the shortest and most ready method of de-

riving the perturbations of the small planets was published in the interval

1857-1861. But as the principles on which it is founded had been elaborated

and communicated to the public some years earlier, it is, perhaps, more

properly to be assigned to the first half of the century. In consequence, I

pass it over with this slight mention.

Perhaps the most conspicuous labors in our subject, during the period

of time we consider, are those of Professor Gylden and M. Poincare. We
will limit our attention, for the remainder of this discourse, to the consider-

ation of these investigations.

Professor Gylden began work with the methods of Hansen and was

gradually led to modifications of them looking towards their use for in-

definite lengths of time. This quality has latterly become imperative with

him, and he has recently published the first volume of what is evidently

intended to be a lengthy work entitled Traite Analytiqtie des Orhites

Absolues des Huit PlanHes Prineipales. To show the drift of Professor

Gylden's investigations, we cannot do better than give an analysis of this

volume. At the outset the author introduces a class of curves he names

periplegmatic. The definition of this sort of curve is that it describes con-

tinually the space between two concentric spheres, and, at every point,

turns its concavity towards the intersection of the radius vector with the

inner sphere. In an application to the solar system, the sun is supposed to

occupy the common centre of the spheres. The investigation is at first

limited to the case where this curve is plane. A differential equation of

the second order is derived which the radius vector of this curve satisfies,

the independent variable being the angle described. The perpendicular

distance between the spheres is called the diastem. The spheres are sup-
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posed to be drawn so that they touch the curve at the points where the

radius becomes a maximum or minimum. Thus, in some cases, the spheres

are regarded as fixed, in others, as movable. In the latter case, however,

the sum of their radii is supposed to remain constant. Thence we have two

groups of periplegmatic curves; those with constant and those with variable

diastems. The author gives examples of both these groups, in most cases of

which the line of apsides is variable, and considers the situation and density

of the points of intersection of these curves with themselves.

The idea of an absolute orbit of a planetary body is this: an oval

symmetrical with regard to an axis movable in space. While the axis re-

mains constant in length (the half of it is called the protometre), the

velocity of its motion may vary, and the diastem may also vary. Professor

Gylden, however, admits into the expressions of these variations only terms

whose period would become infinite did the planetary masses vanish. These

terms he calls elementary. But elementary terms in the diastem and the

longitude of the perihelion can produce terms in the co-ordinates having

periods which differ but little from the time of revolution of the planet

These are also called elementary terms. But the two classes are dis-

tinguished, the first as being of the type (A), and the second as of the type

(B). In all the formulas relative to this matter the author insists on keep-

ing the arc described by the radius as the independent variable.

The co-ordinates are only approximately given by the preceding

apparatus of expressions. They must then have certain complements added

to them; these, however, are all composed of terms which would vanish

with the planetary masses.

In deriving the elementary terms in the radius of a planet through the

integration of a linear differential equation of the second order. Professor

Gylden attaches much price to his method of establishing the convergence

of the series formed by the successive terms. As the latter are obtained

through division by divisors of the order of the planetary masses, it might

be feared that some of them would turn out to be very large. But the

author prevents this by retaining in the coeflBcient of the dependent variable

in the differential equation a quantity equivalent to the sum of the squares

of all the coefficients in the integral. This is named the horistic or limiting

function. It is plain such an expression could be introduced in the men-

tioned coefficient, provided that the linear equation is the truncated form of

an equation containing the cube of the variable. And in the problem of

planetary motion the approximations may always be so ordered that this

shall be the case.
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With regard to the co-ordinate which exhibits the departure of the

planet from a 6xed plane, Professor Gyld^n does not greatly deviate from

the procedure of Hansen in following the displacement of the instantaneous

plane of the orbit. Only here, as in the preceding treatment of the radius,

he would sharply distinguish the elementary and non-elementary terms.

At this point is introduced certain new nomenclature. As before we
had diastem now we have anastem to denote the product of the radius and

the sine of the inclination; and what has generally been called the true

argument of the latitude is here called the anastematic argument. Any
angular magnitudes which are constantly moving through the circumference

are astronomic arguments ; and when they have the same mean velocity of

rotation they are isokinetic; and isokinetic arguments are homorhythmic

when, in each revolution through the circumference, they always retake

together the same corresponding points. In like manner, the true anomaly

is the diasteraatic argument, and we have diastematic and anastematic

coefficients and moduli. It will be seen from this that Professor Gylden

does not shrink from imposing on us the labor of learning new terms.

Thus far we have been engaged in deriving the equations of the path

followed by a heavenly body; it remains to show how we may find the point

on that path occupied by the body at a given moment. There is then

necessary an equation between the time and the variable assumed as in-

dependent, that is, the orbit longitude, or, more properly, the amount of

angle described by the radius vector. If we suppose the absolute orbit to

be described by the planet so that equal areas are passed over by the radius

in equal times, it is plain that, on the attainment of a given longitude, a

definite amount of time must have elapsed since the epoch. This is what

Professor Gylden calls the reduced time ; and he computes the difference be-

tween it and the actual time required by the theory of gravity for the

planet to arrive at the stated direction. This mode of proceeding does not

differ from Hansen's except in the point that the absolute orbit is sub-

stituted for a fixed ellipse.

But this gives us correctly only the orbit longitude; for the radius and

the latitude, which correspond in the absolute orbit to this reduced time,

are not quite those which the planet has at the actual time. Consequently,

Professor Gylden proposes to compute two corrections, the one to be applied

to the product of the eccentricity into the cosine of the true anomaly, the

other to the sine of the latitude. Also the reduction of the orbit longitude

to the plane of reference must be manipulated so that it comes out

correctly.
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The employment of the orbit longitude as independent variable

throughout all the integrations necessitates a mass of very intricate trans-

formations «f terms from one shape into another. Also the integrations

which bear on elementary terms must be kept distinct from those which

bear on non-elementary terms. A degree of complexity is thus imparted

to the subject, which makes it difficult to see when one has really gathered

up all the warp and woof of it. Professor Gylden has nowhere removed

the scaffiDlding from the front of his building and allowed us to see what

architectural beauty it may possess; it is necessary to compare a large

number of equations scattered through the volume before one can opine

how the author means to proceed.

The advantages claimed for the method are that it prevents the time

from appearing outside the trigonometrical functions, and that it escapes all

criticism on the score of convergence. The first is readily conceded, but

many simpler methods possessing this advantage are already elaborated,

and it is not so clear that the second ought to be granted.

No completely worked out example of the application of this method
has yet been published. The great labor involved will naturally deter

investigators from employing it.

In 1890 was published the memoir of M. H. Poincare, entitled Sur le

prohRme des trois corps et les Equations de la dynamiqv^, and which obtained

the prize of the King of Sweden. Most of the results of this memoir were

worked over and presented anew with greater elaboration and clearness by

their author in Les Methodea Nouvelles de la Mecanique Celeste. Here we find

a large number of new and very interesting theorems.

First is to be noted the class of particular solutions in the problem of

the motion of a system of material points which are now named periodic

solutions. The initial relative positions and velocities of the several points

are so adjusted that, after the lapse of a definite time, the latter retake

them. Hence is evident a method which may be employed to elaborate

this special case of motion, viz., by the tentative process with mechanical

quadratures. M. Poincare has divided this sort of solutions into three

classes, of which, however, the second and third are not essentially different.

He has shown that, in the latter classes, the values of the arbitrary con-

stants of the problem must be so adjusted that no secular inequalities, or,

as Professor Gylden calls them, elementary terms, may arise. The number
and variety of these particular solutions is far greater than one would at

first sight imagine.
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We come now to a second class of particular solutions named by the

author asymptotic. It arises from the consideration of solutions differing

very little from periodic solutions. Here we have to deal with linear

differential equations having periodic coefficients. The integrals of these

contain in their terms exponential factors, and on the nature of the ex-

ponents of these factors depends the quality of the resulting solutions.

M. Poincare has named these exponents characteristic. They are roots of

an algebraic equation of a degree equal to the number of dependent

variables involved in the question. If any of these roots are imaginary

with real portions or wholly real, we are in presence of asymptotic solutions.

The algebraic equation mentioned contains the unknown only in even

powers ; hence the characteristic exponents are in pairs having the same

absolute value, but with contrary signs. In all the cases presented by

astronomy, where, on account of the near approach to circular motion, a

periodic solution can be taken as a first approximation, it appears that the

squares of the characteristic exponents are all real and negative. Thus,

there is no call here to consider this sort of solution, and this fact must

much diminish the interest of the astronomer in it. M. Poincare has, how-

ever, elaborated it with great pains, showing how the effect of higher

powers of the deviations from the periodic solution may be taken into

account. The series resulting are, nevertheless, divergent, as in other cases.

The second volume of the Methodes Nouvelles is devoted to the elabor-

ation aad consideration of various processes for developing the integrals

of planetary motion according to the powers of a small parameter. The

chief of these are due to Professor Newcomb and MM. Lindstedt and

Bohlin; but M. Poincare has augmented the number of them by introducing

modifications of his own. All involve the principle of recurrence ; that is,

the first step is the only one which is independent, the following depend on

all that precede. These methods, in their general aspect, do not differ from

the old developments in powers of the disturbing force, except the opera-

tions are so adjusted that the time never escapes from the trigonometric

functions. This is accomplished by greatly augmenting the number of the

elementary arguments, and by supposing that the rate of motion of each of

these is developable according to integral powers of the before-mentioned

parameter, or, in some cases, of its square root.

When there is more than one elementary argument, the series obtained

in all these ways are pronounced to be generally divergent in the rigorous

sense of the word. M. Poincare brings forward several methods of proof

of this. The first depends on the presence of small divisors in the ex-
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pressioDs of the coefiRcients. However, when we do not insist on develop-

ments in powers of a parameter, this method of proof has no application.

Another method is derived from the principle that two characteristic

exponents vanish for every uniform integral that exists. But the integrals

which necessitate this conclusion must not only be uniform, they must be

valid for every possible case of the problem. Now the integrals known as

those of the conservation of living forces and of areas are of this nature; but

the integrals derivable from the series of Delaunay, Newcomb, and Lindstedt

are valid only for a limited range in the values of the linear variables.

For instance, in the problem of the three bodies, if the deformation of the

triangle formed by these bodies is such that we cannot find any two sides,

one of which sustains to the other an invariable relation of greater to less,

we cannot apply the mentioned series. And here it is well to note that the

defect of convergence does not arise from the application of the processes

of integration, but already exists in the development of the perturbative

function before integration commences. Thus Delaunay's development of

this function at the beginning of his lunar theory is divergent and

illusory, unless we have the lunar radius in apogee always less than the

solar radius in perigee, and that without regard to the mode of expressing

the coefficients. Some of the particular integrals, relied upon by M
Poincare to establish the vanishing of all the characteristic exponents in

case we accept M. Lindstedt's series as valid, lie, so to speak, on the boundary

of the domain in which these series are convergent.

In the third place an appeal is made to the alleged non-existence of

analytic and uniform integrals beyond those already known. Were this

non-existence clearly established it would decide the question on the side

where M. Poincare has placed himself. But, at least as far as the non-

existence of integrals of this nature in a limited domain for the linear

variables is concerned, the proof given for it is quite defective. This proof

consists in ascertaining how these integrals, supposing them to exist, would

behave, should we attempt to derive periodic solutions from them. It is

difficult to present this matter without the assistance of algebraic formulae;

nevertheless, it may be attempted. Let there be a number of equations

whose left members are formed by the product of two factors. When we
pass to a periodic solution, one of these factors becomes zero. What con-

clusion can we draw from each of the thus modified equations? Evidently

one of two things: either the remaining factor of the left member is infinite

and the right member indeterminate, or it is finite and the right member a

vanishing quantity. Now in case we are obliged to accept the first con-
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elusion, were it only but once, M. Poincar6 has demonstrated the non-

existence of integrals; but, granting that it is proper in every case to accept

the latter conclusion, the demonstration fails. Now he declines to consider

the latter alternative, saying that he does not believe that any problem

of dynamics, presenting itself naturally, occurs where the right members of

the mentioned equations would all vanish. But it should be borne in mind

that, while they do not vanish in the general equations, the adjustment of

the values of the linear parameters required by the passage to a periodic

solution may bring about their vanishing. Thus, in the lunar theory, a

periodic solution is brought about by making e = 0, e' = 0, and / =: 0, the

result is the vanishing of every coefficient having any of these quantities

as a factor.

M. Poincar6 appeals in another place to the fact that the Lindstedt

series, if convergent, would establish the non-existence of asymptotic

solutions. But this observation is irrelevant for the reason that the

domains of the two things are quite distinct. In any case where Lindstedt

series are applicable there are no asymptotic solutions, and, where there are

asymptotic solutions, Lindstedt's series would be illusory.

We owe much to M. Poincar§ for having commenced the attack on this

class of questions. But the mist which overhangs them is not altogether

dispelled; there is room for further investigation.



JUPITER-PERTURBATIONS OF CERES m

MEMOIR No. fil.

Jupiter-Perturbations of Ceres, of the First Order, and the Derivation

of the Mean Elements.

(Astronomical Journal, Vol. XVI, pp. 57-63, 1896.)

Although Ceres was the first discovered of the minor planets, no

thoroughly adequate expressions for its absolute perturbations have ever

been published, and the ephemerides of its position have been derived by
the method of special perturbations. The fullest account of the discovery

of this planet is contained in a paper by Lalande {Conn, des Temps de Tannee

XIII, pp. 453-465). It is there stated that Burckhardt computed the per-

turbations in the incredibly short space of two days, and that he afterwards

computed tables founded upon them. I have not been able to find this work

in print, and perhaps it was never published. For some time after its dis-

covery Gauss busied himself with this planet {Werlce, Band VI, pp. 199-313).

He computed no less than thirteen sets of elements, and gave analytical

expressions for the perturbations with tables for facilitating their computa-

tion, but did not go beyond terras of the first order with respect to the

eccentricities and mutual inclination. Damoiseau {Conn, des Temps, 1846,

Additions, p. 32), has also given expressions for the perturbations. But,

although a large number of terms are computed, some even of the fifth

order with respect to the eccentricities and mutual inclination, the in-

dividual coefficients do not seem very exact, probably because only the

term of the lowest order was taken into account; and the secular

motions assigned to the eccentricity and longitude of the perihelion are

much too rapid. These are the only disquisitions on this subject I am
aware of.

In 1874, at the time of publishing a modified form of computing

absolute perturbations {Astr. Nachr. No. 1982), I entered into an engagement

to illustrate it by computing the first-order perturbations of Ceres by Jupiter.

Considerable work was done shortly after, but other occupations hindered

its completion at that time. However, I have now brought it to a con-

clusion, and the results are here presented.
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The elements of Ceres and Jupiter employed as the basis of the work

are the following:

Epoch, 1854 January 0"*.0.

O / " O t II

IT= 148 55 23.41 ,r' = 11 58 42.2

S = 80 50 50.79 Q' = 98 56 38.3

i= 10 37 8.54 i' = 1 18 39.6

4,=: 4 24 38.41 <^'= 2 45 55.24

,L = 769C'63875 m' = 299''1286

log a = 0.0000000 log a' = 0.2737570

wi'
1050

Those of Ceres are on the authority of Ernest Schubert {A.J. Ill,

153-159, 162-165). The computations were carried through with the

stated mass of Jupiter, a value now antiquated; but this imperfection will

be removed at the end, when the final results will be changed to suit a

more modern value of this constant.

From the given elements result the following values of the mutual

inclination of orbits and angular distances of the perihelia from the

ascending node of Jupiter's orbit on the orbit of Ceres:

/=9°22'53".85, /7 = 250°34'28".01 , /7' = 113°35'30".69

The circumference being divided into 16 equal parts with reference to

V, the true anomaly of Ceres, we compute the quantities K, K', A and A'

for each of the points of division from the equations

^ cos (//' - A) = cos (v + 77)

K sin (/7' — A) = cos /sin (v + /7)

K' cos {11'— A') = cos J cos (V + U)

K' sin (//' - A') = sin {y + /7)

Let t, and ^' denote the mean anomalies severally of Ceres and Jupiter,

and w' an angle such that

c' = V - — (u — :) + w'

Then the circumference is divided into 24 equal parts with reference to

id . Let r and r' denote the radii of Ceres and Jupiter ; h, double the areal

velocity of Ceres, and v' the true anomaly of Jupiter. We compute for all
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combinations of the 16 values of v, with the 24 values of w', the four

following quantities:

J' = l+ KY—2£:^ cos (1/ + A)

m' r'

3»

For convenience the three last are expressed in seconds of arc. For
about two-thirds of the values of w' where Ceres and Jupiter are quite

distant from each other, differencing with reference to v will serve as a test

of their correctness. For the remaining values of m/ they must be checked

by a duplicate computation.

Mechanical quadratures are now applied to these 384 values of X, Y
and Z, first with reference to the variable v, and then with reference to the

variable w'. After these periodic series are obtained we replace ti/ by

y— V, so that the signification of 3^' is given by the equation

d' = C' + ^ (v • 0

whence ^' = i^

.

av (I

i' being integers.

of X, F, Z.

Arg.

The general argument of these series is iv + i'^', i and

The following table gives the periodic developments

cos

+20.57678
— 9.34693

— 0.1197

+ 0.285

— 0.058

+ 0.01

+ 0.016

+ 0.124

— 0.491

+ 0.003

+ 7.813

—17.4732

+ 3.476

— 0.227

+ 0.022

0.000

sin
'/

— 0.64788

— 0.9805

+ 0.439

— 0.081

+ 0.01

+ 0.003

— 0.046

+ 0.270

— 0.540

+ 4.269

—15.5278

+ 2.216

+ 1.202

— 0.524

+ 0.070

cos
fl

+ 0.03455

— 0.13276

— 0.6521

+ 0.348

— 0.027

0.00

0.000

+ 0.014

— 0.045

— 0.182

+ 1.056

— 4.3858

— 0.429

1.080

0.260

0.025

+

+

sin
n

+ 0.06894

+ 0.8212

— 0.180

+ 0.019

0.00

— 0.001

+ 0.029

— 0.201

+ 0.561

— 1.641

+ 4.8851

— 0.244

— 0.082

— 0.006

— 0.001

+ 3.256

—13.41794

+ 2.9068

— 0.311

+ 0.018

+ 0.49

— 3.662

+ 9.640
— 4.254

+ 4.42

— 0.79

+ 0.11

sin

— 4.48970

+ 1.4363

— 0.112

— 0.012

+ 0.07

— 0.597

+ 4.226

— 3.363

+ 7.86

— 1.77

+ 0.12

Vol. IV 8
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Arg.
sla sin

3 — 2 + 0.024 + 0.007 — 0.004 + 0.007 . .

2 — 2 — 0.158 — 0.035 + 0.011 + 0.022 + 0.01 + 0.08

1 — 2 + 0.498 + 0.182 — 0.193 + 0.111 — 0.55 — 0.56

— 2 — 0.0673 + 1.8213 + 1.6813 — 0.3220 + 2.928 + 3.946

1 — 2 — 3.5564 —17.5296 —11.6928 + 1.5478 — 5.833 —13.083

2 — 2 + 4.7181 +57.1832 +49.4221 — 3.7846 + 1.106 + 4.584

3 — 2 — 1.713 — 7.047 — 3.678 + 1.367 + 1.15 — 5.39

4 — 2 + 0.849 — 0.345 — 0.518 — 0.615 — 0.30 + 1.07

5 — 2 — 0.21 + 0.09 + 0.14 + 0.13 • • •

6 — 2 + 0.02 — 0.04 — 0.01 — 0.01 . . . . . ,

2 — 3 — 0.025 — 0.024 0.000 + 0.001 • • • •

1 — 3 + 0.133 + 0.110 — 0.036 — 0.002 — 0.01 — 0.11

— 3 — 0.3421 + 0.0131 + 0.4117 + 0.0765 + 0.238 + 1.096

1 — 3 + 0.9744 — 3.6564 — 3.11454 — 0.76372 — 0.151 — 5.149

2 — 3 — 6.7575 +19.4914 +15.9989 + 6.4363 — 2.869 + 8.918

3 — 3 +22.268 —29.430 —26.060 —20.161 + 1.52 — 2.94

4 — 3 — 3.486 + 4.038 + 2.478 — 0.526 — 2.61 + 1.89

6 — 3 — 0.71 — 0.16 + 0.08 + 0.65 + 0.51 — 0.36

6 — 3 + 0.21 — 0.03 — 0.02 — 0.13 . .

7 — 3 — 0.03 + 0.02 0.00. + 0.01 . . . . . ,

1 — 4 + 0.012 + 0.038 0.000 + 0.003 • • • . .

— 4 — 0.053 — 0.116 + 0.050 + 0.039 — 0.07 + 0.16

1 — 4 + 0.3645 + 0.2471 — 0.4406 — 0.3832 + 0.454 — 1.149

2 — 4 — 3.1579 + 3.2819 + 2.9694 + 2.7147 — 2.568 + 3.174

3 — 4 +14.084 — 8.344 — 7.349 —12.076 + 5.07 — 3.00

4 — 4 —21.886 + 4.199 + 3.532 +19.926 — 2.05 + 0.81

6 — 4 + 2.15 — 1.28 — 1.04 — 1.15 + 1.86 + 0.15

6 — 4 + 0.35 + 0.40 + 0.31 — 0.36 — 0.34 — 0.02

7 — 4 — 0.13 — 0.07 + 0.01 — 0.08 . . . • •

1 — 5 — 0.002 + 0.007 + 0.001 0.000 .

— 5 + 0.0092 — 0.0365 + 0.0001 + 0.0052 — 0.015 + 0.009

1 — 5 + 0.0166 + 0.0640 — 0.0406 — 0.0846 + 0.163 — 0.154

2 — 5 — 0.6539 + 0.1132 + 0.29957 + 0.71839 — 0.994 + 0.565

3 — 5 + 4.3150 — 0.6108 — 0.6302 — 3.8565 + 2.941 — 0.506

4 — 5 —11.700 — 2.142 — 1.833 + 8.855 — 3.51 — 0.69

6 — 5 +11.155 + 6.713 + 6.319 —10.118 + 1.33 + 0.48

6 — 5 — 1.40 — 0.13 + 0.16 + 2.47 — 0.71 — 0.77

7 — 5 — 0.03 — 0.37 — 0.34 + 0.05 + 0.13 + 0.12

8 — 5 + 0.04 + 0.17 + 0.06 0.00 . . . . . .

— 6 + 0.006 — 0.005 — 0.001 — 0.001

1 — 6 — 0.022 + 0.020 — 0.006 — 0.009 + 0.028 — 0.007

2 — 6 — 0.041 — 0.035 — 0.009 + 0.125 — 0.239 + 0.028

3 — 6 + 0.7851 — 0.0235 + 0.2033 — 0.8253 + 0.943 + 0.179

4 — 6 — 3.166 — 1.956 — 1.730 + 2.910 — 1.76 — 1.09

5 — 6 + 5.01 + 6.41 + 5.80 — 4.58 + 1.35 + 1.71

6 — 6 — 2.20 —10.44 — 6.57 + 1.90 — 0.42 — 0.78

7 — 6 + 0.59 + 0.49 + 0.21 — 0.51 + 0.05 + 0.58

8 — 6 — 0.13 + 0.21 + 0.19 + 0.14 . • •

9 — 6 0.00 — 0.19 — 0.03 — 0.03 • • • •
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Arg.
sin

1 — 7 — 0.008 + 0.001 + 0.001 + 0.001 . .

2 — 7 + 0.017 — 0.004 — 0.008 + 0.012 — 0.037 — 0.012

3 — 7 + 0.0646 + 0.0679 + 0.0936 — 0.1189 + 0.196 + 0.123

4 — 7 — 0.495 — 0.585 — 0.654 + 0.513 — 0.466 — 0.594

5 — 7 + 0.890 + 2.798 + 2.558 — 0.857 + 0.39 + 1.32

6 — 7 + 0.35 — 5.31 — 4.90 + 1.26 + 0.09 — 1.28

7 — 7 — 1.73 + 3.80 + 3.47 + 1.67 — 0.13 + 0.53

8 — 7 — 0.10 — 0.42 — 0.27 — 1.36 + 0.21 — 0.24

9 — 7 + 0.13 — 0.07 — 0.02 — 0.16 . . . •

10 — 7 — 0.02 — 0.03 — 0.02 + 0.02 . . .

1 — 8 — 0.001 — 0.001 0.000 0.000 . . . .

2 — 8 + 0.0062 + 0.0029 — 0.0008 + 0.0003 — 0.002 — 0.003

3 — 8 — 0.0062 + 0.0028 + 0.0190 — 0.0150 + 0.025 + 0.035

4 — 8 — 0.0267 — 0.1307 — 0.1593 + 0.0433 — 0.082 — 0.184

5 — 8 — 0.042 + 0.759 + 0.673 + 0.025 — 0.03 -f 0.56

6 — 8 + 0.87 — 2.00 — 1.87 — 0.79 + 0.38 — 0.81

7 — 8 — 2.42 + 2.38 + 2.20 + 2.25 — 0.52 + 0.57

8 — 8 + 2.12 — 0.93 — 0.84 — 1.96 + 0.27 — 0.18

9 — 8 — 0.08 + 0.19 + 0.23 — 0.03 . •

10 — 8 — 0.10 + 0.03 — 0.10 + 0.08 • • • • • •

2 — 9 + 0.001 + 0.001 0.000 0.000 . .

3 — 9 — 0.0032 — 0.0045 + 0.0018 + 0.0004 + 0.001 + 0.006

4 — 9 + 0.0050 — 0.0103 — 0.0263 — 0.0040 + 0.002 — 0.044

5 — 9 — 0.068 + 0.133 -f 0.151 + 0.065 — 0.06 + 0.16

6 — 9 + 0.44 — 0.46 — 0.46 — 0.41 -f 0.28 — 0.28

7 — 9 — 1.41 + 0.66 + 0.67 -f 1.31 — 0.52 + 0.22

8 — 9 + 2.14 — 0.10 — 0.08 — 3.11 + 0.44 — 0.03

9 — 9 — 1.20 — 0.40 — 0.35 + 1.10 — 0.19 — 0.03

10 — 9 4- 0.08 — 0.01 — 0.18 + 1.06 . .

11 — 9 + 0.11 — .0.02 + 0.17 + 0.05 . . . . . .

3 —10 0.0000 — 0.0006 — 0.0002 + 0.0001 . . .

4 —10 + 0.0001 + 0.0022 — 0.0025 -f 0.0018 + 0.003 — 0.007

5 —10 — 0.0149 4- 0.0122 + 0.0173 + 0.0146 — 0.028 + 0.030

6 —10 + 0.129 — 0.062 — 0.018 — 0.135 + 0.12 — 0.06

7 —10 — 0.51 + 0.18 + 0.05 + 0.48 — 0.28 + 0.02

8 —10 + 1.02 -f 0.30 + 0.28 — 0.96 + 0.34 + 0.11

9 —10 — 0.98 — 0.80 — 0.77 + 0.93 — 0.22 — 0.13

10 —10 + 0.32 + 0.62 + 0.52 — 0.35 • .

11 —10 + 0.06 — 0.05 + 0.10 + 0.19 • • • • • •

4 —11 — 0.0008 + 0.0008 0.0000 — 0.0001 > • •

5 —11 — 0.0006 — 0.0004 + 0.0015 + 0.0039 — 0.007 + 0.003

6 —11 + 0.024 — 0.023 + 0.001 — 0.031 + 0.04 0.00

7 —11 — 0.13 — 0.03 + 0.09 + 0.13 — 0.10 — 0.03

8 —11 + 0.31 + 0.14 + 0.21 — 0.31 + 0.15 + 0.11

9 —11 — 0.38 — 0.60 — 0.58 + 0.35 — 0.11 — 0.19

10 —11 + 0.13 + 0.79 + 0.73 + 0.32 . .

11 —11 + 0.16 — 0.36 — 0.32 + 0.03 . .

12 —11 — 0.16 — 0.10 -f 0.07 — 0.70 . .

13 —11 + 0.22 + 0.20 — 0.16 + 0.24 . . . .
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In order to pass from the values of these three functions to the

expressions of the perturbations of the three coordinates, it is necessary to

derive first the function

where p denotes the semi-parameter and f is the arbitrary constant which

completes the integral of the expression. To discover the value of the

latter, let X contain the terms

B„ + Bi cos V

and T, without the addition of 2/r^, the terms

A^ + Ai cos V

Then

/= - 6^[3A + ^0 +
I
(3^. + ^0 + tan |co8' y. ^.]

In the present case we have

^,= + 20".96790, 5. = + 20".57678, ^. = — 12".75542, 5, = — 9".34693,

consequently
/=— 13".68833

The perturbations of the radius, of the orbit-longitude, and a latitude

referred to the plane of the primitive orbit, are then given by the equations

Sr = fT sin (v — v) dv

iX=f Wrdv -2^-^dv

where v denotes a v invariable in the integration which afterwards is to be

made equal to v.

In integrating the perturbation of the radius Sr contains the portion

K"> cos V + JE""' sin v

depending on arbitrary constants. In order to make the terms involving

the argument v disappear from the perturbation of the orbit longitude S7i,

we must put
EM ^ + 3",6988, ^<" = + 0".4188
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After the integration is accomplished we substitute for the v, which

appears as a multiplier of coeflBcients, its value given by the infinite series

^ V = nt + El sia V— i E, sin 2v + i Ei sin dv — . . .

where

s. = 2(i + tvi-^)(i^r^)'

Before the integration was performed it was discovered that the (i of

the osculating elements for 1854 Jan. 1 differed widely from the mean
value. In integrating, therefore, the value [i = 770".75 was assumed, and

the mass of Jupiter was put at 10477356- The following table gives the

expressions for the perturbations, those of the common logarithm of the

radius being in units of the seventh decimal

:

Arg. <5A

sin

i (log r)

— 138.3

sin sin

d/3

. . + 2.75

1 , . + 68.0 + 9.3 .

— 1.01940nt — 6.51277nt + 10.7318n(!
— 68.5638nt — 6.72591nf + 2.251

2 — 1.05 + 0.77 + 13.8 + 12.1 — 0.31 — 0.45

— 0.01960ni!
— 0.12522nt + 0.4127ni;

— 2.6364n< > • •

3 + 0.06 — 0.09 — 0.9 — 1.5 + 0.01 + 0.02

-3 1 0.01 0.00 0.2 + 0.1 . . .

-2 —

1

+ 0.14 + 0.05 + 2.7 — 0.9 — 0.01 — 0.10

-1 —

1

— 0.54 — 1.18 — 3.6 + 18.6 + 0.65 + 3.95

—

1

+ 41.31 — 29.74 + 124.2 + 92.8 + 4.99 +11.38

1 —

1

+162.88 —146.19 —1133.5 —

:

1017.4 — 5.39 — 6.82

2 —

1

+ 7.35 — 5.09 — 123.1 — 89.2 — 4.92 — 2.77

3 —

1

+ 0.07 — 0.47 — 1.5 — 8.6 + 0.30 + 0.14

4 —

1

0.00 + 0.05 0.0 + 1.0 — 0.01 — 0.01

-2 —2 + 0.01 — 0.01 + 0.3 + 0.1 0.01 0.00

-1 —2 — 0.22 — 0.85 — 3.4 + 17.1 + 0.26 + 0.25

—2 + 5.10 — 44.13 + 37.3 + 337.8 + 9.95 + 7.38

1 —2 +107.73 —600.51 — 326.8 —1966.3 —13.81 — 6.16

2 —2 + 43.06 —514.81 — 522.1 —6206.4 — 9.23 — 2.23

3 —2 — 0.26 — 5.05 — 0.4 — 135.8 + 1.37 — 0.29

4 —2 + 0.13 + 0.15 — 2.4 + 3.3 — 0.11 + 0.03

5 —2 — 0.01 — 0.01 + 0.3 — 0.2 • •
. .

1 —3 — 0.01 — 0.09 0.2 + 2.2 + 0.03 0.00

-3 + 1.27 — 8.76 + 16.3 + 103.6 — 3.09 — 0.67

1 —3 + 10.62 — 65.53 — 30.7 + 313.4 — 5.30 — 0.16

2 —3 +143.46 +396.34 —1343.5 +3689.0 + 29.64 — 9.54

3 —3 + 29.57 + 43.22 — 455.6 + 685.5 + 1.24 — 0.64

4 —3 + 0.06 — 0.48 + 0.3 — 5.0 — 0.27 + 0.37

6 —3 — 0.09 — 0.01 + 1.9 — 0.3 + 0.03 — 0.04

6 -3 + 0.01 0.00 — 0.2 0.0 , , , • • •.
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Arg. iX <J (log r) i?

< {' In cos COB sin sin COI
tt

—4 + 0.09 0.10 + 1.8 + 1.3 — 0.11 + 0.06

1 —4 + 3.46 + 1.61 + 12.7 — 0.9 — 1.66 + 0.65

2 —4 + 1S1.89 + 65.22 — 308.5 + 377.4 + 3.98 — 3.22

3 —4 + '(4.38 + 28.87 — i>88.3 + 386.4 + 2.75 — 4.64

4 —4 — 8.99 — 1.36 + :L46.6 — 19.8 — 0.16 + 0.41

6 —4 + 0.16 + 0.17 — 2.1 + 3.0 — 0.01 — 0.17

6 —4 + 0.03 — 0.03 — 0.7 — 0.5 0.00 + 0.02

—5 + 0.44 + 0.27 + 9.0 — 6.5 0.00 + 0.01

1 —5 + 21.22 + :13.45 + :209.2 —
:132.7 — 1.34 + 1.41

2 _B +297.15 +193.91 —
;313.6 + 174.6 + 0.57 — 1.00

3 —6 +184.80 + 45.16 —2022.8 + 197.3 + 4.14 —24.06

4 —5 — 4.64 + 2.30 + 65.2 + 40.5 + 0.21 + 1.09

5 —5 + 2.3S — 1.61 — 41.8 — 26.9 — 0.06 — 0.16

6 —5 0.21 — 0.02 + 2.6 — 0.5 + 0.05 + 0.05

7 —5 0.00 + 0.02 + 0.1 + 0.4 0.00 — 0.01

1 —6 + 0.08 + 0.07 + 1.1 — 0.9 + 0.01 — 0.04

2 —6 + 0.16 + 0.24 + 4.6 — 0.5 + 0.03 — 0.27

3 —6 — 12.82 + 1.02 + 103.6 + 10.4 + 0.33 + 1.72

4 —6 — 5.61 + 3.05 + 80.4 + 42.8 + 0.61 + 0.98

5 —6 + 1.60 — 2.03 — 26.8 — 34.2 — 0.28 — 0.22

6 —6 — 0.27 + 1.08 + 4.8 + 23.0 + 0.06 + 0.03

7 —6 + 0.04 — 0.01 — 0.7 — 0.1 — 0.03 0.00

8 —6 — 0.01 — 0.01 + 0.1 — 0.2 .... • • •

2 —7 0.16 + 0.17 1.0 1.1 — 0.02 — 0.08

3 —7 — 3.63 + 2.37 + 15.3 + 10.6 + 0.13 + 0.21

4 —7 — 3.43 + 3.80 + 42.1 + 46.0 + 0.92 + 0.72

5 —7 + 0.46 — 1.42 — 7.0 — 22.4 — 0.31 — 0.09

6 —7 — 0.14 + 0.96 + 0.9 + 17.0 + 0.13 — 0.01

7 —7 — 0.16 — 0.33 + 3.1 — 6.2 — 0.03 + 0.01

8 —7 + 0.06 + 0.01 — 0.3 + 0.3 + 0.01 + 0.01

9 —7 + 0.01 0.00 — 0.1 + 0.1 . . . . . .

2 —8 0.24 + 0.10 — 2.8 — 1.1 + 0.01 + 0.01

3 —8 — 2.90 + 0.92 — 4.7 — 2.9 + 0.04 + 0.03

4 —8 + 1.11 — 4.17 — 11.0 — 41.2 — 0.93 — 0.41

5 —8 + 0.01 — 0.83 — 0.4 — 12.7 — 0.22 + 0.01

6 —8 + 0.22 + 0.51 — 3.7 + 8.8 + 0.11 — 0.05

7 —8 — 0.27 — 0.27 + 6.1 — 5.0 — 0.04 + 0.04

8 —8 + 0.13 + 0.06 — 2.6 + 1.1 + 0.01 — 0.01

9 —8 0.00 — 0.01 0.0 — 0.1 . . . . . .

3 —9 — 0.01 "— 0.01 — 0.1 0.0 + 0.01 0.00

4 —9 — 0.02 — 0.33 + 0.2 — 2.3 — 0.06 0.00

5 —9 — 0.16 — 0.39 + 2.0 — 5.1 — 0.12 + 0.05

6 —9 + 0.17 + 0.19 — 2.7 + 3.0 + 0.05 — 0.05

7 —9 — 0.21 — 0.11 + 3.8 — 1.9 — 0.02 + 0.05

8 —9 + 0.23 + 0.01 — 3.7 + 0.1 0.00 — 0.02

9 —9 — 0.06 + 0.02 + 1.1 + 0.4 0.00 + 0.01

10 —9 — 0.03 0.00 + 0.2 0.0 . • . • • t
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Arg. <n S (log r)

{ i' in
tf

cos
II

3 —10 + 0.06 — 0.02

4 —10 + 0.61 — 0.16

5 —10 — 0.17 — 0.30

6 —10 + 0.09 + 0.02

7 —10 — 0.11 — 0.02

8 —10 + 0.10 — 0.03

9 —10 — 0.06 + 0.05

10 —10 + 0.01 — 0.02

4 —11 0.00 0.01

6 —11 + 0.04 + 0.01

6 —11 + 0.04 + 0.01

7 —11 — 0.04 — 0.02

8 —11 + 0.04 — 0.02

9 —11 — 0.03 + 0.04

10 —11 — 0.01 — 0.03

11 —11 0.00 + 0.01

12 —11 + 0.01 0.00

+

+

+

sin sin

i?

0.6 + 0.2 . , , • • •

0.9 — 0.4 — 0.01 0.00

1.9 — 3.3 — 0.12 + 0.11

1.3 + 0.3 + 0.02 — 0.03

1.8 — 0.5 0.00 + 0.03

1.9 — 0.5 — 0.01 — 0.02

1.1 + 0.9 0.00 + 0.01

0.2 0.4 • • • • • •

0.3 + 0.1 + 0.01 — 0.02

0.6 + 0.3 0.00 — 0.02

0.7 — 0.1 0.00 + 0.02

0.7 — 0.4 — 0.01 — 0.01

0.5 + 0.8 + 0.01 + 0.01

0.0 — 0.7 , . . • > >

0.1 + 0.2 , , • >

la order to arrive at mean elements for Ceres, as well as to see how
closely the preceding perturbations were capable of representing the

heliocentric coordinates of the planet, 10 normal positions were formed for

the times of as many oppositions from material as follows:

Opposition of 1802 — Derived from 4 observations at Greenwich on

Mar. 6, 14, 18, 25.

1807— Derived from Gauss's Werlce, VI, 299.

1830 — Derived from 5 observations at Greenwich on

Apr. 27, 28, 30; May 1, 3.

1857 — Derived from 4 observations at Greenwich on

Feb. 16, 24, 26, 28.

1863— Derived from 5 observations at Greenwich on

July 6, 9, 10, 16, 18.

1866 — Derived from 3 observations at Greenwich, 1

Paris on Jan. 22, 23, 24; Feb. 2.

1873 — Derived from 4 observations at Greenwich, 3

Paris on Sept. 19, 20, 23, 26, 27; Oct. 2, 6.

1883— Derived from 8 observations at Greenwich on

Nov. 23, 26, 27, 29; Dec. 4, 5, 14, 15.

1886— Derived from eleven observations at Greenwich

on Mar. 27, 28, 30, 31; Apr. 2, 4, 6, 11, 16, 17, 18.

1890 — Derived from 7 observations at Greenwich on

May 14, 15, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26.

at

at
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The normals, with certain additional data, are

Greenwich H. T.

Hel.

M. E.

. Long,

of Date Geoc. Lat. Log. Earth's Radius v

ft a 1 If

1802 Mar.

u

17.15072 176 21 32.3 + 17 7 57.2 9.9982161 27 22 46.0

1807 May 3.14789 222 13 53.8 + 10 40 15.9 0.0038415 72 47 3.6

1830 Apr. 30.32003 219 55 21.2 + 11 11 24.4 0.0035208 70 37 38.6

1857 Feb. 13.77639 145 34 58.1 + 15 36 20.0 9.9947561 357 15 27.9

1863 July 16.16898 293 33 38.9 — 8 49 22.5 0.0070483 144 41 38.8

1866 Jan. 20.79681 121 5 35.9 + 11 9 43.7 9.9931177 332 20 44.7

1873 Sept. 23.34662 51 22.7 — 15 45 57.5 0.0011276 211 24 17.1

1883 Dec. 6.86562 74 57 7.3 — 1 44 29.6 9.9933823 285 41 43.1

1885 Apr. 2.34757 193 15 32.4 + 15 51 21.8 0.0001720 43 6 40.2

1890 May 17.37448 236 51 47.4 + 6 53 49.4 0.0051454 86 39 46.0

o / *l

6X
1 tt

<51log r

1802 139 25 1.0 + 22 36.9 — 5035 — 3.3

1807 296 45 40.8 + 24 33.2 + 7507 + 59.9

1830 274 31 6.4
' — 1 7.6 + 8938 + 58.6

1857 4 20 30.5 — 17 5.9 — 6064 — 34.8

1863 201 16 52.6 + 11 56.4 + 6398 + 23.9

1866 274 6 12.9 + 12 23.9 — 10719 — 43.4

1873 146 35 49.7 + 11 13.2 — 6087 — 10.4

1883 94 51 25.5 + 26.1 — 8011 — 69.5

1885 140 26 1.5 + 22 49.0 + 1114 + 22.6

1890 297 3 7.8 + 15 32.9 + 9161 + 77.9

The Earth's radius is corrected for its latitude according to the precept

of Gauss (Theoria Motus, Art. 72). To S^' are added the long-period in-

equalities of the mean longitude of Jupiter. The values of the pertur-

bations given in the last columns contain only the periodic terms; that of

log r is in units of the seventh decimal. The terms due to the action of

Mars and Saturn were computed from the formulas of Damoiseau.

The secular perturbations through the action of Mars, Jupiter and

Saturn were computed by the method of Gauss, the values of the attracting

masses being severally 35^, iojrrsM. ssottb-
The results obtained are an-

nexed to the following system of elements, which is that compared
with the foregoing normals. The secular motions of n, Q, and i include

the effect of precession and motion of the ecliptic. The adopted value of

general precession for 1850 is 50".25787,
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Epoch, 1850 Jan. 0.0 Q. M. T.

L = 309 30 36.7

tr = 148 23 18.1 + 106.6658 t

Si= 80 50 45.0 — 4.9064 t

i= 10 37 10.1

e — 0.0784500

H = 770^72275

log a =0.4420721

— 0.5676 <

— 0.0000033347 t

The residuals left by the

normals are (Obs.— Cal.).

comparison of these elements with the

1802

1807

1830

1857

1863

Hel. Long.

+ 50.0

+ 64.5

— 8.7

— 112.3

— 3.1

Geoc. Lat.

— 6.2

— 36.5

— 30.6

— 3.6

— 31.2

1866

1873

1883

1885

1890

Hel. Loog.
tt

— 41.9

+ 1.4

— 86.1

— 132.2

— 43.4

Q«oc. Lat.

+ 24.7

+ 21.2

+ 29.3

— 9.7

— 41.6

The equations of condition for correcting the assumed elements follow.

The final terms of those which arise from the longitudes are made to be

residuals in geocentric longitude multiplied by the cosine of the geocentric

latitude. For convenience, 40 Julian years is the unit of time for hn; and

logarithms are written in place of the coeflBcients and final terms.

6L . in it erfff 6i »in WQ
1802 0.2672 0.3445n 0.2115 0.4953n 8.4476 9.1657n 1.8969n =
1807 0.2183 0.2463n 0.4881 0.0219ra 9.1591 8.4948 2.0072W =
1830 0.2218 9.9136n 0.4832 0.0777n 9.1653 8.2980 1.1371 =
1857 0.2752 9.5258 9.1437n 0.5506n 9.0604n 8.9829n 2.2512 =
1863 0.1233 9.6528 0.2255 0.3470 9.1107n 8.7608 0.6714 =
1866 0.2651 9.8687 0.2068n 0.4965n 9.1698n 8.3681 1.8261 =
1873 0.1189 9.8921 0.1796n 0.3641 8.6749 9.1163re 0.3141m =
1883 0.2123 0.1409 0.4831W 0.0063n 8.4786 9.1571 2.1329 =
1885 0.2557 0.2008 0.3524 0.4166n 9.0183 9.0255n 2.3191 =
1890 0.2006 0.2047 0.4968 9.5788» 9.0397 8.9905 1.8349 =
1802 8.6001n 8.6774 9.1570 9.1793 0.2006 9.1811 0.7924 =
1807 9.3875n 9.4155 9.6191W 9.4182 9.9952 0.0921 1.5623 =
1830 9.3848n 9.0766 9.5902n 9.4489 0.0162 0.0778 1.4857 =
1857 9.1716 8.4222 9.2357 9.4569n 0.1608 9.8347n 0.5563 =
1863 9.3113n 8.8408n 9.3040n 9.5934W 9.9144ra 0.1066 1.4942 =
1866 9.4239 9.0275 9.0576ra 9.7023n 0.0161 0.0884n 1.3927n =
1873 8.5646 8.3378 8.7992 9.1512 0.1667n 9.4141n 1.3263n =
1883 9.4808 9.4094 9.7573n 9.2342n 9.2080n 0.1956n 1.4669n =
1885 9.1333n 0.0784n 8.4282n 9.4843 0.1678 9.7837 0.9868 =
1890 9.4417n 9.4458»i 9.7255n 9.1310 9.8069 0.1592 1.6191 =
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With equal weights, these 20 equations produce the normal equations

6L in it edn a Bin in //

28.232 -j- 3.028 +14.472 —23.316 — 0.031 — 2.473 + 826.0 =
+ 3.028 +17.398 — 8.914 + 2.845 + 0.014 — 0.301 +1068.6 =
+14.472 — 8.914 +54.309 —10.240 + 0.716 — 1.276 — 286.3 =
—23.316 + 2.845 —10.240 +53.884 + 0.465 + 2.198 —1179.9 =
— 0.031 + 0.014 + 0.716 + 0.465 +13.300 + 1.850 + 95.5 =
— 2.473 — 0.301 — 1.276 + 2.198 + 1.850 +11.657 + 265.5 =

Their solution gives the corrections and corrected elements:

Epoch 1850 Jan. O-^O G. M. T.

SL = -— 473 i = 309° 30' 3274

8^ = --07004474 ff=148 28 32.5

de = -— 0.00000145 Q= 80 48 5.6

8w = f 5' 1474 i= 10 37 6.2

St = — 379 6 = 0.07844855

8Q=-— 2' 3974 /n = 7707718276

log a = 0.4420738

The residuals left by this solution in heliocentric longitude and

geocentric latitude, as they result from the equations of condition, are

(Obs. — Calc),

Hel. Long. Oeoc. Lat. Hel. Long. Geoc. Lat.

1802 +1070 + 377 1866 +4174 + 1372

1807 +13.9 +13.0 1873 — 1.8 + 9.5

1830 —18.1 + 8.3 1883 — 6.3 + 4.7

1857 —40.2 — 8.6 1885 —22.0 — 0.1

1863 —15.0 + 7.3 1890 +36.0 —19.7

They are larger than one would be inclined to attribute to the neglect

of the square of the disturbing force. However, the derived mean
elements, on account of the long period of time erabi-aced, will have

some value.
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MEMOIK No. 62.

On the Values of the Eccentricities and Longitudes of the Perihelia of

Jupiter and Saturn for Distant Epochs.

(Astronomical Journal, Vol. XVII, pp. 81-87, 1897.)

The values of these elements derived from the formulas given by
LeVerrier and Stockwell, in their general treatment of the secular varia-

tions of the elements of the large planets of the solar system, are

considerably in error at remote epochs on account of the neglect by these

investigators of the terms arising from the squares and products of disturb-

ing forces. Thus, Stockwell puts the length of the period of the principal

inequalities of the eccentricities and perihelia of Jupiter and Saturn at

69140 years; but 55000 years is a much nearer approximation to it.

In ascertaining the modiBcations the perturbative function undergoes,

by reason of terms of two dimensions with respect to disturbing forces, we
are obliged to have recourse to the labors of LeVerrier, as no one else has

derived them in the form which is necessary. I have given the results in

this Journal, No. 204. From the values of the coefficients of R, the per-

turbative function, 1 deduce the following expression:

R = 0".003906504e' + 0".003631048e" + 0".00859488e' + 0".0926819eV'

+ 0".0591391e'* -I- 0".28648e' + 7".2004cV' + 19".8285eV' + 5".9589e"

— [0".003565305 + 0".0561361e' -I- 0".145101e" + 2".872388* + 23".9129eV'

+ 21".7899e'*] ee' cos (<«' - <o) + [0".0436099 + 4".77063e'

+ 13".1094«"]eV' cos 2 («i' — «.) - 2".61437flV' cos 3 («*' - «-).

The coefficients of this expression are generally the mean of the values

deduced from LeVerrier's four equations; but, for the coefficient of

ee' cos {u!— o) , I have preferred the value which results from the equations

for Saturn, as the motion of the eccentricities at the epoch 1850, thus ob-

tained, more nearly agrees with that of my New Theory of Jupiter and

Saturn; and, as the motion of the perihelion of Saturn at the same epoch,

80 far as it results from the inter-action of Jupiter and Saturn, from the

same theory is 19".95426, to bring about an agreement, I have supposed

that LeVerrier's coefficient of the term -|-18".12312c' in the expression for

-^^ ought to be increased by 0".3, and thus be read +18".42312.
cosi^' dt ^ ^
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Desiring to pursue a similar course to that in a previous paper {Annals

of Mathematics, Vol. V, p. 177), and get a form of the perturbative function

in a measure independent of the values assumed for the masses of the

planets and of the linear unit, I multiply the coefficients of the preceding

expression by a factor whose logarithm is 1.9212280, and put e^= 4^— 46*,

c'* = 40^ — 4d'*, and express the development in powers of cos(o'— o)

instead of in cosines of multiples of u' — o. Thus we have

—, Q = 0.9697480 0' + 0.8778427 0" + 10.5009 0* + 65.4910 O'e" + 78.0629 e'*mm
+ 1506.4 O* + 12905.5 6*0" + 35803.5 0'0" + 31652.9 0'"

- [1.1895555 + 58.9054 »' + 193.0457 <?" + 15244.4 <>* + 85660.1 tfV

+ UGO32.BO"]00' cos (m'— <o) + [116.4027 + 50818.3 0'

+ 139849.0 0"] 0*6" cos' («'— a*)— 55825.8 0*0" cos' (w' - w).

If the coefficients of this expression are compared with those of the

similar expression in the memoir quoted (p. 195) it will be seen how much
the convergence of the series has been diminished by the inclusion of terms

of two dimensions with respect to disturbing forces.

Denoting ms^TM, in'^/'ufa' severally by -^, ^, we have the integral

(4)'-(^)'=^.

K being an arbitrary constant whose value must be ascertained by sub-

stituting in the equation for and & the values they have at a determinate

epoch, as 1850. The values we attribute to the masses of Jupiter and

Saturn are severally y^i^ .^ and
ggofre'

^^^ ^^^^ being Bessel's value aug-

mented by a 2000th part. We take a' as the linear unit, and thence log

a =9.7367410. Thus log ;i= 1.5757581, log ;i' = 1.7721022. "We assume

the following values of the eccentricities and longitudes of the perihelia

for 1850:
e = . 04825336, e' = . 05605744,

0) = 11° 54' 26^77, ctf' = 90° 6' 38C'45.

But these values of course include the effect of the presence of Uranus,

Neptune, etc., and, desiring to work as though Jupiter and Saturn were

alone, we subtract from the values of e cos u, e sin o, etc., the terms due to

the presence of the other planets. The values of the former, at the

epoch 1850, are

e cos <o = + . 04721505, e sin <« = + . 00995615,

e' cos 0)' = — . 00010829, e' sin w' = -f . 05605730,
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and the terms of these due to the other planets, derived from Stockwell's

formulas, are

— . 00057480, + . 00194960,— . 00053070, + . 00180250.

By subtracting these we obtain

6 COS <u = + . 04778985, e sin o) = + . 00800655,

e' cos <u' = -f . 00042241, e' sin a>' = + . 05425484.

and thus result

6 = 0. 04845509, e' = . 05425649,

«. = 9° 30' 38793, o' = 89° 33' 14ri2.

The substitution of these values of e and e' in the integral equation

gives log K z= 93.7956760. Then we can replace the variables 6 and 6' by

the expressions

e= [8.4735961] sin iv , ^ = [8.6699402] cos ^v.

The potential function fl becomes then divisible by K, and we will put

II = KR, where this R must not be confounded with the R we used at the

outset. Then, writing x for cos v, we get

E = 0.0006895184 + 0.0003724115a; + 0.0000727015a;'' + 0.0000109446a;»

— [0.0004889780 + 0.0001386728a; + 0.0000304563a;='] sin v cos y

+ [0.0000616764 + 0.0000275660a;] sin^v cos^

— 0.0000082095 sin'y cos'y

,

where, for brevity, y is put for a' — a. The partial derivative of £1 with

respect to K is needed in the discussion, and we have

^-^^ = 0.0008002223 + 0.0005743155a; + 0.0001902984a;' + 0.0000328338x'

— [0.0006723170 + 0.0003598214a; + 0.0000913689ar'] sin vcosy

+ [0.0001604290 -f 0.0000826980a:] sin'v cos^y

— 0.0000246285 sin'v cos'y

As the terms of these two equations, written above, are only the

beginnings of infinite series we will add to them some additional terms

obtained by induction, as thereby the results are probably rendered more

exact. By substituting in the first the values of a; = cosr and sinv cosy

which hold at 1850, the value of the constant G, in the integral equation

R=G, is ascertained. At that time we have v = 109° 3' 31".62,

y = 80° 2' 35".19. For convenience" sake we divide the equation Rz= G
by— 0.000488978, the coeflBcient of sinv cosy in it. Thus, this coefficient
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is unity in the equation which follows. For brevity we write y for

sin V cos y. Then

0.3800515 = —[9.8817338]a; + [0.0000000]y —[9.1008397]t/» + [8.225028]/
—[9.1722541]a;» + [9.4527020]xy —[8.7510845]a:y» +[7.825028]xt/»

—[8.3508344]a;»+ [8.7934640]a;='y—[8.2893993]a;y+ [7.22503 ]a:Y

—[7.41747 ]a;*+[8.0222860]a^y—[7.71577 ]a;V+[6.4250 >y
—[6.3722 >»+ [7.13917 ]a:*y —[7.03021 ]V»/^+[5.4250 ]xY
—[5.2149 >•+ [6.1441 >"«/—[6.2327 ]a;y+[4.22 >y
—[3.95 >^+ [5.0371 >«i^—[5.3233 ]xY

+ [3.82 ]a;'y—[4.3019 ]a:Y

—[3.17 ]^y^

—[7.28163]/ + [6.2828]i/» — [5.2210]y« +[4.0961]i/' —[2.91]y»

—[6.6816 ]xy* + [5.4828]a;y'' —[4.2210]xy« +[3.10 ]a;y'

—[5.8816 ]xhf + [4.4828]a;='!/»—[3.02 >y
—[4.8816 >y + [3.28 ]a;'j/»

—[3.68 ]xy

The foregoing may be regarded as the equation in rectangular co-

ordinates of a plane curve. It is obvious that we need consider only the

portion between the limits i 1 of the abscissa. We therefore compute for

every 0.1 of a; between these limits the corresponding value of y, and get

the following table, where, in order to exhibit the quality of the function,

the differences are also noted :

X y A A« A« A' A-

—1.0 -0.3171623
+707853

-0.9 0.2463770
710183

+ 2330 — 227
-0.8 '0.1753587

712286
2103

205
+ 22

+ 6
-0.7 0.1041301

714184
1898

177
28

12
-0.6 -0.0327117

715905
1721

137
40

8
—0.5 +0.0388788

717489
1584

89
48

10
—0.4 0.1106277

718984
1495 — 31

58
13

-0.3 0.1825261
720448

1464
+ 40

71
10

-0.2 0.2545709
721952

1504
121

81
20

-0.1 0.3267661
723577

1625
222

101
21

0.0 0.3991238
725424

1847
344

122
23

0.1 0.4716662
727615

2191
489

145
22

0.2 0.5444277
730295

2680
656

167
37

0.3 0.6174572
733631

3336
860

204
42

0.4 0.6908203
737827

4196
1106

246
50

0.5 0.7646030
743129

5302
1402

296
80

0.6 0.8389159
749833

6704
1778

376
70

0.7 0.9138992
758315

8482
2224

446
+57

0.8 0.9897307
769021

10706
+2727

+503

0.9 1.0666328
+782454

+13433

1.0 +1.1448782
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The value of y expanded in powers of x, which might be derived from

the foregoing table, forms a series too slowly convergent to be used, but the

table will serve instead. The variables x and y do not move through the

whole range of the table, but only between the two limits which satisfy the

equation a? -\- y^ =. I. By trial from the data of the table we find for

the first limit

a: = C08 1- = — 0.9578284, y = sin v cos r =— 0.2873410, j- = 180°;

and, for the second limit

z = casv- + 0.5735289, y = sin i- cos /- = + 0.8191854, /- = 0°.

The angle v then moves between the extreme values v = 55° 0' 11".97

and v^ 163° 18' 4". 20. These values correspond to the maximum and

minimum values of the eccentricities, and we have

When y = 0° 6 = 0.02747989 e' = 0.08389313.
«

y = 180° e = . 05885862 e' = . 01358174.

But these are the values which result when the inter-action of Jupiter

and Saturn is alone considered. To obtain the actual maximum and

minimum, the sum of the coefficients of the terms arising from the presence

of the other planets must be applied. According to Stockwell's in-

vestigation these are

:

For Juptier 0.0020673 ; iSatorn 0.0019165.

Thence we have the maximum and minimum values as follows:

Mazimam Eccentricity Minimum Eccentricity

Jupiter 0.06092592 0.02541259

Saturn 0.08480963 0.01166524

By putting

1 _ x» — y' = sin'.' sinV = (0.5735289— x)(z + 0.9578284) Q

Q is a factor whose variation is small relatively to its magnitude.

From the table giving the values of y corresponding to the set values

of X may be obtained the values of Q corresponding to the same argument.

Calling h the factor— 0.000488978, by which we have divided the equation
1 o ip

R =z C,yfe get the values of . >,— corresponding to the same argument, by

difierentiating the preceding equation connecting x and y, with respect to

y, and substituting in the result the value of y from the preceding table.

1 3Fi
In this way are derived the following values of log Q and log r o— '•
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X

— 1.0

— 0.8

— 0.6

— 0.4

— 0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.1806684

0.1815019

0.1822846

0.1830568

0.1838695

0.1847981

0.1859370

0.1874115

0.1893944

9.9174264

9.9249009

9.9327715

9.9409367

9.9492582

9.9575473

9.9655508

9.9729259

9.9792066

As the variable v does not move through the whole circumference, we

substitute for it an auxiliary variable 4* possessing this property, such that

a; = cos V = — 0.1921497 - 0.7656786 cos ii>.

Then for the elaboration of the equation

dy
dt ^ ap

we have the following table of values, given for intervals of 0.1 in », in

order to facilitate the following change to the variable '<^:

dyW
X

—1.0

-0.9

—0.8

-0.7

-0.6

-0.5

—0.4

-0.3

—0.2

-0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

2008.862

1990.925

1972.690

1954.204

1935.517

1916.688

1897.780

1878.864

1860.021

1841.335

1822.907

1804.845

1787.275

1770.340

1754.200

1739.039

1725.071

-17.937

18.235

18.486

18.687

18.829

18.908

18.916

18.843

18.686

18.428

18.062

17.570

16.935

16.140

15.161

-13.968

J'

298

251

201

142

79

8

73

157

258

366

492

635

795

979

+1.193

+

+ 47

50

59

63

71

81

84

101

108

126

143

160

184

+214

J*

+ 3

9

4

8

10

3

17

7

18

17

17

24

+30
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By interpolating in the preceding table we obtain the values of the
function corresponding to equidistant values of the angle i^, as follows:

*
<* . -A

2001.337

1996.652

1982.799'

1960.435

1930.819

1895.948

1858.547

1821.808

1788.887

1762.278

1743.331

1732.249

1728.638

By applying mechanical quadratures to the values in the last column

we obtain for the periodic series representing the latter function,

^ = 1861.5617 + 138.234 cos >l> + 3.217 cos 2<i— 1.861 cos 3^ + 0.205 cos 4^!-

dip

-r 0.024 cos ^4> + 0.003 cos %<p.

Whence, by integration,

/ + c = 1861.56179!- + 138.234 sin <Ij + 1.608 sin ^>p— 0.620 sin 3^ + 0.051 sin 40
— 0.005 sin 5<p.

Calling to mind that we have put a'= 1, it is obvious that the mean

motion of Saturn is denoted by -J
'

. But, when the Julian year is

adopted as the unit of time, the mean motion of this planet is 43996". 08,

The mean motion of the argument i// in a year is then

0° — 0.9578284

15 0.9317385

30 0.8552468

45 0.7335662

60 0.5749890

75 0.3903219

90 — 0.1921497

105 + 0.0060225

120 0.1906896

135 0.3492668

150 0.4709474

165 0.5474391

180 + 0.5735289

43996".08 /3501.6

\/w = ^^''^^«^^^
1861.5617

'

and the period in which the principal inequalities of the eccentricities go

through their round of values is 54844.16 years. Putting M for 23". 63059

(< + c), we have

M=<p -^ 1531 6".6 sin <p + 178".a sin 20 - 68".7 sin 30 + 5".7 sin 40 — 0".5 sin 50
+ 0".l sin 60.

In order to have the proper value of M corresponding to a given date,

from the value of v previously given for 1850.0, for the same epoch, we
Vol. IV. -9.
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derive i^= 280° 6' 31".13; whence M= 275° 53' 15".3. Thus the formula

for M is

M= 275°53'15".3 + 23".63059 (<— 1850).

It remains to devise some method of obtaining separately the

quantities u and a!. For this purpose we employ the equation

d{a,-^u,'— Cf) ^^'A-x^̂ ^
ax 1

—

X

~W 'J'Q

Prolonging the series previously given for
d{KR)
dK by induction, we

have

dJER)
dK

0.0008002223— [6.8275741] y + [6.2052829]!/* — [5.3914379]^'

+ [6.7591505]a; — [6.5560870] xj/ + [5.9174950]a;y'' — [5.0904079] xy'

+ [6.2794352] a;''— [5.9607984] a;^y + [5.37190 ]xY— [4-52938 ]xY

+ [5.5163212]r'— [5.18949 ]x'y + [4.56630 ]a;y— [3.70835 ]a;»y»

+ [4.49829 ]a;*— [4.1581 ]a;«y + [3.5007 ]xV— [2.6273 ]a;Y

+ [3.2683 ]a;»— [2.88 ]x»y+ [2.1851 ]a;y— [1.2963 ]a;Y

+ [4.39477]y* — [3.1733]
yi* + [1.8417]y« — [0.2102]y^

+ [4.04477]a;y* — [2.7933]a;y'' + [1.4417]a;y«

+ [3.43477]xy— [2.1533]a;y + [0.7817]a;Y

+ [2.5748 ]a:'y*—[1.2533]a;y

+ [1.4748 ]a;Y

By attributing to x values evenly spaced from a; = — 1.0 to a = 0.6

and to y its corresponding values we get the following table of values

for this function

:

X

-1.0

—0.9

-0.8

-0.7

—0.6

—0.5

—0.4

-0.3

—0.2

—0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

1000 ^f^)dK
+0.5203093

0.5235117

0.5267640

0.5300801

0.5334725

0.5369525

0.5405299

0.5442128

0.5480072

0.5519157

0.5559365

0.5600621

0.5642777

0.5685593

0.5728712

0.5771631

+0.5813673

+32024

32523

33161

33924

34800

35774

36829

37944

39085

40208

41256

42156

42816

43119

42919

+42042

+ 499

638

763

876

974

1055

1115

1141

1123

1048

900

660

+ 303

- 200

- 877

+139

125

113

98

81

60

+ 26

- 18

75

148

240

357

503

-677

^

- 14

12

15

17

21

34

44

57

73

92

117

146

-174

+ 2

— 3

2

4

13

10

13

16

19

25

29

-28
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We can write the diflferential equations determining a and a' thus

:

dy
d(XR)dCr .

dK V^~*
dy

_ , d(KE) dC" .

dm 1

d^~ '

da.'

a + -)^ +dy xy

35 1 —

:

v«

+ x

V<3

or
dm _ _ [9.6598021] ^ p
d<;>

~ 1-x "^

rf««' ^ [9.1099174] p,
3^ 1 + a;

"*"

where the values of i^and F' corresponding to special values of a; are con-

tained in the following table

:

X F A A> F' A A»

-1.0 +0.686G546
—12070

+0.6801311 — 1122
-0.9 0.6854476

13888
-1818 0.6800189

4390
-3263

-0.8 0.6840588
15267

1379 0.6795799
7159

2769

-0.7 0.6825321
16231

964 0.6788640
9393

2234

-0.6 0.6809090
16819

588 0.6779247
11067

1674

—0.5 0.6792271
17089

270 0.6768180
12168

1101

—0.4 0.6775182
17102

- 13 0.6756012
12705

- 537

-0.3 0.6758080
16943

+ 159 0.6743307
12705

-0.2 0.6741137
16727

216 0.6730602
12199

+ 506

—0.1 0.6724410
16582

+ 145 0.6718403
11233

966

0.0 0.6707828
16710

- 128 0.6707170
9860

1373

0.1 0.6691118
17338

628 0.6697310
8171

1689

0.2 0.6673780
18735

1397 0.6689139
6295

1876

0.3 0.6655045
21240

2505 0.6682844
4404

1891

0.4 0.6633805
25282

4042 0.6678440
2691

1713

0.5 0.6608523
—31340

-6058 0.6675749 — 1401
+1290

0.6 +0.6577183 +0.6674348

It will be perceived that -rj and -j-j- become infinite when in the first

a; ^ 1 and in the second x = — 1. This is explained by the circumstance

that, in this case, the one and the other of the eccentricities become zero,

and, consequently, the positions of the perihelia indeterminate. Although,
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in the present application, x does not attain either of these values, yet it is

necessary to separate, in the formulas, the portions which become infinite,

viz.: the terms —=^— and —v- , fundy being constants. It thus becomes
1 — X 1 + x

necessary to discover the values of/ and f. This we do by assimilating

^-^yr, which is to be divided by 1— a or 1+x, to a polynomial in x.

The theory of algebraical equations shows that the remainders, left after

the several divisions, are what the function divided becomes, when, in the

first case, we make x= 1, and, in the second, x =— 1. But we have

where a and b are respectively the superior and inferior limiting values of x.

Thus the remainders are severally JV(1— a)(l — b) and i'«/(l + a)(l + b);

and we have
/=-JV(l-a)(l-b), /'= + iVa + a)(l + b).

Interpolating the values ofF and F' to correspond to equal intervals

of the auxiliary angle '4', precisely as was done for the function -=-p , we get

^ P F'
0° 0.6861706 0.6801257

15 0.6858527 0.6800921

30 0.6848457 0.6798599

45 0.6830572 0.6791319

60 0.6804925 0.6776614

75 0.6773524 0.6754797

90 0.6739817 0.6729620

105 0.6706829 0.6706534

120 0.6675439 0.6689822

135 0.6644982 0.6680445

150 0.6616393 0.6676374

165 0.6594553 0.6674958

180 0.6586206 0.6674627

By the well known process we obtain for the periodic series representing

Fs,ndiF>:

F = 0.6784830 + 0.0184490 cos V - 0.0007873 cos 3Vi + 0.0002755 cos Z^
— 0.0008945 COS 41/; + 0.0000505 cos 5V' — 0.0000058 cos ixp,

F< = 0.6734830 + 0.0070854 cos V + 0.0004198 cos Zip - 0.0007823 cos 3f
— 0.0001050 cos i^|l + 0.0000382 cos 5V;

- 0.0000036 cos 6t/i.

The constant terms of the two functions have come out equal, as they

should, and thus we have a check on the accuracy of the computation.
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Integrating the expressions for j-r^ and j-p , we get

u = c — ifc tan [[9.6690575] tan iV;] + 0.6734830 V + 2774".l sin f — 81".2 sin 2V>

+ 18".9 gin Sip — 15".a sin 4^1 + 3".l sin 5i/« — 0".3 sin Oiji,

<y = c' + arc tan [[0.7859273] tan Ji/^] + 0.6734830 1/> + 1461".5 sin f + 43".3 sin 2xjj

— 53". 8 sin Zyp - 5".4 sin 4i// + 1".3 sin 5^ — 0".l sin 6V>.

It will be perceived from these formulas that, in the period of 54844.16

years, in which the eccentricities of the planets go through their round of

values, the perihelion of Saturn advances through an arc 422° 27' 13".9,

and that of Jupiter through an arc a circumference less, or 62° 27' 13".9.

Although we now have all the formulas necessary for ascertaining at

any time the considered elements of the planets, in making further investi-

gations on the perturbations of Jupiter and Saturn it is very convenient to

have the four functions e cos a, e sin o, ef cos a', and e* sin a' expressed

explicitly in terms of the time. For this purpose we derive the two

expressions

iJT^^Zo, = + 0.3730883 r [1.1734830|^ +c+ 2774:'l sini^— 8l'.'2 sin 2^ + . . . .]

+ 1 .0261360 '.^' [0. 1734830^ + c + 2774^1 sim/r— 81C'2 sin 2.^ + . . . .]

V 1+T">' =— 0. 7298805 '.^ [1 . 1734830^ + c + 146ir5 sin^ + 431'3 sin 2^— . . . .]

+ 0.5245233 .7." [0.1734830^ + c + 146i:'5 sin^ + 4373 sin 2^— . . . .]

We transform these expressions so that they stand thus:

e cos o> ^ L cos X— N sin ^ + P cos x'
— S sin x

6 sin w = L sin X+ -^ cos x + -f sin x -\- 8 cos x'

e' cos w' = L' cos X— N' sin x + ^' cos x'
— S' sin x'

e' sin oj' = L' sin x + iV^' cos x + P' sin x' + S' cos x'

where x denotes 1.1734830 M -\- c, and
;t'

0.1734830 M + c, and compute

the special values of L, N, etc., corresponding to equidistant values of M.

The values of i/', correspondent to the values of M, are

M V M V-

0' 0° O' OC'O 105° 100° 49' 19:'9

15 13 57 42.7 120 116 13 1.0

30 27 58 49.6 186 131 53 34.0

46 42 6 45.5 150 147 47 51.2

60 56 24 52.4 165 163 51 35.4

76 70 56 21.4 180 180 0.0

90 85 43 56.6
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The resulting values of X, N, etc., follow; they have been computed for

every 16° of M, but it is thought suflBcient here to give them for every 30°.

M L X- P 8

+0.01569403 0.00000000 +0.04316460 0.00000000

30 0.01568453 —0.00055468 0.04316546 —0.00000442

60 0.01566453 0.00098081 0.04316786 +0.00000199

90 0.01565339 0.00116239 0.04317138 0.00001605

120 0.01566451 0.00102276 0.04317516 0.00003573

150 0.01568794 —0.00058755 0.04317810 +0.00004339

180 +0.01569935 0.00000000 +0.04317924 0.00000000

M L' N' P' ,S'

—0.04827219 0.00000000 +0.03469046 0.00000000

30 0.04823472 +0.00184077 0.03468862 —0.00010047

60 0.04815368 0.00324916 0.03468358 0.00016630

90 0.04809893 0.00385871 0.03467646 0.00019278

120 0.04812057 0.00343532 0.03466902 0.00018175

150 0.04819279 +0.00201363 0.03466343 —0.00011503

180 0.04823174 0.00000000 +0.03466139 0.00000000

The periodic developments of these quantities result as follow:

!,= +0.01567527— 186 cos 3f + 2167 cos 23f— 90 cos ZM— 2Z cos 4ilf + 10 cos 5af— 2 cos 6af

jr=—0.00115622 sin M + 2159 sin 2af + 672 sin 3Jlf— 262 sin 4ilf +55 sin 5Jf— 9 sin 6Jlf

P= +0.04317165— 730 cos Jf + 27 cos 23f— loos ZM

S= +0.00002272 sin M— 2351 sin 2M + 765 sin 3Jlf— 412 sin 4if + 97 sin 6M— 11 sin 63f

Zi' =—0.04817544— 2436 cos M— 7656 cos 2M + 430 cos ZM— 1 cos iM— 15 cos 5af + 4 cos 6jlf

N'= +0.00385831 sin Jf— 10364 sin 2ilf— 145 sin 3Jf + 385 sin iM— 103 sin 5Jf + 16 sin GM
P'= +0.03467617 + 1454 cos Jf— 27 cos 2Jf— 1 cos 33f + 2 cos 4Jf

S'=—0.00020065 sin Jf + 866 sin 2Jf— 759 sin 3Jf— 25 sin 4Jf + 29 sin 5Jf— 7 sin 6Jf

The coeflBcients of these expressions are given uniformly to 8 decimals.

From these 8 equations we derive

e'^ 0)=+ 0.01568298 In

CO! A + 0.04374883 'i^x'— 0.00059066 j:r. (2x— x')— 0-00001497 ;^° (2x'— x)

+ . 00002545 i:," (3x— 2x')+ . 00000808 t", (3/— 2x)

+ . 00000085 ST. (4x— 3x')— . 00000263 il (4x'— 3x)— 0.00000094 ;;,", (5x— 4/)+ O.OOOOOI83 ;i° (5x'— 4x)

+ 0.00000027 :l° {6x—5x')— 0.00000045 Z (6x'— 5x)—
. 00000004 U° ( 7x— 6x')+ . 00000005 'J,° ( 7/— 6x)

!r.
0)' =— 0.04826849 i°x

+ 0.00192117*0:,° (2x

+ 0.03273483 Li x'

x')+ 0.00012113 '^,

— 0.00009390^". (3x— 2x')— 0.00000159 ^". (3/— 2x)

+ 0.00000131 ot (4x— 3x')+ 0.00000186 ^ (4/— 3x)

+ 0.00000206 Z (5x— 4x')+ 0.00000057 ^o". (5x'— 4x)— 0.00000062 et (6x— 5x')— 0.00000020^°. (6x'— 5x)

+ . 00000010 t. ( 7x— 6x')+ . 00000003 Z ( 7x'
—

6x)

(2x'- X)
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By the substitution of the value of 4' which belongs to 1850 in the

formulas for a and cj', we ascertain that the arbitrary constants c and c'

have the values
c = 340° 15' 45:'2 , c' r= 160° 15' 46C'2.

These values should differ by exactly 180°; the small deviation is attribut-

able to accumulated errors of calculation; we adopt c = 340° 15' 45".7.

The expressions for the two arguments x *"d x' *^® ^^^"^

X = 304° 0' 43^5 + 27:73010 (t— 1850),

x' = 28° 7' 28:'2 + 4''09951 (<— 1850).

We see that, in spite of the extreme slowness of convergence exhibited

by the coeflBcients of the original form of B, the final expressions we have

arrived at for determining the elements appear tolerably convergent.

In his recent prize memoir {Die Sdcularen Veranderungen der Bahnen

der Grossen Planeten, p. 256), Mr. Paul Harzer has, instead of our annual

motions of the arguments x ^^^ x'' ^^e values 31".456547 and 3". 918590.

The somewhat large difference between the values of the motion of ;^ is due,

I think, to a cause which Mr. Harzer has noted in the Nachtrag to his

memoir, as well as to his neglect of second order terms which arise from

the argument twice the movement of Saturn minus that of Jupiter.*

The expressions we have obtained need to be completed by the addition

of the terms arising from the presence of the six planets not considered in

this investigation. Adapted from the formulas of Stockwell, they are

,'^'a, =—0.0000061 "( 87° 18'+ 5''.50543O +0.0000104 -i"
( 15° 38'+ 7".32997<)

t5 COS CO§ C09

—0.0000012 ;;;(
331° 16' + 17''.37128t) +0.0000006 ^"(136° 5' + 18".03675t)

+0.0000645^°( 71° 51'+ 0''.63867O +0.0019845 ^'^(107° 41' 40" + 2".70598O ,

g/ <^ a,' =—0.0000053 Ji°(
87° 18'+ 5''.50543O +0.0000107 ;;,»( 15° 38' + 7".329970

—0.0000077 ;;»( 331° 16' + 17".37128t) +0.0000076 '^"C 136° 5' + 18".03675t)

+0.0000725 ;;»( 71° 51'+ 0''.63867t) +0.0018127
|i°

(107° 41- 40" + 2".70598O

.

It should be mentioned that, in the preceding investigation, the effect

of the terms of two dimensions as to planetary masses in the inter-action of

Jupiter and Saturn on the expressions just written has been neglected.

Also the influence of the terms of the third order with respect to eccen-

tricities and inclinations has been neglected, except when they involved

solely the eccentricities of Jupiter and Saturn. These effects are, however,

probably small in comparison with those which are considered.

* On the latter point consalt Atlron. Papert of the American Ephemerit, Vol. IV, p. 251.
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MEMOIR No. 63.

On Intermediary Orbits in the Lunar Theory.

(Astronomical Journal, Vol. XVIII, pp. 81-87, 1897.)

The difficulties investigators have met in the endeavor to push the

approximation to the coordinates of a planet beyond the simple Keplerian

theory, by reason that the time appeared as a multiplier outside of the

trigonometrical functions, are at once removed if we consent to divide the

potential function otherwise than is commonly done. This modification

has given rise to what are known as intermediary orbits. But the way
Gylden and others have introduced them seems unnecessarily obscure, as

they are often discussed without the slightest reference to the law of

gravitation.

In the lunar theory much will be gained if we can make the perigee

and node have a uniform motion already in the first approximation. Now
the disturbing function of the solar action may be considered as involving

a term which is rigorously proportional to the square of the radius and

another proportional to the square of the moon's perpendicular distance

from the plane of the ecliptic. The first will give rise to a movement of

the perigee, while the second will impart a movement to the node.

We may then write the potential function belonging to our problem

where [i denotes the sum of the masses of the earth and moon and x, x' are

two constants to be so taken that the perigee and node obtain their actual

motions. Then, in considering the further effects of solar perturbation, we
subtract from the ordinarily given disturbing function the terms

The diJQferential equations of our problem in terms of rectangular

coordinates are
d'x

I
fix

W +F-"
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They admit the two integrals of conservation of areas in the plane xy

and of the conservation of living forces; or, as they may be written,

^ xdy — ydx _j^
at

Here the time is the independent variable, but the equations to be

treated are, to a considerable degree, simplified if we adopt for this the

true longitude of the moon. Let, as usual, u denote the reciprocal of the

moon's curtate radius, s the tangent of the latitude and v the true longitude.

Then, bearing in mind that here -=— = 0, the differential equations, usually

given for these variables and the independent variable*, take the form

dv'^ Pdu h'u ds "

^ 4- e _ -f- 9-^ - 1±£' 9^ - n
dv''^ h'u du h'u' ds

~

dt ^ 1

dv hu'

But J3 = //M(l + s')-»+ i*w-' + J^'m-'s";

if we substitute this value in the first and second equations of the

preceding group, and, for simplicity, put (i =: W, k = ah^, x— x' = /?A^,

where k, a, /? are constants, we get

^+u + au-'-kO. + s')-i =

^+s + ^u-'s =0

We may get rid of the constant 7c by substituting ku for u and then

writing a for ak~* and (3 for I3k~*. Thus we have

^ + [1 + „„ -'] M _ (H- ^) - i =

These equations admit the integral

du'+juds^-sduy ^ 2„ (1 ^ ^)_i _ ^. + |-„ + („ _ ^) ^] „-. _^ a

Since the left member of this cannot be negative, if we construct the

algebraic surface whose equation is

ftu(l + f)-i — «' + [a + (a - ;9) 8*] «-• + (7 =

^TiasiRASD, Micanique CHette, Tom. I, p. 90,

(1)
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the moon must move on that side of this surface for which the left member
of this equation remains positive. But, for the value of the arbitrary

constant C which obtains in the lunar theory, this surface will have a fold

which, enveloping the origin, is closed. Moreover, for any given time, the

moon will be found to be moving within this fold. This aflfords us an

inferior limit to the value of «.

The latter of equations (1), which more especially determines s, is

satisfied by the value s = 0. While s does not vanish in the actual lunar

theory it is nevertheless quite small, and we can see that its expression has

a constant factor, which if small, will render s small. Thus, in a first

approximation, we can assume « := 0. The introduction of this value into

the first of equations (1), or into the integral equation, shows that, in this

approximation, v is determined as a function of u by the equation

dv^ _ _«_ M^ /2\
du Va+CV + 2M' — M*~ V^ ^'

involving elliptic integrals. This equation has been treated by Legendre*

and Peircef.

After the integration of this equation the resulting value of u can be

substituted in the second equation of (1), and we shall have a linear

differential equation of the second order with variable coefficients for

determining s. This being integrated, we can substitute the resulting value

of 8 in the first of (1), and thus a more approximate equation will be had

for determining u. This alternate use of each of the equations (1) will, it

is evident, give rise to an elaboration of the values of u and s of the

following form : let tan t denote the small constant which factors s, i being

in the neighborhood of what is known as the inclination of the lunar

orbit, then
w = Cr + £7; tan' t + ^7, tan • t + . .

.

s = 8^ tan i -\- 8^ tan ' i -\- 8^ tan' i -\- . .

.

where the U and S will be independent of the arbitrary constant tan i,

save that, involving two arguments, £, which may be called the moon's

anomaly, and n, which may be called the argument of latitude, these

arguments are of the form ^ = cu + const., n-=gv { const., c and g are

constants which are developed in the series

c = c^-\- Ci tan ' z + c, tan * t + . .

.

fl' = 5'o + iCi tan' »+ i', tan *» + •• .

where Cf^^Ci, .... go, gi • • • are independent of tan i.

*Traiti des Fonclioni Elliptiquet, Tom. I, p. 5«t.

iAnalytic Mechanics, pp. 894, 396,
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As to the constants a and G which appear in Eq. (2), it is plain we are

not obliged to retain them, but may substitute two others for them. Let us

adopt a and e, such that

a = (1 — ej (1 — a)a\ C = — (3 4- 6») a + 2 (1 + e») a\

where a is a little less than unity, and e is small. Then the factors of A
are thus shown:

J = [a'e' — (m — a)'] [«' — 2 (1 — a) m — a (1 — a) (1 — e')]

Eq. (2) can be somewhat simplified by adopting a new variable w such

that u = aw, and putting y = which gives

dv w
3w — 7e«— (w — 1)' Vw' — 2rw — r(l — e')

The adoption of a new variable E, such that

w = (1 + e) cos' iJ?+ (1 — e) sin ' }^= 1 + e cos E,

produces the equation

dv _ w
dE— Vw' — 2rw— r(l — e')

where, as v and E will be supposed to increase together, the radical should

always receive the positive sign. In order to avoid the appearance of

radicals in the expressions which follow, we adopt a new constant to

replace y such that

Here e and h are small positive quantities which may be regarded as of

the first order. Then the last equation can be written

dv w

If we adopt three new constants, g, h, H, such that they are de-

termined by the equations

H =y^V(l-^)(l-A)
26

the last equation can be given the form

, l + J-P^tan'J^
dv _ TT 1 -f-e

32" ~ V 1 4- ^ tan'Tl V 1 + A tan' \E
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This equation can be further transformed by adopting a new variable

^ to supersede E, such that

tan hE= -7= tan <l>

And, employing the four constants k, n, /, K determined by the

equations

the differential equation takes the form

r 1 r\ d<i>

'^^ = 2^ Ll + w sinV "•'J Vl-ifc'sinV

It will be perceived that the constants h, n, /, are positive quantities

of the first order of smallness, while K differs from unity by a quantity of

the same order.

The form to which the equation is now reduced is that of Legendre,

and it shows that the integral involves the first and third species of elliptic

integrals. But we may here introduce the function of Jacobi. If we put

<l)
=: am («)

the differential equation takes the form

dv = 2K[ .
,

^
, —/I dx

Deriving the constant argument o from the equation, (t* = — 1),

we have, in terms of the functions,*

r .
^"^ 1 V^ISM^ + J 1

g(a:-ta)-|

Jq 1—ki'sn' (ia) sn'x ~ d.log sn (ia) \_e (ia) ^ ^e(x + ia)j^
d (ia)

But d. log snjia) _ en (id) ^^ . .^^ _ J^ 11 —

h

K
3(ia) sn (ia) ^ ' iijg y g— \~ %

Thus r- y^^ =2,Tgiig).+iiog ;i-^7»:«n +2ir.

and, puttmg v for 2Z (1 —/),

t; + const. = |_2 -^!^^^ + vj a: + , log^i^ij-j

* BBBTB1.IID, Caieul Intigral, p. 653.
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The well-known periodic development of (») is

For most of the applications q is so small that not more than two or

three terms of this series need be considered. The constants involved have
the significations

As the functions in our problem have complex arguments, it is

necessary to separate the real from the imaginary portions. This has been

done by Jacobi*, and putting J := -=-^, we have

da ~ Z 1 1 — q'-" 1— yi+» "•"
1 — js-s ~ l—^+i> + ••'

\

And if we make
„ d log S (ia)

,

"' = ^ da +"
we have

V -f- const. = mx-\-2 arc tan j- 2 arc tan =
h • • •

l_jl-6C0Sy l-5^»cos^

'.•+»8in^ 5»+»8in^
— 2 arc tan 2 arc tan

!-?'+» C08^ 1-^*008^

This equation gives the value of r in terms of a;; by the inversion of

the series z can be obtained in terms of w; from which can be found cnx,

and thence the value of u from the equation

1 + ig— 1) cn'z

The employment of elliptic functions in the treatment of the problem

does not appear to be an improvement, since, depending on two arguments,

they can not be tabulated to any great extent, and thus interpolation between

the given values is necessarily difficult. In addition to this these functions

are not so easily multiplied together as circular functions. Under these

circumstances it seems the employment of periodic series throughout will

have the greater advantage.

* Journal fur die Mathematik, Vol. XXXIX, p. 345.
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I will now show by a numerical example how much easier is the

treatment by computing special values of the functions involved and thence

deducing their periodic developments. It is true that this procedure

demands that we know at the outset the values of the two independent

constants involved. But this limitation need not greatly trouble us.

Numerical Illustration.

Let us assume the values e = 0.055 and S = 0.1. This value of e is

about that which obtains in the actual lunar theory. The value of h con-

siderably exceeds that which would give the observed motion of the lunar

perigee; but, by its employment, we shall better exemplify the advantages

of the numerical method.

We compute to the argument E for every 30° in the semi-circumference

the values of w and -y^ixova. the formulas
aJbj

w = 1 + e cos ^,
dv w

The computation of the latter equation will be facilitated by using the

quantities d and x derived from

Bin'" ^^(2+ i^\ :. = , ff
*

w \ ' w / 2 cos' ie cos*

dv
when ^ = 1 + ' The following are the values arrived at:

0°

30

60

90

120

150

180

1.05500 00000

1.04763 13973

1.02750 00000

1.00000 00000

0.97250 00000

0.95236 86028

0.94500 00000

dv

dE
1.06213 69983

1.06277 08524

1.06456 66064

1.06718 23976

1.07000 58547

1.0722186201

1.07306 18242

dv
From the values of ^^ we obtain the periodic development

1.06739 06237

— 0.00545 46813 cos E
+ 0.00020 85064 cos 2£'

— 0.00000 77215 cos 3J?

+ 0.00000 02807 cos 4i;

— 0.00000 00101 cos 55?

+ 0.00000 00004 cos 6j&

dv

dE
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By integration of this and putting

e = 0.93686 41412 v + const.,

we get

e = ^ +

1054'r07407 sin E
+

+

+

20.14611 sin 25
0.49737 sin 35
0.01356 sin 45
0.00039 sin 55
0.00001 sin 65

By a very easy tentative process we ascertain the values of the excess

of the angle E over ^ to the argument ^ for every 30° of the semi-circum-

ference. These, with the correspondent values of w follow:

O^'OOOOO

+512.29165

897.78659

1053.76895

928.00622

+542.53732
0.00000

From these special values we derive the periodic series

0.99985 94669

0°

30

60

90

120

150

180

1.05500 00000

1.04756 29497

1.02729 24201

0.9997190163

0.97228 59807

0.95229 64346

0.94500 00000

5=f +

1054ri2213 8in i

— 17.45483 sin 2^

+ 0.35334 sin 3^

— 0.00704 sin 4^

+ 0.00016 sin 5^

,w = -^

+ 0.05500 21473 cos $

+ 0.00014 04918 cos 2^

— 0.00000 31465 cos 3|

+ 0.00000 00413 cos 4^

— 0.00000 00008 cos 5|

The latter expression conjoined with the equation giving ^ in terms

of V may be regarded as the integral of the differential equation between

w and V. It will be perceived how rapidly convergent the series is. There

is here certainly no need for the introduction of elliptic functions.

Turning now our attention to the treatment of the differential equation

for 8, let us assume that, in the equation ^ + I + ¥. s = 0, /3 has

value 0.01, nearly that which prevails in the actual lunar theory,

compute then the following special values of

the

We

w*

f 4>
0" 0.00807 21674

80 0.00830 38497

60 0.00897 89110

90 0.0100112472

f

120°

150

180

0.01118 98407

0.01215 93782

0.01253 92848
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>+^.

From these special values we deduce

1.01015 81588

— 0.00222 60030 cos ^

+ 0.00014 72390 cos 2|

— 0.00000 92096 cos 3|

+ 0.00000 03278 cos 4i
— 0.00000 00126 cos 5^

+ 0.00000 00004 cos 6|

Changing the independent variable from v to ^ we have the equation:

1.15089 61649

— 0.00253 61359 cos ^

+ 0.00016 77528 cos 2|

-\--\ —0.00001 04927 cos 3^ J.s =
+ 0.00000 03735 cos 4^

— 0.00000 00144 cos 5^

+ 0.00000 00005 cos 6^

dP

To integrate this we put t, = e*»'-^ and assume that s = 2i6<^''+*,

dIfZ)=^ V -1 thei taking all integral values positive and negative

differential equation may be written H'a = 2<0<^*.*, where ©_< = ©j.

©0 is equal then to the first coefficient in the last equation written at length,

but the following ©'s are equivalent to the halves of the succeeding

coefficients taken in order. If we use the symbol [{] to denote {g-^iy— ©o,

the constant coefficients bj satisfy the equation

which holds for all integral values of/ positive and negative. An abbreviated

specimen of the equations the 6, satisfy is shown as follows:

• +[-!]*-!- »ih- »,*,-... =0
.- e,b_, + [0]b,— 6,b,-...=o
.- e,b_,- »,s. + [i]S.-... = o

All the b's but one must be eliminated from this group of equations

and the result is an equation which determines g. I have given this equation

previously* to a degree of approximation which more than suffices for our

present purpose. Employing it, we find that g = 1.07279 78607j that is,

calling the principal argument of the latitude y;, we have

7 = ^f + const = 1.00506 58465 v+ const

*An7ials of Mathematict, Vol. IX, p. 36.
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We can now solve the group of equations determining the b's in terms

of one of them, preferably bg. The solution gives us

i<. ,' yil,-(,

where 60 and bd are the arbitrary constants introduced by the integration.

But, in place of bo and bo, we substitute the arbitrary constants i and ?i,

such that

5o = } tan i . c^*'-' , bj = — i tan i .
£-'^*'-»

Then, >? being equivalent to g^ + X,

s = tan i Z, J sin (17 -\- iS)

We solve the group of equations giving the values of the -~ by using

the method of gradual approximations through recursion. Only one repe-

tition of this is necessary to get the values of the ^ correct to the tenth

decimal. The value of « arrived at is:

s = tan t

— . 00000 00004 sin (,,— 5|)

+ . 00000 00315 sin (,,— 4^)

— . 00000 18705 sin (tj— 3|)

— . 00028 32410 sin (,,— 2^)

-f . 00110 66224 sin (r,— ^
+ 1.00000 00000 sin r,

— 0.00040 30991 sin (,+ $)

+ 0.00001 01773 sin {r, + 2^)

— 0.00000 03429 sin (,, + 3^)

+ . 00000 00077 sin (, + 4/)

— . 00000 00002 sin {r, + 5^)

That this series, infinite in two directions, is convergent scarcely needs

demonstration.

The next step in the treatment of the problem is the determination of

the part of w factored by tan^t. The rigorous equation for w is

dv"
+ [1 + r ^-ir^'] w- (1 + r) (1 + «»)-« =

or, neglecting the fourth and higher powers of s,

|J+ [1 + r^-i^'] w-(l + r) + f (1 + r)s' =

Making ^ the independent variable and putting

[e'- (w - 1)'] [w' - 2yw - r (1 -e')]
'

WW' '

the integral of this equation takes the form

Vol. IV.-10

X == -41+2: A'^
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If w must receive the increment 5w on account ofX hitherto neglected,

we must have
dvd.Sw _ dW

,

W = ^;^''w+X
"31 dw

But, by the theory of the variation of arbitrary constants, ^w may be

supposed to result from the application of a correction to the arbitrary

constant which completes the value of the argument ^. This correction can

as well be supposed to be applied to ^. Calling it ^^, we have ^w= -7^- 5^,

and, making this substitution in the last equation, we have

W di ^ d; dS'

Cancelling the terms in both members of this which are equivalent,

we have
dw*d.dS_ ~fr ,5. _ rvldyi\

dwd'vfjf^ dW ^^ , -i^

d:;
'

di' dS
X, 5^

The last gives
=/-(^t)*

yd'N

c' dirn'M"'
dw

As the factor ^^ enters into this expression an equivalent number of

times when we consider both sides of the integral signs, we can reject from

it a factor which makes it small. However, this factor must be restored

when we derive from the expression for S^ the part of it proportional to ^,

that is, the part of the motion of the perigee proportional to tan^t.

From the preceding value of s we derive

-i^ + r s'=tan'i

— 0.88926 1535

— 0.00125 0668 cos ^

+ 0.00048 6447 cos 2|

+ 0.00000 3714 cos 3^

— 0.00000 0048 cos 4i

+ 0.00000 0002cos(2^— 5f)
— 0.000000546COS (2^— 41)

— . 00000 3883 cos (2,,— 3^)

— . 00050 2660 cos (2i,— 2^)

+ 0.00196 8352 COS (2,,— i)

+ 0.88925 9439 COS 2^

— 0.00071 6900 cos (2,+ $)

+ 0.00017 8311 cos (2, + 2|)

— . 00000 0617 cos (2,, + 3^)

+ 0.00000 0014 cos (2, + U)
dw

After rejecting from -y^ the constant factor— 0.05500 21473 it becomes:

sin ^

+ 0.00510 8593 sin 2^

— 0.00011 7076 sin 3^

+ 0.00000 3000 sin 4^

— 0.00000 0077 sin 5^

+ 0.00000 0002 sin 6^

= sin S

0.99988 2847

+ 0.01022 3190 cos $

— 0.00023 4306 cos 2^

+ 0.00000 6004 cos 3f
— 0.00000 0154 cos 4|

+ 0.00000 0004 cos 5£
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If, in the periodic development of «*, we limit ourselves to the portion

independent of the argument y;, we obtain, after multiplication and inte-

gration, the expression

-f|(l + r)/s^^d? = tan'

0.88950 7990 cos $

+ 0.00358 4996 cos 3^

— 0.00011 4720 cos 3^

— 0.00000 0126 cos 4^

— 0.00000 0005 cos 5^

This being multiplied by the factor Jr (IT there results

. 1 +r(dw\-'>p , dw _ tatan^
sin* f

— 0.00910 0G25

+ 0.89010 8010 cos i

— 0.00652 3274 cos 2^

+ 0.00013 7485 cos 3|

— 0.00000 7173 cos 4^

+ 0.00000 0227 cos 5^

— 0.00000 0007 cos 6^

he

For the integration which comes next in order let us put

y [r«+ riC<Mf + r,C08 2? + ...]^^ = [e,+ c,COaf + e,C08 2f + ...]^j^

By differentiating this equation and comparing the coefficients it will be

found that
h = -2r,— 4r.-6re-...
^0 = — r,— 3r, — 5^5 - . .

.

^i = - n— r, — 2^1 — 3/-, — . .

.

^. = fr, + ¥^5 + •

.

s =^ r. + fre + .
. .

Ir. + ifr, +
^5 = ir. + • • •

Applying these formulas it is found in the first place that

h = + 0.01307 5285 tan^t.

If this is multiplied by k, we shall have the portion of the motion of the

perigee factored by tan'i, which is

Sc = — 0.23772317 tan'' i

The residual portion of the integral is

— 0.89052 1597

+ 0.01563 8267 cos ^

tan' t j
+0.00027 5726 cos 2|

UnT
I

— 0.00000 7184 cos 3^

+ 0.00000 0151 cos 4^

— 0.00000 0004 cos 5|
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If this is multiplied by k-r^ we obtain

*w = tan't -

— 0.89033 736

+ 0.00653 204 cos ^

-I- 0.00056 429 cos 2^

— 0.00001 295 cos 3i

+ 0.00000 027 cos 4£

For the portion of ^w which involves the argument »; it is necessary to

employ the linear differential equation of the second order

In this we have

K^_ 3>-(l-0
w ']=

0.99890 38887

+ 0.03077 06154 cos ^

— 0.00203 53235 cos 2|

+ 0.00012 73071 cos 3^

— 0.00000 45320 cos 4^

+ 0.00000 01744 cos 5^

— 0.00000 00061 cos 6^

If we put

dw = 2k, cos (2, + If), i, [l - ^^^^^7^'^'
] = »„ + 2e, cos f+ 2#, cos 2e + . .

.

f^^ s' = Sir, cos (2, + tf) ,
[t] = (2^ + iy - e,

we have for finding the coeflBcients hi the following group of linear equations

:

. . . +[-1]*-.- »,*o- e,k,-.

... — »,*_.+ [0] K- 8,k, — .

... - «,*-.-»,*„ + [1] K - •

These equations being solved we obtain

— fan * aaw = tan

— 0.00000

+ 0.00000

— 0.00010

— 0.01836

+ 0.00407

— 0.29855

— 0.29386

— 0.00043

+ 0.00000

— 0.00000

+ 0.00000

007 cos ( 2,,— 6^)

227 cos (2,— H)
285 cos (2i7— 4^)

848co8(3j;— 3i)

911 cos (2,,— 2/)

849 cos (2i;— t)

799 cos 2r,

539 cos (2,,+ i)

630 cos (2jj + 2^)

070 cos (2, + Zi)

002 cos (2, + 4^)
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It will be perceived that this infinite series is amply convergent for

practical purposes. The presence of the small divisors [— 3] ^ — 0.019 ...

and [— l] = + 0.021 . . . has the effect of making the coefficients of the

arguments 2>7— 3^ and 2y;— ^ abnormally large in the series of coeflBcients,

but the ratio of decrement in the coeflScients is scarcely influenced by this

circumstance.

The next step in the elaboration of the subject would be the deter-

mination of the change §s in s which is caused by taking into account the

portion of w factored by tan^i. Here we should have to deal with the

linear differential equation

But enough has been done to show the practical advantage of retaining

periodic series involving circular functions.
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MEMOIR No. 64.

Note on the Mass of Mercury.

(Astronomical Journal, Vol. XIX, pp. 157-158, 167, 1898.)

Desiring to make some investigations on the secular perturbations of

the solar system, it was necessary to choose values for the masses of the

planets. Mercury gives the most difficulty in this respect, the values

attributed to its mass being so discrepant. They have been derived from

its action on Venus or on Encke's comet. To weight them and so take

a mean is a method of treatment which does not recommend itself Under
these circumstances it has seemed to me that a value of the mass deduced

solely from analogical considerations might be acceptable.

If there is any truth in the nebular hypothesis, the materials forming

the masses of the four planets Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Mars and the

Earth's moon ought to have approximately the same chemical constitution.

Now the matter composing the outside layer of the Earth has a density

about 2.55 (that of water being unity) while the mean density is 5.67.

We hence infer that the density varies in the interior through the efiect

of pressure, and the phenomena connected with the rotation of the Earth

are very well satisfied by what is known as Legendre's law of density

p = k ; where p denotes the density and r the distance of the matter

considered from the center of the Earth, while h and m are constants, the

latter showing the degree of compressibility. Without making a violent

hypothesis this law may be extended from the Earth to the other four bodies

under consideration, m being supposed the same for all, while k may be

different for each. Knowing the masses of all the bodies but Mercury,

we may derive the value of k for each of four different cases. Then we may
attribute to Mercury a superficial density equal in succession to that of each

of the four remaining bodies, and thus arrive at four different values for

the mass of the former ; and their agreement or disagreement will afford a

criterion for the measure of success of the treatment.
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I have compiled the following table of necessary data:

Semi-diameter
at distance 1

Reciprocal
of mass

Log a L..f

Mercury 3'/ 34 9.58026 0.03020

Venus 8.546 408000 9.98827 0.31283

Earth 8.78 333470 0.00000 0.34632

Moon 3.393 27178000 9.43551 0.01636

Mars 5.054 3093500 9.76013 0.07321

The values of the semi-diameters are those which are employed in the

American Ephemeris. By consulting Houzeau's Vade-mecum de VAstronome

it will be seen that astronomers are not well agreed upon these constants

even in quite recent times. The value of the equatorial horizontal solar

parallax has been diminished a little to make it correspond to the Earth's

radius in latitude 35°. Taking this radius as the unit, the column headed

"Log a" gives the logarithm of the radius a of each planet. Let R denote

the density at the surface and R' the mean density. Then Legendre's law

of density gives the equation

R' 3 rl , -|

^D-— — cot maR ma \_7na J

which, in the case of the Earth, becomes

-r-m \_m
cot m — 5.67

3 X 2.55

and from which m = 2.5518 = 146° 12' 20". Having now the value ofm
R'

as well as those of the several a, we compute the values of ^ for each

planet, and their logarithms are inscribed in the last column of the table.

The details of the computation of the mass of Mercury severally from

the four other bodies is thus shown

:

Log reciprocal of mass

^4)
TV

J^'
Log wof planet — Log ^ of Mercury 0.28263

VennB Earth Moon Mars

5.61066 5.52306 7.43422 6.49045

1.22403 1.25922 9.56575 0.53961

0.28263 0.31612 9.98616 0.04301

Log reciprocal of mass of Mercary 7.11732

Mass of Mercury ttttt dTttt tt

7.09840 6.98613

TTJ TTFTT
1

U TfFJ T3T7 TT TVS TTTIT

7.07307

sis

The three planets give results quite accordant, but the one from the

Moon is somewhat larger. Taking the mean of the four values we have for

the mass of Mercury tttsttitt.
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Additional Note on the Mass of Mercury.

Since the appearance of the Note on the Mass of Mercury {A.J. No. 45 2)

it has occurred to me that the cause of tlie Moon giving a larger mass for

Mercury than the three other bodies treated is the neglect of the augmen-

tation of density through the loss of interior heat. The smaller the dimen-

sions of the body considered, the greater will be this augmentation, provided

other conditions remain the same. Now the Moon is the smallest of the

four bodies treated in the previous note. In the lack of any information as

to the original temperature and the length of time the cooling has been

going on, it seems the best we can do is to suppose that the effect on the

general density of the body is proportional to some power of the radius.

This power can be determined from the data given in the previous note, by
adopting the principle that that value is to be used which will bring the

results from the four bodies into closest agreement. Thus, employing the

a'
method of least squares, we find that the exponent 3 of the ratio — used in

the former note, ought to be reduced to 2.92849. This is not an excessive

correction to make for the effect of cooling. Substituting the latter value

of the exponent for the former, the values of the mass of Mercury, severally

from the four bodies treated, are

Venus Earth Moon Mars

TTJ TTTf Tnnr ttt t5t tutt to ttj tctj nr TTf Tinj

These values are in much better agreement than the former, and the mean
gives for the mass of Mercury ttt^^ttct-
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MEMOIE No. 65.

On the Inequalities in the Lunar Theory Strictly Proportional to the

Solar Eccentricity.

(Astronomical Journal, Vol. XX, pp. 115-124, 1899.)

This article is in continuation of that in A. J. No. 353, to which the

reader is referred for the explauation of many of the symbols here used.

I have there elaborated numerically the special case of the theory in which

we have e = 0, y = 0, e'= 0, the symbols having the signification Delaunay

attributes to them.

In the further elaboration of the problem the order of the introduction

of complexity into it is not indifferent. For it is plain that if, as the next

step, we treat the case in which e' is to have a determinate value, but where

still e = 0, y^O, we shall not be troubled with considering the motions of

the perigee and node. Also the subject will be more easily handled if we
do not attempt to take account at once of terms of all dimensions with

respect to e', but in succession of those of one, two, three, etc., dimensions.

Probably it will not be necessary to go beyond the fourth dimension.

After this is done it will be possible to consider a lunar theory in which

e has a determinate value, but in which still y = 0. The motion of the

perigee must now be regarded, but that of the node need not yet be attended

to. In like manner, as before, we divide the investigation so that terms

severally proportional to e, e^, e^, etc., may be separately considered.

Finally, the complete form of the lunar theory is elaborated, in which

y has a determinate value and the latitude of the moon is considered. Here

it is necessary to notice the motions of both perigee and node. For a like

reason as before we divide the work so that terms proportional to y, y^, y^,

etc., may be separately obtained.

I.

In the former article it was supposed that the motion of the sun about

the center of gravity of the earth and moon was circular, and we put

/ = «'(! + .«'), X'z=e' + n't
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Here we propose to take into account the eccentricity d of this orbit,

neglecting, however, all powers of this quantity above the first. The
differential equations for the moon's coordinates are the same as before,

but we now assume that

r'= 0* (1 4- JT) — aV cos V, >!' = £' + v!t + 2e' sin l\

V being the mean anomaly of the sun. Then the function R of the

preceding article ought to be augmented by a quantity Z which is given by

the equation

Z=— e'cosi'./l^— 2e'8inr. ||

Employing here the rectangular coordinates », y, let us suppose that R
and Z are expressed in terms of them. In forming the equations to

vai-iatian we employ the notation

d'R _ „ S^B _ . 9^B _ t'*

and call the augmentations of the coordinates which are strictly proportional

to e' by the designations 8x, ^y. These equations are then

In this particular case we no longer have the Jacobian integral in

finite terms, but we may have it expressed by an infinite periodic series.

Let us put

-3^= - e' cos r 3-^ [_/ g^J
- Se- sin ? .

^^ |_ g^J

Although Jlf cannot be had in finite terms, nevertheless, as the right member
is a known function of r, this quantity is expressible by an infinite periodic

series. Then the equation, which here takes the place of the Jacobian

integral is

In taking the variation of this equation we note that when the arbitrary

constant G is developed in powers of e' only even powers present themselves;

consequently ^ (7= 0. By putting

n dx
, n< dy „

it is plain the variation of the last equation may be given the form

„ddx
,
„ddy dP ^ dG ^ „

'The reader Is asked to discriminate the two nsea of K.
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It is also evident that the quantities F, G, H, J, K, satisfy the relations

In ffeice of the unknown hx, 8y we propose to adopt p, a such that

dx = Fp, Sy = Oa

The three equations to variation then become

dr ^ dr

of which the last is plainly a consequence of the first and second. For the

sake of brevity employing the additional notation

U^JFG, N=,[f^^-G^)

and introducing a single new variable w to take the place of p and a, the

third equation to variation is satisfied by making

From the first and second of the equations to variation we can obtain

Dividing by D and differentiating we get

d ri diLwf] ,dp _da _ d^lN\
37 L^' dr }^ dr 'Si~ dr\U)

But

^-a?='^(->.-5>)+^(;.+5»)'

Substituting this in the preceding equation and putting

the linear differential equation of the second order

^ + ew = »r

is obtained for the determination of w.

The value of w resulting from the integration of this equation would

have the general form

A and B being the arbitrary constants. As S and T are periodic functions
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involving the mean anomaly of the moon, and as the solution we need ought

not to have terms of this sort, it is necessary here to assume that J. = 0,

JB = 0. Thus w = F, where V contains only terras of the same periods as

those occurring in W.

After w has thus been found we have

..Ff^-M^ar, ^y = of^^-
Here the two arbitrary constants must be so taken that Sx and Sy may have

no terms independent of I', the mean anomaly of the sun. The variations

of the coordinates usually adopted are then

a
(^)

= - ^ CxSx + ySy) , Sk=l, (xSy - ySx)

II.

Although the preceding treatment constitutes a solution of the problem

in an analytical sense, and possesses much elegance on account of the sim-

plicity of the square of the velocity as expressed in terms of the differentials

of the rectangular coordinates, it presents diflBculties in practice when the

quantities involved must be developed in infinite periodic series. The

quantities F and G, periodically vanish, which prevents the development of

their reciprocals in infinite series. These difficulties can be overcome by

putting the factor which makes the quantity vanish in evidence and

executing the integration in accordance; the infinities then disappear. But

the easier treatment is to have recourse to polar coordinates.

We adopt as variables for expressing the moon's position i^ = log r,

and <^. In order to avoid the writing it we suppose a = 1, and adopt the V
of the preceding article. Then, supposing F and Z in terms of i^ and ^,

the differential equations of motion are

and the Jacobian integral

Let the increments of -v// and <^ having e' as a factor be denoted by 84' and ^<^.

To facilitate the investigation we can suppose the existence of two variables

p and a such that

dr '
' dr ' ^ dr ' dr
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It is very plain that the values, p = a constant, (t = 0, must satisfy the

equations to variation which result from those of motion and their integral.

Thus, wben we obtain these equations expressed in terms of p and tr, in every

case the factor multiplying p must vanish; we need not therefore go through

the formality of deriving it. Hence, in making the transformation from

64', 5<?> to p, a, we can limit ourselves to the expressions

dS(/i dif/dp ,
d^da . d^ dScj) d(ji dp _ d4' da d^i}'

'df~d7dT'^drdr'^dT'''' TT~d^dT d^dr S^"'

d^d</i _ dip d'p , d(f) d'a i^ a dV dp
,

^. d^<^ da
,

dJ^^

'd?'~'Sn?'^d7'di'^ d^'Ir^WTr^W"'
d'S(p _ d(p d'p di'd'a ,^d'<\>dp ^ (P<}' da d^4i

dz'
~ dx 'd? WIR" ^" d^Tx d^Tx W

"

In these expressions we can eliminate the second and third differentials

of 4* and <^ by means of the original equations of motion.

Subjecting the Jacobian integral to varicdian we find

,j, rd'p dSil' , dAdd(l>~\ _ TT <?/> , ,^ rd4'^ _ d<pjP4r\

[ih dx'^ dx dxj-*^ dx^ \_dxdx' dx dx'_\

K.. = r^., -,,r=,[||*-|||*].

The sum of these three equations gives the variation of the Jacobian

integral.

But we have

Lot dx' dx dx' J L30 dx C4 dx J \dx J

Consequently the equation to variation derived from the Jacobian

integral is

dx i_a(f> dx otjj dx J

or, if we put

it will take the form
dp .

i
M

It is necessary to derive still another equation to variation from the

original equations of motion. Then, if we take the variations of both and

multiply the first by ^ and the second by — -^, it is plain from the equiv-
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alents we have given for -~ and -^-f , that not only does the terra in p

vanish, but also the term in -=£. Consequently the resulting equatiou will

be of the form

We can eliminate -f- from this by means of the last equation, and thus

shall have a linear equation of the second order for the determination of a.

Proceeding to the derivation of this equation to variation, we divide

the somewhat complex mass of terms into four parts.

1. Make the second derivatives in the equations alone to vary and we
get the terras

But by differentiating the equations of motion it results that

2. By making only the first derivatives in the equations to vary we get

the terms

(II) -2F(^^ + m)^^4-2r^^;+ F[A + 2(^+„) + 2g].

3. By making only the common factor e** of the two equations to vary

we get the terms

(III) FK-2m]^^

4. In fine, by making only the second members of the equations to vary

we get the terms

By adding these four divisions of terms we arrive at the equation

Trl^dr] + ^''^dr + l*(W W ^}~d^ ^ ^d^df, d^ )~d^\
"

Qip dT d<l> dr
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No symmetry is apparent in the coefficient of a as written in this

equation, but it may be given the following form:

. rdYdtp
,
dVd<t>l ^j_i rd^df , 2 9'T^ d4' dtf, ,

d^d^l
^

ld</> lh^d(t> drAdr'^^ Id-P' dr'
"^

d'J'd^ dr dr
'^

d<t>' rfr' J

r3Z# dVd<l'-\dct>_r rd' V d<p' g d'V d'P dct> , d'V rf^'H"
ld<P dr d<t> drjdT ' 134'' dr' d</'d<t> dr dr "^

dcl>' dr' J

Eliminating -£- from the equation by means of the value given by the

equation to variation derived from the Jacobian integral we have

In order to reduce this equation to the simplest possible form we intro-

duce a new variable w such that

,r = 7-t w

If we put Q for the coefficient of a in the equation before -^ was

eliminated we have the equation

d?'+FL^+ *^

'
+ *Fd?" ^i^'V

—
JV~

But

, (fF _ , rd^d£ , 2 3'F d^'d.^ , 9'F d<^'-l , a r3F^ , 3F d^"!
' "3?" ~ * La^ dr'

"''
av'a* dr'

"^
a<^' dr' J

^
' La^'- dr'

"^
a^ dr' J

- * {d'Jdf _|_ 2 _9!lL *:'J# J- 9'F d(^'-|_ . rBF d^^'
, aF d* 1 d±~

Lav'''~ dr*
"^

av'a^ dr' "^ a<^' dr' J La^'- dr "^
a,^ dr J dr

+ *Lav^dr a«drJU+"y + *'
La0^ + a<^'J

, T^„ __i_ rard^'_ o

a

v^Ydm
,

aF'dv'.'-|
, ^ ra Fd./, a f^-i , ,„

* •'^« - 4y Lav'-' dr' "
d4' a0 dr* ^

a<^' dr' J
"^ *"

La<^ dr ~ a<^ dr J
•" ™ "^

i
1 ^' - 1 raF'd^'

, 2 dVdVd4'd4, , aF' d./>'-|

'T dr"
~ 4 FLa^''' dr'

"^ aV a* dr' "^ a<^' dr' J

By the assistance of these expressions we obtain the equation

' V d-r dr' Lo4' dr
0<t>

dr J dr \_a4' dr Qcf, dr J dr

_ , ra'F d»' _ g a'F dv>d»
,
a'F d^'i , ^^.y

La<^' dr' a<Ad</, dr' ^ a./." dr' J ^ "^

Consequently, if we put

A - - 1 r(3'V dV\di,'_^(d'V _ dV\d4'd<l,
,
(d'V j_dV\d<p'-]j_^,

'~ 2V\_W' d<P)dr' \d4'd<i> a<|.>/ dr* ^(,a<A" "^a^/dr'Jf
e = } j; 4- J,

~Tv
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the equation determining w is

Attending to the integration of this we put

w = i:b,C08(r + iV), W= SW,coail' + iT), 8 = i:8,ooaiT

These summations are extended from i=— aotoi = +oo, and, in the

last equation we have 0_i = ©j. Thus, for the determination of the un-

known coefficients bj, we have the group of linear equations represented

generally by

For the degree of approximation we wish to attain it is necessary to go

from b_io to bjo; thus we have 21 equations with 21 unknowns. These we
solve by steps of approximation. First we limit ourselves to the 5 unknowns

from b_2 to bg and the 5 equations which specially determine them; after-

wards, with these values, it is easy to obtain values of the remaining

unknowns to the corresponding degree of approximation. With these values

the final terms of the 5 equations may be corrected and the operation of

solution repeated. About three repetitions of this procedure suffice to obtain

the desired degree of precision.

III.

In reducing the preceding results to numbers we employ the values of

the constants given in the former article. We there gave the values of ^

and 4) for every 15° in the semi-circumference of the argument t. The

expression for i V being

}F = £7 + (1 -f m)'^ + i m'^ -H «, J [i cos 2<^ -f i]

+ <^ ^« C* COB 3</) -f I COS
<t>]

+ «.
J. [fi

COS 4^ + V^r COB 2^ + ,^]

+ «« ^' [t^ ^''^ ^"^ + tW COS 3^ -I- II cos <^]

for facilitating the computation of special values of this function and its
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several partial derivatives with respect to r, r', and ^, we give the following

tables of the values of its several terms

:

(1 + rky ("-) f a, ^ COS a^ 1 »•' COB 30

+ 917 68107 2 + 32175273 4 + 482 6276036 + 160 87586 76 + 10021119

15 803 54383 9 322 37745 1 416 34669 54 16118822 54 + 69995 23

30 494 00132 3 324 08088 3 + 235 80106 01 162 03993 89 — 2606 91

45 + 76 72033 2 326 39865 9 — 9 57873 67 16319882 30 74493 68

60 -333 46944 1 328 70136 5 253 56129 83 16435017 28 103443 01

75 627 27574 9 330 36573 4 431 35825 30 16518235 45 7272717

90 728 23916 4 330 94059 6 496 40898 06 165 46978 45 — 19220

105 609 52328 6 330 26481

1

43180183 08 16513189 30 + 72428 55

120 —299 36347 7 328 508975 254 30444 60 16425397 80 1 03343 56

135 + 124 57742 32613157 8 — 10 4089712 163 06528 30 74582 34

150 552 13811 3 323 75992 5 + 235 05589 87 16187946 01 + 2785 70

165 867 98717 5 32202450 5 415 73832 07 16101175 27 — 69813 25

180 + 984 24369 5 + 32138924 9 + 482 08237 79 + 160 69412 59 —1 00041 43

r ia,^'co80 }|a.^ cos 40 ^»,a,^^CO.20 ,V«3^4 I'A"..J
cos 50

'""V'""'
'8<» if a.J cos

«

o 11 12 It1 11 It 13 11

+ 60126 71 +22123 +126 42 + 56 89 + 50 + 28 + 24

15 58168 61 +10718 109 27 5711 + 12 +80 23

30 52374 80 —118 82 + 62 21 57 71 -45 - 1 21

45 43013 14 227 49 - 2 55 58 54 -35 —21 17

60 3059628 — 108 76 67 85 59 37 + 28 -29 -12

75 15920 21 +120 21 116 01 59 97 + 51 -ai + 7

90 + 38 44 :234 04 133 74 6018

105 -1584142 +:12108 116 09 59 94 —51 + 21 - 6

120 30512 44 —

:

10777 68 01 59 30 -29 +89 12

135 42922 81 !22708 — 2 76 58 45 + 35 +21 17

150 5227846 —119 04 + 6195 67 60 + 45 + 1 21

165 5806818 +106 71 108 99 56 98 -12 -19 23

180 —60024 86 + 220 73 +12613 + 56 76 -50 -28 -24

r -ia,^;sina^ --Y«,^!»ln30 -1°. L;.in0 -?J.. -!•• -fit-- -
-iSf •- -«••

o 11 11 II 11 II II 11 11

15 -491 89521 3 -216365 5 —15897 5 -778 -1291 -25 -6 -1
30 85020076 8 3 03801

8

30840 7 -7616 2243 -12 9 1

45 979 005516 -210733 7 438631 +35 6 2601 + 19 -6 2

60 845 70794 4 + 770't 2 54022 3 814 7 226 3 + 22 2

75 487 83993

1

2 24124 60497 4 7994 1312 - 8 + 6 2

90 - 121698 6 3 13601

7

627204 + 2 3 - 3 27 9 3

105 + 485 656317 2 24793 4 60488 5 -796 7 + 130 6 - 8 + 6 2

120 84414115 4 + 8684 2 54007 1 815 5 225 7 + 22 2

135 97817019 3 -2 09900 7 43846 - 38 7 2603 + 19 -6 2

150 849 92555 2 3 033360 30826 4 +759 224 —12 8 1

165 + 49187278 5 -216205 3 -15889 5 +776 9 + 128 9 —24 -6 -1
Vol. IV.-ll
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.rfV .^
*"'5? "^dT

0° 0.00859 82784

16 7.8590 4872 0.00740 23642

30 8.0940 2940 0.00414 82420

46 8.15117491 9.99973 58223

60 8.0818 6997 9.99536 74425

75 7.8314 6683 9.9922144191

90 6.4712 7940n 9.9911130885

106 7.8663 1621n 9.99236 04082

120 8.0993 3173n 9.99564 41626

136 8.1629 8202n 0.0001168426

160 8.1032 1855n 0.00460 21576

166 7.8669 8852n 0.00789 81733

180 0.00910 75964

Where it is necessary the order of the last decimal is expressed by the

small figures at the top of the column. In order to have the special values

of the various derivatives of ^ F, correspondent to the indicated values of t,

it is necessary only to multiply the quantities given in the preceding tables

by certain positive or negative integers, in all cases less than 25 (their values

are perceived at a glance) and sum the products. In this way have been

formed the following values of Aj, Ag and ©

:

T ^. ^. e

0° —2.14482 69404 8 —2.40513 46257 4 1.04507 732771

15 2.14686 78054 4 2.39669 23142 2 1.06008 871631

30 2.15260 71888 3 2.37396 306110 1.10132 52209 1

45 2.16083 67957 6 2.34370 65632 7 1.15820 518016

60 2.16952 31500 4 2.31438 96004 2 1.21573 34234 9

76 2.17619 04936 5 2.29363 641551 1.2582173830

90 2.17875 27123 2 2.28650 958317 1.2737129529 9

105 2.17640 68220 4 2.29472 39660 8 1.25783 602518

120 2.17000 52862 7 2.31645 861412 1.21523 35926 8

136 2.16163 95914 4 2.34656 953751 1.15794 47549 4

160.-
•

2.15373 42653 2 2.37739 03147 5 1.10153 81494 8

166 2.14823 94105 1 2.40044 88286 3 1.06075 05950

180 —2.14628 969217 —2.40899 82779 1 1.04592 130416
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From the special values of is derived the following periodic series

representing it, which may be compared with that given in the memoir
"On the Motion of the Lunar Perigee."* The differences are due to the

a
inclusion here of terms dependent on —, and ^a

9 z= J,

1 .15884 04425
— 11 88348 cos T

— 11408 84846 cos 2r

— 30 72745 cos 3t

+ 76 55834 cos 4t

+ 42061 cos 5t

— 1 83319 cos 6r

— 966 cos It

+ 1085 cos 8t

+ 15 cos 9t

—

.

20 cos IOt

Attending next to the determination of M we obtain

0.00003 87849 sin

+ 2922 21996 sin

+ 10 80772 sin

+ 17 81067 sin

dM + 8725 sin

rfr
- ~ + 12406 sin

+ 70 sin

+ 91 sin

+ Isin

+ lain

T

2t

3t

4t

5t

6t

7t

8t

9t

e' cos V + -

0.00002 89353 cos

+ 3914 43255 cos

+ 16 51032 cos

+ 23 79574 cos

+ 13207 cos

+ 16565 cos

+ 106 cos

+ 122 cos

+ loos

+ Icos

T

2t

3t

At

5t

6t

7t

8t

9t

- e' sin V

It will be noticed that M does not contain any term having the argu-

ment v. After integration,

M=\

0.00003 22820 sin

+ 2019 58114 sin 2t

+ 5 60460 sin 3t

+ 6 04140 sin 4t

+ 2670 sin 5t

+ 2789 sin 6t

+ • 15 sin 7t

+ 15 sin St

- e' sin V +

0.00004 13948 cos t

+ 1542 75047 cos 2t

+ 3 75361 cos 3t

+ 4 57478 cos 4t

+ 1788 cos 5t

+ 2105 cos 6t

+ 10 cos 7t

+ 11 cos 8t

- e' cos V

*Aeta Mathemaiiea, Vol. VIII, p. 34.
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From this we deduce the following

Special Values of M
T

0» +0 01555 25750 e' cos I' Oe'eiaV

16 1345 00568 e' cos V +0 01019 87512 e' sin r

80 + 772 63606 e' cos V 1761 47242 e' sin r

46 4 31439 e' cos 2' 2025 77999 e' sin I'

60 775 31651 e' cos V 1746 54941 e' sin r

16 1335 33942 e' cos T + 1003 74843 e' sin I'

90 1538 19663 e* cos J' — 2 34984 e' sin I'

106 1332 20811c' cos?' 1005 42422 e' sin T

180 771 96674 e' cos I' 1741 00398 e' sin i'

186 — 4 83494 e' cos Z' 2013 32650 e' sin r

160 + 765 49740 e' cos V 1747 00847 e' sin 2'

165 1331 69118 e' cos V — 1010 22609 e' sin Z'

180 + 1539 43534 e' cos I' e' sin Z'

In the next place are obtained the following

Special Values of W
0°

15

30

45

60

75

90

105

120

135

150

165

180

+

4-0.07206 87725

6373 32334

4088 83403

950 87713

2206 67047

4527 76228

5372 55207

4509 37054

2185 72203

952 71800

4057 57123

6311 42691

7132 62653

1 e' cos I'

1 el cos r

le'

+

+

e' sin Z'

-f-0.04138 52211 3 c' sin Z'

7183 16977 7 e' sin I'

8317 24605 4 e' sin V

7219 14643 7 e' sin Z'

+ 4166 67510 e' sin Z'

— 16 50666 6 c' sin Z'

4183 13967 5 e' sin I'

7196 39977 7 e' sin Z'

8257 34027 c' ein Z'

7111 96683 e' sin Z'

8 c' cos Z' — 4090 85272 9 e' sin V

6 e' cos Z' e' sin Z'

' cos Z'

2e'co8Z'

7 e' cos Z'

5 c' cos Z'

6 c' cos I'

le'coel'

8 c' cos r

7 e'cos Z'

Oc'cosZ'

From these special values we
in periodic series

:

+0.00925 20209 4 e' cos Z'

derive the following development of W

W= ^

+ 15 41991 7 e' COS (Z'— r) +0 00002 48859 c' cos (Z' + t)

+ 7279 31393 7 c' cos (Z'— 2r) — 1008 74636 6 e' cos (Z' + 2t)

+ 24 29723 e' COS (Z'— 3r) — 4 93926 3 c' cos (Z' + 3t)
— 30 68123 3 c' cos (Z'

—

4r) + 4 08240 3 c' cos (Z' + 4t)

— 17058 8 e'cos (Z'

—

5r) + 2614 9e'co8(Z'+ 5r)

+ 67579 e'cos (Z'

—

6t) — 9142 5e'cos(Z'+ 6t)

-t 4041 e'cos (V— 7r) — 68 2e'cos(Z'+ 7t)

— 386 6 e'cos (Z'

—

8r) + 510e'cos(Z'+ 8t)
— 39c'cos(Z'— 9r) + 6c'co8(Z'+ 9t)

+ 6 2 e'cos (Z'— lOr) — 13e'cos(Z' + 10T)
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By the integration of the differential

we have the following expression :

-f-000674 50610 2 e' 008 Z'

w = -{

+

+
+

+

2 39399 9 e' cos (V

—

2899 18882 6 e' cos (.''—
3 32273 3 e' cos (l'

—

13 82463 3 e' cos (l'

—

3513 le' cos {V

—

7615 3e'co8 (^'—
334e'co8(^'—
652e'cos [r—

3e'co8 (r—

r) —
2t) +
3r) +
4r) —
5r) —
6r) +
7r) +
8r) —
9r) —

4e'cos(Z'— IOt) 4-

equation which determines w

00252 38205 5 e' cos (Z'+ t)

305 65254 1 e' cos (V + 2t)

2 30508 2e'co8 (/'+ 3t)

1367916e'oos (V -f 4t)

1215 Oe' cos (r+ 5r)

779 6e'co8(Z'+ 6t)

110e'co6(r+ 7r)

6 6e'cos(i'+ 8t)

1 e' cos {l' + 9t)

le'cos(?' + 10T)

From this are derived the following

Special Values of w

0"

15

30

45

60

75

90

105

120

135

150

165

180

—0.02157

1807

— 844

+ 486

1841

2862

3280

2990

2088

4- 838

— 411

1323

— 1655

58418

47900

90341

01318

03223

85315

56804

75178

92223

08675

94126

18927

69829

7 e' cos r

1 e' cos V

e' cos V

6 e' cos V

7 e' cos V

8 e' cos /'

9 e' cos V

6 e' cos V

8 e' cos I'

4 e' cos /'

3 e' cos V

e' cos V

2 e' cos /'

—0.01527 35055

2640 55345

3028 64441

2568 06398
— 1365 61467

+ 260 41159

1865 71010

3009 19711

3380 87043

2884 08159

— 1651 34320

e' sin V

8 6* sin I'

2 e' sin V

3 e' sin V

4 e' sin i'

1 e' sin i'

9 e' sin Z'

9 e' sin V

1 e' sin V

2 e' sin T

3 e' sin T

e' sin Z'

e' sin V

From the data previously obtained we get the following

Special Values of -J^.

0°

15

30

45

60

75

90

105

120

135

150

165

180

+0.06091

5158

+

+

+

2573

1055

4812

7677

8832

7955

5350

]817

1638

4115

5010

01912 9

78573 3

26074

74291

8

57284 5

79444 4

37137 3

32897 2

01353 2

73486 6

36514 7

17345 9

36052 9

e'eoer

e' cos V

e' cos V

d cos V

e' cos V

e' cos I'

e' cos I'

e' cos I'

e' cos I'

e' cos I'

e' COS I'

e' cos I'

e' cos I'

+0.04244
7395

8582

7388

+ 4038
— 577

5141

8345

9329

7900
— 4497

94386

94234

53152

50262

47342

90963

45591

26567

38253

93575

95751

e' sin I'

6 e' sin I'

9 e' sin I'

6 e' sin I'

6 d sin r

e' sin I'

9 e' sin I'

3 e' sin If

4 e' sin V

e' sin i'

2 e' sin Z'

8 e' sin T

e' sin J'
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Applying to these values the operation of mechanical quadratures

we get

dp

f—0.01538 77367

+
+
+

+
+

+

539 56432 cos

7190 05560 1 cos

96295 1 coe

102 05093 8 cos

20314 4 cos

1 47482 3 cos

524 7 cos

1616 2 cos

8 cos

T

2t

3t

4t

5t

6t

7t

8t

9r

17 6 cos IOt

' e' cos V +

f_0.00552 995814Bin t

2t

3t

4r

5t

6t

7t

8t

9t

+ 22 2 sin IOt

+ 8957 77624 9 sin

+ 24 30526 sin

126 13921 9 sin

— 59785 4 sin

+ 1 81944 3 sin

+ 1055 8 sin

1988 2 sin

__ 15 2 sin

e* sin V

By integration there results

—0.19032 702071

+ 512 72406 cos t

— 4631 78417 9 cos 2t

— 8 11629 9 cos 3t

4- 32 06357 3 cos 4t

+ 12025 9 cos br \- e' sin V +
— 30660 8 cos 6r

— 151 7 cos 7t

4- 250 6 cos 8t

+ 1 7 cos 9t

_ 2 2 cos IOt

+0.00498 11112 6 sin t

2t

3t

4t

5t

6t

7t

8t

9t

-f-
1 8 sin IOt

+ 3782 26520 7 sin

+ 53971 5 sin

26 16081 1 sin

— 4257 3 sin

+ 24993 5 sin

+ 76 7 sin

— 204 6 sin

._ 9 sin

e' cos V

Hence are derived the following

Special Values of p.

0° —0.23128 00028 le' sin Z' e' cos V

16 22538 36845 4 e' sin V +0 01997 98674 4 e' cos V

80 20920 39137 4 e' sin V 3502 45719 9 e' cos V

46 18696 55948 6 e' sin V 4134 64423 7 e' cos V

60 16468 61193 5 e' sin V 3729 60631 5 e' cos i'

76 14866 86931 2 e' sin V 2394 78619 4 e' cos V

90 14368 54518 3 e' sin V + 497 52806 2 e' cos V

105 15143 98827 2 e' sin V — 1433 29429 4 e' cos J'

120 16997 68730 1 e' sin V 2866 77746 9 e' cos T

135 19432 96679 e' sin V 3429 38634 3 e' cos Z'

150 21808 24983 e' sin V 3003 30996 5 e' cos V

165 23517 46011 4 c' sin r — 1739 46295 6 e' cos V

180 —0.24137 45332 le' sin 2' g' cos V
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Having now the special values of p and w we get the special values of

^A and ^ (- ) by the formulas

. /a\ _ a rd4' „ , d<f> w "i

Thus far we have kept e' indeterminate, but now it is judged advisable

to attribute to it the value 0.01677106, which is the same as that used by

Delaunay. Moreover, the coeflScients of 5/1 are transformed into arc.

Special Values.

0° —816.05984 4 sin l' coe V +36 75568"5 cos V sin I'

15 792.69006 7 sin I' + 70.75146 7 cos V 30 48711 6 cos I' +28 71933 1 sin I'

30 729.51228 3 sin r 122.68357 8 cos Z' +13 55645 2 cos Z' 49 03195 6 sin Z'

45 644.88729 3 sin V 142.70351 7 cos Z' — 9 14362 9 cos I' 55 29927 7 sin Z'

60 562.56978 3 sin Z' 126.87367 1 cos Z' 31 45083 3 cos Z' 46 14576 9 sin Z'

75 504.82460 4 sin Z' 80.69018 6 cos Z' 47 76870 9 cos Z' +24 33929 sin Z'

90 486.97775 1 sin Z' + 16.89635 2 cos I' 54 33233 6 cos Z' — 4 38397 9 sin V

105 514.25781 6 sin Z' — 47.94719 4 cos I' 49 81041 3 cos Z' 32 82054 8 sin Z'

120 580.81136 9 sin Z' 97.26512 1 cos Z' .35 45410 3 cos Z' 53 77915 8 sin Z'

135 670.71818 9 sin I' 118.24174 1 cos Z' —14 92205 9 cos Z' 61 56411 8 sin Z'

150 761.18733 6 sin I' 105.17933 6 cos Z' + 6 33176 cos Z' 53 48420 2 sin I'

165 828.04911 1 sin Z' — 61.61056 4 cos Z' 22 30531 6 cos Z' —31 03229 5 sin V

180 —852.67727 6 sin Z' OcoeZ' +28 23767 1 cos Z' OsinZ'

By the application of mechanical quadratures we get the following

aeries. Delaunay's values of the coefficients are added for the sake of

comparison in the case of the longitude; in the case of the radius, Delaunay

having stopped with terms of the fifth order, it seems hardly worth while

to make comparison. They have been obtained by making in his expressions

e= 0, y = 0, and by substituting for his value of -^ the value which corres-

ponds to the constant 8".8 of solar parallax ; and the terms which involve

the simple power of this factor have been multiplied by 1— 2(i in order to

take into account the moon's mass; but no inductive terms have been added.
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Del. Coefl.

— 0.00009 sin (r— 8T)"

— 0.00002 sin (r— 7T) „— 0.01054sin(i'— 6t) — 0.0038
— 0.00144 sin {I'— Sr) — 0.0014
— 1.25517 sin («'- 4t) — 1.1916

— 0.09012 sin (i!'— 3r) — 0.1160

—152.08250 sin {1'— 2t) —152.1127

+ 0. 59511 sin (Z'— t) + 0.5718

—659.23785 sin r .—659.2305

+ 17.69186 sin (I' + t) + 17.5918
— 21. 60085 sin {I' + 2t) — 21.6338

+ 0.11250 sin (l' + 3t) + 0.1045
— 0.18003 sin (l' + ^t) — 0.1809

+ 0.00082 sin (I' + 5t) + 0.0006
— 0.00152 sin (Z' + 6t) + 0.0004

+ 0.00001 sin (r + 7T)

— 0.00001 sin (i' + Sr)

<")=

+ 7cos(r— 8t)

+ ico8(r— 7t)

+ 699coa(r— 6t)

+ 74oos(i'— 5t)

+ 65281 cos (Z'— 4t)

+ 3124 cos (Z'— 3t)

+50 92412 cos {1'— 2t)

— 11723 cos {V— t)

a; =.) —659.23785 sin r ^—659.2305 ,J(^ )=-{ —11 47540 cos V

+ 4 28970 cos (V + r)

— 7 51559 COS (Z' + 2t)

+ 5400 COS (Z' + 3t)

- 9530COS (r-l-47)

+ 53 COS (V + 5r)

— 102COS (Z' + 6t)

0cos(r+7r)
— 1co6(Z' + 8t)

If no errors have been committed in these computations, and pains

have been taken to detect and eliminate them, the coeflBcients set down
should correspond to the values of the elements employed with an un-

certainty of not more than a unit in the last decimal.
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MEMOIK No. fi6.

On the Extension of Delaunay's Method in the Lunar Theory to the

General Problem of Planetary Motion.

(Transactiona of the American Mathematical Society, Vol. I, pp. 205-243, 1900.)

Part I.

—

Exposition of the Theory.

The method of integrating the differential equations of motion, adopted

by Delaunay for the elaboration of his lunar theory, as it is explained by

him, demands its division into several cases, and is established through very

tedious transformations. These disadvantages disappear when the greatest

generality is given to the procedure. Hence, an explanation of the method,

as it would be applied to the motion of a planetary system like the solar,

will, doubtless, be welcome to astronomers.

Let T denote the living force of the system, £i the potential function,

and, with Poincare, put
F= Q~T.

The Te variables, necessary for completely defining the position of the system,

may be denoted by q^, q^, . .
., q,^. Use accents to denote complete differen-

tiation with respect to the time of the latter, and we have

T = function (g-,, q„ . . ., q^, q[, q\, ..., q[).

The partial derivatives of this function with respect to the k variables g'j

are to be used as variables instead of the latter, and we put

dT
p, — gr> (i = 1, 2, . . ., k).

By means of these h equations the g'j can be eliminated from T, and thus

will result:

T = function (g-,, q^, . . ., q„ p,, j»,, . . ., p^).

Then the system of differential equations for determining the variables p^
and qi is:

m dp,_dF dq,__dF
^^' 3r-3^,' dt- djr

(i = i.2,...,«.
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Let US suppose that fl is separated into the two parts Hq and Hj, and

that, when we neglect flj in F, the equations (1) can be completely inte-

grated, and their integi'als expressed in terms of two sets of A; quantities

each, symbolized thus:
Z, , L„ . . ., Zr„

*1> ^s> • • •> *»>

of which the first set are constants, and the second set linear functions of the

time of the form Hit -f c^, n< being a function of the Li, and C; an arbitrary

constant. Nothing forbids our taking the Li such that they may be the

elements severally conjugate to the Xj.

Now, desiring to integrate the equations (1) when F has its complete

value, we may adopt the L, and the \ as the dependent variables to be

employed. The differential equations of the problem are then:

Here the function F has been made to involve the Li and ^j by eliminating

the old variables Pi and q, from it by means of their values given by the

integrals derived on the supposition that II = Ho. As

F = a. constant

is an integral of the problem, and CIq— T= a constant, when Hj is neglected,

it is quite evident that when we substitute in Ho— T' for ^Jj and qt their values

in terms of theZi and X,, the /Ij completely disappear and fio— 7' becomes a

function of the Li only. Thus, in the second form for F, the variables X;

enter into it solely through the portion flj.

II.

In order to exemplify we will adduce the solar system composed of the

Sun and the eight major planets. We will suppose that the masses of the

Sun, Mercury, Venus, . . ., Neptune are denoted by «?(,, wij, ntg, . . .,

and will put

m8>

m.
N = m„ + m, + m, + . . . + m,, X, z= -^ » = o, i, . . ., 8).

Let the type of representation of the rectangular coordinates of the planets

relative to the Sun be as follows:

Mercury a;,,

Venus X, + x,a;,,

.* Earth x^ + x,a;, + x,a;,.

Neptune x^ + x^x, + , . . + x,a;,.
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The differential equations these variables satisfy are:

(3)

-dx,'

dt\ 9.y.

d^z, _dQ,

/''-I '* ^7J2" =

f^l-l'

t^i-1 "t -m
;

(i = 1, 2, . , 8).

df dz i

Here £1 denotes the sum of the products of every two masses of the system

divided by their distance, a relation we will write thus:

Suppose that the portion to be separated from £1 is

(5) ^o = '«o2,7:'

r, standing for V a-' + 2/? + z<- Then, if flg is substituted for fi in equations

(3), and the members are divided by /Ui-iXj, we get

(6)

•i^i-irl

df ^'"V^ir;-"' (j = 1, 2, . . ., 8).

(ff
4- m Jti-b-— n

It will be seen that each group of these equations, corresponding to the same

value of*, is independent of all the rest, and that it differs from the group

of equations of relative motion of two bodies only in that the constant

mo(iil(ii-i takes the place of Wo+ OTj.

Let Gi be the semi-axis major, ej the eccentricity, pi the inclination,

7( the mean anomaly, Qi the angular distance of the perihelion from the

node, and A< the longitude of the node. Put

H,= O, cos <j)(

.

Then, when the elements become variable by reason of the addition of flj

to flo, they will satisfy the differential equations:

dL, _ dR, (Il<__ dR,
~c[t dl, ' dt ~ dL,'

dG, _ dR^ dg, ^ _ dRj
dt dg,' dt qq;

dH,_ dR, dh,^ _dR,
dt~Wh' dt dH,'

(7)
{i = 1, 2, 8).

(8)
(i = 1, 2, . . ., 8).
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where ^, will be, in terms of lij, mentioned above,

(«)
m.

R,= 't^t-i Ux « = 1, a, . . ., 8).

2a< lii-i"!

Desiring to have the same perturbative function, whatever may be the

integer i, we multiply the values (7) of Z,, (r,, 5), as also the value (9) of

R^ by the constant /u<_iXj, which does not alter the form of equations (8).

We now have

:

(10)

as also

:

(11)

I'i = nii /^ rn„?^^=L a„

G, = L. Vl^^',

_fff=Gi C08<p,,

(< = 1, 2, . . ., 8).

F: m. 2o:r+'"o
I 2a, s-[i-a^E J.,

(12)

If the planetary coordinates in the last equation are replaced by the elements

(10) and the Zj, </<, Aj, the differential equations of the system are:

dL^_dF dh _ dF
dt dli' dt dL/

dO, _dF dg,__dF
-df-Wi' ~di- w: ' ^"

dH, ^dF_ dh^^_dF
~W dh, ' dt dH,'

In the second term of the right member of (11) the quantities l/Ao,2, l/Ao^,

. . ., l/Ao,8, can be developed in infinite series, the first terms of which are

l/rg, l/rj, . . ., 1/rg, and thus are cancelled by the term l/r^. Then the

two latter terms of (11) are of the second order with reference to planetary

masses.
III.

In order to make the application of Delaunay's method it appears

necessary that F should be developed in a series, finite or infinite and

periodic with respect to the variables Zj, ^j, hi, which have been named the

angular variables. In astronomical problems the series is generally infinite.

For legitimate employment this series must remain convergent throughout

the whole duration of motion, while t is passing from — » to + oo . It

becomes then pertinent to ask what conditions must be fulfilled in order

that this series may be convergent. It is well known that the reciprocal of

the distance between two planets can be developed in a convergent infinite

series, periodic with respect to the mean anomalies of the planets, provided

that the orbits, as they stand in space, have no point in common, or when
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the reciprocal of the distance never becomes infinite. The condition of con-

vergence in the present case is precisely similar to this. Here, however,

not only the mean anomalies /j are left indeterminate in the series, but also

the remaining angular variables gi and hi which define the position of the

perihelia and nodes. Hence, in the present case, there must not only be no

actual intersection of the orbits, but none when the perihelia and nodes are

shifted in every possible way, the linear variables, or the mean distances,

eccentricities and inclinations retaining their actual values. In the Delaunay

development of the reciprocal of the distance between two planets, it is

necessary and it suffices for convergence that the perihelion radius of one

of the planets should always exceed the aphelion radius of the other.

We may consider this subject under a more general aspect. Let F
have the periodic development

(13) F= 2A cos UA +J\^, + •• +y.^»]

,

where Xi...Xk are the angular variables, the J positive or negative integers,

and J. is a function of the linear variables L only. That this infinite series

may be convergent, F must not only actually never become infinite, but

never even potentially so. It is necessary here to explain what we mean
by the qualifying epithet "potentially." If, while the linear variables L
are supposed to maintain their actual values, and, consequently, the

coefficients A their actual values, we allow to all the angular variables X

the complete swing of movement from to 2n, i^ remains always finite, we
say it never potentially becomes infinite. In order that F may not actvally

become infinite it is necessary and sufficient that the velocities of and the

distances between the points of the system should remain finite. In order

that F may not potentially become infinite, it is necessary and sufficient that

the values of the linear variables Lj, L^, . . ., L^ should remain within a

certain domain. The definition of this domain is very complex after a

Delaunay transformation has been operated, but is quite simple in terms of

the original Keplerian linear variables Zj, L^, . . ., L^.

We may illustrate this subject by bringing forward the case of the solar

system as it has been described in § IT. Employing the linear elements a^

and e< of equation (10) or of equations (7), the inequalities which define

this domain are

:

«.(!-«,) > 0,

«, (1 - «,) - (1 - «.) «, (1 + «,) > 0,

«, (1 - «,) - (1 - O «, (1 + P,) > 0,
(14)

«« (1 — «») - (1 — ",) ff, (1 + e,) > 0,

L «8 (1 + Sb) < <»

,
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or, if we prefer to use the elements Z, and Gi of equation (10), the in-

equalities are

:

(15)
OTJ-JL-S T -• -»J - WiJ

£f 4 [Z,- V i^- »?] > ,|;4 [A + V"I|^^^,

It is remarkable that the inclinations of the orbits play no part in these

inequalities.

IV.

As, in general, it is not necessary to distinguish between the three kinds

k, 9t, K of angular variables, nor between the three kinds i(, Gi, Hi, of

linear variables, for simplicity of notation we shall suppose that the angular

variables are denoted by Zj, ^, . . ., ?*, and their corresponding conjugate

linear variables hy Li, L^, . . ., L^.

Selecting a particular linear combination 6 of the angular variables

so that

^ = j'Ji + J2h + ••• +Jkh,
the J being positive or negative integers prime to each other, Delaunay's

method, somewhat generalized, consists in making such a transformation of

variables as would constitute a complete solution of the problem if F, in its

periodic development, contained as arguments only integral multiples of 6.

That is, in this special case, the new linear variables would turn out con-

stants, and the new angular variables would be of the form n{i-\-c), n and c

being likewise constants. It is clear that when we make such a trans-

formation in F, the terms in the former periodic development involving the

cosines of the finite multiples of 6 will disappear, but the absolute term will

receive a modification. A little consideration will make it evident that the

derivation of such a transformation is dependent on quadratures.

The discussion of this derivation is greatly facilitated by making a linear

transformation of variables, in the cases of both angular and linear variables.

In this it is evident that we can take 6 as one of the angular variables; then

let be its conjugate linear variable. Thus, we may have the following as

the variables involved in the problem :

Linear variables, 0, Ai , Ag , . .
.
, Afc_i

;

Angular variables, B, ^i , Xg , . . ., Xfc_i

.
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And the canonical system of diflferential equations will be:

(16)

dS dF
dt do'
dA, dF
dt 9/i,

'

do

dt

dk,

dt~

dF
dO '

dF
3/1/

dA^^_ dF dk^,_ dF
dt dK

Let us now consider the mean value of the function F relatively to the

angular variables /Ij , /lo, . . ., /Ia_i. Then, since i'' as a periodic function

involves only cosines of arguments, if [F'\ denote the mentioned mean value,

we shall have

(17) [F-^ = \lfjY' ^'^^.'^^^ • • • ^^^u

where the first factor of the right member denotes an operation repeated

k— 1 times, once in reference to each of the variables \, \, ..., >lt_i.

As F remains finite whatever values Q, /Ij, /I3, . . ., ^/t_i may assume, it

follows that \_F] is finite whatever may be the value of d. Thus \_F'\ is

developable as a periodic function of B involving only cosines ; and we
may write:

(18) \_F'\ =—B—Ai cos d—A^coa 20—A3 cos S6— .

.

.,

where B, A^, A^, A^, ... are functions of the linear variables 0, Aj, Ag,

• • •, Afc^j.

Let us now suppose that, in equations (16), [i^J is substituted for F.

They then become :

'
(18 _ diF'\ do ^ _ d[F2
dt do ' 'Si 3<y

'

^ - ^' -_3[Z]
dt ~ ' dt ~ dA,

'

(19)

dAt_i

dt
= dX^, _ djF]

dt dA^,'

Ai, Ag, . . ., A/c-i are therefore constants, and the two equations of the first

line contain no other variables than and 6, and thus form a distinct system

by themselves and determine these two variables ; after which, by sub-

stitution of values, the remaining differential equations for /Ij, ^, . . ., /lfc_i

determine these variables through quadratures.
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As [F] involves only two variables and 6, the two equations which

begin ( 1 9) have the integral, C being an arbitrary constant,

(20) [F] + G = 0.

'

This integral constitutes a relation between the two variables © and B; and,

if the latter are regarded as coordinates defining the position of a point in a

pl.ine, (20) is the equation of a plane curve. For this graphical exhibition

of the connection between the two variables, we might adopt that in which

they are the polar coordinates of a point, being the radius and 6 the angle.

But, in some cases may pass through zero. This diflSculty may be

obviated by adding to it a suflBciently large positive constant and thus it be

rendered uniformly positive. This can be done provided it does not go to

negative infinity. However, all circumstances considered, it will probably

be a better course to adopt a representation in rectangular coordinates,

6 being the abscissa and © the ordinate.

If we derive from (20) an expression for 6 in terms of © and substitute

it in the first equation of (19) and take the reciprocal of both members we
shall have the time in terms of by a quadrature, and, by the inversion of

this, © as a function of t. On the other hand, if we derive from (20) an ex-

pression for © in terms of 6, and substitute it in the second equation of (19)

we shall have the time in terms of by a quadrature, and, by the inversion

of this, as a function of t.

We proceed to note some of the properties of the curve whose equation

is (20). In the first place it must be stated that if the diflFerential equations

of (19), which determine the variables and 6, compel the first of these to

take on values rendering the right member of (18) a divergent series, we
agree to set aside such cases as nugatory. Singularities of a certain kind

are therefore excluded. The curve cannot have a jpoint d'arret, for, at this

point, we should have simultaneously d&/dt = and ddjdt = 0; and in con-

sequence all succeeding derivatives of these variables would vanish. Thus,

at this point and would be invariable, which is impossible. It cannot

have a multiple point, since, for given values of © and 6, there is but one

value of each of the quantities d&/dt and ddjdt. If the curve pass through

a point, it must proceed thence until it returns to that point or goes on to

infinity. In the latter case, taking a polar representation for the moment,

it may either have two infinite branches, or may make an infinite number
of turns about the pole, or, in other words, be a spiral. But, since equation

(20) involves only cosines of 6 without sines of the same, the curve must
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needs be symmetrically situated with respect to the axis from which d is

measured. Hence, the last supposition must be rejected; that is, it cannot

be a spiral^ nor can it have more than one distinct turn about the pole.

The curves graphically representing (20) may be divided into three

classes. Here, for convenience, we adopt a rectangular representation.

Let us suppose that an infinite number of values between the limits and n
are substituted for 6 in (20); the result will be an infinite number of

equations for determining the corresponding values of 0. Let one of these

be satisfied by a real value of 0. Then it may happen that all the remaining

equations are satisfied by real values of this variable continuous among
themselves and with the value first mentioned. The variable 6 can then

move from —w to + <» and there will always be a corresponding real value

for 0. The first equation of (19) shows that will be at a maximum or

minimum when 6 = in, i being a positive or negative integer. As, in the

equation

(21) ^ = J, sinfl + 2^j8in3(? + 3^3sin30 + ...,

the quantity A-^ is, in general, larger than A^, A^, . . ., it follows that

will have no other maximum or minimum values than those just mentioned.

In addition, if a maximum value occurs for 6 = 2in, then will a minimum
value occur for = (2i+ 1)71, and vice versa. If, in (20) we put, in suc-

cession 0=0, 0:=7t, we shall have the two equations:

,„„ <G-B= A, + A, + A, + ...,
^ ' \G-B= - A,^ A,- A,\ ....

And if be regarded as the unknown to be determined by them, it is plain

that the maximum value of will be a root of one of them and the minimum
value a root of the other. Again cannot be constant unless all the

coefficients A vanish. It is quite evident that, in this case, the values of

and can be represented by the infinite periodic series

:

i%'S\ i*^^ ^0 +<'.co8K(^ + c)] + #,cos3K(< +c)] + ...,

^ ^ \o=:d„{t + c) + 0^8m[e^it + c-)-i + 0,Bin2lO,(t + c)] + ....

These two equations are to be regarded as the integrals of the first and second

ditTerential equations of the group (19); c is one of the arbitrary constants

introduced by the integration, the other may be supposed to be either the

C of (20) or the 0o of the first of (23). But while C and c are conjugate to

each other, this is not necessarily the case with the elements 0o and Oo{i+ c).

The remaining coefficients of (23), 0i, 02, ..., Oq, di, %, . . ., are functions of

C or 00. On account of the form of the curve which represents (20) in this

case the latter may be called the sinusoid case.

Vol. IV. -18.
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We come now to consider the second case of the representation of (20)

by a curve. Here, if we give to d its range of values between and n, we
shall 6iid that the equations determining the corresponding values of

have two real roots for an arc of values for 6 which either begins at or

ends at n; and, in the first case the arc terminates, or, in the second case,

begins, at the same intermediate point. At this point the two real roots

become equal, and, for the remainder of the semi-circumference, they are

imaginary. Consequently, at this point, 6 attains either a maximum or

minimum value. Because the equation contains only cosines of multiples

of 6, in the one case, the right line 6 = 0, and, in the other, the right line

6 = 71, divides the area embraced by the curve symmetrically. The

maximum and minimum values of are given by the roots of that one of

the two equations of (22) which has two real roots. In this case, 6 cannot

be represented by series like the second of (23), but, in general, we may
give the integrals of the problem the form

:

-OA-v
(eC0Be = P„ f- P,C08[fl„(< + c)] + P, C0S2K(< + C)] + .,.,

^ ^ t#8in»= e, sin [»,(< + c)] + ft sin 2 [<?„(< + c)] + ...,

where 6q, Pq, P^, P^, . .
., Qi, Qs, . . ., are constant coefficients and functions

of the C of (20), while c, as before, is the other arbitrary constant. It will

be perceived that, in the former case, the integral equations (23) can be

given the form (24) if one chooses; and Delaunay has always adopted it

where the eccentricity e would appear as a divisor in the first form. At the

two points, at which 6 has attained its maximum or minimum value, we
have dO/dt = 0, or

When dB/d& and dA^/dQ are quantities of the same order of magnitude,

the second case is likely to occur. As the curve, which here represents the

connection of the variables and 6, is a closed one, this case may be called

the ovaloid case. This kind of motion in the variables is, however, generally

termed a libration. Observation has not yet shown that it occurs in the

system of the eight major planets of the solar system, although it is possible

it may exist for very large values of the integers ^j. However, should this

prove true, the influence of this circumstance on the motion of the system

would be quite insignificant.

The third case in the graphical representation of (20) occurs when, in

a certain range of values for 6, bisected by the value ^ or by the value

6 = 7t, we find a real value for 0, but this value tends towards positive or

negative infinity as the limits are approached. Here there is one maximum
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and no minimum for or one minimum and no maximum. As in the

previous cases, these values occur v?hen 6 = or 0= 71. As long as the

instantaneous orbits of the planets composing the system are elliptic in their

nature this case cannot present itself. And cannot go beyond a certain

limit without some of the elements becoming imaginary. In order, there-

fore, to prevent the occurrence of functions of complex variables, a modified

system has to be adopted. But an illustration of this case can very easily

be constructed. In order to escape the difiSculty of divergence when
1

1

exceeds a certain limit, let us suppose that [i''] is finite and does not run

into an infinite series, and that all the quantities Ai beyond A^ vanish.

Then the equation (20), being solved with reference to cos 6, gives

cosff- ^^ -
Fie)-

Let 00 be the .value of when 0=0; in order to have the present case we
ought to have

a being less than unity. We may suppose that is involved linearly in

B and Ai, so that a, b, c, d being constants,

/(») = a + d», F(8) = c + de.

Then
a

_

a-c b

All the conditions will be fulfilled if we put

/(#) = 3 + 4e, F{0) = 2 + 50;

whence 0q = 1 and a = ^. is thus continuous while is contained

between the two values given by the equation cos d^h At the limits

becomes infinite. In a system of polar coordinates, if is the radius and 6

the angle, the equation of the curve graphically exhibiting the connection

of the variables and B is

:

cos = s ?-r:i or <T := -. =, -: .

2 + 5«' 4 — 5coatf

It is thus a quartic curve whose equation in rectangular coordinates is

:

[2x - 4(x' + y')Y = (3 - bxYix' + f),

whose course resembles that of a hyperbola. The formula for the time is:

^ r de r do

'~J V(2 + 5»)'-(3+4«)'-*J V(«-|r-(i)'"
If this be integrated between the limits 0=1 and = it will give the

time required to describe the curve from the point = to the point

having the radius 0.
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VI.

Let us now suppose that by the integration of the system of differential

equations (19), it is proposed to remove from F the periodic terms having

the argument B, that is, those contained in [i^]. We confine oureelves to

the first case as that will usually be the one which presents itself. The

integrals of (19) will evidently have the form:

e = e„ + 6>, COS io^{t + c)] + e, cos 2 [''oC^ + c)] + . .
.

,

^1, = a constant, A., = a constant, . . . , yl4_, = a constant,

» = 0^{t + c) + », sin [0^(Jt + c)] + 0^ sin 2[(>„(/ + c)] + . . .,

(26) \ ;,, = (A,) + Al«> (< + c) + >.{" sin \_e, (t + c)] + ).['> sin 2 [^^„ (if + c)] + . .
.

,

-i, = (->,) + ^i"' (.t + c)+ li" sin [tf„ (i! + c)] + /i" sin 2 [fl„ (i + c)] + . .
.

,

^t-. = (^*-.) + ^i!^.C< + c) + -^i'i. sin [«„(< + c)] + /ii, sin 2 [</„(/ + c)] + ...

,

where c, (^j), (JU), . .
., (/It-i), Aj, Ag, . . ., A»_i, and one other involved in

©0, ©J, . . ., do, ^i*", 2,^i\ . . ., complete the number of 2h arbitrary constants.

If then we take formulas of transformation as follov^-s, replacing

(27)

e

A,

by ^0 + ^1 cos + 8, cos 20 +
by A„

A^, by /!»_,,

e hy + 0, sin fl + 0, sin 20 + ...,

;, by -I, + -il" sin (? + -^i" sin 2fl + . . .,

^t_, by At_, + ^illi sin <> + Xj^l^ Bm20 + .. ,,

the terms of F involving 6 as the argument will disappear from it, their

mean values going over into the non-periodic term — B.

We shall now have a new set of angular variables 6, /l], X.,, . . ., X,,_i

and it will be pertinent to inquire what are the linear variables conjugate

to them, so that we may still have differential equations of the canonical

form. Taking the two equations of (27) which define and 6 in terms of

the new variables, let us suppose that the latter are ©o and ff (an accent is

applied to the latter for the sake of discrimination). Then we have

(28)
{:

e = 8„ + B^ cos 0' + #, cos 20' + ...

= 0' + 0^ sin 0' + 0^ sin 2o' + .

.
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Then, by the substitution of these values in the two differential equations of

(16) which determine and d, we get

(29)

'

dff d9„ de do' _ dF 3^„ dF do'

9«„ dt
"^

do' dt a«o do ^ do' do '

do iW, do do' ^ _ dF dffp _ dF^jy
d% dt do' dt a«„ aw do" dt>

'

By multiplying these equations by the proper factors, and putting A for the

functional determinant or Jacobian :

(30)
^^9^ 9^ 9« do

d% do' do' 3«„'

we have

ran J^.-^F j^__9A'

But

^ = \'^ + ||i cos »' + ||8 cos 2 (?' + ..."! \l + o^coaO' + 2<», cos2<»' + ...!

(32)
L oc'o of'o J L J

+ [e, sin 0' + 2», sin a^'' + . . .1 [^ sin 0' + |J sin 25' + .. .1

.

According to the theorem of Poisson, A is independent of t, or what in this

case amounts to the same thing, of &. Hence, in computing its value, we
have regard only to the absolute term. Thus

= 1 + J ^^[.0,9, + ^0,8, + 30,0, + ...].

Then, if we adopt a new variable 0' in place of ©o such that

(34) S' =f^d0, = e,+ i [.0,0, + %O,0^ + 30,0^ Jr.. .-\,

equations (31) will be transformed into

:

dO' _dF do'__dF
(3^-> ~df~do" dt~ dS"

which have the canonical form. As to the remaining linear variables A],

Ag, ..., Ai_i, which are identical with the former variables denoted by the

same symbols, it is evident that they remain the conjugates of the new
variables \, X^, . . ., "ku-i-

VII.

As it is somewhat diflBcult to discover the linear transformation of

variables required to pass from the set

i., A, ..., A| totheset I'
''" ^" •••'

'I'-'l,
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suppose we adhere to the use of the first set. Then we have the differential

equations

(36)
It

dt
3'

do
dl. _ _ d[F]
3F ~ dL, '

(i = i, a, ..., t).(37)

Then

(38) L, = (L,-) + jA

,

(i = 1, 2, .
. , *).

where the (Li) are arbitrary constants. By means of these equations the

linear variables Li may be eliminated from the right members of all the

differential equations (36) and (37), and thus be replaced by the single

variable 0. Thus the mentioned right members become functions only of

the two variables © and 6; and, after and 6 are found in terms oft from

the integration of (36), the L, will be found from (38), and the ?; from a

quadrature operated on the second equations of (37).

Then we can suppose that the integrals of (36) and (37) are written thus:

'8 =9 cos [d^{t + c)] + e, COS 2 [0^(t + c)] + . . .

,

A = (A) +j\»i COS [0,{t + c)] + /.», cos 2 [d,(_t + c)] + . . .

,

(39)
A = (A) +ji.»i cos [»„(< + c) +jA cos 2 [5„] (< + c)] + . .

.

,

= 0^(t + c) + 0, sin [0,(t + c)] + 0, sin 2 [^„(< + c) + . . .

,

l^ = (/,) + l['\t + c) + ;{" sin I0,(t + c)] + Zf' sin 2 [<?„ (t + c)] +

h = ih) + ?i" ii + c) + ?i" sin I0,{t + c)3 + Ij^' sin 2 [«?„(< + c)] + ...

,

where the (Z,), (i^), . .
.,

(i*), (Zi), (4), . .
., (4) are arbitrary constants.

The latter set are not independent as they must satisfy the relation

:

j\(.h) +i.(« + -.. +j\Ok) = o.

As there is the additional arbitrary constant c, the number of independent

constants is 2k as it should be. The coeflBcients 6^, Z?', ?}', If, . . ., which

may be regarded as functions of the {Li), satisfy the relations:

The formulas of transformation are then

:

Replace Z, by A + j\ B^ cos + ji 0, cos 2 S +

(40)
replace L^ by A + j\ *, cos 0, + j\9, eoa 2 +...,

replace Z, by ?, + ^}' sin + V{^ sin 2 fl + . . .

,

replace l^ by l^ + /'J'
sin + /<»" sin 2 * +
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We have now to find what linear variables are conjugate to the new
angular variables l^, l^, ..., Ik. They are discovered immediately from a

comparisoji of (34) and (38). As, from (34), it appears that ©o the arbitrary

constant, which may be conceived as annexed to the series for 0, is not the

element conjugate to the angular element 0o(^ +c)> but that the expression

i[^,». + 2^,e, + Z0^(i, + ...]

must be added to it to produce the required conjugate, it is plain from (38)

that, after the transformation, the new Zj is no longer the exact conjugate

of li, but that we have for that element the value

r*!) i, + J/.E^i^i + 2<',e, + 3»,#, + ...] (1 = 1,2,...,*).

VIII.

In making one of Delaunay's transformations it is not absolutely

necessary that we should employ the linear variables Li, which are the

conjugates of the angular variables li, in the development of the various

series needed ; we may use any others connected with the former by known

relations. Then equation (41) will inform us, at any stage of the trans-

formations, what function the conjugates of the angular variables are of the

used linear variables. Thus, in making his developments in the lunar

theory, Delaunay has not used the elements he calls L, G, H, but has

substituted for them others which he names a, e, y.

Let us suppose that the new set of linear elements we determine to use

are denoted by the symbols Cj, e^, ..., e^. Then, in order to form the

equivalents for the dlijdt, it will be necessary to know the values of the

partial derivatives 3e,/3Z, in terms of the Cj. The number of these deriv-

atives is Ic, and we shall have as many equations for determining them.

Having the Li in terms of the e^, the general form of these equations

will be:

(42) |^'|^ + |^<|^ + ... + |^'|«» =Oorl,

according as i a,ndj are different or are the same. These equations divide

themselves into /c groups each containing A; equations; each group serving

to determine the Jc partial derivatives of the «< with reference to one of the

Li which we denote by Lj. The functional determinant of each group of

equations is the same, being the Jacobian of the variables Xj, L^, .. ., L^

with reference to the variables Ci, e^, ..., e^. Calling this determinant A,

we shall have
de, _ 1 3J

(43) WL>~ ^ af^^V
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We shall much abbreviate the calculation of these partial derivatives

by agreeing to compute det/dLj not directly but by a correction to be added

to the value it had before the transformation was made. This correction

will be denoted by D(dei/dLj). Now the transformation being that made

to remove from F all the periodic terms having the argument

suppose that, in this transformation, we put

(44) K=iie,e,-\-2e,e, + 3e,e, + ...],

and also

(45; -irm = If(g^) + If(ar:;,)
+ • • • + e^ (sfc)

'

where {deJdLn) denotes the value of the partial derivative before the trans-

formation; then we shall have the group of linear equations

:

(46)

W^ \dlZ) de, [dLj^-

9e, \dLim/ o«2 \oLm/
9«0 -

,

'Jtn/

P<=J.'^Jr'.+J^

Put now

Then, evidently,

9^
. . ,•

9J

(48) D

Thus the correction for each partial derivative, caused by a given trans-

formation, is reduced to the product of three factors, one of which is a func-

tion of i, another a function of m, and the third independent of either. The

elements Ci, before the performance of any transformation, may be what we
choose. Delaunay chose his a, e, y so that they were connected with Z, G,

H, the conjugates of the angular variables I, g, h, by the relations:

L=\^(ia, G = LVT—?, H=G{i-2f).
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Part II.

Application of Delaunat's Method to the Minor Planet of the

Hecuba Type.

IX.

Delaunay's lunar theory affords a plentiful assortment of the trans-

formations just discussed, but their application in a case of planetary motion

gives rise to more complex expressions. In the lunar theory it is possible

to expand all coefficients in power series of all the parameters involved;

but, in a planetary theory where a, the ratio of the mean distances, is a con-

siderable fraction, it is necessary to introduce the functions of a usually

denoted by the symbol ft*,'', as also their derivatives with respect to a. It

may therefore be profitable to give as simple an illustration as possible of

these transformations where U^ must be used.

Let Jupiter be supposed to describe a circular orbit about the Sun,

while a small planet, without mass, describes an orbit in the same plane.

Let the radius of Jupiter's orbit be taken as the linear unit ; denote its

longitude by e' + n't, and the masses severally of the Sun and Jupiter by

n?Q and m'. Let a, e, ?, and g be the mean distance, eccentricity, mean
anomaly, and longitude of the perihelion of the small planet, and r and v

its radius and true anomaly. Put

Y=g — t' — n't, L=^m^a, /'= i^mf,a{l — e*).

The function we have denoted by F will have the expression

:

(49) 7?"=^ +„'/'+ m' \\l - ^r cos (y + r) + r"]-* - r cos (v + ?-)},

where r and v are to be eliminated through the equations:

r cos V = a (cos u — e), r sin v = a \/l — e' sin u, u — esmu = 1.

The position of the small planet will be known when we know L, V, I, y.

The differential equations for determining the latter are:

(50)

dL _dF dl __dF
dt ~ dl' W~ dL'

djr _dF dr^_ _dF
dt - dr' dt di'

'

X.

In order to give an illustration of the transformations named by

Delaunay operations, let us select from the periodic development of F,

which, from (49), plainly has the form 2-4jt' cos (il+i'y), all the terms
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having the argument d=l-\-2y. These will be terms of long period in case

the small planet has a mean motion nearly double that of Jupiter, which

case has been extensively discussed by astronomers, such a minor planet

being called of the Hecuba type. Taking 6 as one of the angular elements,

we see that we can adopt y as the other, and thus shall have I =z 6— 2y.

In order to obtain {_F'] from F we have the equation:

(51) ^^^ = ra^^''^irVT^2^rWTWT7'
remembering that r and v are now the same functions of — 2y they were

before of I. The last term ofF in (49) is here omitted as it contributes

nothing to [FJ. Put

(52) [1 - 2r cos (f + r) + »•']"» = i^'" -I-
^'" cos {v + r) + -B'" cos 2 (t; + ^) + . .

.

,

where B^'^ is the same function of r that 6'j* is of a. In order that this series

may be convergent it is necessary that a (1 -|- «) <C 1* Let us put

(53) ^"' = ~ f ^"" COB i {2v - I) dl.

Then we have

(54) [i?-] = g + „' V w,a(l-6') + m! [M'*' + ^'" cos ^ + ^<" cos 2tf + . . .]

.

The investigation will be facilitated if we now make a slight change

in the dependent variables employed so that they have the following

equivalents

:

^°''>
"[ e = i + 2^ - 2e' - In't, r = ^ + n't-g.

Then the differential equations determining the formulas of transformation

are

:

(56)

de_ ^ diF-\ do ^ _ 3[.y]
dt do ' air d& '

dr_ dr _ _ am
dt~ ^ ' 1I~ dr

'

Of these equations the integral of the third, F = a constant, furnishes the

relation

:

(67) ffl = a [2 - ^r^T^]-' = a [1 - e' + J e* - i e» + ^ e« - . . .],

a being a constant. By means of this relation the variable a may be

eliminated from [i^] which thus will contain but two variables, e and 6.

The equations (56) have the canonical form, but we prefer to discard the

variable T and to use e in its stead. Supposing then that [F] is made a
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function of the variables e and 6, the differential equations for the latter are:

(58)

1 Vl -e'[2- t/l-e'YdlF]
di~

do _ 1_ Vr^:V[2- Vr^^T^]' d[F2
dt ^m^a e de '

where the factor

These equations form a group to be integrated by themselves. After this

integration is accomplished, y is derived through a quadrature of the

equation

:

It dv '

In this equation \_F'\ is a function of and F, but we have preferred to

write it as a function of a and e ; thus

:

But

dlF-\ ^ a[i^] da g[i^] Se
dr da 57''^ de dl''

= ^ rriM

2_ vr^^"
r

Consequently

9" -2 /-?-
9a _ 1 Vl -e'[ 2- Vl-e']

Remembering that, with our adopted linear unit, a' = 1, n' = Vthq + "*'>

we have

:

1 ^ _ _ 1 r2a9m 4. vr^^^ca- yr^^Ti a [i?']-i

^'«" »'oVF^ ^

But, adopting, as before, y for the longitude of the perihelion, this is more

simply:
"^ dg _ 1 Vc^.dR , >JT^¥^[:i,- ^^^^]dR^

(59)

where

\/(-3"
a9^ +

1 rftf

9a 2- Vi — e'n'<^^

1
t2_Vl-e»]' + 2—A_^,

"'»t«/i vi 2r COS (y — r) + f^
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XI.

In an application like the present, where the periodic developments of

the various quantities are always tardily convergent, it is nearly impossible

to give literal expressions for the coefficients. And, even if we consent to

give to each coefficient its numerical value at once, the work of multiplying

such periodic series together is very embarrassing, and the process easily

leads to the commission of errors. Hence we adopt the method of sub-

stituting for each quantity involved the special values of it at equal intervals

in the motion of the independent variable through the semicircumference.

With this method of treatment it is necessary to separate the cases of non-

libration and libration.

It is always an advantage in computation to have the numbers dealt

with independent of any linear and temporal units. To this end let us

substitute for the independent variable t, the variable r = e' + n7 or the

longitude of Jupiter; also we put

The coefficients of the periodic development of TFare then absolute numbers.

The equations which, with (57), we shall use for the elaboration of the

problem, are the three following :

W= & constant,

(60)

dr _ , -j ^ e 1
g^- VCl + v)a

^^i_g,^5j_ ^Y^yfW,

dr

dR de

VCl + O"" 9« "^2- Vl-e'S?

V(l + v)a
[2-Vi— e']^ + 2-Vl-e"

W has the expression

:

(61)

fr=^[3-Vi-e7 + V(i + i')a-
• e' + 2 V 1 - e'

3 + e'
+ V-

1 p^dj-

= ±-^\l + e'+ie* + i^ +^<^ + ^e'» + •J

This equation contains as variables only e and 6; hence, since e should

never be negative, the dependence of the two variables on each other may
be shown graphically by taking e as the radius and 6 as the angle in a

system of polar coordinates. If we are given a pair of simultaneous values

of e and 6, it is obvious that by their aid we can determine the constant
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value of W. Desiring to ascertain at what points on the axis the curve

passes we make in (61) in succession = 0° and 6 = 180° and we get two

equations oi'the forms:

j D= M^e + M/ + M^e" + M^e* + M/ + . .
.

,

^^^-^

t ^ = - ^i« + ^^<^ -I- ^36" + ^fi* + ^ffi' + • • • >

where D may be regarded as the arbitrary constant and the M are constants,

being functions of a and v. These equations are transcendental in e and are

such that the positive roots of the one are equivalent to the negative roots

of the other. If each has a positive real root continuous with the value of e

which was used for the determination of the constant value of W, the

variable 6 generally moves through the whole range of real values. But,

if the first equation has two positive real roots and the second none, Q will

librate about the value Q = 0°. But, if the second has two positive real roots

and the first none, d will librate about Q = 180°. It will be seen that when

Z) = we have the limit separating non-libration from libration.

XII.

Case I.

—

Non-libration.—Here, as goes through the semicircumference,

it can be employed as the independent variable. Then, in the first equation

of (60), we assign to 6, in succession, a series of equidistant values covering

the semicircumference. (Those used in our illustrative examples are 13 in

number, viz., Q = Q°, 6= 15°, 6 = 30°, . .
.

, = 180°.) This procedure

furnishes us with a like number of equations for determining the corre-

sponding values of e. Solving these by the tentative process we have these

values of e, and can apply to them the procedure of mechanical quadratures.

Thus is obtained a general expression for e as a periodic function of 6

involving only cosines.

As the next step these special values of e can be substituted in the right

member of the second equation of (60). To the special values thus obtained

for dnrjdd can be applied mechanical quadratures, and the resulting periodic

series, involving only cosines of integral multiples of d, can be integrated

with respect to this variable. This integral may be put in the form:

(63) Oo(<+c) = 4-|3jsin0+/?2sin20+/?3 8in30 +
Knowing 6q we are now in possession of the period of the inequalities we are

endeavoring to derive. The left member of this equation we shall designate

as the time-argument, and, for brevity, denote it as (. In the next place

we assign to ^ a series of equidistant values going from 0° to 180°, and, by

a tentative process applied to (63), arrive at the corresponding values of 6
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These corresponding values of 6 can be substituted for 6 in the expression

of e as a periodic function of 6, and thus we shall have the values of e which

correspond to the equidistant values of ^. "We can now readily derive the

similar values of the two quantities e cos 6 and e sin 6. To these we apply

mechanical quadratures and thus obtain the periodic developments of these

quantities in terms of ^.

As the last step in this work we can, through the last equation of (60),

express dg/dr as a function of e and 6, and, by the substitution of the special

values of the latter variables, obtain the special values of dgjdt which

correspond to the equidistant values of ^. To these apply mechanical

quadratures and the periodic series for dgjd/r is obtained. This being

integrated we have the series for g, and the solution of the problem is

completed.

XIII.

Case II.

—

Lihration.—Here we are shut off from the use of Q as an

independent variable on account of its not going through the semicircum-

ference. But this diflBculty is surmounted by substituting for it another

variable which does move continuously from — » to + oo . In order to

ascertain, in the case of libration, the limiting values of we have to solve

the simultaneous equations:

F"= a constant, ^= ,

the unknowns being e and B. That is to say, a value of must be found

which will make the first equation have two equal roots for e. This can be

done by a tentative process. If we assume B too large, generally, we shall

not be able to discover real values for e from the first equation; but, if B is

taken too small, we get two values real but unequal for e. These two con-

ditions must be brought as close as possible until we discover the point of

passage from one to the other. In our illustrative example we escape the

necessity of this tentative process by assuming as one of the two fundamental

elements of the example not the D of (62) but the amount of libration.

The amount of libration being thus either assumed or determined, let

X denote the limiting value of sin B; we then can put

(64) sin = X sin 4',*

and the motion of '4' can be regarded as extending continuously from — oo lo

+ 00 . Adopting the variable 4 for replacing B, the second equation of (60)

takes the form

:

. . dT
I J- ^— e X cos 4> 1^

de
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where the newly introduced radical must receive the sign of cos 6. We can

now make 4' play the same role as d did in Case I, and there is need of no

further explanations.

XIV.

We attend now to the integration of equations (60). The operation of

Delaunay'8 lunar theory which is numbered 23* has great affinity with that

here detailed, and the two may be compared. He, it is true, has six variables

to our four; but, in comparing, his y should be made to vanish and his h

then becomes indeterminate.

The periodic development of the reciprocal of the distance between

two planets as a function of the time has been given by Leverrier to terms

of the seventh order inclusive, and those of the eighth order have afterwards

been added by M. Bouquet.f We avail ourselves of this development and

adopt the mode of Leverrier for noting the coeflBcients except in the portion

which is a function of e alone. We put A^f = (1/i!) a*d*b^f/da', j= in

the portion factored by cos 00, /= 2 in the portion factored by cos 6, j = i

in the portion factored by cos 26 and so on ; only the numerical factors are

written since the A can easily be filled in as they always commence with

A^i\ and the lower index always increases by a unit in each step to the right.

With Leverrier we put x for i«- This then is the development of a'/A,
preserving only the terms involving the integral multiples of 6 as arguments

:

^=1 ^':> + lA'v + ^T]/' +
J
[^T + A'v-\x' + ^[^<r + A^vix' +^ c^'?' + ^<n/

+ {
- [4 + 1];? + [l4+

I
-6-3y+ [-|-g + ^ +5-16-10]/

+ { [22 + 7 + l]/ + [-^f-21-^8+ 16 +4]/+[lf« +^'-49

,,o o .= , = 1 . r 8312 500312 280 1228
-l]2 + 2 + 45 + 15j/ + L-^5 j5 ^+^j-

+ 0-236-16 + 140 + 56]/ I cos2fl

+ {-[l34+f+ 10 + l]/ + [i«^^-^«f-^107-ll-^-32-5]/

r 64177 384789 12123 6249
,
„,. 189 ,^„ „n ,\.^.^/,

+ L 40 80—^0- + -8- + 3*^-'2'-l°^-^M^
l'^'''^''

•M«molres de 1' Acad^mie des Sciences, Vol. XXVIII, p. 498.

\ Annalea de I'Observatoire de ParU, Yol». I, XIX.

(66)
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.. .I . r6259444 592976 234338 44756 10036 1432

+ 400 + 196 +281/} cos 4<>

+
{
-[?f^^-^^^^?|^+l6+l>+[^-^^^^Jy^^^^^

^4|85_2020_775_8,_,J^,|^^35,

(66) +{
[18^^^i|^ + 4357 + 1024 + 174 + 19 + l]/+[->5378432

3695460_803616_ 150828
7 5 5

35

+ 80 + 2156+ 720+ 116+ 8 /Uoseoyy
,f 46064791,70738549,1880921,193921,4844,469 00 1 I i nnc-ya
+ 1 2520""^ 720 +~60~ + ' 24" + "F" + "2"~^'*~^

/ ^ ''^^

^

, f 552146674 213998824 2018552 926516 41380 7192
^

t '315 315 "^ 9 "* 15 "^ 3 "^ 3

+ 304 + 25 + 1 1 / C088»

From this expression we must eliminate the variable a by means of its

value in terms of e given by (57). We put

jB = [2- VI -«']"' -1-

Let Leverrier's coefficient of cos^fl be denoted thus:

c„^w> + c, ^™ + c,^r^' + . . . = Ic^A[*'\

where Cj is a function of e. Denoting the similar coefficient, after the variable

a has been eliminated through (57), by I./iAf\ we evidently have

/, = (!+ pYc +
i
(1 + py-'pr,-r + ^^^YT^ ^^ +i')'-y ''.-. + • • • •

By means of this formula we obtain the following expression, in which a,

the argument of the various quantities J.^p, is the constant a of (57):

^ = ^ +|;0_l + l]/ + [0 + 0-8-9 + 3]/ + [0 + 0+ 48 + 100 + 0-50 + 10]/

+ [0-4-160—600-224+720 + 240-245 + 35]/

(67) +{-[4 + l]/ + [l4 + *| +2-3]^»+[-^-lg-5-^^+65 +32-10]/

r271 338^ 6209_3025_,9 105 i9o_3-|
,-> ^„^,^[36^ 144 ^ 12 8 2

^
J'' /
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+ { [22+ 7+l]/+[-5-|6_5|0_56 + 4+4> +[l^ + 1557 +

+248-222-35 + 15]H-

3517

3

8312 740632 95032 19112
45 45 9 5

+ 3680+ 2184-496-280 + 56]/ I cos 2d

6+ { _[l34+f+ 10+ l],'+ [i^+l?065^559^147_i6_5-|^,

^^_6m7_lJ^_2i8943_2^.,,,,^971^,3_,j-j^,|„^33,

+
{ [?^+ 9|?+ 80 + 13 +l],*+[-^S-?^-li|2i_i068-48

+34+6]/ +[«^S^^^11^+^00^

(67) 11372_7912

^ f r33797^50345, 1795 ,245 ,,„ ,,-]., r5652S

+ ^^—^--^—800+ 28 + 28l ;^'

I
cos id

r5652235^ 13594381

12 24 3 2

469037
, 256585 , 4628 95

12

!4 + 174-

5152104 1549888 473688

144

58-7] ;y' loos 5^

^ f ri8^+ Z1499^4357^io2,^174^19^ll..., r 45378432
'y^[-

19088-1704+ 240+ 88+ 8]/ 1 cos 6tf
7 5 5

r i.RnRXrf9\f 46064791^70738549^1880921,191863,4844,469 „„ .\ , „_ „.

i
2520^+ 720 +—60~ + ~24~^~3-+-2-~^^~^/^ *'°' ^''

^ r552146674 ,
213998824

.
2018552

,
926516 ^ 41380

, 7192
, ^^, , qk , A 8„«„q/,

In forming the value of dgjdt we need to know the derivative of the

foregoing expression with respect to a. By noting the equation:

and changing our mode of noting the coeflBcients so that the number first

given is the coeflBcient of A'-^ instead of A^^\ we have

:

a|
96 + 444 + 400—250

70]?*+ [-4-328-2280-3296+2480 + 5760-35-1680 + 315]/
Cg =i+[-l + + 3]/+ [0-16-51-24 + 15]/+ [0 +

-240 + 70];y«+[-4-328-2280-329(

(68) +/_[5 + 2];?+r^ +49-3-12]/ + r-lg^-?^-23 + 388 + 110-60]/

+ P4|13^108337^3343_9^_7«5^1,55^1085-280]/| cose-
[_ 144 7<« o « « _| J

Vol. IV.-13
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+ 4261+ 104-1285-120+ I05I /+ r-??|^-?M26

_64g68_m8^
29320 + 10128-5432-1792 +

5041/
J cos 20

+ {_[36! + ii3+ 33 +4]/+[?!p-^l^^?^^230-105-3o]/

[ 1528703 2396121_189024321543^11975
80 40 40 2 2

+3021—21-168~| /
I
COB 30

+
{

[§^^?^4279 + 56 +5]/+[-^-^*-17608-4464

-70 + 240 +42]/+[^^^^f^^
+ ^^^;fQV^gl§ggg+g^«

cos 40(68) +i^|^-20624-5404+ 448+ 252~];^']-

, f ri85533^64705 , 4325^,.,
, QK ,

„~| 5 .^6203321, 19222825

-633—455—561 / | cos 50,
1194659

,
293609 , 44855+ S 1 7i "I 5

+
I

["52023 + ^-5^ + 16143 + 4792 + 965 + 120+71/

^ r 71138952 7321947260707282276512 103960, §781
[_ 35 35 5 5

+ 2296 + 768 + 72~| / j cob 60

_f 587299^^^93309601^47^^
l 5040 360 . 40 6 D J

,
f 766145498

,
569296288

,
12872308

,
4533664 , 242860 ^i«„rtQ

+ i 315 + 315 + 15 +-T5~+^~'+^^^'^^

+ 2303 + 208+ 9
I

;^' cos 80.

It is desirable to have the means of verifying these truncated develop-

ments of a'/A derived from the work of Leverrier and M. Bouquet. In fact,

by the application of the first of two following theorems, an error has been

found in M. Bouquet's expression for (225); in the coefficient of K^, — h

should be substituted for h. The two theorems are the following:

The coefficient of cos jd in the periodic development of a'/A is the same as

that of 8^ in the expansion of the expression

2.-<-.,.(,+ i)'[i-.(..i)](i^,)V.(.-!)

in a power series with reference to s.
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The coefficient of cos jQ in the same development after a has been replaced

hy a{2 — Vl — e^]^ is the same as that of s' in the expansion of the expression

|.i»[.-.a..)(.4)J[i-.(. + i)](^.)V(--) .

in a poioer series with reference to s.

In these expressions u stands for e/(l + Vl — e^).

XV.

The two linear elements which determine all the coefficients in the

periodic developments involved in this problem may be taken to be the

constant a of (57) and the constant D of (62). It is proposed to elaborate

two examples illustrating the subject in hand, one exhibiting non-libration,

the other libration. In both we will assign to a such a value as makes

log a = 9.8. This value makes the period of revolution of the small planet

nearly or exactly half that of Jupiter. Whether we are to have a case of

non-libration or libration will then depend on the value assigned to the

second constant D.

In the first place then we compute the values of such of the quantities

A^ as are needed in this investigation, correspondent to log a ^ 9.8, by

procedures which it is unnecessary to detail. The results are contained in

the following table:

Values of log -41-" fob log a — 9.8.

i »= i= l i= 2 i= 3 <= 4

0.354 4041 774 9.845 4797 897 9.935 0116 655 9.989 1230 0.111 3716

2 9.564 3962 993 9.965 8367 1 0.002 7463 5 0.007 7852 0.121 2342

4 9.035 0709 047 9.694 9897 1 9.992 6030 6 0.098 8192 0.164 1565

6 8.555 0516 205 9.374 1611 5 9.842 7442 0.099 5969 0.231 3986

8 8.096 8549 86 9.031 7132 5 9.624 7440 8 0.005 5654 0.239 5776

10 7.651 0634 5 8.677 0326 9 9.367 4385 2 9.849 2650 0.178 8047

12 7.213 2942 8 8.314 4461 7 9.084 6837 2 9.649 5418 0.062 8948

14 6.781 1495 7.946 3186 8 8.784 1408 8 9.419 6593 9.905 2677

16 6.353 1544 7.574 0873 8.470 4851 9.167 1668 9.715 8220

/ i= h <= 6 *= 7 i= 8 i= 9

0.251 2555 0.408 5603 0.576 748 0.753 37 0.937

2 0.257 4382 0.412 7086 0.579 698 0.755 57 0.938 5

4 0.278 2372 0.426 0622 0.588 970 0.762 42 0.943 9

6 0.329 4253 0.453 2441 0.606 143 0.774 66 0.956 8

8 0.385 1308 0.503 3035 0.637 049 0.794 30 0.977 1

10 0.398 9502 0.552 5313 0.684 255 0.826 57 1.004 5

12 0.360 4400 0.570 3163 0.729 206 0.870 86 1.029

14 0.272 3635 0.545 6897 0.750 571 0.909 38 1.044 5

16 0.146 2268 0.480 0088 0.721 959 0.935 78 1.045 7
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Substituting these values in (67) we get

0.040100336==-j= 1,1307697497 +
+ [—1.19571949 +
+ [1.70905245 —
-|_ [—3.00445698 +

(69) ^ [5.7966694 — 71.99282

+ [—11 . 800399 + 186 . 12652

+ [24.86635 —475.7506
— 52.40299e'cos 7tf

+ 118.0918 e'cos8«.

0.7367846e« + 1.176616" + 0.6155e»

3.1113902 e'— 2.669146 e«— 1.90033e«]e cos tf

9.8883917 6"+ 30.18579 e*— 62.2057e"]e=' cos 2tf

27.190861 6^-117.01214 e*]e» cos 3«

e* + 369.2943 e*]e* cos 4tf

e^Je" cos 50

e=']e» cos 60

We adopt the mass of Jupiter so that v = 1/1047.355. Then, in the

expression (61) of W, the portion which is independent of the interaction

of Jupiter and the small planet, developed in powers of e^, becomes

:

1.58715 39467 862

— 0.00226 07543 2 e«

+ 0.59490 01358 e*

+ 0.09877 323 e«

+ 0.13623 71 e\

+ 0.06804 8 e^o.

If we omit

constant of

problem,

D= -0,

+ [-0.

+ [0,

+ [-0.

+ [0

+ [-0.

+ [0
— 0,

+ 0,

from the expansion of W its constant term, and call D the

the thus modified W, as in (62), we have, as an integral of our

00222246709e= + 0.5941966641e< + 0.09989664 e« + 0.1368248e«

00114165636 + 0.0029707121e^— 0.002548463e«— 0.00181441fi«]e cos

— 0.00944129896=" + 0.02882097 e*— 0.0593931e«]e=' cos 20

+ 0.025961456 62-0.11172156 e*]e' cos 3*

(70)

00163177954

0028686138

,0055345794

01126686

,02374204

,050033 7e' cos 7$

1127524e» cos 861

— 0.06873774 e" + 0.3525971 e*]e* cos iO

+ 0.17771106=] 6» cos 50

— 0.45424006=] e» cos 60

By making = 0° in the preceding equation, we get, as the corre-

spondent of the first equation of (62), the following:

— 0.00114 16563 6 e — 0.00059 06875 5 e=

+ 0.00010 20983 5 6» + 0.59028 99445 e*

+ 0.01214 61357 6" + 0.08372 1913 6«

+ 0.01414 140 e' + 0.08854 10 e*

(71) D.

It will be seen by comparison of the coefficients of this equation that,

unless e is very small, it will not do to regard the equation as approximately
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a quadratic in e; for e= 0.1 the term in e* is ten times more important than

the term in e^ The supposition that the mean motion of the small planet

is nearly 4ouble that of Jupiter makes the coeflBcient of e^ nearly vanish.

In fact a very small change in the adopted value of a would make this

coeflBcient 0.

What sort of a curve we shall have exhibiting graphically the connection

between e and 6 will depend on the value assigned to D. To bring this out

in a clear manner we compute the values of the left member of the preceding

equation for each 0.01 in the value of e between the limits ± 0.3, and thus

have the following table

:

eDeDeDen
—0.30 +0.0051 0216 —0.15 +0.0004 5648 +0.01 —0.0000 1148 +0.16 +0.0001 9224

0.29 44 8080 0.14 3 7472 0.02 2298 0.17 2 8623

0.28 39 2024 0.13 3 0675 0.03 3430 0.18 4 0095

0.27 34 1625 0.12 2 5066 0.04 4509 0.19 5 3896

0.26 29 6473 0.11 2 0477 0.05 5485 0.20 7 0298

0.26 25 6178 0.10 16715 0.06 6294 0.21 8 9590

0.24 22 0365 0.09 13659 0.07 6857 0.22 11 2071

0.23 18 8675 0.08 11166 0.08 7082 0.23 13 8067

0.22 16 0764 0.07 9115 0.09 6861 0.24 16 7912

0.21 13 6306 0.06 7400 0.10 6073 0.25 20 1960

0.20 11 4987 0.05 5928 0.11 4582 0.26 24 0580

0.19 9 6512 0.04 4622 0.12 —0.0000 2236 0.27 28 4159

0.18 8 0599 0.03 3420 0.13 +0.00001129 0.28 33 3102

0.17 6 6982 0.02 2269 0.14 5695 0.29 38 7834

—0.16 +0.0005 5411 —0.01 +0.0000 1136 +0.15 +0.0001 1657 +0.30 +0.0044 8802

As e ought always to be positive, in the first half of this table we may
change the sign of e, provided we suppose that the corresponding value of D
is regarded as appertaining to the special value 180° for d, while, in the

remainder of the table, this value corresponds to 6 = 0°.

From the course of the values of D in the table we see there is one

minimum = — 0.00007082, which occurs for e = 0.08 about; consequently,

if D is chosen greater than this the equation (71) will have two real roots

for e. If D is positive one of these roots will be negative ; changing the sign

of the latter it will belong to the value 6 = 180°; the positive root will

belong to = 0°. Thus, in this case, the motion of d is generally through

the whole semicircumference, and hence is continuous from — eo to + *•

But, ifD is negative, both roots will be positive, and thus belong to 6 = 0°.

In this case, therefore, 6 departs from 0° and comes back to it without

having reached 180°. This is called a libration; we see that D=-Q marks

the dividing point between continuous and libratory motion for d. The
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latter case also has the largest swing in the values of e, viz, from e = to

about e= 0.1 27. Generally, the larger D is, the smaller will be the variation

in e. Thus, if Z) = + 0.0046, e will vary from 0.29 to 0.30. If there is

libration e cannot exceed 0.127. These remarks, however, must be under-

stood as applying only to the values holding for = 0° and 0= 180°.

Larger values for e may obtain for values of Q lying between 0° and 180°.

XVI.

For our illustrative example, in the case of a continuous motion for Q,

we assign to D the value -f 0.0001 in (70). All the coeflficients of the

various periodic series will now have determinate numerical values. The

preceding table shows that, for this assumption, the eccentricity will have,

when = 0°, the approximate value e = 0.1475, and, when B= 180°, the

approximate value e= 0.0745. In this case these are the limiting values,

as e continuously diminishes while d is passing from 0° to 180°.

Attending now to the elaboration of our selected example, in (70) we

give to B, in succession, the values 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90° and get as the

right member of (70), [the value 0= 0° has already been considered in (71)],

e
15° —0.00110 27554e —0.00080 93046e^ +0.00084 10726* +0.58878 755e*

30 98 87034 140 65774 257 2712 58670 872

46 80 72730 222 24671 412 9027 58866 208

60 57 08282 303 83568 435 3970 59615 002

75 —0.00029 54824 363 56296 +0.00279 7293 60514 036

90 —0.00385 42466 +0.60917 254

e
15° +0.01297 98e» +0.09048 76" —0.02180 7e' +0.20531e«

30 +0.00755 03 +0.12493 4 —0.11214 3 +0.32869

45 —0.01219 27 +0.16863 4 —0.08332 4 —0.10302

60 —0.03286 91 +0.14359 7 +0.17465 3 —0.52039

75 —0.02990 01 +0.04056 8 +0.29851

4

+0.30818

90 —O.02140 4 +1.11581

The coefficients in the second quadrant for d are the same as in the first,

but in reverse order, except, that for the odd powers of e the sign must be

reversed.

Making the right members of these 13 equations equal to +0.0001,

we solve them with reference to e as the unknown, and substitute, in

succession, the values thus obtained and the corresponding value of B
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in the right member of the second equation of (60). The results obtained

are the following

:

e e dr/de
0° 0.14746 2372 18.321384

15 0.14702 7366 18.443969

m 0.14569 2650 18.827993

46 0.14335 8947 19.521595

60 0.13982 8670 20.600475

75 0.13480 9503 22.197678

90 0.12791 2165 24.508178

105 0.11869 0066 27.615097

120 0.10709 4867 30.992715

135 0.09444 8152 32.866681

150 0.08360 2031 31.947061

165 0.07679 7488 29.983003

180 0.07454 7767 29.112462

The mean of the numbers in the third column, attributing half weight to the

first and last, is 25.101781; and this is the number of revolutions of Jupiter

in the period of the inequalities we are investigating. If the sidereal revo-

lution of Jupiter is put at 11.861980 Julian years, the latter period is

297.75681 such years.

From the special values given in this table we can derive the two
periodic series representing them. Integrating the latter, and, for brevity,

putting ^ for do{t -f- c), we get the following expressions:

0.11918 891

+ 0.03553 171 cos

— 0.00857 010 008 2$

+ 0.00123 337 COS 30

+ 0.00027 721 cos 4tf

— 0.00029 767 cos 50

« = { + 0.00012 029 cos 60

— 0.00001 828 cos 70

— 0.00000 783 cos S0

+ 0.00000 780 COS 90

— 0.00000 374 cos 105

+ 0.00000 037 cos IW
+ 0.00000 033 cos 12^

The first of these is simply a transformation of the equation W= D hy

which e is expressed in terms of 6. From the second, by attributing to ^

in succession the 13 values 0°, 15°, 30°, ..., 180°, using a tentative process,

we can get the corresponding values of 6. Thence by substitution in former

'

60173:'40 sin

— 1643.74 sin 20

+ 4612.77 sin 30

— 2132.15 sin 40

+ 544.20 sin 50

> : = + -
+ 6.13 sin 6^

87.51 sin 70

+ 52.96 sin S0

— 16.90 sin 90

— 0.02 sin lOtf

+ 3.89 sin IW
— 1.98 sin 12^
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results, the corresponding

dr/dd can be obtained,

the argument

:

: e

0° 0° 0' 0''00 0.

15 20 27 58.05 0.

30 40 25 23.50 0.

45 69 23 15.52 0.

60 76 57 25.45 0.

75 92 51 50.00 0.

90 107 3 42.77 0.

105 119 48 15.87 0.

120 131 35 27.90 0.

135 143 3 46.20 0.

150 154 48 43.11 0.

165 167 9 46.91 0,

180 180 0.00 0.

values of the four quantities e, e cos 6, e sin 6 and

The results follow, the first column containing

14746 237

14664 872

14418 648

13999 969

13402 600

12634 244

11722 678

10725 784

09727 656

08820 764

08092 658

,07619 338

07454 777

e COB 8

+0.14746 237

0.13739 211

0.10976 569

0.07129 163

+0.03024 713

—0.00631251

0.03439 485

0.05331151

0.06457 314

0.07050 393

0.07323 176

0.07428 902

—0.07454 777

e sin

0.00000 000

+0.05127 624

0.09349 457

0.12048 825

0.13056 830

0.12618 464

0.11206 745

0.09307 055

0.07275 327

0.05300 740

0.03444156

+0.01692 847

0.00000 000

drfde

18.321384

18.551258

19.274084

20.547277

22.453723

25.044276

28.087856

30.953203

32.686384

32.666482

31.300251

29.759410

29.112462

From the numbers in the fourth and fifth columns are derived the series:

e cos # =

+ 0.00071143

+ 0.10563 221 cos C

+ 0.03542 782 C06 2^

+ 0.00539 467 cos 3^

+ 0.00031 839 cos U
— 0.00002 420 cos 5^

— 0.00000 130 cos 6C

+ 0.00000 245 cos 7^

+ 0.00000 111 cos 8f

+ 0.00000 026 cos 9(;

— 0.00000 044 cos IOC

— 0.00000 032 cosllf

+ 0.00000 030 cos 12(;

e sin s = -

+ 0.11737 247

+ 0.03373 708

+ 0.00528 997

+ 0.00035 675

— 0.00001633
— 0.00000 316

— 0.00000 095

— 0.00000 062

+ 0.00000 041

+ 0.00000 018

— 0.00000 004

sin f
1

sin 2(;

sin 3f

sin H
sin H
sin 6f .

sin u
sin 8C

sin 9f

sin lOf

sin lU

These forms for the integrals of our problem are to be preferred since

they can also be used for the case of libration.

XVII.

To complete the solution the periodic series giving the position of the

perihelion must be derived. Using logarithms instead of the actual
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coefiBcients, the first term of the right member of the third equation of (60)

has the expression

:

2 dRa^— =
H/(l+v)a da

[6.9251786] + [7.126034]«' - [8.0077iy + I7.9in5]e' + [8.ni5y

+ {
- [7.9015033] + [8.284709]e' + [7.66255]e* - [8.9051]e« \ecosO

+ i [8.3084076] - [9.068286]«' + [9.55239]e* - [9.7559]e« \ e' cos 2d

+ i
- [8.707357] + [9.66685] e' - [0.2895] e* } e" cos 30

+ \ [9.104403] - [0.20025] e' + [0.9097] e* \ e* C08 4ff

+ { - [9.50120] + [0.7008] e' \ e' cos bO

+ { [9.89773] + [1.1811] e' \ e« cos 6^

- [0.2839] e' cos 7»

+ [0.6902] e« cos 8<'.

The remaining terms of this expression for dg/dr can readily be derived

from the values of e and dr/d$ correspondent to the argument ^ which

have just been given. Calling these the second part of dg/dr, we have

the following results:

Second Part

—0.00579 1193

0.00572 9341

0.00554 3667

0.00509 7143

0.00420 4082

0.00270 5347

—0.00024 2584

+0.00326 3944

0.00773 7116

0.01284 0064

0.01789 1412

0.02178 6499

+0.02328 0093

The quantities in the last column furnish the periodic series for dg/dr.

The absolute term shows that the mean motion of the perihelion of the

minor planet is 0.00490 0079 times the mean motion of Jupiter. The

integration of this series gives the expression for g. These two expressions

follow; {g) is the arbitrary constant added to complete the integral, and, in

the second term, the unit of < is a Julian year,

+ 0.00490 0079

— 0.014416898 cos C

+ 0.00444 6030 cos 2f
— 0.00080 4772 cos 3£

+ 0.00017 6760 cos 4(;

— 0.00006 7470 cos 5f

+ 0.00003 1972 cos 6^

— 0.00000 2614 cos 7(;

+ 0.00000 0139 cos 8^

— 0.00000 3981 cos 9f
— 0.000001706 cos 10^

+ 0.00000 0414 cosllf

+ 0.00000 0648 C08l2f

: .
First Part

0° +0.00004 9796

15 0.00005 9848

30 0.00012 1787

45 0.00023 7477

60 0.00039 1638

76 0.00059 5969

90 0.00084 3915

105 0.00109 9821

120 0.001319503

135 0.00146 5221

150 0.00153 5401

165 0.00156 2180

180 +0.00156 9151

dg/dr

—0.005741397
0.00566 9493

0.00542 1880

0.00485 9666

0.003812444

—0.00210 9378

+0.00060 1331

0.00436 3765

0.00905 6619

0.01430 5285

0.01942 6813

0.02334 8679

+0.02484 9244

dr- 9 =

(g) + 535:'3662 t

— 74645 14 sin C

.+ 11509 92 sin 2^

— 1388 .93 sin 3(;

+ 228 80 sin H— 69 87 sin 5^

+ 27 59 sin 6^
— 1 93 sin 7f

+ 09 sin 8^
— 2 .27 sin 9S— 88 sinm
+ .19 sin lis

+ .28 sin 12{
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It is of interest to know the mean motion of the small planet which is

not obvious at the beginning of the solution. We have the equation

:

d(l + ff)
_de dg ^

or dr ar

Substituting in the right member the mean motions of and g, its value is

found to be 2.03493 7731; then, if for Jupiter we have |if'= 299."12838, for

the small planet n = 608."70762.

XVIII.

lUtistration in the Case of Libration.—In the example we have chosen

to illustrate the theory, libration, when it exists, is always about the value

6 = 0°. In addition to the value log a = 9.8 let us assume that the D of

(70) is to be so chosen that the half-swing of 6 may be 50°. Making, there-

fore, 6 = 50° in (70), we get the first of the following equations in e, and

the second by taking the derivative of the first with respect to e:

— 0.00073 38426 e

— 0.00250 58226 e=

+ 0.00439 3829 e'

-1-0.58063 532 e*

— 0.02026 791 e»

-1-0.17135 53 e«

— 0.01446 68 e'

— 0.32494 7 e'

\-=D,

— 0.00073 38426
— 0.0050116452 6

-H 0.01318 1487 6==

-t- 2.36254 128 e»

— 0.10133 955 e*

-1-1.02813 18 e»

— 0.10126 76 e«

— 2.59957 6 e'

= 0.

Both of these equations should be satisfied when B is at the limit of its

swing, viz., when := rfc 50°. The root of the second equation which is

applicable to our purpose is e = 0.07606 124, and this value substituted in

the first gives 2)=— 0.000048 63102, which is the value of D which brings

about a libration of 50°.

From the equation sin 6 = sin 50° sin 4' we obtain the following

corresponding values:

^
0° 0° 0' oroo

15 11 26 8.27

30 22 31 15.64

46 32 47 51.90

60 44 33 38.75

76 47 43 35.34

90 50 0.00

By means of these values we determine the form of (70) corresponding to

the seven values of i//. The coeflBcients are given in the following table
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(the small figures at the top of the columns denote the order of the final

decimal)

:

0° —114 16564" — 59 0688" + 10 210* +59028 994' +1214 61' + 8372 2" + 1414' + 8854'

15 111 89923 71 8977 54 217 58936 012 1284 01 8713 9 — 640 15961

30 105 45925 106 9471 164 931 58751 743 1188 52 10353 7 6636 30349

45 95 96627 154 8255 291 587 58665 083 + 487 32 13434 5 12360 30000

60 85 42473 202 7039 385 516 58769 012 — 671 35 16174 8 11285 + 4731

75 76 79586 237 7533 429 468 58965 923 1663 22 17134 1 — 4928 —22703

90 — 73 38426 —250 5823 +439 383 +59063 532 —2026 79 +17135 5 + 1447 —32495

The expressions in this table constitute the left members of 7 equations

of the 8th degree; they must be equated to the same quantity D =
— 0.00004 863102. The two smallest real roots of each should be derived

(they are those suited to our purpose). The connection of these roots with

the variable 4' is settled in following way : the larger of the two roots is

made to correspond to the value of "^ standing as the argument in the table,

while the smaller is assigned to the value 180° — 4'; the two roots being

equal for ^ = 90°, the common value is assigned to that value of 4'- This

arrangement is made in order that ^ and t may augment together. These

values of e together with the corresponding values of Q are, in succession,

substituted in (65); thus we have the values of dtjd4> corresponding to

equidistant values of i^. These results are contained in the following table:

0°
e

0.10846187

drjdip

37.23986

16 0.10765 795 37.70988

30 0.10518 818 39.14539

45 0.10088 191 41.57020

60 0.09452 189 44.76280

76 0.08605 349 47.65995

90 0.07606124 48 00164

105 0.06601592 44.40759

120 0.05744 757 38.68685

136 0.05102 653 33.34281

150 0.04671683 29.47279

166 0.04426 767 27.22320

180 0.04347 566 26.49213

It should be noted that, in the computation of the third column, for

ij/ = 90°, the factor cos '4'/(3Tr/3c) takes on the indeterminate form 0/0;
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employing the usual method of treating vanishing fractions, this factor

equals— 1 / [(8^ F/3e') {de/d'4^)]. If here we should use the equation TF=Z>

to determine dejd-<^, the result would again be indeterminate. But this

difficulty is avoided by employing the value of e as a periodic function of "tj/

given by the quantities of the second column. Thus if

then

e a, + a, cos ^J + a, cos 2v!' + a, cos 3<& + . . .

,

de

lij'

= — a, sin <J — 3a, sin %({> — 3o, sin Z<l>
—

and, for the special value "^ = 90°, this becomes

:

de

lij)

= — Oj + 3a, — Soj + 7a,— .

For this special value of 4* it is found that

e ^^= + 0.00288 92836 , ^ = - 0.03939 373

,

Qe* dip

The mean of the numbers in the last column of the table, allowing

half weight to the first and last, is 38.65409, which is the number of revo-

lutions of Jupiter contained in the period of libration; thus this period is

458.5144 Julian years. From the special values of e and dr/d^' given in

the table we derive the periodic series representing them. The latter can

be integrated, and, as before, we put ^ for Bo {t + c). Thus we get the

following expressions:

e =

0.0759

+ 0.0338

— 0.0000

— 0.0015

+ 0.0000

+ 0.0001

— 0.0000

— 0.0000

+ 0.0000

+ 0.0000

— 0.0000

— 0.0000

+ 0.0000

8399

8957 cos

4144 cos

2988 COS

3031 COS

5016 COS

0467 coe

1929 cos

0062 cos

0281 cos

0012 cos

0026 cos

0008 cos

2ifi

3^

4)^

5^

6<^

8^

9^

10^

11^

12^

f=V'' +

+ 29862^37 sin ^
— 20922.46 8m 2,},

— 416.31 sin 3^

+ 1650.00 sin 4^

+ 13.01 sin 5^
— 193.31 sin 6^
— 0.37 sin 7^-

+ 27.39 sin 8^

+ 0.01 sin 9^
— 4.65 sin 10^
— 0.02 sin 11^

+ 0.81 sin 12^
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The first of these is simply a transformation of the equation W=^D, by

which e is expressed in terms of the auxiliary variable 4'-

Attributing to ^, in succession, the 13 values 0°, 15°, 30°, ..., 180°,

by a tentative process we can get the corresponding values of 4', as also

by substitution those of e, e cos Q and e sin 0. These results follow

:

c <!> « cos^ 0sin e

p» 0° 0' oroo 0.1084 6187 +0.1084 6187 0.0000 0000

16 15 30 0.64 0.1068 0283 0.1045 4084 +0 .0218 6455

30 30 35 58.93 0.1022 4969 0.09415541 0.0398 7176

45 44 58 46.75 • 0.0956 9588 0.0804 5265 0.0518 1767

60 58 28 33.58 0.0879 7453 0.0666 2875 0.0574 4671

76 71 8 20.78 0.07971930 0.0549 1390 0.0577 8952

90 83 15 23.39 0.0714 4655 0.0463 7246 0.0543 5260

105 95 20 46.24 0.0636 2489 0.04114864 0.0485 2749

120 108 7 15.59 0.0566 9409 0.0388 6515 0.0412 7614

135 122 25 27.98 0.0510 7994 0.0389 6451 0.0330 2919

160 139 5 9.66 0.0468 5171 0.0405 2863 0.0235 0559

165 158 31 3.57 0.0443 2198 0.0425 4216 +0.0124 3393

180 180 0.00 0.0434 7566 +0.0434 7566 0.0000 0000

From the data of the fourth and fifth columns result the periodic series:

eco8»=

+ 0.

+ 0.

+ 0.

+ 0,

+ 0.

— 0,

+ 0,

— 0.

+ 0,

— 0.

+ 0.

+ 0.

— 0,

0604 2349

0309 3374

0147 2940

0015 8319

0007 3464

0000 1013

0000 6769

0000 1229

0000 1611

0000 0669

0000 0106

0000 0528

0000 0363

"

cos i

COS u
COS H
COS H
COS 5f

COS H
COS 7{

COS 8f

COS 9f

COS lOf

COS nc
COS 12£

eeinO =

+ 0.0571

+ 0.0093

+ 0.0030

+ 0.0000

+ 0.0001
— 0.0000

+ 0.0000
— 0.0000

+ 0.0000
— 0.0000

+ 0.0000

8416 sin q
8541 sin n
1596 sin H
5256 ein H
9938 sin H
1597 sin H
1768 sin 7(;

0390 sin 8f

0771 sin H
0714 sinm
0492 sin ll£j

XIX.

In computing, for this case, the values of dg/dr by the third equation

of (60) we make a like division into two parts as in the former case. Sub-
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Btituting the values of e and 6 which correspond to

..., 180° of ^ we get the following special values:

the values 0°, 15°, 30°,

c First Part Second Part dg/dr

0° + 00019 583 — 0.05008 981 -0.04989 398

16 20 726 4843 252 4822 527

30 24 656 4385 892 4361 236

46 30 013 3722 995 3692 982

60 36 434 2938 834 2902 400

76 42 685 < 2098 623 2055 938

90 47 979 1247 567 1199 588

106 51817 — 0.00410 869 — 0.00359 052

120 54 013 + 0.00397 237 + 0.00451250

135 54 781 1211 642 1266 423

150 54 497 1991 948 2046 445

166 53 746 2629 903 2683 649

180 + 00053 360 + 0.02891583 + 0.02944 943

From the quantities in the last column we obtain the periodic series for dg/dr,

and thence by integration the expression for g; these results follow:

—0.0116 3174

— 0.0373 2443 006 f

+ 0.0007 9929 cos 2f

-0.0020 0735 cos 3f

+ 0.0005 0972 oos H
dg _ —0.0002 9143 COS 5f

5? ~- +0.00008500 cos 6^*., g =— 0.0000 4117 COS U
+ 0.0000 1080 cos 8£

— 0.0000 0438 COS 9f

+ 0.0000 0251 cos lOf

— 0.0000 0293 cos llf

+ 0.0000 0214 cos 12(;

The unit of t in the second expression is a Julian year.

By using the same formula as in the former case we find that the mean

ft of the small planet in this case has the value 609".47474.

XX.

In attempting to apply the preceding method to the case where Z) = 0,

we should find that dg/dt became infinite at the point where =: 0° or

= 180°, and, when D is quite small, we should have to deal with incon-

veniently large numbers. This diflBculty is surmounted by computing the

differentials of the two quantities e cos g and e sin g in place of that of g.

(9) — 1270^844 f

— 297586^8 sin C

,+ 3186.4 sin 2£
— 5334.9 sin 3f

+ 1016.0 sin 4(;

— 464.7 sin 5(;

+ 113.0 sin 6f— 46.9 sin 7£

+ 10.8 sin 8(;

— 3.9 sin 9{

+ 2.0 sin IOC
— 2.1sinll{

+ 1.4 8iiil2{
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MEMOIR No. 67.

Ptolemy's Problem.

(Astronomical Journal, Vol. XXI, pp. 33-35, 1900.)

In the case of the inferior planets Ptolemy discovered the position of

the line of apsides and the eccentricity of the eccentric circle by observations

of greatest elongations. When two were found of the same magnitude, but

situated on opposite sides of the mean Sun, the position of the line of apsides

was discovered by bisecting the angle between the mean positions of the Sun.

And the eccentricity was found by comparing the magnitude of the greatest

elongations when the mean Sun was at either end of the line of apsides.

These devices are impracticable in the case of the superior planets, and

Ptolemy had recourse to observations made when the true longitude of the

planet differed by 180° from the mean longitude of the Sun. Observations

fulfilling this condition cannot generally be obtained, but, by interpolation

between several observations in close proximity, the desired data may be got.

At these special times the Earth, planet and center of the epicycle are in a

right line; thus, as we do not have to deal with distance, but only with

orientation, we need not pay any attention to the epicycle. It is understood

that the period of the planet is known, there are then three unknowns to be

determined, viz.: the position of the line of apsides, the eccentricity of the

eccentric circle, and the epoch of the mean longitude ; thus three observations

are necessary.

What I have ventured to call Ptolemy's Problem may be stated in a

geometrical form as follows:

On a given common base to construct three triangles such that, while their

vertices are equidistant from the middle point of the base, the differences of the

angles at each end of the base may be equivalent to given angles.

In the figure, let A^A^, be the common base, C its middle point, and

J5i, B^, Bg the vertices of the three tri-

angles. The angles B^A^B^, B^A^B^,

B^A^B^, B^A^Bs are known. Adopt AiG
as the linear unit, and let A2 be the

point from which the observations are

made, while J., is the point about which

the center of the epicycle rotates uni-

formly. Take C for the origin of a sys-

tem of rectangular co-ordinates, CAi being
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the positive direction of the axis of x. Let the general equations of the

radii A^B and A^B be severally

y = tan /i . (a; — 1) , y = tan w . (a; + 1)

where yi and v denote severally the mean and true anomaly measured, as

with Ptolemy, from the aphelion. In order to have the rectangular co-

ordinates of the point B, we solve these equations, regarding x and y as the

unknowns, and get

_ tan p. + tan u _ ain (/t + o)
~ tan /i — tan y

~~
sin (/* — u)

_ 2 tan y. tan o _ coa (/a — o) — cos (ji 4- o)

^ ~ tan li. — tan o
~~

sin (/i — o)

It will be more convenient to employ as the variables ;^ = jw + v and

'4'=^ (I— V. Then as a constant quantity,

BC = x' + v'=
si"';? + (coa;if-co8<^)'

sin' <p

But, if 2tt~^ is put for a:^ -|- y^ + 1, this equation can be given the form

« — M coa ;^ COB V = sin' </>,

This equation constitutes the relation between the true and mean
anomalies in Ptolemy's theory of eccentric circles. It holds for each of the

three observations, and we thus have the data requisite for the determination

of the three unknowns u, x and i//. If the latter symbols are used for the

first observation we should add to them certain known arcs for the second

and third observations. But it is conducive to symmetry to suppose that

the known arcs to be added to x ^^^ 4^ i'l the several observations in their

order are ai, a^, a^, and again /?i, ^2, ^3- It will shorten the writing of

some of the formulas if we impose upon the ^ the condition (3i+ ^2-\- ^s^=0.

As to the a, the computation is shortened if we suppose one of them vanishes.

To abbreviate we write '^'4 for J- + j3<, then the equations for solution are

u— « cos (x + O'l) cos ^1 ^ sin* ^^

u— u cos (x + oj) cos ^2 = sill* ^2

u— w cos (x + "3) cos ^3 = sin" ^3

By developing cos (x + a) we have the modified form:

u— COS Oi cos ^1 . « COS X + sin oj cos ^^ . u sin x = sin* ifi^

u— cos ttj cos ^2 . w cos X + sin Oj cos ^2 • ''^ sin x = sin* ^2

u— cos 03 cos ^3 . M cos X + sin o, cos ^^3 . « sin x = sin* ^g

Let these equations be regarded as linear, and as determining the

unknowns u, u cos X) and u sin x- Employ A to denote the determinant

formed from the coeflBcients of the equations, and S to denote summation
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with respect to the cyclical permutation of the subscripts 1, 2, 3; thus, of

three terms only one will be written, the remaining two being derived from

this by the mentioned cyclical permutation. Then the expression for A is

A = jS . sin (ai — oj) cos ip^ cos ij/^

and the values of the unknowns u, u cos x, « sin X ^^^ given by the

expressions
A.u= S .Bin (oj— 03 ) cos f2 cos ^3 sin^ ^j

A« cos X = fif . [sin aj cos 1/^2
— sin 03 cos 1^3] sin" ij/^

Ausinx^ S . [cos a^ cos i/'2
— cos 03 cos ^3] sin" ^1

The substitution of these values in the identity

(A« cos x)' + (Aw sin x)' = (^w)*

gives an equation involving only the unknown i^, and which serves to

determine this quantity.

With advantage these expressions may be transformed ; thus, in case

of the second,
Au cos X = iSf . sin Oj cos f^ [sin" ^j — sin" ^j]

and by applying the formula

sia" X — sin" y = sin (x — y) sin (a; + y)

this becomes, mindful of the relation (ii + ^2 + ^3=- 0,

A« 008 X ^ i /S • sin oj sin (yS, — ^j) [sin 3^ + sin (^ — 2y3i) ]

In like manner

Am sin X = i <S . cos o^ sin (jS,— p^) [sin 3^ + sin (^— 2^,} ]

Au = i S . sin (aj— a,) [2 sin (^8^— /3j) sin (fi^
— /S,)

+ cos {p,— p,) + 2 sin (/3i— ^82) sin (2^-/82)

+ 2 sin (^1-/33) sin (2^— ^,) —cos (4^ + y3i)]

If we put

4, S Oi = ± i S . Bin oj sin (/3,— ^2) ;^ 2/3i

^2 = i 5 . sin ai sin (^5— /3j)

4, s: ^2 = ± i fif . cos ai sin (^83— /S,) S: 2)8i

A^=^iS .cos tti sin (/J, — /S,)

^5 = i /S . sin (02— 03) [2 cos (ySj — (83) — cos Sfi^]

A,Za,=— i8.8m{a,— a,) [cos (/S,— ^8,) s: 2^, ± 'J^fi,]

AjZat =— i8.Bin {a^— a,):^^^

we shall have

Am cos X = ^1 sin (^ -|- a,) -f ^2 sin 3^

Am sin x = ^3 sin (i^ 4" ^2) + -^i sin 3f
Am = ^5 + ^6 cos (2f + 'i*) + -^T 008 (4^ + ^^^

)

From these expressions can be derived the algebraic equation on which the

Vol. IV.—14
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solution of the problem depends. Let us adopt tan 4" = « as the unknown.
Then

sin ^ = 1(1 + a:*)-*
, C08^= (l + a;")-*,

sin 2^ = 2a:(l + a;=)-i
, cos 2^' = (1 — x^) (1 + x'')-^

sin 3il> = 3a;(l + x^)-i — 4a;»(l + ar')"',

sin 4f = 4a;(l — x^) (1 + a;^)"'
,

cos 4.^ = (1 — 42^= + 2a;*) (1 + x')'*

For brevity put
J« (1 + a;')5 = /)

then p cos X = 5^(1 + a;=) + B,a; + B,x^

psmx = B,{l + x')+ B,x + 5,a;»

p(l + a;=)^ = 5, + 5,a; + 5,a;^ + B,,x' + B,^x*

where the coeflBcients JS have the following values:

B^ =— iS . sin ai sin (;33— ySj) sinySj cosySi

fij = /S.sinaiSin (^3— /s/) (l + cos^/Si)

Bg =— 6^ . sin oi sin (/Jj— ySj) sin'' )8i

£4 = — /S . cos Oj sin (ySj— /Sj) sin ySj cos p^

B^ = S.oosa^ sin (/Sj— yS^) (1 + cos^ ^^

)

Bj =— 5 . cos oi sin (ySa— ySj) sin^ y3i

Bj = i/S.sin

5g ^ (S . sin

£, = i/S.sin

^10= i<S.sin

Bjj ^ -J /S . sin

(aj— oj) [cos (y3j— /Sj) + cos /Sj] sin^ ;8i

(02— 03) [cos (/3j— 183) cos/3i + l] sinySi

(aj— 03) [2 COS ()3j— /S,) + 3 cos ^1— cos 3/3J

(ttj— 03) [2 cos (/Sj— )83) cos j8i
— 1] sin ySj

(02— 03) [4 COS (|3j— ^g) cos ySj— 1— 4 cos^ /Sj] cos p^

The equation in x is then

and thus is of the eighth degree. We do not elaborate it further, as it is

less laborious to employ the expressions for Am, Au cos x and ^'" sin x-
As an illustration take the example given by Ptolemy in the case of

Mars. Here, at the three selected oppositions of Mars with the mean Sun,

the observed longitudes of the planet in their order were 81°, 148° 50' and
242° 34'. From the known period it is gathered that, exclusive of whole

circumferences, motion in the mean longitude between the first and second

observations was 81° 44', and between the second and third 95° 28'. Making
a, = 0° and adopting the condition /?i + /?a + /^s = 0, these data make

o. = 0° a, = 149° 34' a, = 338° 46'

/9, = - 9° 50' 40" /9j = + 4° 3' 20" ^, = + 5° 47' 20"

The substitution of these values in the formulas gives (logarithms

are in []),
Am cos X = [9.0480661] sin (^ + 170° 32' 22^35) — [9.0482551] sin dij/

Aw sin X = [9 . 3825734] sin (./- — 8° 2' 37:'59) + [9 . 3860693] sin 3^
Aw = — 0.08286966 + [8.8855859] coe (2^ + 95° 49' 15C'62)

4- [8.9513935] cos (4^+ 8° 21' 48729)
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By moving 4' from 0° to 180° we discover the following six real

solutions of the problem

:

X
logu

1 37 22.78

132 11 58.15

8.0893041

2 47 43.58

283 57 57.55 .

8.2967311

71 28 30.83

394 21 58.28

9.9836184

X
losr «

i

85 9 41.39

77 23 26.50

9.9958863

5

85 30 8.91

284 47 47.15

0.0008790

6

96 52 54.68

117 14 48.82

9.9886814

The two remaining roots of the equation of the 8th degree are imaginary.

Although all the six solutions satisfy the equations, the second is the

only one which fulfills all the conditions of the problem. Those not involved

in the equations are the following: (i and v must together lie between 0°

and 180° or between 180° and 360°, and, in the first case, [i must exceed v,

and, in the second case, v must exceed ^. Every right line drawn through

a point has two orientations differing 180°; in the equations this duplicity

is left undecided, but, in the problem, that orientation must be chosen which

is directed towards the point of intersection on the circumference.

The values of the mean and true anomalies, at the times of the several

observations, given by the second solution are

:

o r ff

318 27 30.57

40 11 30.57

135 39 30.57

335 30 26.98

33 20 26.98

137 4 26.98

Whence it follows that the longitude of the apogee is 115° 29' 33".01; and,

from u we deduce that the eccentricity of the orbit = -g-^ = 0.1000026.

Ptolemy's values of these quantities are 115° 30' and 0.1. Hia procedure

in treating the problem virtually consists in the assumption that the eccen-

tricity is so small that, for a first approximation, we may put unity for cos 4*

in the equation defining the connection between the two anomalies. This

makes the values of the unknowns depend on equations of the first degree.

The linearity of the equations is maintained in the following approximations

by computing the length of certain lines in the geometrical figure from the

elements of the preceding approximation. Ptolemy's method is ingenious

but tedious, at least in the narration of it.
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MEMOIR No. 68.

Normal Positions of Ceres.

{Astronomical Journal, Vol. XXI, pp. 61-54, 1900.)

Having been at some pains to collect the observations of Ceres for the

century it has now been known, and having formed normals from that part

of the material which seemed suitable for the purpose, 1 have concluded to

publish the results apart from any comparison with a definite theory. The

elaboration of the latter involves so much work, that, although something

has been done, I can hardly hope to finish it; but the labor of forming the

normals need not be lost.

Ceres has been observed at every opposition since its discovery ; but on

two occasions, which will be noticed in the list to be given, the material is

so scanty and discordant that no normals were formed. Some of the obser-

vations in the decade following the discovery of the planet were unreduced,

especially those made at Palermo and Milan j these have been reduced as

well as the data permit. But, for the remaining material, the published

reduction has been accepted without the application of any corrections.

No accurate ephemeris of the planet was published for the interval 1801-

1830; accordingly, approximate tables were constructed giving the helio-

centric position. The theory employed was that in A. J., Vol. XVI,

pp. 57-62. But only the ten largest equations were tabulated, as that

seemed suflScient for the purpose of normal-forming.

The following is a description of the material used in each opposition.

As it was concluded to form but one normal for each of these occasions, the

aim has been to limit the range of observation to 40 days. Where the

observations are found in out of the way places, the place of publication

is given.

1801.—For this normal we have only the observations of Piazzi at Palermo,

between Jan. 1-Feb. 11. They have been reduced anew. The observation at the

transit instnunent on Jan. 18 is in error in some incorrigible way and is rejected.

1802.—29 observations at Palermo, Mar. 2-Apr. 19 ; 9 at Vienna, Mar. 3-Mar. 20

;

6 at Greenwich, Mar. 6-Apr. 21; 13 at Paris, Apr. 7-Apr. 30; 27 at Seeberg, Mar. 3-

Apr. 19,
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1803.

—

7 observations at Greenwich, June 23-July 18 ; 17 at Paris, June 25-July

27; 13 at Seeberg, July 1-July 23; 13 at Milan, June 37-July 26; 28 at Palermo,

June 173July 23. The Milan observations are in the Effemeridi Milano.

1804.—5 observations at Paris, Sept. 13-Oct. 6 ; 19 at Seeberg, Sept. 13-Oet. 24

12 at Milan, Sept. 19-Oct. 17; 15 at Palermo, Oct. 2-Oct. 25.

1806.—6 observations at Palermo, Jan. 8-Feb. 8; 4 at Milan, Jan. 4-Jan. 12

2 at Ofen, Jan. 22-Jan. 29.

1807.—17 observations at Palermo, May 2-May 24; 15 at Paris, Apr. 21-May 24

9 at Gottingen, Apr. 26-May 7; 5 at Padua, Apr. 10-Apr. 24; 15 at Milan, Apr. 19-

May 13.

1808.—21 observations at Palermo, Aug. 2-Aug. 25; 1 at Gottingen, July 25;

9 at Milan, July 28-Aug. 14.

1809.—4 observations at Palermo, Nov. 11-Nov. 18; 4 at Milan, Nov. 1-Nov. 6;

8 at Paris, Oct. 23-Nov. 9.

1811.—4 observations at Greenwich, Mar. 9-Mar. 22 ; 8 at Seeberg, Feb. 17-Feb.

25; 8 at Milan, Feb. 13-Feb. 25; 3 at Paris, Feb. 18-Feb. 27.

1812.—6 observations at Palermo, June 8-June 19 ; 7 at Milan, June 6-June 13

;

2 at Greenwich, June 14-June 15.

1813.—3 observations at Vienna, Sept. 18-Sept. 20; 7 at Wilna, Sept. 2-Sept. 10;

4 at Copenhagen, Sept. 8-Sept. 18. These observations are in the Berl. Jahriuch,

1817, p. 146.

1814.—There has been found but one complete observation at Greenwich on

Dee. 16, and a E. A. at Konigsberg on Dec. 3. As the two R. A.'s disagree, no

normal has been formed for this opposition.

1816.—4 observations at Paris, Apr. 19-May 1 ; 12 at Konigsberg, Mar. 26-Apr. 18.

1817.—As but one observation was found, which was made at Greenwich July 19,

it was thought not worth while to give a normal for this opposition.

1818.—5 observations at Greenwich, Oct. 7-Oct. 16; 8 at Konigsberg, Oct. 3-

Oct. 20.

1820.—2 observations at Mannheim, Jan. 31-Feb. 2; 3 at Berlin, Feb. 8-Feb. 14;

3 at Munich, Feb. 5-Feb. 8. The first and second sets are in the Berl. Jahrhuch for

1823 and 1824.

1821.—5 observations at Greenwich May 16-May 26; 5 at Paris, May 24-June 1;

9 at Konigsberg, May 8-June 3.

1822.—3 observations at Paris, Aug. 17-Aug. 29; 6 at Konigsberg, Aug. 18-

Sept. 3.

1823.—3 observations at Greenwich, Dec. 1-Dec. 9 ; 5 at Paris, Nov. 10-Dec. 7.

1825.—2 observations at Greenwich, Mar. 11-Mar. 18; 7 at Paris, Mar. 17-Mar.

29; 6 at Konigsberg, Mar. 8-Mar. 19; 7 at Gottingen, Mar. 9-Apr. 7.

1826.—6 observations at Greenwich, June 33-July 1; 4 at Konigsberg, June 27-

July 2.

1827.—8 observations at Konigsberg, Sept. 20-Sept. 30.

1829.—3 observations at Gottingen, Jan. 22-Feb. 11.

1830.—8 observations at Greenwich, Apr. 19-May 3; 7 at Konigsberg, Apr. 19-

May 5; 9 at Gottingen, Apr. 24-May 5; 8 at Abo, Apr. 17-May 12; 10 at Vienna,

Apr. 17-May 12.
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1831.—6 observations at Greenwich, July 22-Aug. 7; 3 at Cambridge, July 22-

July 31 ; 5 at Vienna, July 20-Aug. 6.

1832.

—

i observations at Konigsberg, Oct. 29-Nov. 7; 6 at Altona, Oct. 21-Nov.

16; 6 at Kremsmiinster, Oct. 16-Nov. 10.

1834.—4 observations at Greenwich, Feb. 7-Feb. 21; 6 at Konigsberg, Feb. 6-

Mar. 3; 7 at Mannheim, Jan. 31-Feb. 23; 6 at Cracow, Feb. 13-Mar. 1; 8 at

Munich, Feb. 9-Feb. 20; 11 at Vienna, Feb. 9-Mar. 3.

1835.—3 observations at Greenwich, May 28-June 15 ; 10 at Konigsberg, June 2-

June 17; 10 at Kremsmiinster, June 2-June 22; 8 at Vienna, June 3-June 27.

1836.—6 observations at Greenwich, Aug. 17-Sept. 30; 5 at Vienna, Sept. 9-

Sept. 29; 1 at Helsingfors, Sept. 7; 3 at Cracow, Sept. 5-Sept. 16; 2 at Krems-

miinster, Aug. 31-Sept. 1.

1837.—4 observations at Greenwich, Nov. 17-Jan. 4; 4 at Paris, Dec. 3-Dec. 26

1 at Konigsberg, Dec. 1 ; 3 at Vienna, Dec. 10-Dec. 30 ; 1 at Kremsmiinster, Dec. 15

1839.—7 observations at Greenwich, Mar. 27-May 2 ; 8 at Paris, Mar. 26-Apr. 26

9 at Konigsberg, Mar. 26-Apr. 20 ; 6 at Vienna, Apr. 5-Apr. 29 ; 4 at Kremsmiinster,

Mar. 24-Apr. 23.

1840.—3 observations at Greenwich, July 27-Aug. 14; 11 at Paris, July 14-Aug.

14; 3 at Vienna, July 21-Aug. 6.

1841.—6 observations at Greenwich, Oct. 12-Nov. 12; 6 at Paris, Oct. 11-Oct. 28

1 at Konigsberg, Oct. 5; 8 at Vienna, Oct. 18-Nov. 11; 7 at Kremsmiinster, Oct. 11

Nov. 5.

1843.—2 observations at Greenwich, Jan. SO-Feb. 6 ; 2 at Paris, Jan. 19-Feb. 13

2 at Konigsberg, Jan. 13-Feb. 3 ; 5 at Kremsmiinster, Feb. 1-Feb. 15.

1844.—7 observations at Greenwich, Apr. 28-June 1 ; 14 at Paris, May 1-June 1

9 at Konigsberg, May 15-June 1; 9 at Kremsmiinster, May 3-June 1; 11 at Ham
burg, May 7-May 30.

1845.—8 observations at Greenwich Aug. 15-Sept. 9 ; 5 at Paris, Aug. 22-Sept. 6

9 at Konigsberg, Aug. 11-Sept. 5; 8 at Kremsmiinster, Aug. 9-Sept. 8.

1846.—4 observations at Greenwich, Nov. 3-Dec. 4; 2 at Paris, Nov. 20-Nov. 26

5 at Bonn, Nov. 10-Dec. 1.

1848.—7 observations at Greenwich, Mar. 7-Apr. 14 ; 8 at Paris, Mar. 12-Apr. 14

2 at Konigsberg, Mar. 13-Mar. 20; 9 at Hamburg, Mar. 22-Apr. 4.

1849.—4 observations at Greenwich, July 13-July 26 ; 13 at Paris, June 18-July

13; 5 at Konigsberg, July 7-July 13; 3 at Leipzig, July 11-July 15.

1850.—9 observations at Greenwich, Sept. 6-Oct. 5 ; 1 at Paris, Sept. 6.

1852.—6 observations at Greenwich, Dec. 10-Jan. 23; 7 at Kremsmiinster, Jan.

1-Jan. 24.

1853.—10 observations at Greenwich, Apr. 7-May 25; 5 at Paris, Apr. 17-May 10;

4 at Konigsberg, Apr. 22-May 17; 6 at Kremsmiinster, Apr. 25-May 24; 1 at Bonn,

Apr. 13.

1854.—4 observations at Greenwich, July 20-Aug. 29 ; 11 at Paris, Aug. 2-Aug.

30; 7 at Kremsmiinster, July 24-Aug. 14; 3 at Bonn, July 25-Aug. 13.

1855.—3 observations at Greenwich, Oct. 15-Nov. 10; 5 at Paris, Oct. 19-Nov. 11;

4 at Kremsmiinster, Oct. 28-Nov. 13 ; 2 at Bonn, Oct. 22-Nov. 2.
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1857.—8 observations at Greenwich, Feb. 16-Mar. 16 ; 3 at Paris, Feb. 34-Mar. 11

;

10 at Konigsberg, Feb. 3-Mar. 1; 10 at Berlin, Jan. 31-Feb. 27; 13 at Krems-

miinster,-Feb. 14-Mar. 18; 11 at Bonn, Feb. 5-Feb. 25.

1858.—11 observations at Greenwich, May 18-June 18; 7 at Paris, May 19-June

11; 12 at Konigsberg, May 29-June 18.

1859.—10 observations at Greenwich, Aug. 19-Sept. 19; 10 at Paris, Aug. 19-

Sept. 18 ; 7 at Konigsberg, Aug. 22-Sept. 19.

1860.—7 observations at Greenwich, Nov. 15-Dec. 19; 3 at Paris, Nov. 18-

Dec. 20 ; 3 at Konigsberg, Nov. 30-Dec. 4 ; 3 at Berlin, Nov. 22-Dec. 6 ; 2 at Krems-

miinster, Dec. 8-Dec. 21.

1862.—13 observations at Greenwich, Mar. 25-May 5; 11 at Paris, Mar. 30-May

5; 3 at Berlin, Apr. 2-Apr. 9; 1 at Vienna, May 2; 3 at Copenhagen, Apr. 15-Apr.

21; 1 at Konigsberg, Apr. 9; 8 at Kremsmiinster, Apr. 2-May 3.

1863.—7 observations at Greenwich, July 2-Aug. 7; 13 at Paris, July 5-Aug. 3;

1 at Leiden, July 12 ; 2 at Kremsmiinster, July 19-July 28 ; 1 at Berlin, July 3.

1864.—11 observations at Greenwich and Paris, Oct. 3-Nov. 3; 2 at Konigs-

berg, Oct. 3-Oct. 11 ; 8 at Leiden, Oct. 2-Oct. 20 ; 5 at Cracow, Oct. 16-Oct. 23 ; 1

at Washington, Oct. 25-28.

1866.—5 observations at Greenwich and Paris, Jan. 22-Feb. 23; 10 at Leiden,

Jan. 15-Feb. 15; 4 at Washington, Jan. 31-Feb. 26.

1867.—11 observations at Greenwich and Paris, May 7-June 4; 6 at Konigs-

berg, May 8-May 31; 5 at Bonn, May 18-May 30; 2 at Leipzig, June 1-June 2;

2 at Leiden, May 17-June 1 ; 2 at Kremsmiinster, June 5-June 6.

1868.—7 observations at Greenwich and Paris, Aug. 25-Sept. 8; 5 at Krems-

miinster, Aug. 26-Sept. 4; 4 at Leiden, Aug. 8-Aug. 25; 11 at Warsaw, Aug. 10-

Sept. 8; 9 (in Dec.) at Padua, Aug. 15-Sept. 5; 3 at Washington, Aug. 13-Aug. 29.

1869.—6 observations at Greenwich and Paris, Nov. 8-Dec. 4; 2 at Berlin, Nov.

12-Dec. 1 ; 3 at Leipzig, Nov. 12-Nov. 29 ; 4 at Warsaw, Nov. 23-Dec. 10.

1871.—4 observations at Greenwich, Mar. 21-Apr. 4; 5 at Kremsmiinster, Mar.

13-Mar. 24; 5 at Berlin, Mar. 1-Mar. 24; 3 at Leiden, Feb. 28-Mar. 13.

1872.—11 observations at Greenwich and Paris, June 14-July 12 ; 3 at Konigs-

berg, July 6-July 12; 2 at Kremsmiinster, July 7-July 10; 2 at Berlin, June 20-

June 29 ; 2 at Leipzig, June 23-July 8 ; 3 at Neufchatel, June 14-June 22.

1873.—13 observations at Greenwich and Paris, Sept. 19-Oct. 17; 2 at Konigs-

berg, Sept. 28-Oct. 13; 2 at Kremsmiinster, Sept. 11-Oct. 3; 2 at Berlin, Sept. 18-

Sept. 21; 1 at Vienna, Oct. 10; 3 at Leiden, Sept. 20-Sept. 27; 4 at Madrid, Sept.

24-Sept. 27.

1875.—9 observations at Greenwich and Paris, Jan. 5-Jan. 28 ; 5 at Washington,

Dec. 11-Dec. 23.

1876.—16 observations at Greenwich and Paris, Apr. 21-May 19; 1 at Vienna,

May 14; 6 at Washington, Apr. 22-May 13.

1877.—7 observations at Greenwich and Paris, July 24-Aug. 37.

1878.—7 observations at Greenwich and Paris, Oct. 25-Nov. 19; 4 at Hamburg,

Nov. 6-Nov. 20.

1880.—5 observations at Greenwich, Feb. 11-Mar. 15; 4 at Konigsberg, Mar. 6-

Mar. 14; 5 at Pulkowa, Feb. 16-Feb. 23; 1 at Washington, Mar. 5.
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1881.—11 observations at Greenwich, May 30-June 30 ; 1 at Hambvirg, June 29

;

3 at Washington, June 12-June 24.

1882.—8 observations at Greenwich, Sept. 2-Oct. 1.

1883.—10 observations at Greenwich, Nov. 20-Dec. 15; 10 at Washington, Nov.

17-Dec. 17.

1885.—14 observations at Greenwich, Mar. 27-Apr. 25; 6 at Hamburg, Mar. 28-

Apr. 28 ; 3 at Berlin, Apr. 24-Apr. 28.

1886.—2 observations at Greenwich, July 5-Aug. 2 ; 6 at Paris, July 22-Aug. 10.

1887.—6 observations at Greenwich, Sept. 29-Oct 31; 9 at Paris, Oct. 14-Nov. 3.

1889.—8 observations at Greenwich, Jan. B-Feb. 15.

1890.—9 observations at Greenwich, May 14-June 9 ; 8 at Paris, May 21-June 9.

1891.—11 observations at Paris, Aug. 24-Sept. 16.

1892.—6 observations at Greenwich, Nov. 1-Nov. 30.

1894.—10 observations at Greenwich, Feb. 20-Mar. 27; 10 at Paris, Mar. 10-

Mar. 24.

1895.—6 observations at Greenwich, June 5-July 9; 9 at Toulouse, June 15-

July 6.

1896.—4 observations at Greenwich, Sept. 9-Oct. 23.

1897.—9 observations at Greenwich, Nov. 30-Dec. 31.

The dates of the normals are for Greenv?ich mean noon, and the given

values of the coordinates are true not apparent. In the column headed

No. Obs. where there are two numbers, the first belongs to the R. A., and

the second to the DecL; where but one number is given this is common
to both. In the preceding list the number of observations given is that of

R. A. (except in one case where there was none).

Normal Positions of Ceres.

Date. True R. A. True Decl. No. Obs.

h m B Off/
1801 Jan. 21 3 26 31.25 +16 57 21.6 22-21

1802 Mar. 31 12 2 57.76 +17 59 48.4 84-80

1803 July 8 18 37 7.29 —28 44 23.2 78-67

1804 Oct. 1 37 34.42 —12 53 56.6 51-49

1806 Jan. 21 6 41 58.91 +30 34 28.2 12-11

1807 May 6 14 50 31.06 — 5 18 26.0 61

1808 Aug. 10 21 15 12.22 —29 25 56.6 31-29

1809 Nov. 3 2 45 57.21 + 4 54 55.8 16

1811 Feb. 24 10 29 53.65 +27 41.2 23

1812 June 12 17 18 55.70 —23 7 54.0 16

1813 Sept. 11 23 36 0.01 —20 20.4 14

1816 Apr. 12 13 26 22.53 + 7 10 41.5 16-15

1818 Oct 13 1 41 7.26 — 4 33 4.8 13

1820 Feb. 7 8 28 46.06 +31 56 48.4 8-7

1821 May 25 15 58 28.54 —14 53 8.3 19
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Normal Positions of Ceres.—Continued.

Data. True R. A. True Decl. No. Obs.

h m s o I II

1822 Aug. 24 22 26 18.54 —25 50 22.0 9-8

1823 Nov. 24 3 49 43.11 +13 48 45.5 8-6

1825 Mar. 19 12 2 38.57 +18 26 28.2 32

1826 June 28 18 37 13.12 —27 55 32.5 10

1827 Sept. 26 36 36.66 —13 10 13.4 8

1829 Jan. 30 6 24 16.94 +30 40 39.0 3

1830 May 1 14 43 30.55 — 4 9 0.1 43

1831 July 29 21 18 10.16 —28 36 19.4 14-10

1832 Oct. 31 2 40 56.18 + 4 4 6.4 16-10

1834 Feb. 17 10 21 31.16 +27 17 46.5 42-41

1835 June 10 17 14 5.88 —22 35 32.3 31

1836 Sept. 10 23 30 5.77 —19 38 21.2 17-16

1837 Dec. 15 5 1 35.07 +22 16 8.7 13

1839 Apr. 13 13 18 1.12 + 8 12 23.7 34

1840 Aug. 2 19 38 43.35 —31 15 29.4 15-16

1841 Oct. 26 1 23 32.81 — 5 50 54.2 28-26

1843 Feb. 5 8 18 38.23 +32 2 25.3 11

1844 May 17 15 59 4.89 —14 10 35.2 50-48

1845 Aug. 29 22 16 34.94 —26 38 14.5 " 30

1846 Nov. 19 3 47 36.12 +13 10 4.4 11

1848 Mar. 28 11 44 36.17 +19 59 47.3 26-22

1849 July 5 18 22 26.38 —28 11 45.6 25-23

1850 Sept. 18 37 56.44 —13 4 21.3 10

1852 Jan. 8 6 32 47.89 +29 9 31.1 13

1853 May 5 14 30 44.15 — 3 1 41.6 26-25

1854 Aug. 13 20 57 56.49 —30 15 24.5 25-28

1855 Nov. 4 2 30 18.54 +3 8 17.2 14-16

1857 Feb. 22 10 7 26.90 +28 27 6.2 5.5

1858 June 6 17 11 32.29 —22 2 35.3 30

1859 Sept. 1 23 31 59.71 —20 13 37.5 27

1860 Dec. 4 5 4 30.93 +21 15 0.0 18-17

1862 Apr. 21 13 5 28.44 +9 5 26.2 40-37

1863 July 16 19 48 49.23 —30 4 5.7 24

1864 Oct. 16 1 26 23.54 — 6 8 42.6 27-28

1866 Feb. 4 8 10 44.46 +32 5 59.1 19-21

1867 May 26 15 45 39.55 —13 43 22.6 28

1868 Aug. 27 22 12 40.98 —26 50 32.8 30-39

1869 Nov. 23 3 37 5.90 +12 35 19.5 15-16

1871 Mar. 19 11 43 0.10 +20 30 36.0 17

1872 June 30 18 20 11.97 —27 44 34.7 23-22

1873 Sept. 30 23 7.31 —14 34 29.6 27

1875 Jan. 5 6 25 8.51 +28 40 38.6 14
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Normal Positions of Ceres.—Concluded.

Dkto. True B
k -—

1. A. True Decl.
t II

No. Obt

1876 May 6

n

14

111

21 47.04 — 2 2 46.2 23

1877 Aug. 17 20 48 16.32 —30 44 40.7 7

1878 Nov. 7 2 22 8.73 + 2 25 48.7 11-10

1880 Feb. 28 9 53 47.79 +29 23 14.7 15

1881 June 16 16 54 4.83 —21 55 43.7 15-16

1882 Sept 23 23 7 52.33 —22 28 41.0 8-7

1883 Dec. 4 4 58 28.24 +20 45 39.7 20-13

1885 Apr. 14 13 3 26.43 + 9 53 57.6 23

1886 July 30 19 27 9.79 —31 2 52.7 8

1887 Oct. 22 1 16 15.96 — 7 4 20.9 15-14

1889 Feb. 4 8 40.55 +32 13 15.1 8

1890 May 27 15 35 47.70 —12 51 32.2 17-18

1891 Sept. 6 21 57 44.06 —27 52 42.0 11

1892 Nov. 18 3 33 18.75 +11 45 45.3 6

1894 Mar. 15 11 33 59.87 +21 29 40.2 20-21

1895 June 32 18 20 58.40 —27 17.7 15-14

1896 Sept. 26 20 25.27 —14 58 1.5 4-6

1897 Dec. 19 6 29 58.43 +27 2 21.4 »
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MEMOIR No. 69.

Secular Perturbations of the Planets.

(American Journal of Mathematics, Vol. XXIII, pp. 817-336, 1901.)

Gauss first clearly indicated the role elliptic functions play in this sub-

ject.* Halphen has since presented the investigation in a very elegant

manner.f The modifications made by the latter in the procedure of Gauss

are chiefly the transference of the origin of rectangular coordinates to the

attracted planet, and, instead of the differential of the eccentric anomaly,

the adoption of the element of area described by the radius of the disturbing

planet expressed in terms of the differentials of the rectangular coordinates.

He also appeals to the qualities of the cone formed by the orbit of the

attracting planet as contour of base and the position of the attracted planet

as vertex ; this improvement, however, had been previously indicated by

Bour.| A remarkable degree of elegance is attained by these changes;

but it seems to me that additional statements are needed to show the

connection with the astronomical problem which originally suggested the

investigation ; for Halphen, like Gauss, treats only the attraction of a certain

form of ring. This, of course, is to ignore the second integration which the

problem demands. Perhaps, therefore, I shall be pardoned if I here attempt

to supply the mentioned lack.

In the fashion of Halphen we take the attracted planet as the origin of

rectangular coordinates, but the orientation of the axes is, for the present,

left indeterminate. The coordinates of the attracting planet we denote by

X, y, z; and the coordinates of the Sun, which are the negatives of those of

the attracted planet referred to the Sun, will be Xq, y^, Zq. Let p be the

distance of the attracting planet from the origin, so that p* = x^ + 3/* -f- z^

;

and let g denote the planet's mean anomaly. Then the secular perturbations

of the attracted planet depend on the three definite integrals

hr?'^' ^r^^- ^x'"^^-

•Gan»», Werke, Tol. Ill, pp. 331-3,55.

f G. H. Halphen, Traite deg Fonctions Eliptiques et de leurs Applications, Tom. II, pp. 310-328.

i Journal de I'^ole Poly technique, Cahler XXXVI, pp. 59-84.
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But while g is passing from to 2n, the area described by the radius of the

planet augments from to nab, if a and h are severally the major and minor

semi-axes. Thus, if <J denote this varying area, the preceding integrals

may be written

1 /"o* x^ ^^ _1_ /"o* y ^^ J_ /*"•» z_
^^

TTobJo p" ' ^abjo /o* ' nab Jo p*

The tetrahedron, with da as base and the origin as vertex, has, for

volume one-sixth of the following expression

:

6 F= «(,
(^ydz — zdy) + y^ (zdx — xdz) + «„ {xdy — ydx).

But, if A denote the perpendicular from the origin on the plane of the orbit

of the attracting planet, we also have 3F= hdcj. Hence

d<7 = ^ {ydz - %dy) + ^{zdx - xdz) + ^ {xdy - ydx) .

Then, if we derive the quantities P,, P^, P^, etc., from integrating the

expressions

^Q^^^xjzdx-xdz)^ aQ^^^yJ^dx-xdz)^ ^^^^^z(zdx-xdz)^

P r r

dR -
^
x (xdy- ydx)

^ rfj? - j
-V C'^^.V - W^g)

^ di?^ = j!l£^yjzl^,

around the whole orbit, the integrals above, which we will denote by X, Y, Z,

will be given by the following expressions:

Z = -^{x,P. + y,q.^ z,R.).

The nine quantities involved in these expressions and obtained through

integration are homogeneous and of the dimension zero with respect to the

linear unit. Moreover, if, in the cone formed by the orbit of the attracting

planet as directrix and the origin as vertex, the plane of the base is shifted

in any manner whatever, these nine quantities remain unchanged. For

example, consider the expressions

X {ydz — zdy) y (ydz — zdy) z (ydz — zdy)

p' ' p' '

' 7
.
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If we put
x= peine, y = /o cos^ coB^, « = /> cos 5 sin^,

they are transformed into

sijiB cos' ddX, cob' ^ cos ^<^^, cos' O ain XdX.

Let the equation of the cone be

Ax" + By' + Cz' + Dyz + Ezx + Fxy = 0,

or

A tan' + B cos' k -\- C sin' A + Z» sin ^ cos A + ^ tan e sin A + i?' tan ^ cos /I = 0.

Since, from this equation, is obtainable as a function of /I, it is evident

that the integrals of the preceding differential expressions, extended to the

whole course of variation of "k, depend solely on the elements of the cone

and are altogether independent of the plane section called the base.

A simple addition of the differentials shows that

P. + Q, + R. = 0.

Also we have

d(C.-^,) = i^(^). diR^-P.) = hd{t^, d{P,-Q;) = id(^^y

But the second members of these equations, integrated along the orbit to

the point of beginning, give zero as the result: hence

Q. = R„ R. = P., P,= Q..

Thus

And, if we put

we shall have

K-9* Tr_9* 7^d^
9^0 3yo 3^0

The orientation of the axes of coordinates which serve to define the

variables x, y, z, Xa, yo, Zo has been left undetermined; but now suppose

that the axes of symmetry of the cone are employed for this purpose.

Then the equation of the cone takes the form

Gj,, Gy, G, being constants of which two are of one sign and the other of
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the opposite sign. Plainly, if this equation is satisfied by the set of values

X, y, 2, it is satisfied by any of the eight sets ± a;, ±2/, ± z. Consequently,

each positive element of the six quantities Q„ Ry, R^, P,, P^, Q^ is

accompanied by a corresponding negative element. Thus, in this case,

these quantities vanish. With this selection of axes we, therefore, have

Ttabh noon ' r.abh

The naming of the coordinates is, of course, arbitrary, but, to settle the

choice, we suppose that Q^, Gy, G, are in the order of algebraic magnitude,

the first and second being negative, while the last is positive. The equation

of the cone appears to involve three variables, but, as we may divide the

left member by the square of any one of them, it is, in reality, a relation

between two variables; thus, but one variable can be regarded as in-

dependent. The equation is then satisfied if we make

a; = eV-G'=r cos T, y = e V^^^ sin T, z = t^W.,

where e is an indeterminate which disappears when the substitution is made
in dPx, dQy, dRg, and T is the new variable introduced by Gauss and may
be regarded as indicating the position of the planet in its orbit; its function,

in this respect, being precisely similar to those fulfilled by the mean,

eccentric and true anomalies, and it may thus, with propriety, be designated

as a perspective anomaly. When T goes from to 2n, the planet makes

a complete circuit of its orbit.

The substitution made, we have

ydz -zdy=-e')/ - G,G. cos TdT,

zdx -xdz= - e'lj -0^0. sin TdT,

xdy - ydx = e' V llfi'd T,

p' = e' 10. -Gy&in'T- 0, cos' T]

.

The quantities G^, Gy, G, are usually determined in such a way that

O^GyGg = a~b^h^; also we may introduce k the modulus of the elliptic

integrals involved and m such that

Then our integrals take the forms

y _ _ 2;. 2 /*: cos' TdT y y^2 Pi sixi' TdT
n?i: Jo\l-k'sin'T)^' w'rr Jo \l - *' sin' r)f

'

m'TT J/(1-A'sin'2')f*

The methods of evaluating these definite integrals severally proposed
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by Legendre, Gauss and Jacobi have all about the same degree of rapid

convergence, but that of the last is to be preferred because it expresses the

values explicitly in terms of a parameter q called the nome. Putting

k = sin 0, q can be derived from the equation

g + g° + g" + .

.

_ r sin I ~|'

1 + 2(5*+ ?« + 5^' + ....) Ll + VSST^J
•

The solution is most readily accomplished by the method of tentation.

Then, if we adopt two functions of q, K and L such that

^= c^s^ToTTlBn? ti + 2 (^* + ?^' + • • • •)]',

J _ (1 + Vcosg)' g— 4g* + 9g'— 16g"'+ ...

8in^ e cosf e [1 + 2 (g* + g'« + . . . .)]' '

we have

It will be seen from these expressions that, li X, Y, Z are regarded as

the components along the axes of coordinates of a force acting on the

attracted planet, one elliptic integral suffices for determining the orientation

of the resultant, but that an additional one is required if the magnitude of

the latter is to be found. It will be an advantage, therefore, if instead of

tabulating K and L as functions of h, q or 6, we take two other quantities

itf'and X, such that

tr TT T in 1 L cob' d , K—L
Ji — Lam'e K— Lam'

Then we shall have

X=--,Bm'x.x„ r=-^C08'x.y,, Z = ^,z,.
m' '

Tn'
"" m' °

Let R denote the magnitude of the resultant, 5^ and A severally the latitude

and longitude of the point in the heavens towards which it is directed; the

circles of reference being the principal axes of the sphero-conic traced in

the heavens by the frequently mentioned cone. Also let Tq denote the

distance of the Sun from the attracted planet and >7o, \ severally its latitude

and longitude referred to the same circles. Then our equations will stand

M^ cos .ff sin yl = j sin ' x . r, cos % sin ^„

,

EemH = —^ cos' x .r„ sin ij„,

MR cos H coa A = —j . r„ cos )?, cos ^,.

* For the proof at these formulas, reference may be made to Bertrand, Calcnl Integral, LIt. Ill,

Chap. VII.
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If we put

we shall have

. t • « i. 1 i _ D- cos' X tan i9» COS il p iV'cos^.
ton.l = -sm'xtan;„ tan^= ^ , i? = _^_^ .

As, except in very particular cases, it is not easy to select at the outset

the axes of symmetry of the cone for the adopted axes of coordinates, we

must find the position of these axes in reference to another system which is

known. The equation of the cone having a very complicated expression

when the axes of coordinates are quite general, we select a particular system

such that the treatment may be easy as possible. Let the axis of x have

the orientation of the line going from the centre of the ellipse described by

the attracting planet to its perihelion, that of y the orientation of the line

going from the centre to the point where the eccentric anomaly is 90° and

that of z the orientation of the line going from the centre to the north pole

of the plane of the orbit. Let the coordinates of the centre of the ellipse be,

in their order. A, B, C; we prefer these designations although, with e as the

eccentricity and the previous notation, they have the equivalents

A=z^-ae, B=y^, G=z„.

Then the equations of the orbit of the attracting planet are

(-;-^)'-(^J='-
'-"

In order to have the equation of the cone so frequently mentioned it is only

necessary to multiply the several terms of the first equation by factors

selected from the equivalent quantities 1 ^ -jr = -j^ , ^^ such a way that

they may all become homogeneous and of two dimensions in x, y, z. Thus

the equation of the cone may be written in the shape

x-^z y-
- A ~ %

T — -^«
G

a _
z' ^-G" ^ ^' '=0.-1

This equation is not, in general, referred to the axes of symmetry, hence

we proceed to make the linear transformation of variables which will bring

this about. Let x, t, z denote the rectangular coordinates referred to the

symmetric axes of the cone, and write the formulas of transformation thus

:

^ — ax + /9y + /-2 ,

T = o'a; + /S'y + r'« ,

a' +/3' +^ =1, ad +;9^' + rr' =0,
«" +/S" +r" =1. ,Ja!' + /9'/S" + rV" = o,

«"' + r' + r"' = i, «"a + /9"^ + r'V=o,
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the inverse of which are

X = aX + a'Y + a"z, a' + a" + a'" =z 1 , a/9 + a'/S' + a' /5" =
,

y = ;Jx + /S'Y + /S"z, ,3' + ^" + ^"' = !, yS^ + ^y + /S'V' = 0,

«=rX + /T + /'Z, f + /'+/'' = !, ya + r'a' + r"a" = 0.

The equation of the cone, after substition of the new variables, should

take the form
X' + ^' + A' -

where G,., Gy, G, are constants and functions of the quantities A, B, C, a, b.

They are the roots of a certain cubic which may be obtained in the follow-

ing way : Let F= denote the first form of the equation of the cone, and set

*_*9Z ^-j?Z A-i9Z
1? -^ dx' G '^ dy' ~^ dz

'

From these equations, which are linear in x, y, z, eliminate these variables;

the result is a cubic in G whose roots are the values of G^, Gy, G^. In the

special form of V with which we have to deal, these equations, after a slight

modification, can be thus stated :

X _ A z y _ B z z _ z A x^ B ^W~W G + a" W~'OQ^rF" G~W 'C G CG'

The elimination of x, y, z from these equations gives

,i ^ n 1 hi ^ a ~ '^

'

G + a' ' G + ¥ ' G

It is known that the roots of this equation in G are all real, two of them
being negative and one positive. The mode of assignment of these roots as

values of G^, Gy, G^ has already been described. Thus we are enabled to

discover the values of the latter without reference to the nine coefficients

a, /?, y, etc. But in our further progress we shall need to know the latter.

They are readily found from the first and second equations of the penultimate

group combined with the conditions a* + /3' + y^ = 1, etc. In the first we
make x=.a, y=P,z-=y and set G^ for G ; again make a; = a', y = /?',

z = y' and set Gy for G ; lastly make x = a", y = (3", z = y" and set G, for

G. Thus we have the equations

"^ ^' " a — ^ ^' r v« — ^

o' = — '^t / ;S' — -^ ^» y' /' —

CG. + a'^

AG,.
OG, + d'^

A 0. ,

G. + a'^

Vol. IV.—15

UG, + V" ' ~^
, A'f G, V ^ i^

1 + A'f G, y^B'f G, V
^l^T^V ^IT'IGx + W

CG^T^^' ' - >^7 G. \ . B'( G, Y'
^ + ^ \g;+i?) ^ c' \G, + b'j

a" = ^ ^' y" 5" — -^ /^' y" r'" —
>

1 +
A'( G. V B'f G. y-
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These equations furnish the values of the nine coefiBcients of the transfor-

mation. The signs of the three y'« are iuderterminate : one may take them

as positive.

The cubic in Q furnishes us with the relations

A^ B' C^ _^

Regarding A^, BP, CP as the unknowns in these equations, their solution

gives

^
a' («'-*') '

p. _ (g. + &') (^, + y) (g. + V)-
J' (J' -a') '

C, - g. gy g.

By means of these values we can eliminate A, B, C from the foregoing ex-

pressions for the coefiBcients of transformation, and thus obtain values

depending only on the five quantities G„ Gy, Gt, a, b. We have thus

, _ 1 gx(g. + y)( g> + a')(g. + ffl')

•^ -
a' (a' -6') (^^^,) (C^^"Sr) '

/^ -r(5'-a') rgx-G,)(g.-g.)
'

^_ 1 g,g.(g» + a')(gx + y)

The values of a'^, /?'*, y'^ and again of a"*, |3"*, y"*, are obtained from the

preceding by simply making a cyclical permutation of the subscripts

attached to the G ; firstly from x, y, z into y, z, x, secondly from x, y, z into

z, X, y. On account of the divisor a'— 6*, small when the eccentricity of the

planet's orbit is small, some of these formulas labor under a disadvantage.

In computing the values of the definite integrals

^bf7'^'' ^bf^"' ^f?^"'
where x, y, 2 are referred to the system of axes determined by those of the

ellipse described by the attracting planet, we may suppose that the four

quantities x^, y^, Zq, h are simply constants and unaffected by the transfor-

mation we have just made to pass from the system of coordinates x, y, z to
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that of X, Y, z. If, for the sake of discrimination, we designate the compo-

nents along the mentioned axes as X' , Y, Z , reserving X, Y, Z for the

components along the symmetric axes, we evidently have

X' = aX + JY + a"^, F' = ;9X + /9'F + ^"Z, Z' = yX + r'F + r"Z.

The components of the right members are determined the moment we have

solved the cubic in G, for which the coordinates A, B, C furnish the

requisite data. We have only to make

where h is always to be taken positively. Substituting for a, a', a", /?, /3', /3"

their values in terms of y, y', y", if we put

U --^ flinVr >^g' Tl + ^"^
1t/.- ^. sin -g^j^i +^__,j,

U,- -5 cos X -^ 1^1 + ^__.,J
,

By substituting in 0",, Z7y, J7„ the last values we have given for y, y', y",

and bearing in mind that

G.-G, = m\ G,-G^ = m'Bin'0, G. - G, = m* coa' 0,

the expressions for the first mentioned quantities become

we shall have

V.=
Jf cos' X

-,^^p^z^^^G,{G,-^a' + aeAXG, + i'),

U. = ^^^ G. ((?. + a' + a«^) ((?. + *').*

Let it be required to find the component of this attracting force directed

towards the centre of the ellipse described by the attracting planet. Putting

1^ =. A? \- ^ -\- C^ , we ought to multiply the components given aboveABC
severally by the factors—, — , — , and take the sum. Which, if we do,

* In the original memoir serions errors exiit in the two groups of equations for tiie U.
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and have regard to the relations, G„ Gy, G, satisfy as being the roots of

the cubic in G, and calling this component A, we have

rA = lJ,+ U,+ U..

But the component Rq directed towards the Sun will be more important.

Putting Tq for the radius vector of the attracted planet, we have

rj = (^ + a«)' + J? + C.

Then the components X, F, Z ought to be multiplied severally by ,

"o
D /Tf

— , — , and thus is obtained
T T

r,B, = U,+ U,+ U. + aeX'.

In fact, by multiplying 2J, F', Z' severally by the three systems of three

multipliers
A -h ae

ro

B

B
U

A -It- ae

BO

C

(A + ae)C V rj - (?'

r,^rl-V" r,M rl-C'' n
we shall arrive at a set of components, of which the first, already given, is

directed toward the Sun, and the second is perpendicular thereto and lying

in the plane of the attracting planet's orbit, while the third is perpendicular

to both the preceding. If we call these new components X", Y", Z", and

if the angle between the planes of the orbits of the two planets be denoted

by /, we shall have

R, = X", S, = Y" cos /- Z" sin /, W, = Y" sin / + Z" cos /,

where Rq is the component towards the Sun, Sq the component perpendicu-

lar thereto and lying in the plane of the attracted planet's orbit, and Wq the

component perpendicular to that plane. But, if we make use of a rectangu-

lar set of elements instead of a polar, it is more commodious to refer the

components to the plane and line of nodes of the attracted planet on the

attracting planet's orbit. Let this ascending node be distant an arc = a

from the perihelion of the latter. Then the desired components X'", Y"', Z"'

will be
X'" = Z' cos w — Y' ainw,

Y" = X' cos / sin <« + Y' cos /cos w — Z' sin /,

Z'" = X' sin /sin <o + Y' sin / cos <« + Z' cos /.

It is often interesting to know the position of the great circles forming

the principal axes of the sphero-conic in reference to the great circle marked

out in the heavens by the plane of the attracting planet's orbit. If we call

Q the longitude of the ascending node of one of the planes of symmetry of
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the cone on the plane xy, and i the inclination (always between 0° and
180°), and t the angular distance of the centre of the sphero-conic from the

node measured in the direction of increasing longitudes, the four following

equations can be used for the determination of these quantities :

tant8inS2=+^^, tan i cos fi = -
g ^-f-^,

,

am t Bin r =

sin 1 cos T = —

1 + A7-^^Y + ^^-^^YT*
C'Wx + W ^C'^G. + WJ '

7 G. V B^( a^ y-i-t'1+ ^^ C

where the signs of the two radicals may be taken positive or negative, thus

corresponding to the four intersections of the two great circles with the one

great circle.

To find the two semi-axes of the sphero-conic as measured by the arcs

they subtend in the heavens, take the equation of the cone

— + — + —= 0-
tfi It, kt,

the section of the cone by the plane z = V (r, gives the ellipse whose equa-

tion is

Gx Gy

The semi-axis of this in the direction of the axis of x is V— G^ and in the

direction of the axis of y, V— Gy. The greatest latitude yiq of the planet

moving on the sphero-conic and the greatest longitude /Iq will be given by

the equations

tan,, = y'-g, tanA„ = ^-g.
The general equation connecting the variables >? and yl will be obtained if,

in the equation of the cone, we make
X = /a cos )j sin ^, T = /) sin ij, z = /> cos ij cos X,

and thus is

sin' ,J tan' ij cos' ^ _ r.

Gx Gf Gx

These variables y; and 7i are expressed in terms of the perspective anomaly

Taa follows

:

cos 7) cos ^ = e V (7, cos 1? sin -i = e V — Gx cos T, sin 7j = £ V — G, sin T.

We see that when T=: 0, also >? = and tan X = -J— ^^- ; and when

T = ^ , ian >7=-^— ^, and X=0; when T=7(, >7=0, tan;i =—y| — ^.
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On the Solution, of the Cubic in G and the Argument to be Employed in

Tabulating the Elliptic Integrals.

A few words may be added in reference to the solution of the cubic in O,

G + o'^G + J' G

Using r* for ^^ + 52 + C*, this equation expanded is

C— [r* - (a' + S')] (?• + [aM' + VB'- (a' + }») r' + a'*"] G - aWC = .

It will be noticed that in obtaining the values of k, the modulus of the

elliptic integrals involved, and of m, we do not need all the roots of this

equation, but only their differences. Hence, it will be advantageous to put

G = J'+i[r'-(a' + 5')],

a = o' + i[r»-(a' + y)], b = *' + i[r» - (a' + J')], c = i [r' - (o' + d')]-

The cubic will then take the form

JTl + J'+b + TT^-^'
where / will serve us equally well as G ; but here we have

a + b + c = ^' + -B' + C",

and the developed equation in J will be

J' + l&A' + hB' + cC - a'- b' -c'- ab -be —ca,]J- \heA' + ca^ + abC'-abc] =0

By the elimination of c and C and the partial reintroduction of a^ and b", the

shorter form is obtained,

J'- [a' + ab + V-a'A'-h'B'1J+ &(¥B'—a.h) + b(oM' — ab) = 0.

Employing the well-known trigonometric process for the solution of the

cubic having all its roots real, we drive 4^ (between the limits it 90°) from

Bin 5d>-^ a(y^-ab) + b(aM'-ab)^ ~ 2 [a' + ab + b' — a'A' — b'£']i

'

The roots of the cubic are then

2
J.= -^ [a' + ab + b' — a'A' — J'J?*]* sin (60° + <«),

/, = -^ [a* + ab + b' — a'A' — 5'^]* sin ^

,

J.= -^ [a* + ab + b' — a'A' — J'^] » sin (60" — </>')

.

To render these equations simpler, we will put

a + b = 2ncosv, V 3(a— b) = 2n sin*-, a'A' + b'B'— Z&h = n'/i cob S,

-^ ia'A'— b'B') = nV sin e

.
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With these modifications we have

Bins/- Va? ;xcoa(. + g)

j; = — ^n(l^A'CO8f)J8in(60° + V),

2
7,= -j-^n {I — M coa S)i ain (/>

,

J.= Y^n{l — ft COS 0* sin CG0° — 4').

The modulus of the elliptic integrals involved, h, will be given by the equation

*'= sin'e = J,— J^ _ cos (60° — (/>)

J, — J, cos ^^ '

and the quantity we have designated by m, by the formula

m' = J,— /» = 2n (1 —fi cos f)1 cos 4>

.

The two elliptic integrals ifsin^ x, M cos^ x are functions of 4'; conse-

quently, they may be tabulated with the argument i/^ or any function of i^

as, for instance, with sin 3i|', that is, with the absolute discriminant of the

cubic. We have cos* 6 = ^^ r-^ , and, if we put x* for the second
cos 4- ' '

^

member of this, we have

[,

8in|-
= i

1 — x_ g + g' + g" + .

1+a; 1 + 2(g* + S-" + ?»• + ....)
1 + V cos «

The value of the nome g can be derived from the infinite series (three terms

suffice except in very unusual cases),

„ _ , 1 — a; ^ 1 /I — a;\» 15 /I — a;\«

As (r„ (Ty, (9, enter into many of the preceding formulas, it may be

useful to note that

G. =J^ + c, G, =J, + c, G. = /. + c

,

G. + a* = J, + a, G, + a' = J, + a, G. + a' = J. + a,,

0. + b' = J, + b, G, + b' = J, + b, G. + b' = J. + b.

Variation of the Elements of a Planet through Perturbation.

The elements we select for use are defined thus : x. y, z, denoting the

rectangular coordinates of a planet referred to the Sun as origin, adopt the

elements c^, c^, c„ f^, f^, /„ such that

_ ydz— zdy _ zdx— xdz
' w^

'

"'
Wt

'

•

f c,dy— c,dz fix f _c,dz— c.dx m/
•''

dt T' ''
3^ r'

xdy — ydx
dt

Cy dx— c, dy IXZ

dt r
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where we note that fi is the sum of the masses of the Sun and planet, and r

is the radius vector of the latter. These six elements are not independent

but satisfy the relation

The additional element needed to complete the number six is the element

everywhere attached by addition to the time. With these constants the

two equations of the path of the planet in space are

c,x + c,y + c.z = 0, iir + f.x + f,y + f.z — cl + c', + cl = k\

To understand the correlation of the different terms of these equations it

must be borne in mind that /u is a constant of three dimensions in reference

to the linear unit. Consequently, the c are of two dimensions and the / of

three dimensions in reference to this unit.

The second equation belongs to a quadric surface not, in general,

referred to its axes of symmetry. Removing the radical from it, it becomes

(/.» -fl) a? + (/.' -/J) f + iix- -fl) z' - 2/J, xy - IfJ. yz - %fj^ zx

+ 2k''f,x + 2k'f,y + 2k'f,z-k* = 0.

The cubic, which must be solved in order that this may be referred to its

axes of symmetry, is

x'- [3/^'- (ji + r, + fl)-] z' + [(/*' -fl) 0^' -fl) + (/^' -fl) ca' -/d
+ Cf^' -fl) {!'' -fl) - ifIf I + flfl +flfV)-] X- /^* ^'- if I +fl+ /J)] = 0.

But, if e denotes the eccentricity, we have fl + fl + fl = i^^^ ; thus the

preceding equation reduces to

Put ;^ = (i'x, then
x' — (3 — e')x' + (3 — 2e')x — (l—e') = 0,

or (x — Vf + e' (x — 1)» = .

The three roots are x = l, x = l,x = l — e^. The second equation of the

orbit of the planet is, therefore, a quadric of revolution about the major

axis, in the present investigation an ellipsoid, as we suppose e^ <; 1. The

expression c| + cf + cf is invariant, as also is /J +/y +/f> both being

independent of the orientation of the axes of coordinates. The system of

principal axes will be arrived at if we suppose /, = 0, /, = 0, which imply

also c, = 0, as is shown by the relation c^f^ + c^fy + c^/^ = 0, unless we

have f^ -=.0, when, the quadric being a sphere, all systems of axes are

principal. The equations of the orbit then take the form

c,y + c,z = 0, fir + iJLex = k\
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where ^' = 0^ + 0^. The radical removed, the second equation becomes

m' (1 — e') 3? + /i'y' + Ai'z» + ilc'iiex— ¥ = Q.

But, a being the semi-axis major, h'^ = ;ua (1 — e^), therefore, the preceding

equation takes the form

4 +Tf^ + 2-a;-(l-e') = 0,
o* a' (1 — e') a ^

-^

The adoption of the attracted planet instead of the centre of the Sun

as the origin of coordinates renders it necessary, while employing the

elements of the planet, to substitute — x^, — y^, — Zo foi" ^, y, »• Thus,

with this notation, the equations of the Sun's path in space are

c.a;, + c,y^ + c,z„ = 0, /ir„ —f,x„ —f,yo—/.«„ = ^•

The values of the differentials with respect to the time of the constants

c and /must now be stated. Denoting the mass of the attracting planet by
m'

m', the perturbative function R for secular perturbations is —, and we have

dc, dR dR m' , ^

dc,^ ZR dR_m' ,^^_^^-.
dt " dx~''<'dz ~Y ° "''

dc, dR dR m! . .

df. _ dz„ dc, dy, dc. ,«'(-.«_ c z)

df, _ dx^ dc. _ dz„ dc, 4.^' (rz ct^)

^_dy^dc._dx,dc, 7n^, . *

There is still one element to be added to the preceding to complete the

number of six independent constants; this is the mean longitude at epoch.

The well-known equation for its variation shows that a portion is immedi-

ately derivable from the motion of the perihelion, and another from that of

the node; what remains (calling the element Z) is given by the equation

dl ^anr dR
, „ dR , 3^1 o m' F x

, y ,
z~\

where n denotes the mean motion of the attracted planet.

*For theu formnlas consnlt Laplace, M^caniqne Celeste, Tom. I, Liv. II, Art. 64.
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The system just given is the most general as respects the orientation

of the axes of coordinates. Let us now specialize by taking, for the plane

of xy, the plane of the orbit of the attracted planet. This makes c^ := 0,

0= 0, c, = ife and the equation between the c and the / shows that, in

consequence, we have/, = 0. Then our equations become

de,_
dt

-?>-.•. f=-
dVgdk j,m'

§= ^'.•. f=
dx^ dk j,m' ^
-M dt " p'""'

dJe

f^tf.--*oy). §= dy^ dc, dx^ dc^

'dt W dt df

But, our specialization, applied to the definitions of the/, gives

"st-'"?; ^" "df-'^f; ^'•

These values enable us to eliminate the differentials of x^, y, from the

preceding equations. By differentiating the equation between the c and /
we get

f dc. f dcj^ jrdf, _
f.

J-St^^'-St^^St-^'

The substitution of preceding values in this renders it an identity, hence

the equation for -^ is superfluous. Moreover, after use in substitution,

dk
the equation for -r- is no longer needed, since the secular motion of the

semi-axes a vanishes. Thus the equations to be employed are reduced to

the five following

:

dc^ _ _f .. 2

w=-"''y'>-"

^- m'x"-
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If X denote the longitude of the perihelion of the attracted planet, we have

/^ = (ue cos
;j;, /^ = fie sin x ',

also, if i is the inclination and Q the longitude

of the ascending node, c^ = A sin i sin SJ, c^ = — k sin i cos Q; whence

d (sin i sin Q) _ _ "»'
,

2

3^ y^"?'

d(8inico8^)_ wi' 2

'^(gco8;ir) _ '"'/'« cos y — *'» Utf * _ 5 y W"*' ;fc

The point of departure for longitudes is still undetermined ; but, if this

is taken to be the ascending node of the attracted planet's orbit on that of

the attracting planet, we can employ the X'", Y'", Z'" we have previously

defined. Thus, using brackets with subscript to denote integration along

the orbit of the attracting planet we have the equations

fd (sin i Bin Q,)~] _ m' „,„

L dt i-^T^'^ '

Vd (sin t cos Q)1 _ »»' 7,,,

L

—

dt \r~^ " '

The integration round the orbit of the disturbed planet has still to be

executed in order to arrive at the secular motion of the elements. For this

we are confined to the use of mechanical quadratures. Here we may use

either of the three anomalies, or any variable which will show the position

of the planet on its orbit, as the independent variable.
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MEMOIR No. 70.

On the Use of the Sphero-Conic in Astronomy.*

(Astronomical Jonrnal, vol. XXII, pp. 53-56, 1901.)

If a planet circulating about the Sun in an elliptic orbit is viewed from

a fixed point its apparent path as projected on the celestial sphere is a curve

named a sphero-conic. This curve is divided into symmetrical quadrants

by two great circles at right angles to each other, and intersecting at a point

called the center. The subject is especially interesting as showing what

would be the apparent course of any planet as viewed from the Earth if the

latter were stopped at any point of its orbit. The two envelopes of all these

curves, when the Earth is made to take all positions in its orbit, evidently

embrace between them the zodiac of the planet. A valuable application is

also found in the secular perturbations of one planet by another.

The paths of the superior major planets, as seen from any point of the

Earth's orbit, do not greatly deviate from a great circle ; but those of

Mercury and Venus take a spindle-shaped form which is of great interest.

Hence, we propose to illustrate the matter in the case of Venus, as it would

be viewed from the point of the Earth's orbit where the eccentric anomaly

is 90°. The necessary values of the elements of the problem are taken from

Prof. Newcomb's Tables of the Sun and Venus for the epoch 1900. The

distance of the Sun from the point of view is unity in this case, but we may
always adopt this distance as the linear unit. The solar eccentricity being

0.01675104, and the longitude of the perigee 281° 13' 15".0, the Sun's

longitude as seen from this point is 12° 10' 60". 31. Let Uq denote the angular

distance of the Sun from the ascending node of its orbit on that of Venus,

a the angular distance of this node from the perihelion of Venus, i the

inclination of the orbits, a the semi-axis major, and e the eccentricity of

Venus. The problem involves no more than these five quantities, which

have the following values: .

», = 116° 24' 3".58, a> = 125° 36' 56".93 , i = 3° 23' 37".07,

log a = 9.85933781 , e = 0.00682069

.

* This article is Intended as sapplementary to one in the American Journal of Matiiematics,

TOl. XXIII, p. 817.
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If we imagine a system of rectangular axes having its origin at the

point of view, the axis of x being directed towards the perihelion of Venus,

the axis of y to a point in the plane of the orbit a quadrant in advance of

the perihelion, and the axis of z towards the north pole of the orbit, the

coordinates of the Sun will have the following expressions:

a;„ = cos ut cos M„ — cos i sin w sin m„

y, = sin u) cos «„ + cos i cos «< sin «„

z, = sin I sin Mj.

By employing the auxiliary quantities h, h', K, JP, determined from

the equations
k cos K = cos lu , k' cos K' = cos i cos m

,

i sin JT = cos t sin oil, Jd sin K' = sin a*

,

the expressions for Xq and y^ become

x^ = h cos (m„ + K), ^0 = *' sin (m, + K')

.

In our example

log* =9.9994966, Xogkf =9.9997418,
K = 125° 39' 48".37, K' = 125° 34' 5".60.

The formulas give these values of the coordinates of the Sun :

«, = — 0.4679356

,

J/o
= — 0.8821706

,

«„ = + 0.05302156

.

Let b^aVl — e^ denote the semi-axis minor of Venus. The elements

of the sphero-conic constituting the apparent orbit of Venus in the heavens

are found through the solution of a certain cubic. Let A, B, C denote the

rectangular coordinates of the center of the elliptic orbit of Venus ; then

A = x„ — ae, B-y^, C = z„,

also let r denote the distance of this center from the origin, so that

r' = ^» + ^ + C\

Then the cubic will be thus expressed

:

GP + («' + *' — r') G' — [i'(r'— a') + rt»(e' B' + C")] O — a'b'O' = 0.

Accurate computation of the coeflBcients is facilitated by using the

equations
a' + J' — r» = 2*'- 1 + 2aex^, T' — a' = l — b' — 2a0x„.

In the present example we have

CP + 0.04175306 G" - 0.2533680 G - 0.0007695486 = 0.

The roots of this cubic are always real ; we will name them in the order

of their algebraic magnitude, Gr^, Gy, G,. The value of G^ is nearly — a^;
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in fact, neglecting quantities of the fourth order with respect to e and i,

the expression for G, is

In our example this gives a suflSciently accurate value, the error probably

not exceeding a unit in the 8th decimal; thus (r, = — 0.52320407. The

quadratic containing the remaining roots is

G" - 0.4814501 G— 0.001470838 = 0.

Thus,
Q, =— 0.00303587 and G". = + 0.48448688.

The equation of the cone having its vertex at the origin and the orbit

of Venus as directrix, when referred to the axes of symmetry, has the form

the axis of z being in the body of the cone, that of x in the direction of

longitude, and that of t in the direction of latitude. Now let yi denote

latitude measured from the major-axis of the sphero-conic, and "k longitude

measured from the minor-axis. Then, making

X = /o cos ij sin ^ , T = /o sin ij , z = /> cos rj cos A

we obtain, as the equation connecting the variables >; and "K in the sphero-

conic
sin* A tan'jj cosVA .

G« Gy Gi

The greatest longitude \ and the greatest latitude rjo of the planet

moving on the sphero-conic will be given by the equations

tan^„ = ^_^, tan,„ = ^-
The equation of the sphero-conic can be put in the form

**°' ' = Hi u; '^° (^» + ^^ "'^ (^» - -*>

In the present example

1^, = 4° 31' 33".75 , /, = 46" 6' 3 '.50

.

As it is interesting we will derive the equation of the stereographic

projection of this curve. Taking the radius of the projected sphere as unity,

and placing the pole of projection at the center of the sphero-conic, the

equations connecting the variables /I and >? with the projected coordinates

X and y are

tan A = = ^ -,, Bin v = , ,

^^ .
1 — ar — y' 1 -|- a;' + y'
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The inverse of these formulas, which may be used for plotting the

projection of the curve, is

'
sin X cos ij sin »

1 + COS ^ COS 1?

'
1 + COS .^ COS 5J

Thus the equation of the projected sphero-conic is

1 ^ J_
4y' 1 Q.-x'-fy _ „

a(l -3^- y')' + 4:z''^ G,il + ^ + yj - iy' Guil-z' -yy + ix'
~

Taking two constants a and /? this may be put in the form

f _ a(l— x'— y*y + ^x'

{1 + x' + y'y—iy' ~ {l— x" — y'y + ix'

The projected curve is therefore an octic.

To have the position of the sphero-conic, let Q, be the longitude of the

ascending node of the major-axis of that curve on the orbit of the planet

measured from the perihelion of the latter, and t the inclination (always

between 0° and 180°), and r the angular distance of the center of the

sphero-conic from the node measured in the direction of increasing longi-

tudes ; the following equations can be used for the determination of these

quantities

:

tan.Binft=^^^, Un , cos « = -f^x^. sin.. = |zi|.

tan' r - — tan' <> tan* >l
(g. + «') (g. + ^0tan r _ tan <> tan X, ^-^__,_^__^

where 6 and r are taken in the first quadrant. In our example we get

t = 6° ir U".5G, Q, = 151° 48' 30".62

= 45" 55' 41".70 , r = 89° 59' 58".07

That r should so nearly be equal to a quadrant is due to the smallness

of the eccentricity of Venus.

In order to have the position of the ecliptic referred to the axes of the

sphero-conic, let ^ denote the distance of the ascending node of the ecliptic

on the major-axis of the sphero-conic from the similar point of the ecliptic

on the orbit of Venus, and x the distance of the same point from the

ascending node of the major-axis on the orbit of Venus, and let / denote

the inclination of the ecliptic to the mentioned axis. Then these quantities

are determined by the equations:

sin /cos 4' = cos c sin i — sin t cos i cos (Q, — <«)

sin / sin 4' = — sin ! sin (f2 — «<)

sin / cos / = — sin I cos i -\- cos i sin i cos (Q, — w)

sin / sin x = — sin i sin (SJ — «»)

u = U^ — 4>,
;|f
— T = <r
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In the present example we get

1=3° 34' 12".94, <;> = 230° 55' 7".07, x = 204° 48' 29".24

,

o = 245° 28' 66".5] , <t = 114° 48' 31".17

.

We can now get the coordinates of the Sun as referred to the axes of

the sphero-conic; calling the longitude ;io and the latitude >7o, we have

tan (/I,— <r) = cos / tan o , Bin ijj = sin / sin o

where /Lq— ff is taken in the same semicircle as i;. In the example

X„ = 0° 14' 56".29 , ,;„ = — 3° 14' 52".73

We now make application to the question of the secular perturbations

of the Earth by Venus. For brevity put m^ = G,— G^. In the example

log m = 0.0016637. Derive the nome q from

g + g* + g" + . _ / sin M y

or from the equation

o ^ 11— a; ^ „/ll— xY
,
oa/'II— --kV

,cos^ = «:', g = g^^-+2(-3-^)+30(^j-^)+..

We obtain logg = 8.6566780. Next compute E and L from the equations

^= cos'.(l_W^.)' ^^ + ^(^ + ^" + ••)]*

^ _ 1 + V COS g 1 — 4^* + 9g' — 16g" +

.

4cos'|cos5. [1 + 2 (g« + g>' + ..)]'

The results in the present example are

log K = 0.3906003 , log L = 0.1270540

The components of the action of the ring formed on the orbit of Venus

on the origin are

T,. L cos' d . , M , . ,X= ~— cos rj^ Sin ;„ = — ^3 811' X cos i?o Sin X^

Y=—K^lA Bin % =~i^ ^^'^ "° '•

Z = 5 COS )5„ cos X.= —. cos ri COS A.

Let R denote the magnitude of the resultant of these components,

A and H severally the longitude and latitude of the point in the heavens

towards which it is directed, the circles of reference being the axes of the

sphero-conic. We have the equations

R COS Hain A = X, R sin H = Y, RcobBcosA = Z
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The numerical results are

R = 1.7446004, A = 359° 54' 31".10, H= + 2° 3' 26".84

In order to have the components of the force referred to the ecliptic,

it is necessary to convert A and jH^ to a longitude and latitude referred to

that plane. Let a and ^ severally denote this longitude counted from the

descending node of the major-axis of the sphero-conic on the ecliptic and

the latitude. Then the equations are

sin 5 = COB / sin /^— sin /cos 5" sin (yl

—

a)

cos 5 sin a = sin I sin JI + cos / cos H sin (A — <t)

cos S cos a = cosH COS (il — <r)

Then, if ^q denote the component directed towards the Sun, ^o the

component perpendicular to this and lying in the plane of the ecliptic, and

Wq the component directed to the north pole of that plane, we shall have

R„ = R cos S COS (a— o), S^ = R cos S sin (a— o), fF„ = jB sin S

The numerical results are

o = 245°0'll".53, a— o = 359''31' 15".02, 3 = + 5" IT il".12,

Ra= + 1.7370960 , 8, = — 0.0145277 , W,= + 0.1609908

.

The diagram exhibits the form of the sphero-conic in the example.

The projection used is the stereographic, the pole being at the center of the

sphero-conic. The radius of the sphere projected is five inches. The point

B is that towards which the resultant of the attraction of the elliptic ring

is directed, and the point S shows the position of the Sun.

In the application to secular perturbations almost the sole aim is to

obtain the values of Rq, Sq, Wq; but the preceding method involves the

computation of many auxiliary quantities, hence it may be well to substitute

the following, in which X^, >7o. A, H, a, 5, are not used, but the desired

values are expressed in terms of the quantities which precede. We have

i?o = —J cos* 7]^ cos' /J,— sin' x cos' % sin' /l„— cos' x sin' %

Vol. IV.-18.
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But cos % COB ^0 = COS <r COS o — COS / sin <r sin o

cos % sin ^, = sin <r cos o + cos / cos a sin u

eini;, = sin /sin u

By substituting these values in the preceding equation, and putting

JV^cos V = (1 + sin' x) (1— J sin' /) cos 2<r + | cos' x sin' /
JV sin K = (1 + sin' x) cos / sin 2 <r

the expression for Eq becomes

^d =—J cos' a— sin* X sin' a— If sin u sin (o + v)

There is no need for the direct elaboration of the values of Sq and Wq,

since, provided the quantities v and / are left evident in the expression for

jBj, they are determined by the partial dififerential equations

Thus S, = -i^Naia(2o + .)'
ni'

^ '

Moreover, if we put

P cos ff = [(1 + sin' x) cos 2 ff — 3 cos' x] cos /
P sin « = (1 + sin' x) sin 2 a

we shall have

w = J r^p sin Jsin (o + tt)

In making use of the values of R^, aSJ,, TF^ as obtained for different

points in the orbit of the attracted planet it will be necessary to reduce

them to a common linear unit ; when we bear in mind that they are of the

dimension — 2 in reference to this unit, the procedure to be followed will

be obvious.

As the example from Venus is abnormally simple in some respects on

account of the smallness of the eccentricity of that planet, another may be

given of the orbit of Mercury seen from the same point. Here the elements

have the values

«„ = 145° 2' 4".91 , m = 151° 14' 46".49 , i=T 0' 10".37

,

log a = 9.5878217 , e = 0.20561421

.

As before, these are from Prof. Newcomb's Tables, and for the epoch

1900. From these elements the coordinates of the Sun are

a;„ = + 0.4448295
, y„ = — 0.8928855 , «„ = + 0.06986952

and the cubic in G is

G*— 0.6421687 C— 0.1185352 G— 0.0001049789 =
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By the approximate formula Gg.=- — 0.1489421, and this needs only

the small correction of 7 units in the last decimal, so that G^-=.—0.1489428.

The quadratic containing the remaining roots is

Cf— 0.7911115 G— 0.0007048369 =

Whence G, = — 0.0008899314 , G.= + 0.795J0014

The dimensions of the sphero-conic, in this case, are

>l„ = 23° 26' 39".57, % = 1° 55' 11".59

Its position in the heavens is established by the values

e = 4° 53' 41".32 , 9, = 201° 23' 16".94 , t = 89° 16' 43".53

It will be seen that, in spite of the great eccentricity of Mercury,

T does not differ much from a quadrant.
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MEMOIR No. 71.

niustrations of Periodic Solutions in the Problem of Three Bodies.

(AitroDomical Jonrnal, yoj. XXII, pp. 9S-97, 117-121, 1903.)

(FiEST Article.)

Whenever a system of moving bodies retakes after a certain lapse of

time the same position relatively to the bodies themselves, the solution of

the differential equations to which this case corresponds is called a periodic

solution. Periodic solutions may be broadly divided into two classes. The
first class contains those cases in which there has taken place a rotation of

the whole system in the interval between the mentioned positions. The

second those in which no such rotation has occurred, but the longitudes of

the bodies, as well as their distances, have returned to the same values. In

the illustrations to be given here we will confine ourselves to the latter

class.

For expressing the differential equations of motion of two planets about

their central body we will employ variables similar to those of Delaunay in

the Lunar Theory, but (with Poincare) we will denote the energy of the

system by F. Then these equations may be given the form

dL _ dF dG _ dF dH dF
dt TT' dt dg' dt dh

dl

dt

dF dg __
dt

dF
dG'

dh
dt

dF~ dH
dT!
dt

dF
dl'

'

dG'

dt

dF
-dg"

dH'
dt

dF
dh'

dV
dt

dF
-dL"

dg'

dt

dF
dG"

dh'

dt

dF
dH'

In these formulae I and V may be regarded as similar in signification

to the two mean anomalies of the planets, while g and g' are the angular

distances of their perihelia from their nodes, and Ji and h' are the longitudes

of the latter. For L, G, E, L', O', 3' we have the following equivalents :

L=Mit/a, G =i/" Va VT^^, J2" = if Vo V 1 — «' cost

L' = JU' Va^, 0' = Ji' Vfl?" VT^"*^ H'= M' V? V 1—e" cos i'
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where M and M' are certain functions of the masses and the other letters

have the customary signification.

n being the potential function

where again ^ and ^i! are functions of the masses. £l is developable in an

infinite periodic series of cosines whose general argument is a linear func-

tion of the angular elements, I, g, h, V, g', h'; that is, we have

j3 = 2"
. C7 cos (t/ + i'g + i"h + i"'l' + i^'g' + i'k)

where the i are positive or negative integers, and G involves only L, G, E,

L', &, W.
Now we may imagine that by a series of operations of Delaunay we

may remove from F all the sensible terms whose arguments have a sensible

motion. The forms of F and the diiferential equations are not changed by

this procedure. It is evident that, at this stage of the investigations, we
may suppose our work of integration finished, provided that the conditions,

to be mentioned shortly, are fulfilled. For the sake of distinction, let us say

that i^'has now become Fq, and suppose that L, G, H, L', &, H' are now
constants. Then the six equations

95_0 3^=0 ^ = ?^«-0 ^-Q 3^»-o-W~ ' dg ' W ' dl'
~

' W~ ' aA'~

ought to be satisfied. Let us suppose, in addition, that the perihelia and

nodes are stationary ; this gives the four equations

aZLo-o 9^=0 ^-0 ^^--odG~ • dH "' dG'~ ' dff'~

The two remaining equations may be written

where n and »', being constants, are the mean motions of the planets. Let

us next suppose that n and n' are in the proportion of the integers k and A'.

Then, as an eleventh equation, we may write

The last supposition is evidently necessary in order that a periodic

solution may exist. Although k and kf may be taken at will, all cases will

be arrived at by adopting numbers prime to each other. Thus we have

eleven equations to determine twelve arbitrary constants ; thus one is left

indeterminate. This is as it should be, since the origin from which longi-

tudes are measured may be taken at will.
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For the group of six equations, first given, we may substitute others

which are simpler, j being a positive integer, it is evident the form of i^o is

i^. = r. C cos \J {kfl— kV) + Hg + t"A + t-y + fV]

When this expression is partially differentiated with respect to any one

of the elements I, g, h, V, g', hi, we have a series of sines. The six equations

are then satisfied if we make

^, = 0° or 180°, A„ = 0°orl80°, ^r/ = 0° or 180°, V = 0° or 1»0°.

>{//„— «„' = 0'' or 180°.

These substitutions can be made in F^, by which it is reduced to a

function of L, G, H, L', G', W. Using the same symbol to denote the

function after this change, the equations, which remain to be satisfied, are

As these equations are five in number, they leave one of the six

elements L, G, H, I!, G', H' undetermined. Then we can take either L or

L' at will, and the rest follow. Hence, provided the equations last given

have suitable roots, the diflferential equations we stopped with will be

satisfied.

The previous reasoning has been conducted on the supposition that we
are dealing with three bodies ; but it is plain that, however many bodies

there may be in the system, similar propositions are true. The whole gist

of the matter being that the initial values of the elements must be so

adjusted that the secular perturbations vanish.

In the preceding we have argued as if the I, g, 7i, I', g', h' of Delaunay

were six independent angular elements in the Problem of Three Bodies.

But, as there are only four, always two less than three times the number of

planets, it is necessary to modify the reasoning. Let us denote the inde-

pendent angular elements by \, l^, l^, \, of which the last may be the single

element having a finite motion. Also let their conjugate linear elements be

severally Lj, L^,, L3, Z,. Then

F=2.G cos [i,
^i + i,lt + i, I, + i, IJ

From this, by a series of Delaunay transformations, will be removed all

the terms involving Z^. Then we shall have

F^ = i:.G cos [t, Z, + t, I, + t, I,].

After this X^ will be a constant; so that the coefficients C can be

regarded as involving only the three variables Z], i,, Zj. Then, to bring

about a periodic solution, it is necessary, in the first place, to make

;, = 0°orl80°, ;, = 0°orl80°, i, = 0° or 180°.
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These substitutions made in Ff^ reduce it to a function of the three

quantities Lj, L,, Z3, still regarded as variable. But, in the second place,

the equations

3-^" = ,
3^» = ,

3-^° = 0,
9-t, ' 9A ' 9i/3

must be satisfied. Thus, if we suppose that the constant element Z4 is

selected at random, the values of the other linear elements become deter-

minate ; and the motion of the conjugate element l^ is given by the equation

-^ = — ^V = a constant.

It will be noticed that the six conditions, just set down, are precisely

those required to make the function Fq at a standstill in reference to the

six variables Z,, L^, Zg, Zj, l^, ^ .

In appearance, eight different periodic solutions ought to belong to each

assigned value of Z^ ; but these are often not all distinct. Also we may be

restricted to a limited range of values for L^, if real solutions are to be

obtained.

Our illustrations will be selected from the coplanar case of the Problem

of Three Bodies ; and thus one equation will drop out from each of the two

groups of three conditions. In this case, if we extend somewhat the signifi-

cation of the phase "line of apsides," a little consideration will show that

the two remaining conditions, having reference to the angular elements, are

tantamount to the statement that, in order for the existence of a periodic

solution, the lines of apsides of the two planets must coincide, and of sym-

metrical conjunctions and oppositions there must be two upon this line in

each period of the solution.

Moreover, we shall suppose that Jupiter is one of the planets and a

minor planet the other. The latter being supposed to have an evanescent

mass, the motion of Jupiter is Keplerian with elements not admitting

adjustment. Hence one more of the second group of three conditions will

fall out, and there is no opportunity for the selection of any linear element.

Here all that distinguishes one periodic solution from another is the value

k
of the rational ratio -77 •

If we adopt the Z and G of Delaunay for the minor planet, their values

in this case must satisfy the equations

3^ = 9^ = -«
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where n is the mean motion of the minor planet, deduced at once from the

h
ratio -jj- and the known n' of Jupiter.

^expanded in periodic series has the form

F^IC cos \il + i'V + jr]

where i is a positive integer, but i' andy may be either positive or negative

integers, and y denotes the angular distance of the perihelion of the small

planet from that of Jupiter. The coefficients C are of the form

the A being constants. After all the terms having arguments with sensible

motions have been removed from F it is plain we may write

^. = i:c,,jcos[(t+y)^+yr]

where Ci,^ has the same quality as G before, and ?i denotes the argument

whose motion vanishes to make the periodic solution. Then there appear

to be four different solutions for each selection of the argument l^ as follow

:

SolationI r = 0°, J. = 0°, A'?|^ + in' = 0, 9|.^ = o

Solution II r = 180», I, = 0°, *'
^^^~^i'^'''

+ in' = ,
^Ii:^^^i =

Solution III , = 0°, /. = 180°, *'9iil^P^- + i«' = 0. MC^^li^^ =

Solution IV ^ = 180°, I, = 180», T(f
^^^~^)'^'-^ +kn' = 0, ^^^~^q'^''> =

But if we put

2: . G,j (i andy both even) = i>, , ^- 0,j (t CTen, _;" odd) = D,

S . G,j (i odd, J even) = D,, S,C^j{i and j both odd) = Z),

the third and fourth equations of each Solution become

Solution I i'9(A±A+A±A) + i„, = o. 9(A±A+A±A) = o

Solution II ^3(i>.-A|A-A) + ;fc^.^o, 3(A-A + A-A)^o

Solution III *'91^LZiA-A±A) + i„' = o. 3(A-A-A + A)^o
OX/ Ou

Solution IV y3(A + A-A-A) + ^,,>^o, 3(A4A-A-A)^o
OX/ 0(r

When i is even (7,,^ involves only even powers of e. But when i is odd

Cfj involves only odd powers of the same. Hence D^ and D2 contain only

even powers of e, while D^ and Di contain only odd powers of the same.

Consequently Solution IV is not distinct from I, nor III from II. There is
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then no need to set l^ = 180°, as all distinct solutions may be got from the

assumption l^ = 0°. As there are no arbitrary constants which may be

taken at random in this matter, all that distinguishes one periodic solution

from another are the values assigned to k and k', and the two values 0° or

180° which may be assigned to y.

The elucidation of this subject in the fashion of synthetical geometry is

worthy of attention. In the diagram let /S* denote the position of the Sun

adopted as the origin of a system of rectangular coordinates, J the position

of Jupiter, and let SJ the radius of

Jupiter be the axis of x. Give the sys-

tem of axes a variable rotation in the

plane of Jupiter's orbit, so that the axis

of X may continuously pass through the

position of Jupiter. Then this planet

will appear to oscillate on the axis of x

between J, which we take to be the

position of the planet at perihelion, and

J' its position at aphelion. Suppose

that, when Jupiter is at J, the minor

planet crosses orthogonally the axis of x

at the point P, or, in other words, that

there is then a symmetrical conjunction.

Now let an odd number of semi-revoiu-

tions of Jupiter elapse, Jupiter will then be at J' in aphelion, Next, let the

radius SP of the minor planet and its velocity at the point P relative to the

moving system of axes be so adjusted that the planet accomplishes an odd

number of synodic semi-revolutions, and crosses orthogonally the axis of x at

a point P on the farther side of S, or, in other words, that there is now
symmetrical opposition. Again, let the same odd number of semi-revolu-

tions of Jupiter elapse. This planet is then at /, or, again in perihelion.

On account of the symmetry of the motion of Jupiter in these two equal

intervals of time, it is plain the minor planet will, from the point of sym-

metrical opposition, repeat its path, but in reverse order with respect to

time. Thus it will arrive again at the point P, and cross orthogonally the

axis of X, and a complete period of its motion will be accomplished. The

axis of £c will divide what may be called the synodic orbit into symmetrical

halves.

It is plain that we may, in the foregoing, interchange the points /and J';

that is, make the symmetrical conjunction occur when Jupiter is in aphelion,

and the symmetrical opposition when it is in perihelion ; thus the number

Fio. 1.
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of periodic solutions obtained will be doubled. If we have elaborated the

first group of solutions in leaving d the eccentricity of Jupiter's orbit inde-

terminate, it is plain the second group will result by simply changing the

sign of d.

The adjustment, spoken of above, is not proved to be possible for all

values of the odd number of semi-revolutions mentioned ; that is, in some

cases we might find imaginary or unsuitable roots for the equations

involved. But it is certain, however, that some periodic solutions of the

character described have a real existence.

Let 2i + 1 denote the odd number of revolutions of Jupiter in the

period of the solution, and 1j -f 1 the odd number of synodic revolutions of

the minor planet in the same time ; then

n _ 2t + 2^ + 2

tJ 2» + 1 '

It is of sufficient interest to give a table to double entry for the values

of this ratio corresponding to the smaller values of t and j.

i j = J = i J = 8 i = 3 j = 4 j=5

2 4 6 8 10 12

1 1 2 1 ¥ 4 ¥
2 1 1 2 ¥ ¥ ¥
3 \ ¥ ¥ 2 ¥ ¥
4 ¥ \ ¥ ¥ 2 ¥
5 H « H tt ^ 2

The diagram is meant to illustrate the case where/= 1, that is, where

there are three synodic revolutions of the minor planet in the period of the

solution. It will be seen that the synodic orbit of the planet has, in this

case, two multiple points situated on the line of symmetrical conjunctions

and oppositions ; the first (marked 2) lies between S and P', the second

(marked 4) lies beyond the point P. As the curve has not been plotted

from calculation, being intended to illustrate only the general appearance

of things, this order may need to be reversed. The order of motion of the

minor planet is readily followed in the diagram by the numerals attached

at the completion of each quadrant of synodic movement, viz., P, 1, 2, 3, 4

10, 11, P.

It will be noticed that the table just given does not contain all possible

rational quantities, and thus the field for periodic solutions is not yet

exhausted. This is because we have limited the exposition to the case

where the two orthogonal crossings of the line of syzygies lie on opposite
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sides of ji9, or where one is a conjunction and the other an opposition. But
both may lie on the same side of S. Fig. 2 is designed to exemplify the

later case.

Suppose that when Jupiter is in perihelion at J the minor planet is in

symmetrical conjunction at P. After an odd number of semi-revolutions

of Jupiter this planet will be in aphelion at J'. The radius SP of the

minor planet and its velocity at P relative to the moving system of axes

may be so adjusted that the planet accomplishes in the interval an integral

number of synodic revolutions, and crosses orthogonally the axis of cc at a

point P' on the same side of S as P, and

there is again symmetrical conjunction.

Next, let the same odd number of semi-

revolutions of Jupiter elapse. The
planet is then at /and in perihelion.

On account of the symmetry of the

motion of Jupiter in these equal inter-

vals, it is plain the minor planet will,

from the second symmetrical conjunc-

tion, repeat its path, but in reverse

order with regard to time. Thus it will arrive again at P, and intersect

the axis of x orthogonally, and a complete period of its motion will have

been gone through.

The figure represents the case where there are two synodic revolutions

in the period of the solution. There is but one multiple point. If the

points / and /' are rotated through a semi-circle, so that they fall into the

positions J" and J"', the figure will represent the case where there are two

symmetrical oppositions.

Let 2i -|- 1 denote the odd number of revolutions of Jupiter in the

period of the solution, and 2j the even number of synodic revolutions of

Fig. 3.

the minor planet in the same time,

and the following table :

Then we shall have
n _2i + 2j + 1

n' 2t4-l

i J = o J = l j = 'i j = S j = *

113 5 7 9

1 1 i 3 ¥ ¥
2 i 1 ¥ ¥ 3

3 ^ V- ¥ ¥ ¥
4 ¥ ¥ 1 ¥ ¥
5 H If ii H H
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Let U8 grant that in illuetration we limit ourselves to cases where the

two planets do not approach each other very nearly. Then at least a rough

idea may be obtained of the course of the synodic orbit in neglecting the

square of the disturbing force. Thus, no Delaunay transformations are

necessary.

From the point of view of calculation all periodic solutions may be

divided into two classes: first, those where Tc— Td \s a large integer (say 8

or larger); second, those where the same difference is a small integer (rang-

ing from 1 to 7). Dealing with the first class, we may throw out from ^ all

the periodic terms, since in ^^ they would be factored by powers of e higher

than e', and retain only the so-called secular terms. With the second class,

however, it will be necessary to retain, in addition, all the sensible terms

involving the general argument % {Till— kT) -\-jy, whose motion vanishes for

the periodic solution treated ; for here these terms are secular to the same

title as those mentioned for the first class.

With the limitations we have imposed, the construction of a periodic

solution of the first class is a quite simple affair.

Let a' denote the semi-axis major of Jupiter, A the distance between

the two planets, a and o' the longitudes of their perihelia, and R the secular

a'
portion of the periodic development of-^. Neglecting the simple powers

of e' because they disappear in the partial differentiation with respect to e,

and carrying the approximation to the degree of neglecting terms of the 8th

order with reference to the eccentricities, it is well known that

R = A^e' + A^e*^ + ^,e"e' + A^^ + AJW' + ^.e'

V

— (^,e'e + A^e'^ + AJ^b -f- ^,„eV -t- J„e'V + ^„e"e) cob [m — <•>')

+ Uis«"'e' + ^u«"e' + ^,5«'*e') cos 2 («« - ««') - ^..e'V cos 3 («» - «*')

where the A are positive constants and functions of a the ratio of the mean
distances. Make in this expression u— u' := 0° or 180°, and take the

partial derivative with reference to e. Thus

If = =F (^y + ^e" -t- ^„e") + 2[J, -h {A, -t- ^J«" + {A, -»- ^Je"]«

where the upper sign belongs to the value 0°, and the lower sign to the

value 180° for w— w'. This expression must vanish in order that the line

of apsides of the minor planet may have no secular motion. This affords

the condition necessary to the detei'mination of e. It is seen at once that if

e is to have a positive value, the upper of the ambiguous signs must be
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taken. The assumption of the lower sign leads to a value of e, the negative

of the former ; which would mean that the ellipse must be revolved through

a semi-circle. Thus the latter assumption is not really distinct from the

former.

Making e' = 0.04825336, the equation in e has been computed for every

0.01 in the value of a from a= 0.01 up to a = 0.70, and the value of e

obtained therefrom. The following table contains these values, but only

for every 0.02 in the value of a.

a e a a a €

0.02 0.0012091 0.26 0.0155796 0.50 0.0291772

0.04 0.0024178 0.28 0.0167534 0.52 0.0302466

0.06 0.0036258 0.30 0.0179216 0.54 0.0313029

0.08 0.0048326 0.32 0.0190838 0.56 0.0323453

0.10 0.0060379 0.34 0.0202392 0.58 0.0333726

0.12 0.0072414 0.36 0.0213875 0.60 0.0343837

D.14 0.0084426 0.38 0.0225281 0.62 0.0353776

0.16 0.0096411 0.40 0.0236605 0.64 0.0363529

0.18 0.0108366 0.42 0.0247841 0.66 0.0373080

0.20 0.0120286 0.44 0.0258982 0.68 0.0382412

0.22 0.0132167 0.46 0.0270022 0.70 0.0391503

0.24 0.0144005 0.48 0.0280955

!!)hoosi
k n

we (obtain a from the <squation

log a = 9.9998618 — | log
"

\

and, entering the table with this argument, have the value which must be

attributed to the eccentricity of the minor planet in order that the line of

apsides may have no secular motion.

The treatment of the case where k— kf is a small integer is reserved

for a second article.
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MEMOIR No. TO.

Illustrations of Periodic Solutions in the Problem of Three Bodies.

(Secokd AEnCLE.)

The examples we now propose to treat differ from those of the first

article in that, h — h! being a small integer, it is necessary to annex to the

usually considered non-periodic portion of the perturbative function the

terms which become non-periodic through the commensurability of the mean

motions of the planets.

As the first example take the case where the mean motion of the minor

planet is three times that of Jupiter, that is, make fc= 3, A/ = 1. In the

development of the perturbative function we propose to stop with terms of

the order of the fourth power of eccentricities. Then, making use of

Leverrier's elaboration with his notation {x denotes half an eccentricity),*

the new terms we have need of (they are sums of coeflBcients only) are:

J2 = (172)'/ + (173)'/ + (174)'/';^' + (182)'/;r + (183)'// + (184)'/';^

+ (193)'/'/ -fc (206)"/';^ + (336)'/ + (340)'// + (344)«;f'»/ + (348)' X"X

After substituting for the symbolic coefficients their expressions in

terms of Leverrier's A'f, the preceding expression becomes:

^ = [^+ 5 + l]Y + [-31-^ + 5 + 12 + 4]»/+ [-378-149 + 31 + 48+ 12]'/'/

- [20 + 10 + 2]'/;^+ [70 + 29—37-42-12]y/+ [262 + 83—59-54-12]'x";r
+ [-34+ 7+ 59 +48+ 12]'/'/-[0 + 13 + 27 + 18 + 4]V'/ + [157 +^+ 37+ 9 +l]V
_[i!^+1^ + 162 + 38 +4]'// + [1144 + 683 + 265 + 60 + 6]*/'/

-[816 + 500 + 192 + 42 + 4]'/';^

where the coefficients of the A are written alone, j being always for the

first term within each pair of brackets and augmenting by a unit in each

step to the right, and the common value of i for all the terms being written

above and to the right of each pair.

The argument for the J. is a = 0.4805969 and, with the assistance of

Runkle's tables, the needed values have been obtained and their logarithms

inserted in the following table (it should be noted that, on account of the

• Annalet de rObteryatolre de Paris, Tom. I, pp. 884-291.
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reaction term of the perturbative function, a has been subtracted from A%^

and^<l>):* ^

LOQABITHMS OF Af.

i j = o J = l j = 8 j = s j = i

0.3290769 9.4911841 9.4124837 9.1660038 9.0416585

1 8.6890960 9.2152952 9.3334831 9.2075472 9.0337108

2 9.2854829 9.6363530 9.5165204 9.1946468 9.0600964

3 8.8905316 9.4032790 9.4925919 9.3071685 9.0701913

4 8.515813 9.1456982 9.3790588 9.3422364 9.1445298

5 8.152840 8.8746742 9.2172230 9.3020362 9.1988251

G 7.79756 8.595126 9.0253814 9.2090472 9.2024474

Employing the same value, as before, for the eccentricity of Jupiter,

we obtain, by the help of the preceding data, for the second class of con-

sidered terms, the expression

1^ = ic 0.1082128 + 1.250172 e T 0.630954e' + 1.765393 e»

the upper sign belonging to the case where the perihelia coincide, the lower

to the case where they are opposed.

From the part of the perturbative function which is usually denomi-

nated secular, we have

^=T 0.0080600 + 0.287698 e If 0.046723 e' + 0.2029906"

The sum of the two expressions is

11= :f 0.1162728 + 1.537870 e rp 0.677677 e' + 1.968383 e»

The right member of this, equated to zero (the upper sign being taken),

gives 6 = 0.077565.

But, on account of the neglect of higher powers than the fourth of the

eccentricities, this result is likely to be error to a considerable amount.

Therefore a second determination of the amount of motion of the line of

apsides of the minor planet has been made by mechanical quadratures for

two different values of e. The following formulas may be used

:

£ — « sin E =31'

r cos/= a (cos e — e)

e'— e'sine' =1'

/ cos/' = a' (cos e' — «')

/ sin/' = a' V 1 — e'^sin e'r sin/ = o V 1 — e" sin £

J'= [r-/ cos W-f')J + [/ sin (/-/')]
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Then it is necesary to compute the definite integral

If' [-i?co8/ + S{l + p sin/] df

Tliis we do for the two values e = 0.077565 and e = 0.078565. The

values of the quantity under the sign of integration for every 6° of the mean

anomaly of Jupiter are given in the following table :

V < = 0.077665 e = 0.078565 I' e = 0.077565 e = 0.078565

o

—2.764426 —2.757124
o

95 —0.156316 —0.157956

5 2.835408 2.828391 100 —0.053241 —0.054595

10 2.825459 2.817919 105 +0.018234 +0.017387
15 2.493183 2.484721 110 +0.032642 +0.032315

20 1.904867 1.895961 115 —0.015514 —0.015502

25 1.247910 1.239685 120 0.102780 0.102618

30 0.665311 0.658612 125 0.178702 0.178315

35 —0.227037 0.222175 130 0.180609 0.179565

40 +0.050129 +0.053225 136 —0.054306 —0.052646

45 0.180203 0.181698 140 +0.225246 +0.229136

50 0.192504 0.193372 146 0.652027 0.657593

65 0.122146 0.122512 150 1.183608 1.190446

60 +0.005293 +0.004863 155 1.749316 1.756153

65 —0.126795 —0.126801 160 2.253334 2.260756

70 0.244125 0.244309 166 2.598633 2.605567

75 0.325167 0.325641 170 2.726679 • 2.733158

80 0.355710 0.356586 175 2.689420 2.695806

85 0.331234 0.332528 180 +2.644934 +2.651387

90 —0.258528 —0.260128

The suras of the numbers respectively in the second and third columns

(the values appertaining to 0° and 180° receiving only half weight) are

+ 0.037466 and + 0.146495

Interpolating, we find that the value of e, proper to make the definite

integral vanish, is e = 0.07722136.

"We now construct to scale and by points. Fig. 3, exhibiting the synodic

orbit of the minor planet ; where, in explanation, it is necessary only to say

that when Jupiter is severally at J and J' the planet is severally at P and

P'. On comparison of Figs. 2 and 3, it will be noticed that, in the latter,

P' lying between P and J instead of between P and S, two additional

multiple points lying off the line of syzygies are necessitated. The latter

figure probably shows what usually occurs in periodic solutions of this type.
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Our second example will be the minor planet of the Hecuba type,

where /fc= 2 and ^ = 1. Then, with similar conditions and notation as in

the first example, the terms of the perturbative function, made secular by

the commensurability of the mean motions, are:

+ i2iyf + (22)*/ + (23yx''x' + (51)'/;? + (52)'/z»

+ (53)V';^ + (84)'/';?' + (118)'/';? + (27)'/+ (60)'//

+ (89)*/';? + (33)'/+ (69)'//+ (98)»/'/ + (118)»/»;^

Or, in the more explicit form,

i?= -[4 + l]';^4-[14:+f-6-3]'/ + [64+ 6-16-6]'/';^ +[-12+ 4+ 14+ 6]-//

-[0 + 5 + 8 + 3]"/';^ + [22 + 7 + ir/ + [-^F-H^ + 8 + 16 + 4]*;^*

+ [_ 1408- 390 + 42 + 60 + 12]'/'/ -[42 + 14 + 2]'//

+ [462 + 138— 54— 54— 12]'// + [1074 + 270 -78— 66— 12]'/'/

+ [-304-60 + 84 + 60 + 12]'/'/+ [H^-J^-38-22-4]'/";f

_[134 + Jyi + 10 + l]«/ + [^+ H^ + 31+ 3]V/-[416 + 151 + 32 + 3]*/';^

+ [^¥^+H^ + 80+ 13 + 1]'/— [3640+i^+ 340 + 54 + 4]'//

+ [5757+ 2131 + 541 + 84+ 6]'/ ' /— [>^lii +A^ + 382 + 58 + 4]'/';^

Fio. 3.

In the Hecuba type of minor planet a = 0.6297651. With this argu-

ment we take from Runkle's tables the values of Leverrier's Af and their

logarithms are given in the following table (a has been subtracted in the

cases of J.'^' and A^f)

:

Vol. IV.—17
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LOGABITHMS OP Af.

i J = J = i i = 3 j = 8 J^*
• • • • 9.8426431 9.9305853 9.9823155 0.1024322

1 9.1028882 9.6771459 9.9034748 9.9959539 0.1028525

2 9.5623275 9.9632340 9.9976231 0.0010594 0.1129766

3 9.2871510 9.8370606 0.0184658 0.0512301 0.1246387

4 9.0313180 9.6909111 9.9878184 0.0925462 0.1555446

6 8.786771 9.5334010 9.9236912 0.1062645 0.1934997

6 8.54962 9.368508 9.8366581 0.0921560 0.2229760

7 8.31774 9.198419 9.7331207 0.0544375 0.2359934

8 8.08977 9.02446 9.6171825 9.9974755 0.2305597

With the same value of Jupiter's eccentricity as before, we get, for

the case where the perihelia coincide,

dR
de

'

and for the case where they are opposed,

dB

— 1.482354 + 5.143973 e— 13.880955 e' + 17.1062 e*

de
= — 0.989656 + 2.193098 e — 5.076561 e' + 17.1062 e*

For the part of the perturbative function, usually denominated secular,

we have, in the first case,

dR
de

= — 0.028184 + 0.795798 e — 0.34150 e' + 1.8647 e"

and, in the second case,

dR
de
= + 0.028184 + 0.795798 c + 0.34150 e' + 1.8647 e"

By the addition of the two portions, severally for each case, we obtain

dR
de

de

= — 1.510538 + 5.939770 e - 14.22245 e' + 18.9709 e' =

= — 0.961472 + 2.988896 e — 4.73506 e + 18.9709 e" =

The solution of these equations gives the value of e, for which, in

each case, the secular motion of the line of apsides vanishes. The roots

are, severally, e := 0.45 and e = 0.30. But a comparison of the values of

the last with the first terms shows that these values are probably very wide of

the mark. We must resort to mechanical quadratures. The formulas to

be employed here are the same as in the first example, except that we
substitute

£ — e sin £ = 2 ?'
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So little is known of the secular motion of the line of apsides in the

difficult case of the planet of the Hecuba type that I feel justified in giving

some details of the calculations I have made. Limiting ourselves at first to

the case where the perihelia coincide, and where the two planets are in

symmetrical conjunction when they occupy these positions, the quantity

under the integral sign has the following values for the specified values of e

v
o

e=0 e - 0.12 e - 0.14 e = 0.2056 e = 0.28 e = 0.7

—8.530590 —5.2ir868 —4.777629 —4.006547 —2.923007 —0.614550

10 8.461098 5.215575 4.957969 3.891521 2.927314 +0.239027

20 7.634184 4.496858 4.116017 3.049454 2.085997 1.089245

30 6.004867 3.231570 2.889654 1.927968 1.074403 1.286962

40 4.214893 2.062105 1.792201 1.062899 0.429075 1.207302

50 2.675585 1.221548 1.043364 0.552893 0.134531 0.976214

60 1.546403 0.712261 0.609033 0.323279 0.077717 0.653932

70 0.843500 0.468127 0.418578 0.337349 0.155464 -f-0.283321

80 0.513848 0.410583 0.395853 0.351480 0.306481 —0.098206

90 0.463977 0.460630 0.478429 0.481446 0.482434 0.455054

100 0.582306 0.612484 0.617623 0.634250 0.653194 0.751549

110 0.760216 0.771618 0.773134 0.r84790 0.800732 0.949993

120 0.905745 0.914425 0.914456 0.913984 0.915747 1.010152

130 0.967521 1.003429 1.004982 1.002797 0.992655 0.896834

140 0.937333 1.008472 1.015565 1.022202 1.021184 0.611639

150 0.832348 0.916754 0.928795 0.959964 0.976675 0.272769

160 0.700922 0.752902 0.753064 0.793750 0.826882 0.138557

170 0.595117 0.589793 0.589561 0.590287 0.595183 0.354465

180 —0.554843 —0.520554 —0.514359 —0.620608 —0.466615 —0.256730

It thus appears that the line of apsides continually retrogrades for all

values of e below 0.28, and it is not until e= 0.7 that the advancing seriously

begins to counterbalance the retrogradation. For e = 0, the value of the

definite integral is — 2.287926, while, for e = 0.7, the value is — 0.013825.

However, much precision cannot be attributed to the latter, as 18 points on

the semi-circumference are insufficient for anything but a rude approxi-

mation.

It seemed likely that the definite integral would vanish for a value of e

in the neighborhood of 0.72; hence another computation was made for

e = 0.7 2, doubling the number of points on the semi-circumference, with

the following result

:
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V t = 0.72 l> t = 0.72 v e = 0.72 v e = 0.72

0°—0.559176 50° +1.012882
o

95 —0.614318 140° —0.573594

5 —0.403687 55 0.856245 100 0.757217 145 0.370910

10 +0.379255 60 0.682514 105 0.874217 150 0.179530

15 0.899073 65 0.496646 110 0.961737 155 0.044604

20 1.175027 70 0.303366 115 1.011920 160 0.010630

25 1.305755 75 +0.107266 120 1.019747 165 0.098793

30 1.345358 80 —0.087135 125 0.981329 170 0.274107

35 1.322269 85 0.276233 130 0.892546 175 0.379638

40 1.252687 90 —0.453425 135 —0.753961 180 --0.243223

45 +1.147068

These numbei's make the value of the definite integral positive, viz.,

+ 0.024026. By interpolation between the results for e = 0.7 and e= 0.72,

it is concluded that 6=0.7073 would make the definite integral vanish;

thus we adopt e = sin 45°, and with this Fig. 4, exhibiting the synodic orbit,

has been constructed. But to establish the matter more firmly, the value

of the definite integral was computed fore= sin 45°, this time making s the

independent variable instead of I'. In this method it is only necessary to

multiply the former expression for the quantity under the integral sign

by
a

This method undoubtedly has advantages over the method with I'

as independent variable. Details of the result are

€

Q

e = Bin 45° e e = sin 45° e e = Bin 45° £ e = Bin 45°

r

—0.17489 100 +1.46880 190 —1.21180 280 0.08244

10 0.19121 110 1.59050 200 1.50660 290 0.11638

20 0.21489 120 1.59338 210 1.61982 300 0.16077

30 0.18993 130 1.45842 220 1.53837 310 0.18694

40 —0.07980 140 1.18491 230 1.28591 320 0.18122

50 +0.11845 150 0.78321 240 0.92743 330 0.15205

60 0.37672 160 +0.28601 250 0.55782 340 0.11487

70 0.68259 170 —0.25444 260 0.27157 350 0.08509

80 0.98628 180 —0.77550 270 —0.11727 360 —0.07512

90 +1.25652

These numbers make the value of the definite integral — 0.004481,

which seems to show that the desired value of e somewhat exceeds sin 45°.

To see whether the other three arrangements of the elements could

bring about periodic solutions in the case of the Hecuba type of minor

planet, the value of the definite integral has been computed, in the first

instance, for e = 0.7, but with Jupiter in aphelion instead of perihelion at

the time of symmetrical conjunction, and, in the second instance, for
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e = 0.2056, but with the aphelion of the minor planet in conjunction with

the perihelion of Jupiter, or, which amounts to the same thing, the compu-

tation is made with e =: — 0.2056. The details of these calculations are

thus shown

:

v e — 0.7 e = - 0.2056 v 6 = 0.7 e = - 0.3056

—0.444167 +25.81939 100 —0.592627 +0.54894

10 +0.210407 24.77975 110 0.923640 0.73260

20 0.906778 21.62186 120 1.168929 0.81639

30 1.106777 16.83959 130 1.263650 0.80290

40 1.096926 11.92495 140 1.143922 0.74732

50 0.967681 7.57606 150 0.817554 0.68783

60 0.752428 4.33151 160 0.511273 0.63966

70 0.469796 2.00845 170 0.549153 0.61324

80 +0.136597 0.78334 180 —0.335407 +0.60391

90 —0.226700 + 0.41958

ij^

The value of the definite integral, in the first instance, is — 0.107769,

which, as it is more decidedly negative than when Jupiter was in perihelion,

leads us to think that a larger value of e than sin 45° is necessary for a

periodic solution in this arrangement than in the case

we have worked out, and, perhaps, it may not exist.

In the second instance, the line of apsides continually

advances, and plainly it does so all the way from e=
up to the point where the minor planet passes through

the perihelion position of Jupiter, when the motion

becomes infinite ; hence no periodic solution is to be

looked for in this direction.

The figure shows that, although the minor planet

crosses the orbit of Jupiter four times every synodic

revolution, it keeps well out of the way of the latter

planet. Thus the periodic perturbations must be quite

small, probably no coefficient of any periodic term in the longitude exceeding

200", with correspondingly small inequalities in the radius. The circumstance

that the two planets change the order of their distance from the Sun is no bar

to the representation of the coordinates of the minor planet by periodic

series. The elaboration of the latter for the periodic solution, just treated,

is far easier than in the general case involving Lindstedt's series. But, as

Nature affords us no example of this periodic solution, perhaps the labor

would be unwarranted. However, hints might be suggested in its course,

profitable for the more complicated case.

Fig. 4.
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MEMOIR No. 73.

On the Application of Delaunay Transformations to the Elaboration

of the Secular Perturbations of the Solar System.

(Astronomical Journal, Vol. XXII, pp. 183-189, 1902.)

When it is desired to develop the coordinates or the Keplerian elements

of a system of planets in infinite series, and there is no objection to the

appearance of powers of the time in the expressions of the coeflBcients, the

procedure to be followed is, in general, immediately apparent. But, when
t is to be kept within the functional signs sine or cosine, the course to be

adopted is not so clear. The difficulty is especially present when the prob-

lem is to determine the secular values of the elements apart as far as possi-

ble from the periodic terms. On this point the reader may be referred to

Leverrier's statement of the course he pursued in the elaboration of his

theory of Jupiter and Saturn {A nnaJes de I' Observatoire de Paris, Tom. X,

pp. 99-103), and to the Nachtrag of Prof. Paul Harzer's prize memoir [Die

Sdcularen Verdnderungen der Bahnen der grossen Planeten). As a practical

matter, if it is desired to go beyond terms of the first order with respect

to planetary masses, it is impossible to get the secular perturbations with-

out at the same time consenting to the derivation of the periodic perturba-

tions. However, it is to be noted that the latter need be obtained only to

terms one order lower than the last order to be retained in the formation

of the differential equations determining the secular values of the elements.

Thus, if it is proposed to neglect all terms of the third order in the forma-

tion of the mentioned equations, only the first power of the planetary

masses need be considered in determining the periodic terms of the

elements.

Delaunay's transformations, in his treatment of the Lunar Theory,

extended so that they become applicable to planetary motions, seem

eminently suited to remove whatever obscurities there may be in the proc-

esses heretofore adopted. However, it would be extremely inconvenient,

not to say, impossible, to apply Delaunay's method to a group of differential

equations expressed in terras of the coordinates or elements of the planets.

It appears essential that we should make a linear and orthogonal transforma-
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tion in the rectangular coordinates. This transformation, first indicated by
Jacobi* in the case of two planets, was afterwards extended by Radauf to

any number.

Denote the mass of the central body by t??^, and the masses of the

planets, in an order which is at our choice, by »ij, m^, etc.; moreover, put

fii = m„ + ?«, + m^ + .. + m,, z, =—

'

Then the type of representation of the rectangular coordinates of the i*

planet relative to the central body, in this linear and orthogonal transfor-

mation, is

The differential equations these variables satisfy are of the type

'^'-'
dt'

~
dx,

where il denotes the sum of the products of every two masses of the system

divided by their distance, a relation we will write thus :

^^'""Zzr +Z^
In order to pass from equations in terms of rectangular coordinates to

those in terms of Keplerian elements it is necessary to choose a simplified

form of D. defining these elements. Calling this form D^ we suppose

where r^ = rl -\- i/l + zj . If Ho is substituted for D. in the differential

equations, and the members are divided by (li^iXt, we get a system of

equations of which the type is

dr —--fi'^j r,"

Let a; be the semi-axis major, e,- the eccentricity, 4*4 the inclination, ?< the

mean anomaly, gr, the angular distance of the perihelion from the node and

hi the longitude of the node, of a planet whose rectangular coordinates are

determined by equations whose type has just been written. Then the type

of linear elements severally conjugate to the angular elements li, Qi, hi, in

a canonical system is

L, = 7n,J m„'^i=i-a,, (?< = A V 1 — e,' , ZT, = G<cos^,

• Sur I'dimination det naudt dam U problime del trois corpt.

t Sw une trantfarmation det iquationt difffrentiellea de la dynamique.
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Also construct a function

(This F is the negative of Poincar6's F.) Then, if the a and the planetary

coordinates in the right member are replaced by the canonical elements

L, G, H, I, g, h, the differential equations determining the latter are of the

type:
dL, dF
dt - dt,

'

dl, _
dt

dF
~dl,

dG, _ dF
dt - dg,

'

#= dF
dG.

dff, dF dh,

dt

dF
~dK

These are the differential equations required for the application of the

Delaunay method to the motion of a planetary system.

It is now necessary to rigorously define how perturbations are to be

divided into the two classes of terms called secular and periodic. When F
is developed into an infinite periodic series, the arguments of the several

terms are linear functions with integral coeflBcients of the linear elements

?i, gTj, hi; consequently there are some terms whose arguments do not involve

any of the ?». These terms are denominated secular, while the others, in

which some of the ?j are present, are denominated periodic. It is here

assumed that the mean motions of the Z, are incommensurable ; this, how-

ever, is only to insure mathematical rigor in the statements ; for, if the

integers expressing the ratios of the motions of the I, are quite large, the

statements are still true in a practical sense. To illustrate, suppose that the

ratio of the mean revolutions of two planets is as 60 to 149 (which is nearly

the case with Jupiter and Saturn) we should have to go to terms of the 89th

order with respect to eccentricities and inclinations before anything con-

travening our statements was met with. Let us now suppose that, while

we have been finding the formulas of transformation for the purpose of

removing from i^'its periodic terms, we have made the substitutions also in

the original Keplerian elements, precisely as Delaunay does in the three

polar coordinates of the moon. After all the periodic terms have been

removed from F, it is obvious that the Keplerian elements will be expressed

by a series of terms in which some involve the Z^ in their arguments and

others do not. The first, taken together, will constitute the periodic pur-

turbations of the elements, while the second, in like manner, constitute the

secular perturbations of the same.
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The circumstance that an infinite number of transformations has to be

made to completely free F from its periodic terms is no valid reason for

declining to accept this definition of the distinction between secular and

periodic perturbations. In practice we confine ourselves to a moderate

number of "Operations." Thus Delaunay, in his treatment of the Lunar

Theory, found that about 500 of these transformations reduced F sensibly

to a non-periodic term.

It would now seem that the application of the proposed method to deter-

mining the secular values of the Keplerian elements of the eight major planets

of the solar system involves an amount of labor not to be thought of, since

there are 48 Keplerian elements in addition to the function F, in all of

which the transformations of every operation have to be made. But it can

be shown that, for practical purposes, the transformations may be limited

to F alone.

The demonstration of this may be made to depend on several theorems.

The first is

:

Theorem I.— When we have obtained the secular values of one set of

Keplerian elements we can derive thence the secular values of any other set,

provided we are willing to neglect terms of two dimensions with respect to

planetary masses.

For the secular terms which arise from the inter-multiplication of the

periodic terms with themselves or with other periodic terms are necessarily

of two dimensions with respect to planetary masses. For instance, if we
are in possession of expressions for the elements e cos [h -\-g) and e sin {h + g)

of the following form

:

ecos(h + g) = S + P, e sin (h + g) z= S' -^^ P'

where S and S' are the secular portions and P and P the periodic portions,

it may be desired to get the secular value of e. It is obvious that, to the

degree of approximation proposed, it is given by the equation

e— V S^'-i-d'-'

although the rigorous value is the secular portion of

V(^-f i')' + ()S'-f-P7

for the former differs from the latter only by a quantity of the order of P*

or P'\

In our linear transformation of rectangular coordinates, we can imagine

that Xi, yi, Z{, are the rectangular coordinates of a hypothetical planet, which

we may designate as belonging to the i^^ planet. Then this has its instan-

taneous Keplerian elements as well as the real planet to which it belongs.
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We may inquire how the secular values of the elements of the two planets

compare with each other ; and thus is found the following

:

Theorem II.— Provided loe neglect giiantities of two dimensions with

respect to planetary masses, the secular values of the elements of each actual

planet are the same as those of the corresponding elements of its belonging

hypothetical planet.

In proving this theorem we may always neglect the squares and

products of the constants we have denoted by Xi, and thus may reduce the

relations existing between the rectangular coordinates of the real and

hypothetical planets to an expression involving a single x. Thus, while

X, Y, Z denote the coordinates of the considered actual planet, let x, y, z

denote those of its attached hypothetical planet, and x', r/, 2/ those of another

hypothetical planet; then we may set the equations:

where x is any constant of the order of planetary masses. In the first place

we suppose that the two hypothetical planets are governed in their motions

by the laws of Kepler. Thus k and k' being two constants and r'z^ a^

+ y^ + ^ and r'^ = x'" + y'" + 2'^, we have six differential equations, of

which the type is

:

If we multiply the second equation by x and add the product to the

first, the result is the type equation

:

Eliminating x, y, z from these equations by means of the values

a; = X— xa;', y = Y— xy', « = Z — zz'

writing r^ for X^ + Y^ + 7?, and retaining only the first power of x, we have

three equations of which the type is

:

These three differential equations admit a perturbative function ; for if we
put

they take a form of which the type is

d'X
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But, on scrutinizing the form of R, we see that in its periodic development

it has no secular portion, since the first part can have no term independent

of the mean anomaly of the actual planet, and the second part no term inde-

pendent of the mean anomaly of the second hypothetical planet. Hence,

the theorem is true when the planets concerned are supposed to suffer no

perturbations. But, it is true even when we consider perturbations ; for

here it is sufiBcient to limit ourselves to periodic perturbations of the first

order, and these can affect the secular values of the elements concerned by

quantities which are of the second order.

In applying the procedure of Delaunay to the elaboration of our problem

it will be found that the use of the linear variables L, G, H, which are

conjugate to the angular variables, I, g, h, is awkward and it will be advis-

able to imitate Delaunay's example in substituting others in their place.

Then, in order to form the expressions for the differentials of the angular

elements, it will be necessary for us to know the partial derivatives of each

of the new set of variables with respect to each of the former set, but

expressed in terms of the new set. In regard to this matter we have:

Theorem III.

—

Provided we neglect terms of three dimensions with respect

to planetary masses in the formation of the differential equations for determining

the secular values of the elements, the just-mentioned partial derivatives maintain

the same expressions throughout all the transformations made to free Ffrom its

periodic terms.

To prove this, let us suppose that a transformation is made to remove

from F the periodic terra having 6 as argument, 6 involving at least one of

the angular variables I ; we know, that L being one of the linear elements,

the following formulas of transformation exist

:

L =z L, + Li COS -{- L, cos 2 d -\- ...

e^O,(_t + c) + o^ sin [<?. (t + c)] + 0, sin 2 [0, (^ + c)] + . . .

Then the new linear variable L, conjugate to the new angular variable I, is

equivalent to the former L augmented by the expression :

But this is evidently of two dimensions with respect to planetary masses;

and the partial derivatives, mentioned above, have all to be multiplied by
factors of one dimension with respect to the same. The last statement is

subject to an exception, viz.: when, at the end, the mean motions of the I

are derived through the differentiation of F, the last factor is of the dimen-

sion zero. But, as we expect to derive the motions of the mean longitudes

of the planets from observation, in a practical sense this exception need not
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be considered. Thus, the L, G, H will always have the same expressions

in terms of any other linear variables we may choose, as a, a', e, d , etc.

This property is well illustrated in Delaunay's Lunar Theory. If the values

of ^^, etc. (given Tom. I, p. 259), are compared with those given at the

end of each "Operation" the diflferences will be found to be divisible by

-J- until we come to Operation 41, when, on account of I not being present

in the argument of the term to be removed by the transformation, the

differences are divisible only by -—^ .

These three theorems make evident what is necessary to be done in

the proposed method of attacking the problem in hand. In the first place,

we assume, since we must set some degree of approximation to be aimed at,

that terms of three dimensions may be neglected in the formation of the

differential equations. This is the same as to say that, after integration,

terms of two dimensions may be passed by, since the effect of this process

is to lower the terms by one dimension. Then we develop i'^into a periodic

series, pushing the approximation in the secular portion so as to include

terms of two dimensions, but contenting ourselves with terms of one dimen-

sion in the periodic portion. Next, by "Operations" of Delaunay we remove

its periodic terms from F, term by term. These transformations will be

made in F; the consequence will be that the secular part of jF'will receive

accessions of new terms which we preserve, and the periodic portion

also new terms all of two dimensions, which we throw aside as unnecessary

for our purposes. As many of these "Operations" will be performed as we

judge have a significant effect on the secular portion of F. After this is

accomplished we lop off from F any periodic terms it may still contain.

After combining together the terms which admit addition, the result will be

a function J'^ composed exclusively of secular terms. To get the differential

equations determining the secular values of the elements of the system, we
must subject this i^'to the same partial differentiations and multiplications

by the same factors as in the case where all consideration of terms of two

dimensions is neglected. After this is done, the linear elements appearing

in the equations have the same signification in both cases: or, which may
be more easily comprehended—desiring to include the effect of second-order

terms, we do it simply by modifying the form of F and modifying nothing

else. Thus is seen the great simplicity of the Delaunay method of

proceeding.
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The Teems of F to be Retained in its Preliminary Development.

In the preliminary development of F in periodic series it is desirable

to retain only very exceptionally terms of two dimensions with respect to

planetary masses. In the first place, in the interaction of Jupiter and

Saturn, these terms are needed because the masses of these planets are

large, and because the periods are nearly as 2 to 5. In the second place, in

the interaction of Uranus and Neptune, they are needed because the periods

are nearly as 1 to 2.

Consider in ^the series of terms

Snii nij

\s
'

As there are 8 planets in the system, there will be 28 terms of this type, in

26 of which we can reduce the coordinates of the actual planets to those of

their hypothetical planets. Hence, here there will be no difficulty in form-

ing the periodic developments of the reciprocals of the distances, especially

as we do not need the periodic portions. But, in the cases of Jupiter-

Saturn and Uranus-Neptune, it will be advisable to include terms multiplied

by some of the quantities x. Let us suppose that the coordinates of the

interior hypothetical planet are x, y, z, while those of the exterior are

a/, y, z', and adopt the notation

xx' -\- yi/ -^ zz' = r/ cos H.

The reciprocal of the distance, in either of the two cases, will have the

expression

:

It is plain from the form of the right member of this that its periodic

development can be obtained from the ordinary expression for the per-

turbative function if, in the computation of the quantities &<" of Laplace,

we employ the argument a = (1 — x)—7- instead of a = —

,

Consider next the middle term of F. It is well known that, for secular

perturbations, this term can give rise only to quantities of two dimensions

with respect to disturbing forces ; hence, according to our plan, this term

need be taken into account only in the cases of the interaction of Jupiter

and Saturn and again in that of Uranus and Neptune. But we propose

neglecting terms of this kind in the latter case because they are not aug-

mented by the small divisor 2n'— n. Hence, the discussion may be limited

to the case of the interaction of Jupiter and Saturn. Here

^ -^ = -x ^ 0085 -f J .'^3(3 COS" i3-l).
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The first term of the right member is given immediately by the ordinary

development of the perturbative function. As the second term is of two

dimensions we need consider only its secular portion. In this connection it

is proposed to neglect inclinations when we are dealing with terms of two

dimensions with respect to disturbing forces. With this limitation it is well

known that the secular part of the term under consideration is:

, , a' l + je'

and thus is free from the angular elements g, g", h and h'. But as it may
be desired to be free from this restriction we will give the rigorous expres-

sion. If we denote by A the expression just written and adopt

the secular portion of the term in question is

:

J(l-|Bin«,^)(l-f sin',^')

+ f -4 sin 2 (/) sin 2 <j)' cos (A — h')

+ ^A sin'^ sin'(/>' cos(2A— 2A')

+ jBsin'^Cl— f sin'<^') 00825-

— ^ siu ^ cos '' ^ 1^ sin 2 <^' cos (2^ -f A— A')

+ J5 sin .^ sin ' ^ ^ sin 2 0' cos (jig— A + A')

-I- ^cos*^<^8in>' cos(25'+ 2A — 2A')

+ B 8in*^(/) sin ''</>' 008(25-— 2A + 2A')

It will be perceived that the angular element g' is absent from this ex-

pression.

On Making the Delaunay Substitutions.

Having now the preliminary development of F it is possible for us to

remove the periodic terms of that function by a series of Delaunay's

"Operations." If the limitation just stated is adopted, we need retain in

the periodic portion of F no term involving inclinations. Let the exposi-

tion be limited to the interaction of two planets, and let an accent be

attached to the symbols belonging to the outer planet, while those of the

inner are without that mark. Then the differential equations satisfied by

the elements are

:

dL dF
dt - dl

dO
dt
- dF

dg

dL'

dt

dF
dl'

dO'

dt
- dF

dg'

dl dF
It ~dL i=

dF
dG

dl'

dt
- dF

dL'

dg'_.
dt
~ dF

dcf'

The form of F is

F=-2:A COB (il -f i'r —jg +jy)
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where i, i' and J are integers positive or negative. Suppose that, for the

purpose of making a Delaunay "Operation," this function is now limited to

two terms, viz., that for which i-=.i' =.j= 0, and another for which these

integers may be any whatever, except that i and i' must not be both 0.

After Delaunay, write this limited F thus:

F=-B— Acos (il + i'V —jg +jg').

For brevity, the argument of the periodic term will be called B. Then the

corresponding differential equations will be :

Ig—^--"'" f = 11 + 14-'

In the integration of these equations we have not to go beyond the first

power of the disturbing force, and we call to mind that while-w- and -^p

are of the zero order in this respect. A, -^jr and -^^ are of the first order.

Denoting the mean motion of Q by v, we see that an approximative value

will be

where the symbols involved take their mean values. But, in practice, it

will be well to include in v the corrections of the order oi A^, since they are

generally known beforehand. A little consideration will show that we are

justified in writing the formulas of transformation thus

:

Keplace L hj L -i ^coaO Replace I hjl +'^ [^- - i |^~ :^'1 sin e

« i' by r - i' ^ COB « I'hjV + l[^,-i'%^,'^'\iin0

« (? by + J - COB fl « or by o + - 14 sin

G'hj G' + j'^coaO " ^f'by^+^Msin^

New secular terms in F can arise only when these substitutions are

made in a periodic term of F having the form:

- A' cos iil + i'r + ij + *)(/- 9)]
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where h is an integer which may be 0, in which case, A'= A. Then, putting

y for ^— g, the new secular terms arising in i^from making the substitu-

tions in this special term are

:

In the case where A;= 0, that is, when the substitution is made in the term

which gives rise to it, the preceding expression reduces to

This is to be added to the non-periodic term of F which Delaunay denotes

by— 5.

Partial differentiation with respect to L, L', G, & is not convenient in

practice, therefore we substitute for these the four variables a, a\ yi, rf, of

which the third and fourth are defined by the relations

l-Vr^^=H' 1- Vl-e" = iV'-

The latter assumptions make the factors multiplying the partial derivatives

rational in >? and >;'. We also make /« = a?n^, >?' = a'^n'^. Then

dA _ an Fg^ dA l — j-^^ 9J ~[ 9il _ _ an 1 dA

dA _ a'n' Tov 94 -L l-iV' 94"| dA _ _ a'n' l^dA
ai'~^^L a« ? 9? J' W~ m^v'W

With sufficient approximation

?!^=_3J^ 9'-g 3«'w"
dL' m^m dL'"^ ni„m'

Since AA' is a homogeneous function of a and a' of dimensions— 2, we have

a^i^ + a'^(44^=-2AA'
oa oa

by means of which partial derivatives with respect to a' may be eliminated.

For the sake of making the foregoing expression for the augmentation of F
more ready in use we adopt the following modification of notation ; instead

of A and A' we write

—

—A and—^ J.', then A and A' become independent

of the adopted linear and mass units. As usual, we put a for—, and also

make
m , V w wi' .•» n m— A = t a — t

y Wj
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Then the augmentation of i'^is given by the formula

a {•' da

It must be borne in mind that, after the substitution is completed, the

term having the argument il + i'H -\-jy disappears from F, consequently the

following substitutions are not to be made in it. Hence, if v is the number
of terms in the group obtained by allowing i and i' to remain constant, but

varying/, the number of term substitutions is v-—^

—

-; and the last sub-

stitution of the group can be made only in the term itself.

After all the periodic terms of F, whose removal by "Operations" of

Delaunay can sensibly modify the secular portion of this function, have been

made to disappear, it is evident the latter will have the form

F =^ { ^0 + ^1 iv' ooar + A, 7)',," cos 2r + A t,'," cos 3 >- + ...
|

where the A are capable of being expressed as power series in »?* and >?'*.

As F no longer contains the angular elements I and V, it is evident that a

and a' are to be treated as constants, and, by assigning to the latter, together

with the masses, their adopted numerical values, all coeflBcients of powers of

>7 and yj' become expressible in numbers, thus rendering the computation

manageable. The variables vj, rf , g, ^ are then determined by the following

equations

:

drj ^ an^-\^dF dr,' ^ _ a'n' 1 3.F ^^jin^ldF dg' _ a'n' 1 dF
dt m^mij Qy ' dt m,m'^9^' dt tn^mij dv ' dt in^m' ij' 9^

'

After the integration of these, the mean longitudes result by quadratures

from

dt m^m \_ oa d^j j dt m^m \_ 9.a 9 tj j

It may be interesting to see how much work the proposed method

demands. In the case of the interaction of Jupiter and Saturn, some infor-

mation as to the special groups of terms it is advisable to retain may be got

from the New Theory of Jupiter and Saturn (Astr. Papers of the American

Ephemeris, Vol. IV, p. 250). Let it be proposed to neglect those groups

which give less than 1000 units in the four columns of the table on that

Vol. IV. -18
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page, and deem it sufficient to carry the approximation in the coefficients of

F to terms of the fourth order inclusive with respect to eccentricities, except

that, in the great inequality, the fifth-order terms are added. Then we
should have the following table of 21 groups corresponding to the indicated

values oft and %':

No. Term- No. Term- No. Term-

V i Op. Sab. i' i Op. Sub. «' i Op. Sub.

0—1 4 10 3—1 5 15 5—2 6 21

1 4 10 3—2 4 10 5—3 5 15

1—1 5 15 3—3 5 15 5—4 4 10

1_2 4 10 3—4 4 10 5—5 5 15

2—1 4 10 4—2 5 15 6—3 4 10

2—2 5 15 4—3 4 10 6—4 5 15

2—3 4 10 4^-4 5 15 6—5 4 10

Thus we should have 95 operations of Delaunay, and should have to

compute the formula we have given for ^F 266 times. The work in the

interaction of Uranus and Neptune might be limited to the three groups

indicated by the figures 2-1, 4-2, 6-3, and there would be 13 operations of

Delaunay and 35 term-substitutions.
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MEMOIR No. 74.

Examples of Periplegmatic Orbits.

(Astronomical Jonmal, Vol. XXIV, pp. 9-14, 1904.)

In the motion of material points it is well known that the determina-

tion of the orbits may be considered quite apart from the question what

positions upon the orbits the points have at a given time. When the first

portion of the problem has been completely investigated, the second is

reduced in general to a mere matter of quadratures. Gylden's later

investigations in this line have rendered this division of procedure familiar.

Our illustration will be confined to the motion of two points in the same

plane.

In this plane, having adopted a pole, let v denote the longitude and r

and r' the radii of two orbits in the plane. The line of departure, from

which V is measured, may be chosen arbitrarily, but, as r and r' are not in

general periodic functions of v, it is not allowable to subtract an integral

number of circumferences from the latter, which must be permitted to extend

from — 00 to + oo • Then if p and j)' are two constants, and we put

the difierential equations

are, as is well known, those of two conies having a focus at the pole. If,

more generally, the difierential equations are such that they can be written

in the form
d'p^dV ^' ^ dVW dp ' dv' dp''

V may be called the orbital potential. The present discussion will be limited

to the case where V does not explicitly involve v. In the foregoing simple

case we have
V=-i(p' + p")

A more general form for this function would be

V=fip)+f'(j>')
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and then the orbits may be said to be independent of each other, and their

determination is evidently a mere matter of quadratures. But, if the

diflferential equations have not this form, nor can be given it through a

transformation of variables, the orbits may be said to be entangled, it being

impossible to determine one of them without the virtual, at least, deter-

mination of the other. It is the latter case which demands the employment

of Lindstedt's series.

In the simple case adduced Y was rational, integral and of two dimen-

sions in p and p'. In order to construct a very simple case for the application

of these series, suppose that V still remains rational and integral, but now
involves terms of three dimensions in p and p'. Were these terms propor-

tional to p' and p'*, the resulting orbits would be independent, and there

would be no occasion for the employment of Lindstedt's series. But let

the new terms be proportional to py and pp'^, and the occasion for their use

may arise.

Let us suppose that, /u being a constant.

Then the differential equations will be

g-+^ +^ipp' + \p>^) = Q

g^ + /»'+/x(/>/+ J/.') =0

It is desirable to limit as far as possible the number of constant para-

meters appearing in the equations, and that whether they were there

originally or have been introduced by integration. In this connection it will

be seen that /a is an unnecessary parameter, for it can be got rid of by mul-

tiplying both equations by it, and then replacing /up and /up' by p and p'.

Thus, representing the radii by the equations

r = "P
r' = ''P'

.

fi + p' /i + p'

p and p' will be determined by the equations

^ + P + PP' + ir = 0, ^ + p' + pp'+ip' = o

which differ from the former only in that /u is replaced by unity.

These equations have the integral

%-^^^ + P' + P" + PP'(P + f') = f^'

we write C^ instead of C in order to avoid a radical sign in some of the

following relations. When p and p' are interchanged, the equations remain
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the same; thus the relation p = p' constitutes a particular integral of the

system of differential equations.

Adopt for exhibiting graphically the simultaneous values of p and p'

(simultaneous with reference to the independent variable v) a system of

rectangular coordinates, x exhibiting the value of p, and y the value of p'.

Then the representative point P must lie on the negative side of the curve

whose equation is

in order that V- and j^ may be real. This cubic will have a closed

branch surrounding the origin if C^ falls below a certain limit. It crosses

the axes of x and y on both sides of the origin at distances therefrom, equal

in all four cases to C. Its intersections with the right line whose equation

is a; + 2^ = 0, and which bisects two of the angles made by the axes, are

also at a distance C from the origin. On the other hand, its intersections

with the line bisecting the remaining angles, whose equation is x — y ^ 0,

are given by the roots of the equation

23? + 2af - CT' -

But this cubic cannot have more than one real root unless C does not

exceed ^. This is the condition necessary and sufficient that the original

cubic should have a closed branch including the origin. As we wish to

confine our attention to the case where the radii are restricted to finite

limits, we suppose that G fulfils the mentioned condition, and that the

representative point P is always within the closed branch.

When a is at a maximum or minimum in the original cubic, the

equation
Zil+x^y -h z' =

must be satisfied. Multiply this by iy and subtract the product from the

cubic ; the result is

But the previous equation yields

Hence the quartic

1 + X

by its roots, which immediately embrace between them, furnishes the

limits of both the variables p and p'. However, we are not under the

necessity of solving the quartic for the purpose of obtaining these limits

;
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evidently, for C we may substitute a function of another constant rendering

the solution easy.

The quartic, in a developed form, is

To remove the second term from this put a; = z + 1, and we have

2«_ 102» - 4(4 - C") 2 - 7 + 8 C7* =

We can adopt indeterminates j, g^, R, such that the roots of this quartic are

ar, = - V^ + V g-g' ys
«,= V^- V? + g' V-«

2. = - v;b - Vg-g' v2

Then j, g'', 5 are determined by the equations

g + iZ = 5, 5'i2 = 4-CS i2'-5^' + 2(4-C")^-(^^^'J =

Put, for simplicity, 4 — C^ = m, then

«, = — VS + V 5^^J?-m5-»

2, = - VS"- V 5-ii— ?n5-*
^' - 5^' + 2m ^ - i m' =

The solution of the last equation, regarding m. as the unknown, is

m = 4i2 ±2i2 V^B^^
whence it follows that

C" = 4(l — ^) q:2^ V?r^
In order that G may be real B, should exceed unity, and the cubic in R has

always at least one root greater than 1 ; for, if we make i2 = 1, the left

member becomes — \ G^, while, for jB = + « , the result is + « .

If we make ^R— 1 = c, we have

C" = 2c (1 - c)'

If we adopt the right member of this as a substitute for G^, it is plain that

the roots of the quartic will be expressible without the intervention of cubic

radicals. While G^ goes from to A, c goes from to \. In terms of c

we have
«, = 1 + Vi + c + V4 — 0* + (4 — jsc; vi + «'

«, = 1 - Vrr? + V4 — c* — (4 - 2c) V 1 + e'

**
«, = 1 + vrr? + V4 - c» + (4 - 2c) i/ 1 + «»

a;, = 1 - Vrri? + V4-c'-f4-2c) V ! + «•

Then Xi is evidently the lower limit of the values of p and p' and ar^ the
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upper limit of the same. The values of these limits are tabulated I

every 0.01 in c.

LiMiTLNTG Values of p akd p' as Functions OP c.

c Lower Upper e Lower Upper

0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.18 —0.5348 +0.5027
0.01 --0.1404 +0.1403 0.19 0.5462 0.5104

0.02 0.1972 0.1968 0.20 0.5571 0.5175

0.03 0.2399 0.2390 0.21 0.5675 0.5239

0.04 0.2751 0.2735 0.22 0.5775 0.5297

0.05 0.3056 0.3031 0.23 0.5871 0.5348

0.06 0.3326 0.3290 0.24 0.5962 0.5394

0.07 0.3569 0.3520 0.25 0.6050 0.5435

0.08 0.3791 0.3727 0.26 0.6135 0.5470

0.09 0.3996 0.3915 0.27 0.6216 0.5500

0.10 0.4186 0.4086 0.28 0.6295 0.5526

0.11 0.4363 0.4242 0.29 0.6370 0.5546

0.12 0.4529 0.4385 0.30 0.6443 0.5562

0.13 0.4684 0.4516 0.31 0.6513 0.5574

0.14 0.4832 0.4637 0.32 0.6580 0.5581

0.15 0.4971 0.4747 0.33 0.6645 0.5585

0.16 0.5103 0.4849

0.17 --0.5229 +0.4942 i -f +S(4^Vio)

To illustrate the matter let us take a particular case, the radii being

represented by the formulas

r = '^P /= ^P'

ft + p' M + p'

suppose that the values of the four constants involved are

p = l, p' = 2, fi = 2, c = 0.2

The limiting values of r are

' = 2r+hm = «-7^*
'

»• = 2-^rwi = ^•'''

and those of r' double these

/ = 1.589, 1^ = 2.772

Here the upper limit of r is less than the lower limit of/; hence the orbits

have no point in common, and do not interfere with each other. We shall

call this the quality of noninterference. It will be seen at once that the

values otp, p', (i, c can be varied through a considerable range without the

failure of this quality. But here is evidently an opportunity to apply

Lindstedt's series in integrating the differential equations determining
p

and
f/.

Thus the applicability of these series does not imply dynamical

instability in the motions which can take place upon the two orbits.
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The form of the cubic circumscribing the values of p and p' for the

special case noted above, where 6'*= 0.256, is shown in the adjacent figure

(the scale is i inches to the unit). is the

origin, and the right line AOB, passing through

that point and bisecting the angle between the

axes of coordinates, is the path of the representa-

tive point P for the case where p' = p, and the

solution of the differential equations is a periodic

one. It may be noted that this point in general

never attains the closed branch of the cubic

curve, as this cannot happen unless the values -y- = o, -4- =0 are

simultaneous.*

It is interesting to know whether the orbits are periplegmatic in the

sense of Gylden. "With his notation we should have

air n fi^ '

air II fi

For the quality in question P and P' must not fall below — 1. As the

greatest value of pp' + \ p'^ or pp' -\-\fis |, if ^ exceeds this, the orbits will

be periplegmatic.

The treatment of the differential equations is, in general, easier if we
make the linear transformation

:

They then take the form

^ + w + |w'-is' =

^ + s-tig =0
air

The radii of the orbits are represented by the equations

r = ''P r' = ^-P'

fl + U + S' /I + u — s

The integral, in terms of the new variables, is

d-? + S- + «^ + ^' + "'-"*' = *^'

*The Inflnite branch is not given in ttie diagram, as it is useless for our purposes. Tlie curve is

species 67, and is shown in Fig. 71 of Newton's Enumeratio linear-urn tertii ordinis, printed at the end of

Dr. Samuel Clarke's Latin translation of Newton's Optics.
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The adoption of the solution s ^ 0, satisfying the equations, leads

directly to 9, periodic solution of them. In this case we have the single

differential equation

air

to be integrated. Make the substitution

u = g + g" coa2<p

g and g' being constants ; then

icf^l - cos'24':)^ = i 0' - (g + g' coa2,py - (g + g' CQB24'y

Let g and g' be so chosen that the right member of this, equated to zero,

may have the two roots cos 2'(^= ± 1. Then g and g' are determined by
the equations

iG'-~(g+g'y-Cg + g'y =

or by
iC'-g'-g''-g'-3gg'' =

2g + 3g' + g'' =

If we divide both members of the last differential equation by 1 — cos^ 21//

the result is

^9"% = iO'-f-f+g''cos2 4'

But, eliminating C^, this becomes

4^ = 1 + 3 (7 + sr- cos 2 ii- = 1 + 3^ + if' - 25r' sin' 4>

If we put "/Zg' = sin 0, then will 3gr = cos0 — 1, and

5? = 273 f''° ^^ + ^^°^ ~ '•'' ^ "°' ^^

If next
u _ Bin s

sin {0 + 60°)

we have

and to u may be given the form

It will be seen that 1c takes the place of the arbitrary constant G^ which is
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attached to the integral. In the Gudermannian notation for elliptic func-

tions, putting m for ^ijYZ^W+% >
^^^ ^ being an arbitrary constant,

sin <l>
= sn (mv + c) = snx

and

The value of C is of interest ; we have

iC'=g' + sl' + 9"0- + ^S)
= ^(3_6cos» + 3cos'(? — 1 + 3cosS— Scos'fl + cob'«) + J(1 — cos's) cob fl

= ^(1 + 3 cose - 4 cos'e) = 7?r(l - cos3fl)

If G' is wanted in terms of k we have

^ -^^^ (i-ji-+>)f }

The argument on which « depends is

where K, as usual, denotes the period of the elliptic integral ; or, it is

1 1

ff^W+V 1 + {W^ + (i:f)'** + (i-MT *• + ...." "^ '^

= (1 - M** - M*" - 1^^^ + tM^*'" + •• • Of + c

It is to be noted that the square of k is absent from the latter expression,

hence this parameter must become quite a large fraction before a marked

difiference results in the period.

An expression in terms of the nome g- may be preferred. The period

has the equivalent
2^VF 4/77T^

where ^ = Vl — k?. But the first factor has the value

-^ l + *[_ i+q' + i+g^ 1 + ^ + 1 + ^ •••J

and the second can be derived from

* _,,/- [i + g' + g' + g" + ...T

"TP-*^ S" [1 + 2^ + 2g" +...]'- [2? + 2?« + 2?" + ...]'

The series for the period or its reciprocal in powers of q is tardily con-

vergent, and it seems better to retain the foregoing expressions where the

law of progression is obvious.
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If we put h = sin ri, q may be derived by tentation from the equation

sin' i 71 y + g' + g" + . •

.

^ (1 + VcoM7~l + 2g* + 2g''« + ...

When ^ = 1, the numerator and denominator of the second member become
divergent series, but the proper value of g, in this case, is unity, -ff'may be

derived from

To have u expressed as a periodic function of its argument, substitute

for the transcendental function cn^x, its equivalent

There is still another linear transformation of the differential equations

worthy of notice. In order to remove from the potential the terms of three

dimensions which are products, let us put

p = u + hu' , p' = u' + hu

where h is either of the complex cube roots of unity, or such that

A' + A + 1 =
Then

J
c^L+^ = _ J A

du'-idudu' + du"
^ F= U («' - 4 ««' + u") + i («' + w")

Hence it is seen that the differential equations take the form

[^, + l] (2 M' - M) = f ¥ u'
, [^^ + l] (2 ^, _ „') = t h^W

'

or, if, as a symbol of operation, we put

° = **[£ + l]

the simple form
D[2m'-m] = m% d [2m -«'] = «"

Thus, if from the double of one of the dependent variables we subtract the

other, and on the remainder operate with D, the result is the same as if we
squared the latter variable. Simple as are these equations, no completely

satisfactory general expressions of the unknowns for an infinite range in

longitude have been found.

• For these formulas In elliptic functions consult Broch, TraiU EUmentaire des Fonctions

EUiptiquei, p. 207, Eq. (184); pp. 810-811, Eqs. (.5) and (6); p. 810, Eq. (3); p. 173, Eq. (17).
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In applying Lindstedt's series to the integration of these equations we
should assume

where the A and A' are constants as well as k and H, and i and i' are

integers reaching from — » to + <» . The substitution of these values in

the equations shows that A, A', k, Jc/ must satisfy, for each combination

», i' the conditions

iiik + i'kj + 1] (2^;,, - J<,,,) = |A' Ij,f A,_j^ ,_j, Ajj,

[(ft + i'k'y + 1] (2 A^, - A'^,) = f A' Ij,j, A:_j, ,_j, Aj,^

These equations should suffice for determining the A and A' as well as

k and k' in terms of the four arbitrary constants introduced by the integration.

But two of these constants are involved in the expressions only through

addition to the two elementary arguments kv and kfv ; thus the mentioned

quantities involve only two arbitrary parameters. Since « and «' as

periodic functions of v involve only cosines, we have the conditions

If, besides k and k!, either of the two groups of coefficients A and A' is

known, the other is deducible.

The differential equations may be reduced to a system in which all are

of the first order; employing for this purpose those in terms of the variables

u and 8, the closed curve enveloping the area in which the differential coef-

ficients are real has the equation

1 — M

The maximum value of |«| is then |, and the maximum of |«| corresponds

to the value of u given by the smaller positive root of

u'-u' -u + iG' =
Thus, if we put

i (7' = c/ (1 + c' - c'O

it will be found that

\s\ = V2C + 3C"

And if G^ = A we shall have approximately |«| = 0.392

In place of the two variables u and s we employ the four u, y, e', V

such that

~= —y , s = e' cos ? , ^ = — e sin T
dv " dv

The integral equation will then be expressed in the form

y' + M' + m' + e" (1 - M cos' T) = ]tC-'

which gives

1 — M cos' {
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And the differential equations are

The third and fourth are equivalent to

av dv

From the latter it is plain that T and v advance together ; thus Z' will serve

equally well as v for the independent variable. By division and elimination

of e'^ the first and second equations become

du
ucoaW dl' "l-ucoaW ^(1— u cos' I'Ydl'~ I—UCOSH' dl' 1 -MOOS'? "(1— MCOS'O'

or, as they may be written

du_'dW dy _ _dW
dV dy ' dl' du

These equations may be still further varied by putting

u = ecoal, y = eaml
Then if

jp-_^ iC' — e^ — ^ooB'l
1 — ecosl cos" I'

we have
d.ie' _dW dl ^W_
~37 'W dF~ a.ie"

After u and y or e and I have been determined in terms of V through

the integration of these equations, v can be found by a quadrature from

dv _ 1

dl' ~l — u cos' I'

and thence, by inversion, F in terms of v, and thus the problem completely

solved.

TFcan be developed in an infinite series of the form

I^,A^(, COB [il + 2i'Z']

For putting

o 2 — M — 2Vl— »
''
=

u
we have

W = ^ '—f— u'— u'
|.j ^ ^ ^^^ 2 i' + /9» cos 4 r + yS' cos 6 r + . . •]

From this u and y may be eliminated by substituting their values in terms

of e and I.
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The integrals of the two differential equations may then be approxi-

mated to by a series of Delaunay transformations, as the function W is

quite similar to Delaunay's R in the lunar theory. The only noteworthy

differences being that here there are only two unknowns in place of

Delaunay's six, and only one constant parameter G instead of Delaunay's

three n', e', a'.

We may give here Delaunay's rule for making a transformation. If

we have integrated the differential equations (L is put for i c^)

dL_dW dl _ aw
dl' - dl ' dl' — ~dL

when W is limited to the terms involving one argument il -f i'V (the

constant term is included) and have found in this manner (0 designating the

argument)

^ = (9„(r + c) + fl,8intf„(? + c) + e,sm%e^{T + c) + e^e.mZe^{V + c) + ...

i = i„+ i, cos^oG' + c) + L,coB2e„{r + c) + i,cos3tfo(/' + c) + ...

c being a constant, and 60,^1, ^tt • • Lq, Li, L^, • being known func-

tions of another constant (cq for instance), we can replace

i by 4 + i, cos {il + i'V) + i, cos 2 {il + i'V) + ...

Z by ; + ^ sin {il + i'V) + ^ sin 2 {il + i'V) + . .

.

and we shall have, for determining the new variables e^, I, precisely the

same equations

dV dl ' dV ~ dL

provided, first, that we put for W the function obtained by making the pre-

ceding substitutions in the old function W (complete) augmented by the

quantity

-j'(Z-io) + '^^{e,L, + 2 0,L, + 3e,L, + ...)

second, that we regard the new variable L as connected with Cq by the

relation

i = Lo+ K^.A + 20,L, + 30,L, + ...)
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MEMOIB Ho. 75.

The Theorems of Lagrange and Foisson on the Invariability of the

Greater Axes in an Ordinary Planetary System.

UatrOBOBieml JomnAl, VoL XZIV, pp. 27-S9, 1901.)

The remarks of this article follow a line very similar to that of the

article in No. 527 of this Journal, and, to avoid the tedium of restating the

explanation of the fundamental notation employed, I take the liberty of

referring the reader to that place. However, we cannot here use the three

theorems there stated, as it is proposed to take accomit of terms of three

dimensions with respect to planetary masses. But we employ the notion

there expounded of hypothetical planets, arranging the planets in such an

order that the one, for which « = 1, is that whose greater axis we especially

wish to consider ; the first actual planet and its hypothetical are then

identicaL We adopt the distinction there defined between terms periodic

and terms secular.

Let there be v planets in the system. The canonical elements L<, (r<,

Hi, li, gi, hi and the function F have the significations of the mentioned

article, and the differential equations to be satisfied are the same. Let P
denote the general periodic argument, and S the general secular argument.

Let K denote the general (that is, without any hint of individuality)

coefficient usually mtiltiplying the cosine or sine of any argument. We
write above each K the number indicating its order of magnitude with

respect to planetary masses ; thus K signifies a coefficient factored in the

lowest dimension by squares and products of planetary masses. K, in

general, is a function of all the linear elements. 2 will be used to indicate

a sum of terms in number either finite or infinite.

The first term of

""• i'

s

t-i ^

is of the dimension 1 with respect to planetary masses ; we denote it by F.

Developing i^ in a periodic series, we can write it as the sum of three terms,

as follows

:
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Here it must be understood that S can receive the value 0, but P not.
2

Also K does not mean that the order of the coefficient is 2 in every case,

but only that it is never less than 2.

Let us now assume a pure function of the variables L^, L^, . . . , L,,

which we may write

/(A> Aj • • • ^y)

or of the variables aj, a,, . . . , a^, to be written

/(«i, a.) • • • ay)

f is to be finite, continuous^ and of the zero order with respect to planetary

masses.

We now propose to apply the principle of the Delaunay transformation

to the establishment of the theorems with which we are engaged. Delaunay

makes his transformations in the three polar coordinates of the moon ; we

have to make ours in the one function /(ii, L^, . .. , L,). From the infinite

number of periodic arguments P we select one Q, in which the positive or

negative integers multiplying the angular variables are prime to each other,

and take the part of F, which may be regarded as dependent on the sole

argument B. We call this \^F'\, and write, similarly to Delaunay,

[i?'] = — J5— ^1 cos ^— ^, cos 2 ^— ^j cos 3 (? — . .

.

2— B IS the absolute term of F, so that if K^ denotes the coefficient of the

second part of F when S=-Q, we have

— B = F+K,

Let us now make the Delaunay transformation necessary to remove

from F the terms factored by cos Q, cos 20, cos 30, . . . The formulas for

this purpose are, if Z denotes any linear variable,113 1 3 1

Replace Lhj L + M„ + M^cos e + M,co&%e + M^coi^e + ...

and, if I denotes any angular variable,11 1

Replace Ihjl { N^iind + N,6in2e + N^BinZe + . .

.

where the M and N are functions of the new set of linear variables. By
3

the addition of Mq to the first formula we secure the advantage that the new
3

linear variables are the conjugates of the new angular variables. Mq is

necessarily two orders higher with respect to planetary masses than the

term which precedes it. The fact of the rest of the M and N being of the

orders indicated above them is due to the circumstance that the motion of

the argument Q is of the zero order.
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We have now to inquire what changes, if any, are produced in the

qualities of the coefficients of the three terms of F by this transformation.

It is evident that \F'\ is reduced by it to a function of the linear variables
1

only. Hence, when the substitution is made in the term F, the new terms,

which arise and are of the second order, precisely cancel the old terms

—
-4i cos — J^ cos 20— . . . . , and the remainder are of the form

l.kcosS+ S.EcobP

Moreover, when the substitution is made in the second and third terms of F,

the new terms arising are also of the same form. Hence the new form of

F can be written

F=F+ S.KcoaS+ S.K cos P

1

where F has precisely the same expression as before. Hence the quality

of F is unchanged by the execution of the transformation. We need only

bear in mind that the coefficients of cos 6, cos 26, .... , are now not of the
2 3

form K, but of the form K.

We may suppose a second Delaunay transformation to be made with

the object of removing the terms of F having as periodic arguments the

multiples of another d of t)ie same quality as before. The result will be

that after the transformation F will have the same quality as before. Thus

it is possible to conceive that an infinity of Delaunay transformations may
be made in such a way that the third term of F wholly disappears, and

F takes the form

F=F+i:.£:coaS

Let us next inquire what happens when these transformations are made
in the expression.

/(A» A > ^p)

It is quite plain that, after the first transformation depending on the periodic

argument 6, we shall have the equation

/(A, i, L,) =f(,L„ L,, L,) + S.kcoB8+2.kcosP

where it must be understood that the L appearing under the functional

sign f in the left member have their original signification, but in the

right member, their signification as modified by the transformation.

That the periodic portion should have coefficients of the form K is so

Vol. IV. -19.
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obvious that it needs no formal demonstration ; but that the secular portion

has coefficients of the form K results from the fact that its terms can arise
1 1

only from the multiplication of two periodic terms iT cos P and 5" cos P',

where P + i" or P— P' is an /S'.

Now make the second Delaunay transformation ; it is obvious that we

have still the same equation

/ (Z,, 4 L,) =f{L^, 4, ..... L,') + Z. 10085+ -T.i'cosP

where it is necessary to note only that the L appearing in the second

member have the signification as twice modified. Next, suppose that the

infinite number of Delaunay transformations conceived to be made for the

purpose of removing all periodic terras from the periodic development of F,

have also been made here. The result will still be the equation

where the L in the second member have the signification as last modified.

Consider now the variability of this last group of the L. Since the

angular variables I^, l^, . . . . , I, conjugate to them have altogether disap-

peared from the last modified expression for F, we have generally

dt ~W~
Consequently the last group of the modified L forms a series of constants.

Thus, if we please, we may write the foregoing equation

/(L,, L Lr) = aconstant + ^.KcoaS + S.KcosP

But, for our purpose, it is necessary that the right member of this

should appear as an explicit function of the time. Hence a new class of

Delaunay transformations must be made, having for object the removal

from F of all the terms (the absolute excepted) constituting the second
2

portion 2 . Jf cos S. These transformations would then turn upon the

secular arguments of the group S, and, after the requisite infinity of them

had been performed, F would be reduced to the absolute term which is a

function of the linear variables; thus

F = F + K„

All the linear variables are now constant, for, in addition to what has

been stated in reference to the L, we have generally

dQ,_dF_f, dH,_dF_n
dt~'Sff',~ ' ~3i dh,~
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1

Suppose that all these transformations are made in the term 2 . -K'cos P
of f (Li, Lj, . . . . , L^). It is evident, from the general principles under-

lying the representation of the integrals of our differential equations by

Lindstedt's series, that this term will undergo a change expressed by the

apparently tautological equation

1

in the second member of which, however, K is absolutely constant, and P
is a linear function of the time expressed by Q^^t + c), where % and c are

constants, the first being of the zero order with respect to planetary masses.

Thus, throughout this second class of transformations, no terms cross over
1 «

from the portion 2 . K cos P to the portion 2 . K cos S. Then, if we are

concerned only about the secular inequalities of /(Zj, L^, . . .
.

, L,), we can

omit its last term and write
>

f(Jji, L,, ...., Lv) = a constant + S.KcoaS

2

in which it is understood that 2 • K cos S has not undergone any of the

latter class of transformations.

At this stage we give up the process of approximating to the integrals

of our differential equations through Delaunay transformations, and adopt

the process of elaborating them in positive integral powers of the time,

making use of the generalized theorem of Maclaurin. The equations in

terms of the variables last used in the earlier class of transformations have

expressions of which the type is

dF

dF

where F has the expression

F= F+ S.KcobS

The integrals in series of powers of the time are

o, = A+At + h' + ffi=zK+At + Kr + ....

g =k+ kt + kf Jr ...., h, = k+ kt + kp + ....

the ^ being all constant and of the order with respect to planetary masses
2

indicated above them. If we substitute these values in the portion 2 . iTcos S

dG,

dt

dF
dg,'

dH,
dt

dff, _
dt
~ dF

~d(fi'

dh,

dt
-
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of the function /{Ly, L3, . . . . , L,) there arises a constant term equivalent
3

to the value of 2 . ^ cos S at the origin of time, which coalesces with the

preceding constant. This is followed by terms involving t, f, f, etc. Then
it is almost immediately apparent that

/(i,, 4, .,.., Ly) = K + Kt + kt' + Kt' + . ..

.

It is evident that this relation may also be written

/(a,, a, , a,) = K+ Rt + h^ + kt' + ....

We may therefore state the theorem of Poisson in a more general form

than has been customary, as follows

:

The secular variation of any finite and contintious function of the zero

order with respect to planetary masses of the instantaneous greater axes of the

orbits described by the hypothetical planets of a planetary system, when developed

in powers of the time, is, at least, of three dimensions in reference to the same

masses.

The qualification "at least" is necessary, for the function / may be

such that all terms of the third order in the coefficient of t identically vanish,
8

_
4

and then K must be written K. In the second place, since the function /
probably has an infinite number of maxima and minima, if it so happen that

the origin whence t is counted coincides with one of these, the coefficient

of t must vanish, not identically, but on account of the special values

received by the parameters at that epoch.

It will be perceived that the method here followed for the demonstra-

tion of the theorem has marked advantages over those employed heretofore.

The truth of the theorem is now so obvious that a formal proof seems

scarcely necessary. The Delaunay transformation is to be credited for this

advance. An objection may be raised against the method that it is valid

only in the case where F never potentially becomes infinite.* But, in the

opposite case, there seems no valid distinction between secular and periodic

inequalities, and Lindstedt's series ought to be rejected as being a possible

mode of expressing the coordinates.

*See Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, Vol. I, p. 210. Memoir No. 66.
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i^

MEMOIK No. 76.

Comparison of the New Tables of Jupiter and Saturn with the

Greenwich Observations of 1889-1900.

(Astronomical Jonrnal, Vol. XXIV, pp. 60, 61, 1904.)

The New Tables of Jupiter and Saturn are founded upon a discussion

of observations which ended with the year 1888. They could not, however,

be generally used for the calculation of the Ephemerides till 1901. This

leaves a gap of twelve years of observations uncompared with the new
theories. It seemed that a useful service would be done for astronomy by

supplying the lacking comparisons. In this work I have confined myself

to the Greenwich observations as the published positions made at other

places are desultory in character. Desiring to form normals as near the

time of opposition as possible, I have not included observations when the

time of culmination was earlier than 10^ During some portion of the

summer of 1891 the instrument appears to have been dismounted ; thus

only a weak normal for Jupiter could be formed for this year.

It seemed desirable to reduce the normal positions to the standard of

Professor Newcomb's Catalogue of Fundamental Stars {Astronomical Papers,

Vol. VIII, Part II). With regard to the right-ascensions, in this memoir

(p. 228), -\- 0°.049 is given as the correction for the Greenwich Catalogue of

1890. But, being apprehensive that this quantity was not applicable to the

whole period 1889-1900, I have determined it at nine different epochs,

getting results which range from + 0*.041 to -f 0'.059. The correction

seems to have augmented from the beginning to the end of the period. The
systematic correction for the declinations is taken from the table on p. 236

of the same paper, given as applicable to the Greenwich Catalogue of 1890.

A comparison of the declinations in the Greenwich volume for 1900 with

those of the Fundamental Catalogue showed that these systematic correc-

tions have persisted without marked change till the later date.

The columns in the following exhibit scarcely need explanation. In

the second column the dates of the first and last observations are given in

order that the observations used may be readily identified.
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JVPITBB.

Date Interval of No. of Mean Diff. Syst Mean Dlff. Syst, Positions Resulting from Obsn.
Greenw. M.N. Observation Obsns. from N.A. Corr. from N.A. Corr.

b
18

a i

1889 June 27 Hay 21-Aug. 3 20-20
8

-.082 + .041 + 0.01 + .76

m 8

13 15.289 -23 15 20.84

1890 Aug. 8 July 8-8ept 8 25-26 ^.096 + .046 -0.19 + .69 20 34 41.141 -19 31 17.50

1891 Aug. 22 July 24-Oct. 17 7-6 -^.233 + .046 + 0.28 + .48 23 6 37.230 — 7 17 11.14

1892 Oct. 13 Sept 8-Nov. 18 24-24 + .274 + .046 + 1.21 + .35 1 15 31.330 + 6 15 5.8B

1893 Nor. 18 Oct. 26-Dec. 23 26-27 + .327 + .056 + 0.71 + .28 3 36 45.083 + 18 14 33.19

1804 Dec. 31 Nov. 15-Jan. 30 29-29 + .216 + .056 + 0.58 + .25 6 34.102 + 23 14 49.63

1806 Feb. 15 Jan. 14-Mar. 4 15-16 + .116 + .050 -0.06 + .27 8 15 5.466 + 20 33 23.81

1807 Mar. 10 Jan. 22-Apr. 8 21-21 + .020 + .050 + 1.27 + .33 10 23 8.330 + 11 31 28.00

1808 Apr. 8 Feb. 26-May 7 27-30 + .040 + .059 + 1.10 + .42 12 16 2.960 - 13.18

1899 May 9 Mar. 29-June 2 31-34 + .089 + .057 + 0.93 + .53 14 7 81.066 -11 23 24.94

1900 June 1 Apr. 17-JuIy 6 26-26 + .170 + .054 + 0.01 + .70 16 14 36.364 -20 20 40.79

Saturn.

s s II II h m 8 o / II

1889 Feb. 10 Jan. 8-Mar. 15 19-19 —.138 + .046 + 0.21 + .29 15 23.788 + 17 8 56.20

1890 Mar. 3 Jan. 23-Apr. 5 22-23 -.108 + .046 + 0.59 + .32 10 8 59.738 + 13 15 37.31

1891 Mar. 17 Feb. 12-Apr. 18 20-20 -.063 + .046 + 0.55 + .35 10 59 53.383 + 8 46 31.80

1892 Apr. 6 Mar. 8-Apr. 30 26-27 -.112 + .046 + 1.08 + .39 11 46 24.704 + 4 11 51.87

1893 Apr. 11 Mar. 4-May 13 41-38 -.230 + .056 + 1.97 + .42 12 35 27.096 - 52 56.81.

1894 Apr. 20 Mar. 15-May 24 24-26 -.281 + .056 + 2.18 + .46 13 22 23.815 - 5 41 19.36

1895 Apr. 30 Mar. 13-June 6 27-27 -.314 + .048 + 2.37 + .50 14 8 43.764 -10 7 23.03

1896 May 8 Mar. 28-June 15 37-37 -.385 + .050 + 2.36 + .58 14 55 36.495 -14 4 53.06

1897 May 16 Apr. 22-June 21 27-27 -.460 + .050 + 2.19 + .65 15 43 28.440 -17 24 52.96

1898 June 12 May 12-July 8 16-16 -.418 + .059 + 1.32 + .70 16 26 21.771 -19 47 6.38

1899 June 23 May 15-Jnly 20 30-30 -.870 + .057 + 1.38 + .72 17 14 55.847 -21 34 32.40

1900 July 8 May 26-Aug. 4 28-28 -.304 + .054 + 0.51 + .74 18 2 56.220 -22 28 34.65

As the next step the heliocentric positiong of the planets for the dates

of their normals were obtained from the New Tables, and the positions of

the Sun for the same dates from Professor Newcomb's Tables, neglecting,

however, the small terms of nutation. Thus were obtained the apparent

geocentric positions, which, with the residuals of the observations are noted

below. The latter, although of a systematic character in the case of Saturn,

are small enough to render probable the conclusion that the New Tables

will represent well the future motion of the planets.

JUPITBB.
Obs.--Cal.

a <5 Aa Ad

h m B / II 8 H

1889 June 27 18 13 15.331 —23 15 21.44 —0.042 +0.60
1890 Aug. 8 20 34 41.165 —19 31 17.32 —0.024 —0.18

1891 Aug. 22 23 6 37.219 — 7 17 10.52 +0.020 —0.62

1892 Oct. 13 1 15 31.333 -f 6 15 6.35 —0.003 0.49

1893 Nov. 19 3 36 45.028 -1-18 14 33.32 +0.055 —0.13

1894 Dec. 31 6 34.087 +23 14 49.49 +0.015 +0.14
1896 Feb. 15 8 15 5.447 -f20 33 24.07 +0.019 —0.26
1897' Mar. 10 10 23 8.369 -f 11 31 27.14 —0.039 +0.86
1898 Apr. 8 12 16 2.941 — 13.84 +0.028 +0.66
1899 May 9 14 7 31.041 —11 23 25.77 +0.025 +0.83
1900 June 1 16 14 36.344 —20 20 50.69 +0.020 +0.90
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Satuhk.
Os.--Cal.

i^
h

a

m s

6

t ;/

Aa Ad

1889 -Feb. 16 9 15.23.797 +17 8 56.55 —0.009 —0.35

1890 Mar. 3 10 8 59.687 +13 15 37.77 +0.051 —0.46

1891 Mar. 17 10 59 53.369 + 8 46 31.74 +0.014 +0.06

1892 Apr. 6 11 46 24.667 + 4 11 51.59 +0.037 +0.28

1893 Apr. 11 12 35 27.108 — 53 57.34 0.012 +0.43

1894 Apr. 20 13 23 33.830 — 5 41 19.46 —0.015 +0.10

1895 Apr. 30 14 8 43.789 —10 7 23.19 —0.025 +0.16

1896 May 8 14 55 36.558 —14 4 53.81 —0.063 +0.75

1897 May 16 15 43 28.515 —17 34 53.65 —0.075 +0.69

1898 June 12 16 26 21.838 —19 47 6.86 —0.067 +0.48

1889 June 23 17 14 55.918 —31 34 33.59 —0.071 +1.19

1900 July 8 18 3 56.227 —22 38 35.48 —0.007 +0.83
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MEMOIR No. 77.

Development of Functions in Power Series from Special Values.

(Astronomical Journ»l, Vol. XXIV, pp. 123-128, 1904.)

It is often desirable to develop complicated functions in powers and

products of small parameters, and frequently the readiest method for

accomplishing this is the derivation of the coeflBcients from values of the

function corresponding to definite values of the parameters. In case we
mean to retain all the terms of the development corresponding to definite

powers of each parameter, regardless of the order of smallness of the result-

ing terms, the course to be pursued is plain ; but when we wish to retain

only terms of certain degrees of smallness, the process to be followed is not

80 evident. So far as I am aware there does not exist any treatment of the

subject with the mentioned limitation. A general exposition of the princi-

ples involved in the method would doubtless demand a complicated notation.

But the details of the process in a special case will readily suggest what

ought to be done in any other. An example from astronomy will illustrate

the matter.

Let TT be a function of the radii of two planets. In Gyldfen's method

of treating planetary motion it is well known that the latter are to be

replaced by the substitutions

where a and a' are constants having known or assumed values, but the other

symbols denote variables, ri and vi' being always of the first order of small

ness. For our purposes it will be more convenient to write these substitu-

tions thus

:

1 + a;

'

1 + a;'

where x and x' are of the first order, and y and y of the second. It is

required to develop TF in a series of powers and products of the four para-

meters X, xl y, y, it being granted that all terms of an order beyond the

eighth may be neglected. The questions are : How many special values of

W is it necessary to compute, and for what combination of values for the
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parameters, and how shall the elimination be conducted if unnecessary labor

is to be avoided ?

First, we note the number of terms in the development. They are

1 =1 term of the zero order

2 =2 terms of the first "

3 + 2.1 =5 terms of the second "

4 + 2.2 =8 terms of the third "

5 + 2.3 + 3.1 = 14 terms of the fourth "

6 + 2.4+ 3.2 = 20 terms of the fifth
"

7 + 2.5 + 3.3 + 4.1 = 30 terms of the sixth
"

8 + 2.6 + 3.4 + 4.2 = 40 terms of the seventh "

9 + 2.7 + 3.5 + 4.3 + 5.1 = 55 terms of the eighth "

Sum = 175

It will be perceived that the number of terms in each order is not a con-

tinuous function of the degree of the order; this is because the parameters

are not all of the same order. It appears then, that 175 special values of

W, provided they correspond to combinations of values of the four para-

meters having a determinate quality, will enable us to discover the

coefficients we are in quest of. The elimination necessary in this method

is much facilitated when the several values of the same parameter form an

arithmetical progression of which one term is zero; we accordingly adopt

this restriction. Let us suppose that the common difference of the values

of the parameters x and x' is d, and that of y and y' is d'. Then it is evi-

dent that our choice of combinations may be limited to those indicated by

the following scheme, where to this is added an exemplification for d= 0.02

and d' = 0.0025.

X X

i i X / y If

—4 -^ —0.08 —0.08
—3 —3 0.06 —0.06
—2 —2 •—2 —2 —0.04 —0.04 —0.0050 —0.0050
—1 —1 —

1

—

1

—0.02 —0.02 —0.0025 —0.0025

0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000

1 1 1 1 0.02 0.02 0.0025 0.0025

2 2 2 2 0.04 0.04 0.0050 0.0050

3 3 0.06 0.06

4 4 0.08 0,08

Every one of these specified values for the parameters must be included in

our combinations; but we need not employ every combination arising from

the preceding scheme. For the latter are in number = 9x9x5x5 = 2025,
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between 11 and 12 times the number 175, which we have seen to be neces-

sary. Also, by the limitation that no terras beyond the 8th order are to be

considered, it results that certain selections of combinations do not afford

independent relations between the coeflBcients. We must avoid such selec-

tions. This constitutes the delicate step of the problem.

A system of 175 linear equations with as many unknowns would be

unmanageable ; we therefore propose to break the coefficients, to be deter-

mined, into groups which can be treated separately. It is evident that, as

soon as any group of coefficients is determined, it is possible to estimate the

values of the terms of TT which involve them, correspondent to any values

we please of the four parameters. We therefore suppose that, in the treat-

ment of any group, from the special values of W are always subtracted

the correspondent special values of the terms involving the coefficients of

all the preceding groups; so that the remainders constitute the special

values of the function equivalent to the terms still to be determined.

We may write (using the symbol A for the general coefficient),

^=-^(11(0(1)'©'

where the exponents are integers not negative. It is preferred to determine

the coefficients under this form because then the factors of the unknowns in

the equations are always integers. After the A are got in this way, the

coefficients, corresponding to the form

are obtained simply by dividing each A by the factor <?+*' (£'•'+•'' which

belongs to it.

The separation of the groups just mentioned is defined by the vanish-

ing or non-vanishing of the exponents i, i', j, j'. Sub-groups may be formed

upon the parity or imparity of the same exponent ; by taking half the sum
and diflference of two equations in which one of the parameters receives m
one case a positive value, and in the other the correspondent negative value,

the values of the others remaining the same, it is evident the equations will

be broken into two involving separate classes of coefficients. This operation

repeated again with two more equations, and in reference to another para-

meter, will be called the disintegrating operation.

Each special combination of values for the parameters for each com-

puted val,ue of W will be indicated by writing the correspondent values of

X x' y y'

~d' d' a" 5*

in sequence ; and we shall number these combinations in the order in which
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they come into use from 1 to 175. Any four combinations to be subjected

to the disintegrating operation will be bracketed. When we have occasion

to note a group of equations, only the multipliers of the unknowns which

are integral will be set down ; the sign will be indicated only when it is

negative; the absolute term and the sign of equality will be omitted.

Group I is established by the condition i = t'^y=y' = 0, and the

correspondent coeflBcient of W is the value for the argument

No.ofComb. |.J.|,.^
1

Group II is defined by the condition that three out of the four exponents

vanish. Four sub-groups are formed by considering which one of the four

has the finite value. The combinations to be used are (with the sub-groups

indicated),

M« XIa XT.*

Argument

0—2
0—1

1

2

No.
Comb.

Argument
No.

Comb.
Argument

No.
Comb.

Argument No.
Comb.

2 —4000 10 0-^00 18 —2 22

3 —3000 11 —3 19 —1 23

4 —2000 12 —2 1 1

5 —10 13 —10 20 1 24

1 1 21 2 25

6 10 14 10
7 2 15 2

8 3 16 3

9 4 17 4

The 24 coefiBcients of the pure powers of the parameters are obtained

by differencing the special values of W for the arguments in each group.

In the case of the differences of odd orders we suppose half the sum of the

adjacent differences to belong to the argument of the function on the same
line. Let D" denote the coeflBcient belonging to the n*"* power of the para-

meter considered. We write in the formulas only the differences necessary

in our special case ; and thus

:

IIZ) =J - i |!+ i:| |- i:|:f ^
9 t TV — A' 1 a- 1-2 1-2.3

4»

A* A^
1 • 3 . 3

2 ' 3 5 . 3 2^ TS-'S-'T.'i "2'

3 ! D" = J'— \ J^ + j^ A<

5 ! Zy = #— \ J'

6 ! 23* = J" — \ J»

tlD' = A'

8 I Z)» = J»

^8
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Group III contains the remaining terms of W for which j=zj' =. 0.

Their number is ''^ = 28, and, involving only x and a/, they are, in every

case, divisible by the product ara/. After this division they will have the

form
A. ----...

4- 4i « + 4j x*

+ 4, ir» + 4j xV + Ag X3f* + 4, x'» . - -

+ 4ioX* + Aiia^x' + AijxV'' + 4„a;a;'» + A^.x'*

+ A^^a^ + 4„xV + 4„x»a;'» + A^xV + A,,xa:'^ + 4„x'»

4- AjiZ* + A^^a! + AjjxV^ + 4„^a^a;" + Aj^ajV* + 4j,aa;"> + A„3f*

In deriving the values of the A we cannot suppose that either x = or

a/ ^ 0, as then the division by xx' becomes nugatory. But by taking the

six groups of four combinations each,

No. 26 —

1

—10 No. 30 —2 —10 No. 34 —

1

27 1 10 31 2 10 35 1

28 —

1

10 32 —2 10 36 —

1

29 1 —10 0. 33 2 —10 37 1

No. 38 —2 —2 O" No. 42 —3 —1 o" No. 46 —

1

39 2 2 43 3 10 47 1

40 —2 2 44 —3 10 48 —

1

41 2 —2 45 3 —10 49 1

—2 o"

2

2

—2 0.

—3
3

3

—3 0.

and applying to each of these the disintegrating operation, we have, in the

first place, the following equations determining Ai, Ag, Ag, A^^, ^„, ^j,:

111111
1 4 1 16 4 1

114 1 4 16

1 4 4 16 16 16

1 9 1 81 9 1

119 1 9 81

Then by elimination in order, commencing at the 1

following groups

:

10510 1015 3

01015 1045 5

115 5 5 5 5

1 10 1 1 1 10

1 1 10

left, we obtain the

By returning on this elimination we evidently can get the values of the six

mentioned coeflBcients. Next, it is plain that the six coefficients J^, A.,, Ag,

Alt, A^, J.20, and again the group of six, A^, A^, A^, A^g, A^, A^ are
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determined by equations having the same integral coefficients as in the

group just treated, the absolute terms being generally different. There

still remains to be determined the group often coefficients, Aq, A^, A^, A^^,

J-ii, An, J^j, A^j J.26, J^2T The six groups of four combinations afford each

one equation for this purpose. Then four additional equations are necessary.

We select the following four combinations for giving these equations

:

No. 50 3 2

51 3 3

52 4 10
53 14

As we know the values of 18 coefficients of the group we can subtract from

the special values of TTthe special values of the corresponding terms. We
thus obtain 10 equations involving only the last group of 10 coefficients.

They are as follows

:

111111 111 1

1 4 1 16 4 1 64 16 4 1

1 1 4 1 4 16 1 4 16 64

1 4 4 16 16 16 64 64 64 64

1 9 1 81 9 1 739 81 9 1

1 1 9 1 9 81 1 9 81 729

1 9 4 81 36 16 729 324 144 64

14 9 16 36 81 64 144 324 729

1 16 1 256 16 1 4096 256 16 1

1 1 16 1 16 256 1 16 256 4096

The elimination being conducted in the mentioned order, we have the groups

10510 21 5 101015015 21

1 1 5 5 5 21 21 21 21

1 10 1 91 10 1

1 1 10 1 10 91

8 3 80 35 15 728 323 143 63

3 8 15 35 80 63 143 323 728

1 17 1 273 17 1

1 1 17 1 17 273

1015 1 5 21 0100550
1045 16 20 21 100 14 100
0100 14 1 001001 14

1 1 10 1 10 91 5 3 70 35 15

3 40 27 15 560 283 135 63 3 5 15 35 70

1 4 10 16 40 91 1 21 1

0100 21 100 001001 21

1 1 17 1 17 273 .
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10 5 5 1 1 14 10
10 1 14 10 10

3 30 15 1 4 14 10
3 5 15 35 70 10 1

10 1 1 21

10 1 21

By returning on the elimination the values of the 10 coefficients are

obtained.

Group IV contains those of the remaining terms of W for which

» = »' = 0. They are divisible by yi/; after which they take the form

4o + 4jr+ 4^ + A,f + A^Tf + A,r

Here it is not allowed to suppose that either y or y vanishes. We may
take the group of six combinations

No. 54

55

56

57

0—1—1
11

0—1 1

1—1

N"o. 58

59

2 1

12

The disintegrating operation, performed on the bracketed four, gives the

values of J-i, A^, A^ besides one equation between A^, A^, A^. In the two

last combinations, by subtracting the terms corresponding to the former

coefficients, we have the three equations,

111
14 1

114

which evidently suffice for determining A^, A^, A^.

Group V contains those of the remaining terms of W for which

t' =/ = 0. These terms are all divisible by xy, after which they take the

form
4.

+ ^is;

+ A.x' + A,y

-\- A^a^ -]r A^xy

+ A^x* -\- A^a^y -{-Ay
.+ A^^ + A^^x^y + A^^xf

To determine these 12 coefficients we compute the values of W for the eight

combinations

No. 60 —10—10
61 10 10
62 —1 10
63 10—10

No. 64 —2 0—10
65 2 10
66 —2 10
67 2 0—10
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The application of the disintegrating operation furnishes for determining

A3, At, and again for A^, Aio, two equations each, which groups are iden-

tically the same as far as the numerical multipliers of the unknowns are

concerned ; they are

1 + 1

1 + 4

The disintegrating operation furnishes besides two equations for determining

Aq, Af, Ag, Ag and again two for Ai, Ai, A^, A^ which groups are identical

as far as the coeflScients of the unknowns are concerned. We therefore

need four additional values of W, and choose the combinations

No. 68 10 2

69 —1 2

70 3 10
71 —3 1

From the special values of W there can be subtracted in addition the values

of the terms which correspond to the eight previously determined coeflBcients

of this group. Thus our equations for determining both groups of four

coefficients have the form, and, with those derived by elimination, are

1111 3 15 3

1 4 16 1 3 40

1114 8 80

1 9 81 1

No. 72

73

74

75

—1
1

—1

No. 80

81

83

83

12
0—120

3 10
0—310

Groups VI, VII and VIII are defined severally by the conditions

i =/ = 0, and i' =y = 0, and i=j= ; also the equations belonging to

them, in respect to the integral factors multiplying the unknowns, are the

same. Hence we need only set down the combinations

:

Group VI.

1 No. 76 0—2—1
I 77 2 1

" 78 —2 1

oj 79 2 —1

Geodp VII.

—ll No. 88 —2
Oil 89 201' 90 —2
—ij 91 2

Ghoup VIII.

—1 1 No. 100 0—2 —1

1

No. 104

Oil 101 2 1 105

1
I

102 —2 1
I

106

—1 I 103 2 —1 107

No. 84 —1
85 1

86 —1
87 1

—1
1

1

—1

No. 92 1

93 —1
94 3

95 —3

2

2

1

1

No. 96

97

98

99

—1
1

—1
1

10 2

0—102
3 1

0—301
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We come now to the terms in which only one exponent is zero. Group

IX is characterized by the condition/= ; the terms are all divisible by

xsdy. After this is made the expression under consideration is

4- -4-1 a; + A^

+ A, a:* + 4t a;V + A^ xs!^ + 4„ s!*

+ 4„a;y +4„a/y
+ 4i8a;=y + A^^XT^y + ^jjaj'^y + ^^ly''

For determining these coeflBcients we need values of W for 22 combi-

nations. Of the latter we choose first the four groups of four each

:

No. 108 1 110] No. 116 1 2 10
109 —

1

110 117 —1 2 10
110 —

1

—1 1 118 —1—2 10
111 1 -llOj 119 1—210
113 2 1 1 o" 120 1 1 —1 O'

113 —2 110 1 121 —1 1—10
114 —2 —110 122 —1 —1 —1
115 2 —110 123 1—1—10

By applying the disintegrating operation to each of the four groups we
arrive at four equations determining A-^, A^, A^, A^^, and at four determin-

ing JLj, A^^ A^^ Ay^, and at four determining J4, J-u, A^^, -4,9. These three

groups of equations agree in having the same numerical multipliers for the

unknowns. Their general statement, and the consequent steps of elimina-

tion, are

1111 300 30
1411 030 06
114 1 8 0—2
19 1—1

In addition four equations are afforded for the determination of the 10

remaining coeflBcients A^, Ag, A^, A^q, A12 > -^M> -^16 >
.^18. -o-ani AM87 ijl- Six

more equations are therefore needed to complete the determination of

these. We choose the combinations

No. 124

125

2

3

2 10
110

No. 126

127

3 10
12

No. 128

129

1—10
2—10

Knowing the values of the 12 coeflBcients of the group previously determined

it is possible to subtract from the absolute terms of the 6 last equations the
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special values of the terms involving these. Thus we have the following

equations with the consequent steps of elimination :

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 5 1

4 1 16 4 1 1 1 1 10 1 5

1 4 1 4 16 1 1 1 4 40 4 —

1

—1 —1
9 1 81 9 1 -—

1

—

1

—1 1 1 1 5 5 5 1

4 4 16 16 16 4 4 1 1 10 1 1

9 1 81 9 1 9 1 1 10 1 10 1

1 9 1 9 81 1 9 1 1 1 13
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 3 15 3 —2 —5 —2
4 1 16 4 1 -—

1

—4 —1 1 3 3 15 —2 —2 —5
1 4 1 4 16 -—

1

—

1

—4 1

1 1 5 20 --1 —1 —1 3 1

20 —1 --1 —

1

3 1 —1 —5 —1

1 4 5 1 5 1 5 1

5 1 5 1 Oil 1 3

1 1 10 1 1 1 1 3 —2 —5 —2
1 1 1 3 0--2 5 2 —2 —2 —5

—2 --5 —2 0--2 —2 —5
3 3 15 —2 --2 —5

—1 --5 —

1

15 10 4 -3 15

5 1 1113 5 1 — 2

1 1 1 3 2 5 2 8 —3
2 5 2 2 2 5

2 2 5

The 10 equations are therefore independent and suflBce for determining the

10 coefficients.

Group X is characterized by the condition y = ; the terms are all

divisible by xicfy'. The process to be followed is identical with that which

just precedes; the numerical coefficients of the equations are the same; we
need only set down the combinations to be used

:

No.

No.

Group XI is characterized by the condition t'= ; the terms are all

Vol. IV. -20.

No. 130 ]L 1 1

131 —

]

L 1 1

132 —

]

L —1 1

133 ]L —1 1

No. 142 ]I 10—1
143 —

]

L 10—1
144 —

]

L _l —

1

145 ]L —1 —

1

134 2 1 l" No. 138 12 1

135 —2 10 1 139 —12 1

136 —2—10 1 140 —1—2 1

137 2—101. 141 1—2 1.

146 2 2 1 No. 149 110 2

147 3 10 1 150 2 10—1
148 13 1 151 12 0—1
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divisible by xy^. The division performed the expression to be treated

takes the form

It will be found that the 8 coefficients here involved can be obtained from

the combinations

No. 152 10 11
153 —10 11
154 —10—11
155 10—11

No. 156 10 1 —1
157 —10 1—1
158 2 1 1

159 —2 1 1

The first four give the values of

A(,-\- A^-\- A^, A.^-\- A^-\- A^, Aj , 4,

the two following the values of

Aq-\- A^— A^, A^^-\- A^ A^

and the two last the values of

4, + 44,, 4, + 4^3

Group XII is characterized by the condition i= ; the terms are all

divisible by y^yif. The coefficients are derived by equations of exactly the

same form as in the preceding group. It is only necessary to set down the

combinations

:

No. 160 1 1
1^

161 0—1 11
162 0—1—11
163 1—11.

The last group of terms to be considered is that of the 8 in which all

the exponents have finite values. After division by xylyif they have the

form

4o + A^x+ 4^ + A^oi + A^xjf :+• A^x'^ + A^y + 4,y'

The following combinations will enable us to arrive at the coefficients

:

. 164 1 1 —

1

165 —1 1 —

1

166 2 1 1

167 —2 1 1

No. 168 1 111 No. 172 1 1 —

1

1

169 —

1

111 173 1 1 1 —

1

170 —

1

—111 174 2 1 1 1

171 1 —111 175 1 2 1 1

The first four give the values of

A(, + ^2 + 4^ + 4g + 4j , 4-1 , 4.8 , 4.4

The next two being added we have the values of

4o 4" 4j -f- 45 , 4, , 4j

The addition of the two last enables us to have the values of ^o> -^z, -^t-
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A few words may be added regarding the choice of the elements form-

ing the combined arguments for the special values of W. It is not pre-

tended that that adopted in the preceding is the best. There is a lack of

symmetry which, at the moment, I am unable to remove. The latitude in

the matter appears to be great; as would be anticipated when 175 things

are to be chosen from 2025. It is important, however, to keep the integers

multiplying d and d' as small as consists with the condition that the

selected combinations afford independent equations. At least, there is no

need of going outside of the scheme on page 297.
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MEMOIR No. 78.

Deduction of the Power Series Representing a Function from Special

Values of the Latter.

(American Journal of Mathematica, Vol. XXVII, pp. 803-216, 1905.)

I have already treated this matter in another place,* but the exposi-

tion there is by illustration only and quite incomplete. The subject needs

a more general presentation, which will be the endeavor here.

The treatment of the question is much facilitated or, in many cases,

even rendered possible, by the application of two principles. The first is

the isolation of groups in the assemblage of linear equations through the

attribution of zero values to some of the parameters involved. The second

is the disintegration of the equations by comparison when corresponding

positive and negative values are given to one or more of the parameters.

Here it is expedient to adopt a peculiar notation Let F denote the

function to be treated and x the general parameter. The formulae to be

written in what follows will be limited to the case where there are four

parameters ; the modifications to be made when there are more or less will

be obvious. We use i for the general integral exponent always not nega-

tive, and A for the general coefficient. There is here no necessity for the

employment of accents or subscripts to distinguish quantities of the same

kind. The parameters will be known as the first, second, third and fourth.

In designating any one of these all must be written ; thus, the third para-

meter is icVax". Accordingly, we write the equation

where the i's are not necessarily the same. Let subscripts attached to F
denote the special values of the function correspondent to special values of

the parameters ; and, as we have to distinguish between significant and zero

values for the latter, let us suppose that i always denotes a positive integer;

consequently, the value i = is excluded from the summations 2. The

function F must undergo a sort of differencing in reference to zero values

for the parameter ; a difierencing which is more general than the ordinary,

'Astronomical Journal, No. 567. Memoir No. 77.
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since it often involves more than one variable. This mode of operating is,

for the adopted case, depicted in the following system of equations

:

S. ^a^a^a^x" = F;,ooo— ^oooo = F.m

,

S. Asfx'af'x!' = Fo^oo— Fma = ^oxoo

,

S. AxV^^a? = Fom— Fma = Fooa

,

S. A3pa!>7p3* = Fooox— Fmo= ^ooox

,

I I i112
2". Aafa/'a^if' = FxQzo — -^xooo— -^(Kbo— -^oooo = Foxo

,

II 2

S. A^3^:^3^ = F'jX/SfL— -^lOOO— -^OOOat -^0000= -^lOte >

1. AaPi'ifaP = ^orxo— ^Oroo— F^— Fma = Ar«o

,

1 1 2

S. Aififafaf = Foxax — -^oxoo — -^ooor — ^oooo = Fq^qi ,

1 1 2

S. AoiPiPxfjf = /oon — -^OOiO — -^OOte— -^0000 = -^OOm >

S 2 2 1 1 1 8

S.Asfifjfa!' = FxxiQ— -f'lxoo — -^lOiO — -^omo— -^looo— -^oxoo— -^ooio— -^0000= Fxxna,222111 3

S. Aafa^^^af = Fxtfu.— -^Irxoo— -^lOox— -^{boi— -fiooo— -^(boo— -^oooi — -^oooo = F^tsu ,

s s 2 1 1 1 3

S . Asfu^xfa^ = FxOxx— FxQxo — -^lOOi— Fgaac— Fxooo — -^ooio— -^ooto— -^oooo= Fxoxx

,

2 3 1111 3

I. AifMaif = Foxxx— -^ozjto— Foxox— Fooxx— Foxoa— -^ooxo— -^oooc— -^0000 = Foxxx

,

an 33 22
2 • Aa^x'i^i^ = Fxxxa — Fxxiia — Fxxox — Fxoxx— -^om — Fxxm — FxdxO22221— ^xWix — Foxxd — F^zOx — Fqqx* — Fxdoa111 4— -^(bflO — -^OOiO — -^OOftt — -^0000 = Fxxxx •

The number of these equations is 16 = 2*, and, generally, if there are h

parameters, the number is 2*. It will be readily perceived that F is the
I

term of the series independent of the parameters ; that the F are functions

of the single significant parameter appearing in their subscripts, without a
2

term independent of that parameter ; that the F are functions of the two

significant parameters appearing in their subscripts, without any terms
3

independent of one or both parameters ; that the F are functions of the

three significant parameters appearing in their subscripts, without any

terms independent of one, two or all of these parameters ; and, finally, that

F\s2k function of all four parameters, but without any terms independent of

one, two, three or all of these parameters. Thus each i'' of a definite
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superscript involves no terms included in the F of smaller superscripts.

Bj this device we have broken the system of linear equations for the

determination of the coefficients into 16 groups, each of which can be

treated independently of the others.

It is not necessary that the computations should be made by the equa-

tions just written. The last involves no less than 16 terms, and labor will

be saved by eliminating some of the F. The 5 equations at the beginning

remaining unmodified, it will be preceived the following system is equiva-

lent to the former

:

< 2 1

FxxX» = FxniXi — -^•000— .^OJiOO »

2 1

-^icOaso = Pxw>— -^ooiO— Foam>
t 1

Fxo^ = Fxaox — Fwxa— j^«ooo>

2 1

FoxxQ = FqxxO— FoOxO— -^ftrOO >

i 1

-^OxOr = -^OxOa; — -^OOto — -^(teOOi

2 1

FoitKx = Foozx — Foaeo— Foootc i

3 8

FxxxO = F XXX — FxxOO— FxOxO— FotxO + ^''oOnO 1

8 2

FxxOx = FxxOx— FxxOO — FoacOx— FxOOx + FgaOx >

8 2

FgOxx = FseOxx — Fooxx— FxOOx — FxOxO 4" -^zOCO >

8 I

.Fqxxx = Foxxx— FoOxx— ^ftrO»— FqxxO -J" FoiHO ,

4 3 S 1

Fxxxz = Fxxxx— FxxxO— FxxOx— FxxOO— FxOxx— Foxxx -\- FoOxx •

2

These formulae are not the unique ones of their type, but the F admit
3 <

two different forms, the F three and F six. All are obtained by making

certain transpositions between the x and of the subscripts. They need

not be given here, as their employment has no advantage over those just

written,
<

Bach of the Fia evidently divisible by the product of the significant

parameters in its subscript. The functions thus obtained may be considered

as one step nearer the result of elimination. We may use G to denote

them. Thus:
•*

J? a — i v a — ^

1

<?«.=

Q^^ ^^Fx^, etc.,
1

<?«.=

^flaea* ^ '

XXXSS"
F^, etc.,

a?xof3?

= F
xxxx

etc..

We come now to the application of the second principle. In the first

place consider F when involving only a single significant parameter as
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F,^, and let i^+ooo and F_ono denote the values of F,^ for corresponding

positive and negative values of x ; then it is plain we shall have

i:A (x'^ix'x'x' = ^ [F+ooo + ^-ooo]

,

xafafx^ IA (a;')'a;Va;° = i [7*^+ ooo — ^- ooo]

,

where the A of the first equation are distinct from the A of the second, and

where it is now necessary to allow i to assume the value 0.

Next, supposing F involves two significant parameters as -F^^oo> then

we shall have the four equations

SA («')'aa;'x» = ^[F+M + F-:m-\,

TxeTfy* IA \:^yxx'x' = | [T^+^oo — F-xoo]

,

SAx {z'Yx'x' = i IFx+M + Fx-oo]

,

x'xxV EAx [p^y a;*** = i [Fx+ya— Fx-i»\ -

By taking half the sum and half the difference of certain of these, we obtain

the four equations

ZAz"i?'2?7i> = \ {F++W + F+-00 + i^-+oo + 7^—00]

,

SAa?* + 'x^xfaf = \ [F+ +00 + F+_oo — F-+00 - F- -00]

,

SA:e'3?' + 'a;V = \ [/'++00— F+^ + F-+00 — F-^1,
r^2*+V'+Vx» = \ [F++W - F+_oo- F_+oo + F__flo],

where the coeflScients A are distinct for each. The second, third and fourth

are divisible severally by xx^x^a?, x^xxPx" and xxx°x°. By making these

divisions we shall be a step nearer the result of elimination. The rule of

the signs connecting the form F in the group of four equations may seem a

little obscure, but a consideration of the successive operations of taking half

the sum and difference shows that the sign of each F is given by raising the

signs in the subscripts to the same powers as the corresponding parameters

have in the left members of the equations. As here, the even integer 2i

may be dropped out of the exponents, we perceive that the signs in question

are given by the expressions

(+)"(+)", (+)»(-)", (-n+r, {-)"(-)",

i+vi+r, (+y(-r, i-n+r, (-n-r,
(+)"(+)s i+n-r, i-n+y, i-n-v,
(+y{+)\ i+yi-y, (-y(+y, (-y{-y,

In case F involves three significant parameters, as F^^^, we have

entirely analogous equations which, for brevity, we write as follows

:

zA2^'3f'x"^ = ^ S(±y(±y(±y F±±-to,

SAx'*+'z"x"x' =i-S(±)'(±)«(±)'F±±±«,

2:A:^o:?' + Va^ =^S (±)»(± )'(± )° F±±±o

,

IA3?'x"3?< + 'a- =i S (±)°(± )"(± )' F+++Q

,

IAx"+'x" + 'x"^ = I ^(±)'(±)'(±r F±±±o,

zjai«+Va"+v = J- 8(_±y{±y{±y f±±±o,

sat?'!!?' +v+ 'a^ =^ 8{± )°(±)'(±y ;^±±±o

,

sat? +'««+v+v= It 8i±y{±y{±y f±±±o.
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The connection of the ambiguous signs in these equations will be readily

understood.

In case F has all its parameters significant, there are 16 equations

analogous to the preceding ; we need write but one as a type of all

:

SA^'^x'*^' = ^ 5 (±)» (±r (zb)" (±)° F++++

.

Thus, by the application of the two principles of zero values and of

pairs of values of opposite signs, we succeed in breaking the system of linear

equations to be solved into several subordinate systems entirely independent

of each other. When the number of parameters is 2, it is evident that the

number of these subordinate systems is

1.1 + 2.2 + 4.1 = 9 = 3';

where there are 3 parameters this number is

1.1 + 2.3 + 4.3 + 8.1 = 27 = 3';

and when the number of parameters is 4 (the case we have been treating)

the number is

1. 1 + 2. 4 + 4. 6 + 8. 4 + 16. 1 = 81 = 3*;

hence, in the general case, where there are k parameters, the number of

independent subordinate systems is 3*.

After having shown the applicability of zero and parity values of the

parameters for breaking the system of linear equations into detached por-

tions, it remains to show what principles should guide us in selecting the

values of the parameters for which the special values of the function are to

be computed. As in the former memoir we suppose that the values of each

parameter are taken from an arithmetical progression of which one term is

zero. Let d denote the common difference in this progression which,

although it may be different for each parameter, we designate by the same

letter, just as before we employed z and i. Then, in the first instance, the

power series will be derived in the form

^=-(iy(i)'(j)'(j)'

As it is necessary to cut off the power series at some limit, it is desir-

able to choose the d in such a way that the neglected terms should vitiate

as little as possible the derived values of the A. The smaller are the d the

smaller is this vitiation; but practical considerations set a limit to this

diminution. Suppose we are going to quantities of the lO*** order of small-

ness in the x, and decide to halve the d; then, as 2" = 1024, it will be

necessary to add 3 more decimals in our computations; and if the d are

diminished to a tenth, 10 decimals must be added, which procedure could
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not generally be entertained. Thus nice judgment is required in deciding

on the magnitude of the d. As good a rule for the choice as can be given

is to divide the range over which the parameter is supposed to play by the

number of significant exponents it is to receive in the power series. Then

the selection of the values of the parameters should be such that, in a

graphical exhibition, they would be arranged as nearly as possible in a

symmetrical manner about the origin ;
and, in a space of k dimensions if k

is the number of parameters, they should be contained within the ellipsoid

whose axes are the several ranges.

As the computation of special values of the function constitutes much
the larger part of the labor incident to the method, it is desirable to insist on

the limitation that no more special values are to be computed than terms

are to be retained. But some restrictions must be put on the employment

of the two principles given for the purpose of disintegrating the system of

linear equations, and on the selection of values of the parameters for which

the special values of the function are to be computed.

If F is computed for x ^ id, x = id, x = id, x =: id, we shall call iiii

the argument of the value of F. Here i is integral, but may be zero or

negative. Then, in each group of linear equations obtained by the applica-

tion of the first principle, it is plain that the zeros of the arguments used

must fall in the same place as the zero exponents of the parameters; thus,

when we are treating the group whose type is [iOOt], the arguments of the

special values used must be of the type iOOi, where, however, i can be

negative. The first principle can always be used, but it is desirable to limit

the selection of arguments in the following manner :—Dividing the terms

into Division I, where all the exponents are zeros. Division II, when all but

one are zeros, and III where all but two are zeros, and so on ; if we have

used an argument such as iiiO in Division IV, it is necessary to use the

arguments iiOO, iOiO, OiiO in the preceding or here Division III, understanding

that the t in the second case are identical with those standing in the same

place in the first. Hence the proper method of selecting the arguments to

be used seems to be to commence at Division I, for which, in the case we
exhibit, the argument is 0000, and get the arguments for Division II by

substituting for one of the zeros an integer positive or negative. Then the

arguments for Division III are got from these by substituting for one of the

remaining zeros positive or negative integers, and so on to the end. These

integers should constitute in each case an arithmetical progression having

zero near the middle of it.

With regard to the application of the second principle, that of parity
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values, it often cannot be employed without introducing non-independent

equations. The remedy for this state of things is to cut down the operation

to a half stage or even to a quarter stage, and, in some cases, not to employ

it at all.

These matters cannot be well set forth without the help of an example.

We adopt that of the preceding memoir. It is characterized by saying that

it involves four parameters, two of which are regarded as of the first, and

two of the second order of smallness ; and all terms above the eighth order

are to be neglected. This demands the presence of 175 terms in the power

How they are disintegrated into 81 subgroups by the applicationseries.

of our two principles in shown in the following table. As each term is

sufiBciently characterized by the exponents of the four parameters, nothing

else is set down, and the terms of each subgroup are connected by the sign +

.

In addition, the exponents of the first term are set down as they are, but the

following terms of the line are divided by the first term, as the quotients

are more useful than the terms themselves.

d
o
CO

s
1
o

1

an 1

Quotients.

I 1 OOOO

2
2
3

2000
1000

+2000+4000+6000
« « «

II

3
4
5

0200
0100

+0200+0400+0600
ii u a

4
6

7

0020
0010

+0020

5
8

9

0002
0001

+0002
1(

6

10
11

12
13

2200
1200
2100
1100

+2000+0200+4000+2200+0400
« c< U H ii

a « t* u u

+ " " « « +6000+4200+2400+0600
«

III
7

14
15
16
17

2020
1020
2010
1010

«
(<

« +0020 «
tt IC ((

8

18
19
20
21

2002
1002
2001
1001

«
'<

" +0002 "
« « ((
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d o.
lio

6. g o
3
> 1 ^1 >

Quotients.

a o 3 "

CO S

22 0220 +0200
Q 23 0120 «
u

24 0210 « +0020+0400
25 0110 « « «

26 0202 u

III 10 27
28

0102
0201

«

" +0002 "

29 0101 (1 (( ((

30 0022

11 31

32
0012
0021

33 0011 +0020 «

34 2220
35 1220
36 2120

12
37 2210 +2000+0200
38 1120 « St

39 1210 H St

40 2110 ct it

41 1110 « +0020+4000+2200+0400

42 2202
43 1202
44 2102
45 2201 (< «

13 46 1102 « «

47 1201 C( u

IV 48 2101 « »
X T

49 1101 « « +0002 " " "

52 2012
53 2021

14 54 1012
55 1021
56 2011 <(

57 1011 «

60 0212
61 0221

15
62 0112 -

63 0121
64 0211 +0200
65 0111 «

76 2211
77 2111

16
78 1211

V 79 1121
80 1112
81 1111 +2000 "
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The 16 groups in the table are the result of the application of the first

principle; the 81 sub-groups result from the further application of the

second principle. It will be noticed that 14 out of the 81 sub-groups do not

appear in the table ; this is because their terms are all above the 8*^ order.

The success of the application of the two principles is well shown by the

table. Out of 81 sub-groups there is only one (the IS**") which consists of as

many as 10 equations and 10 unknowns; two groups have 7, and three

have 6 ; and 23 groups consist of a single equation giving the value of one

coeflBcient each.

The following table shows a selection of arguments which may be em-

ployed in our illustrative example. The ambiguous signs must be taken in

every possible combination; thus three in one argument denote eight

different arguments.

d
o

S
d

i

1

Arerunients.

I

II

2

8

i

6

±10
0±1

0±1

0±1

±2000
0±2

0±2

0±2

±8000
0±3

±4000
0±4

III

6

7

8

8

10

11

±1±1

±1 0±1

±1 0±1

0±1±1

o±i o±i

0±1±1

±2±1

±2 0±1

±2 0±1

0±2±1

0±2 0±1

2 1

±1±2

±10 2

±10 2

0±1 2

0±1 2

12

±2±2

±3010
±3001
0±3 1

0±3 1

±3±1 ±1±3 1400 2300 3200 4100

IV

12

13

14

IB

±1±1±1

±1±1 0±1

±1 0±1 1

0+1+1 1

±2±1 1

±2±1 1

±1 1-1

0±1 1-1

±1±2 1

±1±2 1

±2011
0±2 1 1

2 1-1

2 1 0-1

1 2-1

1 2 0-1

2 2 10
2 2 1

3110

3101

181

1301

1120

1102

V le ±1±1 1 1 1 1-1 1 1 1 1-1 2 111 12 11

It will be seen from this table that the second principle has not in

every case been pushed to its limit. Thus in Div. IV, Group 12, if we

employ the 8 arguments ±l±l±10we get as many independent rela-

tions between the sought coefficients ; but, if we annex the 8 auguments

± 2 ifc 1 ± 1 0, we do not get 8 additional relations but only 5. This is
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explained by the fact (consult the arrangement of terms in Group 12 in the

first table) that the first 8 give the values of 3 coefficients, and the second 8

also give them.

We will catalogue all the deviations from a complete parity treatment

in the foregoing table. In Group 6, the parity treatment, here involving

two steps, has been applied only in six cases, while four arguments are

without it; to have applied it to the latter would have introduced super-

fluous relations. In Groups 7-10 we have two instances of parity treatment

to two steps, and two to one step. In Group 11 one instance of this treat-

ment to two steps and two arguments without it. In Groups 12 and 13 one

instance to three steps, two to two and six arguments without it. In

Groups 14 and 15 one instance to two steps and two to one. In fine, in

Group 16 one instance to two steps and four arguments without it.

'

<$>>

But it is much easier to comprehend the principles which should be fol-

lowed in the choice of the arguments through a graphical exhibition. The
175 arguments in our example, since they are to four elements, can be

represented in a space of four dimensions. By drawing in this space

3.5 = 15 planes properly chosen, the points representing the arguments will

all lie in these planes. We adopt here for the coordinates the notation of

the first memoir, viz., xv^yi/. In the adjacent diagram the upper oblique

square with its two adjacent points constitutes a table of contents or index
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to the graphs of the 15 planes shown helow ; it bears on the coordinates

y and y or the third and fourth constituents of the argument. These

graphs are placed relatively to each other as the points of the index which

belong to them. By this device we are enabled to represent on a plane,

suflBciently for our purposes, a space of four dimensions. Moreover, the

graphs are placed so as not to interfere with each other, the coordinates

» and a/ being measured from the central point of the oblique squares.

The introduction of the latter into the diagram has no other object than to

enable the eye to grasp quickly the law of distribution of the points.

It will be perceived that 5 of the graphs reduce to a single point; they

may be called oblique squares to side 0. Next 4 graphs consist of oblique

squares to side 1 and they all have one point exterior to the square. Again

there are 3 graphs to side 2 with 2 exterior points. Next 2 graphs to side 3

with 3 exterior points ; and finally, a single graph to side 4 with 4 exterior

points. With regard to these exterior points, it must be explained that the

positions they may have in the diagram are not unique. Let us suppose that

the positions lying nearest the perimeter of an oblique square and exterior

to it are called the adjacent points; they are in number four times the

number expressing the side of the square, and they can be joined by straight

lines so as to form rectangles. Then the exterior points must be distributed

in such a way that each rectangle shall receive one and but one point at some

one of its angles. It is not necessary that a similar arrangement should be

adopted for all or for some of the graphs ; it may be varied at will. In the

diagram the exterior points are, in all cases, placed to the upper and right

side of the square. As to the arrangement of the squares in reference to

the magnitude of their sides, it will be perceived that on the one hand the

limit is a square of the side 0, and on the other a square of side 1 ; and, as

we pass inwards towards the centre, at every step the side augments by 2

but when we arrive at the middle column, it is only a half-step on the right

hand, while it is a whole step on the left. This is for an even number of

parameters ; for an odd number, the half steps do not exist.

The number of points in each graph is shown by the following scheme

:

1.1
1.1 + 2.3
1.1 + 3.3 + 3.5

1.1 + 2.3 + 3.5 + 4.7

1.1+2.3 + 3.5 + 4.7 + 5.9

The regularity apparent in the diagram is due to the tabulation of the points

under the headings of two of the parameters. However, after the diagram

1=175.
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is formed, it will not be difficult to distribute the arguments under the

headings of the groups. It will be noticed that the exterior points are

each a half-unit distant from the perimeters of the squares. As we have

placed them they may be included in a rectangle having one more column

in one direction than in the other.

When we have the arguments of the special values which determine

the coefficients of a sub-group, it is easy to write, with the assistance of the

first table, the determinant belonging to the solution. Thus, in Sub-group

13 of our example the determinant is

1". 1" P. 1° 10.1 = 1*. 1" IM^ IM* IM" 1\V 1^

ZM" 2M» 2».P 2M« 2^^ 2M* 2M» 2*.V 2^

1».2<> P.2» 1».2' 1*.2» P. 2* 1«.2* 1».2» V.2' 1^

2».2<> 2^2" 2».2» 2*. 2" 2^2^ 2». 2* 2". 20 2^2^ 2^

3M» 3M« 3». P 3*.!" 3M=' 3M* 3M'' 3*. P 3=*

1».3» v. 3" 1«.3» V.S" P.3» 1».3* 10.3'' V.S" 1=

40 p 4M» 40 12 i*.!" 4M» 4M« 4«. 1» 4*. P 4==

3«. 2» 3'. 20 3«. 2^ 3*.2» 3^2== 3". 2* 3».2'' 3^2= 3="

2».3» 2^3" 2». 3== 2*. 3" 2=. 3=" 2». 3* 2«.3» 2*. 3=' 2^

10,40 P.4» 1<'.4=' 1*.4» P. 4== 1''.4* 1«.4» P. 4'' 1\

P. p
2». P
P. 2»

2». 2«

3". P
P. 3«

40 16

3«.2''

2°. 3«

P. 4«

There is no need of proving that these determinants are non-vanishing, as

they are all met with in the problem of drawing a parabolic curve through

a definite number of distinct points in a space of two or more dimensions.
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MEMOIR No. 79.

Integrals of Planetary Motion Suitable for an Indefinite Length ot Time.

{Astronomical Journal, Vol. XXV, pp. 1-13, 1905.)

The desirableness of having in our possession a feasible method for

procuring expressions for the coordinates of the planets not limited to short

intervals of time about an adopted epoch cannot be disputed. The general

theory of such expressions is now well known, and the difficulties attending

the subject are reduced to those of elaboration. It must be confessed that

when all the parameters involved are left indeterminate in the formulas the

latter have a degree of complexity that is truly frightful.

Gyld6n devoted the latter years of his life to the investigation of this

matter. But he left everything in an incomplete state, and it is obvious

that he undertook too much in endeavoring to provide for the eight major

planets of the solar sytems at once.

Is it not likely, that, leaving supplementary efforts for the future,

a more satisfactory result may be attained by advancing with a lighter load?

In accordance with such a view 1 have undertaken to mark out a practicable

route in treating the simplest case suggested by the constitution of the solar

system. Let us suppose that Jupiter and Saturn are alone considered, and

that they are made to move in the same plane. Also let the masses of the

three bodies concerned, the two constants called protometers by Gyld^n,

and the two constants attached severally to the integrals of living force and

the conservation of areas, be known numerical quantities. It is proposed

to treat the problem thus limited. The deviations in passing from the ideal

to the actual case can afterwards be estimated by methods similar to

Lagrange's variation of arbitrary constants. It is evident that the coefficients

of the various inequalities brought out in the treatment of the simplified

problem will be functions of two indeterminate constants, which we may
designate by e^ and ed, and which are the moduli of the deviations of the

orbits from circularity. These functions admit of development in powers

and products of these constants, the multipliers alwaj's turning out as

numbers. It is the latter circumstance which renders the treatment at all

practicable. If we were to insist on the four linear elements, as well as the
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masses being kept indeterminate in the coeflBcients, we should find the latter

incapable of expression.

The fundamental conceptions of Gylden are employed in the following

treatment, and I desire to express my high sense of their value, nevertheless,

in the interests of brevity, many modifications have been made in the ulterior

procedures.

The motions of Jupiter and Saturn relative to the Sun are treated

simultaneously, that is, as if we were concerned with the motion of a single

point in a space of four dimensions.

Let the following scheme show the notation for masses and rectangular

coordinates:
Masses Coordinates

Sun M
Jupiter m e 7

Saturn m' f ^'

The motion of the planets relative to the Sun is bound up in the ex-

pressions of two functions; first, T the living force deduced by multiplying

half the product of every two masses by the square of the velocity of one

relative to the other, adding the three terms thus obtained and dividing by

the mass of the system; second, fl the potential function equivalent to the

sum of the three terms given by dividing the product of every two masses

by their distance. Thus:

T=iM^m + m')- [Mm '^^^^f^' 4- Mm' ^'\lf^" + mm' ^^'' -
^%l^^'

' ^^^

^

_ Mm Mm' mm' ^
^ ~ 7FT7 •

Vf" + V'
"^

V (5' - f)' + (V - ny

By putting

we may write

_ (Jf + m') m _ (J/"+ vC)m' _ mm'
"'- M + m + m" '''~ M+m + m" "" ~ Jf + wH- m'

rr_ dV + d7)' dS" + d^" d^d^' + dr,d^'
^ - '^—23r~ ^ '^ 2dt' ~ "• W

But it is convenient to have a form of this function consisting of two terms,

each involving two coordinates. We get this at the expense of complicating

the form of ft. Submitting to this, however, we introduce two hypothetical

planets for the actual. Let the coordinates of the former be x, y and x', 'j/

* These equations are identical with those adopted by Lagrange in his Etaai, except that here the

third coordinate is made to vanish. One may consult Laplace, Micanique Odette, Premiire Partie,

Llv. II, Art. 9, especially Equation (7) ; Tom. I, p. 131, Old Ed.

Vol. IV.—31
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connected with the coordinates of the actual planets (x being a constant)

by the equations

e= a! + ««', y] = i/ + xy', f = a;' + w;, ^' = y' + xy

,

Now consider the quadratic form

By the substitution this becomes

[/*, + AS '^- 2 AS "3 a^ + [a*. + /'i
"^- 2 /*» '] a^' + 2 [(/», + /^) « - /^ (1 + **)] »b'

If X is adopted so as to satisfy the equation

» _ AS

1 + ;t' A'l + AS

(we can take the smaller root of the quadratic) the term in xa! will disappear.

Instead of eliminating x eliminate fi^ from the expression, and put

and the quadratic form becomes
mx' + mV

This linear transformation being applied to the living force T, gives rise

to the expression

or, using r for the radius and v for the longitude, in terms of polar co-

ordinates, to

^-™—23?— + °' 25?

But since we wish £1 to involve only three variables, we further trans-

form by making

which leads to

^-"^
23? +'" 23?

Denoting the variables severally conjugate to r, /, ^, 4' by the symbols

8, «', u, 10, we shall have

at at

The derivatives being eliminated from T by means of these equations.

The potential function in terms of the variables last adopted is

mm!
Mm Mm' . 1 — x

Vr" + 2irPco8<^ + xV* V r" + 2xfT' coa ^ + xV ^ Vt^'-ar/cos^ + r*
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Putting F for CL— T, the differential equations of the problem are

ds _ dF d^_ dF du_ dF dw _ dF
3» ~ W dt dr" dt~ d<l>

'
dt d4'

dr__dF dr^ = _dF d^_ _dF d4' ^ _dF
dt ds

'
dt 9«' '

dt du' W dw

But F does not contain 4', hence -t- = and w =^ h a, constant. This

value may be substituted in T, and thus

Employing this in F the equations of the problem are the independent

system of six:

ds _ dF d^_ dF du_ dF
3f~ dr' dt ~ W 3f d<j>

dr__dF dr' __dF d<i> _ _dF
dt ~ ds' df ds" dt du

with the equation w = h, and the equation (to be treated by a quadrature)

d</> dF
W~ dh

We have still one more integral of the problem, viz., F= G & constant,

and t is not explicitly involved in the equations. Thus we may dispense

with t as the independent variable and employ some other in its place. It

is well known that Gylden's aim was to determine the radius of each planet

as a function of its longitude, and thus he adopts the latter as the indepen-

dent variable. But we are almost necessitated to have only one independent

variable through the whole treatment of the problem. It will be advan-

tageous to select a variable already contained in the equations. The only

one suitable appears to be ^ or the elongation of the hypothetical planets

;

this like t can be regarded as passing from — oo to + oo
, and^ never van-

ishes.* It will be seen that H involves this variable through the function

cos ^, hence, no elaboration of this factor is needed with the proposed choice.

By division of the differential equations we obtain

dF
ds dr
d,l>- dF'

du

. dF
ds' _ W
d^ W<"

du

dF
du 9^

du

dF
dr ds

du

dF
dr> as'

1^~ 5?'
du

dt _ 1

du

*Tbe Julian year being the iiDit of time, a mde computation has given 81211" and 60122" as the

greatest and least valnes of £..
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Also we may write

d<l> ^ dh

A simpler form may be given to these equations; by solving the equation

F=z C,u being regarded as the unknown, we arrive at

u = W & function of r, /, s, s', ^

Then we may write

ds dW 3^ dW du _ dW
3^- dr' 3^- W 30~

d<i>

dr _ dW dr' dW dt _ dW
3^ 9«

' d^ ~ W '

3^ 'dV

to which may be added
d<}> _ _dW
3^ dh

The four differential equations bearing on the variables r, r', s, s' con-

stitute an independent system to be integrated by itself. Thus, r, r', s, e/

will be got as functions of ^ the iudependent variable. The remainder of

the work on the problem consists, first, of a quadrature executed on the

equation
dt __dW

by means of which t will be obtained as a function of ^, and, by inversion, ^
as a function of t; and, second, of a quadrature executed on the equation

30_ _ dW
30 d h

by which '4' will be had as a function of ^, and thence of t.

It will be seen that these operations introduce six additional arbitrary

constants, which, with h and G, make up the eight demanded by the

problem.

If it is thought undesirable to keep h and C evident in the expression

of W, we can have recourse to the equations

di> dF dv h+W dvf h-W
it
~ du' dt mr' ' dt

~
mV*"

We have now to consider the derivation of W. This is obtained from

the Bolutior^, of a quadratic. This quadratic is

tar' + mV " ^ ^^ ^^ E S'
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To simplify the solution of this we can put

» W = hV,

h+W.

1

mr*"
= /»' COS'o,

1
sin'o

VKfi -C) m
- i-, cos

m'

h-W
VmV 'i'-HQ -£7) m 7 Sinm V

Whence may be derived

sii1 ((J 4- ,A — hp sin SJo W = ^sinj.
sin (o +

")

^2 (J3- C)- m
")

The quadratic in V can be given the form

F' + 2Fco82. + l=^,[2(fi-C)-J-g

This equation will be more useful to us in deriving the value of For TFthan

the equation involving the auxiliary angle r.

Since TF involves no less than four square radicals, it is sufficiently plain

that, with the four dependent variables r, r', s, s', nothing can be accom-

plished in the line of integration. We are therefore led to make a trans-

formation of variables such that the radicals in the expression of TFmay be

got rid of. Gylden's notions relative to this step in the treatment of the

planetary problem are valuable, but, what is singular, he has never given a

philosophical presentation of them. We adopt the essential part of them,

reserving the privilege of making extensive modifications in the remainder.

We bear in mind that it is always possible to study the form of orbits

without regard to the question as to what particular points the planets oc-

cupy at stated times. To show what, in

fact, is at the bottom of Gylden's princi-

ples, the annexed diagram is drawn. Let

the curve P^P^P^ be a portion of the rel-

ative orbit of a planet about the sun S.

Suppose we have it in our power to draw

the tangents to the curve at the points P^,

P2, P3. These tangents may be regarded

as the traces of mirrors perpendicular to

the plane of the orbit, and SPi, SP2, SP3 being rays of light emanating from

the Sun let the directions of the reflected rays be Pji^i, PtF^, P^Ff. Next

adopt a linear magnitude a, named the protometer by Gylden, and take the

points F so that generally, SP -\- PF shall equal double this. The fixed

point S being called the occupied focus of the curve, the points F^, F^, F^
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may be called the empty foci of the curve severally belonging to the points

P,, Ps, Ps and correspondent to the protometer a. As the point P moves

along the curve from Pj through Pg to P3 the general empty focus F will

move on a curve starting from Pj, passing through P, to P3. As we have

drawn the radii SP, so we may draw the radii SF. Note the general quotient

8F
8P + PF

of which the denominator is constant; this is called the eccentricity (Gyl-

d6n's diastem) of the orbit at the point P correspondent to protometer a.

Also the direction of SF is that of the apsides at P correspondent to proto-

meter a ; and the difference of the directions SP and FS taken so as to

augment with the motion of P is called the true anomaly (Gyld^n's dias-

tematic argument) at P correspondent to protometer a.

The properties of the orbit may then be studied in the path of the empty

focus F. There is nothing which necessitates a determinate value for a, but

practical considerations lead us to adopt a value making F move much more

slowly than P. It is easy to see that a value may be adopted such that

when P makes a movement of the order of the solar mass, F makes a move-

ment of the order of the disturbing planetary masses. If we have no other

information as to a proper value for a, we may use the semiaxis of the in-

stantaneous ellipse which prevails at any moment, or half the sum of the

radii at a perihelion and an aphelion passage if the latter are consecutive.

The protometer is a superabundant constant; if it is left indeterminate in

the integrals of the problem, on their substitution in the original differential

equations, the latter will fail to be satisfied unless a condition is established

enabling us to reduce the number of introduced constants by a unit. It is

not necessary, however, that the eliminated constant should be a proto-

meter; we may elect to remove one of the others.

In the theory of Jupiter and Saturn, by properly adopting a and a',

the empty foci of the two orbits may be made to move so slowly that,

omitting minor oscillations, they do not accomplish what may be called

a relative revolution in their positions in less than 54 000 years.

Precisely as we have had a protometer and empty focus for the planet's

path, we may have similar things for the path of F. Here the protometer

will generally be smaller than the first, and the path of the second order

wholly contained within the path of the first F. In stable planetary motion

it is to be expected that when the operation of establishing an empty focus

is repeated many times, the movement of the last F may be small enough
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to be neglected, and we thus shall have an empty focus as fixed as the

occupied one S.

Limiting our attention to the empty focus of the first order, we see

that when we have adopted a value for the protometer and know the position

of the corresponding empty focus with the longitude of the planet, we know
the position of the latter in space as well as its velocities, it being, of course,

assumed that we know the value of TT" or F at the moment concerned.

For convenience in graphic exhibition we have supposed in the diagram

that we had the power of drawing the tangent to the planetary path at any

point. It does not, at first sight, seem that the knowledge of the variable

could be tantamount to this; but when it is noted that

dt ~ m' dt ~ mr*

we see that
dr_ i^s _ r's

dv~h(l +V)~ h + W
Thus, if we know the values of s, h and W, the tangent can be drawn.

It is apparent from all this that the planet may be conceived to move
at each moment in an ellipse with a constant major-axis, but with the eccen-

tricity and the line of apsides in constant variation. The principle of the

moving empty focus has been invoked chiefly to find a transformation of the

four variables r, r', a, d suitable for the purpose of enabling us to get rid of

the square radicals which appear in W.
Let us call the protometer a, the eccentricity e, and the true anomaly /

(Gyld6n'8 symbols for the latter are >? and F^ Then we propose to replace

the four variables r, r', », «' by the four /", f, e, e'. We immediately have

1 + 6 cos/' 1 + e' cos/'

and it only remains to consider what functions of /, f, e, e' we shall substi-

tute for the variables », i/. To this end we appeal to some properties of

intermediate orbits. Let us put

A» =r* -f g/tr/ cos (^ + (cV*
A'^ _ /2 _j_ gKrr' cos -I- kV
^'>2 — ^2_2rr' COB

<f> + r'

Then the potential function will have the expression

mm'
_ Mm , Mm' 1 —x
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For the intermediate orbits we may suppose that r takes the place of A, and

/ the places of A' and A". By putting

we can write

T T

where
p ir^ V 2r cos rf> + x/ ii^>,^2/ co8.^ + xr mm' 2/ cos — r

rA (J + r) r J (J' + r*) 1 — x r J" (J" + r

)

Let the intermediate orbits be founded upon the potential

/im ii'm!

Then it is plain that the variables s and «' in these intermediate orbits will

have expressions in terms of /, /', e, tl, as follow

:

which are the functions we shall use.

Compute now the two Jacobians

_dsdr _dsdr , _ 9 s^ 9r' _ as' 9/
^~dedf- d/de' ^ ~

de'W W de'

Then the differential equations in terms of the new variables will be

de _dW df _ _dW ,dl^_dW ,df' _ _dW
^ d<i>~ df ^ d<t>~ de' ^ d<i>~ df" ^ J^ 9e'

We have

_ rakJlJE e8in'/+ [2e + (1 + e*) cob/] e co8/_ m V/iag

"""vr^^ (1 + ecos// vr^^
consequently

de_ 1_ Vr^=1^ 9Tf de;^_ 1 \IT^' dW
d<f, mii/fia e 'df' d<t, m' i^JHF ? df^

df ^ J. VT^^9F df _ _A„ vr=i^ 9

r

rf^ mVA'a e de ' ^ va'^/ia' ? 9e'

These equations have not the canonical form, but it is easy to reduce them

to it. For brevity put

1 -k -J h'm^na~ ' m' Vt^
Then we adopt the variables y; and y;' of the order of the squares of the

eccentricities to replace e and e' and such that
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whence it follows that

With this choice of variables we have to submit to the slight inconvenience

of having half powers of >? and V in the expression of W. The differential

equations become
d^_ dW rfV_ dW
d<j, e/' d<p dT
^^_9F df ^_dW
d<f) 3ij '

d<f) Qrj

The two protometers a and a' will be superabundant constants, but we
can bring it about that there shall be only one such constant by supposing

that a and a' are adopted not in an arbitrary manner, but so as to fulfil the

equation

a a

Thus we eliminate C which is replaced by the two constants a and a'.

This restriction does not impair the suitableness of these constants for our

purpose, and it brings about a marked reduction in the complexity of the

quadratic equation which determines W. Here, with profit, we may intro-

duce the variable semi-parameters

p = o(l— e') , p' = a'(l—

O

By putting the values

^ = ^(l + «co8/), :f = ^e'8mV
r p

^ ^ " m p •'

into the expression
/an /im ^
r 2a 2m

it becomes

Thus the equation for W takes the form

mr' m r r^ r^

where the variables « and s' have been eliminated and replaced by -p and y,
or, what is the same thing, by e and e'. At first sight, it might appear pos-

sible to get rid of the arbitrary constant h, by putting it equal to a function

of the protometers, and thus escape having any superabundant constants.

But A essentially depends on the moduli of the departure of the orbits from

circularity, hence there is an incongruity in supposing that h depends on a

and a'. After the integration is accomplished, we shall find that the differen-
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tial equations are not satisfied unless a condition, which may be put in the

form
h = fvmct (a, a', e„ , e',)

is fulfilled. But we suppose that the numerical values of both h and C have

been derived from observation before the investigation is commenced. It is

apparent therefore that any incongruity in the values assigned to a and a' is

simply thrown on the values of the constants Cq and ^q. As the values of the

latter are supposed to be determined after the investigation is completed,

we need not pay any attention to the matter.

Employing the preceding auxiliary quantities p and v, and putting

the quadratic for V takes the form

Y^-\-%Vcos2v + l = K cos*u + K' sin^ + X
= i (Z + Z') +i {K— K') co%2v + X

Let us make

Then

If we put

we have

whence it follows that

[F + cos 2v]=' = A'' + (2A + M) cos 2v + cos'' 2« + Z

N = A -{- aoa'Hv , WQ — M coe,1v -^ X

-^^rrlfr^
The radical in this expression must have the positive sign.

The preceding formulas have been given such a shape that the greatest

degree of accuracy may be attained by the use of logarithms of a definite

number of decimals, "We note that X is of the order of the planetary

masses; and, in the case of Jupiter and Saturn, the numerical value of cos

2i; is always less than jV> *o<i if of the order of the squares of the eccentri-

cities, hence itf^cos 1v may be considered as of the same order as X. Thus

Q, always within the limits ±0.004, is of the same order. A is then quite

an approximate value of F. The computation of the latter is facilitated by

2
having a table of log —=^ for small values of Q. "We have pre-

ferred to derive Y instead of T7, because it is independent of the assumed

linear and temporal units ; to have W multiply F by the constant h.
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It is proposed to develop F in series suitable for use in the further

prosecution of the subject by the employment of special values. It will be

found convenient to have the development in two forms. First, as a power

series of four rectangular coordinates, so to speak, and second as a series of

periodic terms depending on arguments whose constituents are ^, / andf

.

It is comparatively easy to pass from one to the other of these forms. We
prefer to attack the development by way of the first form. In the elaboration

of this matter is seems a trifle easier to employ parameters somewhat
different from those previously suggested. "We adopt the four following:

e cos f= a; , e' cos /' = a;' , e' = y , e'* = y*

We shall then have

where the A are periodic functions of the independent variable ^, such that

A = Co +; Ci cos (^ + Og COS 2<^ + 0, cos 3<^ + . .

the C being constants. The object of the procedure is to discover the values

of the G from the special values of F corresponding to chosen values of the

five parameters x, x', y, y', ^.

The second or polar form for F may be given in terms of >? and vf

instead of e and e'; it is

7 = 2[4oo + 4,0'? + 4o,V + A^r,' + 4»W + 4„V' + . •] J'^'V''^' cos 0> + if+ i'f)

where J may not receive negative integral values, while i and i' do. The A
in this expression are constants whose numerical values result from the

proposed method.

With the chosen parameters the radii have the expressions

I + X 1 + X

Let us suppose that, in the considered development of F, all terms of an

order greater than the eighth with respect to eccentricities may be neglected;

and that the quantities A are to be pushed so as to stop with the term C^

cos 16^; then it is evident that the number of constant coeflBcients C7is

16 [1.5.9 + 2.4.7 + 3.3.5 + 4.2.3 + 5.1.1] = 2800

We shall thus be obliged to compute 2800 special values of F. But, not to

be too greatly appalled at this, we see that very large portions of the com-

putations involved are identical throughout certain groups in the 2800 values.

In order to save labor we must arrange our work in such a manner that

there are no virtual repetitions even of arithmetical operations. For instance,

having to make our computations for the 16 values of ^, viz., 0°, 12°, 24°,
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... 180°, we notice that the only way ^ is involved in V is by the factor

cos^; hence, when ^ is in the second quadrant, the terms having it as factor

are to be got by negativing the corresponding terms when ^ was in the first

quadrant.

It is impossible to give here such a development of V as has just been

described, nevertheless I propose to exemplify the process by giving some

details for the special value 4) = 60°. We must then compute 175 values

of V. First, it is necessary to mention the values adopted for the masses,

the two protoraeters and the two constants G and h added severally to the

equations of living forces and conservation of areas. Let the Julian year

be the unit of time, and the Earth's mean distance from the Sun the linear

unit. Let us assume the data

:

Mass in terms of

Son's mass n
log (n in terms of

the radian)

Earth

Jupiter

Saturn
1047.355

8 501.7

1295977".4238

109256".61518

43996".08754

0.798 1723 029

9.724 0226 085

9.328 9889 243

Whence follow the values of the logarithms of the masses

:

logM = 1.596 3432 817 , log m = 8.576 2493 713

log m' = 8.052 0767 483

Thence are derived the values of the constants employed in the preceding:

log ^L^ = 8.575 8350 290
, log fi^ = 8.051 9528 568

log ;*» = 5.031 4444 859
,

log /c = 6.341 8974 798

log m = 8.575 8349 808
,

log m' = 8.051 9627 448

log /» = 1.596 7576 722
,

log /x' = 1.596 8818 368

To get the values of a and a', we have the equation already agreed upon,

a a

A discussion of ephemerides, derived from the New Tables of Jupiter and

Saturn, gives

20 = 0.33268 25845

It may be arbitrarily assumed that the ratio may be obtained from the

equation

Thence log a = 9.7366028224 ; and the two equations combined give

log a =0.716 2344 631 , log a' = 0.979 6316 407

From the same discussion of ephemerides we get

ft = 0.37893 10781 , log A = 9.578 5602 254

Having now the values of the necessary constants, the formulas for the
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special value ^ = 60° may be set down. The special values of x and x' are

selected from the arithmetical progression — 0.08, — 0.06, . . ., 0.06, 0.08;

those of y and i/ from the progression — 0.0050, —0.0025, 0.0000, 0.0025,

0.0050. Modifying the significations of r and A, the following formulas

which involve constants are given (the numbers within brackets are common
logarithms)

:

A»

1+x'

1 + 0.00040 29904 + 0.00000 01624

P' =

= 1 + 0.00011 98120 -p- + 0.00000 00144

+ 0.29730 73492

+ 0.97450 47801

0.54525 89745

0.98106 11839

p" cos 2u = 0.98106 11839 J_
r'

0.97450 47801

_^y.g05 5623 922^ ^ 1+0.00040 29904

r"

r'

-^
r'

r"

1

1

r"

/_
r

—[5.8911982 364] r

+ [6.529 3022 860] r

A(A+1)

1+0.00011 98120
r

V
A'(A'+1)

-0.54525 89745
r

"7^

p- r- A"(A"+1)

The following table gives the values of A and log M for the only

combinations of the values of y and y that are used; d' represents 0.0025.

Argnments

V V'

d' A log Jf

.42653 77301 599 7.680 9425 816n
—2 .43244 64917 631 8.062 1565 242re

—

1

.42950 22721 059 7.913 1787 711n

1 .42355 24392 043 7.134 7777 062n
2 .42054 59573 717 7.324 5524 816

—2 .42751 44143 044 7.879 9102 207n
—

1

.42702 63514 632 7.791 7616 788w

.42604 85484 730 7.531 6407 641n

.42555 88044 701 7.302 0514 923n
—

1

—

1

.42998 75346 308 7.981 1656 474n

1 .42305 98056 562 5.584 9170 982

2 .42004 97978 427 7.546 6291 400

1 .42256 65977 901 7.158 9463 351

—

1

.42901 64707 212 7.832 4670 973»

1 —

1

,42404 45004 359 7.441 7072 155n
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The 175 values of F and of the derived function G which serve better

for the determination of the coeflBcients follow; all are to 13 places of

decimals; the horizontal lines delimit the 16 groups; the first G is omitted

a£ it is identical with the corresponding 7.*

No. Argument F
< i i i

1 .42607 46965 557

2 —4 .42658 69065 999 — 12 80525 llOi

3 —3 .42643 33658 278 — 11 95564 240^

4 —2 .42629 88798 411 — 11 20916 427

5 —1 .43618 01784 162 — 10 54818 605

6 1 .42598 03943 278 — 9 43022 279

7 2 .42589 56291 947 — 8 95336 805

8 3 .42581 90638 313 — 8 52109 0814

9 4 .42574 95984 151 — 8 12745 351i

10 -^ .42569 15913 989 + 9 57763 142

11 —3 .42577 87633 688 + 9 86443 956^

12 —2 .42587 12863 433 + 10 17051 062

13 —

1

.42596 97198 701 ,+ 10 49766 856

14 1 .42618 69350 754 + 11 22385 197

15 2 .43630 72560 656 + 11 62797 549i
16 3 .43643 66015 374 + 12 06349 939

17 4 .42657 60587 540 + 13 53405 495|

18 —2 .43202 73981 346 — 297 63507 894^

19 •—

1

.43905 14744 700 — 297 67779 143

20 1 .42309 71356 838 — 297 75608 719

21 2 .42011 88635 244 —297 79165 156^

22 --2 .42699 90167 611 — 46 21601 027

23 --1 .42654 09550 516 — 46 62584 959

24 1 .42560 00405 323 — 47 46560 234

25 2 .42511 67793 591 — 47 89585 983

26 —1 —

1

.43606 56238 373 — 95778 933

27 1 .42608 34132 997 — 92195 478

28 —1 .43630 31492 094 — 1 07322 735

29 1 —

1

.42588 36915 790 — 82739 368

30 —2 —

1

.42617 31408 338 — 1 03811 608i
31 2 .42599 06615 134 — 86031 010

32 2 .42643 44613 541 — 1 16714 966i
33 2 —

1

.43580 61300 834 — 77387 871i
34 —1 —2 .43595 86133 903 — 90774 067i

85 1 2 .42619 34273 162 — 97632 607i

• The reader is referred to A. J., No. .567, and Amer. Jour. Math., Vol. XXVII, for farther

explanation. Memoirs Nos. 77, 78.
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No. Argument r o
i i { i

36 —

1

2 .42643 55401 477 1 14011 108
37 1 —2 .42579 27061 368 — 78610 107
38 —2 —2 .42605 61728 808 — 98241 869f
39 2 2 .42609 17946 109 — 90985 234i
40 —2 2 .42658 11299 314 — 1 24226 451
41 2 —2 .43572 16599 647 — 73602 456
42 —3 —

1

.42629 44381 336 — 1 13170 028|
43 3 1 .42590 71252 144 — 80590 455J
44 —3 1 .42658 39221 886 — 1 27726 137

45 3 —

1

.42573 58809 032 — 72645 858i
46 —1 —3 .42585 83853 549 — 86199 581i
47 1 3 .42631 12095 383 — 1 03632 570S
48 —1 3 .42657 85136 233 — 1 21434 084|
49 1 —3 .42570 69070 294 — 74819 628i
50 3 2 .42600 05443 053 — 85131 726i
51 2 3 .42619 96703 738 — 96439 671

52 4 1 .42583 15338 857 — 75757 622f
53 1 4 .42643 76450 170 — 1 10278 772f

54 -—1 -—

1

.42950 85717 572 — 91612 087

55 .42261 31404 584 — 93392 020

56 -—

1

.42858 61411 708 — 93227 242

57 1 -—

1

.42357 25708 394 — 97766 597

58 .41962 55137 645 — 93468 682i
59 2 .42212 03727 050 — 94228 911

60 —1 -—

1

.42924 09891 117 + 8 40327 812

61 1 .42307 81172 646 + 7 52838 087

62 —1 .42311 83237 274 + 8 42938 169

63 1 -—

1

.42888 20629 923 + 7 51092 498

64 —2 -—

1

.42945 42659 496 + 8 93040 971

65 2 .42306 09573 591 + 7 14445 181i
66 —2 .42314 20669 271 + 8 96260 210i
67 2 -—

1

.42872 98052 077 + 7 13009 506i
68 1 .42017 52952 802 + 7 53669 918i
69 —

1

.42005 55058 656 + 8 44197 596i
70 3 .42304 54020 198 + 6 79663 534S
71 —3 .42316 88492 105 + 9 56519 151i

72 --1 -—

1

.42886 99701 766 — 7 65276 078

73 1 .42312 68659 512 — 8 25082 523

74 --1 .42306 88639 735 — 7 67049 753

75 1 --1 .42924 59664 401 — 8 22534 504

76 --2 --1 .42870 02053 051 — 7 39294 762^

77 2 .42315 82494 227 — 8 57228 855

78 --2 .42304 18786 785 — 7 40766 035i
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No.

79

<

Argament
< >

2 —1
<

r

.42945 48709 669

9

— 8 54184 935

80 1 2 .42006 58396 977 — 8 26311 732

81

82

83

—

1

3

—3

2

1

1

.42016 74658 131

.42319 15078 648

.42301 60263 708

— 7 67894 871J— 8 91776 002^
— 7 16079 579f

84 —1 —1 .42667 87841 359 + 3 23472 238

85 1 1 .42553 54568 960 + 2 97185 916

86 —1 1 .42567 22868 258 + 3 32355 670

vi 1 —1 .42641 76925 208 + 2 89603 029

88 —2 —1 .42683 38236 934 + 3 43426 782

89 2 1 .42547 74072 869 rl-. 2 82170 578

90 —2 1 .42575 35990 131 + 3 53124 023

91 2 —1 .42630 68649 045 + 2 75113 930i
93 1 2 .42508 26989 054 + 3 01108 871

93 —1 2 .42515 48692 123 + 3 36960 036i
94 3 1 .42542 49737 198 + 2 68553 039S
95 —3 1 .42584 57440 965 + 3 76552 359S

96 —

1

—1 .42640 64709 066 — 2 95074 594

97 1 1 .42567 97523 215 — 3 25267 305

98 —

1

1 .42552 53433 701 — 3 02795 234

99 1 —1 .42668 48515 369 — 3 16579 656

100 —2 —1 .42628 04966 680 — 2 85290 856

101 2 1 .42576 50630 001 — 3 37685 210i
102 —2 1 .42545 51492 114 — 2 92594 457i
103 2 —1 .42683 92013 805 — 3 28434 095

104 1 2 .42516 30638 533 — 3 29770 127^

lOS —

1

2 .42507 31605 566 — 3 06789 415^

106 3 1 .42585 66437 708 — 3 51005 810S
107 —3 1 .42538 90076 639 — 2 83001 061

108 1 I .42310 58853 156 + 72573 314

109 —1 I .42315 03254 566 + 84608 117

110 —1 —1 ]L .42308 80287 354 + 75546 116

111 1 —1 ]I .42305 16036 942 + 65157 969

112 2 L .42308 70161 097 + 67673 426

113 —2 I .42317 67229 171 + 92086 353i
114 —2 —1 ]L .42310 94231 961 + 81951 505

115 2 —1 ]L .42303 59835 544 + 60898 343i
116 2 ]L .42313 50711 015 + 76833 097^
117 —

1

2 ]L .42318 42690 634 + 89853 122i
118 —

1

—2 ]L .42305 92346 103 + 71613 508i
119 —2 ]L .42302 61988 561 + 61917 123

120 1 —

]

L .42906 01583 824 + 71770 322
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No.

j

Argument
I

V o

121 —1
*

1 —

1

.42945 45641 449 + 83507 896

122 —1 —

1

—

1

.42904 24359 261 + 74710 089

123 1 —

1

—

1

.42871 52871 682 + 64545 325

124 2 2 .42311 42982 545 + 71553 1254

125 3 1 .42306 99606 090 + 63351 528

126 1 3 .42316 58611 180 + 81538 145^

127 1 1 .42012 76460 949 + 72970 945^

128 2 1 —

1

.42889 36957 902 + 66975 928

129 1 2 —

1

.42925 07517 229 + 75906 224

130 1 1 .42560 87731 296 + 28239 922

131 —

1

I .42575 94463 515 + 32845 370

132 —1 —

1

1 .42559 09517 703 + 29400 000

133 1 —

1

1 .42546 64928 980 + 25407 726

134 2 1 .42554 51840 905 + 26356 082

135 —2 I .42584 95142 874 + 35697 541

136 —2 —

1

1 .42566 45095 958 + 31800 333

137 2 —

1

I .42541 34343 104 + 23766 943

138 2 I .42568 69244 747 + 29858 160

139 —

1

2 I .42585 31449 857 + 34832 647^

140 —

1

—2 :I .42551 48200 089 + 27896 587i
141 —2 :L .42540 14542 605 + 24166 680

142 1 —

:

L .42654 96567 531 + 27127 051

143 —

1

1 —

]

L .42683 65607 230 + 31478 283

144 —

1

—

1

—

]

L .42653 18979 640 + 28241 336

145 —

1

—

]

L .42629 39283 270 + 24460 144

146 2 ]L .42561 71694 733 + 27834 530J
147 1 ]L .42548 79163 701 + 24693 325f
148 3 ]L .42577 04609 992 + 31635 453

149 1 5J .42512 55279 918 + 28820 700

150 1 —

]

L .42642 84864 186 + 25343 846

151 2 —

]

L .42669 06826 634 + 28648 324

152 L .42262 47874 148 + 9467 885

153 —

1

.42259 99658 292 + 11271 013

154 —

1

-—

1

L .42874 35361 705 + 11159 250

155 -—1 : .42844 55092 763 + 9390 084

156 1 —

j

.42352 36690 008 + 9230 923

157 —

1

1 —

]

.42362 72033 168 + 10972 342

158 2 .42263 51464 200 + 8750 876

159 —2 .42258 49628 601 + 12420 162i

160 1 .42260 92414 414 — 11025 497

161 —

1

.42261 61124 863 — 9642 193

162 —1 -—1 ] .42843 39600 940 — 9563 068

Vol. IV. -22.
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No. Argnment
{ {

1 —1

V 6

163 1 .42874 91980 464 10916 360

164 1 1 --1 .42363 50324 033 — 10733 551

165 —1 1 --1 .42351 38515 611 — 9400 844

166 2 1 1 .42260 43481 118 — 11845 194i
167 —2 1 1 .42261 82134 327 — 9055 463

168 1 .42262 19060 681 + 1558 900

169 —

1

1 .42259 48582 121 + 1955 294

170 —

1

—1 1 1 .42260 40168 769 + 1622 880

171 —1 1 1 .42262 68459 023 + 1309 122

172 1 —

1

1 .42859 48403 716 + 1531 925

173 1 1 --1 .42358 13051 049 + 1505 625

174 2 1 .42263 31294 705 + 1411 817

175 1 2 1 1 .42261 81500 213 + 1716 091i

PVom the preceding data is derived the following development of V for

the special case of 4) ^ 60°. It is given in both of the forms,

---(iK^dj©'. V=rAx'z"y'y"

as the first more readily than the second, enables us to see how well the

development represents the function in the region played over by the special

values of the parameters. The coefficients of the first form are in units of

the 13th decimal, and the fraction is appended, so that if substituted in the

linear equations they should rigorously reproduce the special values of V.

In the second form the coefficients are carried to such a number of decimals

as the case seems to warrant.

Fact A A
+" 0.42607 46965 567

X — 9 95887 358 ^^ — 0.00497 94367 94

a? + 55734 500 ^U + 0.01393 36251

1

a? — 3024 283 tf 0.03780 35494
»* + 163 188^ + 0.10199 306

3* — 8 771M — 0.27410 63

x' + 473 T^A + 0.73775

x' — 27 im — 2.1715

x» .+ liWf + 5.793

of + 10 84799 091 ^V + 0.00542 39954 55

a^» + 36266 880 T^(?A + 0.00906 67201 3

a!* + 1275 486 ^ + 0.01594 3576

a;'* + 42 241tWi + 0.02640 108

a:" + 1447H + 0.04524 14
*'• + 48 ^i¥. + 0.07531
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Fact

al-< + im + 0.1303

. a;" + 2 p_3 5
TTTSTS + 0.197

y —297 71813 066 i — 1.19087 25226
y* — 3914 945 i — 0.06263 9128

y* + 119 135 i + 0.76246 51

y* + 157^ + 0.40320

If
— 47 04232 293 | — 0.18816 92917

^ — 41984 770 i — 0.67175 6325

r — 340 302 1 — 2.17793 81

r — 2 8671 — 7.33994

X x' — 93780 675 \m^ — 0.02344 51690

X x'^ — 5193 965 ft — 0.06492 4563

X x" — 243 845 mi — 0.15253 026

X x'* — 10 525m — 0.32893 7

X x" — 433m — 0.6777

X a:" — 18ifi — 1.439

X x"' — 8007
8046 — 2.3

x^x' + 6979 301^ + 0.08724 1264

x^i!^ + 516 869 jli + 0.32304 323

x'x'^ + 30 598^ + 0.95618 8

X'lf*' + 1590 HI + 2.4858

x'x'^ + 80i4i + 6.319

x'xl'^ + 3||i + 15.1

X^3^ — 478 942 ^ — 0.29933 92

a^x"" — 44 994 T?^ — 1.40606 7

a^a/* — 3190^ — 4.9849

x'x'* — 203 T?^ — 15.90

a?7f'' — 10^ — 39.4

X'3f + 31 293 tIt + 0.97790 7

3^3f^ + 3 418 11 + 5.3420

x^a;" + 300 fl + 23.50

a;* a/* + 21^ + 82.8

x'a:' — 2 008Hf — 3.1378

x^x'^ — 270 if — 21.111

a;»i'» — 13 H — 54.5

x'x' + 13lT¥ff + 10.284

as'x'* ,+, 18 « + 74.0

a;^z' — 7im — 29.4

y y' — 92493 335 ^ — 1.47989 337

y r — 810 144 1 — 5.18492 48

yV — 79 822 — 0.51086 08

yV^ — 2 567 — 6.57152

y y" — 8 059f — 20.6332

y'y' + 19081 + 4.8866

X y + 7 94380 088 H + 1.58876 0177
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Fact A
X y^ + 1064 072 l\

xf — 14 452 1
x'y — 44703 924 ^%
x'y^ — 213 940 H
x^y^ + 798

x^y + 2426 062 1
a^y' 24 914 ^
x*y — 130 322 ill
x*y'' — 2 251,%
a^y + 7 442^
x'y — 399 HI
xfy — 7 94043 613 |^
x'y' — 1064 265 i

x'f + 14 419 ii
x"y — 28791 354 -^
x'^y^ — 192 587 ^
x'Y + 51.3 tV
x'^y — 955 406 1
x'Y — 16 158 i
x'*y — 31 920 li

x'Y — 998^
x"-y — 1114'^

x"y — 37 M
X y' + 3 09681 436 |f
X y'^ + 4092 615 1
xy'- + 49 027

x^y' — 17205 607 A
x'y" — 323 490 H
x'y" — 5189f
x'y' + 920 969 ^
x'y'' + 23 964 i
x'y' — 48 800 li
x*y" — 164511
3^y' + 2 780i
x'y' — 14211

x'y' — 3 09524 667 ^
x'y'' — 4089 869 II
x' y'^ ^- 48 809 H
x'Y — 10978 473 ^U
x'Y' — 241 189 II

x'Y' — 4189 A
x'Y — 355 319 f

a/Y' — 12 202 i

X'Y — 116111

x'Y' — 5621

+ 0.85125 80

— 4.62475

— 4.47039 246

— 8.55763

+ 12.77

+ 12.1303137

+ 49.8281

— 32.58067

—225.12

+ 93.0314

—249.77
— 1.58807 2272
— 0.85141 22

+ 4.61457

— 2.87913 542

— 7.70351

+ 8.22

— 4.77703 3

— 32.316

— 7.98024

— 99.83

— 13.927

— 22.17

4- 0.61936 2873

+ 3.27409 25

+ 15.68864

— 1.72056 07

— 12.93961

— 83.037

+ 4.60484 6

+ 47.9282
— 12.2002

— 16.460

+ 34.756

— 89.35

— 0.61904 9335
— 3.27165 59

— 15.61917

— 1.09784 74

— 9.64759

— 67.031

— 1.77659 9

— 24.4047

— 2.90292

— 5.623
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Fact . A J.

x'Y — 399 il — 4.998

^^y — 8|! — 5.41

X of y + 73449 149 i| + 7.34491 499

X x'^y + 4018 099 ^ + 20.09049 7

X a/=y + 206 947 H + 51.7369

X af*y + 8 37011 + 104.634

X sl^'y — 1404H — 877.7

x'x' y — 5490 364 1 — 27.45182 4

x^af'y — 398 400 II — 99.6002

x^x'^y — 24 455 ^ — 305.688

xW*y — 1263fi — 789.8

a^a^ y + 405 964 il + 101.49123

x'a^^y + 36 048 f + 450.609

7^x"y — 5 648^ —3530.1

x*3^ y
— 25 841 ^ — 323.015

x* x'^y — 2 768i^ —1730.6

a?7fy — 1328 A — 830.1

X xfy^ + 395 042 1 + 15.80171

X 3^^y^ + 56 8171 + 113.635

X af'^y^ + 9 569 1 + 956.92

x'^t — 65 076 \ — 130.153

x" a;''y= — 9 230f — 923.07

7?x!y^ + 14 373 \ +1437.35

X of y' — 1288i — 20.611

X ar'y' + 28165 660 \ + 2.81656 603

X af'if + 1502 262 ^ + 7.51131

X x'y + 78 840 ^ + 19.7102

X af*y' + 3 017 + 37.712

X 3/Y — 798^ — 499.2

3^3/y' — 2074 903 f — 10.37451

8

x'a^Y — 143 737 ^ — 35.9343

x'x^y — 8 889,% — 111.118

x'' if^y' — 759 1 — 474.8

3?3! ]f + 152 297 IJ + 38.07443

^ x'^'y' + 17 398 ^ + 217.480

3? O^^if — 3 092 —1932.5

3*^y' — 7 475^ — 93.440

x^ar'Y — 3 405^ —2128.2

ar'i'y' — 1043i — 652.0

a; a^y" + 559 677 \ + 22.38711

X x'hp + 46 714 + 93.428

X Tl^y"" + 4 773i + 477.3

x't! y'^ — 58 162 i — 116.324

x'a^^t/^ — 5 3911 — 539.17

3? 7! y'^ + 8 824 ' + 882.43
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TMt

X

ar"

+
+

+

X

x'

x'

X'

XT'

X'

x'^

n

yV
yy"

yy' —
yy" +
yy" -
fy' +
yy —
yy' —
y^ —
yi/ —
yy' —
yy" -
yy'" —
fy' -
yS —X!

X t! yy'

X x!^y y'

X x!^y y'

x^ x' y if

x^ af^y y'

^x' yy'

X of y^y!

X x' y
y'"

+
+
+

+
+
+

8114i
10116 126 \

872 393 If
72 033 -i4

5 252^1
133 908 i
15 427 \
47 391

8 490^
10114 627 i

669 572 ii
38 828 ^
1927ii

133 323

12 648 i
47 064 I

7 502^
1543 618 I
145 548

10 767 i
177 538

20 659

17 038

13 487 I
26 637 \

4- 129.827

+ 8.09290 10

— 34.89575

+ 144.047

— 525.3

+ 42.8506

— 246.84

+ 15.1661

— 135.848

— 8.09170 2

— 26.78289

— 77.657

— 192.7

— 42.6634
— 202.38

— 15.0607

— 120.036

+ 61.3447

+ 291.096

+1076.7
— 355.076

—2065.9

+1503.8

+ 215.800

+ 426.20

In order to have For TTas a function of the four variables /, f, ri, ri'

the preceding expression must be transformed by making the substitutions

X V 2*, - ki-ri' cos/', t! = i^2k'yi'— k"7i" cos/, y = 2kri-ifr,\ y' = 2i^ri' -k"^"

It is proposed to accomplish the integrations the problem involves by

Delaunay transformations. Selecting an argument/^ + */+ iy, /, iand i'

being integers prime to each other, such a transformation of the four varia-

bles /, /' yj, rf is made as shall make the periodic terms of IF depending on

this argument disappear. When all the sensible periodic terms have been

got rid of by a series of these operations TFwill be reduced to a function of

ri and >;'. As the differential equations retain their canonical form through-

out the whole of this process, in the final stage, yi and vi become constant,

and if we put

-9J=. -^=x'

X and k' will be constants, and the final expressions for / and f will be

c and d being constants.
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In accordance with the principles of the Delaunay method, the men-

tioned transformations must be made not only in the function W, but also

in four functions designed to define the positions of the two planets in the

common orbital plane. There is considerable latitude for choice here, but

the four functions I propose are these:

?-=(!- hrtY' [1 -f V 2*7 - *•'?' cos/]

,

^' = (1 - hriy^ [1 + ^Wr! -Id'yi" COS/']

d^ |_ mr" mV J — "hp" sin 2y

d± _ rA+_^ ,
h-Vf^ Vh + Tr_ li - TF"!-' ^ cos (o — i^)

rf^ L mr» mV J L m*"' mV J cos (o + k)

When computing the special values of For W, since we employ the values

of r and /, it is very little additional labor to derive the special values of

the right members of the third and fourth equations of the just-given group.

dt d^
By applying the same method as for V we have infinite series for t- and t— of

the same character as for the former quantity, and the Delaunay trans-

formations can be made in them in precisely the same way.

a a'
When the latter are concluded we shall have — and —r as functions of

r r

the independent variable <^; but before we can have t and 4 as similar

functions, it will be necessary, in each case, to execute an integration with

reference to <^, which will be easy, as each term is of the form

Xc08(x<^ + /5)

With this operation I regard the solution of the problem as completed.

The assertion may need justification. We are in the habit of using tables

by inversion, the general theory of interpolation sufficing for the purpose.

Although tables of anti-logarithms have been published, they are seldom

used, and no tables have ever been computed for furnishing the arc to a

given sine or tangent. Let this notion be applied to tables for Jupiter and

Saturn; let them be constructed so as to give, in the first instance, the time

at which the hypothetical planets have a definite elongation ^. The com-

putation being made for a series of values of ^ as 720°, 721°, 722° . . ., by

interpolation we find the value of ^ corresponding to a definite time; with

this as argument we can enter another division of the tables and get the

(Z ct

corresponding values of — and -j and 4'', thus the positions of the hypotheti-
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cal planets are known; whence it is possible to get those of the actual. In

this way an analytical inversion of series is avoided.

In this connection I must state my conviction that Gyld^n's device of

the reduced time is without sensible advantage.

The application of Delaunay transformations will be treated in another

memoir.

S
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MEMOIR No. 80.

Application of the Delaiinay Transformatioii in the Planetary Theories.

(This memoir appears here for the first time.)

The carrying out of the method of treating the theories of Jupiter and

Saturn, proposed in the preceding memoir, requires the execution of about

2500 of Delaunay transformations. However, in all excepting about 150,

we may limit ourselves, as far as the determining the formulae of trans-

formation are concerned, to the first power of the disturbing force. But in

making the substitutions in the five quantities W. — , —
, j-, -^ , with

T r d^ a<^

respect to the new terms which arise, having the arguments on which

depend the secular and great inequalities, it may be desirable, in some

cases, to take account of the second power. But, to be consistent, we adopt

the rule that, in reference to r; and )?', no terms above 4 dimensions are to be

admitted into W, and none above 3i dimensions in the remaining quantities.

In the present use of Delaunay transformations, the latter may be

distributed into three classes; the determining argument he\ngjp±i/±i'f,

we have
Case I.—When i and i' are both even

;

Case II.—When, of i and i', one is odd

;

Case III.—When both i and i' are odd.

It will be easier to illustrate each case by an example than to write the

generalized formulae. We select then the three arguments p— 2f+ 2/',

3^) + 2/—/, 4.—/+ /' for treatment. The last is the most difficult of all

the transformations; on it depend what Gylden calls the elementary, but

which are more generally known as the secular terms. It is recommended
that this be the last transformation made.

Case I.

In our example for illustration the truncated W has the form (the

constant is omitted as unnecessary for our purposes)

+ Oior/ -I- ai^frf + a^^rj^rp -(- a^^Tjrp + Oi,;/*

+ [Ois + a,6)? + a„r/ + <hirj^ + avirjr/ + 0^^] r^r/ cos (^— 2/+ 2/')

+ o«////» cos 2(^^-2/ +2/').
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We note that the a from Oi to aj^ are of the zero order with reference to

planetary masses, but that from a^^ to a^ they are of the first. In inte-

grating, terms of the third order will be neglected. With regard to eccen-

tricities, no terms of higher order than rf will be retained in the expressions

for VI and rf, nor than j?' in the expressions for / and /'. Wherever con-

venient B will be written for ^ — 2/+ 2/'.

The differential equations being

dT] dw dr/ dw df dw
df a/' df df" df drj' df

dw

we evidently have the relation

df df

The integral is

7/= const.— 7.

Instead of using this relation to eliminate >;' from the equations, as Delaunay

does, we allow vj' to stand, keeping in mind, however, that whenever any

function as H is to be partially differentiated with respect to »?, we must

take the operation
dH dH

As our purpose in making these integrations is solely to discover proper

transformations for the variables, we need have no special symbols for the

introduced arbitrary constants. As the latter are to become variable we
designate them by the symbols of the belonging variables. The sign of

equality is to be interpreted by the phrase "to be replaced by". Thus

the equation

^=.7^-\- function
()f),

the )7 in the right member is an arbitrary constant, which, to form the

transformation, is changed into a variable. By this convention a great deal

of writing is saved.

In accordance with the foregoing explanation we get two differential

equations virtually involving but two variables, viz., j; and Q, from the

relations

dr_dW dd_^,^dW
tf-'W' d^~ ^ W
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Written at length they are

^= 2 [ai5 -f Oie:; + Oi,V+ a^irj^ + avifjrf + a.^-f] r^r/ sin d + 4a2i ;;
Y "» 2 d,

^= 1 + 2ai— 2a2+ (4a3— 204);; + {2a^— Aa,)r/ + (Gas— 2a,))j^+ (4a,— 4a8)ijjj'

^
+ (2a8— 6a9))j«+ (8aio— ^anW + (6a„— Aa^^^/^rj' + (4oi2— 6ai3))y;;«

+ (2ai3— 8a„)y/'+ 2 [— a^itj + aij^j'— aje^j' + (2ct,6— 2ai,):yy

+ a„rp—a^rjl + (Sajs— 2019);;^ + (2ai9—^a^Vp+ "a"?"] cos d

+ 4a.^i [— If + 3?']!^)?' cos 2 ^.

After >7 and B have been derived from the integration of these two equations,

rf will also be known, and it suffices for the completion of the problem

that /should be found by a quadrature from the equation

g/=— [oi + 2a3)j + aj/+ Za^rj^ -f 20,/^^/+ a^rp+ Aa^^yf + 3oiiJyV/+ 2ai2);7/2-f O13;/']

— [««'/ -f 2ai6''/Jj' + On^'* -f 3ai85jV + 2ai9if)7"+ a^oy/'] cos 6— ^ai^rjP cos 2 ^.

The diflferential equations, to be first integrated, may be written

^=§isin<? + 2§a8in2^,

^=P+^^C08^ + ^^C08 2<?.
d<f drj ay]

We proceed by successive approximations, and, assuming the form of the

series representing the values of vi and 0, we make

)j= rj -j- 7^1 COS d' + Tji cos 2 6',

= 6' + 0^61110' -\-d.^ein2e',

where ^= ^^ (^ + c) and jj (of the right member of the first equation) and c

are the arbitrary constants. 6^ is a constant and a function of the constants

>7 and r;'.

On substituting the expressions just given in the diiFerential equations

we get the following which suffice for determining the five constant quantities

*ll, ^1, >72j %, %•

"c=p.
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Their solution gives

For brevity we now introduce some new constants. Putting v =
1 + 2 («!— aj), we make

v6o=— 2ai3, 1*61=— 2oij, v6a=— 2an> >'68=— Zajg, vt^zz— 20ig,

v6s=— 2ajo, v66=— 2021,

vci := 2a4— 403, vca= 4a5— 2a4, ^03^20,— 605+ vci',

VC4^ 4a8— Aa^ -\- 2vcfi2, vcj^ 609— 2a8 + ^<^)

ho= 60, Ai= 61 -f bffii, ^2= 62+ '^'oC* As =: 63+ 6,;Cs+ b^Ci,

A4= 64+ 60C4 + bi&i + 62C1, As= 65 + 60C5+ bfii.

Tlien

p = 1 + Ci^y + Cjj/+ OsV* + ct>pf + <vf,

— ^'= U>o+ 61^+ b,r/ + b,rj' + 64^?)/ + 65'/^^'/

,

^1 = [Ao -f Ai7+ Aj;/ + Agiy"+ Kr^r/ + Jhrf^r^rj',

<?i = Ao(,— >j')+ ^i'?'+ 2(/i2— A,)'?'/— h-^-r/'+ fhrj'-\-{2h,— 3JH)7frf

+ {Z}H—2K)yirp-hi\

d, = ^Ao^;;^ +r/«) + lA„A,;y'+ [
jA„(3A2- A^ +6^- b,) + 65] )?V

- [4 '^o (A2-3A1+ 61-62) +66])?r?«+ ^ A„A,)/'.

We have still to ascertain the expression for f. By the substitution of

the preceding values in the expression for -^ we obtain

+ [64 + J
hfi,+ ^ Ao(c4- 2c,C2)] Tffl^+ \ b,t }

cos <?'

+ V
I
— 1 A„V' + [5 Ao(A2— 2Ai— &2) + ftg] >j)y«— ^ A„(A,+ b^)t |

cos 25'.

After integration this becomes

+ [^V + MV +^^2,"+ |A3r;V+MV*+ \ Kt'Y'^
^'

+ {_lAoy+[lA,(A2-3A.+ 6,-62)+|6e]>j>/»-iAoA2>/'}sin2^,
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where (/) is the constant introduced by the integration and /<, is of the same
nature as $o, but of which the value is not given because we have no need
of it.

From the expressions for 6 and/ it is easy to conclude the equation

/ = (/') + (/oO (^ + o)

+ [}hri+l h,f + hvl + \hf+ Krfrf + 1 A,)?^^] sin 6'

+
I

l.A„^^+ 1. hji^r; + [i ho{3h,-h +br~ h) + |iej rfr/ | sin 20'.

In the formulae of Delaunay (Vol.1, p.89) we must make n'= l, i'"=l,

i ^— 2, L=zYi. Then the equations which connect the elements conjugate

severally to /and /' with those just used are

Consequently, in order to have the canonical form for the differential

equations, we must further transform by making

rj=zrj—^ [yio'C^J
— rf) + 2hji,f+ 3/i„(A,— h,)r^r/— 2hji,rj» ] rjrf,

y/=:rf+ ^[^o\rj— >/) + 2AAi?'+ ^Hh- h)r^rl— 2hji,r/''
] ,;;'.

Thus result the following

Formulce of Transformation.

Replace jj by ^j — \\h,\r,- t)') + 2A»^r/+ U,{h-h,)rpi'— 2hAr/' ] ^f/

+ IK+ AiiJ + h^/+ V/'+ A4!j^ + V/'] 'J'j'
cos (f- 2/+ 2/)

+ [^/ioV,-c,)-6e] f//' cos 2 (f- 2/H- 2/).

Replace ,' by >;' + | [V(f
— >?') + 2^15?'+ 3k{fh— Aj);?r/— 2AA.//" ] 5555'

— [Ao + h,rj + h,r/ + Kf+ h,7ir/ + h.r/'] rj/ cos {f
— 2f-\- 2/')

— [j /'o'Ccj— c.)—^e] ^V/' cos 2 (^— 2/+ 2/').

Replace/ by/ + [\ Kr/ + A^r^r/+1 A,r/» + | V^^' + h.rif + 1 A,,"]

8in(v'-2/+2/)

+ {-l^oY+ [^ W^.- 3A, + 61- 6,) + 1- fte]W - 1- '^oAa'?"]

Bin 2(^—2/+ 2/').

Replace / by/ + [^A,, + l^if+ ^Wi + \ hr^+ VA+ |-hm"^

sin (^-2/+ 2/0

H- { |-Vr/ + \f'M+ [^A,(3A,- A,+ 61- 6,)+ i- ie] fi
}

Bin 2(^—2/+ 2/').
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To obtain the new W suitable for the following operation we must

make the preceding transformation in the former W and (Delaunay, Vol. I,

p. 89) add the following expression

^{rj, cos 0' + jy, cos 2 <?')— ^ 6,7;,,

equivalent to

—^ [/i„'(>?— rj')+^M+ ^Ufh— K)rpr/— 2A„^V'] '?'/

+^[h + h,7i + }Hrj'-\- Kf + hiTii + h^'^
] ,,' cos (?— 2/+ 2/)

+ [J
K{c,-c,)-\ 6e] rj^rp cos 2 (^- 2/+ 2/').

Case II.

In our example for illustration the truncated W has the form

+ [oi5+ Oieij + ai,>j' + Oig);'+ aigx//+ OsoJj"] jjj;' ^ cos (3^p + 2/— /')

+ [021+ 0227 + «aV'] '?''?' cos 2 (3^ + 2/—/').

The differential equations being

dii_dW dr^_dW df___dW df__dW
d<p df

' ^9 df
' ^f ^

'
d<p 3^'

we evidently have the relation

§^ + 2^= 0.
df cup

The integral is

1]= const.— 2rf.

Instead of using this to eliminate 17 from the equations, as Delaunay does,

we allow Yi to stand, iceeping in mind, however, that when any function as

H is to be partially differentiated with respect to yi', we must take the

operation

In accordance with this explanation we get two differential equations

virttuiUy involving but two variables, viz., yi' and Q, from the relations

dTj'_dW dd_^,dW
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Written at length they are

^ =. [au.+ ai6)? + ai^>j' -\- a^i/f+ a^^-qrf+ ajo);'^ 1 >jjy' ^ sin 6

+ 2 [oji + a.;an + «23'?'] i?^!?' sin 2 /?

,

^=3 + 02— 2ai+ (a4— 4a,);?+ (2a5— 2a4);y'+ (a,— 6a6))?==+ (2a8— 4a,)^^'

+ (309—2a8y/'+(on— 8aio)7'+(2ai2— 6a„))jV4-(3ai3— 4a,2)^^'2— 20^3^

+ [2
"isij— ^a^rj' + 2 «i6'?*+

( 2
""— 4ai6)'?'/— 2a„)j'^+ - a^^yf

+ (2<^w~ ^aiipW+ (|«.!o— 4^19)'?'/'— 20201/^ 1 V"*^ ^'^'s ^

+ [«2i'?^— ^Oji^ji/ + Oajj^' + (2a23— eogs))}^'— 4o23JJ)/^] cos 2 0.

After 17' and have been derived from the integration of these two

equations, ri will also be known, and it suflBces for the completion of the

problem that /should be found by a quadrature from the equation

^=- [a. + 2037+ a^/+ 3ae,' 4- 20,,)?'+ og,;"

+ 4ai„)j'+ 3a„;yV + ^a^r^rj'*+ a^^'^^

— a,5 -f 2ai6j; + Oj,)/+ So^jf+ ia^^^rf + a^yp r/^ooad

— 2021 -j- So^jy -j- 2a23>;' rjT/coB 2 tf

.

The differential equations, to be first integrated, may be written

^-z= ^isin (? + 2 Q2 sin 2^

,

^= P + |g> cos ^ + ^» cos 2<?.

Of Orf drj'

We may assume
^'zzirj -\. Til cos & + ^fa'

cos 2 (?',

^ =(^'-j-^isin(?' + ^2sin2^',

where 0' = 0o (<?> + c) and V (of the right member of the first equation) and

c are the arbitrary constants; 0o is constant and a function of the constants

ri and 17'. In the terms of two dimensions with regard to planetary masses

the approximation is carried to a dimension less in regard to 77 and ri than

in the other terms.

Similarly, as in Case I, we have

''- p' f'-pU'^a^' ^'^•^J'
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Putting V = 3— 2ai + Oj we make

v6o=— «i5> v6i=— flu, ^62=— "n, ^63=— «i8> ^^4=— Ou*

1*5= OjOj Vie^ 021, *'i7=— 022, ^68=— «23>

VC4= 4o6— 208+ Sj'Cic, , VC5= 2ag— Sag+ wjj*,

A,:=6o, Ai= 6i + 6oCi. ^2= 62+ 6002, /i3= 68+ ^o<'3+ Vi>
A4= 64+ 60C4 + 61 Cj + 6,Ci , A5= 65+ Vs+ ^2C2

)

ftg= jV(2ci— Ci)+ f>e, h^=li-\-b^i, ht= bs-^b,fi.i.

Then

p = 1 + Oi7 + <^'?' + 'V/+ C4IJ// + Cjr/,,

0» = [- 1 Ao, + 2h,rf- ^-h,rf + (4Aa - | A^jiyj;' + 2h^rj'*

-
I hr + (6A3- 1

A4) fr/ + (
4A4 - 1 A« )7r;« + 2A5,«] 7/

-«

,

<>,=
{ I V=7' + V//+ ^ hAr/- [J/.0 (

2A,_ 3A,- 26, + 6, ^ + ^ 6,] 7'f

'

+ [ g
/*» ( 6A,- A,- 26,+ 6, ^ + 26e ] ;jr/= + 2A„A3r/'

IA

.

We have still to ascertain the expression for f. By the substitution of

the preceding values in the expression for -%— we obtain the equation

^^= /o + V
I

A„ + (A,+ 6,)'? + V/+ (368 + 26„C8-6,^i»+ Ja)'?'+ (264+ i^.-\-b^)W

+ hr/Ar/ X COB 0'

+ " {v/+[^^,(4Ai-A,+ 6,) + 266] rpf + h,(h,+ b,y+ Sb,7jh/

+ 2bs^rj'^
I
cos 2d'.

After integration this becomes

/= (/) +/„ (^ + c) + [Ao + 2A,>j + V/ + 3A,>;' + 2A4,)/ + A,^''] ;/ >< sin <?'

rl-
{ l^W+

[i A. (gAj- a,- 26i+ 6, ) + ie])?,' + A,A,//'+ 3b,fri'

-\-2hsTjf~\Hm2d'.
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From the expressions for 6 and / it is easy to conclude the equation

+lhrit]^/->' Bind'

+ {- l^^y -
i '^i^' + [I

'^»(2A,- 3A,- 26, +h) + \ b,yfri'+ U.r/r,'*

In the formulae of Delaunay (Vol.1, p. 89) we must make n'=l, i"'=3,

»=— 1. Then the equations which connect the elements conjugate severally

to /and/' with those just used are

Consequently, in order to have the canonical form for the differential

equations, we must further transform by making

7=7- ~Wf+ 2Wr^rj'— hji,7j»+ A„(6/i,— 2A,);y»r/ + U^rpj''',

Thus result the following

Formulas of Transformation.

Replace 7 by 7 — | Wv' + '^V/— ^J^^r^+ H^K—^zW + Ahjii^

— 2 [Afl+ Ai7 + V/+ V/' + KrjTj' + /i,;y"] jjrjiyi cos (3^ + 2/—/')

— 2 [/i,+ A,)j + V/ ] 7V cos 2 (3^ + 2/—/')

,

Replace 7' by r/+ iA,V/—A«W+ |-AA7'— Ao(3Ai— ^,^7'— SA^

+ [a,+ Ai7+ A,7' + hrj' + A.77' + A,7"] ,!/>< COS (3^ + 2/-/')

+ [a.+ A,7 + A,7'] 7V/ cos 2(3^ + 2/-/')

,

Replace / by / + [a,+ 2A,7 + A^y+ 3A,5y'+ 2A,;yr/ + ^^J
y/x sin (3^ + 2/—/')

+
{ ^

A,Y+ [1 A„(6Ai- A,- 26, + 6,) + J,] ,r/ + A„A,V'

+ 36,7^' + 268777« ]. sin 2 (3^ + 2/-/')

,

Replace/' by/' -f i-[Ao7 + ^<^"+ 3A,7)/ + A,7' + 3A,7V -f- 5A577«]
7'"''

sin (3^ +2/-/')

+ { - g-AoV-J AA7' + [^ A„ (2A,- 3A,- 26,+ 60 + | ^e] 7*7'

+ 66,7'7'^ + 46,77"
}
7" "" 2 (3^ + 2/-/')

.

VoIn IV.—38
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To obtain the new W suitable for the following operation we must

make the preceding transformation in the former W and (Delaunay, Vol. I,

p. 89) add the following expression

3 (;y/ cos d' + tj^ cos 26')— ^ d,r^^,

equivalent to

IKY— Sh^rjrf+ I Vi.'j'— 3Ao(3At- h)yfr/— 6hji,rp/'

+ 3 [Ao -f- A,7 +hi + fhT^'+ '^4'?^'+ hr^'^'] y/ "" cos (3^ + 2/-/')

+ 3 [/le+ h^rj+ Asy],V cos 2 (3^. + 2/—/').

Case III.

The difficulties inherent in the elaboration of this transformation arise

from the circumstance that the mean motion of the argument is of the order

of the planetary masses. Thus the resulting inequalities are of the zero

order in the same respect, and it is necessary to push the approximation one

order farther than would suffice without this circumstance. Supposing that

the second order terms ought to be considered in the latter case, the third

order terms ought to be taken into account here. This would, however,

involve very heavy labor, even if no terms above four dimensions in regard

to VI and ri' were considered in W.
Some modification must be made in the previous method, and the

truncated W will be more serviceable when expressed in powers of the

cosine of the argument than as in the preceding cases. Thus

W= a^T^ + a^)/ + (hf+ a^ijrf+ Ojij^ + a^rf+ a,)yY + a^^?"+ (hr/^

XV.,r/ cos (^ -/+/')
+ [025+ Ose'J + chfr/ + 02,^+ a^rir/ + a^rfyjrf coi

»

[f —f+f)
+ [<hi+ 082i? + Ogsj;'] [Vjj)/ cos

{<f—f+fj
+ ariYooB*{<p-f+f').

We have the relation

a<p dip

It is satisfied by supposing that

7i=iK{l-x), yf= K{\-\-x),

where K is the arbitrary constant and x a new variable to replace >? and )?'.
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Also we put 6 for ^—/+ /'• When x is introduced into W it becomes
divisible by K; thus we adopt a new function

In terms of this the differential equations are

dx_dW' dd__3W
df dO ' d<p 3a;

'

By adopting the following notation

6i= Oj + 02, 62= a,+ 0^-1-05, i3=a6 + a,-f-«8+ n9,

64= aio4-«u+ai2+«is+ai4j 65=— 1— a^+ (h, 65=— 203+ 2a5

,

67=— Sae— a-j-\- a^-\-Za^, 65=— 4oio—2a,i+2ai3+4ai4, 69= 03— 04 + 05,

6,0=306— o,— 03+ 809, 6n=6aio— 2013+ 6014, 6,2=— o^ + o,— a^-\-a^,

^13=— 40io+ 2oii— 2ai3 6,4= Ojo—On+ Oia— 013+ o^, 615= Ois

,

+ 4ai4,

6i«= 016 + 017, 6i7=ai8 + a„+ajo, 6,8=021 + 022+ 023 + 024,
6,9=— a,e+ a,„ 620=— 2o,8+ 2a,„, *2i=—302,-022+0^+8024,
6a= 018—019+020, i28=3a„— a.«— o.23+ 3oj4, 6,4=— 02,+ 022—023+ o^,
658=028, 626=026 + 02,, ' 627=028+ 029 + 0,30,

6S9=— 026+02,, *29=— 2028+2a«,, 630=028— 029 + 030,

631=0.1, 632=035+038, 6sj=— a8j,+ 033,
Oai,:^ flat 1

we have

F' = 6,+ \K+ b,JS:' + b^K^ + lb, + b,K+b,E' + b.K'-jx

+ ib,£+b,,K' + b,,K'-\^ + [J„ JT' + b,,K'-\^ + &,4ir»x*

+ \b^ + b,,K+ b„K' + b^K' +[b,,K + b^K' + b.^E'^x

+ [J„ jr» 4- 6a^] ^ + K^^\ V 1 - af cos

^-\b^^b^K+ b„ K^ + \b^K^ b.^K'^ x + b^K'sf} K{1 - x') coa'e

+ {*„+ b„K + b„Ex IK' (I - xi'^i coa' + b,^K' (1 - x'y COS* 0.

The differential equations form a system to be integrated by them-

selves, and they admit the integral TF' = a constant. The equations chosen

for use in the solution are

W' = a constant, ^ = + -^,

.

' dx ^ dW
de

Putting y (or Vl— a^ cos 6, we have the form for W,
W' = J, + J,y + J,f + J.y*+ J,y*.

whence may be derived

^= _ [J. + 2J; y + 3J,f + 4J. f:\^l-x'- y\
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It is not necessary that the constant value ofW should be represented by a

single symbol. Having to derive the value of y from the equation TP = a

constant, we assign to it a form which will facilitate future operations ; we

merge in the constant the terms hi + h^K -\- h^K^ + h^K^, and then divide

both members of the equation by 615 + 5„ ^+ i^^ + ^is^^- Then we

arrive at an equation of the form

const. = ic,-\-c,K+c,K'+ c,K']x+{c,KJrc,E:'-\-c,K''\a?+[_c,E'-\-c,K']^+ c,,K'x'

The 26 numbers c are independent of the two arbitrary constants; their

values may be got from the h by formulae of recursion of bo simple a

character that it will sufl&ce to note the four following

:

*isC, = b^, b,,c, + J^r, = b„ b,,c^ + b,,c, + J„c, = S„ b,,c^ + b^^c, + b^,c, + J^c, == J,.

C denoting an arbitrary constant, let the solution of our equation be

+ { «u^+ («n + e„ 0) AT'+ (e„+ e,,C+ e,, (7') E' \ a?

+ \ c„ K'+ (e„ + e., C) ^»K + e»ir» x\

To compute the coefficients e from the c we have the following equations

(for brevity g^ is written instead of n/ 1 + cf)

:

«i =c,, e, = c,, e,=5'oK— 2c„e,], e,= c,, e5= £r„[c„— 2c„e,— 2c,8e,],

«» =9l''«>— ''^9oC„e,— ^g\c.^e„ e, = c., e8 = 5'o[c,j— 2c„e,— 2c,je,— 2c„e,],

«. = 9\c^i— ^ffo<^i-,e,
- 2g,c,,e,— 3gl c^e,- 3g\c,,e, , e,„= glc^- 2^,c„e,— dglc^e,- 4^c„e„

«ii= "6 + Cn e, + c„ ej , e„ = e, + c„ e, + c,, e, + 2c„ e, e, + c.^ e,%

«is= ^0 c,«— 2^„ c„ fl„ + c„ c,+ 25^0 c,„ e,+ 2c„ e, e, + 3g„ c„ e\,

«u = C7 + On «i + c„ fij + c„ e, + c„ (c', 4- 2e, e.) + 2c,8 e, e, + c„ ej,

«i5 =^oC,5— 2^o<'i;«i.— 2^0^,8611 + Cn«5 + ^i/.+ S^oCjo?.+ ^9oCnfi+ ^v (.^le.+e.e,) + 2c,8e,e,

+ (ygaC.^e,e, + 3g,c,,^,

«.6 =ffle«— ^Sl c„ e„— y, c^ e„ + c„ e, + S^-, c.„ e, + Zgl c^ e, + c„ (ej + 2«, «,) + &g^ c„ e, e,

«n= c,+ Cu «i + c„ e„ + 2c„ e, e„ + c,„ cj+ c^ ej

,

«i8= c. + Cu*, + c,5e, + c„e„ + c„c„ + 2c„ (ejC,, + e,e„) + 2Ci8 e,e„ + 2c„ «i c, + 2c„e!

-j- OCjj Ci 6, 4" ^24 fii>

«i. = 9<, c„— S^'o c„ e„ + c,. e, + 2<7„ c,, c, + c„ e„ + ^„ c,„ e„ + 2c„ («i ^is+ «3 «ii)+ ^o cjs ei «„ •

4- 2c» c, e,+ 3^„ c„ e? + oc^ e\ e,+ ig^ r„ el

,

»»= c„+ c„ e,+ c„ fl„ + c„ e„ + c„e\^ 2c„ e, e„ + c,, fJ+ 3c.^ fJ e„+ 2c„ e, e„

.
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By substituting the value of y just found we obtain the expression

+ [/7^+ (/. +f,C)K' + (/..+/„ (7+/., 6-0 -g'] a;

+ [/„ K' + (/„ + /,, C) A"] x' ¥f,,K'x'\>J\-x'- y\

where the / have the following equivalents :

/i = ^<, c„ , /, = Zg^ c,8 , /, = 3£r„' c,^ , /, = 2g^ c,„ /. = 3g,' c,,

,

/• = 3^„' c^, /, = c„ 4- 2c„ ej'
, /, = c,, + 2c„ e,+ 2c,, e,

,

/t = 2Ci, ^3 + 2/7„ c^ + 6^„ c^ c,
, /„= c,3 + 2c„ e, H- 2c,8 e, + %c,^ e,

,

/ii = 2c„ e^ + 2c,8 e, + 25^, c„+ Qg^ c^ e,+ e^r, c,^ e,

,

fx, = 2c„ «,+ e^f, c^ e, + S^r,,' c,5 +

1

2g„' c^ e, , f,,= 2c„ e„ + 2c,, c, + 3c,, e,' ,.

/u = c,5 + 2c„ e„ + 2c,s e„+ 2c,„ e, + 2c„ e,+ 6c^ e, e, + 3c,, e^'

,

fu = 2c„ e„+ 2c„ C3 + 2g„c„ + 6c„ (g^ e„ + 2e, ^3) -f 6^„ c,, <>, + 12g„ c.„ f,'

,

/i. = Ch,+ 2c„ e„+ 2Cae, + 6c„ e, e„+ 3e.^ e,' + 4cJ6el^

On substituting the expression for y we find that

l-x'-y'=l-g^'C^-2g,{e,C+{e,C+e,C^)£:+(e,C+e,C' + e,C')E'

-
{ ffo'+(ffx+ff.C)^+ (ff.+ff.O +g,C')E'+ {g,+g,0+g,C'+g,C')K^}!,?

-\S:o-Sr+(g,,+g,,C)K'+(g,,+ g,,C+ g,,C^)E'\a?

-\g,„K' + ig„ + g,,C)IP}x'-g,,£^2^,

where the coeflScients g are determined by the equations

if, = V 1 + «i% 5'.o = 2e,e„,

5f, = 2e,e„
: 5'ii

= 2e,e,, + 2e,e„,

if. = 25'oe,, + 2e,e,. 9„= ^^r.e,, + 2p,e,3 + 2e,e„,

?• = 2f, e, 4- e/, gr,, = 2e, c,, + 2e, e„+ 2e, e„

,

ffi = 2^7, e„ + 2c, Cj + 2«, e„ jr,, = 25'„ e,,+ 2e, e.^+ 2e,fi,3+ 26, e,,+ 2e,e„

,

9i = 2£'» «„ + 2e, e, + e.'

,

g,^= 2g„ e„+ 2e, e„+ 26, e,, + 2e, e„,

^r. = 2c, e, + 2e, e,

,

g,,= e„« + 2«, e„

,

ffi = '^9o «u+ 2e, «8+ 2e, «» + 2e, e,

,

g„= 2e„ e„+ 2e, e„ + 2fi, e„

,

9»= ^9o «ii + 2e, e, + 2e, e,+ 2e, e,

,

^„= 2g„ e^ + 2r„ e,, + 2f , e„+ 2e, c„

,

.•7, = 2<7. «,.+ 2«, ?,„+ 2?, e„ 5^,, = 2e, e„ + 2e„ e„

.

Suppose, for brevity, we put

where the A are all of the zero order with respect to K. Let the right

member of this be multiplied by the factor

B,+ KB, x + K'SiX" + ICB^a?,

the coeflBcients B having the same quality as the A. The product is

A^o+ [^i-Bo+ KAJS,-] X + [^,^0+ KA,B,+ K^AA-\ 3?

-\-Ia,b^-\-a^^-\-a.,a^-^ka,b;\k^x''
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Let the B be determined by the relations

A^B,+ KA,B, + IPA,B^=— 1

,

A,B, + A,B, + KA.Bi+ IC-A^,=0 ,

A^B,+ A^B,+ J^i?,+ KA,Bi= ,

^5i?0+ ^4^1+ A^B, -f ^25,= .

If we assume that

B,=ih, + {h+ AsQ K->r {K + ^5C'+ ^C^) -fi^+ (^7+ A,(?+ ^C«+ A,oC^)^,

^.= hn + (^12+ hnC)K+ (Ai, + KC+ K,C') IP,

B,=h„+{h^+ h^C)K,

B3=zh-iD,

the coefficients h may be derived through the following formulae of recursion:

9o%= 1

J

9ohu+9Jh=0,
W^n+ S'i(Au+ 5'i6^i= ,

goh2o+ 9v^n+ 9iAi+9iJ^i=^^>

9a%+ 9i^h= 0,

9b ha+ f^Ai +9nhi= 0,

9oK + .^I'li:+ .^'lo'iij+ 5'u^n+ 5'A + 9ii^i= ^

,

S'o'Ai + 9A + ^3^1— ^i;= >

i'o'^AH + 5^1^12 + yjin + 9iJ^i+ 9nJh+ ffish+ Ajo= 0,

9o'h + 5'i^4 + £'3^2 + 5'ii^i— A18= ,

S-o^+ 9iK+ 29^,hn= ,

S'o'^is+ 5'2^u 4- 5'io^3+ 5'i2/«i + SiTcA'in= >

5'0^/ll9+ ^8^17+ 5'lo'll3+ S'lsAll + 5'l6^3+ 9ishl + S^ToCl^aO= ,

9ofh + gA + 9A + 5^4^! + Sf^oSi^u +!2^o«2^n= 0,

9ohi5+ 9As+ (;aAi2+ icAi + 9iofh + 9nhs + ^'12^2+ 9uhi+ ^9a''A&+ 25'o<'^i7= 0,

5-0^^3 + 9ih+ fi'A + 9A + 9A + 5'7'ii + 25'o«Ai4 + 25^06^12+ 2g^Ai— Aw= ,

Po'/'e+ <72''8 + 9A + 25roe3'iii + "^go^Ai + 5'o'*'^i7= ,

9ahi + 9A1 + giA+ giA+ S'lsAi + ^(fiAi+ '^gocjiu+ g^Jh^= ,

f^o"^+ £'1^6+gA+gA+gA+gA + "ig^eAi + 'i-g^fiAi + ^g^^Ai + 5'o'Ai8= 0,

fi'o^'iio+gA+gA + S'iAi 4- 2g'o«A6+ ^^ofis^w+ Sg^oee^n+ g^f^a = •

If we put the reciprocal of the product of the first and second factors

(the negative being disregarded) equal to

k+ {k + kC)K+{k-\-kC^kG')IP-\-{k+ kC+U0' + LO')^
+ \lnK+ {In+ hC) IP + {lu + h^C-]- h,C') J^Jr

-f il,,IP + {I,, + 1^,0) ^=] x' + /^V,
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the equations to recursion, for determining the values of the coeflScients, are

bah + bi^li + *n^= 1 *i5^ + ^le^ + b^l^+ 6,8^1= 0,

/, +M= o, k+M+Ah=o,
h -hM +f'A +Ah= 0, k +/i4+M

=

,

h +M +Ah+M +fA=0, ho+M +Ah+M

=

,

h^+fA=o, h,+f,k+fnh= 0,

h* +f:h +fsh+M= , h,+M, +fA+M= ,

As +fA2 +Un+M +fvA= 0, /,e+/A +f,h, -\-M+M= ,

hi +fAi+M= 0, hs+M2+Mi+M+M = 0,

h, +/A7 +/A +fA +Uk +/iA= 0, 4o +/7A, +AAi +Uh= ,

In order to have the numerator of the value of -p- expressed in powers

of » it is still necessary to multiply the preceding expression by

This factor, expanded in powers of a;, Cand K, has the expression

Pzzzm^+ (wij+ m, G)K+ [m^ + m, C7+ m, C^)IP+ (m,+ m8C+ m^C^ + m,o C"j^»

+ [m,, JiT+ (m„+ m„ (7) iT^ + {m,, + m,5 C+ m,, (7») i:"] a;

+ [m„ iT' + (m,8+ m„ C) ii:'] a:^+ m,, iT^ a;',

where the m are determined by the relations

g^m^= 1 , ni2= l^foA, , m,= J^A, »i4= J ^0^4— i S'oWi/,

mi=i\gjii— gomimt, nisz=igjit— Igoini, m.,=z— igofh— goirh^t.)

mi-=\gJh—go'fhmi— g^'nh'nh, «»9=J5'A— 5'o"»2»»6—S'oWia'Ws,

""13= i 5'iAi3— 5'o"*«"*:i > "hi= i 5'(Ai*

—

ffanhmu— i?oW4'»n >

'»is= iS'ft^is— 5'o"''2"*(3— 5'om5»»ii

—

ffofhrna, wii6= JW'ie— 5'oni6»*n— 5'o"»8'«i3,

Wh7= J5'(A«— iS'o^'uS "1,8= I^To^ia— sroWijm,,

—

gomnnia,

"hs= J 5'o^i9— ffonhmn— ^roffinmia , TTiao= i ^TiAw— 5'on»iinh7 •

Jr.

Denote by X the negative of the numerator in the expression of^^

,

it will have the form

X= », + (n, + «, 0)E:+ (n, + n,0 + n, C) K' + (n,+ n, C + n,C' + n,,0') K'
+ [n„ Kin,, + n„ O) E' + («„ + n,,C + «,. (7') JT'] x

+ [«„ A'' + (M„ + n„ C) iT'] a;' + n^ A'» a;"

;
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where the n are determined by the relationB

n, = wi, It + m,l,+ m, i, , w, = »m, I, + m, Z, + m, I, + »«, Z,,

n, =»»,/, + Wj '5 + »»«'> + »». ^4 + "'6 h + m,li,

n, = w, /, + m, l, + m^h+ mj, + m, /, + m, Z,

,

M,„ = TO, Z„ + wi, ;, + W!, ;, + rw,Jj , n„ = »n,Z„ + m„Z,,

n„ = TO, Z„+ wi, Z„ + JWn '»+ ^17 h > «i> = »». '13 + »'. ?u + Wu ^ + »n„ h

,

«» = »»i ^14 + »»» ^2 + "'4 'u + Wu '4 + »»» '. + "lu ^1

»

»,5 = »«1 '.5 + "»2 ^IS + »». '11 + '«6 '11 + »»ll ^+ '"is a .

W,. = Wl, Z„ + TO, Z,, + TO, Z„ + TO,i Z,+ TO,, /, + OT„ I,

,

n„ = TO, Z„ + TO,, Z„ + TO„ Z„

n,8 = '"i 'le+ m^ hi + Wii i'l. + Wn ^1 + "^n '.+ »n.8
^i

.

«„ = TO, Z„ 4- TO, Z„ i- TO,, Z„ + TO,, ?„ + m„ Z, + OT„ ?,,

««. = W. ?M+ "^n 'n + '"17 '11 + ?«» '1 •

We now have

aS"~ V ^0A + M. ^. + iTA A) aJ-a;**

Let the quantity under the radical sign be resolved into the factors a— x

and b + X, and adopt an auxiliary variable 1^ such that

a; = J (a— b) — } (» + b) cos ip.

Then
dx _ J

V(a-a:)(b + a:)-"*''

The values of the two constants in the expression for x are

i (a- b) = A = i jA, B, + KA, B,)

,

l(a + b) = *= U' + A^B,.

The expression for h can be ordered thus

Ti = o,G+\p, + ofi+ 0,(7'] iT+ [0.+ o,C7+ 0,(7'+ o.C"] iP + [0,+ o„C+ . . + o„C«] iP,

where

Oi =— ^. o, = }A„, 0, = — iro(e,A,4-«,A,), 0, =— ^r. («,*, + e, A, + l^r.A,,),

yo

O5 =iA,„ o,= iA„— iro(e,A. + e,A,+ eA). Ot = — S'oC^i^s+ «,*,+ «,*,+ «. A, + l5'«Ai,),

Os =—i7o(«,A6+ejA,+ «,^i+ J5'oA„), o, = }A„, o„=}A,5— jr, («,*,+ e, A,+«,*,+«, A,)^

0,1 = J A„— jr„ (e, A, -f fi, A^ + e, A,+ e* A, + e^A,+ e. A,+ hg^h.^),

Ou = —ffo («i ^10+ e,K+ e.K + «io *! + i 5^0 ^w)-

Similarly

g,k= |l + [A;, + *.C + *.C" + *.(7'3j^,+ [i. + *.(7 + .. + *,,C7']^j^^
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where

k,=iglh,, k,=:glio,o, + ih,'), k, = g',{,o,o,- iglh,), K = ffl(.o,o,-igih,),

k, =gl(iol + i\')— i^> K = fflio^o, + o,o, + ih,)— k,k„

k, =g\(o,o, + 0,0, + JoS — JoJ + i^e- i (1 + 5^) AJ - i ^ — *!*,.

k, =^, {0,0, + 0^0, — 0,0,-0,0, — i (1 + 9l) K) - hh— Kh^

K =g',{o,o^— o,o,-o,o^-Ario\— io\— \{l-\-gDK+hg\h^-hk\ — k,k„

*!,= -i^JCo.o, + 0,0.- \gW) — k,k„ i„ = —gMo.o^+ hol— hg'.h,^ - J*J,

K = f*(S,o,-\- ih,) — k,k„ K=ffliOiO, + o,o, + o,o,+ ih,) — k,k^ — k,k,,

K = 9\ (0.O10+ 0.O7 -\-o,o, + 0,0,— 2o,o,+ ih,— h, — iglh,)— k,k, — k,k,— k,k„

k,, = gl {0,0,, + 0,0, + 0,0, + 0,0, — 20,0,— 2 0,0,— 20,05 + H,„— ^8 — ^Slh)

i„= ^;(o,o„ + o,08+ o,o,— 2o.o„-2o,o,— 2o,o,— 20,05— A,— i5rJ(A,-2A,))

*1 «9 a!, Ag «, «, «4 «^5 )

i„ = gl (o,o„ + 0,08— 2o,o„ — ^o^Os — ^0,0,— 2o,o^— h„— igl (h„— 2h,))

t„ = 5^ (o,o„ + 0.0, + 0,0, + 0,0, — 2o,o„— 2o,o,— 2o,o, + ih, — igl (A,— 2 A,))

*i.
=

ffi (.0,0,, + 0,0, + 0,0, + 0,0,— 2o,o„ — 20,0, + J h,„—iglh,— 2 AJ)
— », k,, — k, «i„ *, *9

,

*M = 5'J(0i0ij + O3O8 + 0,0,— iglh,') — *,*„— *,*,„,

*« = 9'» (Pi 0,, + 0,0,— hgl h„) — *, k,,

.

Let U8 abbreviate by putting

X=X,+ X,x + XiX'+ Xir'.

By making the substitution

xz=h— Acoaj/',

the differential equation becomes

^= X,+ hX, + {h' + ik')X, + {h'+ i¥)hX,

— [X, 4- 2AX2 + {3A' + i k'') Xs] k cos ^

+ i [X,+ 3AZ,] jfe' cos 2 jJr_ JZ if cos 3
i^.

Let us write this

<?o v^= 1 + /?i cos yi' + 2/?, cos 2
i^ + 3(?8 cos 3 ^.

By integration

^o(^ + c)= ^ + ^1 sin ^ + flj sin 2 ^ + ^3 sin 3 ^.

Putting 0' for 0o(4) + c), the inversion of this equation is

j&= (?'—
[(?i+ i l?i/?2— i (?i=] sin /?'— [(?,— i <?i'] sin 2(?'— [(?3— i^i/?^ + J(?i'] sin 3d'.
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From this may be derived

+ [- J ^2+ I ^i'] COB 3^' + [— J ^3 + 0,0,- jV en COS 40'.

By substituting the just obtained values we have expressions in terms

of 4' for the three variables )?, vj' and d ; thus

_ 7i
= K{l— h + kco8(P), r/= K{l-]-h— kcos^),

+ e^C+ e,„(7») IP\K{h— k cos ,p)

+ 1 cii + («« + ei, (7)ir+ («u + e,,C+ e.sC');):^
i
iir^ (A— A cos y^)'

+ jei, + (c«+ eu,C')i:i -fi^(/i— k cos ^)«+ e^« (A— A cos 5^/,

jBTA sin (1).

^J-qyj Bin ^= Ki^ 1— ar*— y^= ^^

We also find that

where we have

V^ =«,, p, = n„ P, = n, + o,n,,, Pt = n, + o,n,,-{-ih,n„,

P, = «T + 05WU + o,n„ + i A,M,8 + i A,w„ + f A, m^,

Ps = "6 + Oi^i* + Oa"is + o,n„ + i A, w,9+ (3o,o, + J A,) w„,

i',0 = »io + Oi"i. + o*"!. + Oe "ii + i (3 0; — 1) w„ + (3 0,0^— iglh,) n,,.

The reciprocal of this is

d,=:q,+ {q,+ q,G)K-^-{q, + q,C+g,0')K' + {q, + q,0+q,a+ q,„C>)K\

where the q are determined by

piqi= 1 , p,q, +p,qi= , p,q, + p^,= , ^,^4 + p^, -\- p.q^= ,

P'9» + Pi9»+ P*9* + P59>= , 2hq, + P»?> + P.?i= .

Pi9, + P4. 4- p^g. + p:qi= , p,g, + p,q, + p,?« + p,q, + p.g, + ps?.= ,

J^ig* +P^>+ J>>95 + P-9' + 1'»9»+ Po?!= , pig-io+ i>.9.+ p.g. + Pioqi = .

For the sake of brevity we write 2 tor cos &, and get

+ [1 + n, (1- (7') K' + (r„+ r„ 0+r,,0' + r„C' + r„ (7*) if'] «

+ [^- ,,^_
^ + r> + r,C^±r^ ^. ^ r.. + r,g+^^.+ r,(7'

^J Vr^ZT^.'
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where

»•. = -»•,+ (^1 + *s) »•, . r,= — r, + (k, + kj r^

,

gjt =— (?i "u+ 2 0,?, »„ + i A, ?, w„+ ?, 7i„+ 5-. n„) + ^„ *, r, +g, (i,— *, A;,) r, + i r„

,

+ 5'o(*6
— 2*,*,)ri,

5'<,»"8 =— (?i "i. + 0, ?! «„+ 0, g-, w„ + (3 ej— J) A, g, n„+ 7, w„+ 2 0, 5-, n„ + g^ nj— ^g^r^

+g,{^K + K)r,+g,(.k-K')r,+g,{i:, + zh-^l+^l-h^-^^.^,)r-ir„,

r^=-r,— r,+ Ck, + k,)r,— k,r, + (k, + k, + k,+ k^,— k^k,— k^kJr^+ir,„

r„= r,— (fc, + A;,) r, — fc, r, + (A;,o— fc,+ A;, fc^ + A;, A;, + 2 A;, A;, )r^ ,

»'„=r,+ 2r,+ (— 2A;. + A;,— A;.) r, + (A:,— A;,) r,+ (A;„ - A;, - 2 A;, + A:,' - A;? + A;, A;,

+ A;,A;, + 2A;iA;,)r,— ir,,,

r„=-r,,— ir?, r,.=— r„— r,r,, r.^ =— r^— r,r,, r,.= — r^— r,r„

r„=-r8+3r„, r„ = — r,, r^ = — r,„— 3r„, »•„ = — r„,

»•»= -»"» + n^ . »•«.= - i A. q, (n„ — 3 g, <)

,

r„=-ih,q, («„— 6 y, w„ n„— 3q, n\0 — J A, (g-,+ 2 A;, y,) (w„— 3?, «?,)

,

r„=— J A,
g'l
(n„+ 3 0,n„— 6 5-, n„ n„- 12 0, y, «„«, —3 y, nj.)- J A, (5-3+ 2*, 5-,) (Wi —3 g,nJO

»»=— »•«+ 1 A, [?,— J,
— 2 (t, + A;,) g,] (n„— 3 g-, «;,) + r„

,

»•«.= — '•»8— A, y, (k, + *,) (w„— 33-, nl)

,

r^=~ih,q,(,Gq,n,,n,, + no,q,n,,n„), r„ = h\q,(_in^—2q,n^n„+ ^qlnl).

By substituting the foregoing value of cos i^ in x = h— A; cos il* we

obtain an expression of the form

, /. . *.7 + S„C + . . + S«C' zr , Sn + SnO + . + S„G^
+ |'i.+ -'

1 — 6" ^ (1 _ C")»
^

+ { «„ (1 - (7') JT+ (5« + «„ C7+ . . + «„ (7») iT' + ?^i±if^^^#i^V' } 2^

+ { ,„(l-(7')ir'+ K, + «„C7+ .. +»«^'+»^<7*^' } VimFz* + «„(1- C7') ^V,

where

g^i=goOt—hn— n, <7o«i= 5'o07—Vi— ^j 5'o«8= 5'o08— A^n— '"b.

5ro«j =5^009— *5»*i— *i ^a— re, fifoSio= i'oOio— h^i— hn—hu— rii

gtfln= g<t (oii— Oi)— k,ri— hr^— ktr^— Aiiri— rg,

g^a=-9'' (0i3— Oio)— h^i— hrf— k^rs— kiU — kiVf— r,,

g^u= ^o(oi8— Oil)—*»»"i

—

Kn—hn—hn—r^o , 5-0814

=

—9oOu—^lo*"!—*4»"4

—

hu— rn >
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fl'o»i»^— 9oOa— ^i**!— ^*^i— ^af ^o»i6=— 1> ^o«i7=— *i, 5'o«i8=— h>

S'ofM=— ^ > 5'o*25^— *«— 3ri8 , po«.,e=— km, gt^ii=— ^u + r^,

5r,«jg= — fcu—Airw—ri4,<7a828=— /sis— Ajru

—

r^, 5'o«so=—^4—(^—3fei)r„+3ru—r,6,

5'o«8i=— *i5- (fc.—3^)ri3+3rui— r,„ 5'o832=— ^6+3(*ij— ij»-i3—3r„4-3r,6— r,8,

S'oSss=— *i7+ (*4— h) »'i»— 3ris + 3/-i„ go8u=— Ks— (3^-3— ^i) r„+ri4— 3ri6+3rig,

9o«K=— ^19 — (3^4— h) ra + ru— Br^, g^a^=—^+ Aj ^a+ »"i6
— 3r,g,

^0*87= ^l+ *^4'"lS+ »"n, 5'0»88=»"l8, ^0%= J*!, 5'o840= Vi + ''a.

^0»41= *#1+ ^3> 90«ti= ^'"l + 'j
, 5'0«48= Vl 4- n, 5'0«44= ^5»*1 + K^i ^g,

gaSa= Vi+ ^''s+ *i»"3— r^o, goSfo= ^»-i + V2+ Vs+ hu— r^i,

5'o«47= Vi+ V2 + Vs+ ^i»'4+ hr^— r^
, 5^0848= Vi + Va+ h^i + ^A.— »"»

.

5'0«49=^10»'l+ V4+ Vs— »'24, 5'0«50=^ll»'l+ ^4»'5 ^J 9a*y.=- ^aB,

^0«M= *l'"26 »'S7 > S'O^SS= ^a»'26 ''28
> 5'o854= ^8'"26 »"»

>

5'o85S= ^4»'i!6 '"SOJ S'O^M^ '"si , 5'0«57= ''w

From the expression of W, given at the beginning of this case, we may

derive the following values for -4r and -4r

:

^ =-[«.+ 2a, , + a. ,'+ 3a, )?'+ 2a, „'+ «8V+ 4a,. ,'+ 3aa :»'>?'+ 2a„ ,r/
^+ rt.,

,'

']

- i [«M+ 3a„ij +a„V+ 5a,gi?'+ 3a„)?)j' + asoV+ 7a« 'j'+ 5a„ '?''?' + 3a„>?V'+"mV] -^

- [a„+ 2a„ >? + a„ ,' + 3fl^ ,' + %a^ rfr,' + a,, ,"]^
- i [3«„+ 5«., 7 + 3a„ ,']^- 2««^

,

3^= - [«, + a,V + 2a5V + «,V + 2a,,V+ 3a,," + «„>?' + 2«.,'!'V + 3a„,V' + 4a,.,"]

- i[oi6+ «ie'? + 3ai,'j' + «,8'j'+ 3a„,V + 5a„," + a„,»+ 3a„,'V + 5aa'?," + 7a„,"]-^

-[«»+ «»'? + 2«« V+ «»'?' + 2a« '?'!'+ 3a,„V']^
- \ [3a„ + 3a.. , + 5a„ ,']^ - 2a,, r^.

In the formulae V 1 — x* cos has been replaced by y. Substitute the

then
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with a similar equation for the motion of/', to be obtained from that just

written by accenting the d and substituting the divisor 1 -f ^ for 1 — ».

The coeflScients d and d' are determined by the following equations

:

d] =— ai,dj=:— 203— 04, ^3=— Sag.— 20,— a^, d^:=.— 4aio— Son

—

^a— ^is,

di =203— a^, d6=6ae— 20^, cij=: 12oio+ 3oi,— la^^— Sajs,

dj =— 3aj+ 2a,— Og, <L,z=.— 12fflio+3aii+2ai2— Soig, dio=4aio

—

^ai^-{-2aa— Ois,

dll= i^Mf "12^^ f<^16 5'^17> "13 ^= -^^m 5^<*19 5<^ I

di4=— 5021— ^a-a— fchs— Id'U) <^i5= fai6— Jai7, di6=5ai8— a.^,

dn= ^21 + loaj— |a23— |a24 , d^=— l^is+ I«i9— ia^o

,

dl9=— V«21-|-|022 + |«23— |a34, ^20= ^021—W+ fOja— §024 ,

(i>,= 025, "22^^^ 2aj5 (IjTj "23=^ "*« 20^9 flao, 024 =r 2^)5 0!27>

dj5=6028 20go, d26= 3028+2029 Oso, d27:= fOgi, ^28= JO32 |Oss,

<fe=f^32 ^'hi) "20^ •^034/

di :=— 02,d^= — 04— 205, d3=:— a,— 2a8 — Sog, di=— Oi;— 2ai2— 3a,3— 4oi4,

c^ =04— 205, d^i=:2o7— 609, d|= 3oj: + 2oi2— Soig— 12ai4,

dg =— 07-|-2o8— Sog, d^=:—Sou-f- 2oi2 -(- Sou— 12ai4, dio=:On— 2oi2+ 3ai3— 4oi4,

dii=— j'^isj di2=— 5O18— jQmj "18=:— Joia— ^Oig— 5^020,

d'u^— i(hi— |a22— |o2s— |«w> (il5=iai6— fan, d^6= «i8— Bojo,

<^7= |a2i + |«22— |a.^— V«»4> <8=— J018+ foi9— faao,

(^9=— fO21 + fa« -f- lojs— Ya24 , dJo= ^021— |a22+ |a2s— 1«24

,

d2i^ — 025> d22=— Ojt— 2a27, d28^— 02a— 2a2g— Sogo, d24^a<jg— 2a27>

d^=2o28— 6a», d.;;«=— 028+2o^— Sogo, d^=— fosi, c^=— loja— foss,

<^= |«82— 1^83, da)=— 2034.

By means of the previously given value we eliminate y from the just

written expressions of-^ and -^ , and, by division, reduce the numerators

belonging to the divisors 1— x and 1 + a; to constants. Thus we arrive at

expressions having the form

^ =j\+ U, + h c) ir+ u. +h +y. c) e' + (/, +j\ g +;. o" +y.. c) k'

+ (;«, +y,> C +;„ C +;„ (7' +;„ C*) ^»] rl^

.

For -^ we simply accent they and change the divisor 1 — x into 1 + x.
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The j and /' are determined by the relations

ii =di— Cidn. i8=4i— («j+ «iiRi— «i(<^+ <^i5)—ei'«^>i3=

—

^n—gAi—^ifiidii,
7*4 = <?»— (<4+ eu+ «„Hi— («,+ eu)du— ej^d^ -f- di»+ dja)— (6,+ e,i)dis— (^ti+ g^^)di^

— «i' (dffl+ dai)— ei'dn,

is =— (<5+ «i8) dii— «8 (di2+ dig) —5^0 (di6+ dis)— (iig'oej + ^'a) dji— 25'oeid24

— 3<7o(«i*+2«i<'?)d87,

ie =— ^^11— ^n^^i—g^dn— SflTo' «i dsT,

j7 = di— («,+ eu+ Ci8+ «so)du— (f4+ «i2+ ei7)di,— (e,+ eii)d,»— ei(di4+di,+d,9+d2o)

— («i+ «iJ+ «n)dj5— («2+ «ii) (di6 4- dvi)— [gz+ Pu + gx^)d2i— (gi+ gio) (d^ + d^)

— {^<fii + «i') da — «i' (djs + djs)— 3ei^ (ej+ e„) <^2,— ej' d«— e,* dw

,

J8 =— («8 4- Ci5+ 619) dii— {(i+ eis) (di2+ da)— «3 (d„+ djs)— 5^0 (dn+ d^+ djo)

—
(S'4+ S'u) <^i— ^2 {<i«+ <^)— 4^0 «2 di4— 2gfo «! (dgs+ die)— (e^Tj gj 611 + 3ef €3) d„

^9 =— («9+ «i6)dii— eeCdu+ dis)— (2gro«5+Ps)d2i— 2^oe3d22— 5^(d25 + da«)

— (35^ c, + 85^611 + 6^o«i«3) da,— %?«i{d28+ da)— e^r^c^dso,

jio=— «iodii— ig^e^d^— S^egd^—gi^d^— 4^o«idso, iii= do— eudu— Cjdis— ejda

,

ju= <^6— («i2+ «n) dn— eudia— (ea+ Cn) d^— e^ (die + dig)— (5-1 + ^Tjo) dai

— «i' (daa+ dai)— c? d,,,

ii3=— «i3dii— Cgdis

—

g^d^i—Padji— 25r„eidj4— (65'o«i«a+ 35'o«i)da7f

ju =zd,— («i4+«ao) dn— {e^ + «n) di,— en dig— {e^ + eia+ fin) d^— (ea + e,i) (di,+ d^)

— «i (dn+ d»+ dao)— (s's+S'u+S'w) dai]— (S'l+i^io) (daz+dai)— e5(d23 +da5+ dag)

— 3eJ (ea+ «ii) ^87— ^(das+ djg) —e\dao,

iis=— («i5+ 619) dn— Ci3 di2— (65 + «i3) di5— €3 (di8+ dig)— 5^0 (di»+ djo)— (5-4 + S'i2)dai

—g2{<iw+ du)— "kla^Ai— 2g'o«i(da5+ <^x)— { ^goeieu+ 3«fe3)d2,— 85-0e^d^— 4^oe?d,o

,

7*16=— «i8dn— eedis— gsd^— gidx— {^g(>eiei+ ^glen)d^— S^^eid^— S^^e^dgo,

j»= dg— «i7dn— eijdis— Cidig— ^'lodji— c^dji— e{d^,,

i18= dj— (ei8 -|- ejo) dii— e^dia— (eia+ en) dj,— endig— (ea+ en) djg— ei(di9 -|- djo)

— iga+ gvi)dii— gioda— (gx + 5'io)da4— e?(das + dw)— 3e5(ea+ en)da,

— «^(d28-f<^)— «}<^)

jit=— «i9dii— eijdis— esdig— podao

—

g^^— 5^2^34— '^^^^^— (65'o«ien+ 3e5e3+3«^ea)dy7,

jvt= dio— «3odn— ei,di5— «ndi8— eidao— t/iedai— 5'ioda4— Sidse— 3eieiid,7— ejdag— ejdao,

ia= «idn, Jaa= dn, j^=z{ei+ en) dn -f- ei (d^ -f- d^)+ e^dai,

ij4= ejdn+ du+ S'odis+ 25'o«id2i , jx= 4ii , Jas= dg +^4 , Ja,= djg—js ,

i«= daa—je , J29= dn, j 30= di—ji , jsi= du—js ,
j^=.d^ j^ ,

i«8= dag—jio> iw^ djo;

ji =d;+ei<i, J2=d^+(«a— eii)dii+ei(d^a—d^s)—«5dJi, is=^sdii+P'odis+2gr„eid^„

;•; = d; -}- (e4— eia+ e^) d^i+ («2— en) (djj— d^s) + «! (djg — d^j + d^) — (5-1— 5',o) dji

— «i(d^— d^) + «?d^)

jj = («5— e,8) dii+ e, «2— djs) + g^ (d^e— d^) + (25^0 «2— g^) <^i + 25^0 «i (<4— 4)
— 35'o(^+ 2eie2)(^,

»; = e, dii + 25ro eg t^i 4- ^ <^ + 3<;? ei dT,

,

jj = d^+ (ft,— e,4+ eig— e,o) d^j+ (^4— eia+ ««) («^a— ^t) + (*»— «ii) (<^s— d^g + dig)

+ «i (di*— di, + c^»— t^) + {jg^
— gn + fi-ie) d^i + {gi — S'lo) (d^— d^)

+ {2yo«i— ^)<4-^(<4i— £S) + 3e!(«,— «ii)4»— «!(<^—<&)-^d;,
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is = («8— «i5 + Cw) <^i 4- («5— «is) {<Ki — t^is) + «3 ((^s — rf^s) + ffd {d'n — dig + d^„

)

—
(ff* —gti) f^i— 5'3 (^i— ^^4)— 4£ro e-i d^— 25^0 «i (^35— d^) + {&go Ci Cu+ Se? 63) d^

;; = (es— eie) du+ €« «2— d^s) + (2gro «5— gs) d^ + ^ffo <% d^a+ 5^ (d^— (^)

+ (3£r?e,—^ eii— 6^0 «i «s) d^+ 85^ ei (d.^— d^)— 6gl e[ d^,

ito= «io dii+ 2^o«6d2t + 35^«3d^+ 5'Jd^+ 4^§ eidjo, yii= d^ + eadji+ ei oJ^s+ «? t^

,

iu= de+ (ei2— 617) dii+ «!! dj,+ (e^— en) d^j+ ej (d^g— d^s) + (s'l— S'lo) <^i

+ ^(d^— «4)— «id^7>

/i3= «i3 d^i+ «s d^s+ 5'o <^8+ 5'2 ^1+ 2g'o 61 d^+ (65^0 «i 63+ S^^o «?) <^

,

;„= d^+ (ei4— ejg) dji 4- (ei2— «n) djj+ en e^s+ (c4— eia+ «n) d^s + (e?— e,i) (d^s— dja)

+ «i(d^7— d^9 +«^) + (i's

—

gn+g\'s)d^\+ (fl'i

—

9w){d'-a— '4) +«?(<4—d»+ <4)

— 3e5 (ej— e,i) d^7— 4 (<^— f^) + «t ('m >

ii»= («i5— «i9) d^i+ Cis d^a 4- («5— «i3) dis+ ^s (d^s— d^s) + 9a(dw— (^0) + (5'4— S'12) <^i

+ ^3(<^— d^4)+ 4$^ce2dj4+ 25'o«i((^—(4)—(65'o«i«ii 4- 3e?«3) dsT+ 35'oe5<4— 45r„e? dJo,

;;6= ei6 d;,+ ee d;,+ 5f5 d^i + p'^ d^+ (65fo ei 63 + ^gl e„) d^+ 35-? ^i d^ + 65-^ e{ d^,

/n= d^+ «n <^i + «n djs+ «i <^8+ 5'io d$i+ e? d.24+ e? dj,

,

Jw= di+ (ei8— ejo) dii + Ci, djj + (ei, — en) di'5 + en <, + (e2— ej,) d^g+ «i (d^g— <^)

+ {9n — 5'i6) <^i +giodii + {gi— gio) d^^ + e? (d^ — d^) + 3e? (e^ — en) <^

+ e? (d;, — (4) — e} <4„

;w=«idIi+ ej3d;5+ e,dj8+5rod^+grij<^i4-5r2<4+25roeid^+(65roeien+3e?e3)d^+45r„e?dao,

y20= dio+ ejo dJi+ «n dis+ «ndj8+ «! <4) H-5'i6 d2i+ 5'io <^+ «i d^+ 3^ en d^+ «i ^'zs 4- et d^

,

^21=]— «idii, ja= dn, ia=— («3— en)dn— ei«2— d^5) + efd^i,

i34=di— e,d^— ^r^d;,;—|2^o|«id^u i25= d^u i2^= <^—^4, y?7|=d^3—/s,

i«= d^—J6, i29= djj, j^=:d4

—

j'l) J3i= ^4—is* i32= <4—Jgj

JS3 "28 JlOj J84 "30'

It is now necessary to change the two preceding expressions from

functions of x into functions of z. First consider the two terms of the frac-

S *S'
tional form , and ^-jr— • Let the expression of x in terms of z be

abbreviated to

then we have the fractions

8 8^
1-B,— B,z-B,z' -B,z^-B,2*'''^'^l + B, + B,z + B,z' + B,^ + £,«*'

If we multiply numerator and denominator of both fractions by

1 + D,z + D,z' + D,^,

in which we suppose that Z)j, 2?,, Dg are severally of the first, second and

third orders with respect to K, these coefficients may be determined by the
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conditions that the resulting denominators contain no powers of z above the

first. In the first case this gives us the equations

C1-B,)D,-B,D,— B, =0,
(1 -^.)A-AA-AA -A = 0,

— B^D^— B^D^ — B^D^— B, =0,

with the resulting denominator

i-A-[A-(i-A)A]«;

and, in the second case, the equations

(i + A)A + AA' + A =0.
(1 + A)A' + AA' + AA' + A = o,

AA' + AA' + AA'+ A =o,

with the resulting denominator

i+A + [A + a-A)A']2.

We solve these equations by approximation, rejecting all terms of an

order above the third with reference to K. In the first case, the equations

are equivalent to the three formulaa to recursion

:

^' A A \bJ'

^'- W,^[Bj^-Tr "

in the second case, the equations are equivalent to

«=-|+^¥-(t)"

"=-t+(t)'-4^-«.
T)' A 1 + A D'

A A
For brevity let the new denominators of the fractions be represented by

1 —A— ^« and 1 + A + O'z.

The fractions then are

S+8D,z + 8D,z' + SD,z' „„^ S' + S'D[z + S'DW + S'DW
l-B,— Dz l +A+ ^«

They can be reduced to the forms
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where the H are constants. The latter are determined by the equations

UW, = s'd;

D'H[ + il + B,)H;=S'D^

Um + (1 + B,~)H[ = S'D[

5,' + (l + 5„)JEr.' = 5'
,

Rejecting quantities above the third order, these equations are equivalent

to the following formulae to recursion :

ff z= S^ 4-
^~'^° H"i — "

J)
n jj -"2

All the constants involved in these expressions must be exhibited in

powers and products of G and K. By putting

-^^-\hk^ ^;^ + l^rc«
^+

(T^CT^ ^ /7T=^'

we have for determining the coefficients t the relations

•i, ti 4" (*»— *n) *i == *«

»

*ie '« ~ *i9 n = > *i« *7 *2o ^i = "
>

•l« ^8 -^ *n '2 + *21 '1 = *44 > *I« ^» + *17 ^3+ *18 ^2 + '22 ^1 = *« >

».. *io+ «n ^ + «i8 '.+ ».. ^2+ («2.— S21)
''l= •*«

.

»I. <tl + «1T^+ *I8 ^4+ «1.^+ «20 ^2+ (''24— «22) ^ = «« >

»i.^ii+ »n 'e+ «i8 <s+ »i. '4+ «»'.+ («25— «b) ^1 = 'a

.

»I. <13+ ^7 ^ + *19 h 4- »I. '5 + «20 U 4- (»»— «24) ^1 = «*. .

«I.'»4-«19<7 4-«1.^.4-^2o'6 4-(»n— «J^1= »60. «l.'l54-«1.^4-«20^.— «2.^1 = 0,

»l.'l.4-»20^7— «27'l = 0-

Putting also

^ = t„{l— C") ^» + ^'+ ^"^+^;+^»^' iP,

the coefficients are determined by the relations

'u M7 ^^ *61 » *1« '18 4" *17 'n ^^ *6J > *U h» 4" *18 'l7 ^^ *5> >

'l« '20 4" (*19 *17) ^17^ *M *M > 'l« 'jl 4" (*» ^is) '17 ^^ *6S *63 » *16 '2a ~ *1» ^17 ^^ *M *M >

*1« '23 *aO ^7^ *65 ' *16 '24
^^ *66 •

Also

Vot. IV.—24
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We have

A = />; = /.« (1-6")! A'',

where

tn = t» + ^ht„-t\.

We have

A = ^„ (1 - C') K- + ^2« + /«P + <„ C" + ^., C" + t,, €* + ^,, C" + f,,C jp^

D\ = <„ (1 - (7') JP + ^« + ^»^ + <..^' + ^«g'+ ^"<^* + ^»»C"+ ^«g'
jf,

1 — C '

where

'^'» *H *I«

Again

u,-—t,Si. — t^ ^ + -

(i_C7')J ^ +
(1 _(?'){ ^

/)' _/ 4/1 77? ji^ 1
^5<+ ^55^ + • • + ^59 C" y; j_ ^gn -|- /„ (7-|-

. . 4- ^69^' g^/y._ »,vi AH (l_C7»)l
^+

(1— 6")5 '

where

*1« "U *16 'u

*ie *i6 *i« *ie *i6

^« = - ^,-«» ^ + (^.9-».^jf- («,8- «1 «u) k,
*1« *1« ''16

<« = -'.0-(«.-3«»)j-'+(^«-«,<,9-^jf-(«,9-^',«lS-2«.,)h'
*16 *i6 Sie

«M «16 S16

<«, = - <.= + (3s. - 3s,)^' 4- (4,-«.^,i-^» + «,^„)f + («,«»+ 2««- 2s, «.s-.'.,)^,
*i« *i« «ie

^. = -<.,-3s3^'+ (^,,-5,<„-^„4-s,^3„)l+(2s,„-2s,s„-s,3 + s,s.,)k,
*l« *i« s„

C = - 'u- (3 s«- s,) ^ + (4,- 5. ^„- /„ + s, ^„) f- (2s, .% + s„- s, s„) Jt

,

*U *1« <M

<M = - ^,5 + s. ^'- (s, t^ + t^-s, tjf- (s^- s, «„) ^-«-, ,

C = -^,. + «>-(^„-s,U^ + s,s.^J^, i^= '-^.
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i— *e „ > '59— '7 *i„ >
f
60 — «8 «27 r Sii-'ji

"le "16 *16 *16 *16

*16 *I6 *16

6. = - ^,0- (« - 3.',)
^f
- (^30 + «1 ^«-Uf + (Sl9+ «, S18- 2 S„) ^„

"'le '16 *i6

63 = - ^„ + 3*3^'— (^s. + «i^»o
— <a,-«.Uf + (S20 + ^Si9 - 2S,8— 25.5,,:) J^.

*16 *16 S16

6* = — <„ + (3 s.— 3 sj ^-^- (/f,,+ s, t,, -t^-s, t^-) 1 + (s, s,,— 2 s,,— 2 s, s,, + s„) ^j
*I6 «16 Sl8

= — ^16— 3 «3 r'— (^M + *1 ^«— ^31 — «1 ^3o)7— (3 Sjo+ 2 Si «,,— S18 — Si «.,)k .
*1« *16 *16

66 = — tu— (3 Si— s.) f— ('3.+ Si <33— ^^32— s, ^31) 7^ — (2 Si s,o— s,s— Si sJk

,

"16 *18 S16

'.7 = - ',5 + Sa J^— (S, ^34- ^,> - Si ^,2) f + (S20 + S, S,,) ^,
"l« *16 *16

68 = -'.. + S,^'+ (t^ + SiU ^+ Si »2oh» <6» = ¥^-

From the foregoing expressions it is found that the reduced denomi-

nator for ;; is
1 — X

l-s,0-(s, + s,C+ s,C')K-(s, + s,G + s,C'+ s,C')E'-'i+^ii^^~±^^£^

1^
s„ V 1 - H (1-cy ^ (i-co'

(1 - C")l

where the coeflficients t result from the equations

ts, + ts, G+.. + t^ G' + i,,0'' ^, 1
^

tfl)= 817 -|- <j , tji^ 818 Sl ^ , ^2 ^^= Sl9 1 > ^73^^ *20 + Si ,

tj4= 8ji <88 S3 '1 > ^5 ^^ Sa '39 "T Si tsS Sj ti, 175^ S23 '40 "T~ Si tjg (84 282) ti ,

t)7= Sm '41 + *1 '40+ 2«3 <i ,
tjg= 825 '42+ Si '41 T (2S4 82) ^1 >

78^ *26 '48 "T Si '*» S3 <i , tgo^ 827 -p 81 tig 84 '1
> '8i ^^ S28 C44 -[- 82 tgg 85 ti ,

tg, =r 829 '45 "T Si '44 ~r '2 f»9 T 83 '38 Sj ti ,

<88= Sjo <46+ S] ^45+ 83 <jo + 83 <39+ (84 82) <88 {«! 3 85) t,
,

^= 8gi (47 -f- 81 <4B -|- 82 <4i
-|- 83 <4U -|- (84 82) 139 83 tgs (Ss "Sg) tj

,

<85 =Z 832— <48 + Si til+ 82 <42 + Ss '4I+ (84 83) (40 83 tgi 84 ^38 -}- (SS; SSj) <, ,

^= 83s
— <49+ 81 <48+ 82 <48 -f- 85 <42 + (84 Sj) <41 83 ^40 84 ^39+ (3 83 3 Sg) <i ,

<n= «34 <50+ 8l<49+ S8<48+ {84 S3) ^42 83/41 84 <4o (38, 85) <j ,

^= «35 <8l + 81 <50 + {84 82) <43 83/42 84 <4i— (3 Ss 85) <i ,

tgg= 836 ^52+ Si <5i 83 <43 84 <42+ 87 <i , /cjo= 837 <53+ Sj tgj 84 <43 -|- 83 <i , <9i^ 81 /js .
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s> .

And the reduced denominator for ——— is
1 + X

l + s,C+ (s,+ s, + s,C') K+ is, -\-s,0 + s, 6" + «3 C) K' + «v + ^.^^ + - + *»^' K*

+ —(1 -(?')* —
)

'

where the coefficients t result from the equations

^ ^ *17 'l >
t98 =^ *18 8l 'l > fM =^ *19 ~r 1 > 'se ^^% "h *! }

<9j =Sa-|-<54 «2^> ^OT= *22 + *» 4" *1 'm Ss'lJ 'sS= S28 + ^56+ «1 '« + (SSj 84) 'l >

<99 := 8jj4 -|" 'sTT *i w ~r 2*8 '1
> fioo= *2s "T '58 ~r *i '57 ~r (284— ^a) ^ >

'101^ *26 ~r ^69 "T *1 ^58 83 n ) nOS ^= *27 "T *1 ^59 ^4 'l > 'lOS =^ *28 4" 'm+ *2 ^54 *5 'l >

'm= *29 ~r ^1 ~r *1^+ *2 '55 + 83 '54— *6 h )

^los ^^ *3o ~r fe ~r *i 'ei "r *« ^56 + ^s ^5 "T {®4— Sj) ^&*— (87— 3 85) <i

,

^06 ^^^% ~r fe "T *1 '62 T 8»W ~r 8g t(i6 -p (*l 82) ^65 83 <54 («g S*^) <i ,

'iW= 888+ <<14+ «1 <6S + 82 <58 + «S 's7 + (84 «-i) <o6 83 /jj— 84 ^54+ (3 8, 3 8j) t ,

<)08= Ss3+ <65 + 81 <64 + 82 <69 + 83 '58+ (84 83) <5,— S3 Z^jg 84 <55 -|- (388 SSe) <1 ,

'i09^ 834 -|- Igj "t* *i 'es ~r 83 {59+ (84— 82J tjg— 83 £57— 84 tgg— (38,— S5) <i

,

tiio ^^ 8s5 "T lev ~r ®1 '66 ~r (®4 ^2) '59 83 tsg 84 I57 (oSg gg) ti ,

'lll= *86 4~ '68+ 81^67 88<59 84^-}"*7^> ^12=837 -f" <69+ 81 <68 84 ^59+ 83 <i , <]]8:^8x^.

Proceding now to the determination of the fi'we have

B, = -*f On +J\, 0) (1- 6-) E', m =
*f (/,', +y; (7) (1 - (7») iT'.

Also

where

^.u
= - 0',. «^ +/.uf -jnk +y« <™k,

816 816 8„

^15 = — (in ^M +.;„ ^,8 +y„ t«)—— Un — sjj fi + 0'„ i5„ +j\, t„) ^,

,

8l» 8)6 816

<ii.= - U» t,o +j« i^ - U2,- 2/,,) f„) f + (2;,, + sj„) Jt + (y„ ^„ + /„ /„ _ ;•„ ^J^

,

''n 816 8„

^n = - (J,, <,. +y« <«,+ 2y« ^„)f + (2y„+ 28j-„) ^, + c;„ ^„ +y„ ^, -y„ ^„ -y„ <,„)^

,

8l« 816 8„

^i.
= - (y,. ^» +y« t,r + (2y,5 -y^) <«) 7 - o;. + 28,y„) ^, + (y„ <„ - u ^, -y» <,.)k

,

'u. = - U« t« +y» t„—K tvi) ~-Un— «Jn) 7 i
- 0« ^73 +y« <n)K .

''I8 *16 8„

<« =- On ^« +y„ <» -y=5 ^n) f + «,y„^-y„ ^,k , ^m = -%^

.
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In like manner

where

<.« = (;; i^

+

y» ^«,- (;« - 3;.'3) <„)f + (2;!- «,>) Js- O'i <« +i.'. ^,. -;« ^,o^k

.

*1« ''lO *18

"16 *16 *16

<« = On <„ +;« <„ + (2y»- y^) <„) f- On - 3sj-;j ^.- o» <,3 -yi ^„ -y» ^,:) ^,

tm = On fa +J^ h, —U <«)~— 0« + »Ju) ^t + On <„ + f« <„) -^

.

*18 *U *16

*U8 — 0=1 ^M +Ja 's3 ^M '27)-; ^iJt^ r^j +^a '73 TIT' ^m = „ •

"is *16 *16 *16

It is easy to see that, for Hq, we have an expression of the form

""^ie ^
^^^^^

(1— G'J
^^

(1 — 6'^)' '

where the coeflBcients t are determined by the following equations

«i. *M=—-'f (^ ^0 + ''n) —y« ^3« + y*! ^1

.

*i«

».. '.,1 = —j^ (^1 <n + '«) - Oa t» +jnW + ^f <,o +y«) ^1

.

».6 <m = — Da tn +J^ ^i —j'n ^70] 7^ " Cy^ '« +y« <3,) + (2y„ + sJJ f + U2i — Syj h

,

'u "n

81. <133 = — [j\i (tn — '71) +y« (.in—U] 7- — 0« ^« +y^ <«) + 2Oa" «iy2,)~— ;« ^1

,

"n ; *1«

«i. ''m = - i—jn 't3 +y« (^. — <n)] J-
— O31 ta +y« '«) — O21 + 2s,;•„)^ + (Jn— 2/25) ^i

.

«w 'm = - Un in +J« ^,2]f - (721 ^« +/„ <«) - (/j, - Va) j" +j\i h

,

«ie ^13« =y« ^n ^ —J„ ia + sj„^ +Ja h .

"n *i«

«i« ^137 = — i-it ion + ^lu —Jn iu J- —jn '«—^23 ^a + V21 -? +j\t h ,

*i« *i«

»M 'iM = — t-,0 im — tn tm + ^115— •'i 'lu— O21 ^75 +Jri ^u)~— U21 ^« +j'«L +JaL +J»U
t

"

*i«

'u ^m = — ^0 'iSJ— ^1 'ui '72 ^180+ ^IM «1 '115— ^11* L/21 (^7«— '7*) +y»2 ^5] -r
—Uu ^M -\-j\l 'iS

"n
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'i« *na = — *ro 'us— *ii 'uj— *n *ui— »» 'uo + 'm — *i 'u»— 'u» + 'i 'm— [/n ('n— '»)

t

—U\J4»+J«hi+jJii+jJa+(j%!,—A)(io-jJ>,—jJ^]-3 [(«.—s,};„+»,y«] r
— 3(y,8—yj^i,

— 3(y«,—y„)fi,

*l«'lU = '7o'l8«~"'7l'l36~'71l'lS4~^s'l33 + ')20~*l'll9~'ll8+ *l'm~Cy2l(^80"~^8)+y»j('7»~^7)] —

— Cy.! ^60 +Jn ta +Ju*4t + (y» -Ja) ia -Ju '« -Ja '«] + [(35. -S,)y„ + 3«J„] ^'

+(3y.8—yj'i.

*ie'i4« = — '71 'm '7» ^186 — 'tj 'iM + 'ui ~ *i 'no ~ 'in + ^1 'u8 ~ [~J2i '79 +Ja ('so ~ '78)]
7^

*1(

—
U21 '« +y« 'so + (y» —yj '*>—y24 '«—y^ '«] + [- «3ya + (3 «.— oyj^

+ (3y»—y,7)'i.

'le'itt = — '72'is«~"'73'i36~*i'ni~'iJO+ *i'ii»+ [y»i'eo +y2»'7»] ^ ~ i./u^a-\'j\a^u~Ju^a~Jii^a]
"u

C^Ua "T ^3722) r ^'^ 1

'

*i6 'i«
= — '73 'is«

— '121 + '1 '120 +y23 'so -r- ~j\i 'ej
—^y2« '52 +ya6 '«— *4y22 -z^—y2» 'i >

*M 'i« = *i 'm Jn 'w •

In like manner we have

JJ' — h.( i' _1_ y ' ri\ K-i- 'i«8 + '149 ^^ + • • + 'iM
^'

jrt \ 'iw + 'lae ^ + • • + 'i65
^"

p-i

«i^
'^'^ ^' (1 — oy— ^

(1 - cy —
'

where the coefficients can be obtained from the preceding group of equations

by applying the following rule :

Change the sign of the whole expression, accent all the/ from/gi toy29,

for <38 to <53 write t^i to ^,9, for <,„ to t^ write t^ to ^joj, change the signs of

«i, «2, «3, *4, '27 > i^or <ii4 to ^121 write ^^a to ^ijg, for <iao to <i3, write f^g to t^f^.

Thus we have

».. '.48 =f ('. '» + '„) +y» 'm -y53 1,

,

».. '.4. =f (', '„ + '28) + iu '» +y« 'm) + i^f t« +h] '.

,
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«i. '^150 = [;« tu + ia i^w — /« tm'\ ~ + (ill ^M +i« ^55) — (3y« — s,;«) ^ — (;« — sy;,) ^.

,

*1« *16

Si. ^m = [H {t^ - 1^) +y» (^M-U] f + o« ^5T + >« tj - 2o»

+

sj'„) Ji + y^ ^,

,

"16 *ie

»i. ^.M = C-in '.. +;» (^« - <»)] f + 0« <» +yi '«) + On - 25J"i) ^- 0»- 2^) ^1

,

"l« *1«

»i. <1M = [/n t«, +/" U r- + (U h, + JaU + (y^. + SiJa) r' ~f'i ^1

'

*i« '154 = ^21*95-*-+ Jit »59 + *1^2J I^'
~ Ja'it

*i« *I6S = ^n ha hn + ^n '96 r" + ^n 'eo + 7m '«i *j^2i 't' J'" *i

'

"]« '16

*u 'iM = ^M ^i«9 + ^<a ^H8— ^m ~ *i 'laa + (ia'i ^ot +7^ ^ae) -T + (^" 'ei + ^^ ^eo + j'n ^55 + /" '54)
*16

-(M« + s,y.'i)^-y,',^,
*i«

*I6 *I5t = *»S *150 H" ^»S 'H9 + ^M 'l4S *I24 *I ^23 + 'ui + [^11 ('98 'm) +^Ja ^97]
-*"

*16

+ ij'n <« +/.', t^ +;» <„ +;« <„ + 0» -y») <J - C(«4 - 3s,");« + s,y«]^'

— (jVa — 3;;«) h

,

'l6^158 = 'w^lSl + ^9S ^150 + '»4 ^14» + '»6 ^He—^ZS"*! ^IM + ^23 + *1 'iM+ [ill C^99~W +ys2 (^98~ ^96)] "^

+ Un tt> + ;« <„ + jn h, + j'2< tt, + U'n" Z^.) t^ —ju ^54] " [(«4" 3 «.)/«— 3 sJl,-\ *f.

— (in— 3;j7) ^1,

*1« 'iM = 'm'iS>+^9»^151 +f»4^1M4"'»5^I49 hw *1 ^26"rn24 +^1 'l23+ [^ «1 (^100 W +^32 (^99 ^9?)] T'
*1«

*i« 'no = ^n ha+ '«»'m +'»4 'm+ 1» 'iso
—'m— •*! 'laj+ 'ns +*i '124+ [/w doi—O+yM (^100— ^99)]

~

+ [yn'«+y.v«+yM<69+y"'M+ (>2.-y«)<5,-y«<5.->i'j-3[(-s.+«a)y,',+vy *-f

+3(yi-yH)'.,

*u'l«l = '»2^154+ 'l«'l6J+ '»4'lM + '»'l61~'lJ8— *l'l27 + 'l2»+ *l'm+[y2'l('l02—W +7 21 (^101 "'99)] T^
*16

+ L/Vi ta +u '« + yi '» + Ou -yi) '„ -y« ^s, -y« <„] - [(3 s,- «,)> ^i + 3v«] 7==

— (3yi8—yi)',,

'l« *10 = *« *1M 4" '»4 'iM + '«6 ^51 nJ9 *1 hm + '127 + *! 'l26 + [y21 'lOl +y22 (<10J ~ 'lOo)] T^
*1»

+ [y.. <„

+

i'« t» + (7» -y;.) <6, -yu <« -y» ^„] - [- s.y« + (3 «* - «,)y2'.] ^
(3^2,—^27) ^1

,
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»!• 'ill = '«^iM+ '«6'iu-«.<ii9+ <iffl+ «,<m— [i«<.o. +/«'.«] i^ + [;n^«+^<n-y«'<»-J'»<«.]

».. im = <96 <IM+ <i» + ». ^U8 —/a tm J- + U'n t» +/a <„] + VaJ' +yi. '.

.

'i« *us = *i Ma +^n '«• •

In th next place

_L ^m + ^178 ^ + • • + ^188
^"

E^«T
(1 — Cy -"^

'

where the coeflBcients are determined by the formulae

Uu = ja —jn -^
, <i« =ju — Ua + Si jn) ^, tia = j»+ «i jt,— ,

Sit Si, Si,

ti„ = j» + St jn~— ^1.0 , ii7o = Jn + (S, in + «, Jm) -^— ii„ + S, ^u. ,

<Ki = in— 2y.. + [(S4— 2 s,) y„ + 5,ij ^— ^.„ + s, <,„

,

6l«

<i« = 3« — 2j„ — [(— S4 + 2 s,) i„ + 25, y„] -^ — <u, + s. *!„

,

Si«

tin = — 2J„ + J„— [(2 s^ — s,) j,i + s, y„] -L_ i,„ _|- s. ii„

,

^114 = — 2jt,+ j,i — [— s, y„ + (2 s, + 5,) y„] -^— ^u. + s, iiM

,

tnt = Jm -r [*« •?« T
S| Jm]— *i»6~r Si *iM ,

Si«

fiM = J» T S4 Jm T r Si list ,
f177 = JzD -r Sj Jji r Si Tuo — Sin >Sn Sie

*i7i = Ja "T LS» Ju ~r Sj J jj
J 1- Sj tiai -\~ S, tun tm -|- 5i [1,7 ,on

f171 = ill— 3j„ -\- [(S,— 3 S.) ja + S, j„] -p + S, tin + S, tm'+ (S4— S,) <,„— f,„ + Si tin ,

Sit

im =jn— 3y„ + [(Sa - 3 «,)/,,'+ (5, — 3 «,)>„] f ' + S, <,„ + S, /!,„ + (S, — «,) /,„

— St tim "~" *i« + Si tin )

titi = Jm— 3y„ + 3y„ — [(3 S7 — 3 St) j,i + (— s. 4- 3 s.) j„] ;^ + s, ii„ + s. f„,
oi«

-p C S«
— Sj) ti,a -^ S, Till — S4 tit, tm -j- Si fmo »

f,„ = — 3i„ + 3 J,i — [3 (s,— s.) y„ + 3 (S7 — St) J„] 7- + s, <i„ + s. ^i„
016

-)- (S«— Sj) fiu— S, titi— S4 tm ti4> -f- Si 1141 >

tit, = — Bju + 3j„ - [(— 3 s, + s,)y,i + (3 s, - 1; s.) y„] -^ + s, ti„ + s. *i„
"i«

-|" (S4 — Sj) ri»4 — Si tita S4 [i,j — ri4» + Si ri4j

,
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ti» = 3j„—j„ — [(— 3s,+ s^)j\i + (— 3 s, + Sj) J„] -~ + S^ fi«
Sit

I" \^* ^i) ^135 Ss tin St Ciss Ci44 -p Si Ci4j y

*ii» =^ Oju —Jm— [StJh "T ( OS,-f-Se)Ja] T (*» *a/ *H6 S3 Tiss Si tiu— tm -f-S', tiu >
S18

*n« =^ — Ju — L *9 Jn I Si Jni — Si fiM Si tm tn6 "T *i ^us >
Sl6

tljT = Ju ^8 Jii ^4 tiu f147 ~r ^l 'l46 J ^188 "— ^1 1147 •

S,»

Also

(1-C7')

10,

(1 - C^)
^800 + ^Wl ^ + • • + ^211

^" ^3

where the coeflBcients can be obtained from the preceding group by accent-

ing all the j from j^^ to j^, changing the signs of the s from Sj to s^ and that

of <i, and adding 18 to the subscripts of the t from <i3o to t^^: Thus

tin ^ Ju + Jn— > fi»« ^^ J«4 -r (Ja Si J,i)— , Fi,i = Jjj -|- Sj J,j— ,

Sj« Si« 5i6

fiM = J» ~r *« Jn r ^148 ) fi»t ^ Jn T (*« J«i i *> Jm^ r~ f 149 Si tut

,

Sij Su

*i»4 ^ Jffl
— 2 Jjj -(- [_\St 2 Sj) Jji -f- S, JjjJ tiso Sj tut >

S16

*«8 ^ Jj»
— 2 Jj7

— [(— S4 + 2 St) Jn -|- 2 S, Jn\ Cm— Si tu, ,

S18

*i9« = — 2j,8 -f- Jt, L(2 St — St) Jti -j- S,Jtti —— *16J — Si tui ,

Su

ti„ = — 2ji, + y; — [— S, jii + (2 S4 4- St) in] ^ ti„ — Si tu,

,

Su

*l»8 ^= Ju "r {.Sijtl "t" *» JmJ T~ ^184 Si tut ,

Si«

*i» ^= J» "T~ Sj Jtt T 5i *i54 , Cno = Jio "T St Jti St tut tut ,

Sit Su

*»«x = Jti "T [*« Jti "r Ss JjjJ T St tut Si f14, f 168 Si tut >

Sit

tnt = jit— 3ju + [(S,— 3 S.) jn + St jit] -^ — »• <i80— «8 ^14.— (S4— St) tit,— tut — Si <«« ,

Su

<»i = jit — 3jii + [(s,— 3 8,)jii+ (s, — 3 St) jit -5 St titi — s, titt— (St — St) tut
Sit

~r St tut f 168 Si P157

,

^« = y«— 3 jit + 3 ji, — [(3 S, — 3 St) jii + (— Sa + 3 St) jit'] 7-— S, ^i8j — St titi

Sit

(Si Si) ti60 -\- St tut ~T St tut tlJ9 Si tut ,

Vol. IV.—25
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tt^ = — ZjU + 3y,', — [3 (s,— 5.) y,', + 3 («, — 5.) i,'0 ^ S, tx» — S, tu,

(S« St) fHI -f- 8j tut "1" *« *i4» tm— Si Cut >

<H. = — Sju + 3jVj — [(— 3 s, + s.) jVi + 3 (s, - s.) jV,] -T- — «» <iM — «. ^M

— ( Si Sj) li5i -|- Sj Im ~p Si luQ — titi — Si tut 1

tn, = 3y,'.— jVi — [(— 3s. +'5.)y« + (— 3s, + s.)y,'o^— s. f,„
Si«

C^4 *V ^16« "I Sj tuj -(- S« Jul fuj Si fill ,

*»•• ^ "Ju ^81 [StJji "I" ( 3S, -|-S«)Jm]- (S4 Sj) fIM ~rS» fU8+ S< tuj tlM St ^1(1 ,Su

fjM = ^M — L
Sj Jji -)- S7 JjjJ — ~r Ss tin ~r Si tu8 tin — Si Fi«j ,

S16

f210 -^ ^84 Sg J22 ~~ V' Si ri54 ti65 Si f164 ,
*211 —

-

Si Cigj , «
S16

It remains to turn the portions of-^and-^~ which are proportional to

integral powers of x into terms proportional to powers of z. The mentioned

portion of -^will then be

^ = u, + iu, + u,C)K+ (w. + u,C + u, 0") K' -\-(u, + u,C + u, C' + m,. C) K'

+ {«2, + w,4(7)(l-C=)^' + (w,,+ M,,0+.. + w«(7')^'}z'

where the coefficients are determined by the equations

»6 =>+ «4iii + 8iii3+ sljvi >
M7= jt + Ssjll + Sj^ia

,

«8 =^8+ «6in + Sih+ Sain+ Siju + 2 «i 82^1,

,

W9 =^9+ Still + 84^,2+ 88^,8 + Sijii + 28, 88^17 + Si J18 ,

«io=iio+ Ssiii + 84^,3 4- 8,yiB + 2si 84^1, + 85;,9 + s^^ao » "ii= Sisin

,

M„= 8nj,i + 816J12 , Mis= Sisju + Siejis+ 28i Siji, , w,4= Sisiu— 816^13

,

Ml5= 820^11 8,6^13 2 Si 8,6^17 ,
W16= 821^11 + 8i,ii2+ 816^14 + 28j 8,5^17 ,

Wi7= «aiii + «i8ji2 4- 8n iis+ Siejis+ 2 (sj 8,6+ s, 8,7)^1,+ 28, 8,6^,8

,

Ml8= «2sill + «19il2 + «18il3 — 8„i,2 + 8,8 (i„ — 27,4) + 2 [(84 — 2 83) S,« + 8, 8,3] J"
+ 28, 8,6./is, + 3 8? 8,6^20,

«19= 824^11 + «2oil2 + «19il3 — 8,8^,2 — 8„i,s — 2 S,„ J,,
— 2 [2 83 8,6 + 81 8„ — 8, 8„] j"

— 4 8, 8,6^18 ,

«»= Sssjll— 8,8^,2+ S^jiz— SiiJK+ 8,6 (ji4— 2ji6) + 2 [(— 284 + 82) 8,6— 8, (Sjg— 820)]^,,

48,816^19 "8, 8,6^20 >
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«21= »26 in «Mil2 «I9 jl3 + SjejlS + 2 (Sj «16 «! Sjg) _/i, + 2 «, S,s jig ,

Wa= «27ju ^*20 il3 + 8l6 il6 + 2 (84 Sje 81 830)Jn + 2 81 816 il9+ 3 8? S16 J20 , M23= SsBju ,

l*?!^^ 2 Si 816^17, M25 ^*S9 Jll + 835^12 + 2 82 Si6^17 ,

Mm= »4o in + «88iis + 2 (8s 816 + 81 817)^1, + 2 81 Si,7i8 + 3 Si sfsiso

,

"27= «4lin — Sssju + 2 [(84 — Sj) Si8 + Si 8i8]ii7 + 2 Si 8,6Jw ,

Mffl= s«iii — Sssiis + 2 [— Ss S16 + Si SiJin — 2 Si s^sjia — 3 Si sfeiso >

"29= 2 [— 84 816 + Si Sm] jn — 2 s, 81, iig , M30= S50iu + 2 Sis Sgg jn + Si| J20 •

The corresponding portion of^ is

^ = «i'+ (m; 4- «; c)K+{u: + uic + u', C') K' + («; + «; (7 + w; (7 ^ + «;. (?') ^3

-|--^M„V1-C A+ (i_C")i ^ H (1— C")i
^ P

+{(««+«« c?)(i-c')if'+(w»+«=.^+-.+«; (70 ^'}«'

where the coefficients are given by the preceding group of equations, but

in which, the u and /are accented.

By uniting to the preceding portion of v^ the similar portion which

o

arises from the fraction we have
1 — X

+ { r„ V T^^G'K+ [i;„ + v.^ (7 + v.^ C" + v^ C]
^^_5^„-)i

+ [«.s + t'„C 4- . . + V,, (7'] ^y^^j j cos ff

+ 2 {[«'» + «'«C'] (1 -CO ^^ + K + i;„ (7 + ..+ i;„ C] iT' I cos 2 (?'

+ 3 w„ (1 — CO' ^' cos 3 fl'.

By the integration of this we have

/= (/) + { ^. + i,% +.'',C) K-^r («. + t'5^ + • • +^nCOp^^

+ (^',. + ^'.3 C + .
. + J^« C-) ^^^^ } (^ + c)

+ { «>„ V T^^F^ir+K + «'» C- + w,C + w,, C]
^^ 5g^)i

+ [w« + w,, C + . . + W3, C] (Y^^ } sin 0'

+ {
(w„+ w,, C) (1 -CO ^' + Iw^ + W3, C + . . + w„ C*] ^' } siD 3 (>'

+ 7043 (1 — CO' K" sin 3 <>'.
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The coeflBcients v are given by the formulae

fJ = Us + J W„ + <,3, , t'e= tt, 2 «4 I tt« + tuj , Pi = 2 M, f Mm + <im >

V, =: 2w, + M. + f M„ + <,„, V, = Wj + |m,« + <,„, »!.= w. — Jm„ + <im,

»u= J Wio «'» = M7 + i WS6— J> *•+ <1.7 , »„= W, + J M„ JJ„ J* + tl,t ,

P„= M, — 3 M, + Jm„ — f M25 + iy,, - + <!»,

tJ„= M,o 3 Us + JUjs |U„ + 2js,— + <H0,
816

fw= — 3 M, + 3 U, -f J M„ — I Mj, + I U25 — 3J„ ^ -f <ui ,

f 17=— 3 u,o 4- 3 u, — f Mjs + I u„ — 3y„ ^^ + tu,

,

S16

t)„= 3 U,— M, — f U„ + I Wj,— J U„ + 2jn —+ <i« ,
816

»„= 3 U,,— M, + I Mj,— J u„ + 2> — + <,„,
8l6

r,.= _ w, + |u,,— Jm„ — 1^^ + <,« , »„ = — u,.— iu,,— Jj„^'+ <».,

«'»=— i"«+<U7, t'». = U„, t)„= M„—^•„^, i;^ = U„—j".,^,
*1« Sl6

D«= M„+y„J!, t)„ = M„+y^''I, »„ = U,e + I M,„ + «,„ ,
l)„ = M„ + <,„ ,

C„ Z= M„— I U,o + <n. ,
t',, = U„ + <„, , t)„= U,. + J U„ + <i„ , l-„= U,i + <„, ,

r„= U,2 — f U„ + U, f„= <„,, t),e = jM„, tJ„ = Ju„, f.8 = iu„— W,,-^,

1>., = JM„— ij„-H, t>„ = Ju„ + i>^, f«=iM,B+ ii»^,
"i' *ie 81c

V4J ^Z J U29
)

t?4j— yy Uso .

The coefficients w are given by the formulae

"'28=l>lf2Sj «'i!4=J3lf34+i>2«23, W25= Pi% + ;>S «» ,
Wjg= j3,%— p, Djj

,

W»7=Pl%—P3»23, M'28=p,%+J33t)2«+p4t>,3, W29= JJ; Vjg+ ;>,% -f ^3 Pji + ^5% ,

Wso= Pi% + P2 i^x— v-a) + Pa% + (ps — ^Pt) %

,

WSI =Pl »'31 + P2 (%— "as) + Ps (%— «84) — 2p5 t?23
,

Wsa= Pi «82— P2 1)26 4- P3 {%— %) -f (P4— 2p6) % ,

«'83=Plt'38— P2»27— P3f26+P5%, «'»« = Pi »34— Ps% + Pe% ,
Wjj= p, tlj,

,

«'86= Pl%, Ws7=_pi%, «'ss= pi?)38+pjt)3s, ^89 = Pi I'sS + P^% + Ps ^86 ,

M40=Pll'40— P2%-f P.V37, «'4i=pi?>4i—p,r37_pjt,^, W42= ^i t>«8— p, t',,
,

Wis= Pi ^tS •
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The corresponding equation for/' is

+ j
w^ Vl — C^ ^+ (w^ + w^s C + . . + M>a, C75)

,^ _ ^2^^

K^ 1

+|K + y'« G) (1 — C^) -S^'+ (wi + "'SB (^+ . . + «»« C'*) K'
I

sin 2 ^'

4- w« (1 — C^)5 ^» sin 3 d',

where the coefficients v' are given by equations precisely similar to those

for v; it is necessary only to accent the u, accent the J and reverse their

signs and augment the subscripts of the t from t^ to ti^i by 8 and those of

^130 to t^„ by 18; for the expressions of iv^^ to iv'^^, simply accent the v in

the equations for iCga to 1043.

The portions of the motions of/ and /', which are of fractional form, are

d<i, l — £^— Dcoa0" dif, I -{- B„ -\- D' cos 0"

and, on integration, they give

The two radicals in the denominators can be computed from the

equivalents

V [1 - B.-B.Y-B]- Bl + a-BJ {2D,-Dl),

V [i + B,+ B,Y -Bl-Bl + a + B,y (3 A'- A")

.

The last terms under the radical signs have the values

- ^i + (1 - B,Y (2 D,- A) = [«. (1 - «. Cy- si, (1 - C")] (1 - CO ^^

_ ^ + (1 + B,y (2A- A") = [«, (1 + «. cy- Bi (1 - (70] (i - c^ ^'

+ C«S. + «„ C + . . + s„ C' + «3, C«]3^^

.

Vol. IV.—26
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To facilitate the derivation of the constants a we employ the subsidiary

constants o^,. . Ogi ; then

Os= 2 (til <i tti) , Ce= 2 (<82 <l <«) >
O7= 2 (<M <l <4:l) >

Og^ 2 <34 ,

a,=— 2*2, aio= 2(«,82— Sj), a„= 2(«i«,— 84), ai2= 2siS4, a,,= 2 (<ss
— (j ^jj)

,

aH=2{<29 <i<S5)j Oh=2((s6 'I'se)) «16=2(tj, <l<57), a,;=2(<32 <l<58),

ai8=2(<s3— <i<s9), ai9=2«2, 0^,= 2 (83+ 81 «,) , ajj= 2 («4 + 8, Sg)

,

022= aj + CiOg— 2838839, 023= 03— 28,02 + OiOio— 2833840,

Om= 0(4— 2 Si 03 + 8? oj + Oi (a„— 2 09)— 2 s^ (sj,— 2 839)

,

025= as — 2si 04 + 8? 03 + Oi (ou— 2 Ojo)— 2 8^3 (843— 2 840)

,

026= oe— 2 81 05 + si 04+ o, (— 2 Oi: + og)— 2 Sgg (— 2 84, -j- 839)

,

«in= «7 — 28i «6+ 8? 05+ ai(— 2 ai2+ aio)— 2833 (— 2842 + 849)

,

a^=as — 281*, + 8? 08+ «i«ii— 2833841, a29=— 2sia8 + 8?a,+ fli a,2— 2833842,

aso= s?a8, 031 = a,3 + «i flig— 2833839, "32= «« + 2 81 «« + fli Ojo — 2 833 840

,

a38= a,B + 28, a,4 + s? a^a + a, (oji— 2a,6) — 2sa8 (84, - 2839)

,

034= «„ + 2 8, a,s + si flu + a, («„ — 2 a,„) — 2 8,, («„— 2 8„)

,

053= a„ + 28, a,6 + 8? a,5 + a, (— 2 «j, + ««)— 2 s,, (— 28^, + 8,,)

,

03,= a„ + 2si a,, + s\ a,6 + «, (— 2 a,j + aj„) — 2s„ (— 2 84, + 8„)

,

«3-= «8 + 28, a,g + 8? a,, + a, «„ — 28,8 8« , Ogg= 28, Os + si «„ + o, a„— 28„ s„
,

089=8^08.

We can put

where

ft = «,, /5, = «2 + «38> /33 = «S. /54 = ».— «S8. /^J = 85 + S39
. /^e = «6 4" »4« .

/?, = 8, + 8,1, /S8=«8+S42.
/9i,
= S. + «43. Ao = «10 + «44 /^l, = «n + «46 »

°U = *12 + *4« > Pis ^ *13 + *47 > fin ^ *1« + *«8 > /'iS ^= *15 4" *49 '

Let us call the quantity under the radical sign in the expression for

/, i^^ then

-R' = [- «, + Cr + 2 [/S,. + /S„ C7 + /9,, C» + ;9„ (7'] ^+ [;9^+ /9„ (7 + . . + /9„ (7J3^^
+ C/?« + /9»^+.. + /5s,(7'»]

^"
(l-C'7'

where

i^i.=— /Sj—
«i6 «n . /^i, = —

/^s + ^i /5,— S„ 8,8 , /9,g = — /9^ + ^, /?3— ^le «i9 . /^is = /^i
/'4— «!6 «so >

/9„ =— 2/?,+ ,9^-28„s„-8;,+ aj-8l,, /J„ = _2,9.+ 2/9,/9,+ a/5,/3,,-2.*,,8,,-28„8„-28,«„

/9„=-2y3, + 2/9, + 2y9,yS.+ 2/9,/9.+ /5',-/j;-2s„s^-28„8„+(8j-2)a, + 38'«,

y9^ = -2y5, + 2/9,+ 2/9,^,-2/9,;9, + 2y?,/9.-2,J,/5,-2s„s,4-28„8„ + 4s,a,,

/9« = 2/S, + 2^./5e— 2/*i/S.-2/?,/S4+ A'-A|-28,e8,,-28.,8,„+ (1-280 a,-38i,
/9„ = 2;5,^2;9,yJ,-2^,^4— 28,.8,,,-28„s,^-28,a,,

/*,. = - 2 /5, /S, - /n - 28„ S„- si + Sla, + si,

I'n = 2 (— y9, + /5, /Sj— 8„ S„ — «„ «„) + a„

,

/S» = 2 (— ;S,o + ^, A, + /?, i?. + /?, /Jj — S„ S„— S„ S„— 8,8 S,i) + a^

.
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i^s= 2 (— /?„ + /?, + ,9^ ^,„ + /9, (/9,— 2 /9J + /9, /9, ^^^^^— g^^ s,, — S„ S„ — S^^ *'2, — «i. i'n)

+ «24— "b.

/Sao = 2 (- /5,, + /?.„ + ^, (,3„ - /?,) + /3, (/J,— 3 /?,) + /S, (iJ, - 2 ,9J + /?. /?.- «,6 «si
-

«i, «2i

/S„= 3 (- iJ„ + /S„ + /5, (/5n — /Jio) - /«. (2 /5, - iSj) + /^a C/?8- 2 ^e) + i?* (/?,- 2 (i,) - S,, S,,

*17 *25 *18 *24 *19 ^23 *20 ^22^ I "'26 "2* >

/»B=2(-3u + ^2 +/9. Wa -/Su) +^. (-2/9, +^,) + ^, (-3/9, + /9,) + ;9. (/J,- 2 A,)

*I6 *ai *17 *28 *I8 *25 ~~ ^19 *24 *20 *2s) I "27 "25 >

/»„ = 2 (- /9,5 + /?., + /?! ('3u - /S.2) + /?2 /?, +/?,(- 2 /93 + /Se) + /3. (- 2 /9, + (i,) - 5„ «,,

*17 ''27 *I8 ^M *1» *25 *20 *2« ' I "28 "26 '

/Ja. = 2 (,9„+ ;9, (/?„ - /9,3) + /9, /9, + y9, ^, + /9, (- 2 ^9, + ;9,) - 5,, s^- S,, S„— 8,, *•,,- «,„ »,,)

4-«2»— «27.

/J«i = 2 (;9„ - /9, /9„ + /9, ,9, + /9, /9, — «„ s,,— s„ «„ — s„ »J -^a^ — a.^,

/^a*
= 2 (— /9, /9,5 + /9,/9j— s„«„ — Sj„*„) — a„, /9„ = — ajo-

In like manner the quantity under the radical sign in the expression

for/,

i2" = [-«.- C7 + 2 [^,'. + ^;, c+ A'3 c' + A'. c7']x+ [/3.'.+ /j;. c'+ .
.+ /s;. ^»] ^^^,

+ [/?2', + /j; c + .
.

+

a; (7>»] (-3-:^^

,

where the coeflScients are determined by the equations

^,= ^9,6+2/92, /9:,= /9n + 2A, /'4= /3ia + 2A, ^^,= ,9,,, /9^= /J^o + 4 ^5

,

^= /32i + 4/9e4-4«,«i, ^22= ^522 + 4/?,— 4/95, /?'a= /328 + 4/98— 4/96— 8 8i«i,

^= (5«4— 4/97, /^= /9»— 4/98+ 48i«,, ^26= /326, /527=/327+ 4/9»— ajj + asi,

/?28= ^5^8+ 4 /9,o+ «32 «S3 , ^= i?29+ 4 (,9ii ^9)+ «3S «31 «24+ «23 >

^= ;?30+ 4 (^12 /9io) + 034 Ogj 0.^5 + «2S ,

i^l= i^Sl + 4 09i3— /9,i) + «,5— «33— Ojj+ aj^
,

^ =/?32 + 4 (^,4— ^12) + «M— 034— a„ + a«,

A= /3;a + 4 (/9,5— /3,3) + Ufj Hte— «28 + «26 ,

i^= /3»4 4 /9i4 -f «38 ttac 029-1- «27 > /^^= /^sj 4/9i5 -|- Hja %, «S0 -|- «28 ,

Pm^^ Ps» Ojg -|- lXj9
, [igiZ^ pg; «39 -(- ""% •

From the value of I^ we derive

1 _ 1 _ /?,. + /?.7C'+/?.8g' + /g..PV
|

/?.8 + /?a9g + .-+/?«g' ^'

/S«+/?.8g + ->+/?..P" ^'
^ (-«, + C)' (1-6"}'*

In order to facilitate the expression of the coefficients we adopt the

following subsidiary quantities

^I=i5l6/?18-|-i5i7/9i,, ^2=/?16/?n-|-/3i7/520, ^3= ^^g 1^^+ ^U 1^21 + ^IS flw )

8,= ^„ /9«+ /9n /92, -I- /9,3 /92i -(- ^„ /92„ , d,= p,,^^ + At /9.23 -f As A2 -|- iS.s Ai

,

5,= A. ?^+ i?,7 /324 -f- /3,8 As -f A» i322 , ^7= /?.6 Ae+ /?« /?25 -|- As /524 H" /3l9 /JsS ,
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then the coeflScients /3 satisfy the following equations

2/S„ = 3/S!.-«;/9^, 2/S» = 6y9„/9„-f 2s,/9„-6!/S„,

2^„ = 3 (2 5, -/S;. - /S;,) — y9„ + 25, /?„— s;^„,

2 /S„ = 6 (/S,. /S„ + /S„ /J„ - /S,. /?„) - /S„ + 2 «. /S„ - «! /9„

,

2 ^„ = 3 (/9J, + 2 /9„ /5„ - 2 /9,. /9,,— /S?,) - /9„ + 2 S, /9„ - sj ,J„

,

2 ,S„ = 6 (/?„ A, - ^.. /*..- /5.T /S.s) - y?» + 2 s, i9„ - s; /J^

,

2iS„ = 3(/S;,-/S?,-2/J„/9„)— /S„ + 2s,/S^— 5?/93,, 2/9« = 6/9„^„ -^„ + 2«, ^„,

2/9^ = — 3/S!,-^^, 2/?„ = -*?,?,, - 2;9„ /9„- 2 /9-J. + 2 sj y?,. ^,„

,

2 /9« = -- s} /3« + 4 5j ^„— 2 /?„ ;93,
- 2 /?„ /?„ - 6 /9J. /3,, + 2 5.' 3,— 4 s, ,9,. ^„

,

2 y9„ = - sj j5„ 4- 4 sj i?^ — 6 «; /?,,
- 2 /?,. /3^ - 2 /9„ ^„ - 2 0S,3 - /SJ /3,8 - 6 ft, <5: + 4 /3;.

+ 251*3-25, *,+ 2(1 - «;)/S.,/J«,.

2/S„ = -s;/S,„+ 45;/S„-6sJft,+ 45,i9„-2ft,ft,-2/S„/9„-2(ft« - /9,.)/9„-2(/3„-/9„);9„

-2(3/j;,y5„+6/J,./9„/3„+y9y + 12/i;./J„+ 2s;3,-4s,<5,+ 2(l-sJ)<5,+ 4s,/9,./9„,

2 ft,
= - 5t ft, + isl^^—Qsl^^ + 4:S, ft,

-
ft,
- 2 ft. /5,, - 2 /?„ ft,

- 2 (ft,
-

ft.) ft

- 2 (ft,
-

ft,) /?» + 2 ft, /J,, - 6 ft. (2 ft, ?„ + /S?,) - 6 /j;, /9„ - 12 /?.. 5, - 2 ^„

+ 2s! 5, - 4s, 5, + 2(1 -s?) 5, + 4s, 5, - 2ft.fto,

2^„ = — St ft, + 4 sj ft,
- 6 sj ,?,„ + 4 s, ft,

- /S^ - 2 ft. ft,
- 2 ft, /9„ - 2 (/9„ - /?,.) ft,

- 2 (ft,
-

ft,) /?« + 2 /?„ ft, + 2 /9„ /9„ - 6 (2 ,3,. /3„ /3„ + ,3,', ,3„+ ft, /9,',) + 4 (3 ,3;. /3„

+ 6ft6ft,ft8 + ft"T)-6Aft, + 2s;5.— 4s,5,+ 2(l-sO-5. + 4s,<S,— 25,,

2i3„ = - s; ft, + 4s,' ft,
- 6 s! ft, + 4 s, ft„

- /9„ - 2 ft. /3„ - 2 ft, /?„ - 2 (,3„— ft.) ft.

- 2 (/9„- /S„)
ft, + 2 ft, /?«,+ 2 ft. ft,

- 2 (3 ,9,. ^. + 6 ft, ft, ft, + fA,) + 12 ft. (2ft, ft,

+ ft',) + 12/S?,ft,— 6ft,5,+ 2s;5,-4s,5.+ 2(l-sI)<J, + 4s,<J.-2<5,,

2 /9„ = - s; ft, + 4 sJ /3„ - 6 s? ft, + 4 s, ft,
—

ft„
— 2 /3,. /3^ - 2 ;3„ y9„ - 2 (ft,

—
ft.) ;9„

- 2 (ft,
-

ft,) ft,+ 2 ft, ft, + 2 ft, fto
- 6 /9„ (/9„ ft, + /SJ.) + 12 (2 ft. ft, ft, + /ij, ft,

+ ft, r^?,) -2 (3 A'. ft,+ 6ft. ft, ft, + /9y+ 2s, 5,-4s, a,+ 2(l-s;) 5.4-4s, <J.-2<5,,

2^„ = -sift, + 4s? ft,
— 6 s! ft, + 4s, ft,

-
ft,
— 2ft. ,9,. - 2 ft, ^^ - 2(ft, -ft.) ft,

- 2 (ft,
-

ft,) ft, + 2 ft, ft, + 2 i3„ ft,
- 6 ft, iSJ, 4- 4 (3 ft. ft, + 6 ft, ft, ft, + ^.)

- 6ft. (2ft, ft, + ft,) - 6ft', ft, + 2s;<5,-4s, 5, + 2(1-*;) 5, + 4s, <5,-23,,

2 /9„ = - s} ft. 4- 4 s,' ft,
- 6 s! ,9„+ 4 s, /9„ - ft,

- 2 ft, /?,.- 2 (/3„- /3„) y9,, + 2 (ft,- ^„) /9,.

+ 2 /3„ /9„ + 2 ft, ft,
- 2 ft,

- 6 /3„ (,9„ ,9„ + ft.) - 6 (2 ft, ft, ^„ + ft, ^„ + ft, ft,)

+ 2s;5,„-4s,<5, + 2(l-s;)5, + 4s,5,-2<5„

2ft, = - sjft, + 4s!,9,.-6s!ft, + 4s,ft,-ft,-2 (ft,-ft.)^,.-2 (ft,-ft,);9,,+ 2ft,;9„

+ 2ft,/J„+12ft,ft,-2(3ft.ft,+ 6ft,ft,ft.+ ft,)-4s,5,„+ 2(l-s!)5,+4s,5,-2<5„

2^„ = — 4^ ft,
— 6s; ;9,. + 4s, /9„ - ^,^ _ 2 (ft,

—
ft,) ft. + 2ft, /3,, + 2 ft, /3„ + 4ft,

- 6ft, (ft, ft, + ft.) + 2(1 -s!) 5,„ + 4s, 5, - 2 5,,

2/9„ = - 6sfft, + 4s,/9„-/3„ + 2ft,/3,. + 2ft,^„-6ft,ft, + 4s, 5,„— 2 5,,

2^„ = 4s,ft, -/9„ + 2 ft,/3„- 2ft, - 25,,, 2ft, = -ft,.

In like manner we have

1 _ 1
I

ft. + ft, + /S.'8 C + /^.'.
^' y

I

ft'. + <g; g + • • + ft'. P' ^'

„

2?^- -«,-(?+ (_5,-C7 ^+
(:-s,-(7)» n^TT'

I

ft', + ft'8g + -. + ft.g'* ^'
-t- (-s,-C')' (l-CT*

where the coefficients from (^gg to /Jgi satisfy equations which are obtained

from the preceding group by accenting the (3 from I3iq to fig,, reversing the

sign of «! and finally the sign of the whole expression.
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We may write the terms of/ andy we are considering

/ = J arc tan (^tan io'Y f = ^, arc tan (^, tan iO'\.

We have

M = n + nC ^-[:r,-\-nG+ r,G'-]K+ir, + r,C + .. + ruG']
(1 — 6")'

^'
(1 — vy

'

where the coefficients y are given by the equations

ri=PiJn^ r2=Pji,, n=Pii,66+Pjny ri=Pj,Bi+P-j22+Pjny
n =P> ^168 +P3Jn > r,=Pi tm + Vi. ^iw -^Pdix > h'=Px tm + Pi ^ui + Pi ^m + PJ,^ +PJ21 .

r8 = P, ^71 + P2 i^ies— ^i,J+Pi txm + P-J22 + (i»6 — 2 jy.) ij,

,

r. =Pi tm— ^P2 tm -\-P> (^.68 - 2 (!,«,) - ^pjn + (;?, — '^P.^j^^ .

r.a = Pi tm +;?,(— 2 if,68 + i^.J - 2 Ps if,67 — 2i'5y2. 4- (— 2 Pe + i^Ji,,

,

r„ = P^ im + Pt tm + Pa (— 2 if.e, + t,J + ^^^^ + (— 2 JO, + ;?,) ./,,

,

r» = Pi tm + Pj ^im+ ^3 ^67 +PJ^ + P./n

.

Yn = i'l ^,,6 + Pz t,ts + PJ22 .

ru=PJm+PJim+PjMt-\-PiJ2x^
Ta = Pi ^178 + P, ^170 + Ps he, -\-P* titi + Pi tiu +Pij22 + PJ21 »

ri6 =i'i ^179 + P, (im — tiJ + P, ifno + i'* (^1.8— 3 <,66) +^5 ^87 + P<i ht, +Pjn+ (.P»— 3Pi)jn

,

r,7 = Pi ^180 +P2 (tm— <170) +P, (<,7l
— ^16.) — 3^4 ^.87 + i's (^168" 3 t,J + P, /!,„ + (p,— 3p,)j\^

+ (Pio— ^P,)j\i,

r.8 = Pi im+ Pi (<:»>— ^i7i) + Pz Qm — fiJ +;»*(— 3 «,«8 + 3 if,J — S;;^ d,,, + p, {(,^— 3 1,,,)

+ (P.o — 3 P»)U + (— 3 p, + i^,)y,i

,

r,9 =Pi ^« + p. (<m — ^m) +i'. ('m — ^ti) + ^ P* ^i.i + Pi (— 3 <.«, + 3 <,,,) — 3jB, ;f,„

+ (- 3p, + 3p,)j^ + (- 3jo,„ + 3 p,)y,,

,

r«, = P, 'iSS + P2 (^175— <m) + p. (^,7*— ^172) +Pl (3 <,68— i'le*) + 3 Ps i!i67 +A (— 3 if,68 + 3 /!ie,)

+ (— 3p,„ 4- ^Ps)J22 + (3p, —p,)j\,

,

r« = Pi hu +P2 ('.7.— hJ + Pi (tm— im) —P* ^.7+A (3 <ie8
" ^m) + 3A i!,67 + (3 P,— i?,) /,,

+ (3p,o— A);^..

r« = p. '.86
—

Pj <17B+ Ps (<17«— '174)— P* ^.8—Ps ^187 +/'6 (3 '',68" ^m) 4" (3p,0 —Pslji^—pjil ,

Ta = Pi ^186—A ^17.— Ps *m —Pi 'iffi
— p. ^167 —AJm —PioJn >

Tm = i^i 'i87
— Pa ^7. — p. ^168— i'lo/ji

.

r,i-Pi tm •

Also we have

(1— 6")'

'

where the equations determining the y' are derivable from the preceding

group by simply accenting /gj andj^ and augmenting the subscripts of the

t by 23.
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By multiplication

To facilitate the expression of the coefficients y we adopt the following

Subsidiary Quantities.

£8= 8^/938, £,= sl/339— 28i/3a8, £«= s? fto— 28, ^89+ /Jja , £9= SiAi— 2s,/94„+ /9g,,

e„= 8? ^42— 28i /?4i + /?4o , £11= S\ ^m— 2Sl /?42 + /?4I , £12= «! /944— 28, /943 + ^i^ ,

£,3=8'f/945— 2Si/344 + /343, £„= 8? /Jie— 28, /945+ ^44 , £,5=— 28, /Sie+ y345 , £,6=/94«,

C,= 8t/9i6, C2= s}/3.7— 4s?/9i6, C3= 8li3i8
— 48?^„ + 6s5/9,e,

C4= 8} /9,9— 48» /9,8 + 68? /9„ - 48, ;9,6 , C5= — 48? /9,9 + 6 if? /9,8— 48, /9,7 + /9„

,

i;:e=68?,9,9— 48,,9i8 + /9i,, C7=— 4si/9i9 + /9i8, ^8= ^9-

Then

r26=— riAo+ ^i) r27=— ri/5i7— r2A6 + e2, r28=—nAs— rs/^n + ss,

r89=— rii5i9— r2/5i8+ £4, r3o=— rzAs + ^s, r3i= ri/588— £1/9,6 + «} re,

rsa= n A9 + rs /Sss— £2 Ae— s? r4 /3n + «J !-7— 4 sj re

,

rSS= n (/540— /388) + r2 ^39— £1 (/9l8— 2/9,6)— £2 ^V,— £3 /3l6+ «} Ts" 48? ?-,+ 6 8? ^6 ,

r34= n (/541— ^39) + r2 (Ao — /938) — £, (A9 — 2 /9„) — £2 {/9,8 — 2 y9,6) — £3 /9i7
— £4 ^„

+ »\ n— 48? 78 + 6 8? ;',— 4s, 7-6

,

r»= n (/542—M + rs (A,—M— ^i (— 2 As + /9,e)— e, (A,— 2 /9„)— £3 (/9,8— 2 /9,e)— £4 /9„ + 8\ ?-,o— 48? 7-9 + 6 8? j-g— 48, 7-7 + re 1

r,e= ri (/34S- Ai) + r2 0342— Ao)— £1 (— 2 /9,9 + /9„)— e, (— 2/9,8 + Ae)— £> (/9i9
— 2/9,,)

— £4 (As— 2 ^ib)— £5 A7 + «i rii— 4 8? 7-10+ 6 8? 7-9— 4 8, rs + r7

,

m= ri (/344 — A2) + r2 i^ts — AO — £x /5i8 — £2 (— 2 ;8i9 + /9,7 ) — £3 (— 2 ^.g + ^.e)

— £4 (A9 - 2/9,7)— £5 (As— 2 Ae) + si ru— 48? 7-,, + 68? rio— 48, r9 + rs,

rw

=

n (^45— /943) + r2 {^u

—

A2)— ^ ^19— £2 As— £s (— 2 ^9,9+ /9„)_ £, (_ 2 /9«+ ^,,)

— h (/9,9— 2^„) + 8* 7-1,— 48? ri2 + 68? 7-,,— 48, rio + r»

,

r«,= n (Ae— A4) + r2 [1^*5

—

As)— £2 A9— £3 As — £4 (— 2 A9 + Ai)— h{—2 As + A«)— 48? 7-13 + 6 8? ri2
— 48, 7-,, + 7-10 ,
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no=— ri^u + r2 (Ae—M— ^ As— ^4 l^m— Ss (— 2/9,9+ /9n) + 6 s? j-is
— 4si Ta + Tn

,

r«=— rii54»'r-r2/?45— £4/5i9
— £5/?i8— 48i?'i3 + ri2, r42=— r2/?46— ssAs + ri3,

r«= ri/548+ r2A7 + r8S7+ r4f6— reCa— r7Ci + «in5— Ssfj-M,

r45= n (Ag— /947) + ra As + rs £8 + r4«7 + (r5
— 2r8) «6— reCs— r7G — (rs— re) Ci

+ 8?ri6— 6s?n5 + i5«tr:4,

r46=n W^—M + raCAg — i947) + rs ^9 + r4 ^s + (r5— 2rs) 27— 2^4 ^e— re (Ti— r7Cs

— (rs— re) C2 + {r9— r7) G + «? rn— 6s»r,6 + issj ns— 20s? ru,

r47= n (Ai— Ag) + r2 {/^m — /548) + n ^w + r4 ^9 + (rs— 2 rs) ^s— 2 ^4 £7— (2 rs— rs) ^e

— re Cs— r7 C4— (rs— re) Cs— (rs— r7) G— (no— rs) Ci + «? ris— 6sf rn + 1 5«1 rw
— 208»ri5+i5 8?r>4,

r48= ri (Aa— i53o) + r2 (Ai— A9) + rs sn + r4 ^lo + (rs— 2 rs) £9— 2 r4 ^s— (2 rs— rs) £?

+ r* se— re Ce— r? Cs— (rs— re) C4— (r9— ri) Cs— (rio— n) C2 — (ru — r9) Ci

+ »?ri9— 6«5ri8 + I5«tri7— 208?ri6 + i5«57-,5— 6s, ru?

r49= n (/^ss— /?si) + r2 (Aa

—

/^m) + rs £12 + r4 hi + (rs— 2 rs) ^lo— 2 r4 £»— (2 rs— rs) %
+ r4 «7 + rs se— re C7— r7 Ce— (rs— re) Cs— (ro— r7) C*— (no— rs) Cs— (ni— rg) C2

— (ri2— no)Ci + 8ir2o— 681 rw + is s\ na- 20SJ7-,, + 1 5 s^^io- 68,7-15+ j-,!

,

rso= n (/'s4— i^ss)+ r2 (^53 — iSsi) + rs «i3 + r4 £12+ (rs— 2 rs) ^r.— 2 r4 £10— (2 7-5— rs) ^9

+ r4 es+ rs £7— re Cs— r7 C7— (rs— re) Ce—(ro— r7) Cs—(no— rs) C4— (rn— r9) Cs

— (ri2— no) C2 — (ns— 7n) Ci + »? rai — 6 »; ^20 + is s\ r^ — 20 s? 7-15 + 15 si yv,

— 6 »i ne + ns >

rsi= ri (/3s5— /^sa) + r2 {^n

—

A2) + rs ^i + r4 ^is+ (rs— 2 rs) £12— 2 7-4 e,,— (2 7-5— 7-3) ei„

+r4£9+r5£s—nCs—(rs—r6)C7— (ro-r7)C6—(no—r8)Cs— (ru—r9)C4—(r«— no)C«

— (ns— rii)C2+n3Ci+«ir22— 6»ini+ is»!r2o— 208?ri9+i585ris— 6«iri7+n6,

r52= ri (/^se

—

/?m) + r2 (y^s.,— A,) + rs ^is + n ^u+ (rs— 2r3) sis— 2 r4 ^12— (2r5— rs) su

+ n «io+ rs £9— (rs— re) Cs— (re—n) C7— (rio—rs) Ce— (rn— rg) Cs—(r^— no) Ci

— (ns— ru) Cs + ri2 Ca + ns Ci + «5 r23— 6 85.7-22 + 15 s} 7-21— 20 s\ rao + is s? 7-19

— " *i ris "T rn >

rss= n (A7 — /'ss) + r2 (i'w

—

/9m) + rs sie+ n ^is+ (rs— 2 rs) ^m— 2 r4 sis— ( 2 rs— rs) £12

+ n en +r» «io—(ro-n) Cs-(no—rs) Ct—(ni— r9) Ce—(n2—no) Cs—(ris— nO C4

+ n2 Cs+ ris C2+ 8? r24
— 6 8? 7-28 + IS 8} 7-22— 20 8? 7-21 + 15 8? 7-J0

— 6 8, 7-19 + 7-,8 ,

r54= ri (/^ss— /956) + r2 0^57 — /^ss) + r« sie + (rs — 2 rs) % — 2 r4 £» — (2 rs — rs) ^is

+ r4 £12 + rs ^n— (rio— rs) Cs— (ni— rs) C?— (n2— no) Ce— (rw— nO Cs + ri2 C4

+ n»C8— «ir25— 685r24 + i5«}r28— 208jr22+ i58jr2i— 6«ir2o + n»>

r5»=n (i5s«— /?67) + r2(;558— /95f,) 4- (rs- 2r3) ^le— 2r4 ^is- '(2r5— rs) h* + n % + rs ^la

—(ni—r9)Cs—(na- rio)C7—(ns-ni)Ce+n2C5+n3C4— 685r2s+iSslr24— 208-lr23

+ is«?r22— 6«,r2i + rao,

rse

=

n {?m

—

As) + r2 W«>— l^^)— 2r4 ^le— ( 2r5— rs) ^is+ r4 ^u + rs ^.s— (na— rw) Cs

— (ns- ni)C7+ n2Ce + n«C5 + iSs}ra5— 208jra4+ i5«!r23— Sairaa + rai,

r57

=

Ti (Ai— /9m) -f- ra (/9«o

—

/9m)— ( 2rs— rs) ^le + r4 £is + rs £14 - (ns— rn) Cs + rn Ci

+ rwC6— 208?r23+ i58|r24— 6»ir2s+ r2aj

r58=— n /?6o+ r2 (1%1—M+ n «.6+ rs ^is+ n2 Cs+ ns C7 + is s\ ra—^ «i r24 + r28 >

r6»=— n/^ei— n/^eo + rs^w + nsCs— 68ir25 + n4 , r6o=— r^/'ei + r25 •
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In like manner

Ip- -s,-0^ (-5,-6-)' ^ (-s.-C)'(l-6"r

where the coefficients y' are given by equations similar to those of the pre-

ceding group ; it is necessary only to accent the y and the |8, change the

signs of Sj, /^u,. ./^w and the sign of the whole expression.

By multiplication of the factors we find

I

r„+ • • + rs,
g'° + (r., + • • + r., g°) V i^g' y

.

To facilitate the expression of the coefficients we adopt the following

Subsidiary Quantities.

,, = S,, '!, = .',„, 1?, = S„— S.',, !!.= «„— 2s,„, 'J5 = S,s— 2S„+ S,, 'Js^Su— 2«,2+ «,o,

'!7 = «15— ^«1S + Su> %=— ^Su-f-'li, '?»=— 2S,5+ S„,
'?,o = Su, '?!, = «15.

^1 = ^* ' '^2 '= ^li 1 K ^ ^76 2 /„ ,
i, ^ f„ 2 r,5 , ^5 = r,8 2 f„ -[" ^M 1

^6 = ^79 2 <„ + ^,5 > -^7=^80 2 ^,8+ ^,8 > K^=- 2 <„ + ^„ , -^j^ 2 fgj -|- fjj ,

^10 — ^79 J ^11 ^^ ^80 •

The values of the coefficients are then

Tei= — 8i6 /5i6 + *i ^0 > Tea=— ®i6 i^n+ *i ^i— 2 81 <7o

,

^63=— 8,6 (/3i8— i^ie) + 8? <T2
— 2 Si t;i + <,o , Tw=" «16 O'lg— /^w) + »! 'w— 2Si f;^ + ^1 ,

Tes= *18 As 2 81 t;3 + <72 , ^66^= *16 /'W + ^73 > ^67
=

P16 *1 *2 >

r68=— /9l7 + 8l/3l6— 8?S3+2SiS2, 7-69= ^,9+ 81 /3,7— 8? 84 + 2 S, 83 «ij,

rVO=— i5l9 + Si i9l8 + 2 81 84— 83 , ^71= Si ;9,9— 84 , 7-7^= 816 /9g8— /9i6 ^70+ «1 ^4 ,

TtS^ *16 P39
""*

P\f> '71 Pi7 <7o "T *1 '75 4 S'l C74
,

?-,4 = 8,6 (/940— /Sag)— /9,6 <,2— /9l7 <71— (/9 — /9l6) ^0 + s1 <76— 4 8? <75 + 6 «? <74 .

7-„= 816 (/34, — /Ssg) — Ae <73 — A7 <7j — (As — Ae) ^ii
— O'ls — /9„) <,„ + 8* tn — 4 8? drg

-f 68?<,5 48i<74,

J-T6= «,6 (^42 — /94o)
— /9„ t^ — (As — Afi) <7« — (As — A7) <71 + As ^70 + «1 <78" 4 8« <„

+ 6 8l«76— 48ii;5 + <T4,

yr,= 816 (/943 — Al) — (As — /9,6) t^ — (A9 — Al) <« + /9,8 <71 + /3l9 «70 + 8^,9 — 4 sj <,8

-f 6 8? <77 4 8, ^6 + <75 >

7-,S=«16 0344— A2)— (As— A7)<78+A8«72 4-A9<71+8t<S0— 48j<79 + 685^8— 48i<i7+<„,

J-TO= 8,6 (As— As) + As '73+ /9,9 ^73— 48j <8o + 6 8^ <;9— 4 8, <78 + «„ ,

r80= 8l6(A6— A4) + A9<78 + ^»\ <S0 — 48, t;o + <78 , Tsi=— 8l6/345 4 8, <80+ <79 ,

Tk^ *16 /94« "f- ^ ) TSS= Pas "T 81 82 As 81 85 ,

3'84= ^«9— 81^88+ 8lsjA7 + (8183— 28,82) Ae— 8} 86 + 4s» 85,
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7-85= /9,o
— 81 /983 + s? S2 (/9i3— /9i6) + (s? 8s— 2s, s^) /9i,+ (s? S4— 2 «i S3 + 82) /9,6— sj (s,— 85)

+ 48?S6— 68?8g,

?-86= Ai — Si /940 + 8? S2 (/?i9
— A?) + (»? Ss— 2 Si 82) (/9i8— /9,5) + (s? 84— 2 Sj 83 + S2) /3i,

4- (— 2si 84 + S3) /3i6
— s\ (sg— Se) + 4s? (s,— S5)— 68^ se + 4s, 85

,

7-g,= j942— 8, ,?4,— s? Sa /?i8 -I- (s? 83— 28, 82) 05i9— /3„) + («? «4— 2si Sj + 82) (/9i8
— /Su)

+ (— 2SiS4 + 8s)A7+ 84/3i6 + 8j8, + 4s?(S8— Ss)— 6 8?(S7— 85) + 4Si86— 85,

7-88= /9j, — Si /942 — si Sj ;9,9— (s? Ss — 2 «i Sj) /9i8 + (s^, S4 — 2 Si s, + 82) (/9ig
— /S,,)

+ (— 28,84+ Ss) 0'5i8
—

/5i6) + S4/?n + s] Sj—4s>,— 68? (sj— s^) + 48, (s,—s,)— Se

,

7-8,= /944— 8, /?43— (s? 83— 2si 82) /9i9
— (s? 84— 2si 83 + 82) i9,8+ (— 2si 84 + 83) (^,9— /3„)

+ S4 (As— As)— 48? Ss + 6 8? «,+ 48, (ss— Ss)— (s,— 85)

,

7-90= /945— 8, /944— {«? 84— 2s, 83 + 82) /3,9— (— 2Si 84 + 83) /9i8 + 84 (/9i9
— /?„) + 6 S? Ss

— 4s, »,— (sg— Se)

,

rw= ^«— 81 /945— ( 2Si 84 4- Sj) /3i9 84/9,8 4Si 83+ 87 , 7-92= 8, /?48 84 /9i9 + Sg
,

Tsa= 816 (947 -(- £5 <7o
— Ci ^1 ~r *x 'si >

Tm^ Si6 /94g -f" ^6 ^I "f- ^7 'lO Cl ^2 C2 ^4 "f" S, <82 O Sj <81 >

T'SB= Sj6 (^949 ^947) + £6(^72 'to) + ^7 ^1 "I" ^8 ho Cl ^S C2 ^2 Cs ^ "I" S, fgs 6 S, tga

+ 15 8\t,„

Tm^ S16 [jjiQ Pfg) -f- Sj (tji ij;) + £7 (<72 fvo) + ^8 ^71 ~r ^9 *70 Cl ^4 C2 h Cs ''2 ^4 ^1

+ 8«^— 68? <83 + ISSI <s,— 208? <8. ,

r97^Sie(/95i /949) £8^72 4- ^7 ('tS 'ti) H~ ^8 (^72 ^o) + £9^71 ~l~ £10^70 Cl '5 C2 ''4 Cs ^3

—
C4 -^— C» ^I + «1 «85— 6 8? ^84 + 158t fe— 208? <8.. + 15s? /gl ,

Tm= 8,5 ((952 M ^6 ^3 £7 ^72+ ^8 {^73 '71) + ^9 (^ ^70^ + ^10 ^71+ ^11 ^70 Cl ^'6 C2 ^— C3^— C4'^S— Cs-^a— C6^+ S5'8«— 68?<85+158}<8,— 20S?<83+158?42— 6S,<86,

T»^ *16 (P53 Pil) £7 'tS ^8 ^72 ~r ^ (hi '71) "T ^10 {hi ^70) -f- £,1 tjl 4" £,2 170 Cl ^7

i:^^—!:^ ^— C4 ^4— Cs ''S
— C6 ''•2 — C7 ''l + S? <87— 68? <g, 4- 158t <85 - 20 S? <g4

+ 158?<83— 6«,<82H-<81,

TlOO ^= 8,B (;954 psi) ^8 'tS £9^72"!" ^10 [hs ^71) "T ^11 (^72 'to) + ^12 '71 "T ^13 '70 Cl ^8

C2^'7 Cs^e C4^ Cs^ C«^« C7^ Cs A~r*l ^88 08,47+ 158,^ —'208i<85

+ 158?/8,— 68,<8»+ <82,

TlOl= 8,8 ((955 i^as) S„ <7s £,0 <72 4" ^11 (^73 ^71) + ^12 (^72 '70) "T ^13 ^71 + ^14 ^70 Cl ^9

—
C2''-8
— C8 ^•7— C4 ^6—Cs^—Ce^—CT ''8— Cs -^ + 8? <89

— 68? <88 + 158t^— 20s? 4e

+ 158?^— 6«, ^4-<83,

J',02= 8,5 (/95« /95,) £,0 tis £,, ^72+ ^12 (^73 ^71) + ^13 (^72 '70) "T ^14 ^71 + ^15 ^70 Cl Ao
— C2^— C3'^8— C4'''7—Cs^—Ce^—C7^4— C84 + S?<90— 68?<8E,+ 158}^88— 20S?<87

+ 15«?<86— 68i<85 + <84,

Tv»^ S16 (A7 i'55) ^11 '73 ^12 ^72 + ^13 ('73 ^71) + ^14 [hi ^0) + ^15 '71 4" ^16 ho Cl ^11

— Cs -^10— Cs A— C4 ^— Cs A— Cs ''e
— C7 4— Cs -^4 H-Sf <91— 68? <90+ 15s} ^89— 20s? <88

+ 15S?<»,— 6Si<88+ <85,

Tim= S,6 (/958— ^95,)— e„ ^73— £,, ^72— £,4 {1,^— <,,)— £,5 Un— <7o)— ^le <n— C2 ^n C3 -^lo

—C44—Cs^—Co^— C7''6— Cs^— 68?<91+158]<B0— 20S?^89+15S?^88— 6«i«87+46,

7-,05= 8,8 (/958 — l^it) £,3 t,3 £„ tn + £l5 (^3 <7l) + ^18 {hi '70) Cs ''11" C4 ''lO Cs ^
—

CS ^— C7 ^— Ca ^+ ISst <9l
— 20s? (90 + 158? <89— 6Si <88+ <S7 ,

Vol.. IV. -27
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Tioe= *!« Weo— Pts) — ^u ^— ^is fn + ^le (^ — ^\)— Ct 'n— Cs ^lo— Cr. '9— C? ''8— Cs ^— 20s5 <9, + 15 «; <9„— 6 Si <«, + <88

,

;-,OT^ «i, (ySei— /3s9)— ei5^— ^le ^^— Cs ^ii— Ce ^lo— Ci^— Cs ^ + 15«? <,i— 68i igg -f ^

,

7*108= *16 P«0 £l6 ^ Ce ^U Cl ^-10 Ca '-9 6 8j <9i -f- ^ ,

TlW^ «16^61 C'^ll Cs^O+ 'siJ rilO= Cs^ll > Till= A? S6*i+Cl*6 *1 '?! >

rm= ^4s— 8i /347— Se «3— e? «2+ Ci »6+ G »5— «i ^a— ^s? '?i

,

ril8= /5j9— »1 /5,18— £6 («4 — «2)— £7 «S— £8 «2 + Cl («7— 2 «s) + Cs 86+ Cs Sj" «I («11— 89)

-|-6«58io— 15 8} 89,

riu= /5»— «i/349+ «6 88
— e7(«4— 8,)— EgSs— e9«i!+ Ci (88— 2s6) + CaC*?— 2«5) + Cs86

+ Ci 85— «; 74 + 6 «J jys
— 15 st ly, + 20 8? );,

,

7'115= Al— 8ii95o— £« (— 284 + 82) + 2£, S3— Eg (84 — 283)— £9 83— £,082+ i^i (—28,+ 85)

+ C2(88— 28o)+ :s(St— 285)H-C486+ C5S5-8?'?5+68»5f4-158}^3+2085)?,-158?;y,,

riI6= A2 81 /Sj, £6 83 — £7 (—284 + 82) + 268 S3 — £9 (84 — 282) £,0 83 — £,1 82

+ Ci (— 2 88 + 86) + G (— 2 «7 + «5) + Cs (88— 2 8e) + C4 (87— 2 85) + Cs 86+ Ce 85

— sf ;y8 + 68-1
jys
— 15«1 jy* + 20s5 5^3— 15 s? r/j + 6si )ji

,

?'m= /553— 81/952— £584— £,83— eg (— 284 + 82) 4- 2 £9 83— £10(84— 283)— £,,85— £1282

+ C18,+ C2(— 2S8 + So) + CS (— 28,+S5)+ C4 (88— 28o) + C5(8,— 28,) + C6S6+C785— s" )?7 + SsJ ;;6— 158} t;^ + 20s? 5j4
— 158? ^^3 + 681 rj2— Vi}

rm= /^M— 8, /953— £, 84— £8 Sg— £9 (— 2s4 + sj) + 2£io 83— £1, (84— 2S2)— £12 S3— ei, 82

+ C188 + G87 + Cs (— 288 + 80) + G (— 28, + 85) + Cs (8b— 2S6) + Ce (87—285)

+ Ct 80+ Ca 83— 8? 5j8 + 6s? ;j,— 15 si ;f6 + 208? r/^— 15s] )5'4 + 6 Sj
!f
3— i;,

,

ril9= As— Si /?5l £8 84— £9 S3 £,0 (— 2S4 + 82) + 2£i, «3 £,2 (84— 282)— £,8 83— 6,4 82

+ G 88 + Cs 87 + C4 (— 288 + Se) + C5 (— 28, + 85) + Co (88— 288) + C7 (87— 285)

+ Cs 8$— «! 3^9 + 6 8? ijs— 15 sj jj, + 20 s; ;56— 1 5 8? ifis + 6 Sj J?4— '^s

,

TVX= Px 81 /955— £9 84— £10 83— £„ (— 284 + 82) + 2 £12 83 £is (84— 282)— £14 Sj— £15 82

+ Cs S8 + C4 S, + Cs (- 2 88 + So) + Co (— 2 8, + 85) + C7 (88 - 2 So) + Cs (87— 2 85)

— Si lyio+ 68? 79—158? ^8 + 208? jj,— 15 8? jje 4- 6si ^5— 5^4

,

ri21= /557 Si/95s £1084 £1188 £i,( 284+ S2)+2£i3 88 £44(84 2S2)— £1583 £16 82

+ C4 88 + C5 87 + Ce (— 288+ 80) + C7 (— 28, + 85) + Cs (88— 2so)— s? 7,1 + Gs? rju

— 1 5 8? ;f9 + 20 8? 3jg
— 15 8? ;j, + 6 Si j^o— 5^5

,

rm= Pi»— 81 ^7— £11 84— £ia S3— £,3 (— 2s4+ 82) -f- 2 £„ 83— £„ (84— 2S2)— £,0 Sg + Cs 88

H-Ces, + C7 (— 28^ + Se) + C8(— 2«, + 85) + 6 8? ;jii
— 158j 1],, + 20s? y^,

— 15 8?3y8 + 68i;y, -f ;f6,

Tva= l^si— 81 /Jss— £12 84— £13 83— £,4 (— 2s4 + Sj) + 2£i5 83— £10 (84— 282) + Ce 88 + C7 s'

+ C8(— 288 + So)— 168? r^n + 208? 7;io— 15s? 3y,j + 6 81 ;f8
— Jy,

,

7-124= /?60— 81 /?59— £i8 84— £14 83— £i5 (— 2 84 + 82) + 2 £i6 83 + C7 Sg + Cs S, + 20 8? Tjn

— I6«i 'Jio+ 681 rji— r^s,

ri2s= Ai— 81 /Soo— £i4 84— £,6 Sj— £i6 (— 2 84 4- 82) + Cs 83— 15 8? jyii + 6 81 710— 35»

,

ri2«=— 81 fti £15 84 £,8 83 -f 681 )yi,
— JJio , ri27= £l6 84 Ifu .
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Similarly we have

+
(-5. + C7)ni-6")l

^

+ (— «, — c;'(i — C")'

where the coefficients / are given by equations similar to those of the pre-

ceding group ; it is only necessary to accent the ^3, change the signs of the

t and augment their subscripts by 2 2, change the signs of s^, %, /?ie,. .^i^

and finally the sign of the whole expression.

We have now fulfilled the task of integrating the differential equations

of Case III. It must be mentioned that the arbitrary constants C and K
are not the conjugates of / and f. If new terms are added to W the

differential equations determining C, K.,f,f are (using the Poisson symbols)

5^-[^,/]g7+[A,/]g7,,

df _ rp f.
dW r^ ., dW

df _ rp /-ndW rj^f,.dW
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MEMOIR No. 81.

Bemarks Supplementary to Memoir No. 79.

(This memoir appears here for the first time.)

The Protometers of Jupiter and Saturn.

Further reflection has led me to the conclusion that the values of the

protometers of Jupiter and Saturn given in Memoir No. 79 are not the best.

The moduli Cq and c'q of the departure of the orbits from circularity having

evidently but little influence on the average values of the radii r and /, it

is thence suggested that the well known periodic solution, where the planets

always cross the line of syzygies at right angles, will afford us satisfactory

values for the protometers.

Provided we agree to neglect quantities of the order of the squares and

products of the planetary masses, the treatment of this question is exceed-

ingly simple, as no integrations are required.

It is plain that the terms of the potential function Cl involving the

variable ^ have an influence on the mean values of r and / only to the

extent of quantities of two dimensions with respect to planetary masses.

Hence they may be set aside. Thus we may put

_ Mm Mm' 1_ mm' 1

T
where bf^ denotes the same function of—y- that Laplace's bf^ is of a. With

this value of the potential function it is plain the planets may move
uniformly about the Sun in circles, and our task is only to discover the

values of the constant radii. As, in this case, s= 0, «'= 0, and 7' involves

the squares of these quantities, we may put s ^ 0, s' := in T and, making

q and q' the variables conjugate to v and v', thus have

2m r^ ^ 2m' r'^

"

Making F= £l — T, we have six equations for the problem, viz.,

^_dF r._dF d^ _r. d£_ j^w _ J_ J_ dv' _ I (j

dr ' dr" dt ' dt ' dt ~ m t^' dt
-~ m' r^ •
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With regard to the last two equations the observations furnish us with the
values %

, , ,

1 g ^_ 1 9
m r xn' r^

The first and second equations are

dF Mm , 1 mm' 1 dbf^ 1 o« „

dr r^21— x r' dr ' m. r^ '

dF _ Mrnf^ J_mm^/ 1 ^(p ... 1 dbf^^ ,
1 q" _^W~ /^ "+" 2 1—x\ r'2 *

"^ / (Zr'
y''" m' r'^

~

Eliminating q and g'' from these by means of the preceding equations we
^^^^ Mm 1 mm' 1 (i6«"

, ^

r^ ^ 2 1—X ¥ dr ^
'

Mm'
. 1 mm' / 1 ,,„, .

1 dhf\
, , „ , ^

Thus the values of the protometers satisfy the equations

m n^ a** = Mm a? -^ ,

2 1—x da '

m'n'^a'^= Mm' + - ^-- (fcf + a ^- >
We assume log a= 9.73655498, which employed in the preceding

equations leads to

log a = 0.7162325165, log a' = 0.9796775356.

Modifications prodticed in the values of the protometers by the inclusion of

terms of two dimensions with respect to planetary masses.

It seems so important to have the most serviceable values for the

protometers that we do not hesitate to determine the corrections arising from

considering the terms of the second order with respect to planetary masses.

Here it is more convenient to employ the four differential equations of

the second order. For brevity we will put

dv dx/ ,

- 'dt~'^' ~dt~'^'

Then these equations may be written

d^ Y— y' ni(y — y') dr

d<p + y— yi — m'(y— /)/[ a^ J'

d{yf) _ 1 dR
d^ ~ Ta{Y— y')^*

d{y'i^) __ 1 dR
d^ ~ m' (y— y') d^

'
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Since the first terms of the first members of the first and second equa-

tions can have no non-periodic terms, it follows that the two functions

r—y' y — y
have no non-periodic terms. These conditions determine the protometers.

Let us put V

r = a (1 + m), / = a'(l -f u'), y = n (1 -f s), / = n' (1 + s'),

it being understood that u, u', s, s', are to have no non-periodic terms.

Before we can reduce the two foregoing expressions to a manageable form,

it is necessary to know the values of u, u', s, s' correct to quantities of the

first order. In this case, the third and fourth of the diflferential equations

reduce to

d{8 -\- 2u) n a dR
d^ n— n'fivaS^'

d{s'+ 2u') _ n' a' dR
d^ n — n'li'm'd^'

They are immediately integrable and give

n a r>
s -4- 2m = 1 Rn

,

' n— n fim "'

«' -f 2u' = i-j—f Ra ,

where Rq denotes R divested of its non-periodic term. Eliminating « and a'

by means of these equations, the first and second of the differential equa-

tions become, to a like degree of approximation,

d^u, n^ _ n" 1 r ^dRo, 2n p "1

d^2 + („_n')2" - (n-n')Vm L 3^ + W^^'""^'}

d?u'
,

n<^ ,_ _n;^_j_a'r ^aBp n+n' ^ I
(i^2+(„_w')3«— (n—n^^'m'a [" da -^ n—n' '\'

These linear differential equations with known final terms are immediately

integrable. Put

£ = /
8 A iff,

then the functions

should have no non-periodic terms. Developing the indicated multiplications
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and throwing out the terms which have no non-periodic parts, the first

function becolaies

1^

(im da

art „ ott
, 9 ,„ , ^ ,\ oV ^ , ^ .

a^ 3Ro~\,
\- an^ (Su^ — 2us— «')— an^ 3w + 2s H -^ \i

an^

and the second

1/ n'^n'^ o' r 37? n

"i^
- «'""

+^ ^r^ +
""^J

*" "'''" ^^"" " ^"''' ~ '"^

The form of the function R is

1— jc a' * * \ a o! J

,
r mm' 1 ,,,, ,,/ a'. , a \~1

i = 00

,
mm' 1 V^ ,,„

i = 3

In the numerical elaboration the data of Memoir No. 79 are used. We
begin with the argument log a = 9.73665. In the following table the

common logarithms of the coeflBcients are given ;

.dRo ^sd'R,

i. *r.
da.

uRq " da " da'

0.33848 9.64420 9.93156

1 9.79272 9.90764 9.87985 6.51314re 6.96019 7.36175re

% 9.41079 9.77981 0.01959 5.60317 5.79219 6.21197

3 9.07149 9.59756 0.02114 5.26387 5.78994 6.21352

4 8.75208 9.39254 9.94935 4.94446 5.58492 6.14173

5 8.4442 9.1749 9.8351 4.63663 5.3672 6.0275

6 8.1440 8.9491 9.6935 4.3364 5.1415 5.8859

7 7.8491 8.7177 9.5329 4.0415 4.9101 5.7253

8 7.5582 8.4821 9.3585 3.7506 4.6745 5.5509

». u. v!. s. «'. I.

1 6.44438re 6.87524 5.03128 6.18861n 6.08662w

2 6.72751n 6.16915 7.05502 6.66359« 7.34459w

3 5.74575re 5.53323 6.15263 6.15868n 6.52513«

4 5.15910W 5.02485 5.63930 5.75984n 6.04822n

5 4.6787 n 4.5794 5.2252 5.4062 n 5.6561 n

6 4.2511 n 4.1715 4.8572 5.0766 n 5.3031 n

7 3.8554 n 3.7885 4.5153 4.7614 n 4.9720 n

8 3.4812 n 3.4233 4.1899 4.4568 n 4.6554 n
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The parts of the non-periodic terms of the two functions mentioned

above may be set down as follows:

Non-periodic term of Zu^— 2«« — ^

tt

It

" _[3u+2* + :^^^e
]^(um da

tTT "
^iva. oar

— or -^^ + a' -^ u
[iml da^ da J

Sum

= -f 0.00000 05110

= + 0.00000 08837

=_ 0.00000 02705

= —0.00000 04966

= + 0.00000 06276

" " 3m«_2mV — «'2 = -f 0.00000 09378

" " —r3M'+ 2*' ^^'(«'^"+«^o)l^=— 0.00000 16774

" " _L, _^' fa" ?J$ + 2a'' ?,-°l u =— 0.00000 02296
fi'm' a L o« oa j

" " i-,—ra3^'^°-f4a2^« + 2ai2oV=— 0.00000 19428
(I'm a L 9a da J

Sum =— 0.00000 29120

The small terms arising from the non-periodic portion of Bq, viz.,

are still to be applied to the quantities ^m and (I'm', in consequence of

which the logarithm of the first is augmented by 0.00000 00524, and the

logarithm of the second is diminished by 0.00000 02114. Hence we have

the equations

[8.02387 99252]a3 = [0.17259 27054]— [6.6284215] Ja'^ ,

[6.70993 18580]a'3 = [9.64841 98186] + [6.6284215] J (ftf + a^) .

"We assume that log a = 9.73655558, and thus

log a = 0.71623 26249, log a' = 0.97967 70438,

which regive the value of log a employed.

On Certain Properties of the Function W.

When the masses of the planets vanish the variables r; and yj' become
constant ; thus we should, in that case, have

3W _^ dW = 0.
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and, in any other case, they should be of the order of the planetary masses.

This is not immediately apparent from the form of W. Terms of the form

A cos {if +i'/')

are still present in TF" after we have made R= 0, where A is seemingly of

the zero order in reference to planetary masses.

In the case where ^ = 0, putting

1 1
,

mVua n m'\/M >?'

vmr ' V m'r ' h n ' h h,

the quadratic determining V becomes

v? (1 + Yf + u" (1 - Vf = aV + a'^u'^,

whose solution gives

T7 _ — (u^— n'^) + 'N^CaM'— ^'tdy + [(a + a')^— 4] «V^
^ — V? + «'2 •

When the planetary masses vanish not only ^ = but

a + a' = 2,

and the value of V, reducing to a— 1 or 1 — a', becomes a constant. But it

dW dW
would be a mistake to suppose that, on account of this, -^— and ^-j

vanish. We have

a + a — 2_—̂ — + ^ _2- ^ ,

and this expression must be considered as of the order of the planetary

masses. It follows that all the terms of V which arise from the term

[(a + a')^— 4] u^u'^ under the radical sign are at least of the same order.

All the coefficients of these periodic terms of V then have the factor

m */(ia + m V^a'— 2^— ri— >?'.

dW dW
Thus the derivatives-^ and-^ are of the order of the planetary masses.

dW dW
But when o— and -^-j are formed, the derivatives of this factor are — 1 m

each case, and the factor is lowered one dimension in respect to planetary

masses. With the values of the constants involved, given in Memoir No. 79,

the mentioned factor is

0.00094 15897— >7—>7'.
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MEMOIR No. 82.

Development, in Terms of the True Anomaly, of odd Negative Powers
of the Distance between two Planets Moving in the Same Plane.

(This memoir appears here for the first time.)

Developments of these quantities in terms of the mean anomalies are

familiar enough, but Gylden's method of absolute orbits requires develop-

ments in terms of the true anomalies. The latter are far simpler and easier

to obtain than the former. Gylden has treated this subject himself,* but

his formulae are not so ready in the application as the tabular method here

proposed.

Employing the notation universally in use and ^ denoting the true

elongation of the planets, s one of the numbers -|^, -|"> 4> ^^-t ^® have

where Bf is the same function of -j that Laplace's ¥/^ is of—^ = a. The

T , , T
approximate value of-7 being a, any function of-j can be expanded in a

T
series of ascending powers of—^ — a by Taylor's Theorem. And as we

have

consequently

r _ f f a' , \

5.,_y J.,»^V^_L_ly
n=

1 c?"6'''
For brevity we write bj*' for —-. a" -^^ . Then

n\ da"

* Orbitei Abtoluei, Tom. I, pp. S57-885.
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Suppose now that we decide to cut short the infinite series at quantities

of the S*** ortter with respect to the eccentricities. This limitation enables

us to use a remarkable abbreviation in the notation. We put

^J*' = bg>— br>+ b«- b^'^+ bi«- b«+ b«- b?>+ b«>,

jri" = bj"— 2b«+ 3b(''— 4b«'+ Sb'"— 6b^" + 7^*'— 8b«,

Kf = hf— 3b('' + 6bi" — 1 Ohf + 1 5b«— 2 lbi'> + 28b«

,

Z« = b^" — 4bi*' + lOb^-'— 20b« + 35bi"— 56b«,

Kf = bi'>
— 5b^*^ + 15b«— 35b« + 70b«,

JT^*' = b^« — 6b« + 21b^" — 56b«,

^^"=:b«)— 7bi'' + 28b^«,

irw = b^*'— 8b^*\

Then

(4)"= i;2 [-K^)+-K4y"'T+-K^r(^)'

+--+^K4r(~)>'>-
When we compute the values of the b)*> we will naturally be led to

adopt fewer decimals as i andy increase ; no attention need be paid to this

circumstance in computing the K, beyond taking care to make the multipli-

cations and additions without throwing away any decimals.

It is thus seen that the development we seek depends on the expansion

of integral powers positive and negative of the radius in terms of cosines of

integral multiples of the true anomaly. It is well known that the

coefficients of these terms are expressible rationally in terms of the two

quantities e and \/l — c^. The briefest and most elegant exposition of this

subject is given by Laplace.* But the expression of these coefficients in

powers of e is more suitable to our purposes ; and the easiest way to arrive

at the latter form is by applying the binomial theorem to both factors of

and then substituting for the powers of cos/ their expressions in terms of

cosines of multiples of/. By this method the following table of the expan-

sion of r— j has been derived ; it reaches from n = — 9 to « = 8, and the

coefficients being generally fractions, all those falling in the same column

have been reduced to a common denominator, always a power of 2. The

*Micanique CiUrie, LIv. II, Chap. Ill, Art. 16.
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latter is placed in the third line of the table. No signs are written unless

negative, and vacancy must be understood as 0.

Table of the Expansion of i—
j

/ _^

cos 0/. cot!/• cos 2/-

n. ««. «>. e*. e«. «». e. «». e». «'. e«. e«. ««. e8.

2 8 16 128 1 4 8 64 2 2 16 16

-.9 54 2034 22834 746235 9 576 8406 323100 36 450 22284 95211

—8 44 1394 13484 387235 8 424 5272 176408 28 294 12628 47719

—7 35 917 7553 188776 7 301 3143 90587 21 182 6685 22099

—6 27 573 3961 85248 6 204 1758 43104 15 105 3243 9258

—5 20 335 1910 34960 5 130 905 18600 10 55 1400 3400

—^ 14 179 824 12640 4 76 416 7040 6 25 512 1040

—3 9 84 304 3840 3 39 162 2208 3 9 144 240

—2 5 32 88 896 2 16 48 512 1 2 24 32

—

1

2 8 16 128 1 4 8 64

1 — 1 — 1 — 1 ,

—

5 —

1

1 1 5 1 5 4

2 — 1 — 1 — 1 — 6 —2 4 2 8 3 -- 1 -- 35 61

3 — 3 — 2 — 9 —3 6 3 12 6 -- 3 -- 132 375

4 2 — 7 — 4 — 17 —4 4 8 24 10 -- 5 -- 388 1507

6 6 — 10 — 10 — 35 —5 — 5 20 50 15 5 -- 970 4715

6 9 — 6 — 26 — 75 —6 — 24 36 120 21 - 2142 12453

7 14 14 — 56 — 175 —7 — 56 42 308 28 14 -- 4284 29057

8 20 62 — 92 ^^ 439 —8 —104 8 712

^~-
\

36 42 -

i

- 7908

cos

61653

1 \ ' 1
-^

,

cos
cos 8/. cos if. cos 5/. COf.6/. 7/. 8/.

n. e». e». «'. e«. ««. es. e». «'. e«. e«. t\ ««.

4 16 64 8 16 32 16 64 32 32 64 128

—9 84 3654 83916 126 2524 27279 126 4788 84 774 36 9

—8 56 2072 41384 70 1204 11431 56 1848 28 226 8 1

—7 35 1085 18641 35 511 4214 21 695 7 49 1

—6 20 510 7440 15 183 1296 6 144 1 6

—5 10 205 2500 5 60 300 1 20

—4 4 64 640 1 8 40

—3 1 12 96
—2
—

1

1 — 1 -- 1 - 1 1 1 1 -- 1 •— 3 1 1 — 1 1

2 — 4 2 8 5 1 — 1 -- 6 — 8 7 4 — 8 9

3 — 10 15 24 15 — 6 — 9 -- 21 28 6 — 36 45

4 — 20' 40 40 35 — 28 — 21 -- 56 56 84 — 6 — 120 165
6—35 70 70 70 — 70 — 35 —126 210 210 — 60 — 330 495

6—56 84 168 126 — 126 — 63 —252 504 462 —198 — 792 1287

7—84 42 420 210 — 168 — 147 —462 924 924 —462 —1716 3003

8 —120 — 120 888 330 — 132 — 363 —792 1320 1716 —858 —3432 6435

The columns of integers in this table can be tested by differences. The
order of diflferences indicated by the exponent of the power of e the integers
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multiply should be constant. This property may be used to prolong the

T
table to powers of — beyond the limits— 9 and 8.

a'
As a sufficient illustration I give the development of -r- derived from

the preceding table. The length of the expansion is reduced to nearly half

by the device of an ambiguous sign in some of the arguments ; this is to be

taken in each way in succession.

It may be desirable to get rid of 4> the true elongation of the planets;

this we may do by substituting for it the expression /—/'+7t—7i'=/—/'+ y
where y would be a slow-moving argument.

1-i 2- |Z^«[H-e'2 + e'* + e"' + e'8]'

+ ^i«[l-ie'-ie*-ie«- 6
~

128

X [1 + ie'2 + 4e'* -f f e'« + Te/^]

X [1 -f- -f e*^ + f-e'* + 196'" + 30e'8]

X [1 + Te^* + If e'* + f e'« + f g/sj

X [1 + lOe'2 + f e** + f e"* + '-M-V«]

X [1 + -« e« + 5|? e/* +^ e" + 666e'«]

X [1 + f e'2 + 'i'e'^ + '^e" + ^f-V"]

+ ir<«' [1 + 7e' 4- ie*- f e''-life']

X [1 + 22e'2 + ?|^ e'* + '4' e'" + ?^« e'«]

+ JT," [1 + 1 Oe" -H ^e*— f e«— g^ e«]

X [1 + 27e"= + If e" + ?f5e'« + '-f|?e'«] [ cos i^

+ ]^W [-1 + ie== + i6*+ ^-6«] [1 +4e'^+ 4e'* + 4^e"']

+ iTf [— 2 + e^ + fe^ 4- i e«] [l + -|- e*' + f e'* + 19e'«]

+ Kf [- 3 + f e^ + i e* + A e"] [1 + 7e" + f e'* + f e'"]

+ Kf [— 4 + e* + e* + f e«] [1 + lOe'" + f e'* + v^']

+ iT^" r- 5 - ie'^ + ie* +le«] [1 + f «'2+ ^V* + ?f?5e'«]

4. JT^o [_ 6- 6e== + ^ c* + ^1 e«] [1 + f-e'^ -f »f e'*+ ^f e'«]

+ iir<'> [— 7 - 1 4^2 + ^ e* -H 5 e«] [1 + 22e'2 +T «" +T ^^J

+ Kf [— 8— 26e2 + e* + f e^] [l + 27e«^ + ^f e'*

+ ^e'«]|ecos(/+t»
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+ K^^

+ ] ^T

+ Kf
+ Kf

+ Kf
+ Kt'

+ Kf

+ if ^••'

+

1 + e-^ + e'< + e'O]

2 + 4e'2+ 6e'« + 8e'«] [1 — |- e==-
-J-

e*— -I e«]

3 + f e«+ ^/V* 4- f e""] [l--i-e^_ J e*- ^,e«]

4 + 19e'2 + 52e'* + 1 lOe'"] [l + Oe^_ -| c*_ | e^i

5 + f e'2 + f e'* + ^V«] [l + e='— ic*— fe^
6 + SW^ + f e'* + 'f e"*] [l + -|- e2— | e*— j-e"]

8 -f 106e«5 + 659e'* +^ e-'"] [i + Te^ + f e* - ie«]
80776

X [1 -f lOe^ + -I e* — f e«] \d cos (/' + i^))

I + Oe«—Tj e« + i- e"] [i + \ e« + 4e'* + '} e'"]

I -i e'-f e* + li
e"] [1 + 1 6"= + f e" + 196'"]

J—
I-

e^- f e' + ?| e'] [1 + 7e«' + f e'* + f e'"]

5 - -f e^ - -^ e* + If e"] [l + lOe'^ +f e'* + f e'«]

_1_ B73 „/4 I 3961 „;

I X *^
' 16 <^^ + 4-e^-fe* + *S^e«] [l + fe« T

|. + oe^- 1-^ e* + '^ e«] [l + f e'^ + ^i? e'* + ^f e'"]

14 + 7e^— 1™ e* + ^^e«] [i + 22e'^ + ^ e'* + =fi e"]

18 + 21e2
— i^e*+?3^e«]

X [1 + 27e'2 + i^e'* + ?f e'"]
t e^ cos (2/+ i^)

- 1 + f e^ + i e* + ^ e^] [2 + 46'^ + 6e'* + Se'"]

-2 + 6^ + ^6*+ -i-e«] [3 + f-e'2 + ^e'*+f e'«]

— 3 + -I e' + I e* + -^, e"] [4 + 19e« + 52e'* + llOe'«J

66
e'2 + f e'* + ^'e"]

— 5 - -^e^ + -^ e* + I e«J [6 + b\e'^ + f e'* + ^f e'"]

— 6 - 6e2 + 4e* + ^ e''] [7 + ^'e'^ + ?f e'* + ^'e'"]

— 7— 146^ + f e* +
-Pg

e«] [8 + lOSe'^ + 659e'* + ^e'"]
_8 — 266^ + 6* + fe']

X [9 + 1 44e'2 +^ e'* + ^« e'«] } ee' cos (/± /' + t»
4. + e'^ + 4eH + 2e'«][l-46^--Le*_-i^e«]

3 + f e'^ + 32e'* + 656"] [1 + Oe^— f e*— -i- e«]

5 + 1 e'2 + f e'* + f e'^ [l + e^- -l e«- -f e«]

f + f e" + -If e'* + If e'"] [1 + 4 e^_ ^ e*— fe"]

I + 91e'2 + «^e'^ + ^e'«] [1 + | e^— ^e*- f e«]

14 + 147e'2 + 8f e'* + i^'e'"] [i + 76^ + ^ e*— 4 e«]

18 + 225e'2 + ";^ e'* + ^if e'T

X [1 + lOe^ + ^ e*—
-f-

gS]
\ e« cos (2/ + i»
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+ K<i^ [_ I + Jl
a^+ f e^] [1 + 76'^ + f e'*] + ^f [- 5 + ie« + |- e^]

X[l+ lOe/' + f e'*]

+ K'p [- f + te^+ I «*] [1 4- '} ^' + '^e'^]

+ K'^ [_ 14 + ^ e^ + f e*] [1 + '^ e'' + sile'*]

+ Kf [- 21 + f e^ ^ W5 gij
I"!

_^ 22e'2 + f e*]

+ ^w [- 30 - f e^ + 1^1 e'-\ [1 + 27e'2 + ^^^e'*]
f
e^ cos (3/+ i,^)

+ i I ^f [i + Oe^- 4 e*] [2 + 4e'^ + 6e'*] + ^<'> [| - -1 e'- f e*]

x[3+f e'2 + «Le"i]

+ ^^<' [3— |-c2_ ^ e*] [4 + 19e'2 + 52e'*] + ^(*) [5 - Ae^— ^ e*]

X[5 + f e«+f e'*]

+ Kf [« + f e2_ f e*] [6 + 5 le« + f e'*] + ^|,*> [f + Oe^- M-^ e*]

+ iCf [14 + 7e='
—

If e*] [8 + lOGe'" + 659e«]

+ ir<*> [18 + 21^— ^^pe'] [9 + 144t/» + *f?e'*] [ eV cos (2/±/' + i^)

+ i|^f[-l+J-e^ + ie*] [i + e'=' + 4^'*]+^^«)[-2 + e^ + J-e*]

X[f + ie«+9e'*]

+ Kf [— 3 + -f
6== + 4 e*] [3 + f e'« + 32e'*] + ^i" [— 4 + e' + e^]

X[5 + f e'2 + i^6^'i]

+ Kf [- 5 -i^ + 4e«] [if + f e'^+ ^V*] + ^« [- 6-66^ + |e'*]

X [f + 91e'* + ^V*]
+ ^i'^ [— 7 — 14e2 + |t e*] [14 + 147e'2 + ?f

g/ij

+ Kf [— 8— 26e2 + e'] [18 + 2256^2 + ^^e'"] } ee'^ cos (/dz 2/ + t,^)

X[l4-0e^--fe*]

+ ^i" [1 + f ^' + f e'*] [1 + e' - f e^] + Kf [5 + f e'^ + if e'^]

X[l + Ae2_ 6 ^4-1

+ I^f [? +^e'^ + ^-V^] [1 + |e» -^ c^J

+ ^i*'[l4 + fe" + »fe«J [l+4e2 + 4e*]

+ ^<" [21 + fe'^ + ^V*] [1 + lOe^ +
'I

e*] } e'«cos (3/ + i»

+ i ^i" [i + ^ «' + i «*] [1 + I
e'^ + 4e-] + Kf [^ + ^e^- |-e«J

X[l+-|-e« + ^eMj

X[l + 10e'2 4-f e'*]

+ ^ Is^ r - f ^- i- «'] [1 + iV^ + f e'*] + ^ <« [f - -f e' _ I e*J

X[l + f e'2 + «l^e'*]

+ iT^*)
[io?_| e2_u7g4-] [i + 22e'^ + ^^e'*] + Kf [f—|e^_f e*]

X [1 + 27e'2 -f 1^ e'*J } e* cos (4/+ t»
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+ i { Kf

+ K^^

+

+ i { Kf

+ \Kf

+ \K?

+ K<i^ [_ 5 + f e^ + -l-e*] [5 4- f e"' + f e'*]

_ » + «i
e^ + I e*] [6 + Sle"" + ^C*]

+ ir<*>[-14 + f e' + ^e*] [7 + ?J-^e« + »f e'*]

- 21 + f e^ + f e*] [8 + 1066"= + 65 9e'^]

[— 30 — ^ e^ + i-i'e*] [9 + 144e'=' + *-f
e'*] [ eV cos (3/±/ + i^))

>- + Oe^- A e^ J [4 + e'^ + 4 e'*] + ir<') [-f
- 4 e^ - f e^]

X Ei + T ^' + Se**]

3—
-fe^— f e*] [3 + fe« + 32e'*] + ^i«[5— Ae»-«^e*]

X[5 + fe"+l^V*]

,
+ Kt^ [f + Oe^— Mie*] [^^^V 4. gi^'a 4. 6686 ^,4-]

14 + 7e2 _l^i e*] [14 -^ I47e'2 + ?if e'*]

ir« [l8 + 21e2— i»J-^e^ [l8+ 225e'2+ §f e'*] } e^e'^ cos {2f±z2f+ i<p)

4 Kf [_ 3 + I-
e^ + 4 e^] [1 + 4e'2 + lOe'*]

4 + e^ + e*J [|+fe« + fe'^]

+ ^^«[-5— Ae^ + f e*] [6 + fe« + f e'*]

- 6- ee'' + -I-
e'-] [f + ?f e'^ + '^' e'*]

+ ir^« [- 7 — 146^ + ^1 e*] [14 + f e'2 + ^e'*]

- 8 - 26e2 + e*] [21 + if^ e'2 +^ e'*] } ee'' cos (/=b 3/' + i^.)

i+ie'^+|e'*][l+06^--|e*]
+ Kf [| + f «'' + f e'*] [1 + e« - f e*]

+ ^^f [f + ^e'^ + ^^e'^J [H-» 6'- l-e*]

f + Te'^ + '-f^e'T [1 + 7e^+ Xe*]

+ ^^*' [f + T e" + '-i^ e'*] [1 + 10e« + f e^] } e" cos (4/' + t»

-^- ^e^] [1 + 4 e'^] +^^" [-4 -4 el [1 + I e'T

+ ^^« [- fj- + Oe^] [l+7e'^

-i + ie'] [1 + lOe'^] + ^^*' [- f + f e^] [1 + ^y e'l

4. ifo) [_ ^ + I e^] [1 4- 1 e«]

1' +f e'] [1 + 22e'^] + iT^-' [-f + f e'']

X [1 + 27e«'] [
6" COS (5/+ i^)
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+ i]jrf [-L + iO l2 + 4e"]+K^^[l + ±e'] [3 + f e'^]

+ ^^"[^-le^][4+l9e'^]
+ ^r [f - I e'] [5 + fe"] + Kf [f - f e^] [6 + 51e'^]

+ JT* [If— ^e'] [8 + 106e'^] + ^(« [f- ^e^]

X [9 + 1 44e''] } e*e' cos (4/± /' + i^)

+ ^«[-|-+i5e'] [34-^e'^]

+ ^i" [-5 + 1 e-] [5 + f e"-] + ir« [- i' + f e^] B" + f e'^]

+ ^^"[-14 + f e^] [f +9le'^]

+ Kf [- 21 + f e^] [14 + i47e'2] + Kf [_ 30 - ^ g^]

X [18 + 225e'2] } eV^ cos (3/± 2/' + i«J))

+ i]^^'^[4-4^] [i + ie'T +^(-)[3-|,^] [l + 4e'^]

+ ^f [5-4e'][|+fe'^]
+ ^^" [| + i e'] [5 + f e'^] + ^^*' [f + Oe^] [f + ^^ e'^]

+ Kf [14 + 7^2 [14+f e'2]

+ ^«> [18 + 216^] [21 + If e'2] \ ^e" cos (2/± 3/' + t»
+ n ^^'^ [-3 + l-e'] [f + 4 e"2 + Kf [- 4 + e^ [| + f e'']

+ ^«[-5-4e^] [f + '|6"]

+ ^«) [_ 6 - Ge^] [f -I-
«il e'2] + iT'" [- 7 - Ue^] [f + ^i g'^]

+ ^^••> [- 8 - 266^] [f + fe'^] \ ee'' cos (/± 4/' + i»
+ \KTii, + h^"'] [1 + e^] +^^"[i + fe'^][l + |e^)

+ ^i'>[4+«|V==] [l + Te^J

i»
« J L

2
J

+ ^^^^ [f 4- ilf e«] [1 + 10^ \ e>' cos (5/' + ^»

+ ^3' [4 + I ^T [1 + 7e'T

+ Kf [ 8- - ^ e^] [1 + 106'T + ^^'' [f- ^#e^] [1 + f e'^]

+ ^;«[f-^e^] [1+f e'2]

+ ^'nf-f e^] [1 + 27e«]|.e«co8(6/ + t»
+ i l^i'^L-:^-^^^ [2 + 4e'^J + ^^') [-4 _ |e^] [3 + ^e'^]

+ ^3'[-§ + 0e'] [4-f 19e«Q

+ ^1*> [- f + I e'l [5 + -I e"] + K^i> [- f + f e»] [6 + 51e'^]

+ ^(« [- f + f e^] [9 + 144e'^] } e'e' cos (5/± /'+ t»
Voi,. IV.—38
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[f - f <1 [5 + f e'T + ^^*' l^-^ e'2 [^ + "fn
- fO [" + 91e'^] + ^^" [f-f e'] [14 + 147e"']

+ K^^ p«_^e2] [18 + 225e«] [ eV^ cos (4/± 2/'+ i.?))

[-f + fe'][5 + fe"]+^^«[-l4 + ^e^]['^ + i?r«'1

+ Jr« [— 21 + f e^] [14 + 259e^

r— 30— f e"] [21 + If e'*] }e'e" cos (3/zh 3/'+ i^))

+ i e'] [f + W e'^] + ^^" K + Oe^] [f + «^ e«]

"14 ^ 7g2] [^ + 301g/2J

+ 5'<'' [18 + 21e''] [^ + f e"!
f

e^ e" cos (2/=b 4/ + i^)

•4 + e'][i + -Ae'^]+^<«[-5--Le^][^ + 4e'^]

6— 6e'=J [^ + fe'T+^i'>[-7-l4e^] [f + f e"!

+ ^(*) [- 8 - 26e»] [f + M-'e'2] fee'* cos (/dz 5/' + t^)

+ 1-6

+ h\s:^'

+ l-"-«

4 + ^e«] [l + 5e^+^^«[^ + i|e'^J [1+ fe^]

i + ^e'^] [l + 7e*]+^|«[f + f e'^] [H-10e^]}e'«cos(6/'+i4,)

- ^] [1] + ^^" [-f] [1] + ^^'' [-^] [1] + ^f [- f] [1]

32 ] [1] + ^^« [- ^] [1] + ^f [-f] [1]

+ ^^"[-f][l][e'cos(7/+t»

a [2] + ^in^] [3] + ir<«[|] [4] + ^«[f] [5] + ^«)[f] [6]

+ ^'^'m [7] + ^^'Tf] [8] + ^^ni-'] [Slfe^e' cos (6/±/' + i»

- 1^] [|] + ^^« [- I-] [4] + ^^" [- 1^] [3] + ir« [_ i] [5]

-f] [f] + ^^n- f] [f] + ^in-f ] [14]

+ K»^[—f] [18][e^e'^ cos (5/± 2/' + i<^)

:i] [i] + ^^nf] [1] + ^f [f] [|] + ^?' [?] [?]

+ ^^"[^1 [14] + ^«)[»5] [2l][e*e'« cos (4/± 3/ + ^>)

-4] [4] + ^i''[- 5] [|] + ^^n- ^]m + ^^"[- 14] [f]

+ ^^«[- 21] [i«] + ^«[- 30] [f]}eV* cos (3/± 4/ + i»
5] [^] + ir^« [^] [|] + ^(*)

[f] [^J] + ^(« [14] [4-]

+ ^^ni8] [f Jle'e'* cos (2/± 5/ 4- i.?.)

- 5] [i] + ^1,'>[- 6] [i] + ^^«[- 7] [i]

+ ^^" [- 8] m\ee" cos (/± 6/' + i^)

^] [1] + ^^"[i] [1] +^^n^] [l]}e" cos (7/-' + i^)
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+ ] ^i'^ [4 ] [1] + ^^« [4] [1] + ^r [^] [1]

+ ^r U^ [1] + J^r [^] [1] + K^' [^] [1]W cos (8/+ *»
+ i \ Kf [- A] [2] + K^' [- n [3] + Kf [- A] [4] + Kf [- ^«] [5]

+ ^^" L-f] [6] + Kf [- -»] [7] + K^^ [_ f] [8]

+ K'i^ [-fJ [9] [ eV cos (7/±/' + i^)

+ i 1 ^i" [.^] H] + ^^'* K] [4] + Kf lU [3] + Kf [f ] [5]

+ ^^*' [f] [^^] + ^^" [f] [f ] + ^r rf] [14]

+ Kf [f] [18] [e«e«' cos (6/± 2/' + t»

+ ^\Kf [- i] [±] + Kf [- |i]
[1] + Kf [- |] [-A]

+ Kf [-f] [5] + ^y' [- f] [»] + ^« [- f] [14]

+ ir« [- f] [21] feV^cos (5/± 3/' + t^,)

+ i
I
Kf [f] [f] + Kf [f] [f] + ^^''m [f] + ^^*' [f] [|]

+ Kf [f] [»] + Kf [f ] [f ] }eV^ cos (4/ db 4/' + i<p)

+ i i^i" [- 5] [^] + ir«[_ ^] [A] + ^(V [- 14] [|1]

+ ^^«[-2l][|] +^«[_30] [f][eV''co8(3/Jz5/' + i4,)

+ i ]
^^" [f] [i] + Kf [f ] [^] + Kf [14] [X]

+ ^^«[18] [f]}eV« cos (2/± 6/' + i»

+ i
I
^^'>[- 6] [i] + ^?^[- 7][i] -^^'>[-8]]«]ke"cos(/± 7/' + i^)

+ ]^i'^[4][l] +^^"[i|][l]}e'«cos(8/' + i^f.
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MEMOIR No. 83.

On the Construction of Maps.

(This Memoir appears here for the first time.)

Maps being used for a great variety of purposes, many different methods

of projecting them may be admitted ; but when the chief end is to present

to the eye a picture of what appears on the surface of the earth, we should

limit ourselves to projections which are conformable. And, as the construc-

tion of the reseau of mei'idians and parallels is, except in maps of small

regions, an important part of the labor involved, it should be composed of

the most easily drawn curves. Accordingly, in a well known memoir*

Lagrange recommended circles for this purpose, in which the straight line

is included as being a circle whose centre is at infinity.

The circles which fepresent the meridians must then all pass through

the projected points of the poles. The parallels must be represented by a

system of circles intersecting the former orthogonally. It is plain the

centres of the latter system of circles all lie in the straight line which is the

projection of one of the meridians. If the projection of a parallel is to pass

through a given point on a projected meridian the centre of the circle is

found by the intersection of the tangent to the meridian at the point with

the rectilinear meridian, and thus the parallel in question can be drawn.

However, in practice, we should not depend on the graphical construction,

employing rather the simple trigonometric formula for getting the length of

the radius.

When we consider the utmost variety in this mode of projection, we
see that it is readily divided into three speciesj characterized thus :

I. The projection of neither pole at infinity,

II. The projection of one pole only at infinity,

III. The projection of both poles at infinity.

In the first species both meridians and parallels are represented in

general by- circles, the exceptions being one projected meridian and one

projected parallel having each an infinite radius. In the second species the

*0<utire<, Tom. IV, p. 685, As lar as possible the notation adopted here is Identical with that of

Lagrange.
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meridians are projected into straight lines all passing through the projected

pole and the latter point is the centre of all the circles forming the pro-

jections of the parallels. In the third species the projected meridians form

a system of parallel straight lines and the projected parallels another

system of parallel straight lines intersecting the former orthogonally. The

three species are exemplified by the following three figures

:

Fig. 1. Fio. 8. Fig. 3.

In Fig. 1, exhibiting the first species of our mode of projection, the

projected meridians all pass through the projections of the poles P and P'.

The straight line PP' is the projected meridian which has an infinite radius.

If we bisect the distance PP and at the point of bisection draw the per-

pendicular straight line we have the projected parallel which has an infinite

radius. Along this line are situated the centres of all the circles forming

the projected meridians. If h denote half the distance PP', a the angle

which the projected meridian makes at either pole with the rectilinear

meridian and d the distance of the centre of the representing circle from

the mentioned point of bisection, we have

d —
tan a'

The graphical construction of this is apparent at once.

The centres of the circles representing parallels of latitude are situated

on the rectilinear projected meridian. If we adopt a system of rectangular

coordinates with P for origin and the rectilinear projected meridian as axis

of X, the equation of the projected meridian which makes a right angle at

P with the axis of « is

Let it be proposed to draw the projected parallel which crosses the axis of x

at a distance ^ from P, and let h denote the distance from P of the centre
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of this projected parallel measured in the opposite direction. Then the

equation of this parallel will be

{x-\-hf+f = {h + if.

The intersection of these two circles must be orthogonal. Calling, therefore,

the left members of the two equations U and U', this demands that

or that

dU dU' dU dU' _Q
dx dx dy ^ '

{x-8){x + b) + f= 0.

We may take x, y, h as the unknowns in the three equations, and their

solution gives

or the proportion

2(5-a:^:^6

has place, and from this 6 may be readily constructed. When ^ exceeds h,

b is negative and must therefore be measured from P in the opposite

direction. When ^ =i 5 we have the rectilinear projected parallel.

Figures 2 and 3 do not require any explanation as to the mode of

constructing them.

We now have it in our power to draw as many meridians and parallels

as we choose, but we have said nothing as to how they correspond with the

like curves on the surface of the earth. It will be seen that this question

has not an absolute reply but depends on the interpretation of the formulae

involved which admits considerable latitude. Let us suppose that the

whole surface of the map is divided into infinitesimal rectangles by drawing

the meridians and parallels sufficiently near to each other. If we fix the

correspondence in any way which permits the sides of these infinitesimal

rectangles to have, all over the map, the proportions indicated by the

equation of the earth's surface, the projection is a conformable one. It will

be seen that, setting aside a constant multiplying all the formulae and which

indicates the general scale of the map, in Species I we have two arbitrary

constants at our disposal, in Species II only one, while there are none in

Species Hi.

The principal object of this memoir is to advocate the giving to these

disposable constants such values as shall reduce as much as possible the

variation of scale throughout the map.
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Let <p denote the normal or geographical latitude, p the radius of the

parallel and'B the perpendicular distance of the point considered from the

plane of the equator and a and b = aV 1 — ^ the equatorial and polar semi-

diameters of the earth, the equation of the earth's surface, free from ?, the

longitude, is

a' ^ b^

This equation is satisfied by putting

a cos ^ a (1 — ^) sin ^
f^ — */l — e^sin^^' ^~Vl— e^sin^^.'

where it is easy to be convinced that ^ has the geometrical definition

assigned to it. The length of a degree along the parallel belonging to lati-

tude 4) is (we adopt the degree as the unit of angular measure^

n a cos 4)

T80 VI — f^sin^^"

By diflferentiating we obtain

dp g (1 — e^)8in <^ dz a (1— ^) cos ^
"^ ~~ (1 —e'em^^)^ ' ~dp

~~
(T^r?"^^^^'''

The element along the meridian da is then given by the equation

ds
I

/ rfp \2 7&Y a(l — e")

d^-\\d^J +Kd^J ~
(1 — e* sin^ <^)f

•

And the length of a degree along the meridian which belongs to the lati-

tude ^ is

n a{l — e^

180 (1 — e* sin* ^)|

'

These two quantities are important in map construction. In computing

them Clark's dimensions of the earth may be used which are

a = 20 926 202 feet = 3963.295833 miles.

6=20 854 895 " =3949.790720 "
,

e = 0.082483218.

In establishing the formulae of correspondence of the curves on the

map with those on the surface of the earth, in case the projection is to be

conformable, it is indispensable to have an auxiliary variable which with

Lagrange we denote by d. This satisfies the differential equation

de ds

T-7
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In the following prosecution of the subject it is more suitable to employ

the colatitude z rather than ^ the latitude. We suppose that s is counted

from the pole towards the equator. Then the differential equation being

integrated on the condition that 6 and z are to begin together, we have

. /l + ecos2\-' z= (
~ )^ tan -X-.

\1— ecosz/ 2

Having now this auxiliary variable the distance southward from

the projected north pole to the point where the parallel of z crosses the

rectilinear meridian is given by the formula

h, c and g are arbitrary constants. This equation shows the correspondence

between parallels on the map and those on the earth's surface.

With regard to the meridians, if we denote longitudes on the earth's

surface, counted from any meridian eastward as of one sign and westward

as of the opposite, by X, and suppose that the rectilinear meridian on the

map corresponds to the principal meridian, and denote by u the angle the

projected meridian makes at either pole with the rectilinear meridian, the

formula of correspondence is

a = c/l.

These two formulae embody the whole theory of conformable projection

in the case we treat. If they are substituted in the differential equations

which belong to this subject the latter will be found to be satisfied ; and a

little additional consideration will make it evident that they are as general

as possible. As Lagrange has shown c may be limited to positive numbers.

Also, if the crossing of the parallel given by the quantity ^ is limited to the

one which is between the two poles, g is also positive.

The projected coordinates measured southward from the north pole as

origin are given by the equations

,._., #cos(c;i) + e^
^ - "^^

g* + 2gd' COS {cX) + 6^'

y=2h 9±^^^S^^
V+ 2^0" COS (a) + 0^'

And the scale which belongs to any point of the map is given by the

formula

_ 2c£5 VI— g'cos'z 0^
*" ~ o sin z f-Jr ^gS" cos (cX) + 6^

'
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The right naember takes the indeterminate form -^ when 2 = 0, but this

defect is remedied by dividing numerator and denominator by tan —

.

The formulae just given are adapted to Species I. In Species II g and 6

are both infinite, but their ratio is finite. Hence / being a new constant

we have >^ /•^c

The equation for correspondence of longitudes remains unchanged. The

scale becomes
c/Vl— e^cos^z^

a sin 2

In Species III, since both poles are at infinity, we are under the

necessity of measuring distances from another point. The equator serves

this purpose in a symmetrical manner. This projection, generally known

as Mercator's, is characterized by the condition c = 0. The formulae for

this Species are easily derived from those given for the first Species by

making c infinitesimal. Those handy for use are

1 80

where X is in degrees, B depends simply on the scale of the map, M the

modulus of common logarithms, log 6 denoting the common logarithm of 0;

common logT
if

) == 2.1203383211. The scale at any point of the map is

the scale at the equator multiplied by the factor

V 1 — ^ cos^ 2

sin z

With regard to the scale m it must be noticed that 5 and / are linear

magnitudes. In the formulae for m therefore 6 and a or /and a must be

expressed in the same linear unit. We thus obtain the fraction the scale of

the map is to nature ; it is customary to take unity for the numerator of this

fraction. If one prefers to say the scale is so many miles to the inch the

denominator of the fraction must be divided by 63360 the number of inches

in a mile.

We come now to the question of advisable values for the disposable

constants in the formulae. In Species I, these are two, viz., g and c. In

this connection the principle of Tchebicheff * that a map constructed on a

* Sur la eoiutruction de> cartes giograpklque: Acad. Sci. St. Pitersbonrg. Bull. XIV, cols. 257-261,

1866.
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conformable projection is the best possible when the scale is constant along

the whole boundary of the map seems the most satisfactory that has been

suggested. It differs, it is true, from the few hints thrown out by Lagrange,

who proposed the notion that the variation of the scale should be zero in all

directions about the point forming the centre of the map.

On account of the form of the pages of our books the vast number of

published maps are bounded by rectangles. When the meridians and

parallels are to be represented by circles, the principle of Tchebicheff can-

not here be fulfilled, nevertheless we may have an approximation to it.

I propose that the scale shall be the same at the middle points of the four

sides of the rectangle bounding the map. This gives two independent

equations for the determination of g and c.

Before we give the equations notice must be called to the circumstance

that the poles are singular points in the projection, the meridians in the

map in general do not meet at the poles under the same angles as their

correspondents on the globe. They do this only when the exponent c of

projection has unity for its value. If c exceeds unity there will be a lap

over at the poles, and, if it falls short of it, a hiatus. This is no incongruity

to the mathematician, but nevertheless offensive to the common eye.

Therefore we must lay down the principle that if either or both poles are to

be shown in a map we must put c = 1, that is, adopt the stereographic pro-

jection. However, the great number of maps do not show either pole ; here

we are at liberty to choose the value of c. In the following discussion we
limit ourselves to this case ; moreover we suppose that the rectilinear

meridian divides the map into two symmetrical halves.

Let us adopt the subscripts (0), (1) and (2) to distinguish quantities

belonging to the middle points of the upper, lower, and lateral lines bounding

the map. We suppose that, before the map is constructed, we have chosen

the values for Zq, Zi and z, the colatitudes belonging to the mentioned points.

It is true that in the case of z^ it is generally difficult to imagine what
should be its value in order that a definite region may just fill the contour

of the map; but the difficulty of forming and solving the transcendental

equations is greater.

Preceding equations give the following relations

:

^" g+%' ^'~9+e,' ^'-
2 -^Kg+Bo^g + eJ-

For brevity let us put

" Vl-e^cos^zo' '
~ \AI - 6* cos^ zi'

^ ~ */ 1 — e" cos' z^'
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which are all known quantities. Comparison of the values of m at the

three points gives

Ag + ^)' - ^« (g + eO'_ . g' + 2ffe|cos(c;i,) + 0|'

But ^ can be eliminated from the last member by means of the equation

which affords

g% cos (g,) + ej* _ % ,
flf

^ + 2^0S cos (c;i2) + ^o-
g, + eg-^- gr + 0J'

For convenience let us adopt

Then the comparison of the values of m becomes

»"o(>7 + l) -"»i-^^ -"»!.
Af(7^=Af)

The first of these relations gives

»7 — j-^ , ana a — ox tt—

•

mi— niorti'
' ^

w'l— wA'

The second relation will give

ml{y! + l)-m,
^(yj-^-h{)

'

Substituting in this the just obtained value of)? we get

wii (1 - ^) . ..^ wA'a — ^i)
*' + ^ - wij - r/ioAii ' *' + '*i- mi-OToV '

consequently

From this is derived

^ ~ ml — mo »Wi h^ hi~ •
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Comparison of this with the former value of ri gives us

/CTq — »»! Ai'Y_ "*o ^i — w*!M Ai~'

an equation from which c can be determined by the tentative process, and

g follows from its value just given.

In Species II, as we have only one constant at our disposal, viz., c, we

determine it from the condition that the scale should be the same at the

ends of the central meridian of the map. That is, the equation

Vl— £' cos^Zq
g<, _ V 1 — e^ cos^Zi g.

sin Zq sm Zj

must be fulfilled ; whence we have for the determination of c the exponential

equation

,^ sin Zi 1 1 — e* cos^z,

' sin 2o \ 1 — £* C08*Z

In all the trials I have made of the TchebichefF principle, c has never

turned out greater than unity. One example may be given for the sake of

illustration. Desiring to construct a map of South America, and counting

2 from the South Pole, it was supposed that the limits given by the values

Zo = 34°, Zj = 102°, z^ = 73° would include the whole of this continent in a

rectangular map. These data conduct to

log $0 = 9.4866077, log hi = 0.6056371, log k^ = 0.3834652

log—' = 0.1209441, log -^^ = 0.1111990.

Thence there is concluded

6 = 0.945576, log
fir
= 0.2054407.

It is very evident that if the region to be included in a rectangular

map is of nearly equal extension in the directions of longitude and latitude

c will be found to be pretty close to unity. And c becomes smaller as the

map deviates more from the square. It is of interest to determine what c

becomes when the dimension in the direction of longitude is reduced to the

last degree. In this case we do not know the value of z^ and an extra
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equation must be brought in to render the problem determinate. The

comparison of scales gives the equations

The extra equation demanded is

9+oi'^g+et-g + ef

We eliminate g from these equations by means of its value

^ — ftc ^oh^— ^A

The two equations which remain are

OTq + mjiii_ jw?2^

»no»ni (1— Ai) 0| = Wo [0| (ttji— mji^) + 0S (wo^i'— mjif)].

It would be troublesome to pursue the elimination further, but having a

suspicion that the proper value of c in this extreme case is zero, we substitute

this value in the second equation and it is rendered an identity. The first

equation then gives for the determination of z, the relation

Vl — 6^008^22 * ^ " '
>'

To inquire what the Tchebicheflf principle gives when the dimension of

the map in the direction of latitude is diminished to the last degree is quite

unnecessary as it is obvious that such a map could only include a segment

of the equator, when the projection that is proper is Mercator's. If, how-

ever, we are willing to depart from the rectangular boundary for a map, we
can have one for an extremely narrow strip along a parallel by cutting it

from the developed surface of the cone which envelops the earth along that

parallel. This map would have the form of a segment of an annulus. In

like manner the map of an extremely narrow strip along a meridian can be

got from the surface of the cone to elliptical base which envelops the earth

along that meridian. In the annular map along a parallel, the exponent of

projection, neglecting e, is c = cos z.

All that has been said regarding terrestrial maps will apply as well to

maps of the stars, provided we make e= 0, and, as the notion of a scale in
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terrestrial maps is altogether out of place in celestial maps, we substitute the

phrase "so many degrees to the inch."

As the reseaus of meridians and parallels in maps of large regions in all

our atlases are unpleasant to the eye of a mathematician, I append a map
of Asia constructed on the stereographic projection. On investigation it was

found, in accordance with the Tchebicheff principle, that c in this instance

differed from unity inappreciably.
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MEMOIK No. 84.

Dynamic Geodesy.

(This Memoir appears here for the first time.)

The formulae which have been proposed for representing the intensity

and direction of gravity over the earth's surface do not well satisfy the

observations. It seems that more complex formulae are needed. The notion

that all observations should be reduced to sea level has long prevailed. It

is not necessary to regard the surface of the ocean as forming a more natural

boundary to the mass of the earth than the land-surface. The endeavor in

this memoir is to elaborate a theory of gravity which dispenses with the

idea that we must know the elevation of the place of observation before we

can make comparisons. The boundary of the earth's mass may be looked

upon as a surface oft-times discontinuous but nevertheless having an equa-

tion, so that to a given longitude and latitude always corresponds a unique

point on that surface. Thus a table to double entry might be formed giving

to the arguments longitude and latitude the three rectangular coordinates

of the point with reference to the earth's centre of gravity. Of course the

earth thus viewed must have no precipices or caves. But the actual

precipices and caves of the earth have only the slightest influence on

gravity, and the first at least can easily be avoided by pendulum observers.

In order to have a starting point for the construction of a theory, an

ideal earth is conceived ; its mass is equivalent to that of the actual earth,

the mass of the ocean and atmosphere being omitted, its boundary is a

sphere and it is centrobaric. Its radius is equal to that of the actual earth

in the latitude whose sine is —j= , so that the volumes are nearly equal.

The intensity of gravity is constant over the surface of this sphere. In all

numerical work the radius of this sphere will be taken as the linear unit,

and the temporal unit is so taken that its mass will be a unit; consequently

the value of gravity over the surface is also unity. We proceed now to

notice the deviations of the actual from the ideal earth. The most impor-

tant of these are produced by the earth's rotation.
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Part I.

The Effects of the Earth's Rotation on its Figure and on Gravity.

Were the matter of the earth in a state of perfect fluidity no asperities

could exist on its surface nor any irregularities of density in its interior.

The latter would be a function of the pressure and temperature. On the

other hand, were the matter absolutely rigid, hydrostatics could not be

appealed to for the decision of its figure. However, it is plain that the

earth leans towards rigidity sufficiently for the preservation of the asperities

and irregularities of density and is sufficiently viscous for hydrostatics to

furnish a fair approximation to its figure.

If we suppose our ideal earth to receive a motion of rotation about a

fixed axis the consequence will be that the matter will move away from the

axis in the mode shown in the adjacent diagram. Let -4 be half the axis

and APBO a quadrant of a meridian section of the ideal

earth. The rotation will cause the curve APB to fall

into the position CPD. Five stream lines are drawn to

exhibit the direction of motion of the matter. The
motion ceases when the gravity becomes normal to the

surface, or if by reason of momentum, it overshoots this

mark, there is a tendency to return, and friction may be

supposed to bring about a permanent state. The stream lines have been

constructed from the cubic ii?y = c*, (a; being in the plane of the equator).

This curve has the axes of coordinates for asymptotes and gives a node at P,

the sine of whose latitude is -7=. There is no motion of the matter at P.

This is sufficiently accurate to give a rude notion of what occurs.

We now proceed to the determination of the permanent state of the

earth. As the earth is evidently symmetric in regard to its axis of rotation,

we are exempt from considering longitudes; thus calling the radius r, the

sine of the latitude (i, and V the potential for points not interior to the

mass, we have the partial differential equation

3r + a/a
-0-

For points interior to the mass we assume that the potential includes the

centrifugal force, which adds to it the term -^r^{\—fi^), if Ti& the time of
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revolution. After this addition calling it V, the equation of Poisson is

transformed into

dr + dH +^ni^p-^,y = 0,

where p denotes the density. For the latter we adopt the value given by

the differential equation dp = -7—
, p being the pressure, and wi a con-

stant. Substituting for dp its value pdY and integrating, we have
—.2 „

p = —— F-j- a constant. Here we may modify the signification of F by

including in it a constant such that

4 f
f /o — 2^) = »»' f.

Thus the differential equation becomes

—g^r- +
^^ + m r* r= 0.

These two partial differential equations are in terms of polar coordinates,

but they are briefer and more suitable to our purposes if we express them
in terms of rectangular coordinates in the plane of the meridian. Thus

making

^ = ^ + ^' '-T^'
we have

9!|+9!^4-i|Z=o. (1)o^ ay xdx

our oy xox

27(2 _ _
Let q be used for -n^ and F= F+ qn?. For determining gravity at points

on the surface of the earth it is indifferent whether we differentiate partially

^or F. Hence the equations

are satisfied by these points. Hydrostatics furnishes the additional equations

^= a constant, F= a constant,

which are also satisfied by the same points.

Vol. IV.—29
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The first thing to be done in the treatment of the question before us is

to integrate (1) and (2). Here recourse must be had to infinite series. In

regard to (1) it will readily be found that it is satisfied by each of the

following expressions

:

F. = (:e'+y')-»,

F. = (»' -^x'y'^ fy*) (a? + y')-»,

which may be continued as far as we please. As the differential equation

is linear, taking a series of constants Iq, bi, . . . , a. more general integral

will be
f= 5,F. + 5, F, + 5,F, + J,F, + .

.

(3)

Although this is not the most general integral of (1), it has suflBcient

generality for our purposes.

Next, treating (2), we find that it is satisfied (putting r for V«^+ if)

by each of the series of expressions

F„= r-i 8in(OTr),

f, = r-^
(J^ \J

sin (mr) (x' -2y'),

F, = r-i (^^y sin (mr) ix'-Sz'f + f^),

f, = r-i (^^Jsin (mr) ^x' - ISx'y' + 2i^y^-i^f),

which may be continued as far as we please. Taking another series of

constants ag, ai, . . . , a more general integral of (2) will be

f= aX + a. fx + «,^, + «.^s + • • (*)

As before, this expression has sufficient generality for our purposes. To

equations (3) and (4) we add the equation

3i^=Q = 0. (5)
or

The following three equations

1-5,F, + J.f. + ... = 0,"

(6)

jB + ga:' + S.F, + &,F, + 5,F, + J.F. + . . . = 0,

.B' + a.^. + a^f, + a, F, + a,F, + . . . = 0,

dr
~"'
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are satisfied by the surface of the earth, but it is obvious they cannot be

unless certain relations are established between the a and b. The number
of these relations is always two less than the number of the constants

a and b taken into consideration. This is plain from the circumstance that

the mass of the earth and its density when subjected to no pressure are data

that must be aflForded by observation. The treatment of the subject is

greatly facilitated by the fact that a< and 5, are of the ith order with respect

to the centrifugal force. We propose to carry the approximation so as to

include the third power of this force. As 60 is the mass of the earth

equivalent to unity with our units, this demands the consideration of the

seven constants Uq, Oj, a^, a^, bi, 63, 63. The number of arbitrary constants

in equations (6) is ten ;
eight therefore are to be eliminated, and eight inde-

pendent relations are needed. If, for -^ ^ z, we substitute a special value

in equations (6), the left members will be reduced to functions of r. The

solution of these equations, regarding r as the unknown, ought to show that

they are satisfied by the same root. Thus the equating of the three roots

affords two equations, and by assuming four values for z, eight equations

result, serving to determine the superfluous constants of B, B', Oq, Oj, aj, 03,

60, bi, 62, h-
The selection of the values of z is not indifferent ; such values should

be taken as will bring about the largest degree of independence in the

resulting equations. Advantage may be taken of the vanishing of the

expressions

x'-2y', X* -8a^y' + ^y*, a^ - ISx'y' + iix'y' — i^y',

for certain values of z. The equations in z are

Their roots are all real and positive, and have the values

2 = 0.5,

a = 0.130693605, z = 2.8693064,

z = 0.060376924, z = 0.776823357, 2 = 6.662799719.

In addition the values z := and z= 00 are worthy of consideration. The

four values selected for z and the subscripts employed to distinguish

quantities belonging to them are : z = 0.5, subscript (0) ; z= 0.0, subscript d);

z= 00, subscript (2); z = 0.776823357, subscript (3).

When i is even, denote ^"'"^
(-t- — ) sin (mr) by/,, and when i is odd,

denote r* f-j j sin (mr) by/^. In the prosecution of the investigation
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we shall need the values of the f^ as far as /, for certain values of the

argument r. Here we have the equations to recursion

/. = - %fx - mV, . f^=-^f^- '«'/. ,

/. = - ^A - m'A . /, = - 13/. - »»•/.

,

the law of progression is obvious. In spite of their great simplicity they

are very unsuitable for accurate computation. The value of m we adopt is

2.5 or, in arc, 143° 14' 22''.0156. Thus, commencing with/o and /i true to

ten decimal places, when f^ is arrived at, not more than three decimals can

be depended on. It seems that the readiest method of obviating this diffi-

culty is to employ the series in powers of r. We have

/. = »»- r-.s^'f' + itb'"''-* - r:7"»'»^ + r:5 "^V - .
.

,

/i = - r:i^'^ + rri^'r^-j^^m't* + r^mV- ..,

/.= Th^^'^-B^'r^ + t^irn'r*-..,

f. =^ -T^rn^r- + 'i^7n'i* -'-^m",' + ..,

/.= -^^^^'«"'' + l?^,Jm'V-^in|,«>V» + ..,

/.= M"'"^-rT5^''^+">

About twelve terms of these series give fairly approximative values. The
computation is facilitated by taking the terms two by two. For brevity we
use the following notation

(0)=/,, (I)=/i,
(11)=/,, (111)=/, + 2 (11),

(IV)=/«, (V)=/, + 4(IV),
(VI)=/., (VII)=/, + 6(VI).

For the value m ^ 2.5 and with the argument —- we have the

following

Table of Values of (0), (I), &o.

~r" (0). A. A*. (I). A. A». A».

0.998 0.59326 20026 —2.60359 17678
+260 69402 +112 58665

0.999 59586 89428 —37389 60246 59013 +88520
260 32013 113 47185 -747

1.000 59847 21441 37404 60133 11828 87773
, „„, „ 259 94609 114 34958 741
1.001 6010716050 37419 60018 76870 87032
, ««„ «^ ^„ 259 57190 115 21990 748
1.002 60366 73240 37431 59903 54880 86284
- ««„ .„. . 259 19759 116 08274
1.003 60625 92999 59787 46606
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(II). A. A«. (III). A. A». A».

0.998 4.07167 5929
-^06 6105

4.05742 0762
+516 1649

0.999 06760 9824
406 7176

-1071 06258 2411
510 9537

-52112
+302

1.000 06354 2648
406 8192

1016 06769 1948
505 7727

51810
299

1.001 05947 4456
406 9153

961 07274 9675
500 6216

51511
301

1.002 05540 5303
407 0059

906 07775 5891
495 5006

51210

1.003 05133 5244 08271 0897

(IV). A. A». (V). A. A«. A».

0.998 3.03925 146
-103 4062

10.34081 205
-313 8352

0.999 3.02891 084
102 9896

+4166 30942 853
312 7949

+10403
-^5

1.000 3.01861 188
102 5746

4150 27814 904
311 7591

10358
43

1.001 3.00835 442
102 1610

4136 24697 313
310 7276

10315
42

1.002 2.99813 832
101 7490

4120 21590 037
309 7003

10273

1.003 2.98796 342 18493 034

(VI). A. A« (VII). A. A«.

0.998 0.90297 7
-502 3

5.03036 6
-271 96

0.999 89795 4
499 5

+28 5.00317
27016

+180

1.000 89295 9
496 3

32 4.97615 4
268 51

165

1.001 88799 6
492 8

35 4.94930 3
267 04

147

1.002 88306 8
489 1

37 4.92259 9
265 70

134

1.003 87817 7 4.89602 9

The equations we use for (Jiscovering the values of the constants are

B" + (0), a, + '^ (IV)', a, - li (VI). «.

(I).«.-M(V),a.-H(VII).a,-|g'»1+J«-W^-W^

^ + ?»1 + ^ + | + ^> + ^;

B" + (0), o, + (II). a. + (IV). a, + (VI), a.

(I), a. + (III), a, + (V).a, + (VII).a, -2gr; + ^« + 3^ + 5^ + 7^
'1 '

i

'1 'I

r.
2^ + |*._i^L;

B + (0). - 2 (II), a, + I (IV), a, - V (VI), «,

(I),«.-2(m).a, + |(V),fl,-i^(VII),a, + |-6| + 4^^-H^^?

£ + 0.56280216 ff»i +*!•- 0.31159352^— 1.1419890^
* r, rj r!

B' + (0), a, - 0.31159352 (IJ), fl, - 1.1419890 (IV), a,

(I), a, - 0.311 . . (Ill), a, - 1.141 . . (V), a, - 1.12560432 grl+^-B (0.311 . .) ^

'=0,

= 0,

= 0,

= 0,

= 0,

= 0,

= 0,

= 0,

= 0,

= 0,

- 5(1.141..)!= 0.
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In the following work a value of q has been adopted such that

log q = 7.23728 13257.

In order to have the equations to be solved linear, a preliminary investiga-
tion has been made leading to the following values of the constants

:

5 = —1.00115 01595, 5' = —0.22953 20069, «« = 0.38353 06679,

ai= 0.00027 68007, a^= 0.00000 01308, ft^ = 0.00054 86250,

62 = 0.00000 10969.

In addition it has been assumed from induction that

ttj = 0.00000 00001, 63 = 0.00000 00020.

With these values of the constants, the arguments for entering the preceding
tables are

= 0.99887 14383, - = 1.00225 18904,
r.

Whence result the following values

(0)1= 0.59553 39995 (0),=
(II)i= 4.06813 2630

(IV)1= 3.03023 791

(VI)i= 0.89859 7

(I)i=— 2.6026111420

(III)i= 4.061921746

(V)i= 10.31345741

(VII)i= 5.00665 5

0.60432 05706

(II)j= 4.05438 0175

(IV)2= 2.99557 149

(VI)2= 0.88183 2

(1)2 = — 2.59874 38968

(111)2= 4.07900 8822

(V)2= 10.20808966

(VII)2= 4.91589 4

- = 1.00035 12904.
1

(0)s = 0.59938 57360

(11)3= 4.06211 3643

(IV)3 = 3.01500 381

(VI)3 = 0.89121 2

(1)3=-- 2.60093 04800

(111)3= 4.06947 4566

(V),= 10.26718 546

(VII) 3 = 4.96670 3

The corrections Srj, 5rj, ^r^ need be considered only in the terms

h and the quantities (O) and (1). From the first group of

equations we derive

B = —1.00115 13041 4 + ff S, + fl Jg

,

B' = —0.22953 40559 + 5.58262^2 + 1.449a3 + 1.192923^2 + 1.145^3

,

a, = [9.58380 31899] — [0.612514]a2 — [0.1336]a3 — [0.299569]&2 — [0.2818]63

,

serving to eliminate B, B', a^ from the remaining nine equations, which
thus become

— 0.00054 90050 4 — [9.9975]8ri + [9.99852 879] 61 + [0.30779 69] 62

+ [0.2313] 63 = 0,

+ 0.00110 05862 6 — [0.0019]8r2 — [0.30396 065]&i + [0.57215 85]62— [0.4048] 63 = 0,

+ 0.00017 12384 6 — [9.9995]8r3 — [9.49404 603]6i — [9.02921 85]&2

+ [9.8519] 63 = 0,— 0.00112 68766 — [9.9987]8ri + 0.00585 662 + 0.0055&3 + 4.06813 26ffl,

+ 6.17268 8a2 + 1.53760, = 0,

-f 0.00224 30670 — [9.9995]8r2 — 0.01165 862 — 0.01146, — 8.10876 03ai

+ 11.09463 9a2 — 2.195a, = 0,

+ 0.00035 03930 — [9.9991]8r, — 0.00182 I&2 — O.OOI8&3 — 1.26572 83ai— 0.31643 3^2 -f 0.634ffl3 = 0,— 0.00277 85822 — [0.1574]8ri -f 2.98985 4426i + 10.15958 66, + 11.9256,

+ 4.06192 17ai + 20.97752 5a2 + 8.547a, = 0,

+ 0.00554 68095 — [0.1616]8r2 — 6.04063 5466i + 18.66416 562 — 17.7836,

— 8.15801 76oi + 37.86979 4a2 — 12.196a, = 0,

-f 0.00086 50773 — [0.1593]8r, — 0.93576 6066, — 0.53559 66, + 4.9766,

— 1.26802 19ai — 1.06783 2,a^ + 3.537a, = 0.
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The eliminatioQ gives the following values of the unknowns

:

5 = —1.00115 01641, B' = —0.22953 20133 6,

fflo= 0.38353 06706, a^= 0.00027 68006 8,

a^= 0.00000 01307 5, 0,= 0.00000 00000 5,

6i= 0.00054 86250 7, i,= 0.0000010970 1,

&3 = 0.00000 00033 9, 8ri = —0.00000 00011 1,

8rj — —0.00000 00057 4, Br^ = —0.00000 00047 5.

The addition of the corrections to the provisional values gives the

following values of r, , and com. log r

:

1
r. -

.

log r.

ri 1.00112 98356 6 0.99887 143941 0.000 4904 044

rj 0.99775 31635 1 1.00225 18961 7 9.999 0231 134

rj 0.99964 88283 3 1.00035129514 9.999 8474 613

From the values of rg, r^, r^, r^ are derived the following expressions for

r and common log r in terms of [i the sine of the geocentric latitude :

r = 1.00000 171301 + 0.00112 647002 (1 - 3 ,i')

+ 0.000001649810(1- 10 /i' 4- ^A^*) + 0.00000 00029 47 ( I - 21 /«' + 63/—^ m')

= 1.00112 98358 - 0.00339 59700 /i' + 0.00001 94335 /jl* - 0.00000 01362 /*«,

log r = 0.00000 05235 + 0.00048 93759 (1-3 ,j})

+ 0.00000 05042 (1 - 10 /»' + ^ //«) + 0.00000 00008 (1 — 21 a^' + 63 m* -^ /t')

= 0.00049 04044 - 0.00147 31873 fi' + 0.00000 59355 /x* - 0.00000 00392 /*'•

dV
The values of the component -^— for the four values of (i, viz., (Xq,

Hi, m, (ii, were next computed and the results are :

for ,x^ , —0.99769 16866, for ix^ , —0.99593 02672,

for /ij , —1.00120 21106, for /x, , —0.99823 96845.

For the other component we have the equation

l_|rVT^r^= -M Vir:^[2?r + 6^ + 20^(1 -I/.') + 42^(1-6/.' + ^/.')]
^

The values of the factor within the brackets for the special values of ju, viz.,

^0, i"i, f'j, ^3 are

for ^0 , 0.00675 05005, for ft, , 0.00675 66636,

for ,i, , 0.00673 82341, for /tj , 0.00674 85836.

From these data it is easy to deduce the values of the actual gravity G for

(^, f^i, th, t^a-
They are,

for fi^, G = 0.99769 67615, for ^^i , = 0.99593 02672,

for Ms , = 1.00120 21106, for ,i^ , G = 0.99824 52973.
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From these values we derive

Q = 0.99768 95187 - 0.00175 92433 (1-3 ;i') — 0.00000 35526 6 (1 — 10 ;^' + ^/k*)

- 0.00000 00082 4 (1 - 21 /x' + 63 m* - ^/'*)

= 0.99593 02672 + 0.00531 34295 m' - 0.00004 19668 At* + 0.00000 03807/.

Calling the geocentric and geographical latitude severally and 0*,

e' = e Jr 696".8755 sin 2 » + 1".3957 sin 4 <? + 0".0039 sin 6 6.

By means of this formula we derive

»'. e. log r.

22° 30' 22° 21' 48".1916 0.000 2772 633

45 44 48 23 .1253 9.999 7602 471

67 30 67 21 46 .2741 9.999 2397 428

We can now deduce log r as a periodic function of ff:

log r=9.999 7585 033 + 0.000 7336 416 cos 2 e' -0.000 0017 447 cos 4:6' + 0.000 0000 038 cos 6 O*.

dV
From special values of -^— we derive the values of G for evenly

spaced values for 6' ( F is chosen in order to have a verification)

6'. a.

0° 0.99593 02672

22^ 0.99669 85847

45 0.99855 87244

67i 1.00042 63297

90 1.00130 21106

Thence we get

Q = 0.99856 24569 - 0.00263 59177 cos 2 ff' + 0.00000 37322 cos 4 ff' - 0.00000 00039 cos 6tf'.

From the same data is obtained

= 6' - 696".8767 sin 2 e' + 0".9578 sin 4 e' - 0".0021 sin 6 tf

.
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^ Part II,

Effect of Departures from the Ideal Earth.

The departure of the actual from the ideal earth is so small that, at

least in a first approximation, quantities of the order of the product of the

departure by the centrifugal force may be neglected. Thus, in estimating

the effect, we may always start from a centrobaric earth.

Of all volumes the centrobaric sphere has the simplest expression for

the potential. The effect of the earth as an attractive body may be con-

ceived as equivalent to that of a number of centrobaric spheres superposed

on each other. With a finite number of spheres of course we obtain only

an approximation ; however, this augments as the number is increased ; and,

in the last analysis, when the spheres become material points, the approxi-

mation ends in exactitude. With a very moderate number results are

reached having a practical value ; and this may be considerably reduced by

admitting the fiction of spheres of negative mass.

Let us apply this notion to the explanation of the mode in which sea

and land are distributed over the earth's surface. This subject is rarely

alluded to in our treatises on geography and geodesy. The prevailing

notion is that the coast line is determined solely by what may be called the

asperities of the surface, or that the theory which explains the shore line of a

mountain turn may also be used for the Pacific Ocean. If a fluid is placed

upon the ideal centrobaric earth, it will form a sea having everywhere the

same depth, and there will be no land-surface. But let the earth's surface

first undergo an irregular carving, the fluid will form a sea of irregular

depth, and, if the amount of fluid is small enough, some land-surface will

appear. These notions are correct; but, when it is added that the depth of

the sea is in precise relation to the depth of the carving, we must demur.

This theory takes no account of the shifting of the barycentre through the

carving. The latter may be so performed that what appears as the bottom

of the ocean is no nearer this point than the top of the highest mountain.

For instance, in the case of a homogeneous sphere, the carving may be

nothing at a point on one side and deep at the point directly opposite, and

yet the resulting body be a homogeneous sphere to which there may belong

an ocean of uniform depth. The present disposition of land and water on

the earth is not to be accounted for on the asperity theory. To what then

must it be attributed ? It is evident that in an irregular distribution of

matter in the interior of the globe we have a competent cause. We should

expect that density would be superabundant on the side where the ocean

predominates and defective on the side where the continents appear. The
subject is well illustrated by a series of suppositions.
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Supposition I.

The adjacent diagram shows two centro-

baric spheres superposed, of which the larger

represents the ideal earth, and the smaller is a

sphere of negative mass. Let M denote the

actual mass of the earth (the mass of the cover-

ing fluids not being included), — m the mass of

the smaller sphere, d the distance oo' between
the centres of the spheres, and a the radius of the

earth. The origin of coordinates being at o the

centre of figure of the earth, the positive direction

of X towards the right, let h be the depth at X' of the ocean supposed

without mass. Then the equation of sea-level will be

M-{- m m M+ m m
Va;' + y' V (a;— £?)'

-t-
y' a + A a-\-h-\-d'

or, adopting polar coordinates such that

x = r CQS(f>', y=r sin ^,
M-\-m wi _ Jf 4- 771 m

V r' — 2 dr cos <>' + «^ a -\-'h a-\-'h — d'

Calling the geographical colatitude <^ and the downward force of gravity

g, this potential furnishes the equations

VI (jr— d cos </)'),, ,,. M-\-in
gcoB{<i>— <t>)= ^

g sin (0— (#)') =
lr'— 2dr cos <>' + <f]»

'

md sin <^'

md
[r'— 2drcoa<l>' + d';\

'

The X coordinate of the centre of gravity of the earth is — ^; and,

if we wish to have the difierence of the geographical colatitude over and

above the colatitude measured from the latter centre instead of the centre

of figure, it will be sufficiently approximate for points near the earth's

surface to subtract the arc given by the formula

md -„ ,,—^8in<^.

For numerical illustration we assume if= 1, wi= 0.001, a = 1,

h= 0.001, and d = 0.8. If the smaller sphere touches the larger interiorly,

and the mean density of the earth is put at 5.6 (that of water being unity)

the diminution of the density of the earth by the superposition of the

smaller sphere is 0.7. This is not an unreasonable supposition.

The following table shows the depth of the ocean at intervals of 30°

in the colatitude, with the relative numbers of gravity and the comparison

of the different colatitudes, all for points on the surface of the ocean or on



180"

Depth of ocean

r— 1.

0.0010000

9-

0.9986926

0-0'.
0" 0"

150 0.0009809 0.9987175 — 16 — 83

120 0.0009153 0.9988029 — 37 —143
90 0.0007748 0.9989749 — 79 —165
60 0.0004643 0.9992920 —186 —143
39 56'59".4 0.0000000 0.9995470 399 —106
30 —0.0004280 0.9986105 —643 — 82

—0.0035183 0.9760000
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the surface qf the land. There is therefore a discontinuity in the quantities

tabulated at the point where ^' = 39° 56' 59".4.

0-0'
from cen. gray.

0"

+ 67

+106
+ 86

— 43

—293
—561

We see from the table that the coast line is at «^' = 40° about, and the

elevation of the continent above the geoid at the north pole is 3^ times the

depth of the ocean at the south pole. As to the gravity, it increases from

the south pole to the coast line and thence diminishes to the summit of the

continent at the north pole. As, at the latter point, there is a diminution

of 2.4 per cent as compared with the value for an ideal earth, and, as a

disturbance of latitude as great as 561" is noted, too influential elements

have been attributed to the smaller sphere.

Supposition 11.

As a second illustration let us introduce a second small sphere of

positive mass directly opposite the first, so that with a notation similar to

that just employed, the equation of the surface of the ocean (again without

mass) will be

7^+ - (v(x+V + .v'- V (x-^)' + yJ = ' '°"'*'"*'

or, in polar coordinates,

~4- m ( , , . i. , , „ , , . ,., I
= a constant.

If the limit of the continent is to be at the small circle of the earth's

surface for which x = i ci, the value of the constant forming the right

member of the equation will be

M ( 1 1 \

¥ + '"iVa' + 2d'~ar

To determine g and ^ we have

, ^,. M I r— d coed)' r + d cos (j)' \
gcQBi<t,-<t>) = ^-m

|^|.^,_ ^^--^^^ ^y^
~

[r" 4- 2 ^'^ cos <^' + cf\t)

'

g Bin (,4,-4>') = -mdBm<i;
[^^_ ^ ^rlo^ ^' + d^-^i + [r' + 2rfr cos0'-^]»)

'

The X coordinate of the centre of gravity of the earth is ^

.
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For numerical illustration we put Jf= 1, w = tAtj a = 1, d = 0.9.

Thus the equation of the ocean surface is

L
-I-^ ["(r* -h 1.8 r cos f' + 0.81)-*— (r*— 1.8 r cos if,' + 0.81)- *~| = 0.9999522

.

Then results the following table exactly analogous to that of the first

supposition

:

Depth of ocean ^ ""^ gin *' ^ — ^'

^'. r — 1. g. ip— 0'. W '*'
' from ceo. graT-

180° 0.0012187 1.0097333 0" 0" 0*

160 0.0002291 0.9997246 —94 —23 —71

120 . 0.0001029 0.9998328 —28 —40 +12-

90 0.0000478 0.9999044 —46 —46

60 —0.0000073 0.9999614 —28 —AO +12

30 —0.0001335 0.9998169 —94 —23 —71

—0.0011496 0.9875345

Here the greatest depth of the ocean and the greatest elevation of the

continent are about the same, and the greatest deviation of gravity from

that of the ideal earth is about one per cent.

Supposition III.

In the preceding illustrations the centres of the subsidiary spheres

have been placed near the surface of the ideal earth. Let us now put them

near the centre but still on the same diameter. If — d and — d' are the x

coordinates of the centres of the subsidiary spheres the equation of the

ocean's surface will be

M r 1 1 1 „

or, in terms of polar coordinates,

.y
I
„r 1 1 ~\ r

r"^ l»/ r' + 2drcoa<t>' + (£• '^ r' + d'r coa<t,' + d"j~

Let M= 1, a= 1, h the depth of the ocean for ^' = 180°, and k the

elevation of the continent for ^' =0°, also /the value of cos ^' at the coast,

which, as we suppose the surface of the ocean to exceed half that of the

earth, is necessarily positive and less than unity. We will assume that the

continent is t't of the whole surface. Then /= cos ^', where sin y= V^-

Thus log 2/"=9.9765190. We put A = 0.00125, and ;fc= 0.00025. For

brevity let H stand for 1 + A, and .ff for 1 — k. These assumptions give
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only three relations to determine four quantities. There is nothing to

determine the value of m, only it must be reasonably small ; we put it = 0.1.

Subtract 1 from both members of the equation and still denote the right

member by C. Then we have the three relations to determine d, d', C:

' 1 _ 1

'W^=~d H-d' = 0,

= G,
_K-\-d K^^_

^ Lvi + 2ya + <^'"~Vi + z/rf' + ci'd ^ ^'

For brevity putting

2)' = l + 2/d + d', D" = l + 2/d' + d",

and eliminating G, we have

[_iii-d){E-d') + (X+rfjcr+d^J ^^" "^'^ = « (5 + r)

'

r „ 1
I

d-\-d' + 2f ^,._^,._l h

liff- d) iH—d') + DD- CZ> + D')] *'* "'^-mH'

These equations are solved most easily by the tentative process, and, with

the assumed numbers, give

d = 0.0977710, d' = 0.0904648.

Using D and U now to denote general distances from the two subsidiary

centres, the equation to sea-level may be given the form

""-^^ + 0.00073062
^''

nnf',t?''^y°^ = 0.00036056

,

where
D' = r' + 2dr co8,f>' + d\ X>" = r" + 2d'r C08</)' + d".

To determine g and <^ we have

/, ,,x M
,

(r + dcosd>' r + d' cos 4>'\

g sin {<!, — <j>') = — m sin <!>' i^— jjnj-

m{d—d')
le X coorainaie 01 tne centre 01 gravity 01 me t;artu m M

Exactly as in the preceding illustrations we have the table :

Depth of ocean

'. r_l. g. 0-f'-
-m<±^.ln^. 9-V

from cen. gray

180" 0.0012500 0.9994624 0" 0" 0"

150 0.0010850 0.9993768 —121 — 75 —46

120 0.0006995 0.9992432 —168 —131 -37

90 0.0002928 0.9992134 —145 —151 + 6

61 43'34".63 0.0000000 0.9992719 — 99 —133 +34
60 —0.0000142 0.9992483 - 96 —131 +35
30 —0.0001926 0.9989678 — 46 — 75 +29

—0.0002500 0.9988836
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In this illustration gravity never deviates much more than tV per cent

from that obtaining in the ideal earth, and the arcs in the last column of

the table do not exceed the deviations of latitude which have been attributed

to local attraction. The effect of the two subsidiary spheres is to add a

meniscus of density 0.7 and having a maximum thickness of about 29 miles,

situated immediately beneath the ocean ; and to subtract a meniscus of the

same volume and density situated in the opposite hemisphere. If the sub-

sidiary spheres are homogeneous the region between the menisci is unaltered

in density. If the change of 0.7 in the density is regarded as inadmissible,

it can be diminished by assuming a smaller value for m. If m is assumed

at 0.05, we have 0.35 in place of 0.7, and the maximum thickness of the

menisci will be about 58 miles.

This illustration is of use in showiBg what variations may be expected

in g, and what differences in the comparison of geodetic and astronomical

latitudes. The diagram exhibits the general conditions assumed in this

supposition.
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Supposition IV.

Thus far the subsidiary spheres have been confined within the contour

of the ideal earth ; but, as asperities exist on the earth's surface, let us see

whether our apparatus can be employed to evaluate their effects on gravity.

It is natural to suppose that the continents may, in the lump, be regarded

as menisci lying upon the surface of the ideal earth, their outside surfaces

having a curvature slightly greater.

Let the adjacent figure represent a section through

the centre of the ideal earth and the summit of the conti-

nent. The equation of the section of the ideal earth is

x' + y' = a\

If we take a subsidiary sphere of radius a(l — a), where

a is a small quantity of the order of the altitude of the

summit of the continent, and let it be tangent to the

ideal earth immediately beneath the summit, the equation of its section

(represented by the broken line in the figure) will be

(X— aaf + y' = a' (1 — aj .

We suppose this sphere to contain within its contour matter of the density

of the material of the continent. Then let it be moved outward from the

centre of the ideal earth (taking its matter with it) a distance h the eleva-

tion of the summit of the continent (the smaller continuous circle in the

figure represents its section after this transference). Its equation is

[x — aa — hy + y' = a' (1 — a)'.

If the angular radius of the continent is y, we shall have

[
coa r— a

J
-|- sinV = (1 — «)S

whence results

The potential of the earth, in this condition, is

^ - r + '"^^ V (a; — aa — A)' + y' V («— ««)' + yV

_ M . ( 1 1 \

»•
\ V r' — 2 (aa + A) r COB ^'

-i- (aa -}- hy V r* — aao r cos ^'
-f a?a?) '
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where tn denotes the mass contained in the subsidiary sphere. We have

-jTf = -£-(1 — a)', if p denotes the surface density and R the mean density

of the earth ; we have used yf for the value of -W

.

To determine gi-avity and its direction we have

fA. A'^ — -^4- m r r— (aa + h) cos 0' r— gaco8<^' ~|

gcos{(f, ip)— ^ -I- "*
[_[-^_ 2 (aa+ a; r cos .^'+ (a!a 4- A)']i [r*— 2aar cos0'+ oV]iJ'

. , ,. •
a.' r aa-\- h aa ~\

gami<l>-<l>)-mBm^
\_l^^_2(aa+h)rcoB<t>' + {aa+h)'-\i- [r'-2aarcos,p' + a'a'-\ij'

Fo*r points on the surface of the continent we take the value of r from

rz={aa-{- h) cos (^' + V a' (1 — a)' — {aa + hf sin ' <},'

,

but, for points on the surface of the ideal earth (^' greater than y) we put

r=za. The x coordinate of the centre of gravity is -jrr .

These equations are rigorous, but, on account of the smallness of a

and h, we may substitute for them the following

y = j + ^ cos,/,,

g em (</,— 0') = -^ sin (/,'

.

It is worthy of remark that here the direction of gravity is towards the

centre of gravity of the actual earth, precisely as it was before the intro-

duction of the subsidiary sphere ; hence, in the following table the two last

columns are omitted.

We here make application of the preceding to the five continents of

Eurasia, Africa, Australia, North America, and South America, as Prof.

Helraert has done.* The elements of each continent may be derived from

its area and the altitude of its centre counted from the surface of the ideal

earth. In reference to the latter it must be noted that while the centres of

Eurasia, Africa, and North America lie quite near the coast line of Supposi-

tion III, the centre of Australia is quite near the pole of the water surface

of the earth, hence to the elevation of this centre above sea level ought to

be added the greatest depth of the sea, and its area extended accordingly.

•Oeodasie, Vol. II, p. 813.
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As to South America, its centre lies in the just mentioned water surface at

a distance of 18° 16' from the coast line ; hence the depth of the ocean at this

point ought to be added to the elevation of the centre above sea level. It is

supposed that the elevation of the centre of a continent is a fourth greater

than its mean elevation. The area of the earth being represented by 47t,

the area of a continent is 47tsin^-^ . With the explained modification of

Prof Helmert's numbers we have the following table

:

Continent.

Eurasia

Africa

Australia

N. America

""
a-

990 000

9 261 238

540 000

9 261 238

800 000

9 261 238

3 000 000

9 261238X7
S. America 2 250 000

Altitude.

625-° 38° 10'

A
a'

0.0000981

a.

0.0003606

625 27 57 0.0000981 0.0007256

7956 34 11 0.0012489 0.0059327

512^ 24 50f 0.0000804 0.0007881

3008.4 33 54.2 0.0004723 0.0022983

9 261238X7

From these elements we obtain the following table of the values of

gravity as modified by the action of each continent (the horizontal lines

show the interval in which discontinuity occurs).

Enratia. Africa. Australia N. America.

0'- g. f-0'. g- — 0'. g. 0-0'. g. ,j,-f.

180° 0.9999067 0" 0.99990681 0" 0.9988316 0" 0.9999236 0"

150 0.9999192 + 5 0.9999193; + 5 0.9989881 + 60 0.9999338 +4
120 0.9999533 8 0.9999534 8 0.9994159 104 0.9999618 7

90 1.0000000 10 l.OOOOOOO1 10 1.0000000 121 1.0000000 8

60 1.0000467 8 1.0000466i 8 1.0005842 104 1.0000382 7

30 1.0000076 + 5 1.0000807' + 5 1.0004513 + 60 1.0000663 +4
0.9998971 0.9998970

0'-

180°

160

120

90

60

30

1 0.9986706

S. America.

g. <^— V-

0.9995534 0"

0.9996133 +33
0.9997767 40

1.0000000 46

1.0002233 40

1.0001864 +23
0.9995018

0.9999156

Vol. IV.—80
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Supposition V.

The foregoing distribution of density is extremely improbable, as the

meniscus of negative density, intended to counterbalance the continent, is

situated close to the surface of the opposite hemisphere. Therefore this

hypothesis must be rejected. It is proposed to counterbalance the positive

meniscus of the continent by a
~"~^>.^ negative meniscus of the same mag-

^s^ nitude, but reversed in position and

^s so placed that the edges of the

\ menisci are in contact. The adja-

1 cent figure exhibits a plane section

I of the two menisci through their

/ common axis.

/ The combined action of the two

/ menisci is equivalent to the difFer-

__
^ '' ences of the action of four spherical

segments standing on the same base

QQ'. if the action of the segment QH'Q'C is denoted by the symbol (1)

and the action of QHQ C by (2), the action of this reversed by (3) and the

action of the first reversed by (4), the action we seek for our two menisci is

(l)-(2) + (3)-(4),

or the segments of (2) and (4) should be regarded as having negative

densities. Thus if we were in possession of the general formulae for the

attraction of the general spherical segment on an exterior point we should

need nothing more. But no formulae suitable for use are at hand and we
must avail ourselves of the circumstance that the menisci may be regarded

as infinitely thin.

Let «', 0, be the coordinates of the attracted point, p the density of

the menisci, the expressions for the forces are

(«— a/) dx dy dz Y=p y dx dy dz

Z evidently vanishes. The equation of the convex surface of the meniscus is

Let a be the maximum thickness of the meniscus, y its angular radius, ^
the angle its axis makes with the axis oi x; ^ ranges from to n.

suppose that the equation of the concave surface is

(a; 4- * cos <^y +{y -\-k sin ^y + z' = a".

Let us
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where h and a' are constants to be determined. This sphere must pass

through the three points

X = acos{4,— r) { X = a cos
{(f)

\- y) f a; = (a — a) cos

y = a sin (^ — ;-) \ y = a sin {<:\> -\- y) \y = {a — a) sin (^

z — Q [2 =
_

[z =

Thus result the two equations

2*cosr = a'' — a'— P, 2*(a — a) = a"— (a— a)' — ^,

whence

2 (o

—

a— a COS >-)
'

Rejecting quantities of the second order these values become

k = , a' = a-\-
a COS Y

2sin»| 2sin'^

The section of the meniscus by the plane a; ^ a; is the whole or a

portion of the circular ring in the plane yz having the radius

and, if the area of the section is A, we have

v- f ix—i^)A , _ f
(x— 3f)A ,

According to the position of the meniscus on the sphere in respect to

the attracted point we have three different cases of limits in reference to x.

I. When ^ + y> 180°,

fooogC^ + y) faco8(*-Y) .X= p\ (full ring) dx -\- p\ (incomplete ring) ax

.

II. When both ^ — y and <^ + y lie between 0° and 180°.

X = p (incomplete ring) dx

.

Jaoo8«> + y)

III. When^.— y<0°.

JS = p\
^ (incomplete ring) «fa; + p [

(full ring) dx.
JoC08(<^ + Y) JaC08(*-Y)

In the first integral of Case I, A is the difference of the areas of the

two circles whose radii are Va'^— {x -{• k cos <^)^ and Va" — x^; hence, for

this term

v— ^P'^ [
" ""^ '* + 1'^ (g— a^) (a COS Y— X cos <^) ,

8i^J-» [J' + a^-2x'x-\\
•
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In the second integral of the same case the circles bounding the gection

cross at two points whose coordinates are

acosr — xcosrfi , _ _i_ /„« ^ Ia COSY— acosAX'
y = im^ ' «-±y«-^-(^ ^^ y

Taking Q from the equation

between the limits 0° and 180°, the area of the small circle diminished by

the sector between — z and + z is (ti— Q) (a^

—

3^)] and, similarly, the

area of the large circle diminished by its corresponding sector is

(tt — e") [a" — {x-\-lc cos (^)']

.

If, to the first, we add the area (6— &) (a*— »*), and subtract the area thus

obtained from the latter area, we have the section of the meniscus

A = {x— e'){a'^— {x -{ k COS <t>f]
— {':— 0') (ji^— 3?) = —^— (ff— e)[acosy— coa^.a;].

sin'

I

Consequently the second term in Case I has the value

^_ a facoa(»-Y) (x— x'){ii— 0) [^O, CQSy— 008(^.3;] ^

B has the value at the beginning of the integration and n at the end.

Integrating by parts, the second part ofX is

v a / .,, f<»ooB(*-y)(a;_a/)(a COS)' — cosd).a;)j

Hin'Z Jaco8(*+ Y) lx" + a'— 2zrx]i
sin

^

+
a^_ taeos(<t>-y)cl0 C (x— x') {tt COS ^— C0S<^.a;) , .

Sin 2

This joined to the first part, some of the terms cancel each other, and we
have for the complete value ofX in this case,

Bin'

I

pin>J' Jaco8(*+ Y) "*

where

sin'^

d, = — "^l^f [2aaf cos /-— (a/' + a'J cos (/>], ''•=
J^^ t^ "^' cos r—

2

a' cos (^],

<^t = j2^3 cos
<t>.
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From the preceding value of cos 6 we obtain

dd a cos^^.a;— a^ cos <j)

dx ~ {a'— x') V a' {sin" <})
— coa' r) + ''i a COS (j) COB r . X— a^

'

The radical of the denominator, as it vanishes for a; =: a cos (^ + y) and

X = a cos (<^— y), must be equivalent to

V[aco8(0— r)— *] C*'
— acos(0 + j')].

And the factor a^— a^ maintains a finite value throughout the movement of

X. Hence we put
X = a coscji cos ;'— a sin <^ sin } cos u

,

and thus have
^^ — //

V [a cos ((> — r)— x\\x— a cos {(}> + r)]
~

'

dd J _ — sin Y [cos i^ sin y -f- sin ^ cos y cos u] ,

Ex ~ 1— cos '
(f>

cosV + i sin 2 (^ sin 2 ^ cos w — sin ^
<^ sin V cos ' m

The unintegrated part ofX is then

y_ a Biny f [cos ipsXny + sin <^ cos y cos u] [c^g + d, cos m + t?; cos' u]

sin'^ J1 [1— C08'<^ C08V+ Jsin 2^ sin 'Hy cosm—sin'^ sin';' cos'm] 'J d^Jrd^Qoau '

where

d^ = xf' + a' — 2 aa^ cos <f)Coay, d^^Zax^ sin (j) sin ^, d, = tf
, + ci^ oJ^+ o?, c?»

,

d, = d,d, + 2d,d,d,, d, = d,dl.

This definite integral depends on elliptic integrals ; a suflBciently accu-

rate value of it can be obtained by computing the values of the quantity under

the sign of integration for the five values of u, 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°;

calling them Uq, Uy, U^, U^, Ut, the value of the integral is

In the second case we simply omit the part corresponding to the first

term of Case I, and thus have

X= '^l^[d,l^'— 2a3^coa{<t> + r') + a'-\-i+ d,ix"— 2ax'coai^ + y')+ a']i

flin'-| +rf,[a;"— 2 arr' cos (<^ + r) + «']']

I
pa eiay C' [cos <f>Biiiy -\- sin <{> cos y cos u] [c?, -{- d^ cos 'U'-\- d^ cos' m] ,

gijx'I Jo [1— co8'(/)CO8'^-|-isin2<^sin2;'Cosw+sin'</)Sin'^cos'M]Vc<4-l-<^5C0SM
"°

2

In Case III the first term is the same as the second term of Case I, but

the second terra will need to be separated into two, in the latter of which

we do not employ a development in powers of a. Thus this term will be

jr__jr£o f»> (x— x') (a coay— cos^.a:) ^ fff° (x— x')dxdydz

~;7jaooa(«-r) [x'^ + a^ -2x'x}i '^"'^''WU Kx-x^ -^ f ^ ^^
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Xq being an arbitrary quantity which will disappear. In the latter of the

terms we can suppose

The indefinite integral of the quantity under the signs of integration, with

respect to r, is

V (x— a^)' + r'*

Taken between the limits r= 0, r = r, this gives

reading the upper member of the ambiguous sign when x'^sd, and the lower

when a;<[a'. But if the segment is cut oflf from the exterior sphere,

r* = a^— a*, and

This gives for the exterior sphere

The limits for the interior sphere are r^= 0, r^ = a'^— a^— 2k cos ^ . x,

and from x^a^to» = a'— k cos ^. Then

^"^"''k [.'^^~
'^ x" + a'-2^:^ + kcoa<t>-)xJ^''-

Consequently

X= 2rr/,
{ ± {a'-h COS ,^) - ^"gy+^^OS^/" ^ «"+«"-3(«' + -!;C08,^) (a'-i COS./,)

- ^''''
{ T ^»-%FT?W^ VS'» + a»-2(a/ + *cos,^).,

Proceeding to get the latter subtracted from the first, consider the terms

which involve Xq. For brevity putting D for a/^ + a^— 2a:'a;o the quantity

we seek arises from
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in which c? receives the augmentation 2a(a' — a), a;' the augmentation yt cos 4),

and D the augmentation 2a(a'— a)— lak cos ^. Consequently we have

X= -2«/. { -4;?a(a' -a) + [J V5-g^'] * cos*

But
, , X fla COS r „» ^_ . aa COS (i / ? % 7 ,

Oa ,

a (a — a) = ^, a«cos0 = 1-, a{a — a) — a* cos* = (cos/-— cos*).
2sin'-^ 2 sin'

I

28iii^.^

Hence

^ aa ( '^'D.ra,rp-lDi~\

z

+
1 [(^ -^)7d + 4^] (''"^ ^ - '^"^ <^)

}

aa fla;"— a',„„ „ ,n_1 1
/a cos* , , ,\ V5^= _„^__|__^(cosr-cos*)Y^ + (^-^P^-}cosr-icos*j^

am 2

_ 1 cos* Di \

_ 3 a ?"' I
•

On putting VD=. a— a' this reduces to

X= "LP^—[—aW cos r + iix" + a'x' — ^a") cos *].

a;"sin'-?
z

And the quantity resulting from the first integral at the upper limit is

X= _^^l^^[aVcosr + (— i«" + |aOco8*].
a/' sin' I

The sum of these is

X = "'°° [2aV cos r 4- (- K' — a'^ + «') cos *].

x" sin' I

If i>/D-=.d— a this expression should be negatived. In fine, the difference

of the two X'a as far as it results from the terms independent of Kq, is

X= "^° [- a' a;' coar + (ia/' + a' a;' - ^a') cos *].

a:"Bin'^

Hence the complete value ofX in Case III is

X= ±,
"'P"- [aV COS/- + (— ia^' + l«') cos*]

x" sin' ^

^P^
I

d, [x"— 2 ax' cos (*— r) + «']-» + «^. [^" - 3 aa^ cos (* — r) + «']*

Bin * — ^
2 +<^,[a;"— 2 a*' cos (*— r) + «']-}

4- /> [
^ (incomplete ring) rfa;,

JoC08(#+y)
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where the upper member of the ambiguous sign must be taken when a^af,

and the lower when a <a;'.

Taking up Y, the indefinite integral of the quantity under the sign of

integration is

_ 1

V(»-x')' + y' + «''

The limits of integration are y= ± Va^— x^— z^ and

y = — A; sin ± V o" — (« + * cos </>)*— «'

.

In the second portion of the course of integration with respect to x, we must

integrate with respect to y from

y = —Va^— a?— z^ to y = — /c sin ^ — Va'^— {x -\- Ic cos ^)^— z*,

and again fromy=— Asin^* +^0'^— {x-\-k cos^*)^

—

^ioyz=.s/a?— 3?—^.

This gives

''jj Lv («— a;')' + a" — (a; + A cos (^)' + 2 * sin V o'— a* — «*

+ V (a;— a// + a"— (a: + *cos,^)' — aA;sin^ ya'-a^ — «'J
'^'^'^^"

In the first course of integration with respect to x, the limits of

integration with respect to y are from

y = — A;sin^ -\-»^a'^— (x + kcos^f— f? to y=.i^ci?— o^— z*,

which gives

^~ ^
)J Lv (a;— »')' + «"— (a; +^ cos ^)' — 2 A sin <^ V a'— a:* — «"

V (a; — a/)' + a' — a:'

J

Rejecting quantities of the order of P, the two expressions become

v_ ffa(a'— a) + ^ cos <l>.x
-{- k Bm<f, V a' — g^ — z^ j ,

The limits of integration with respect to z are from z=— Va*— x* to

z = ^^2"ir^. In the terms involving the radical Va^— ar^— z^ we can put

Tt 71
z =\/a^— x^ sin >7 with limits for )? from ^^ *o ~o~- Thus

;
2 [a (a' — a) + A cos <^. a;] V a' — «* + 5 i sin <^ (a' — a:*)

(x" + a'— 2«'a;)«
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The complete value of Fis the sum of these two definite integrals "when the

first is extended to all values of x for which the plane x-=.x intersects the

bounding surfaces of the meniscus four times, and when the second is

extended to values for which the plane intersects once both the concave and

convex surfaces. The values of x, for which the plane intersects only the

convex surface, contribute nothing to the value of Y.

The indefinite integral

Similarly as in X, we have the three cases as follows

:

I. When 4» + y> 180°.

y._ pa f " °°8 (* -y) [a cos y + cos (^.a;] V a' —

?

j

sin
^

+ .,^{_(^:!^r(."_2aa/co8(^-r) + a')-*

2 4.(a/._2aa;'co8(0 + r) + «')-*-j^J
- 2 5^^' [(^" - 2 «^ cos (*- r) + «')

+ (x"— 2 flx' cos (<^ + r) + a')*— 2 (a/ + a)!

+ 1^. [(^' - 2 ao:' cos (.^- r) + a')J

+ (x"— 'i.ay! cos (</> + r) + «')' — 2 («' + «)»] l.

II. When both ^ — y and <^ + y lie between 0° and 180°.

Y_ />g facog(»-T) [g cos r + cos 0.a:] »J a?— a? -,

~.in.J:Joco«(* + y) (a;" + a'--2a:'a;)l
sin-^

+ ,^ ^ii5A / _ (^:L-flT(:.'» _ 2 «:^ cos («- r) + «')-»

'* —(«"— 2 ox' cos ((^ + )') + «')-*]

- ** 4$^' [(*" - 2«^ cos (^ - r) + «')

— (a/' — 2 ax' cos (<^ + r) + a»)*1

+^\y - 2 aa/ cos («- r) + a')«

— («"— 2 ox' cos i<t> + r) + «')'"]
I

.
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III. When^)— y<0°.

pa [<^ COB (- y) [a COS r + COS <^.a;] V g' — a* ^^

z

+ ,/,
^^8inj^

{ _(5l^ [_ (a;- _ 2 «:«' COS (.^- r) + a')-*

a. _(:r"-3a:c'cos(</, + r) + a')-»dz^r£:^]

_ 2
^'^+"' P— (a/'— 2aa;' cos (* - r) + a')»

— («"— 2aa/ cos ((/> + r) + «')* ± 2 (a/ — a)"!

+W [- (''"- 2 «^ cos (0 - r) + «')'

— («" — 2aa/ cos (</> + r) 4-a')5 ± 2C«' — «)'] }

The upper member ofthe ambiguous sign must be taken when x' > a,

and the lower when »;'•< a. The definite integral appearing in all the cases

is elliptic, and may be reduced to the simplest form. In order to do this

we assume the change of variables

a— X _ , a — a/ 1 — y
a-\-x~ a-\^l-\-y'

the ambiguous sign to be so read that ± (a— a!) shall be positive (the case

a— »' = will be treated shortly). Thus

dx dy

V (a' -x*) («" + «'— 22/2;)"- V (1— y') (1 -/fc'y')
•

When a/> a the values of m and Tc are

and when a/ •< a,

When x' > a the limits of integration are from

_ a cos (.^ + r) + a:'
to V = « cos (» — r) + a^

^ a 4- '''' cos (0 + r) ^ a-\- xf cos (<^— ;')

'

and when x' <^a the reciprocal of these.

In the first case

[g cos r-\- cos 4, . x] (a'— x") _ _ , [(g -f- a/y) cos r + (^ + ay) cos (^] (1 — y')

a:" + a' — 2a/a;
**

(5T'7yf(5'=^'y)
'

and, in the second case,

[g cos r + cos (^.a;] (a*— a:*) _ _ > [(a/ + ay) cos r + (« + ig'y) cos (^] (1 — y')

a:" + a''-2«'a; (a;' + ayY {x' — gy)
"^^
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We can put y = sin 0, and then

[a cos r + C08 (^.x] Va' — ar*
^^ ^3

/"2~[(a-f a' sin e) cos r+ (^'+ <" sing) co80] cos'g ,.

^ -^ (a + a/sineyCa— ai'sm^)*/!— ^sin'^i

and, in the second case,

[a 008^+ cos A. 2;] Va'— a^j _ _3 l^x' [(jc'-{ aBinO) cosy -\-(a-\-x' s\n.e) cosd,'\ cos^e ,

"-
'

-"
(a/ 4- a sin «)' (a/— a sing) a/ 1 — ^sin'fl

It seems that farther prosecution of the reduction would lead to more
complication. Thus it will be less laborious if mechanical quadratures

are used. For this purpose we transform by making a; = a cos yi. Then

the definite integral becomes

paa? f * + >(C08>- + COS0 cos>;) sin'); ,

sj^7rj*-y [(»'— «/— 2«a;'c0S,]3 '
'

Bin -g

After X and Fhave been determined for the anti-meniscus, as these

forces are referred to the centre of its sphere, they must be changed to the

centre of the meniscus. Let the forces here determined with a positive

density for the anti-meniscus be called X' and Y'. Then the forces which

ought to be added to X and Y are severally

— (a' — 2 a COS y cos <^) X' -f 2aco8^sin0. Y'

*l (3!— 2 a COS / COS ^)' -+- 4:a'cosV8iu"^

2 g COB ?- sin ^.X' — {x' — 2 g cos y cos^ Y'

ij (x' — 2 a cos Y cos 0)" -f 4 a' cosV sin' <^

The preceding equations have purposely been made general. How-

ever, a great reduction results when we suppose that x' = a. In the case of

the attraction of the continent on any point situated on the earth's surface,

this supposition can be adopted as the meniscus is assumed to be infinitely

thin. But in the case of the anti-meniscus the relation holds only when

the attracted point is at the edge of the continent. The principal modifica-

tions in the formulae may be noted.

For X we have

^ P f Adx
~ (Vaa/J Va—

»'

In the first integral of Case I,

-^_ Tzpa f o cos (» + -y) a qOB y— COS <^ .

g

,

(V 2^)' Sin' I
J- ^«^

And the second term
pa roco8(»-Y) (;r— g) (a COS 7-— cos(^.a;)y pa f <* ^"'' vf ~ " yiz— uj \u uuB ; uub tp . n,) n
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Integrating by parts

pa foooB(«->) d0 f aCOS;'— C08(^.X j_.

We have here

< = 0, ^^^ COBr-C08.j,
^ ^^^ COS I

2a ' '~12^'

and the complete value of JTia this case is

-^ = —^^ (cos r— i cos <^)

sin»|

no focosc*— y) dor, a x~\Jr—^
^Lon.,*^. 3S

(cosr-cos,^)+ico8.^—- >Ja-xdx.
V2a8in»-^-'''*°"'*+*> "*!- "J

Also here we have

d^ = 2a^(l — COS0 COS?'), rf^ = 2a' sin ^ sinr,

d, = « (1 — cos (^ cos ;•) [| (cos
J-
— cos (/)) + 1 sin' <^ cos r]

,

d, = a sin (/) sin ;- [|(cos ;-— COS </)) + | sin' i^ cos r] , d^ = -J^cosc^ sin'^ sin';'.

The definite integral in X is

X = z"" sin y' sin (^ r» [cos <^ sin ;> -f 8in </> cos y cos m] [co8 yam^-^ 8in ;> cos (^ cos u] ,

ein'-^ Jo [IH-cos^cos;-— Bin<^sin;'C0SM] Vl—co8(^cos;'-)-8in08in;'CO8«

In the second case

p- ?rpa

sm 2

—
I

Ccos ;•— COS (^) sin ^i^ + | cos sin"^^M + same definite integral.

The complete value of X in Case III is

X= ^— cosr+ icos<^+ (co8r — coS(/))8in^-^^ + |cos^8in'^-^^
I

ain'ZL ^ ^ Jsm
3 + same definite integral.

The two expressions for Y become

j7-_ rr/jisin (^ f a-\-x ,

The indefinite integral

1
f a-\-x J _ _l_/5

, IxN ,
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The indefinite integral

f [g ^ coa — COB <^.a;] ^ a-\-x ^

In consequence the definite integral which appears in all three cases of T,

is integrable and has the value

Y= /"^

Bin' |COS(>^^coa-'^-cos'^ii:"

- (cos /-— COB <^) COS *^- COS^^- log ^2 2 %ot*+i:
L_

The subsidiary terms which must be added to this in each case are

Case I. "^^^ {
- [sin^^ + "n^ - 2] + i [sin'^^ + sin'^^ - 2] },

2 sin'

I

Case III. ^I^^
{

[sin^ + sin^] - i [sin'!^^ + sin'<^] }

.

When the attracted point is on the axis of the menisci, F vanishes and

for X the action of the meniscus we have

X= ^

where

38in'-^̂['-4«"^+4-(4-^-)J'

D = af — a COB ?' , ^' = i)' + «' sinV •

The action of the anti-meniscus is

X= ^^ri_34co8r-2^-f34-2^)^1,

where D and A have the same signification as before, but w' = »'— 2a cosy.

This must be subtracted from the action of the meniscus.
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Some remarks should be added respecting the degree of approximation

obtained in the preceding investigation. While it is true that when the

attracted point is at a finite distance from the surface of the meniscus, the

attraction can be developed in a series arranged according to ascending

integral powers of a, this is no longer true when the point is on the surface,

when the proper form of the series is

If a is about -nrW, in taking A^ a as the value, we must expect that the

error committed is about 1 per cent, instead of a jiriTru part. Also the

expansion of the potential in a series of integral powers of—7- is, in this case,

divergent. Thus the method proposed by Tisserand* is quite nugatory.

The trouble appears to be that the surface of the meniscus is discontinuous

at the edge.

I have computed the values of g from the preceding data for the five

continents at their summits and their antipodes ; the results are in the

following table

:

Eurasia. Africa. Australia. N. America. S. America.

180°

9-

0.9999993

9-

0.9999998

9-

0.9999946

9-

0.9999999

9-

0.9999980

0.9998669 0.9998557 0.9982539 0.9998796 0.9993395

As in the former suppositions we must ascertain the displacement in the

centre of gravity of the earth produced by the new arrangement of the

matter. Let Fj, Fg, F3, F^ be the volumes of the spherical segments in the

order of their previous consideration. We have Fg = Fj, and V^:=V2. Next

let £Ci, X2, X3, x^ be the x coordinates of their several centres of gravity ; we
have

x,=- 2 a cos Y — a:, , x^=: 2 a cos r— «,

.

The shift of the centre of gravity of the earth along the axis of, and towards,

the summit of the continent will be

X = -^(F,x,-F,a:,+ F,^,-F,:r.).t

On making the just mentioned substitutions this becomes

X = -^[2 {V,x,-V,x,) -2a cosy (K-r,)}.

• Mficanique Celeste, Tom. II, p. 819.

t Polason, M^caniqe, Tom. I, pp. 155-156.
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But if H denote the altitude of the first segment and J the radius of its base,

we have -,

V,x^ = \7ta^H{a — \H) — \-J' {a— Hf

.

In order to obtain the values of Fg— F^and V^x^— V^Xi, we must' suppose

that a receives an increment = ^
, and H an increment a. Thus

2 sin^l^

F,- F. = [f rra' + i ^ J'] a- [| xa^-- i :rJ']^^

,

F, X,- F. :r. = [^a' (a- 1 JJ)+ i ^J-' (fl- JT)]^^ - [;:« (5 + a) (a- i ^)]^^
2 sin'

I

2sin'-i"

4:7t
Recalling that H=:a (1— cos y) and J=: a sin y, if= -^ Rc^, on making the

substitutions we get

x =|—" -^(l-co8r)(l-2co8r)a-co8r).

The corresponding changes in the colatitude are tabulated below :

Enraaia. Africa. Australia. N. America. S. America.

^. f— <j,'. (j,
— if,'. (p— 0'. — ^'.

<l>
— /.

180° 0" 0" 0" 0" 0"

150 +1 +2 +18 +3 + 7

120 2 3 30 3 12

90 2 3 36 3 13

60 2 3 30 3 12

30 +1 +2 +18 +2 + 7

After having considered the irregularities of distribution of matter in

the solid portion of the earth, it remains to consider the actions of the fluids

upon the earth's surface on the intensity and direction of gravity. It

suffices to suppose that the ocean has the form of a meniscus invaded how-

ever by the continents. Of the latter there may be several sorts. A conti-

nent may be untouched by the ocean, or a certain portion of its rim be under

water or again the whole of it while the summit is still above, and, lastly,

the continent may be wholly submerged. In all these cases, except the first,

the proper allowance must be made for the displacement of the water.
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As to the action of the atmosphere on gravity, it is plain that it is too

minute to need consideration. For this fluid may be supposed to form a

spherical shell whose action on interior points is nothing. Nevertheless the

mass of the earth for use in pendulum experiments ought to be less than

that used for the action on distant bodies, as the moon, by the amount of

the mass of the atmosphere. A sufiBciently approximate value of the latter
m

is obtained by supposing it equivalent to that of a sea of mercury 0.75 deep

and covering the surface of the earth. The protrusion of the continents tends

to diminish this estimate, but the diminution of gravity, in going upward,

tends to increase it. These two causes may nearly oSset each other.
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362 13 forj9, read (p^

363 - 8 for s^ C* JS:' read «,, C) K"
369 10 for £, read Z>

369 -1 for C read C
377 —4 insert arm of parenthesis

before ^

382 16 for a„ read a„

382 17 for «„ read a,j

382 18 for a,, read a^ twice

384 25 for 2 s, a, read 2 si \
384 -10 for -4s!/S„ read + 4sJ;9„

386 14 for /?„ read /3^

388 -12 for ^ read /9,8

ERRATA

Paero Line

389 23 for t„ read <„

389 25 for:,^, read — C,^,

390 -7 for + >?, read — >?,

395 4 add the factor u to the first term

396 9 for n read /*'

402 11 for - rs read -^
403--10 for^e' read 7 e'

405 3 for + K'i^ [V read + iT'." [V
406 16 for T^ read ||
406 18 for 5 read |
406 -9 insert + iT™ [«^] [5]

407 5 for the first ^i," read K'i^

411 14 for exponent 3 read f

t,
*^1 16 for exponent 2 read ^

t 429 21 for turn read tarn
" 430 21 add exp: f to the denominator

431 -2 for — d, read + d'

441 13 for 1 read /
'

441 -5 for sin ' (/> sin ' j- cos ' m
read — sin'<^ sin'j' cos'u

449 2 for a r cos read a cos r
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